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It is an honour to be assigned the task of welcoming and

introducing this massive work by the renowned scholar.

Dr. V. Varadacharya. He has been working on this theme for

decades with admirable thoroughness and the present publication

embodies his lectures under the noble Trust in Honour of

the memory of the great savant. Prof. M. Rangacharya.

The Trust was brought into existence by the highly accomplished

and venerated son of the professor, the late lamented Prof.

M. R. Sampatkumaran. The book is being brought out by the

devoted and worthy cousin of the professor, Sri M. C. Krishnan.

The book does promote the lofty goals of the Trust in a

conspicuous measure

About the book itself, considering its vast scope, patient

scholarship and meticulous documentation, it is hardly possible

to pronounce a just and adequate estimate. Luckily, such is

not the function of a foreword. The author starts with the

giddy and dim heights of the Vedic religion and advances

methodically to the delineation of recent Hindu philosophy and

religion, which are dominated by the Agamas. The Recent

Hinduism is Agamic in character, whether it be Sakta, Saiva

or Vaisnava. Not that the hoary heritage of the Vedas,

Upanishads, the Epics, Puranas and Smritis is discarded, sbut

it is subsumed and concretized in the living traditions of

practical Hinduism. Our author takes the treatment to further

particularization and brings up to South Indian Vaisnavism.

The treatment is neatly introduced with a clear formulation

of the subject-matter. The validity of the Agamas was

sometimes questioned m the orthodox Hindu tradition itself

and hence the question of their validity is considered critically



and exhaustively in the context of the vedic tradition. The
dimensions of the Agamas, their classification and the principal

schools of the Agamic religion receive their due consideration.

This discussion arrives naturally at the second focal point of the

work, the Vaisnava Agamas Their two-fold tradition, the

Vaikhanasa and the Pancaratra, is taken up in all the required

completeness We are given a full map of the Pancaratra

texts How the spirit and doctrines of this Vaisnava agamic

tradition penetrated Vaisnava literature in general is shown in

great detail The living Hinduism of recent times centres round

worship. The principles and techniques of worship in private

and m temples receive ample description, not excluding the art

and science of the construction and maintenance of temples

and the icons to be adored m them. How this conception and

practice of religion deeply entered into the actual life of the

people ra all aspects is brought out in the concluding chapters.

The book, one may say, errs m its abundance. But it

welds the bewildering mass of data into an integrated design.

All the old sources and all the writings on the Agamas by

modern writers are noticed and judiciously put to use. By far

this is the weightiest modern trtatment of the Agamas. While

thanking the publishers, we are to hope for the right reception

to this altogether solid contribution.

Mysore \
31—12—’81 J

S. S. RAGHAVACHAR
Professor and Head of the Department of
Philosophy (Retd ), University of Mysore.



PREFACE

The following pages contain an account of the origin,

growth and development of the Agamas with special refeience

to the Vaisnava kind. They are wntten after a deep study of

the original texts of the Vaikhanasa and Pancaratra.

Interest was aroused in me for a study of the Vaisnava

Agamas, when I went through Otto Schrader’s Introduction to

the Pancaratra and Ahirbudhnyasamhita and the Sanskrit

introduction to the Lakshmit antra edition of the Adyar Library

written by my revered father Pandit V. Krishnamacharya.

These two are the only invaluable and authoritative sources for

the proper understanding of the Vaisnava Agamas.

While making a progressive study of the Vaisnava Agamas,

I received a call from late Prof. M. R. Sampatkumaran to

deliver three lectures at Triphcane under the auspices of

Prof M Rangacharya Memorial Trust on Agamas and South

Indian Vaisnavism. Accordingly the lectures were delivered

by me

Soon after, late Prof. M. R. Sampatkumaran suggested to

me to prepare a work on the topic of the lectures delivered I

agreed and began preparing to gather more information and

details on this subject. Late Prof. M. R. Sampatkumaran

asked me frequently to clarify certain problems which are

necessarily to be solved and settled satisfactorily. This was

really a hard task, .since I could find neither a scholar

who could be of help to me for suggesting the means to serve

this end nor any standard work, but for the two works (the

latter is only an introduction) which inspired me for i . i g .,p a

study of the Agamas. I did not lose heart but managed to nave
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the matters cleared with the help of these two works and the

sia 'dard samhitas of the Vaikhanasa and Pancaratra. Therefore

the credit should go to late Prof. M. R. Sampatkumaran for

much of the contents and their treatment in this work.

While writing on this topic, certain matters crop up
demanding solutions that could have a veracity like that of the

already settled issues. With the available evideices no solution

could be arrived at The evidences could only be studied and
conclusions be drawn for the time being, allowing subsequent

alteration when more acceptable and satisfactory evidences

become available.

To start with, mention must be made of the nature of

beginnings of systems and schools such as Music, Dance,

Drama, Grammar, Arthasastra, Silpa, Puranas, Kalpasutras

and others. Eminent sages have their names associated with

these, sometimes the same name occurring for more than one

branch or school The sages could have been related to each

other as master and pupil or indebted mutually or bearing

mutual influence. So the schools are taken to be interrelated

and interdependent too in some respect. When the idea of the

whole could have thus prevailed, it is not proper to treat one

system as fully derived from another, unless there is direct

evidence in support of it. The question of Sakta agama alone

to have been the precursor of other kinds of Agamas should

therefore be treated as idle. Equally baseless should be the

reason that agama should have had its home in India or outside

India. With our limited knowledge of the situations in the

remote periods, it is too early to be dogmatic for suggesting a

period or periods for the origin of the Agamas.

Suggestions have been made by some w liters that the

Agamas are antivedic and should have risen under the impact

t'f the wavs of life of the aborigines of India. It is to be
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observed here that borrowing, whether, linguistic, religious or

cultural, is always from those who are spiritually and morally

superior or politically dominant in power : minor impacts

could have been there on the cultured class coming from the

tribes but wholesale concept of the Agama way of worship

could not have emanated from the tribes : the Agamas must
therefore be treated as supplementary to the Vedas.

Ever since the Agama mode of life and worship came into

vogue, there were host of writers on the Smrtis and Puranas to

denounce it as unauthoritative and anti-Vedic. However, the

Agama mode has come to stay stabilised and getting intertwined

with the Vedic practices. The reference to the linga in the

Taittiriyaranyaka 10. 43-47 should be taken to point to the

prevalence of offering worship t@ the symbol (pratika) which is

as valid as Yantra representing a stage prior to the evolution of

idol (pratima)

Then there are the compositions of the Alvars. There are

shrines whose glory is sung by them and recorded in the

Nalayiradivyaprabandham. There are also the Agama texts.

Among these, the temples should been in existence for a long

period before 7th century A.D. when the Alvars sang their glory.

The structures in most of these huge shnnes, which were built

following the sculptural and Agamic directions, should be placed

at a period later than the Alvars. Whether these temples were

built according to the Agama directions cannot be proved with

any degree of certainty. The shrines at Paramesvaravinnagaram,

Tirukkottiyur, Kudalur, Srirangam and others reveal through

their structures, that they bear the Agamic influences. This

cannot be said of other shrines Besides, the two important and

well known shrines at Srirangam and Tirumalai have their

vimanas named Pranavakara and Anandamlaya. Neither the

Silpasastra nor the Agama texts envisage the erection of the

vimana of these kinds. It must be therefore, be taken that the
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Agama texts were not as ancient as the compositions of the

Alvars and that even when they became composed, they did not

have their full impact on temple constructions.

It is equally unsound to agree with the idea that the Vedas

do not contain reference to female deities who became introduced

later into the epics. The Taittiriyasamhita (l -8-6-1) refers to

Siva as Ambikapati. The name Ambika occurs as, the name of

the deity That like Siva, she could not have received worship

in the form of idol is another point.

The Vaikhmasa system is more ancient than Pancaratra

1 1 ci, 3'argJ and others were the direct pupils of

Vik »anas. Yet, the texts which are now available under the

authorship of these are not in a language suggestive of an ancient

kind. They must be placed thus m the period about 6th or 7th

ceniury A.D

Regarding Pancaratra texts, the ancient ones do not contain

reference to temples or idols there. They contain much useful

material regarding Jnana, Cosmology, Vyuha, Yantra, Mantra

and Yaga. The order among the texts may not be fixed as a

text, supposed to be earlier mentions the text claimed to be later

Yet, Jayakhya, Laksmitantra, Ahirbudhnyasamhita, Paruma-

samhna, Pauskara and Sattvata can be taken at present as

having been composed m this order

Concepts and theories of Visistadvaita on the philosophical

sphere impressed the Vaisnava community to a very high degree

Temple worship has been, however, very popular. The result of

this has been that the later texts on the Agamas ignored to a

great extent the value of Jnana and Yoga padas and paid much
attention to the treatment of Knya and Carya aspects, as temple

construction and worship of the idols found much favour with

the people.



With all the rich and ancient back ground of the Agamas,

it is strange to note that both the Vaisnava Agamas are in vogue

and practised only in South India, with few exceptions m some

places in North India. The Vaikhanasa is less known m the

North than the Pancaratra. The reason must be found in the

far more numerous Visnu shrines situated in South India

celebrating as glorified by the Alvars.

These observations made above have validity only for the

present. Deeper study of each of the Vaisnava Agama text,

when undertaken will thiow much light on many of these issues

requiring modification and alteration for the concepts and

theories now held as belonging to this Agama tradition I have

the feeling that whatever is necessary is not left out in this work.

At most, this work could be treated as source book for further

study to be undertaken on the subject.

It is sad that Prof. M. R. Sampatkumaran is no more

to see this work released. I could not forget his repeated

utterances of encouragement and support for completing this

work. I should thank also Sri M. C. Krishnan, the publisher

for his painstaking efforts to see the work through the press.

Dr. V. VARADACHARI,
French Institute of Indology,

February, 1982. Pondicherry.
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Srimate Ram an ujaya Namah

PUBLISHER’S NOTE

The printing of this book, Agamas and South Indian

Vaisnavism, had almost been completed when a cruel fate

intervened and snatched away Prof. M. R. Sampatkumaran.

It is amidst the gloom of his demise that I am compelled to

write this note

Three lectures on this subject were delivered during

February 1974 by Dr. V. Varadachari, currently of Institut

Francaise D’Indologic, Pondicherry, under the auspices of

Prof. M Rangacharya Memorial Trust (endowed by his dutiful

son, the late Prof M R Sampatkumaran). The revision of

these lectures for being printed and the necessary time required

for editing and printing carefully a book of this bulk accounts

for the long delay m bringing it out.

The scope of this work and its approach to the subject has

been briefly, yet very succinctly, explained by Prof.

S S. Raghavachar in his foreword. The authenticity of the

Agamas has been questioned from about the beginning of the

Christian era. The objection is based only on one point viz ,

worship of God based on the supposed non-Vedic character of

the Agamas which recommend strongly the worship of particular

deities in an exclusive manner Idol worship marks the Agamic

mode of worshipping God. The objections against the validity

of the Agamas have been refuted by Yamuna m his great work

Agama Pramanya and Ramanuja has made good use of the

Agama texts m his exposition of the philosophy of Vi$i$tadvaita.

The Agamas glorify several deities and there appear to have

been certain Agamas of the nastika kind too. In course of time

only the Sakta, S'aiva and Vaisnava Agamas survived and the

rest became extinct. In this book Dr. V. Varadachari has ably

dealt elaborately on various Agama texts and has devoted

detailed attention and emphasis, particularly on Vai$ijava
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Agamas and the nature of worship in Vai?uavaite temples and
their effect on the religious life of the devotees of Vi$nu m
South India The width and the depth of scholarship called for

in making such a study of the subject may very well be judged

from the works listed out in the Index. Dr. V. Varadachari has

done more than real service in bringing into focus the Agama
literature which had not so far been dealt with in a scientific

manner.

Readers may be aware that this Trust has been, m its own
humble way, making significant contributions to the study and
propagation of the philosophy of Vi£i§tadvaita, and the present

publication, the fifth m the series, is in fulfilment of a

commitment made in 1977 at the time of publishing the earlier

work, Sri Ramanuja’s Philosophy and Religion by
Dr. P. B. Vidyarthi.

It remains for me to express my thanks to Dr. V. Raghavan
and Sri C. S. Parthasarathy Iyengar (both of them are no longer

with us) and Prof. A. N. Parasuram who presided on the three

days of the lectures and conducted the proceedings. I am
greatly indebted to Prof. S. S. Raghavachar, who, in spite of

failing health had been good enough to write the foreword in

his inimitable style. The Triphcane Cultural Academy associated

itself with the lectures and the authorities of Sri Yadugiri Yatiraja

Mutt, Triplicane, Madras, kindly allowed the use of their hall

for the lectures I am under obligations to all who helped

m the printing of this book and to Sri M. A. Tbirumalachan

and Sri A. Thamgachalam in particular. I cannot sufficiently

express my thanks to Sri M. N. Parthasarathy, M.A., Secretary,

Sri Ramanuja Vedanta Centre, Madras, for his assistance in

getting this book ready

February, 1982. M. C. KRISHNAN.
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Agamas ani South Indian Vaisnavism

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTORY

The Vedas represent the earliest extant literature in the

world They are four, under the names of Rgveda, Tajurveda,

Samaveda and Atharvaveda They record many aspects of the life

of the people of ancient India whose religious beliefs and

aspirations left an indelible mark on their social life. Indeed,

the religions and social aspects became inextricably mixed up

with each other But it must not be forgotten that the Vedas

deal primarily with the religious beliefs and practices of ancient

India

Whethei the Vedas are regarded as eternal as Hindu tradition

believes, or as composed by a number of authors at different

periods and then codified, it mu$ f be admitted that the concept

of the Deity must have been an article of faith long before the

ancient Indians felt any urge to offer worship There was also

the realization that man has to depend on the Deity for

protection from danger and distress and for a secure and happy

Iffe. To evoke response from a deity when a person offered his

prayer to gam any particular objective, or to offer thanksgiving

for the fulfilment of the prayer, an offering of what that person

had with him was made Usually, the offering was made in the

sacred fire which was believed to convey it to the deity

concerned The prayers are recorded in the Rgveda and the ways

and means of the offerings to be made are treated in the Tajurveda.

The Samaveda helped in chanting those prayers so as to attract

the Deity As for the Atharvaveda
, it provided the people with

the means to protect themselves against enemies and evil forces.

asv—
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2 AGAMAS AND SOUTH INDIAN VAlSNAVlSM

The Indian community In the earliest period does n >1 seem

to be very d ifFv rent from our society today in the attitude to life

and in basic filings and aspirations The sufr. hols endured by

the people from time to time were then regirded as the < flp cts

of past deeds Thus there is a r* f* renee to :
!k sense of emir l

It was const dt rtd that sufferings coo'd be n Xi re-'* me by th * nrce

of the deity 2 Hatred, disuse and di^trss ifficied th* md* G» d

was I >oke i up>n is a ph> sici in wh),* ore. nee w is v 'raed

after by the suiTvmrs ip order th H tluv mi:h f

g t m o T looses 4

God’s good-will was sought afUrS ind apn. iK were made for

this purpose,® L mg life, co-operation anion’ people an i wrh

God, prosperity, \ dor sons and go xl food 7 are the th ns ^ *

desires frequent)} expressed m the pn>en ltd to the du'x .

The aruien* Irdinnsweie quin* ' w nc o' the ra*urt o* Use

deities* T t y practised medUuUon r. v g
#b T c! im J

that the * \<u e'ar cn* f

y rn whom the rrtditator fix* d his

thinking faculties appeared before him This created a sound

reflex in the meditator. The rcstasv which the meditator then

felt gave rise to a m usual seuirc to this nmnd ref! x Hus

came to be kno vn as * u<
ifia % It connui^d a picture t

f the

deity in the 1 muuage knoftn fo the mediator The maht*n i* cS

sev ra! phases like pnrst s B invouU^s 9 dr iti u > 10

deliberation*,!! oewadings,^ questions 13 a.our a 1

L RV VII 6» ^
2 Imd Vif f>P 2

3, Ibid II 33 2* 3

4, Ibid II 33 4 ; VII. 7, 1-2

B Ibid II 33 6

8 Ibid' If 33 4

7 /bid* I 89 8 » Sf ni 17; flV I 11 2, h 33 I, 14 , IV, 30 11 ,

5V Purva rat*a V 6 8,

3 ^ I LI
a SV l L
10 TS. VI 6 1 2*

11, RV X 129 S„

12, SK XXiIL 18,

13, Ibid XXIII SL
14 Jbidt XXIII, 02
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others God then became identical with the mantra. Many
deities appeared thus to the same or various meditators and thus

many mantras came into existence. Those mantras which were

of the nature of praise were also called r£r 15 Some of these

mantras were used with or without change when set to music

and sung and when making offerings to the deities concerned.

The meditator is thus a seer of the mantra (maniradrastf) and not

its author Those who have realized this are known as the fsts

for the particular mantras Hence some sages are considered as

the r<tts for some

The word 1 mantra* is considered to have been connected

with the faculty of thinking which is the sense of the root
6 man'

or * main ' 15 When the rks occur in the Vedu texts for

employment in sacred rites, they no longer have the denotation

of the faculty of thinking. Besides, certain passages which

convey senses other than thinking, are also called mantras So,

it is held that whichever passage is specifically mentioned m the

Ved c texts as mantra must be named as such H

Regarding the concept of God and the characteristic

features of deities in the Rgveda
, the scholars of the West

contend that the religion of the Rgveda represents that of a

primitive society marked by the “ spontaneous emotioaal

reactions of wonder, awe and fear evoked in man by natural

phenomena such as the wind, the sun and the moon. Impressed

by these powerful and inexplicable forces of Nature, primitive

man reacted with emotional attitudes and behaviour to which **

15 For the definition of Rk, Sdman and Yajus, Jaimim's

Purvannmamsd Sutras , II 1 35-37,

16 The root ‘ matn ‘ has the sense of * secret talk * (gupta-panbha-

$ana) It seems that the word 4 mantra * must have been derived from this

root The seer (mantradrastf ) who received the mantra was the only

person who had received it and none else He alone had the sound
reflex and the sens© of the root 4 matn 9

is applicable here

17 Vide Sayana's Upodghata to his RgvedabhSsya (p, 35)
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the name * reltgion * is given 18 P.rson'fication of the
supernatural and the anthropomorphic concepts of Na'ure are
also held to have given rise to the idea of God in primt ive

society 19 Some scholars are of opinion that the Vethc culture
was influenced by magic acts, fertility rites and other prim t ve
manifestations cf religion The performance of these was
intended to sumuhte or propitnte the powers of Nuure and so
was considered as an obhgttory duty. A study of primitive

culture is thus quite essential for understanding Vedic culture 20

These findings of the Western scholars could be accepted,

if the Rgvcda conta ns any evidence to support them A society
which is called pr-mitive is distinguish. d from a civilized one
and, on th-s g-ound, is h Id to be inferior to the latter 1 i

order to avoid this kind of attitude towards that society, the

Wc>rd 4
preluera ie ’ is often used by modern writers.

Cert tinly ibc society and culture is depicted in the Rgoeda
are no> pr i mtivc There are certain feaiur s which belong on’y
to primitive «• ciety and none of them are traceable in the

Rgveda There is nothing, like the 4 mana* of the Polynesians,

the ‘ maniton ’ of the N.mh Am ricans, tyrannical practices

characterized by cruelly and rough behavt ur, head-hunting for

achieving a gr< iter sta'us, tattoo, taboos and tot mism These

are negative p*- cos of evidence to prove that the religion of the

Vedas is not primitive

On the other hand, there are substantial piec s of evidence

to show that socuty in the Vedic period wa. c vilize.f Family

life is well d.ptcted with people striving for and living a happy

18, Edward Norbeck • Religion in Primitive Society p 24.

19 s acdonf-11 • A Vedic Reader for Students, Introduction, p xvm ;

Max M iller , What can India teach us ? p 160

20. Cf J Gond i ;
‘ Some Observations on the Relation between gods

and powers m the Veda apropos of the phrase, sahasajt snnuk "
pp. i-iv,

1-107, S. Gravenhaje.
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and prosperous life 21 The ideal of a rastra was quite familiar

lo the people of that period 22 Homes, gatherings* garments

and the use of horses and chariots are frequently referred to,

suggesting an advanced and developed society on the material

plant 23 Word&24 like cam, sumangalih
,
saubhogalva and others

bung out the aesthetic sense of that society Fine poetry,25

with attractive similes, points to the literary excellence of the

Rgveda

Culturally, the standard of the Rgveda marks a well

advanced stage of society Acts of worship and prayer
s

accompanied by offerings, convey the friendly attitude of the

people towards the deuus The relation between a devotee and

his god as described reveals reciprocal aff ctton and familiarity

between them 26 This can be compared only to the relation

which is noticed in the cult of bhakti of later days Lastly, lofty

ideals of culture are suggested in the prayers offered by the

peopk 27 All these show that the culture and religion of the

Vedas were well advanced and so could not have belonged to a

primitive society.

Sup'rnaturalism is an important element of religion. It fs

a belief that there is a reality over and above the forces of

Nature This reality is acknowledged by both prehterate and

civilized societies. So the worship of this reality as manifested

m Nature cannot be treated as worship of Nature or anthro-

pomorphism or personification of natural phenomena. Neither

the cosmic experience nor the awe and fear evoked in man by

natural phenomena could be taken as having given rise to the

21 RV X, 34, 88

22, Ibid IV 42, 1 ; X 125

23 Ibid X 168

24 Ibid I 34 5 ,
III 8 2 , X 85 33,

25 Ibid I 85 7 t 1 1 13 , I 10; III 8,9; 39. 1
,

IV, SI, 8 ,

5 83, V 11 6, 6 64, X 71 2

26 Ibid III 69 3 , VI 54 4, VII, 716, VIII. 48 9

27 Ibid. VI 52. 5 , X, 37, 7 ; 57, XL, 16 \ Bf. Up, 1. 2* 28,
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origin of religion. Faith in the deity as governing the moral

order must be taken as accounting for its rise.

Even if we concede that magic arts could have been

responsible for the rise of culture and religion in a primitive

society, it has no relevance for Vedic culture. The Rgveda does

not have any direct reference to such acts Whatever references

are there, suggestive of such practices in the Rgveda, and, more
to, in the Tajurveda, may be deemed as survivals from a hoary

past. The Alharaaveda does con*ain many references to them.

It would be reasonable to take the major portion of the Atharva-

veda as compiled long before the Rgveda, but on this account it

would not be proper to trace the origin of religion to magic

Not only were the ancient people aware of the concept of

the deity, but th v had also knowledge of the distinct traits of

several gods Indra is depicted as a warrior, Agni and

Bj-haspau as priests and Rudra and Alvins as physicians. Some
deities are depicted as passing through the air in their chariots

drawn by steed* 28 Their limbs and ornaments are frequently

referred to as dazzling.29 They are offered seats made of sacred

grass,30 and served with milk, butter, grain and flesh of sheep

and other animals 31 The soma juice is fr-quently stated to be

an offering to deities 32

Such descriptions show that a particular god was conceived

in the manner in which he presented himself to the seers and
that each deity had some definite features with which he was
identified. Sometimes, while a particular deity Is glonfed,

another deity is also brought in and extolled together with the

28. R, V. I. 35. 3, 5 . II 12. 7 , IV 51.5, V, 83. 6 , VII. 71 3.

*8. Ibid. I 34. 9, 10 , II. 33. 9.

30. Ibid 1.85. 8, V. II. 2,

31. Ibid. n. 33. 6 . II. 35. 12 . III. 59. 1 , IV. 50, 6, 10 , VH, 83. 5.

32. Ibid, II 12. 14.
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former 33 This is taken by the Orientalists as a feature of Vedic

deities whose figures are indefinite in outline and deficient in

individuality
5\34 However, it is difficult to agree with this

view Rudra is referred to as * Kapardm *,35 which word means

one who has matted hair He is depicted as having the bow,

Pinaka,80 in the hand The word, i pratima \37 occurs in the

sense of the form of the god who is to receive the oblation. It

is not therefore proper to hold that the deities of the Vedas did

not have definite forms at all and much more Inaccurate is it to

treat the Vedic deities as lacking in individuality The deities

must have appeared before the seers with their distinct features

which were identifiable to them and which were described by

them in expressions with which they were quite familiar*

Though the gods appeared before sages through mantras and

were depicted by them, they went out of sight afterwards.

When the sacrifice was required to be performed in honour of a

deity, the singers of the rks had to invoke that deity 38 The fk

which was already available, had to be r cued and chanted.

The scat of grass wis already pr pared for the god to arrive

there and occupy i*.39 This is enough proof to hold that the

33 R V IV 57 10, 11 where Indra is jointly mentioned with

Bjhaspati , VII 83 3. 5, 6 for Mitra. Vanina and 3avit r ,
cf I 35, 1, 7 ,

1„ 88 , II 33 2 , V 83 8 , 6 . 54 , VL 49 3,4, VII 81 ,
VIII. 29.

34. Vedic Reader for Students Introduction, p xix

35, RV. 1 114. 1, 5 ,
VI. 55 2, VII 83 8 ; IX 67 U

30. ST HI 61 , XVI 51 , 7£ I 8 8, 2 ,
Cf SY XVI 7 where he Is

referred to as blue-necked.

37 RV IX 130 3 Tfa© word occurs here in the sens© of the deity.

A question ns put as to who the deity is Saya^a explains the word thus ,

* Devats havi^patiyoqitvena mlyate mrmiyate iti pratima * The answer for

this is contained in the next hymn where the deity is mentioned as Savit**.

This does not convey the sense of the idol and, as such, the word

* pratima * cannot be taken here to convey that sense

38 RV, II 33 5 ; VII. 71 2,3,4,

38. Ibid, l 85.7, V. U* 2.
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Vtdie seers were aware of the possession of physical forms by the

gods. Yet the Vedas do not contain a specific description of

the person of the deity. This is clear from the role that Agni
played in sacrifices. Agnl is considered as the bearer of

oblations to the gods, which means that the gods did not appear

in person to receive the offerings. This made the MlmarnsS
schools of thought argue that a god is only mantra and there is

no god apart from it.40 Supreme significance came to be
attached to the scrupulous attention to be paid to the uttering

of mantras without the least inaccuracy.41

While the concept of divinity was developing on these lines,

there roust have been growing another tendency to evolve a

different conc*pt of the deity, of course basing it on the

teachings of the Vcdas.4% The hotr, adhvaryu, udgStr and

brakman, who were all connected with the performance of a

Vedit ritual, wer^ perhaps the only persons v, ho were content

with the identification of mantras with the gods Perhaps, those

who assisted them also held the same view. Others who were

Brahmins, K§airiyas and Vailyas, and did not have actual

participation in such performances, might have remained content

with this concept of God. The Vedantins , however, refuted it,

admitting physical forms for the deities 43

Long before the development of the ItihSsas and Puranae

there must have been an intense yearning on the p irt of the

people to visua >se the one supreme God in person. God
however would not present Himself to one and all for the nuie

40 Cultural Heritage of India, V©1 III, p 168

41. Vide PunmiyaiiksS 52, where the dangers of mispronouncing
words in respect of syllables or accentuation are affirmed, citing the

example of the disaster to the sacrificer who misplaced the accents in

pronouncing the word, * Indr&utiu ”.

42 ChSnd. Up. IV. 16. 2.

43. This is discussed in the Devatsdhikarapa of the Brahm&sBtras,

1. 3. 2S-29, See also Yaska's Nirukta, VII, 6, 7,
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asking, and so the followers of the Vedic tradition must have

been Swriously considering a way to attain their cherished

objective.

Again, though gods and men aopear to be friendly

accord ng to the Vedic tenets, there is no direct evidence in

them to prove that man had an intense longing to vi>uil ze the

one Sipreme GjJ Thu h, the doctrine of bhakti does not

appear to have developed then. Those who performed

the sacrifices had only the avaseness of their dependence on the

g >ds for protection and seen tty They and those aUo who
did not actually pjrticipUe in the utualistic performances*

shouli hav had the concept of a Supreme God and even might

hive dev. I ped a strong desire to see Hina in person It is this

intense liking that ripened later into bhakti .

B sides, there were Madras who formed the majority of the

population There were also women who represented nearly

half the people. B )th these were not qualified for the $ udy of

the V^das and for that reason had no competence to have the

fitness to p rform the rituals They were not however, living

in the dark. In a way, they should have known what God is

B longing to the same community, they must have had abiding

faith in what the sacrifices belu ved. It must be no surpr se if

they, too, along with the men of the twice-born castes*,

cherished a deep longing to visualize God.

It is to satisfy the year tings of these that the Agamas were

broug’ t into b mg. Toe word 3 agama * suggests that they came

later than the Vedas 44 Tim y are held to be inirlns cally valid for

the following reasons Fust, they are based on what the Vedas

tetch. What is adumbrated in the Vedas receives an elaborate

exposition in the Agamas. Secondly, the promulgators of the

44. This may also indicate that they were brought from a different

pi ice since 1

a ' msana motion towards a particular place from a different

one,

&SV—

2
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Agamas are either the gods themselves or sages of great

credibility who were steeped in the Vedie tradition. Further,

the Agamas contain references to the Vedas and enjoin the

adoption of Vedic mantras

The word ‘ Sgama * is derived from the root, * gam with

the preposition ‘a*. The sense of this root, which means ‘to

go % may also be ‘moving (mentally) towards an object which

is to be gained In this sense, the word conveys the same

meaning as the word ‘ veda \ Besides, as the preposition ‘ s ’

gives this root the sense of motion in the reverse direction, the

word ‘ Sgama ’ can be taken to imply the handing down of

knowledge from teacher to pupil, and thus to denote traditional

(sampradSya) knowledge. Then the word * Sgama ’ can be taken

to mean what the Ananias stand for.

The Asamas are also known as Tantras. The word ‘ tantra *

is derived in two ways. According to one view it is from the

root, ' tan *, to spread, with the upSdt suffix, ‘ §tran '.45 Hence

some scholars 46 suggest that * tantra
* means the spreading out

of the cosmic energy In the person who practises it. Others 47

take it in the sense of a system which elaborates the knowledge

evidently acquired from the Vedas. To vindicate the validity of

their system, the writers on Tantra seek to split the word as

‘Inn' and ‘ Ira * (spreading and saving), so as to mean that

Tanha gives an exposition of the matters taken up in the sys’em

and also saves the aspirants who follow it from bondage.48 The

4" Vide . Sarvadhstubhyah }tran (498)

48 . This sense is based on the root ' tan
'

to spread, which must be

with reference to something centred in a particular place The system of

Tantra believes that the universal energy is latent m the individual He
has to practise yoga and enable his energy to issue forth from his body,

47. Sbakti and Shakta, p 17.

48 Vide

srioi =gr n

(Ksmikdgama , Tanirdntara Pa{ak)
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word U also traced to the root * lalri

’ which means sustaining

or lending support, and hence can be taken in the sense of
offering an exposition 49 Yet others take it to mean
understanding,SO

The word, ‘ tantra % occurs in the sense of a isstra,51 as

evidenced by the titles of works like Sa$tiiantra Taniravaritika

and othen. It has acquired a specific sense in this lit.rature.

It docs not mean any iastra, but only the Ttintnka system.

An attempt is aho sought to be made to specify the purposes

served by the Agama and Tantra The Agama provides the

aspirant with knowledge and Tantra save® him from bondage.52

snsrr fc?n*rat urn 1

fsi'tf ?r«ir)ira 11

(PiftgaMmaia quoted so Tantrasi Studies in tfair Religion and

LtUrature % p 2).

However, the two names hive come to signify the same

system whose validity is held to be on a par with the Veda$ 9

S nrtis and Purdnas It is held that the Agamas have special

imparlance and validity in the Kahyuga#

(KutHr^amniantra)

49 Tatri is taken her© as the basis,

S3 1ianaiivagu r udeva commentary on the 2& snailvagurudevapad-

dhati : III p 28,

51. Vide - -KaiikaVftti on the Attsdhyayl (VIL 2 9) Kauttly&'s Artha-

iastra (XV 3) uses the word m this sense, Cf

vsrn?wt t%?t: snern.
(Nyayabhd§ya9 1. 1. 25)

SI. For a fairly 3eng list of matters dealt with m the Tantra. see the

&&bdafcaJipac/rama, p 165 and Vscaspatya. pp §16-618 and for dip

Agama% §*b4&kalpadmma% pp. §54-6 and Vasaspatya9 pp* 3223*322?*
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The Agamas have an independent development of theory

and practice and should be taken as a system of philosophy and

religion based on the Vedas. The theoretical side represents a

continuation of the results of philosophical enquiries which the

Vedas deal with. The controversies and discussions which mark
these enquiries are left out in the Agamas. Greater attention is

paid here to the cultural discipline which is sought to be

inculcated through practical religion.

The matters which the Agamas treat of could be brought

under four heads, namely, jnSna, -*'<a, kriya and caryd, which

stand respectively for the knowlec reality, yogic pracrces

for the realisation of the Ultimate Reality, preparation of

materials and their collection for the worship of the •

the religious practices.

The Samhits and Brakmana portions of the Vedas could be

taken to form a unit containing a rich development of the

concept of God who is to be worshipped through the

performance of sacrifices. The various hymns of the Rgveda

were evolved at different periods in praise of the deities and
found ritualistice use in portions of the Tajurveda and SSmaveda

which had relevance to the propitiation of particular deities

through sacrifices in which particular hymns were to be recited.

The explanatory portions of the particular rituals, which had

relevance, are found in the Brakmapas forming an integral part

of those Rgpedtc hymns that were employed for the purpose It

is only later that Vyssa edited the mass of Vedic literature into

the four Vedas, and the corresponding SarphitS, Brahmapa,

Aranyaka and Upanisad portions.

The hymns of the Rgveda were classified by VySsa in a

particular order, taking into account the Importance of the

roles of the deities in the hymns. The first hymn which is in

praise of Agni, was not composed at first and so was not the

earliest. Any offering which is made to any god is to be made

only in the sacred fire, and so Agni is extolled in tilts hymn
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which Vyssa placed at the beginning for that purpose. The

concept of any deity cannot therefore be taken to represent an

earlier or later stage simply on the ground whether or not he Is

extolled in the so called nuclear portion of the Rgveda In fact,

which the nuclear portion is and which it is not, cannot be now

discussed and decided, for the present classification was made

by Vyasa long after the Vedas were compiled.

Two major aspects of the concept of the deity emerge when

the hymns of the Rgveda and others are given a thorough study.

One Is that all deitiq$gre not different and distinct from one

another, but represei y several forms of a single Divioe

^ing 83 it is because of this aspect that the features revealed

depiction of some deities overlap All the deities are

real. Th the monotheistic tendency prevailed in the Vedic

literature as Such. To represent the Vedic religion as polytheism

or henotheism is only to ignore this main aspect of the concept

of the Deity The Aranyakas and Upamsads contain speculations

and discussions on this concept. The second aspect is that God

is the soul of the mobile and immobile worlds, representing the

embodied living beings and mat matter respectively *4 These

two aspects became (he foundations of theism as developed in

the different schools of Hindu religion

There grew up a literature, during the period of the

development of sacred literature represented in the Brahmapas

which took the shape of narratives, anecdotes and epics. This

was concerned with a critical enquiry into the nature, activities

and relative positions of the various gods The concept of a

single divine Being was subjected to serious elucidation,

53. Cf, R. V. 1. 164 , V. 4, 1 . X 111 Vide .

i

Nirukta, Vn 4.

54. Vida:

mm annreercgw I or. v. liis. i>
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resaltJng in the identificuion of this B.ing. Agni and Indra
were, of course, the chief deities in the Rived c hymns. Yet,
V ino and Rud'a did not hive insignificant positions, as
imagined hy foreign scholars. It miy be admitted that they
were not favoured as against Agni, Indra and V.ru? .. The
hymns addressed to these two contain what could be tak n to be
suggestive of the in'imite relationship of the people with them.
Tie narntives aid episodes did not und rmine the prominence
°f Agni and Virups r Indra, but were in favour of the exclusive
worship of Vijpu or Rudra.

The Agames presuppose this aspect of the d.veiopment of
the concept of G >d Oh r deities are not treated as unreal.
They are not, however, as eminent as V ?0 1 or Rudra In fact,
they are of secondary significmce, and are gener illy treated as
forming parts of the retinue of V> ?pi >r Rudra. The Agames
arose in this way and their emphasis on the personal nature of
G *d marked them out. They b came class fi,*d, according to
the deity exclusively glorified in each.

A god treated as supreme cannot be conceived of as a mere
Ahtolti-e, nor as one who is to be propitiated for a defir ite

purpose like obtaining rains, security from enemies or the
elements of Nature, or pr >speriy of a par’icular kind Fir
these purposes, the worship of particular deitus is commended,
but this does not by any means lend supp »rt to any pre-eminent
position for these deities. As a r suit of the development of
the worship of the principtl deities as recorded in the epics,
Purdpas and other ancient titcra'ure, the Agamas ev <!vcd the

cult of a single deity to the exclusion of ail o hers He came
to be looked upon as pre-eminent In the sense that he not on>y
overshadowed the greatness a^d might of other gods, bu’ also
had enough power to fu SI the aspirations of his worshippers.
This trend is already noticed in same of the Puripas, like the

Vippu, Bkggavaia
, Skdnda ind others.

Whether Vigo s or Rudra is admitted to be the pre-eminent
God, U is accessary to recognize Him as endowed with
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enormous potentialities and capacities to keep every thing under
His control, to create the world and maintain it, affording

protection and security to created beings. The Agamas therefore

conceive of God as powerful (iakta) The power (jaklt) which
God possesses is not external to Him, for in that case His
relationship to and control over it will have to be explained,

which may lead to the undesirable admission of power (iakti)

being independent of God For this reason, the Agamas
recognize God as never dissociated from power This power is

not inert like primordial matter (
prakrti); in which case, It

should occupy a very subordinate position in relation to God.
Hence the Agamas describe this power (fakti) as animate. The

feminine gender of the word, * daktt \ suggests that this should

be a goddess ever associated with God as His consort. As such,

this goddess is named differently as Laksmi, Durga, Maya and

others. The Godhead therefore is a two-in-one reality.

Except for the grisuktaSS and later portions of the

Mahanarayaniya UpanisadSS the Vedic literature does not

conceive of the co-presence of a female principle along with

Brahman or Hvara Those Upani$ads$'I which subscribe to the

concept the female principle as constituting the Ultimate

Reality, are held to be of later origin This concept is also

indicated or elaborated in the Parana r and Itihdsas. In this

respect, the Agamas maintain their own concept and tradition*

not shared by ancient Vedic tradition

Admission of a Supreme Deity is closely connected with

problems like God’s relations to the world in respect of its

55 This forms part of the Khila of the Rgveda The word, 1 Khila \
shows that it did not form part of the Rgveda. in the recension that is now
available Evidently, Vyasa did not include it It could have been m
some other recension which has now disappeared, and so it has a loose

existence But on this ground, it cannot be treated as a later production.

56 Mahanarayaniya Upani?adt 10

57. They are Sitopapisad
,

Annapurpopanif&d, Devyupam§adf

Saubhagyalak?myupam?ad and Sarasvatirahasyopam$ad,
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origin, maintenance and destruction The Vedi. tex*s contain
eonundrum-,S8 questions and answers on the sourc<. of ihe w rid
and cosmology 59 Vuru us theories, which have sprung later in

the periods when systems of thought developed, are tnceable
to these s »u rc s. The. fti/iams, particul irty the Mahdbh ira/n,6Q

and the PurUriasBl have their ovn versions of c ism dogy li

some of th sc ,82 Brahn S V §n i and Ru Ira are r girded as
regpt C'ively in ch >rge of the creation, mainten rice and
destruction of the world.

The a 1 ti'ude of th Aqinns to ear Is c -sm docy d iff* r< from
the cor c pts th it ar- gaih red f on the aforesaid sour<.,s O t

prirciple. the tgr e wi*h the ev lu ion theo y of <h;

Satikhya system, but there is much divergerce from th< Sinkhja
theory.

The concept of a two in-one D t'y does not permit the

A lamas to alltw a p'ac tit th ir coimol >gy lor other d,t i
-

s on a

f.ottng equal o tint of the Dei y i xclusneiy gh rifi d in any
ptrticulur Either on- a- d the same D4 y attends to all

the cosmic functions or carries th m out thr >ugh the aa*ncy of

other gods This is treated als > in son of the Purtpas 63

89 W I. 164; Vin 29.

69 /hit X 81. 4. Y XT. 4S-R2
& Br. X II. 2 8 12 ; Cnind. Up. I 9. 6, 23

XXIII 9, T Br III 9 5 4-

80 M Bh II 43 . XII 18^-347

81, VP I. S. 6, 7, B ; Bh II. 5 , III 10, 23

82 The Supreme B *tnq is 'i'l"d Hiri H* is «aid *o assum“ th-* firms
Of B r»h'Ti - V jvi -m-i Rides fir orrvmi on the w ir of cream n,
mi n ent tc> * H let Vi i- V °

I A 81 8 1 63 B7 70 Thie-
fote, the th'-eeri "ti—s Br-ih ni Vi»tju a id Ruira, are s ok^n of as having
their resoective functions.

63. Vide-

STTTTPTf fV-01% « (V P l ?, 4)

Cf Ibid* T, % f: Biftcrwin the ram-^of Brahma, Vi$$u and
Siva far the pufoos**, Ibid I 2 86 Cf Ibid I 2 70,

Vide;
;ft TT^PfSKi'^ WJhV t

?r%T^fil TT«T <$t ^ IIT fi
;

iMbh. XU. 350. 19)
Cf. Bh. II. 4. 12.
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Since God and Sfakti are non-dnal s there cannot be anything

that could exist outside this Reality, If anything exists, it can

only be an emanation of the Reality To account for the exist-

ence of the world, the Agamas give three cosmological accounts*

Each one has a definite purpose to serve.

The first account mentions thr?e64 types of creation,

namely, pure (iuddha) mixed (mtira) and impure (aiuddha\ The
pure type is represented by the emanations of ffaktx which are

intended to give relief to the selves in bondage* The mixed one

corresponds to the traditional kind which Is described in the

Puranas and according to which Brahma, Visnu and Rudra have

their roles to play in the world to be created. The impure type

is akin to the evolution of Prakrit
, more or less based on the

teachings of the Sankhya system. Sfakli is present in every

created product in some form or other.

The second account divides creation into six stages

through which it passes. Each stage is called a sheath (koia) 65

The first is Sfakhkoga in which tfaklt manifests itself, but remains

in its transcendental form Mdydkoia is the second® which

represen’s the beginning of the material creation* The Prasuti-

kosa is the third in which gakti gives rise to deities with the

help of the three gunas. Brahma, Visnu and Rudra get their

consorts during the fourth stage called Prakftikoia e Brahmdnda*

koia is the name given to the fifth stage, which represents the

evolution of the Sankhya categories. The bodies of all animate

beings represent the last stage called Jivakoia.

64. The Satksryavada which forms the basis of the creation theory

requires to be justified while explaining the emanations of various forms

from the Ultimate Reality which is pur® unsullied with the three gupas of

Prakrit This is possible only by admitting certain divisions m creation as

pur®, impure and mixed.

65 These are different from the five koias of the Vadsntinsi mms

prdiia. manas
, vijftdna and dnanda*

asv-~3
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Th« third cosmological account details sonic creation**

Which passes through six stages called varpa, kalS , tattoa, mantra,

pads and bhmana, The first stage is represented by absolute

sound (Sabdabrahman) which has four stages of polarization under

the names of Pars, Pabyanti, Vatkhari md Madhyamtf*7 KalS

has five aspects,®** namely, Nivrttl, PratigthS, VidyS, Sants ind

SSntyatUS * Tattoo * refers to the classification of sounds and

of the created beings. The mantra stage can be termed as lin-

g istic occultism This begins from the letters which are called

mdffAa*®9 (a word which means * mother ’) forming the source of

•II words. The pada stageTO marks four levels of consciousness,

88. This is concerned with the creation of sound from Brahman and its

development through stages.

67. Vide :

ww mwvfatfarvT » jtstwt T^ttf^rr-

gttmr tftftRT g Haifa

TTinr g *r i

Laghumanju§&vy3khya-ka!$ p 182, (Chowkamba edn.)

Cfe V&kyapallya L 144; Shakti and Skakta, pp. 24T-9.

§8. Thru® mor® urm added lo make this number eight,

vide
: srBr^sr^r firar TrrisrT^sN gr »

srwir^Hrfsmrsir m aiorr garsrcft encrr t

fagarr m ttcrr: Sun arerrg h

(LT. XXXV. IS b, 16)

6§. This word Is a collective term for the letters which form the basis

Of all sounds. Cf Shakti and Shakta, pp. 260. 290

IQ. A fifth stage called Turystita is admitted as denoting its supra*

vyuha state of existence which manifests fully the soul's majesty and
splendour. Vide IT(Translation) p 130, In; LT XXIV. 31 ; LI 11.

See also Sivrgrayogtndraiivacirya’s SaivaparibhSfS, pp 63 64.

Some Upon!fads describe the person in this state. Vide Nsrada-
parivrijaka Upanlfad TuriySKtsvaihuta UpanUad and Samnyasa Vpanijad.

U is however doubtful whether the consents of these have any direct

bearing on the passage in LT. cited above.

Cf. livmrapratyabhiiHavimarlwh igamsdhlkam, Q. pp. 18-20.
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namely, jSgrat, (waking stage), ssepns (dream), m$upti (deep

sleep) and turiya (transcendental state) The last one, bhuvana,

consists of the material creation. Among these, patna and

mantra have a direct bearing on sound and its creation. The

other four are related to general cosmology. This account of

creation seeks to indicate that the physical world, which is

made up of the material nature and sonic nature, arises out of

the Absolute Reality, identified with Absolute Sound. Another

name for this theory of creation is • adhmn ’ and the six courses

are called $04 adhvanafy.

While the above account of the third theory of creation Is

concerned with an admixture of sonic and material creation and

therefore is objective, there is another kind of evolution repre-

sented purely by soundJ 1 The first or primordial stage is repre-

sented by the Ultimate Reality (param tattvam) and is in the

form of sentience. When this Reality entertains a will to create,

it manifests list If as Sakii It is also called MdyS and the root-

cause (ksraffabtndu). This shows that tfakti is non-different from

the Supreme Reality. The next stage in the evolution is the

formation of N&da which is indistinct sound possessing light.

From the Kada emanates the supreme Bindis (Para), which

represents the primary stage of creation. Out of this evolve the

lower Stndu and Bija. From the lower Bindu a lower kind of

Ndda is produced, representing the creation of the sound of

the letters ; and the Bija is the source for the tattoaj of the

material wolrd.

These two accounts of the third kind of creation have a

significant meaning. Other systems af thought hold sound to

H. Vide

wraNgtassreft *fTfrfsp$sig3[9* 11

*t*rfw*w ftrarat fiwrt i

isradetllaka, LI, i.
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have sprang rrom aka da, ahaftkSra
,
vSyu and other sources. This

does not explain the important role which mantras play in wor-

ship nor show how God could be taken as ex'S'ing in tmnlras. A
better exposition is therefore attempted by the Agamas, which

seek to trace the origin and development of mantras from the

Ultimate Reality.

The individual self (jlua) is represented by the sixth koia

calli d fiva-koda It is therefore pm of Absolute Reali'y &akti

manifests itself in several kinds of evnlutes which are insentient

and sentient, the latter being represented by the selves. The
selves are admitted to be fcarma-ridden, and the evolution of

iakti is only to help them in freeing themselves from bondage.

Liberation consists in the self obtaining proper enlighten-

ment about the essence of the Supreme Reality. In othe» words,

the self has to realize that it is part of $akli which is not d ff.r-

ent from God The schools of Xgamas hive different inter-

pretations of the nature of liberation which is based on this

concept of the self being a part of and emination from Sfakii

The self merges into tfakli and so has no existence apart from

God.72 Others hold that, being sentien*, the self even then

has individuality, with transcendental existence 73

The self gets to this stage through enlightenment acquired

by divine grace which is called Kaktibita 74 a word i..dtcitive of

the role played here by gakti. Karma, jfiana and yoga are the

means to win the grace of the Divine.

The yaga section of the Agamas discusses the methods which

a self has to adopt to know the real nature of the Ultimate

Reality. They are based on the Yoga -sutras of Patafijali. Tbe

72, This la quite appropriate, inasmuch as the self Issues out of the

sentient form of &aktl,

73, Same as under 70.

74, Alighting of grace is called Saktipsta, a name given in the

PMmdtra, S'amsio and S'akiassna, See The World as Power, p. 212,
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Agamas recognize that, within the human body, there are six

cakras (or circles)75 with the names of Muladhara , Svadhisthana,

Manipura, AnShata, Viiuddha , and Ajn3

,

placed one above the

other, the first one being placed below the navel, and the last

at the top of the head All of them are said to be in the form

of lotuses There are several ducts (nSdis) inside the body

among which an arterial duct is called SuiumnS and is held to

be the most important. Ida is another important duct to its

right, while Pmgati runs to its Lft. The Siifumna duct conntc s

the Muladhara with the Ajnd. The jlvaiakli lies coiled like a

serpent in the MulSdhara.

The self has to adopt yogic practices to arouse this sleeping

Sfaklt which is called Kurtdalini and make it rise up through the

duct of Susumna, pass through the ‘circles’, and u’timately

reach the Brahmarandhra, the middle cavity at the top of Sufumnd.

At this stage, the self would merge with the Supreme Sfakti and

have a direct experience of bliss. In order to adopt this

method, the self his to practise various postures (asanas) and

carry out brcaih-control (prSpayama). The Idd and Pifygald ducts

play a prominent role in pranaydma. The method of yoga as

recommended in the Agamas envisages a self which acquires the

knowledge of reality to find the Absolute in himself, since God
is not absent from anywhere and is not distinct from !> akti. The

aspirant is therefore required to have experience within himself

and, as such, this concept has appeal only to a limited number

who could adopt yogic practices

The next section is called KriySp&da, which is concerned

with the making of images, construction of temples and instal*

lation of the images there. The gods are represented in the Vedas

as displaying or possessing distinct features so as to be definitely

75 Ibid
, p 113 They may be plexuses or centres of the involuntary

nervous aydem They are described as focal points of power in the body
of man which are only partially open. {Studies in the • Tantras ’ and the

‘Veda’, p.79.)
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identified and distinguished. Certain features displayed by

some gods were held in common by more than one deity. This

led to the formation of the concept of* ill-deities * (vlioedesiJ})1^

and to the evolution of a monotheistic tendency miking the gods

as subordinate in position to a Supreme God whose various

manifestations they were taken to represent.

It is hard for an aspirant to have concentration on the

features of a god who is not present before him whenever he

requires. The need therefore arose to evolve a concept which

would admit of the form of the particular god who is to be

meditated upon. God has been conceived of by the Vedic seers

as ail-pervading (saroavyspin) and alio transcendental H
Another principle which is Involved in the conc.pt of God-

head is that He is also immanent^. These aspects have made it

possible for evolving a new concept according to which God,

who is infinite and beyond all kinds of temporal, spiritual and

objective limitations, and who, for that reason, cou'd not be

described and depicted accurately with the Instruments of

measurement and evaluation that are finite, become* accessible

to man by taking a physical body in the shape of an idol. Along

with the idol, there also came into existence the mystic diagrams

drawn to specific scales on metals or other materials with the

letters of the mantra relating to the particular deity being set in

specified spots.

This concept of admitting a fioitized form for the Infinite

Supreme Being is based on two assumptions. God can make

n. xv, ui. m
IT. Vide:

wsaifea summer; ferns t

Nsrsyapa Upaplfad, XiU. 8.

I

(XV. X. 88, 1)

If, $wtiiwme VpOfigad. VI. 11.
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Himself manifest at any time at His own will. Tbe manifested

form is as much God's as the uc manifested one is. God pre-

sents Himself in this form for the sake of His devotee, and so

God's presence in the idol cannot be questioned. Secondly*

God's immanence, when it is displayed in the idol, cannot also

be explained away. Therefore, the finitized form of God as

idol must be taken to have been known to Indians from very

ancient times on the authority of the Agamas,

The various deities were worshipped by the Vedic seers by

making offerings of ghee, butter and other materials in the

sacred fire, whenever specific desires were needed to be fulfilled.

The worshipper was well aware that his particular desire would

be granted if a particular deity was worshipped The relation*

ship between the worshipper and the deity was based merely on

this understanding. People who used to know this and realized

it, must have felt in course of time that there existed between

them and the particular deity an intimate relation which was

drawing them both close to each other. This gave rise to the

feeling of dependence on the god, which developed into one of

affection. Affection gradually resulted in the rise of devotion

in man for the god. Man could not then live aloof from that

deity. He desired to offer his oblations to that deity in the

fire. It is not unnatural then that he should have desired to see

his god before him. A devotee should, indeed, expect to

perceive his god in a form which his finite senses could easily

comprehend The form with which the god presented himself

to his devotee, must have been cherished as his essential form.

Those who had visions like these of the same god would not

have allowed that attractive figure to go away from their sight.

They were not sure of having it again, if it vanished from their

presence Naturally, they should have taken steps to shape, out

of any material they had, whether mud, stone or metal* a

figure that would represent that form in the idol carved out by

them So it is the devotion of the worshipper that has brought

about the concept of tbe idol and idol worship.
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The seer who used to feel that his transactions with a deity

whom he worshipped by making offerings into the sacred fire

Were ended after that act of worship was completed, did not

any longer ponder over the identity of that deity, as there was
rto need thereafter for continuing the worship When that

deity was represented in an idol, the deity was always there

before the worshipper, attracting his mind and senses Emo-
tions surged into his mind, taking the forms of gratitude for the

favours received and attraction t© the beauty o r the person of

the deity. The m nd was enraptured with the ravishing beauty

of the god. The worshipper could no longer allow himself to

forget that form or ignore the presence of the deity there.

The idol is God Himself. Awareness that God is supreme,

possessing countless qualities, powerful, amiable and easy of

access to the worshipper, gives rise to affection and passionate

longing for God. Naturally, the worshipper would erect a

place for keeping the idol, decorate that place and see that

nothing affects its sanctity This is the starting point for th : rise

of the section called KriySpada in the Jgamas.

Steeped in the Vedic traditions, the seers could not ignore

the significance of the Vedic mantras which, on being repeated by
them, brought forth the deity before them The mantras were

therefore used for all purposes connected with the worship of

the idol.

The feeling of attachment for an object fills the human
heart and arouses there a desire to keep that object well-secured

in a safe place. When that feeling is enlivened by the spirit of

devotion, attempts are made by the owner of that object to

beautify it and enshrine it in a place that is also embellished

With all artistic designs in consonance with the beauty of the

object. Every possible attempt is made to adopt all devices for

the main purpose of providing that object with a charming
environment. It Is in this sense that Hindu iconography,

sculpture, painting and architecture are said to have had a

divine origin. These fine arts were primarily intended for God.
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The selection of the proper site for the erection of the

temple, excavating it, preparation of the bricks, raising of the

basement and other preliminaries are dealt with in detail in the

Krtyapdda Choice of stones, erection of pillars, building the

halls and construction of the temples are then described. The
temple is treated as Putu$a

s the humanized Supreme Being The
cosmos ts conceived to be present abstractly and also in con cep.

tion 79 So, the temple is constructed with specific numbers of

halls, courtyards and other structures, with all the deities

represented there in the form of images and specified places.

This explains why the sanctum sanctorum is called ‘ garbhagrha'.

The size of the towers, the storeys in the towers and the

temple structure should be uniform, but in proporiion to the

size of the chief idol to be enshrined in the temples. Rules are

given for the selection of stone, wood or metal for making the

idols. After the idol* ate carved, an initial ceremony called

adhivasa is to be performed. Then the eyes are carved for the

idol followed by an elaborate process of installation. Af er

this, the idols become sanctified and fit for worship. Methods

of off.ring daily worship to the deity are then treated. Vedu

mantras are to be recited while attending to all this work.

Similarly, every person is required to offer worship to God
in his residence. The procedural details for this purpose are

also contained in this section of the Agamas The idol, the

sSlagrSma, the hhga and the mystic diagram are requirt d to be

worshipped in the house in accordance with the aptitude,

capacity and economic conditions of the worshipper.

The fourth section which is called Caryspida prescribes the

rules for carrying out the daily routine of the aspirant and for

attending to the worship of God in temples and houses and

conducting general, private and public festivals Most of the

texts of the Agamas contain a more detailed exposition of this

79 For a treatment of this, see M. A. Dhaky ; • Prassda as cosmos’
in BrahmandyS, XXX, pts. 3 & 4.

ASV 4



for God whose presence i% fell there. Mantras and D ity

become one and the lame. The letters of the mantra become
the ymira of God So mantra <$ yantra or an td< 1 of God The
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The characteristic feature of the maxim la consciousness and

is laid to be of four pam.81 namely, bijat pip (fa, sStkjnd and
pa&a The htja may contain either one or two vowels coupled

with a consonant. It constitute! the essential part of the

particular deity's mantra. The propane, hrim, drint, asttt, kit

and such others illustrate the hija. The consonants. Inserted

between the bija and the remaining part, constitute the pip^ta.

Vowels also are sometimes connected with »t : lip represents

this SamjM is the name of the particular deity addressed in

the mantra in association with (he words, mamas and prapaoa,

e.g., * namo Ftgpam *. A combination of verbal utterance with

nominal concepts of a laudatory nature gives rise to the pad®

section, e.g ,
‘ sahmrajvSlaya *. All these four parts together

constitute ® complete mantra and each of these I® held to fee as

efficacious as a mantra Such words as $v3ht s mu§at and phai are

used at the end of certain mantras^ conveying the offenng.82

Mantras of two kinds are employed in the Igemte practices,

namely, n-ndika and t&nlnka. The midtke mantras are taken

81 All the four are essential It one of them Is net available, then

the m ultra becomes of the middle kind, if none ot them is there, then the

mantra is called inferior. V»d® IT. XXII. 38, 38.

See also LT. translation p. i IS.

Cf. Pau? XXXVIII 182 and Sprs. U 1-8.

83. Vide:

mm wftrfrn wftfaw; I

Mrfararr^sifmrcrcfftcfei

i

3 * mm vmftipi »

TOW I

wfefr% w l’3ietsiifkfig% a

5R% SWWCWf % C

Cf. SKS. Brahma. XI 8-14; JS, XVr l8S48»a.
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from the four Vedas, according as circumstances deimnd.

There are also tintnka mantras, and some which represent an

admixture of both. Tm tantnka mantras are required on two

grounds One is that ev-ry deity, which forms part nf the re-

tinue of the principal deny, requires a spec fic mantra for wor-

ship, and a Vtdxc mantra is not alwiys available for 'he purpose,

S-condlv, they pr rv de those who are not qualified to S'udy the

Vedas with mantras which th y could readily u e ; e g . Dm hrhtt

halSya asPdya hum phot', 0»i fo'mt aim ktr/yn nanvh ;

sadodttdnandaorgrahaya him kltm stidha The Vedu mantras are

adapted for tSmrik purposes. F >r instance, there ar Gsyalrl

mantraSZ for sever il defies on the model >f the SHvil’l mantra.

The Rgvedic mantra ' Svastt na Indro Vrddhairamh *
(1 89 6\ is

adipted as * hrlm hum svasti nah Katyayani Upariyn \ The^fi.

mantras have to be repeated (as japa) in order to attain success,

(siddht).

Those who adopt the tSntrika mode of worship are requir’d

to undergo initiation^ (dih§&) und r a precepior who is well up

in the subject. The qualifications are prescribed f r the pupil

and the preceptor. Initiation (dik$a) is not simply giving

lectures or guiding the apprentice in doing a pi ce of work,

but transference of the supreme power wh ch resides in his body
into the body of the pupil.

There are several items to be gone through while offering

worship of God. Worship of G >d is f two k >d 85 n imely,

internal (anta>ySga) and external (bdhya yaga), f.ie opuant is

requ red to look inward and find God there The entire

procedure of worship as practised internally is to be gone

through and, after the inner worship is over, external worship

Is to be undertaken.

83. Vid« : Nsrayana Upanirad, 5 . 6 ,
T, 2.0.

84 Principles of Tantra, Parti, pp 431-7.

85, ShskU md Shakta
, p. 311 ,
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The first step to be adopted before actually beginning the

inner or subjective node of worship is the purification of the

elements in the body of the aspirant {hhntaiudihi)^ This consists

tn unag'ning the earthy element of the body being absorbed

into the subtle element characterised by smell (gandha*tanm8tri);

which is to be merged in water, which in its turn in

the subtle element characterised by taste (rasa-tanmStrs) and so

on till ihe body gets into the mind, that into life and that into

matter Matter is to be absorbed in the Supreme Being. Tn

the reverse order, a new body is gradually imagined to be

created, a body which is made up of pure saliva, so as to be free

from the impurities which arise on account of the rajas and

lamas of matter. This new body then gets fit for worshipping

God.

The human body, which is made up of matter, is regarded

as impure. The ancient texts tend to depict the body

as reprehensible.87 The question that would generally be

raised in the context is as to how the perfect idol or diagram of

God, sanctified by the utterance of mantras, can be touened by

the impure hand of man and offered worship There is no

answer to this question in any ancient work except what is

suggested in the Xgamar. By this process of hhuta-iuddhi, an

aspirant is made to imagine that he gets rid of his impure body

and obtains a pure frame with which he could offer worship

to God This at once suggests that the body which has become

perfect and flawless through this mental process is fully quali*

fied and competent to offer worship. Hence the Xgames have

gone beyond the Vtdas in suggesting that the human body is not

so detestable as it is held to be. One should rather attach value

and respect to the body which acquires the unique privilege in

86 Vscaspatya. op 4686-7 ; Shaktt and Shakta, dp 287-289 ; The
World as Power pp 1S2-3 Manaiivapurudevapaddhati, Part III 97 9d.

Mantias are co named m the Subsla Upamgad, II.

87. Vide . VP I 1 7-S2a , VI. 7. 17-18.

Bh, VIT. 2. 42 ; VII. IS. 41-46 ; XL 8. S3 ; XI. 21. 11,
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this life for handling the idol or diagram aod offering worship to

It directly.

After carrying out bhniaiu&dhi, the aspirant should imagine

that he offers worship to God within himself, passing through

•11 the stages of worship and using the mateiiais which are also

Imagined to have been procured there for the purpose This

mental worship enables the aspirant to feel happy that G.,d

within him has been worshipped by him and helps him in

preparing himself for the caternal mode of worship.

Apart from collecting the widely used materials of worship

•uch as the vessels, bell and others, the Agamas insist on certain

preliminaries to be gone through before the actual act of

worship ia begun.

Among them, the mep^a/aM f* a pictorial representation of

the descent of the Supreme Reality on earth at the spot where

G >d is to be worshipped. Tnis tak-s the form of drawing

certain figures on the ground. Tne figures generally take the

form of a lotus w.th a specific number of petals. Each figure has

particular spo's assigned for various deities with the chief deity

taking its place in the centre. In general, a masala can be us.d

for any deity. With an artistic background, the mapdala is

treated at the place to be worshipped. This is generally used

on occasions when pamtriropapa, initiation a ad other rites are

undertaken.

YentreP® plays a prominent part In the Agamas The word,

*ymtra * which is derived from the root ‘yam ’ meaning ‘to

restrain*, conveys the sense that the yanlra is capable of sub*

daiag lust, anger and other i. purities which affect the self. It

ti. The wepdela Is net i i'r« piece of decorative imagery for a

ritual It furnishes a powerful ,arertal basis for the operation of subtle

forces within and without. Vid Studies m the Tmtras tad the Veda,

pp. 69-73.

8®. ShmkUmd Shakle, 99-. SB 41.
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restrains the self from falling a victim to vice and fixes Its atten*

tion on the deity. Generally, it takes the shape of a diagram drawn
on paper, engraved on metals or cut on crystals and stones. Yantrat

vary in design according to the deities they represent and whose
mantras have their syllables written or carved there in specific

places. The yantra is said to be the body of the deity which is

mantra itself.

Vide:

q??r srssrw srsww fi: i

rotaratarerr »

(Cited in S'abiakalpadruma, Pt. IV. p. 13.)

While mapdalas could be used for any deity, the yantra Is

concerned only with a particular deity All yantras have a

common edging cilled bhupurae which is a quadrangular figure

with four doors on each side. These doors are intended to

isolate the yantra from the outside world. The worshipper

meditates upon God and arouses Him within himself. He then

transfers Him to the yantra which becomes His body. Tne yantra

is then no longer gross muter It becomes fit to be worshipped.

This transference of God into the yantra is stated to be

PrSnapraitfth&JSQ as the deity is infused with life there.

The yantra becomes thus the concrete presence of the deity.

The syllables of the mantra of the deity are still there,

representing the deity. Meditation, repetition of the mantra

and the act of worship are all done with reference to the yantra.

Though concretized, the deity is not visualized in the yantra by

all the aspirants. H.-nce this principle of the yantra is extended

in its application to the idol of God which represents Him in

physical form, acceptable and attractive to the eyes and minds

of the aspirants. The idol, made of stone, wood, minerals, or

metals, does not have the syllables of the mantra carved on it

80. Vide ; The Tantrts : Stadias is their Religim cad Literature, p. 80.
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Sometimes, however, the idol may be instilled on a yantra

specifically prepared for the purpose.

NyHsa 91 is a practice enjoined by the Agamas Sounds

have particular deities. They are also located in the human
body. The sound, presided over by a pirticul »r deity, must be

identtfied with the one present in the body. This is 1< ne by

touching that part of the body where it is located with the tip

of a particular finger in the right hand and its palm This is

calVd Xv3*a. While doing th'S, the mantra of the particular

deity must be uttered. Thereby, the body of the aspirant is

considered to get filled up with the life of the deity Th>s

XyBsa is called mantranyam, which mikes the aspirant acquire

fitness to worship that deny. It is a mental process which

removes the obstacle* which lie in the path of offering worship

to the deity When it is done on one hand with another, it is

called flastanySia or Karanyasa,

This is to be followed by doing it on the bodv, when it is

ea’ted Ailgany8*a The latter is said to be of five kinds 92 the

limbs on which ny8 <a is to be done being hydaya. iikhB , d>ras,

aslra and kavaca. When this is to be done on the yantra and idol,

they are held to possess these limbs. The aspirant who

spiritual zes his body by Xyasa, infuses the potency of the

mantra into the idol on which he p rforms Xyasa He must

spiritualize the limbs of the idol and the interior of the idol

also : the Nyma is thus boih ext rna! (bahir) and int rnal (anlas).

KyB ta is also done with a view to create a new potency m the

Idol. It is of three kinds, sa hhdranyasa. sy^tinyara and

slkitinyitsa.QS NyBsa is required to be done on almost ail

81. Ibid p 80; Shskti and Shakts. pp 289-293.

8* Vacasoatya, p 4173.

93 Several aspects of mfusincr potency with reference to the mantras

ard 'ho p iris of th'-no-’y wh re it is to b» do'l«. a* ai-o having it in the

r. verse way. are d-* 11 with m a real detail Vile SKS, Brahma IX. 12-09.

Cl. IJamlivagurudavapaddhdti, Part II. pp, 58-60.
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occasions and whenever a fiesh act ©f worship Is to be

undertaken,94

In ev;ry pari of tha act wsrship, mudrS 99 fg required to

be displayed by i be asp! ran i. Stubs is a gym ^o|sc hand po«<* wuh
the fi gers assum tg parucubr portion Ta s plays a v*ry

important role along with nyata in ae*§ ©f worship B nj
a s>mb>!* r h i itendeJ to convey a fe ling ibrnit or r.fer to a

$>tuati >n or a condition to which the person adopting It m
placed.

Writing which includes painting gesture! which convey the

intention of chose w^o display them and articulate speech hive

been, ffjrrs a ver} ancient period of humin hut© y, the metns

which men have adopted for communicating wuh one another,,

Among tVge
s
speech in the form of aruculate expression '§ most

Widely u»id, while writing com s na sn impjrta ice G v ures,

unaccomp tnied by words* do convey seine® Ywf, sp ch is

seldom un ice >mpant*d by gestures m the form of movements of

head and hands with fingers and changes in ftctal e%o ession

which include those of eyes and lips Qai.e often, t ese

physical movements give strong h to speech

I* is therefore n itural that both m practical life and in

artistic presen ta ions such as d mce, the poses wuh the phy i al

limbs should play a dominant role. The same principle is appli-

cable to the employm nt of mujris in worship, Varada ,
abhtya •

hast*
%
vydkhyanwdrd and Oilui k.uds jf mudrds are found to br

shown by scons and punted and sculptor d figures* adding much
to their communicative eff ctiveness Similarly, the aspirant is

enj lined to employ the mudra$
$ while performing worship,

94, Invariably, this is to be don© on the body of the pupil by the

preceptor during d%k§a Wh©n it n done from head to foot, it is SfMnyisa ;

from nsvel to heart, it is sthitmyasa , and from foot to head, it li

samhsr^nyasa

Cf S* nskaratlin wails, p. 137 where the Viy&nymarchils is cited

95 Sh-ikti and Shakta, pp. 286-7,

45V-^
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The word, 4 \9Q is derived from i^e r ^ >t,
4 mud \

meaning A
to rejoice % and the root 4 rd * mejn^g ‘ ?o give \

The word thtn is taken to mean * giving dt light' tv d ndy to

the deity before whom this is displayed To emph \\z that the

display of mudrS is obligatory* attempts have been m *de to

explain the connotation of Shis word Tw purpo- 97 s re indi-

cated through this c nnotation One is t’ at wh t s undeM -

ble could be dispelled b> this display Sins gu nnuvcd,
defects disappear and malicious spirits are cleared away*

smoothunmg t!m pi h of w uship for t
1 e -sp r»tm F s c ' d

purpose is that the desue* of the aspirants get fulfil! d h rough

this display SS

Mudrdt are numerous, as several fe< Units and MUn u ns 1 ve

to be represented Some t xuo* ih Azamat av «t to 99

which describes how thu several mudras are to be t m d and

displayed. They have to be displayed in accorda *e * * U the

mantras that are recited.

Jb Vxd©

f=r=rrorr?|

fgjg«ri??rf5TK^Ti!?rr i

Pra r aTic hrdava, p. 88 , 5 -rs LHI 67
,
Sabnjkaloidrwna HI p 745

Cf Mdhejvar u apda's co...rm ntary or M Kaith m oii^ri, p 131

07, 7s XXIV 2 , Pars, XI7. 1 ; Pas. IV. 22 lianai,vagurudeva-

p<tddhati, I pp. 72-74.

?£» Vide

srrwrPfT «ra^*rirm«7rgRV I

dabdakulpadruma, III p, 745 , Suprahhedagama, IX

The mudra is also explained as offering retoiciog to th© self throuah

tho body. It n ako '.aid to aF i d relief for the self from adverse planetary

mflu rces and to destroy sms Tie form* r p m man d t y it * f mi
and th** latter by dr4, Vide ,—Tt*&tra$lra cited on p 7 9 of the 9 ma-
rsfaumfi/*

90 Rsi 11; fS XXIV, /5 VIII, Fan XIV; Pf IV 22 .

baraditikka. XXIII,

Cf SmjtkanirlkS , L pp, 148-H8r
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Worshipping the deify involves sixteen kinds of eeremimal

p
p icnc.s (upacdra) *00 which ire Avihamj, S hapana

,
§an**idhdna a

S inmrodhana, Avagunthana$ DhenumudrtS Atghya % Padya 9 Acama-

nlya Ptispaddna, Dhupa , G>pa
$ JSfaivedya, Pd*tya Japa^amatpana

and A*atrika, Sometimes, the first ten alone are takei op for

enumeration. All these are classified according to the five

elements out of which they could have sprung.

On occasions, the idol or yantra Is to be given a ceremonial

bath, the preparations for which are to be made on an e iborate

&:a!c Tht it are varieties of the bath 101 Minute delays are

giv.n for selectir g he right type of flow rs *02 and of plucking

Iht m The prepared food t© be offered to the deity is

called hivis 103 The nature of the grains and o her mgr die *t$

of the p epaiation is dealt with according to the quanti y

required for the off-nog

T u Agwta texts generally have the words, * tintra \ * sum**

htla, and other at the end of their nam s Mrgendn mfotfi ,

MAi 'tvtj yatantra Laksmitantra
,
etc. Tils shoves that th Agama

s c^me into being after the Vtdtc traditions b-Cinrce - abi«

1 z d, and also that they are all based on the VeJu ext*1

*

However, these details do not belong exclusively to a'y one

creed or r 1 gion Apart from Hinduism, the Buddhist religion

too had tdntnka aspects

A diffl ulty arises, sn the absence of acceptable evidence, in

settling the identity of some of these concepts. Ev.r since

foreign scholars begin handling Indological subj cts, particularly

Hindu traditions, their tendency has been to deny outright

ICO ShakU and Shahid* p 233.

101 VK p 416, SA Lit Nir&yana : Tantrasamuccaya* Pail II

pp 375 442 Suprabheclagama, XV*

102 4aradatdaka. p 15?.

103 SKS. Siva. V CL Aghorafiva : Devlprafi?thSvidhit p. 2C0.

Appayyaaiiqita ; Sivji canacundrika * pp, bi*8W, Suprabhedagama% X, XVII.
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Indigenous origin to my concep' that his b^en out,’ inding in its

exce'hnce or attrict.ven >s. Ei h r the G „k tr.Jmon or

Buddhistic development • hav b en c 1 1 «. d as hiV'g served is

the f mnJat ons f >r or as h .vmg insp r d the H du :o cepts to

grow a id develop. Fins could b. conted d, hid ih re b.en

av i.lable any evid nee of a d cisiv * na ure in f ivour of such

views. H j v.ver. >u„h eviJ nee ts yet t > b fmiJout O i h*

ot‘ er hand, wha sv r ts av itlable to ths, eontnr) is samma i y
dismiss d as of no c > ...equ-nc* T t r-f >re, the |u suon of

Greek influence is yet to be settled on surer grounds.

As regards the B id lh-st infl ren ce, whit dev lop <’ c n*u-

ries after the Bu idh >’s d mise h is been attributed to h s preach-

ings which are yet not av ulab'e in the fo rm of sp c fi books

If the Buddha had not pr ached gainst ht VeJtc tridt ton. tin n

no concept could be attributed to ht n as exclusively Buddhistic.

I' he had preache i ag tinst Br ih minis n ( t t r n coined by the

Western Orientalists wtth s view to ere ite mu ual distrust and
lack of fisp ct among the Inditr. communi'ies and the rc ry to

decry the inJtgenous chaTiC’sr of Hindu re! gio ,), he > the

t&nlrtr prictice w’ ich sprang >m »ng ihi Bu ! d tislsoi la» r davs,

could on y he exotic to B iddht>m They mu>t hive ban iakoi

by the Buddhists from others.

It is also suggested th at the o-iglntl inhibit i"*s of Indu,
who hid no progressive an I civ I z d no tons o r

lif . sh< u’d

hav been fo’I wing 'hese prac' c 5 Ti found s of T„ul utstn

siw in th m much thi was need. d on spire the creut on if

a new cult. The Velic source for the n>e of the Aga’nas *s thus

sought to be denied

This theory requires critical c msiderati >n It pr -supp s s

that enligMentd men came from outsile to I >dta whire there

were already the natives who were inferior to them in all res-

pects. This prt-snpp isitinn is b .seJ on tgnirmce aid p
r e-

juitce. No society has ever consisted >f in.mb.rs having .he

same standards of culture, education and other equipment.
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This must apply also lo the people who lived in ancient India,,

This society did not certainly migrate into India from without

Piacti.es of the people should have varied, and the different

practices could have reacted on one another C stun of

nerrs might have been taken up by a section which did not have
tSv m b fore* These practices have been there ever since the

enlightened s^c r ion of people had their own way of religious

and secu'ar life fully orgmiz.d. The roragn or tribal origin of

the Agamas does not therefore merit acceptance Th-* sources

for the Agamas must therefore be admitted to hive b'en vu»cd

but Indtan
y
permuting the votarus of the various cul s to draw

out whatever they required* Besides mutual influence, exotic

impact cannot be totally denied.

The Himaf lyan regions 10* where KiPasa is situated, are

Said to have Ken the home of the $aiva Agamas S jme

think 105 that u is from Bengal the Agamas spread to A-sam,

Nepal, Tibet and China. Assam ^00 is the nual home

according to som others ft would be prudent to uvoi 1 taking

siJa on his problem, u til evidence beeom s available* That

the f&ni«ic pricuc s have been largely prevalent in certain

ar as cannot h Ip m determining their ongrul home The

ex em ol farufin mflj.nce cannot also be decid d, even if if

were to fa* proved that there was such mil j nee on the

development of the Agimas, for the Indnn tradition d pis

what is borrow d from others so as to be in harm >• y wi h us

character. Tne result has been the loss of individual ty of the

borrowed features, when there are any*

The date of the Agamas poses another pmoem The

evidence will have to be found m works, both Vedic md Agamic,

Tne system of the Agamas must have taken its rise in ihe rem *te

past and undergone development gradually and not at any

1C 4 The Tantras * Stu lies in their Religion and Philosophy
, p 0,

105 Winternnz* Indian Literature, I* p 592 s fn. 4.

106* ibid*
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uniform pice Long after its full development, the system

would be recorded tn works. The concept of *ors upping the

deity in a con.rete form eo Ud h.ive been evolved vtn wh. n the

mnhtra portions were accommodated to form seen >ns of Vedic

ritual in the Yajirveda, Samaveda and ihtir B'dhma^as It is

absurd to believe that those who hid a yarning to vimal ze

G >d waned and waned for ceniu'i.s to *s ness the e d of the

er i f the V.dic riiu Is and the pr^J aeti >n of V.d c it lature.

r.i Xgimu one pi n » t have been developing aljipiJ the

ritualistic literature, bat certainly a ling n ne after the mantas

became powerful m ans ta the hand* of tie stge> to invoke the

pr senceof the god*.

S»ges like A’n, K55*npi, Mi r i’i, Mirk uj leya, SJumiki,

Sant ku n«ra and oh rs w*re a 1 tali n ttelj c >nn cted wi h the

development of the Ve.ltc mail and the philo<-oph cal disci-

piii*s fheir mn s ire ah > associated wrh the concepts of

th. Agamic trad 1 1 > in and with so ne wotks on the A gamas An
anci.nt daie even for the evolution of these concep s is not

acc pt ib’e to the Orient tbs s who have pnn mic d predil c-

ttont for placing thes at a very late date, I avi g the earlier

ner»»ds to b: marked by mental stagnation and l>,k of uispira-

tton Bjt the KalpaiUtras refer o a few important sag s

associated with sons of the Agamic concepts.

It is nid that the Kgamn mu»t have risen after the V. die

period, but this does not mike clear even the probable date.

In th s c mtrx', it is necessary to understand what the t xpr s-

ston, ‘ Vtdtc periu l meins, I\t a Ortentats’s d v.Je S . kr t

literature into Vedic, epic and classical penod*. Tne epic

period is said to have begun after the close of the period of the

r

10T Bhavatrxta's commonlary on Jnmim’s 'irou/ai itra mentions
Sspijlya, tp .224', Bnidtiaysna’s hrautasutra m-r t:on. A'n, 16 cti and
Bftrgu 2 16, h>istjmbilra.itaf,irj r- f rs io Bh,ou. iS S .0 6 9,
A tpijivi, 24. 8- '0, K-piIijda, 20 14 a, £ i.ppi 14 t 5. *ud Bhan hv^js.

24, 6, 18 and 7. 2*10,
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Vedas which include the SafnhitSs, Brahmanas, Asanyakas and
Upanisads and also the Vidafigas . The classical period commen-
ced after the epics were composed Those who are guided by
this opinion of the Orientalists* forget that Yedic texts contain
narratives, episode and other epic-like formations IC8 Lik .

wise, the language and contents of the epics have much ,.f ilu
classical features. So, it is to be realized that these periods
overlap one another

The Vedas continue to be recued down to the present day.
The rituals are still performed, though not on such a large
seal as in the distant past. The Vedic passages hiv j been
analys d, interpreted and expounded by eminent au '-ortties

I ke Ya ka, Skandasvamin. Sayapa, Bhattabhaskara and others,

al> of whom did not live in the so called Vedic period The
spirit of the Vedas is still glowing, and this itself is a mark of
the V.d.c atmosph.re *hich prevails even today. Ka tdasa is

supposed by modem scholars to have lived at some time be-
tween the 1st century B C and 5th century A D. , and 'c him
goes the creJit for th„ composition of the foilowng iioka 109 ln

a V^dic metre He did not certainly live in the Vedic period,

fcTRr^r «

Abhijnan&skunUJa, IV, 7

108 For mention of Skhyam, &e© f 3, 4, 3 2 , MwaMyma ^rauta
Sutra, X 6 , for * purdna\ see &8r, l. 6. 6. 8 ; Cb<wdt Up* III 4 l,2 r

VIL 12, 4 s II 1

109 Tm , «/o* a n composed in an admixtare of two kinds of Tfiftublij

namely Va\ormi and Salmh
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The ard form is s sated to have been intr »duc d by thi

sages for worship at the beginning of the Tntdyuga HO

Vide

•

srH?r 5^3 ii

%«%$ qrr-Ti^ referra*?;*

7ni % 3^tV *7i*irHr?JTr n

cgr pp7f t-roV 3<iTr«5r^rf^Pflr?rr 37 1

fsRqrrq- tufinu: 1 .

ffir % =5Tt 7 SPT»7T 1

STiear STi^rrfa s^orrm "

(8h VII 14. 33b-40,)

The Rtirmyap-i refers to the *emple of V snu by the word,

‘ <n' tuna HI an i h • iH id i of a * is thro gh the w >rds 'drva~

12 md ‘ sthfina' 113 T es * cm ? d b* taken »o re fer »o

p rticuhr places where shrines were built for the worsb p of

deities. It Is not the holy fir*-pit (homakttpd i) of the ritualists

wher- the offerings were mad for 'he denies. However, there

is no mention f the idol or any symbol in these cises. Aiy-

wiy, a specific structure (agari) wis eracted to worship the

d -tty (deva). The word. ‘ sthana *, in anoth> r passage,H4 should

also point to the same structures.

Tie Vi$nuf>ttrlpa US contains unmistak 'hie evidence to the

tyuha doctrine of the PdncarStra The Mahdbhdrala refers to

lit Atct w a«? one of tn** 4pv»h wh^r^ worship

C »ul»i b*» off^r* d Vide -Rjvuihm* ill 29 ? ,
Bh XI 27 9 Eight kinds

of images are enumerated : Ibid , XI 27 12.

1IL R II. 8 4

m Ibid II. 71. 40. VII. 31 13.

Ill IbH III 12 17-2!,

1 14 Ibid Fa- a d failed treatment, see * R t **«> ain ani Temples 9 m
BBRAS* XXili p. 242,
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idols in temples H6 and lo the Pancard tra doctrines 117 Ths

BarivamiaX^8 refers to the temple of Indranl where the goddess

was worshipped by Rukraml The Bhdgavata refer* to the vytiha

doctrine of the PdHcatatra, 119 the area form, 120 worship,

temples 121 and tdntnk initiation 122 Many Puranas contain

glorification of the holy places where temples are described 122

All this evidence could no 1 be summarily dismissed as

baseless The glorification of the holy places could have been

included in the °uranas at different periods, but long before

such accounts were composed, the temples should have been in

existence, though not in their present form The Bhdgavata

refers to 'oroe holy places like the river Gahga, Kuruksetra,

N arrv <

i

and others In the same context, the places where the

id ffs of V snu are enshrined are gl >nfied and shown as specially

suitable for worship 124

A passage cited abov* from the Rftmdyana mentions also the

names of denies other than Visnu, indicating that they also

115 VP. V 18 58

116 Vide

Ufa err 4fa ^ i

Wflrrfa rjfari: =gr^h srirTfar =sr «

Mbh VI 2 26
117 Mbh XII 342-359

118 Hanvamia
,

II 59 33, 34

119 Bh X 16 45 .
X 40 21

120 Ibid X 53 44-50, X 84 11

121 Ibid X 53 39-49
, X. 79 12-15

122 Ibid XI 4 47-S5
(

XI 11 37, XL 27

123 The Vsmana , Skanda Markandeya, Vara ha
t
Brahma and Padma

Puranas glorify Tirumalai, the Saura glorifies temples of S'lva, the

Brahmdnda treats of Kanci and Ahobila, the Skanda glorifies BadarikStframa

and so on A reference may be made here to TA (X 43-47) which deals

with the worship of Sivahftga

124, Bh. X 79

ASV—

6
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received worship in particular place*. The passage In the

MahabhSrata makes a general reference to the gods, which shows
that deities other than Vi§pu had their idols in temples for

worship. The PurBnas contain references to the temples of

these gods All this indicates that idol worship, as enjoined in

the Jgamas, must have been very ancient The structures to

house these deities could have sprung up later, of which alone

the Purtipas have references and descriptions.

It must n,»t be surprising, if references in the RamSyana
to the various spots in hermitages for many deities should turn

out to be Agamic without any tinge of the use of

yantrai and t&nlrtka mantras. The vyuha doctrine of the PaftcaiStra

refers to the names of Kr^pa and the members of His family.

This may be a later addition made at the end of the Dpsparayuga.

Or, those names, which should have been in vogue long before

that period, could have been given to the members in the family

of Kn?a, just like the name 4 Vasudeva ’ Anyway, the MahS-

hhBrata which must have taken a specific shape by 3000 B C 125

should juttify this date as the lowermost limit for the

prevalence of the Agamic doctrines

128. V. Varadaehari

:

A
IV. 1*14,



CHAPTER 11

VALIDITY OF THE c AGAMAS’

The authenticity of the Agamas has been questioned from

about the beginning of the Christian era. There was objection

to their validity 10 a general way and also to that of particular

kinds of Agamas The whole objection is based only on one

point, namely, worship of God.

These who raise this objection, rest their arguments on

the supposed non-Vedic character of the Agamas The word
5 non-Vedic * means that which is not Vedic, not based on what

the Vedas stand for By * Vedic * the Vedas and the VedSngas

are meant These are concerned with the performance of the

rituals enjoined in the KalpasUtras in accordance with the

procedures recommended therein on the basis of the Brahmanas.

They do not uphold the exclusive worship of any single deity.

On the other hand, the rituals have different deities to be

worshipped according to the nature of the rites It Is sacri-

legious to offer worship to a deity in any ritual in which he Is not

to receive worship, in the place of another who is to receive it

The Agamas which recommend strongly the worship of

parucul ir d-ities in an exclusive manner, go against the Vedic

concept of depies Again, the Agamas miss the Vedic concept

of God Idol worship marks the Agamic mode of adoring God
The Vedas nowhere refer to the distinct concrete form of God,

nor do they speak of adoring that form God is transcendental

md also immanent, and so could not be comprehended by any

one as having a fimuzed form. There is nothing m the world

which can represent God, for whatever exists is neither tran-

scendental, nor subtle enough to be immanent. Hence it is a

sacrilege to conceive the idol or any other form as God
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Secondly, in order to get qualified for performing the

worship in the sacred fire, one must have investiture with the

sacred thread (;upanayana ). And offering worship in the fire is

the only mode of worship according to Vedic religion. The

members of the first three castes alone are eligible to have

upanayana Contrary to this practice the Agamas have allowed

the ^udras ana women also to take pait t n offering worship to

the deity. The quahficuioo for this is initiation (diksa) This

is necessary for Al and. becomes the second purification for the

twice-born. Tnere is no second initiation or special diksa

sanctioned by the Veda and so the Agamas hf-vc no validity as

regards the worship of God.

Thirdly* the Agamas prescribe tantrika mantras for adoption in

worship, so that they can be used by all* irrespective of their

having had upanayana . This is criticised as an anti-Vc die

practice that proves the Jgamas to be invalid.

Fourthly, the ceremony of installation (prali$tha) of an idol

or any figure is unwarranted according to the Vedic rules of the

rituals. There is invocation (dvdhana ) and dismissal (visarjana )

for a deity in Vedic ritual. The same cannot become applicable

to idols in which the deities are ever present after installation.

To add to non -Vedic practices, the Agamas prescribe the

performance of such things as mudrd and nydsa as pan of the act

of worship. These too have no Vedic S3 -cdon and, besides, ate

meaningless.

Fifthly and lastly, the Agamas enjoin the pi act ice of certain

cruel rites such as malaria ucidtana
, vasikarana , dkarsajia ganti-

karma
, paustikakarma

,
vidvc$ana and oth rs. Tn.se are calcu’ated

and intended to do harm to others. A system which does not

promote justice and good deeds and encourages, by enjoining,

such acts as corrupt the mind of the performers* does not

deserve to be followed. There are also other detestable

practices such as drinking wine, eating flesh, taking fish,
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gestures and sexual intercourse Five Important detestable

practices are set out below •

STTrKr^jj jjsi nra sror ursrft g?rr ^ i

tracrf^w? ^ firafa%?r% i

«^TW3s% iNrmmfa i

GuptasS dhanetantra, VII,

It is also argued that the origin of the Agamas is to be

solely traced to the practices of primitive tribes. Those

who base their rituals on Vedic authority, would not accept

the Agamas as valid, not to speak of following the practices

hid down m them- The life of the primitives Is not

governed by law or custom, oar based on ethical standards.

Head-hunting vindictive pursuits and gruesome practices

characterize the life of primitive peoples The Agamas,, ft is

asserted, took ‘heir rise among them or at least arose under the

s rong \ * flounce of their practices and so cannot be held as valid.

Fh ' obj Arions noted ab )ve lose ground, when It is

reni inhered tb»t the Agamas are very nesr the Vedas , rather

basi i on the Vedas They cue the Vedas for authority and so

cannot be treated as npn-Vedic or anti-Vedic What is treated

m the Vedas need not be treated in other texts New concepts

w nd theories could have been evolved as a result of Vedic infill*

ence ,
and they do not, on that account, become non-Vedic.

I he vt hole of thf* Veda, the Smrti texts, the conduct of those

who know Hie Vedas
, the conduct of the good and the satisfac-

tion of the self become the sources of dhatmaA 26 All these

cannot be declared to be invalid, because they are not treated

or mentioned tn the Veda*. The MimdmSa school seeks to

defend the Vedic authority for certain practices which do not

have direct Vedic sanction, but are dealt with only in the Smfli

126 MS II 6
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texts. In such cases, the source of these practices Is Inferred to

be some passage of the Vedas IZ1

Similarly, the monotheism of the Agamas is a concept derived

from Vcdic sources The Aitareya Brahmapa makes an emphatic
statement that, among gods, Agni is the lowest and Vi$nu
the hlghest.128 It is evident from this that Vi$pu, being at the

head of the divine beings, must have been held then as not only

the Supreme Deity but also as one who is preferred to others for

worship. This concept was developed in the Agamas which

Is a proof to show that they are not non-Vedic For the same
reason. Idol worship, as enjoined in the Agamas, needs to be

treated as a religious act which is a logical extension of the

monotheistic tendency. This is enough to concede that idol

worship is not non-Vedtc According to the VarivasyBrahasya,

the Agamas are Smyti texts and are to be treated as supplements

to the Upantsads. 129

Secondly, it is true that the Agamas enjoin a special initia-

tion (dlk$3-viie§a) as conferring a qualification for peiforming

worship. It becomes an additional qualification for those who
have upamyana. Such specific initiation is not non-Vedic, but

is a Vedtc practice, as it is enjoined also for performing certain

sacrific**. Here the agent who is already qualified to perform

the ritual by virtue of having had upanayana , is required to

undergo a special ioitiation.130 Thus the special initiation is

rot confined to the Agamas alone.

127. MimSrhss-s&tras I. 3. Vide: Tantravsi ttika on I 3 2

128. Vide*

wwrr %«err: t a sr. 1. 1. 1 .

128. VarivasySrahasya, ill 6. CC. Madhusfidanasarasvatt : Prasthuna

-

bhada. p. 16

130. mmJrhsd-sutras, X. 6. 57 ; X. 8 . 12 , XI. 2. 59, Xt,4,20,21

XII. 1. 28. Cf. Pds. IV 1. 9. 10.
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Thirdly, although the study of the Vedas is prohibited for
Sudras, there are some references which uphold their
participation m the performance of sacrifices The following
passage occurs in the Apastamba Sfrauiasutras (I 19 9) —

argrirreq-,

Here the 3udra is described as one preparing the hams or
offering it in the same way as the members of the other three
castes, though the verb differs in calling the offerer of oblation
from each caste The hunter and architect are known to have
been allowed to perform the sacrifice 131 The wheelwright is

asked to ignite the holy fires 132 These persons are lower than
th ' Sudras in the social scale, 133 but they are permitted to take

131
I

(Katyayana Qrautasutra XXI! 11* 11)

The wheelwright is permitted to have upanayana m the rainy season"
(Apastamba &rauta~sntra, V 3 18)

tSatyogadha &rauta-sutra t III 1 )
Vide

wrfqfsfqrq: Fn^F3[€rfl«q'fa i

I

(Mimamsa-sutras

,

VI 1 51, 52 )

132
|

The agni to be used here must be of the laukika kind (Bhattadipiks
on ibid )

qrregwq i qqqr faqrqssrrfif

crrf«prfeq»mrqlq
,^rf?frr fro! £qnar

Ctscqrtf i

(Jairniriiya-nyayamala on ibid,)

133 Vide

Iqqrrqr grfqqrg?qqt ivrfirBr: i

surisr q^qr^cq^r «

Yajnavalkya-smrti, I. 95

qrfowrr g totto srsrrq^ i

fqqrqj qgqfrrt'if' « qrcsnr w&fo if

^ MS. (X, 8).
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an active part in the performance of the ritual. In order to make

them get fully qualified on particular occasions, they areallowed

to study and repeat the particular mantras when these rites are

to be performed Tnc same principle man apply to the 3udra$

and women for performing worship The Agamas do not permit

them to utter the Vedic mantras
, but have evolved new mantras

on the m >del of the Vedic ones These are tdntnka mantras
,

which no: only ihev* who are not qualified for Vedic study,

but also others are to uuli>e. Tne Vedic mantras also have

to be used by the twici-horn. The tanirika mantras are created

for use in cert un practices which do not have Vedic mantras

Thus the Agones are more liberal in allowing the act of initiation

(diksd) to all, and this answers the second objection Provi-

sion in the form of tanirika mantras which is thus made, silences

the third objection.

Fourthly, the objection may be made to stand on the

strength of a passage which declares that worship in the fire is

for the Brahmins, that in the heart for those who could perform

yoga, that m the idol for the unlearned and that in all these three

for those who view the world impartially 134 This may be

admitted, but * comment is required here Absence of the

spirit of devotion which characterizes the culture of the Vedas ,

need not actu illy mean rejection of the idol Even those whose

outlook in life is characterized by detachment require a con-

crete form for worship. The question of the aspirant being

unlearned or otherwise b immaterial Worship of the idol is

discussed in the Agamas and recommended by great s iges lik.

Sanatkumira, Bharadv&ja, Atrn Ka<yapa and others who were

the staunch followers of the Vedas They could not be regarded

as wanting in wisdom in preaching idol worship to various audt*

cnees who were also, like them, following the practices laid

134* Vid©

f?n?fer fastrnrr i
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down 10 Vedic texts. Idol worship, which the Agamas recom-
mend, should be looked upon as deriving ns authonty from the

Vedic practices themselves, though the Vedic texts may not

make a direct recommendation to that effect The Agamas

enjoin also worship of gods in fire and meditation through yoga

and, as such, could not be taken to go against Vedic authority.

Any figure made out of any material cannot receive

worship The presence of the deity will have to be infused into

the idol, for which purpose Vedic mantras are primarily

employed This ritual cannot be called non-Vedic For the

purpose of ensuring the installation of the immanent God in the

idol or yantra, pratisthd is required to be done Mantra
,
nydsa

,

bhuiaduddht and mudra are quite necessary to offer worship to

God who has taken His abode in a finitized form

Mantras are classified into bija t pmda , sam)ni and nolda *

This has full relevance to practical utility, as they require to be

changed according to the deity whose adoration is to be under-

taken. This is not meddling with Vedic mantras . A change in

mantra involves the introduction of alterations in the case-

suffixes, number and other parts of the words occurring in the

VedaSf so as to suit those mantras for application In the

particular contexts. This is sanctioned m the Mima msa.

Vide:

a^t sr*rV«it »

(Jaiminiya-nyayamilB, IX. 1. 1).

Such a change has the sanction of the grammarians also.

Vide:

(Katysyana’s VSrtttka, cited by Patafijali in the PaspaiBhnika

of his MahSbhBsya,)

asv—

7
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A change m the Vaidika mantra is permitted on this

principle. For instance, the passage, ' Agnayejustam nirvapami'

which is to be used while offering cooked cakes to Agm (dgneya

cam) must change into * Surysyajustam nirvapami ’ when the cake

is to be offered to the sun 135 Such a change is necessitated,

even according to Vedic texts, as the deities to whom the offer-

ings are to be made are many and mantras are not available for

each offering to be made to each one of those deities Though

each deity has .1 mantra' 36 it is required to be changed accord-

ing as the occasion demands Though the Agnmas intend to

enjoin the exclusive worship of a particular dcitv, other denies

are not fullv dropped out from the purview of the ritual or

worship. These deities form part of the retinue of the principal

deity Hence mantras are required to worship them. Thus

tantnka mantras arose on the foundation of the Vaidika mantras

On this account, they do not lose their validity 137

The syllables or letters in a Vaidika mantra have a deity

presiding over each of them 138 Similarly, each letter tn the

alphabetical system has a deny The word, 'bljak$ara' means

the foundational nart of a mantra. This ts not peculiar to the

Agamas alone The Vedic texts contain many of them, l*0 from

which the Agamas have developed their own list 140 The sylla-

ble him is used in the Vedic texts. 141 So a further development

135 Jmmmlva-nyayamiU
,

II 1 9

136 RV III 82 10.

137. Vide

.

rgfirar %r?r 1

(KulluVa on MS II 1)
138. ABr. II 3 6 , II. 5 5

138, Ibid» VII. 3, 6 ; Copaiba Brdhmana
t
X, 1 24 ,

Athreya Aranyaka. VII 8 r
Cbatid, Up . I, 1 L

Aivahtyam Gfhyasuira, IV 8 34,

140 Pranava, hr%m t 4 rim, aim
,
kUm and others are jbijdk&6ms*

141. ABr, II. 12, Cl Chditd . Up, II. 13, 1.
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of such syllabic sounds must be taken as indicative of the

pro-Vedic character of the Agamas*

Similarly, nyasa is a practice which may be traced to Yedlc

texts 14$ KaranyUsa and afigulmyQsa form part of many of the

daily religious practices like the adoration of samdhya * Either

the nyasa must be traced to a Vedic source to defend this daily

practice or practices of samdhya must be traced to Agamic

sources

The drawing of mandalas and the worship of yantras could

also be traced to Vedic sources 143 Likewise, mudra which is

gesture conveying one’s intentions, is traceable to the gatapatha-

brahmana 144

Lastly, the Agamas are condemned for enjoining cruel

practices It is true that they do so They do not stop there.

They recommend the slaying of the enemy The Vedas also are

not free from rituals for such purposes 145 if such practices

arc claimed to be not cruel on the ground that they are enjoined

by the Vedas, it is not possible to justify the expiatory rites 146

(prayaiettta) which are to be performed to get freed from their

evil results The Vedas also recommend certain practices for

malevolent sorcery (abhicara), 147 slaytngl48 and enchanting

142 iBr VII 5 2 1?, Aitareya Iranyaka
,

III 212, III 2 5 2.

143 Jar I 1 18, VI 1 1 6, XI 7 1 , Kauiikasutra LXXVI 21.

The lotuslike drawings of cakras are described m AV X 2 32, 34.

144 Vide &Br III 1 3 25

145, &Br III 9 1, T
,
V 5 4. 1 ,

XII 7 2. 3 Cf RV , X 127 1

146. Apastamba Dharmasutras
,

I 9 26, 27.

147 SY 7 3, Vide

w qrs ftgNt firw-ft ?r?r^ strife i

^ TA IV 27.

148. RV, VII, 104 , X 145.
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others,149 The Vedas also are not free from sensual prao

tiees.150 Since many of these practices are traceable to the

Vedic texts and the rest could be explained as having arisen

under the influence of the Vedic rituals^ there is no need 10

look to primitive society as the source for ail these practices.

The authority of the Agamas is strongly upheld by Jayania-

bhatta, who flourished under King 5>ahkaravaronan of Kashmir

(883-902 A.D ) He is the author of the Nydyamanjarl
, a

treatise on the Myuya system and the Agamddafnbara , an alle-

gorical play. In the former, he divides Agamas Into two kinds,

one opposed to Vedas and the other not opposed to them. The

Agamas of the Buddhists and others are opposed to the Vedas and

so are invalid. Others are not opposed to the Vedas 9 but enjoin

practices which are subsituted for the Vedic practices. Being

an exponent of the Nydya system which believes Vedas to be the

composition of God, the author admits the Agamas as valid, as

they are also the compositions of God. People who h^ve been

following ways of life based on Vedic authority, also follow

Agamic practices. That these practices are opposed to Vedic

practices is not a strong ground for rejecting the authority of the

Agamas . The scheme o r the pramdnas and the atm in life

{puru^aftha) to be attained are common to all the Agamas and,

as such, their validity does not suffer because of the mutual

references contradicting each other’s practices. If injury

(kimsa) is enjoined in the Agamas , the same is found in the

Vedas also, and so both are equally valid. All Agamas are based

on the Vedas . it is possible to trace, through inference, the

authority for certain practices which are not based on Vedic
and Agamic sources.151

149, TBr. II, 3. 1. 10.

150, Cf. Vamadevya upasana. in Chand, Up. II, 13, 1 . Z9

Cf. Aitareya Iranyaka, II, 3, 7. 3

151, Nyayamanjarli pp, 635-645,
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The Agamadambara Is a play m four acts presenting some
schools of thought which prevailed in Kashmir during the 9th
century The opinions of the various schools, both dsttka and
ndstika , are presented by their adherents Jayanta’s attitude

towards them is one of tolerance There were the Saivaand
Vais^ava schools also* The author and his patron are shown as

taking action against those sects or Jgamas which carried out or

enjoined corrupt practices like those of the l^Ilarabaras*

Bauddhas, Jamas and the extreme S>aivas The 3aivas who were

following desirable practices and the Vaisnavas who adopted

the Pancaratra way of life are declared to be leading virtuous

lives, though they favoured Sgamic authority, ignoring the

direct dictates of the Vedas The traditions of these schools

which, following the Agamas, have been uninterruptedly

continuing, were adopted by the enlightened people, and so

the Agamas are declared as authoritative V hichever deity the

Agamas glorify, tney are valid, since they are the compositions

of a divine being The saint of tolerance breathes In the

following §loka which declares that ma^y could be the courses of

apmouches to aUain Re^ii y

Vidt

^ ifcrfa B'rmPrr a;rr?T 5rTsr#srr: 11

The anal )gy of m iny door-w„y& loading to the interior of a

mans»on *ssugg^ e ied m unther S'ai./F

Jjrm: it stt i

srr^Tfrr^orrftr ggsmtsfa 11

That the Agamas do not contradict one another is stited in :

ttii i^nor arm ?r ^nrnrffi mtlnsierr i

sru^«r^ ff ^^4 rprifsr w[ n
152

152 Refer to ‘ A New Play of the 10th Century, the Agamadambara
of Bhatta Jayanta of Kashmir \ printed m the Samskfta Ranga Annual III
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On the other hand, the Kurma Pura$a^§3> condemns several
reii| u>us schools for their practices, FCtfpala, Nalula Varna,

Bkmram
„ Pfirvi, Panama Pa nearaira and Pftiupata are men*

Honed m this connection It is true thu some of these schools
were adopting reprehensible and disgusting practices The
question of th'ir going against Vedic authority Is not the main
concern. As Fayant a pointed out, they were objectionable to

good taste. The orrutic %
s enjoined by the Saiva and Vai^nava

Agamas were fi **• from them. They were perhaps included in

the condemnation as they followed a different cosmology and
theology not traceable to the Vedas, The passage in the Kurma
PttrSna should have meant only this; and while listing the non-
Vedic schools, the Saiva and Varava schools were also clubbed
along with them In the light of the evidence and reasoning
given already m defence of the validity of the Agamas

, this

advene criticism should be understood to relate only to anti-

Vedic schools for their enjoining objectionable practices or for

their lack of implicit subservience to Vedic authority

The Bhdgavata Parana, on the contrary, recommends the

Agamic mode of worship which is referred to by the other name
* tdnlrika \ One should take to the injunctions of the Vedas to

become free from the results of karma. He who would tear
away the knot of the heart must worship Kfsna according to

the rules laid down in the Tantras He has to receive the grace

from the preceptor and guidance from him to pursue the Agamic
course. He must adore the Supreme Deny in a form which is

to his liking, Bhutaiuddht and dedication of himself to God
should follow next

1S3 Vide

^nrr;? ^ ^Tfajqnq; i

qrnsneni wgq-gr 11

{Kurma PuMna* II. 10, IS.)
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Vide*

§Rfoit I

5rvr^ cter*iT«tf qv55»%! 11

v »TTg ^5[?r!Tf?«r mBrfT^: vcmrrrsn t

?r?^^5r =sr %3rv*t it

ossgrgsrf arr^Tq^sT H^fsraTmn i
<

wcTj^^v^^vfrojrvqr arnvrm: it

sjfV ^gcmrsrR: srrorw^miTTfgffir i

fV^ MrNv it

(Bh XI. 3 46 -49)

Elsewhere, both the Veda and Tantra are stated as being

followed for adoring the Lord

h cRr g^<r itsi? v^rcr^T'^orir i

Ifs^snw vc m^rrg-vT sjv n

Ibid XI 5 28

vv f5K?TTvtnv§: jmv; if^crrferai: i

3?=gq-?gvrv?f: fefir Writ 11

Ibid XI 27.49.

Those who denounce the authority of the Agamas may refuse

to accept this testimony on the ground that the Bhagavata is of

late origin. In that case, the evidence of the Kurma Purapa

must also be discountenanced. The difficulty lies in ascertaining

the probable periods when the Purnnas as a whole or any of

them in particular was compiled. 154 it must, however* be

154 Abhinavagupta (C. 1000 A D ) cites passages from the Bhagavata

(XI 20 17), mentioningt he portion as ekadaia-skandha m his Gitsrthasangraha,

the commentary on the Bhagavadgltd ,
(XIV 8) This shows that at a period

before the tenth century, it was held to be authoritative.
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admitted that there were accretions to the originally compiled

texts from time to time, but even here the dates when such

additions where made are not known, The two FurSnas noted

above make specific references to the Agamas and the mode of

worship based on them. This makes it clear that the Agamas
were at least available when the PurSpas, like the two above

mentioned, were getting finalised. Therefore, the validity of

the Jgamas Is a settled fact, and it must be said that the way of

life which the Hindus lead at present is chiefly guided by Agamic

precepts and Vedic authority.



CHAPTER III

CLASSIFICATION OF AGAMAS

The Jgamas advocate the adoration of particular deities to

the exclusion of others who form part of the retinue of the

principal deity. More than one deity enjoys the privilege of

such prominence The Vaisijava, £>akta, £>aiva, Ganapatya,

Svayambhuva and Candra are most well known kinds glorifying

particular deities. The Pa^upata, Kalamukha, Cina and Jaina

are also held to be types of Agamas. The Saura also is added to

the list Of these, Pa^upata and Kalamukha are to be brought

under £>aiva, and Cina and Jaina are of the nasttka kind, Vis$u,

£>akti (standing for the female principle identified with Ourga

or Parvatl), £hva, Ganapati (Vinayaka), Brahma, Candra and

Surya are the principal deities glorified. In course of time, all

of them have become extinct, except those of the £>Skta, Saiva

and Vais$ava varieties

Among modern scholars who have been making an intensive

study of the Agamas
,
there is a tendency to treat the 3akta

Agamas as the earliest among the Tantras and as influencing the

development of other Agamas
,
though not their origin While

arriving at this conclusion, the role played by £>akti in the other

Agamas is stressed All the three Agamas , 3§kta, 5atva and

Vais^ava, agree that £>akti plays a prominent role. While 3akti

Is the prominent deity m the Sakta Agamas , the other two

recognize £>akti as never dissociated from S>iva or Vis^u The

question is one of the position occupied by 3akti Whether

she has an independent or dependent status, the fact remains

that she has to play a significant role To arrive at this conclu-

sion, there is no need to look upon the dependent nature of

gakti as derived from her status. Every Vedic deity is looked

asv
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upon as possessing power, which Is ever with that deity. This

concept is inherited hv the Saiva and Vai§$ava Agamas, This

does not mean tint the gskia Agama should have been the

earliest in origin Mutual influences should have been there.

All the Agamas must have had a common source, but

their development need not have not been uniform in point of

time.

The S^lkta system believes In the all-embracing potency and

supremacy of tfskti, treated as a female principle $aktl is

considered as a goddess ind hence this Agama is called also as

the Devi At* urn U is held that £>akti worship was introduced

from Persia 155 Others believe it to have risen in Bengal and

spread to Assam N 'p *1. Tibet and China, 1*8 £>akti is God m
mother-form In h r static, transcendent aspect, she is of the

same nau re at Si t, Siva is unchanging consciousness and

5> i k 1 1 n its ch mgmg powtr The self is one with the

transcendent spun Mind and body are the mamfes'ations of

Supre«ne Power Thus the philosophy of the gakt a Agamas is

advaitic The seif mast realise this through discipline, which is

u i first external through mat rut forms and symbols, and later

through yoga when eSakti is unfolded and awakened

The worshipper has all the objects of enjoyment before him,

but is not disturbed by them Tn se objects *re mantra md wsa,

madych mudrd and maiihuna Though this could be said to be

characteristic of gakta worship, certain texts offer substitutes 157

As a result of this mode of worship, the position of women has

gained importance,

165 For a discussion on this by P C Baqefai, se© The Cultural HenXage

of India, Vol IV pp 224-225

1S6 Philip Rawson The Art of Tantra
, p* IS

1ST The Paramananda school does this. Vide, The Taniiaa Studies

m their Origin and Literatm t\ pp 40-41
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The texts of this Agama speak of the system as delivered by
Devl s listened to by £>iva and approved by Vasudeva (i,e.,

K-Fsna treated as the brother of Devi) Sometimes, Devi listens

to the discourse of £>iva The derivation of the word 4 Agama \
is therefore given as rising (a) from Siva or Devi, reaching Devi
or £>iva (ga) and approved (ma or mala) by Vasudeva 158 They
are classified as daksma based oo the Vedas, Smjtu and Pur&pas •

vUrna, relying on the Vedas and Tantra*
, and uttara, having the

authority of the Vedai and the utterances of the preceptor The
texts which are called Agamas are seven tyseven m number, five

called as tfubhagama, sixtyfour as Kaula and tight as Miira , The

Agamas of the daksma variety declare that Tantra is part of Veda

which is vidyd and Kaula is the philosophy 159 Those who do
not observe the rites of the Vedic kind are disqualified for the

3akta cult 160 Important works on the 3akta system are the

encyclopaedic Prapancasira attributed to SankafScarya,

Ldksmanade£tka’s Sfdraddttlaka 9 BhSskararaya's Vanvasyira *

hasya and Lahta -sahasrandma-bha $ya, Krsnananda Agama Vagina’s

Tantrasnra
,

Purnanandahamsapanvrajaka’s Sfritattvacmtdmani

and others Laksmidhara’s (1497-1539) commentary oo the

Saundaryalaharl contains valuable Information on the cult of

Sakti

The £>aiva Agamas hold that £>iva is the Supreme Deity ever

associated with jSdkti, identified with Devi or Parvati Several

schools are mentioned as coming under this head. They are

158 Vide

«rr*T?r i

Pingalamata cited Ibid p 2,

159 Pranatosani , 70 ,
Mahumrvanatantia , I 18 19 t Mahdrudrayamala,

l 15, II 2

160 Palupatisutras, I 23 14 ; Suk?ma-tantra t III, 26
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Saiva, Ps^upata, Karumkasiddhinta and Kapalika.161 Kali-

mukha replaces the third one m another list 162 Th~ Viragama,

one of the texts, enumerates Samanyadatva, Purvadatva
,

Mi&radatva and Sfuddhadatva 163 Vdma
,
Pidupata

,
Soma

, Langala,

Bkairaua
, Kdpflla and Nakula are the schools enumerated

elsewhere 164 Perhaps Langalas and Nakulas represent the

Nakulidapftdupata The acceptable classification falls under

three heads, namely, Pidupata, Siddhsnta or gaivasiddbinta,

and Pratyabhijfta

Lakuh (105-30 A D ) is said to have taught the Padupatt -

sutras to his pupils These were commented on by Kauijdmya
(c.600 A.D ) Patt jiva

, yoga, niyama and duhkSnta are the

principles standing respectively for the Lord, self, meditation,

discipline and moksa respe ctively. Sadyoj&ta
,
Vamadeva ,

Aghora,

Tatpurusa and Idana are the five mantras taught by Lakuh
Prajiaoa is to be meuitited upon. Immediate union (sdyujya) with

Siva is the goal It is wrong to assume that the rules of caste

and orders are not observed, for the Madras and women are

excluded from initiation according to this system 166

The $awasiddhanta admits three sections in its Agamas
They are Vidya

, Krtya and Toga. The first is concerned with Pati
y

padn m
and pdda * Pati* is Parama^iva having the five activities

of creation, maintenance, dissolution, giving moksa and obscu-
ration : He is the instrumental cause of the world The padu is

the self which is atomic in size, while pdda is power which is

impurity karma, mdyd and restraint The second section deals

161 BhSmati on S'arfikara’s Brahmasutrabhd$ya
t II 2 37

162 SrSbhcifya, II 2 3S

163 XI D 5S02.

164 See Viramitroda ya, I 22

165* Patupaiisutras with Kaundmya’s Bh3sya
f pp 78-70,
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with mantra, j^a
9 homa, diksa and other such matters. The

third section depls with thirtysix tattvas and the stddkis. The
self is real and ever-conscious luminosity Everything is

the manifestation of Paramagiva The school is odva%t\c in its

outlook

The Agamas are twentyeight, brought under the four heads

of Kamika
, Katana

, Suprabheda and Vathula It is held that all

these Agamas issued forth from the five faces of 3iva (1 e f

Sadyojita
,

Vania
,
Aghora, liana and Tatpurusa) Among them

the Vita and Vathula kinds are the most Important The worship

of Ktvaltnga is the means of realizing the Ultimate Reality.

In Tamil Nadu, this Siddhanta has had a rich development

through the Tirumantiram of Tirumular. M^ykandadeva of the

13 tb century composed the Sfivajnanabodhasu tra
9

a counterpart

of the Brahmasutras It preaches that one should meditate on

the self being identical with 3iva It has a Sanskrit comment*

ary by £>ivagrayogin of the 1 1th century in the Sivajnanabhasya.

^rikaijtha&ivacarya (c 1400 A.D )
wrote the Brahmamlmamsi ,

a commentary on the Brahmasutras upholding the Vtitstadvaiia

aspect of Vedanta and propounding that Shva with 3aktl IS she

Supreme Being, On this commentary was written the

tfiv&rkamantdipika
t

a super-commentary by Appayyadlk§ita

The other sects of 3aivism such as Paiupata
,
Ldkula ,

Kali*

mukha eu lost their independent existence, having merged In a

way and giving rise to Vtiesadvaita or Vlrafcaivism which spread

m Andhra and Kamafaka regions. The founder was Re$uk8-

carya 166 Tbs Brahmasutras were commented on by S>rlkara*

pa$dttaradhya!67 in the irikarabhasya. The Vedas and £>aiva

166 He flourished in the 13th century A D

167. His date is fixed between 1300 and 1400, A.D

Vide Hayavadana Rao Introduction to &r%karahh8 p. 3
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Agamas ate treated as authorising practices such as wearing the

tudraksa , Sfimiinga and others 3iva is held to reside in six

places (satsthah) nun Jy, the five senses and the mind He must

be visualized in them Every act must be surrendered to Him.

S>aivism in Kishmir accepts ninetytwo Agamas which were

held to be b tsed on Dvnita
,
Advmta and Dvaitadvaita The

Dcaita and Dvaitadvaita h ftcime amalgam* cd into a single group

called Stddhmta These Agamas preached six* vfour systems

of rftva cults of which Tnka is one Tdntric domination was

marked in Tnka What exactly this nune denotes is not clear

The Tnka has three sub-groups called Pratyabhijnadastra, Agama-

ddstra and Spandaidstra The Pratyabhijftdgastra represents the

philosophical aspect of Tnka The Agamaiastra deals with the

tanmka practices of 3aivism The Spanda§astra deals with the

Saiva doctrines as formulated in Agamas , amplifying the

fundamental principles dealt with in them This division

recognized Anavopaya also called Knyopaya ,
Saktopaya, and

Sfd^ibhavopdya as the means to be blessed with divine grace

which is called gaktipata 18t The first is concerned with the

observance of the rituals, the second which is also called

JflSnopaya with the activities of the mind, and the last with

meditation on tfivatattva The Siddhanta and the second and

third subgroups of the Tnka were more concerned with the

ritualistic aspects of the Agamas % though the philosophical

aspect was not left out The Pratyabhijnd$ Sstra gives predomi-

nance to the philosophical aspect, leaving the Agamic and

ritualistic aspects in the background.

The Ultimate Reality m the system is Mahefcvira who has

two aspects, nam ly prakdia and vimaria, which stand resp'Ct-

ively for universal consciousness and physical activity Prakdia

9

168 Abhinavagupta A Historical and Philosophical Study, p ITO

189 Introduction to ‘ Pratyabhijnahrdaya \ p IT ; &ivadf$th

IV 118-120
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is pure luminosity and spanda is vibration, that is, activity.

Mahe^vara has self-dependent power which evolves the variegated

world of Nature, having prakaia as the substratum for mani-

festations and vimarda as the process of manifestation going on

in this substratum This manifestation is called dhhasa which is

real The subject and object of knowledge are both manifesta-

tions of the Supreme Being, Mahegvara The phenomenon of

knowledge is like the rise of two waves of the sea of universal

consciousness. One of these has the capacity to reflect and the

other Is free from it. The former represents the self and the

latter inert matter. On account of nescience, the self feels bound

and considers itself to be a separate entity Final release con-

sists in the recognition by the seif that it is identical with

Mahe^vara This is called Pratyabhijnd and hence the name of

this subgroup of Trtka 170 The manifested world is analysed

into thirtysix tattvas which the Stddhanta adm'ts

The concepts of Anavopdya and tfaktopdya explain thatjHdna

and karma together constitute the means for getting this recog-

nition 171 Karma
,
enjoined in the Vedas , is io be done without

expecting rewards for u *72 The Agama and Spanda aspects of

Trtka ire not completely left out m the Pratyabhijnd system

* Pratyabhijnd
9

is not actually the name of a Kashmir

school of £>aivism, but only of an aspect of the Tnka school

170 Vide

?tot *rr »

&ivadf$ti $ IV, 118-20.

171 Vide Abhmavagupta Bhagavadgltarthasangraha, on III 4.

172 Ibid XVIII 2.
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The gaiva Igamas were given a monistic Interpretation by

Tryambaka (c. 400 A«D*); the givadfsti of Som&nanda (850 A D)

gives for the first time a systematic exposition of the system

He was therefore the founder of the school His son and pupil,

Utpaladeva, composed the Pratyahhijna sutra and the Itfvara-

pratyahhtjna-kanM with his own glosses thereon The greatest

contributor was Abhinavagupta (c, 1050 AD) His Tantrdloka

is encyclopaedic in range, dealing with all the schools of

Kashmir Saivisra He commented upon Utpaladeva and

many Saiva Agamas and wrote glosses on what others had

written on them The Maltntvijaya-vfirttika
,

Par#trimUka •vj'tti,

and Paramarthasara could be mentioned in this connection

The place for Sikii is thus prominent in the £>akta Agamas
only Its importance in others is in subordination to God It

plays an important role in Kashmir 3aivism The Sfatvasiddhania

in South I'»dia has received a powerful impact from the concept

of gaktt in the 5akta Agamas
, as a result of which Parvati has

gained prominence along with Siva and bears several names

The Vaisnava Agamas glorify Visnu as the Supreme Being to

the exclusion of other deities They treat the Ultimate Reality

as not mere Vi§nu but Vis#u with 5>rl While there are several

narn "s for Vi§nu, the use of the word c Vaisnava ’ as an epithet

for these Agamas shows that they must be closely related to the

Vedas where He is mentioned primarily by this name

Most modern scholars in India and abroad hold that

both Vi§nu and Rudra occupy suboidinate positions m the Vedas

and that Vaisnavism as a religion arose later than Saivism. HS
This view requires careful examination

The Vedas (particularly Rgveda) have gained their present

form through the efforts of Krsnadvaspayana who acquired the

173 Vide B K. Goswamt ‘ Bhakti ’ cult m Ancient India:

Introduction, p XVII
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title of Vyasa *74 The need to arrange the Vedai, under the

direction of his father, Paraiara,!7S must have been felt because

all the Vedas during that period must have been mixed up so

that the clear distinction of each Veda could not be

made So V\2ba was asked to arrange them m order. He

picked out the rks and prepared the Rgveda and similarly the

other Vedas
,

Brdhmanas and other portions, following some

principles 176 Certainly, the arrangement of the hymns was

not made in the chronologic*! order or with reference to the

superiority of one deity over another It is therefore futile to

attempt to find out which rks were composed earlier and which

liter Equally hard is it to determine whethet Rudra or Vi§#u,

Savitj- or Varun t was the earliest deity adored by the ancient

seers of India So the question of the relative prominence of

anv deity in the Rgveda cannot be answered Vismi and Rudra

could have been held in high regard then. In the absence of

evidence to the contrary, it is not proper to assume that some

deities were prominent in the Rgveda and lost their position later

to Vi§^u and Rudra who thus emerged into pre-eminence after

having occupied subordinate positions earlier

Again, SUrya, Varova, Y*ma and others are still objects of

worship, though not with as much veneration as Vi§#u and

Rudra ft is not possible to pick out the specific traits of the

deities from the Rgveda 9 since all of them have hymns addressed

to them and are offer* d oblations in the sacred fire Yet, a close,

comparative study of the few hymns addressed to Vi§pu and

Rudra would show that people depended more on these deities

374 Vide

farssriH ?r*msTn=r *f?r i

MBh XdiM-M.
175 VP III 3 4

1,6 mnesr «*r«rrsj; gfsrs i

* srrafo; 11

VP ill, 4. 13,
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for their security and well-being than on others While Vlsiju

offered protection to the people providing them with the means
for happy living,in Rudia was looked upon as a terrible deity

ready to award punishment to wrong doers Naturally, the

lages prayed to Rudra for pardon and for gifts enabling them to

it ad a prosperous life with kith and km 178 This explanation

could be offered to justify the continued primacy which Vi§$u

and Rudra have been enjoying

While studying the nature of Vais$avi$m, it becomes neces-

sary to take into account the development of the Visnu cult in

the source books Apart from the Vedas
, there are the epics, the

Putdnas and other such works. The difficulty of getting evidence

to determine the antiquity of the cult is immense, since the

dates of thes* source-oo 'ks are yet to be fix-*d with a fair degree

of accuracy The tradition of the Hindus, however, fixes the

periods of these sources at a very ancient date Modern
researchers find these dates unacceptable However, it must be

ad nitted that dates as arrived at by modern research also have

their own limitations as regards accuracy The date of the

compilation of the Mahdbharata may not be far later than the

beginning of the Kaliyuga, when the war described in the epic

was fought. This date is fixed at 3102 B C 179 The Ramayana
which is citedi^O and whose author is men ionedl Q l in the

Mahdbharata must be more ancient and definitely before the

beginning of the Kaliyuga The Puranas are held to be the

compositions of Vyasa, the author of the Mahdbharata
,
and so

aie to be placed about the beginning of the Kaliyuga The
Bhagavadgitd forms part of *he Mahdbharata

111 RV , I 154

178 Ibid n. 33,

179 See under fn 125

180 Mbh Dropa
,
c XL1II 85

s 88

181 Ibid 85
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At the same time, u is necessary to take into account the

accretions, losses, changes and interpolations which have
entered into these texts from time to time. The Mahabharata is

said to have been available in its present form from about the

beginning of the Christian era 182 This, however, does not

prove that further changes did not take place after this period.

It can only be said that by the beginning of the Christian era the

two epics were available more or less in their present forms and

known by their present names The same must be said of the

Bhagavadglta and the Purdnas. Curiously enough, the Puran&s*

have undergone several changes which make it difficult to

identify their genuine portions The Visnupurdna is mentioned as

a Vaistjiava text m the Tamil classic, Mammekhalai ^83 which is to

be placed much earlier than 6th century A D , when Buddhism
flourished unhampered at Kafic! before the renaissance of

Saivism and Vaisnavism there under the patronage

of the Pallava rulers This Purdna must have become well known
before the Tamil epic was written ft will not be wrong to

place it two centuries at least before 4th century AD, when

the Mammekhalai was written

The Bhdgavatapurdna presents a problem regarding its date.

Its contents are undoubtedly very old The spirit of devotion

to God premeates it But the text >s not mentioned by Sankara

(8th century AD) and Ramanuja (1017-1137 AD) This,

however, is only negative evidence The Visnupurnna was then

available to serve the purpose of upabrmhana 184
j
and the other

Purdnas
,
because their contents were more or less the same.

18* Weber Indian Literature, p 188

183 Kadal-vannan purdnam, Mammekhalai
, XXVII, 98

184, Vide
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might have been ignored. The Bhagavata can therefore be

placed dong with the Visnupmaita It must however be under®

stood thas th. Bhagavata 185 contains references to certain

occurrences which the MahSbharata treats.

There were four currents of thought on Godhead* all of

which were promoting salient and dominant traits which later

on came to be identified as displayed by Vi§^u. These were

about Vis^u, Naray na
s Bhagavao and Vasedeva, the theistic

character of which could be traced to different sources Vi§t?u

is already a Vedic deity Naray^a gets glorified in the Mahibhd*
rata ‘ Bhagavan * is the Lord of the BhagavadgUS

,
Vt§nupura$a

and Bhagavata Vssudeva is prominent in the Vi$nupurUna Omni-
presence, omnipotence, readiness to come down to sufferers,

offering them relief from their misery, displaying miracles to

convince them of His greatness and willingness to forgive the

stoners and even those who offend Him are some of the features

of the Deity who is widely mentioned in the sources listed

above. These traits have made it possible to regard all the four

names as standing for one Deity, so that the specific features and

concepts found associated with each in the respective sources

came to be attributed to that one Deny. The fusion of these

currents has alread) taken place in the source books, which

must be looked upon as records of the concepts when they took

a definite shape.

The Vedas do not refer to any of these names except Vi$#u

and perhaps to Narayana The maAgalailoka^* the N®raya*

(tlya section^®? and other passages in the Mahabharata refer to

18$. Bh VII, 1 44 ,
also fo. 154,

m sTTCrom *rt srctenrq; i

18T, Mbh. Santl. CCCLUI— GCCLX,
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the name 4 Narayaija
9 Bhl§ ma refers to Kf§ga as Brahman,^

N5rayana,139 y Snul90 and Vasudeva I9i The universal form

{vtivarupa) which Krsn v displayed io Arjuru is referred to as the

form of Visriu in the Anugita 192 of the Mahabharata . Yudhs§«

thira calls Krsna as BhagavSn 193 Markaijdeya refers to having

been informed by the Deity whom he noticed during the cosmic

deluge that He was Naravapa

Though Krsna does not openly speak of Himself as Brahman

\n the Gits, the expressions used have an tlpani§adic tinge and

suggest that He is Brahman 195 He is identical with

and is Hari.197 He is the best among souls* Purugottama,!?* an

appellation that could apply only to Brahman He is identical

with Vasudeva 199 The word, • NarSyapa \ does not occur, not

is Kf§$a identified with Bhagavgo, though the speeches of Kf§&&

are introduced by the words,
4

‘ Sfri BhagavSmvaca 99

Vi§$u is identified in the Visnupurflna with Brahman,

Hiri,201 BhagavSo202 and Vasudeva 203 The Bhngavata

188. Ibid Bb%§ma LXV 84 56

189 Ibid Bh%$ma 50

190 Ibid Bhtsma 03

191 Ibid Bhlsma 07

192 Ibid Atvamadhika , LV I 8

193 Ibid &snti XLIV 17

194 Ibid Vana, CXXII 4, 5.

195 Bh G IV 13, 24, 25 • V 25

190 Ibid XI 21

197 Ibid XI 9

198 Ibid

,

VIII 1 , X IS

199 Ibid X. 37.

200. VP I, 22 61-63,

201 Ibid I 22 83

202, Ibid . VI. 6. 69 ,
79.

203. Ibid,, VI 8, 75, 80, 82
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identifies Krsna with Bhagavan,204 N&raya$a,203 Han206 and
Vs§^u 207 Narayaga is identified with Visnu208 3n the Baudhayana

Dharmadutra (c 500 B C )

The principal role assigned to Visnu in ancient texts like

the Vedas
, is one of helping suffering humanity He is a pro-

tector of people 209 m general, of the embryos^lO and of

cooception2il In particular
, this marks His effort as mainly

intended to save ben gs and objects that have come mto exig-
ence Welfare of the people thus attracts His atfention.212 for

which alone He descends down to earth taking up a form of

utmost purity unsullied by the defects a f Prakrit 213 His divine

descents are many, and the gods too cannot vuualiz Him
except in tnese forms.214 All gods are under His control, and
so He is the greatest among them Yet gets associated with

Indra to help him in his undertakings 215 There is nothing
winch is not pervaded by Him and it can be said that He is

everything The universe is His body 216

204 Bh XII 12 3

205 Ibid X 14 14 . XII 12 3

206. Ibid XII 12 3

207 Ibid X 1 65 , X 45 44

208 Baudhnyuna Dharma sutra, II 5 24

209 $ Br 12 5, XIV 1 15

210 RV VII 36 9

211 Ibid VII 36 9, X 41 81

212 Ibid VII ICO 4

213 Varctha Parana LXXV 44, 45 ,

214* Vid©

*nrcf)f ^ are* srrjrrfi* j

wr^rr^ ?rar<T 11

VP. I 4. IT.

215 RV, I 154 6 , VI 69

216 Ibud. I, 154. 6 , IV. 18. 11 , VI. 69 , VI, 120. 26.
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He took three strldesSlT for the well-being of the world and

provided those who were attached to Him with accomodation In

distant lands like Uru and Ksiti218 (chat appear to be located in

Mesapotamia) This act, along with rescuing the world from a

cosmic deluge, has won unique fame for His descents as

Varaha2X9 and V&raana 220

He is ever associated with £>n, though the Vedic hymns as

such do not have a reference to this association^ 1 This asso-

ciation continues even during divine descents.222

He Himself creates the world 223 and, pervading it as its

Inner controller, 224 protects it from insecurity The sacred

rites are identified with Him who is also the only receiver of the

offerings made there 225

The area form of worship, which seems to be not known in

the Veda c, became known in the epics 226 and, more so, in the

Puranas%27 and particularly, the Vi§nu and the Bh&gavata

217 RV I 154 1 S

218 Ibid VII 100 4

219 Ibid I 61 7 (
II T 1 ,

V 77 10 TS II 1 3 1 ,
Bh

,
I 3 1

220 RV I 154 Vamana should be considered along with

Tnvikrama Bh I 3 19

221 The $risnkta which forms part of the Rgveda Khila glorifies 5rl

* Khila ' is explained as follows

fw srm fr?sr-

Unmattananda on &r% Sukta Charudeva Adstn Felicitation Volume,

ip 572)

222 VP I 9 142-146,

£23, Ibid I 1 31

224 Br U III 7 3-23

522, A Br I 4 1 3 cf Bh C V 29

226 See under fn. 116

227 VP VI S, 86 ;
Bh, XI, 3

S 49 , 27, 12,
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among them, recommend strongly the path of devotion228 in

preference to those of jnana and karma* Karma
,

itself, becomes

something different from what it is to the Vedic texts The act

of worship
5
229 rendering service to the Lord 230 and His ram 231

and offering whatever on, has232 and also the acts of devotion,

together with the results expected of them,233 at the feet of the

Lord, have been made part of karma Stotra ? composed in

languages like Prakri234 are allowed to be used, a feature

proclaiming the democratic approach of Vas§$avism. The Lord

is pleased with any kind of offering, however insignificant n

may 235 be, and He proclaims that His devotee will never

perish 238

The temples in which the worship of the Lord in area is

conducted are mostly situated in South India Each ancient

temple of V.snu has its greatness fsthalamdhatmyd) recorded tn

the Puranas 237 Hoary antiquity is claim d for most of them

228 VP HI 14 20 ,
Bh XI 11 25

229 V'd*

Ramanuja's Bhauuvadgl ta bhas ra, IV, 25

firfwTfT*T*kre«r i

Vedarthasamgraha, p, 22

230 Bh III 29 11 19 , XI, 29

231 Mhh Aivamedhika, XVI 23, Jitante Stoim, l 15

232 Bh X 81 2-4

233 Und VII © 28 XI 3 28 VP in 8,8 19

234 Ibid XI 27 48 See Bn O IX *2 for a aen* ^ratic approach

235 Bh G IX 26,

236 Ibid VI 40, IX 31

237 The Saura Purdna refers to temples of Siva, Ve/ikaj^dn Is

referred to m the Vdmana, Stands t
Mdrka^eya, Vataha

%
Brdhma and

Pddma Purdnas The Bmhmdnda refers to Ahobila and KaHci
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Whether this can be upheld or not, it is not irrational to

recognize the contribution made by such accounts in the

PurUnas

A reference to some of these shrines is found in Tamil

classical texts such as S> ilappadtkaramZSS and Panpddafi39 and

others Other such works include Akaninuru^O Purandnuru,241

and Kalittokai 243 They describe Vis$u graphically, depicting

Him to be the foremost, and contain allusions to the divine

descent243 G f the Loid

The above-mentioned aspects of Vaisnavisra are dealt with

m the Vatsnava Agamas There could have been mutual indebt-

edness between them and the epics and Purdnas which are found

to make use of certain doctrines forming the fundamental

principles treated in the Agamas In the long history of the

development of Hindu culture which is of an all-embracing

character, the various branches of knowledge could not have

risen in isolation nor undergone development and flourished

without influencing one another

The Vatsnava Agamas reveal certain peculiar traits Firstly,

the Supreme Reality is Visnu with Sri and they are insepa-

rably associated with each other 244 Secondly, other deities

are held to form part of the retinue of Visnu Thirdly, the area

form of worship gets detailed treatment which includes the

238 Tiruvarangam, I. 10 156 , Tirumalai, ibid I 6 1-30
, both, ibid.

II 11 36,51

239 TirumaliruScolai, ibid XV 11. 1, 14

240 Shrmes of Kr§na and Balarama, 59, 175

241 Shrmes of Kf§ija and Balarama, 56, 58

242 Shrmes of K^a and Balarama, 23, 105.

243, Silappadikaram
,
XVII

244 LT, II. 15 , XVI. 31 * Ahs XLVIII. 229.

ASV—10
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erection of temples and conducting private and public festivals.

Lastly, they enjoin the worship of God in the household 245

The Vaxsnaoa Agamas are of two kinds, namely, PancarStra

and VatkhSnasa The former is more liberal in its outlook and

practice than the latter Tmtnka practices have exerted a very

deep influence on the PaHcarStra, while the Vaikhanasa is free

from it. Naturally, iantnka mantras have no role to play in the

VatkhSnasa Agama

The Vaikhanasa Agama perhaps arose earlier than the P&nca»

titra on account of us pure Vedie links The following passage

indicates this conclusion

Wuth sfNrr# siTjg^rsRTfsTOH; i

*mr i i

st srrfi «TT^lr 5? sFimror rrm n

’j5r?rT«f cnornrf^ i

*Tarer^ srrcsf fhorojscnn* n

S.A. LXV 117-119

It is said that Vaikhanasa is gri&astra (ora holy iastra) called

‘Ekfiyana’. When Han was worshipped in olden times in

accordance with the system called Vaikhanasa, all the groups (or

crores) of living beings attained the presence of Han There

was (then) no paradise nor hell, and no birth and death The
Lord uttered the best Vaisnava system, PaTicaralra

, to safeguard

the holy system and also for (preserving the mode of) worship

during danger.

245 Pam 32 , Pss. Ill 32 , SA 81 , KA. 15

Vide

fisnj § % i

Pans XXXVI -414 a
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Here the word, * iriSSstta ’, may be taken to mean ‘ a holy

system’ or ‘ a system to which £>ri is dealt with’. In the former,

case, ‘ Sr! *,is only an honorific and m the latter, it indicates

that the system is intended to glorify 3rl The word, ‘ ekSyana',

means the only one or unique path for salvation. This is

the EkSyana system mentioned in the ChSndogya Upanlsad^G as a

subject of study among others This is said to be the name of a

recension of the Veda which is now lost The following passage

is said to convey what this recension stood for.

Frftsr ragrfPi?r %% i

rrr«r: tpsrr i*

T A. Ill 12 7

According to this passage, a person becomes immortal here

by knowing Him to be thus, that is, as depicted above in the

Purus asukta The word *

veda
9

is to be taken in the sense of

worship (upasana)247 As it is said heie that there is no other

way available to get moksa * this method, namely, the worship of

Visnu called ‘ Purusa \ is to be adopted

In the passage cited above from the Vaikhmasa Agama, it is

evident that worship of the Lord takes the worshipper to Him.

It is not, however, stated there that all the selves had obtained

moksa , but only that they had gone near Han (tfrlhansinmdhya).

This means that they, if they had not really obtained moksa
,
or

other selves who were still waiting to be sent to the mortal

world to have the experiences of the results of their past deeds,

would be coming down to earth By then, the SfrMaslra might

be lost, and so the Paflcaratra was brought into being The

Sauer is declared to be the best Vaisnava system and intended to

246 Chu VII 1 2,4, VII. 2 1

24T Vide

(Vakyakira's passage cited m the &r%hha§y6t p* 63.)
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safeguard the Vaikhdnasa system. The word s prdha* must

indicate that Pancaratra was uttered by Han

The word, & ekuyana \ in the passage cited above, presents a

difficulty The PdHcardtra and not the Vaikhdnasa is believed to

be based on the Ekdyana which is also called Rahasydmndya 248

The references to this in many texts249 are not easy to reconcile

with the sense of the passage cited above from the Vaikhdnasa

Agama However, this statement is a good piece of evidence

for the Pancardira being closely allied to it.

There is again a reference^ in the Pancaratra tradition to

the offering of the effigy of a beast made of flour (pistapadu) in

the sacrifice where an animal is to be slain and offered, A
similar rite, with the name, Visnuydga^t is referred to In the

Vaikhdnasa Agama , It is not clear whether it originally formed

part of the Pancaratra tradition or was adopted mainly on grounds

of kindness to animals Anyway, this sacrifice lends support to

believing that both Agamas have the same tradition, though the

ritual is enjoined as a means of expiation In the Vaikhdnasa

There is also another way of explaining the above passage.

The Ekdyana recension must have been the basic foundation for

the development of the concept of absolute devotion (paramat -

kdntitva) The Vaikhdnasa must have developed out of this

recension and, in this respect, has to be regarded as akin to the

Pancaratra The latter had a specific development with provi-

sion made for the yantras and tdntnka mantras which are absent

in the former. The two do not have much divergence in the mam
concepts of Vaistiavism An Upanl$ad called Sltopamsad alludes

248 SS LI©

249 Vide IS XX 2«9 , IS, I 18, 19, 40,

250 Mbh &anth CCCLV.

251, JK, 99,
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to Valkhanasa (and not Vikhanasa), a sage who is an exponent

of such important doctrines as those relating to the three

powers, tccha, jnana and knya, and others, which are treated

only in the Pancaratra system This work, though perhaps

relatively late, seeks to show the sage Vikhanas as associated with

the Pancaratra system 252 An approach on the basis of this

reference may justify the passage in the SamuHatcan 8dhikara#aZ$$

Yet the frequent references to the Pancaratra as based on the

Ekayana recension,2^ cannot be easily explained away

The following verses from the PaHcarStra Agama lend sup-

port to the concept of absolute devotion of the Vaikhdnasa 2S5

fiiar ttarrorraqr % ^ i

^sqrfrr% fejrr i

srr^grTScT ^ ^r^sjc^ssrsT 11

Paus XXXVI 260b-262a,

That the Vaikhanasas do not worship any other deity and

worship Vis#u out of a sense of duty and without expecting any

results, makes it clear that they must be following the Ekayana

recension.

The Bhagavata contains a reference to Vikhanas having

prayed to the Lord for descending down to the earth and to the

descent of the Lord in the family of the Sattvatas,

252 Vide —S%topam$ad Translation by Alain Damelou, Brahmavidya

XIX, parts 1-4, pp 321-327

253 SA, LXV 117-119

254 Same as 249

155. Paus reads * ekayanakhya * instead of 1 vaikhanasakhya \ It is

not clear whether this citation as noted in SA, Introduction, p f xxu, is

really taken from an authentic text of Paus,
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Vide :

fsrersrarfirat fe*ar?jHsr ^ srre^T i

X 31 4b

The word, ‘ Vtkhanas \ must be taken to m mn Brahma who

made a request to the Lord for the divine descent on earth 256

Vallabh&c&rya, the founder of the tfuddhadvatta system of Vedanta,

fakes this word to mean Vikhanas, the sage and founder of the

VatkhSnasa system 257 This interpretation would support the

sense of the passage cited above in the SamurtSrcanadhikaran

a

Then th c Pahcaratra system must be admitted to have sprung

long after the Vaikhdnasa Yet the problem remains unsolved

Brahma is mentioned in the Visnupurana and Bhdgavata^ as

having approached the Lord and made a request to Him to de-

scend on earth The word ‘ Vtkhanas 5 means Brahma besides the

sage with that name The expression, 4 vtivaguptaye \ means
** for protec ing the universe ” This protection, as far as the

descent of Krsna is concerned, was desired by the gods to be

effected through lightening the burden on earth The Pd%cardtta

doctrines receive exposition through the Lord, but the main

purpose served by His descent is fulfilled only through the

removal of the evil forces, and so this achievement, which is in

consonance with the request made of Him by Brahma, should be

considered as of primary significance In fact, all the divine

descents of the Lord have served this main purpose It is not

therefore appropriate to take the passage as being in favour of

bringing the sage Vikhanas into the picture. Ingenuity, how-
ever, plays the chief role in these interpretations the context,

however, does not support them

256, VP V 1 54-58, Bh X 1, 20 Th© interpretation of th© word
4 Vikhanas ‘ as meaning the sage Vikhanas and found m th©

Introduction, p XVIII, of SA , is wrong

257, Vallabha on Bh X. 31 4b

258, VP, Y, 1, 14. 28 ,
Bh, X, 31, 4b,



CHAPTER W

VAIKHANASA AGAMA

The VatkMnasa Agama describes the method of worshipping

Vi§$u and prescribes the way of life for those who adopt the

Vaikhanasa-sutra . This is based upon the Vedic sources and

derives support, for the doctrines which it preaches, solely

from Vedic texts The worship of Visnu m the arcs form is

stressed

The word, ‘ VaikhSna<a \ is very old, occurring in the early

literature of Sanskrit It signifies the v&naprasthagrama which a

student who had completed the study of the V*ia$ could take up
even without getting married 259 The sage, Saubhan, who
entered into the householder’s life to be happy with a family,

though he used to practise meditation, renounced it and entered

into the vdnaprastha order and followed the way of life prescrib-

ed in the Vaikhanasa mode and became a recluse 260 Here the

word, c vaikhanasa \ is used in the sense of duties to be

259 Vide VP III 10 15

260 Vide

fjpsqrsr

forwent i

Ibid IV 2 130

Her© the word ‘ vaikhanasa * is only the name of a class of hermits

Cf Bh t III 12 43. Prthu took to this way of life and practised penance

as approved by the hermits (vaikhsnasas) t Ibid, IV. 23. 4.
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performed by a vanaprastha (who is referred to by the word
*mikhanasa Kalidasa refers to this order of life in the

Abh ijna na$ahuniala 261 The commentator, ^rlmvisacSrya (Vai~

khSnasa) refers to the Vaikha nasavrata mentioned here as a hard
observance of those who practise penance 262 Here, it must be
taken to mean an act of penance and austerity rSmanakadharma )

.

Anyway, the word, ‘ vatkhanasa \ in the above contexts, does
nmt appear to stand for the follower of the VaikhUnata Agama

The word has been explained as
4 belonging to or following

Vikhanas, a sage who ‘'dug
9
* within himself and meditated upon

God 9

Vide

fkg: ii

SA Introduction P XIX

361, Vid©

ftiJTR^rr sTfTfrrsr^TRrsrrqn^ttr^ fjt^fqfcrstrn r

ai^cr^ mc^qfo snr ^ftorrwqrfa:

»

That some women remained unmarried and spent their life as hermits

is indicated here

2562, Vide

eNrr?rH5ra: cnrf^r?ri sr?rfw%’f:

es^err: i

aRrqfer qqmrrq q^rqsmgrrfkerr: i

S'nmvssacsrya’s com, ibid

Cf,

MS VII, 12.
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Here the root * khan ’ means to dig, to go deep into, and is to be

taken to lay bare what lies hidden {gudharthaprakaiana).

He moved among the birds

Vide

ere tffrrmr i

srrsrr h arrcftftfssrfsrsn n

ibid.

The name of the sage occurs as ®VikhanaV ‘ Vikhanas 9

,
and

4 Vaikhanasa,* He is considered to be Brahma in his divine

descent. 263

Three passages from the Vedas are cited to support the

achievement of the sage Vikhanas, as an exponent of the Vi§QU

cult —
1 stg-:

I

*rt; sjjcr’T rir<;ar% ^rr^cr ii

RV I. 155 1.

€C Acquire the food of Soma which belongs to you Offer wor-

ship to the great warrior and to Vi^u who desire to receive

praises from you *' The great warrior is Indra 264 In his

VimanarcanakalpaZSS Maria cites this and remarks:

fgrlrrgrs
-

: fersjH*% i

This means that only Vis$u is to be offered worship every day;

2 Wthh *rro serfs' i

i

266

263 Vide fospsrrsj fiffej*; I VsLiy&sika Nighantu

264 RV I 156 4 VI 69 , VII 99,

965 VK p, 503.

266. Introduction to VK, p, Z

&gv—11
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“ There is here an old SSmart with the name Vaikhanasa.
This is to be used on the seventh day of the ten*day sacri-

fice/' The Rgvedtc hymn,

sErforr »
2ST

had tts first half set to the Sama mode of chanting by Valkhanasa
and the latter half by Puruhanman 268 The word, ‘VaikhSnasa’,

may mean ‘ by Vikbanas * or * a pupil or follower of Vikhanas *

3.

Wr?rar i

269

tf * The Vaikhanasas purify the already pure person*' Thr
pure person is Vts$u To purify Him, one has to offer worship
to Him. His worship is enjoined here This is referred to m
the Bfhaddevata (II 29) *

q*m% Brs^^rfwr: Trflr^ss? =ar i

irswrsT *f?r *g?r: n

The passages cited above convey that Vikhanas was an
ancient sage who was a devout worship of Vis$u. He belonged
to the Aukheya division of the Taittirlya recension of the Kr$na~
yajurveda 270 He was quite familiar with the Sama chants* as

267 RV VIII TO 3 The meaning is No one can kill him who
worships Indra

268 Vide Bfea&kara*# Bhdsya on SamavedarseyapradZpa* ill 2*1,

269

V K Introduction p 2.

T&ere are several fks ia RV 9 all addressed to Soma and not to
Vaikhanasa The passage cited is perhaps lost The support, however,
in favour of Vaikhinasa, is available from the B^haddavats cited below

270, CaranavyUha, p 28
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evidenced above The exponents of the VaikhSnasa systems
declare that they follow the Vatkhanasa recension.

Vide ;

srrtr^T g ^ i

g Wrsf^rf $iwrfirf?r srgrfa^r f^s o

$ A. Introduction P. XIX

This is not correct. Perhaps the name, ‘ Aukheya,’ came to be
forgotten when that recension came to be called after Vtkhanas
who become a celebrated figure through his contribution to
Vedic rituals This is evident from the following passage:—

f^rr^r
i

stjt; ii

Com men Cary on Che VaikhSnasa* drautasutra.

The followers of Vikhanas are stated to be dear Co Indrawn
and regarded as the seers of mantras 272 They are acceptable
for guidance not only for the hermits in their conduct, but also
for worshipping Visnu 273

271 Tandy r Brahmana, XIV 5 7

272 Vide .

SPOT*!*?!: %W?T 3PT*TSM57MI>r I

Samavidhnna Bxajnmana, I. 17 .

273 Vide

*1# vt «n=f: <r fcqfftfaa : i

***fe*i *rr?r femnwr it

^rrsTtr^r^ra-^al ^ %3Tisj$- w ^fwon i

<rr^rfir«7giR7r^?rr Wr;r*rr?g h

g ?rg 11

V. K. Introduction, p. 4 .
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Vikhanas himself is the author of Dharma , Gfhya and Sfrauta

Sutras which he claimed to have compiled under guidance and

Instruction from Vl§$u 274 He is identified with Brahma who

is credited with the authorship of the Sutras.275 Besides the

ceremonial aspect, these Kalpasulfas enjoin the worship of

Vi§$u The directions given here for the worship are stated

to be in consonance with the contents of the Vedas ?

The Tandya Brahma#afi
r

l% Jaimmiya BrQhma#a%l% Xr§eya

Brdhma#aZ80 and Taittirtya Arapyaka 281 mention the name,

Vaikhanasa, for reference The Dharmasutras of Baudha-

yana,282 the Gfhyasulras of Agnive3a283 and Baudhsyana 284

and the Sfraulasutra* of Baudhayana 285 and Hiranyakt 3in 286

274

•*rr%frr& g srarr g ftrernr gfo: i

?ar^: srrergsrrbiT i

Ibid pp 3. 4

275 Vida

»sir g f^arsrr wf?n 1

Ibid, p 3.

276 See under 273

277. Vide

VK p 480.

278 Tfindya Brahmana
,
XIV, 9 29

279 Jaimmi yabrfihmana, I, 9 3

280 A rseyabrdhmana
,

I 62

281 TA XXIII. 3

232 Baudhayana Dharmasutra

,

II 6 18

283, Agmveda Gfhyasutra, II 6. 5.

284 Baudhsyana Gfhyasutra
,

II 9 17

285. Baudhsyana Srautasutra
,
XVI 24 3

286, Hiranyakeii Smutasutra, XIX, 3, 14,
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cite Vikhanas as authority for their ritualistic practice in certain

contexts*

Vikhanas had nine pupils according to the following iloka

of Bhfgu.287

s jpssahr qga? *rgr4^ms 1

faqrsrsr: fensrr.* «t

Among these K§&yapa, Atri, Marici and Bhfgu are known to

have composed their own Agama texts. The works of others

have not come down to ns Whether they wrote at all Is also

not known Another point to be noted here is that there Is no

independent Samhita with the authorship of Vikhanas. Perhaps,

Vikhanas taught in general the conduct of man and his mode of

life in regard to dharma
,
grhya and drauta aspects and laid stress

00 the need to attend to the duties concerning these with impli-

cit faith in Vis^u He could have directed his pupils to write

only on the practical aspects of Vaisnavism m the light of his

own teachings They too must have undertaken their work

accordingly Hence, the VaikhSnasa Agarnas do not treat

exhaustively the CaryapMda which is dealt with m the Vaikhanasa

Kalpasutras by Vikhanas himself.

The validity of the Vaikhanasa Agama is questioned m some

quarters The objection here is based on two grounds. The

first raises the question of the validity of the Vaikhanasa Kalpa-

sutras These sutras
,
it is urged, cannot be valid nor their author

281. Vide

qqt *?qq?rrs3ra: ^gr

<r«rr ^rrwtqr^rfsr n

VK, Introduction, p, 6

Then the verses cited above, naming the disciples of Vikhanas, follow.
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acceptable, because they are not adopted by any one outside
this group. The second criticism is based on the vocation of

those who adopt them. The priest who attends to the worship

of the idol according to the Vaikhanasa-sutras
,
must be consi-

dered to live upon the earnings through this The Vatkhanasa

Agam® has not prescribed any vocation other than attending to

the worship of the Deity for those who follow these sutras. Such

priests are called devalakas%88 and, along with others whose

practices are similar, they have received severe condemnation.

They are stigmatised as not being Brahmins They are com*

pared to Canddlas

Vide
,

wtm snrrfai fg^r: i

Ir T-resrrr srm «

(cited in the AgamaprdmQnya
, p 8)

wrr^r: TTopqVir^^^r

i 3«Tsir§iorr ?f?r u

cued Ibid pp. 8-9.

srrsrrEr^r ^srara^rnrar: i

trjt m^m^r^T^r ngmfktzFnsm: •'

Mbh ganti XXVIII 74

These objection cannot stand The Vatkhanasa Kalpasutras

arc valid like the other kalpasutras 5 such as those of A^valSyana,

Apastamba and others They are valid, as they do not go

against the Vedas and they make use of only the mantras of the

288 The word 4 devalaka * is thus derived, ^ff?T I one

who fakes away what belongs to God Identity of the kinds of 4 devalakas
*

cited by Yamuna and m Mbh %anti* XXVIII 74 is hard to be arrived at

See Agamapramapya, notes by Van Buitenen, p 125 under 34, 35 Cf

Smrticandnks , II p, 396 where Devala’s view is cited about the * devalaka
*

as a despicable person : also see Aparirka, pp, 450, 823
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Vedas for any rite whatsoever. That they do not adopt any

other kalpasutras is not merely a meaningless contention, but

also speaks highly of their original and superior position among
fcalpasutras The sutras of Apastamba, Gautama, Yama, Manu,
gaipkha, Likhtta, Harlta, Vasistha aod others adopt the sutras

of Vikhaoas for the reception and preservation of the sacred fire

0kunda) 9 while performing Paundrika and other sacrifices 289

Vi§$u alone is to be worshipped according to these sutras

,

which

therefore should be considered as sattvika They prescribe their

rules m accordance with the duties of castes aod orders In

life The Vaikhanasa Agamas must not therefore be denied

validity, merely because they deal with matters according to

the Vaikhdnasa Kalpasutras

Those who have been adopting these sUtras to guide their

religious practices, have been studying the Vedas through the

generations and gone through all the secular and religious

purificatory rites (samskara) enjoined therein. They have been

following the rules prescribed for castes aod orders in life*

They are diligent m doing the duties prescribed for them.

They are Brahmins devoted only to God Therefore, they are

not inferior to any other group of the Hindu community

Those who follow the Vaikhanasa Agarna the texts of which

are composed by Ka£yapa, Atn and others, are required, by

virtue of following the Vaikhanasa Kalpasutra , to perform

worship to God in area form This work is not prompted by the

need to earn their living On the other hand, they would

become degraded, if they do not discharge this duty. So the

definition of 4 devalaka f does not apply to them.

289 Baudhdyana Dharma Sutra

,

II 0 18 * 1JL 3 14* 17, refers to the

views of Vaikhanasa Govmdasvamm on ibid, mentions the Vaikhanasas,

Vide on III. 3. 21, 23 , Haradatta qn Ipastamba Dharznasxitra, II. 8. 11. 20,

Gautama* III 21,
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Kssyapa, Atri and other authors of the Vatkhanasa texts are

as authoritative as Mann, Narada and others whose Smritis are

wholly valid. That these are not included within the well

known subjects of learning 290 (vidyastkdna) is no argument*
since their number (fourteen) only implies that some more could

be added to this list. All that enlightened and good people

believe m could not be traced to this list, and something not

found there could not on that account alone be conderaned.291

Other Dharma&astr

a

texts do not expatiate on the celebration

of festivals* but the VaikhSnasa £ga?na$ have an elaborate

treatment of them. This is no reason to declare the latter's

invalidity Like some Dhar naiastra text$,292 the Vatkhanasa

Sutras recognize the worship of God. Both just indicate the

inode of worship Or* this ts based the detailed treatment of

this subject in the Va>kkdnasd Agnmas The elaboration is not

280 Vide

5rror?q-r^«>ffT^rgir^r^rwwfW?rr: i

%gr: wnrrfo nr*n?rr =sr =*g:fsr it

Y^jHavalkyasmyth I. 3

Eighteen of them are thus enumerated *

—

STrfarnsf ^ TWr#?rTajgg;rr it

srrgigV ^ i

acrsT^rr^sr ‘srgsif g fsrcrrgrergftsr it

vr III 6, 28, 29

291 It will not be inappropriate to treat the epics {itthSsa ) like th*

MaMbharata and the Ramdyana as forming part of a separate vidyastham

292 . Agm ve£agyhyasutra, pp 71-73

Cf
- ratrajrfoi sjfrrot^r w t

snraV il

Smrihmuktspbala
, Ihmkakapda, II, p4 iftC
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therefore lacking in authority and the Igamss do not cease to

be valid because of this

Finally, u must be said that the MahSbhSrata mentions both

the Vatkhanasa and the Pdncaratra as equally valid.

Vide .

«sr t

** 3RT: II

fg^r?rf??r m ^ramBnirn 11

Mhh A&v&medhika—CW 87

The Vatkhanasa Agama is ancient, as it is mostly free from

the influence of the tantnka practices. The Vaisnavadharma*

parvari*93 in the Advamedhika-parvan of the Mahdbhdrata , where

this is mentioned, Is not admitted by modern scholars to be

earlier to the nuclear portion of the epic Anyway, the cult of

Vatkhanasa must be as old as Pdncardtra The account of the

PdHcaratra doctrine is put into the mouth of Bhl§ma whose dis-

courses "are contained in the sftinhparvan of the epic.294 Bhl§ma

died before the beginning of Kaliyuga (3101 B.C) t
and so the

doctrines of the Vatkhanasa and Pdncardtra are as old as the date

of the epic which is fixed about 3000 B.C. when tt was narrated

to Janamejaya by Vylsa*s pupil, Vaifcampayana

That this Agama was also known as
4 Bhagavata 9

is evident

from the references which the commentators2^ on the Kalpa•

293 Mhh AJvamedha, CIV 84-8i

294 Mhh gtfjQfi, CCCXLII-CCCLX

295 VK Introduction p 3 It is however inappropriate to take, as

the editor has dona in this Introduction, the word 4 Bhagavata
* occurring

ra the Agamapramanya (p 1 » in the sen&e of Vikbanas It is

of interest to not© that he who takes to the worship of Vi§nu was known

as * Bhagavata \ Vide —Bfhatsamhitd CX 19 The name also denotes

according to Atri (384) any one who is unfit for any work and so takes to

the worship of a deity (including S'lva and others) Vide —

ttflstara? refer srnpr staiisr 'Epararrnro i

$*roi$tar: utasfo wsr*?r<rV vrnrra?rr n

asv—12
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Sutras make, identifying the $ulra$ of the Bhai<ff>ata$ as those

composed by Vikhanas.

Batja, describing Divakaramitra, the Buddhist monk, m the

Har$acanla, says :

am ^rr <r^nrf srrjrr^nta: .. fin^-
ffr^nrra: ... ^fijrfsr: ...

S7rctoT%: qfarrorwr: .. Trajtrflr^^sr ... *?tr:

fa^FcrR; ^qr^r^raj . .. %**r<u sfow
%srffr5T f^rr^rirsriTjcrsft^ i

Harsacarita-N S Press, Bombay, pp 238-239,

It is lucre said that the Baddhist monk was attended by a num-
ber of people who became his disciples. They were the

followers of various systems of faith and thought Here the

words, £ bhagavala* * aupantsada,* * aidvarakaramka \ * paurdiiika®

and ‘pdficarairtka * occur to mean respectively the devotees of

Vi§$u, followers of the Upanisads
,

the Naiyayika*\ preachers of

the Purinas and the followers of the Pdncardtra system. Those

who followed the Upanisads, JSfydya system and Purd$as could

be taken to have faith in Vi§$u and other deities as well The

devotees of Vi$$u and the followers of the Pdncardtra system are

exclusively attached to Vis^u, The word 4 Bhagavdn 9 denotes

primarily Vi$riu298 and no other deity, and the words *Pa nearSt-

' tika
* and * Bhagavata* must be taken to mean two groups of

298 Vid©

VP VI. 5 69 b.

oc^r *T*rsrTt!if?r i

qruailJJfT*’* 5TT?q*T: it

q’ftwromJifeRr: i

c^F«t5r g^q-^Tt^r: 4

Ibid, VL 5. 76, 77.
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devotees of Vi§nu, Hence the Bhagavatas most be different from
tbe followers of the PancarStra . They should be the worshippers

of the Lord described as 'BfaagavSn 0 m the Vi^nupurSna and
Bhagavadgltd , Or they may be the VaikhSnasas . This identifi*

cation requires stronger evidence. If it is admitted, the

Vaikhanasa system may be taken 10 have been in vogue at the

beginning of the 7th century A D

The Avantisundari of Dapdin (c. 675 A D.) refers to the

worship of the Vaikhanasa kind in the following passage

:

This gives the latter half of the seventh century as a period

during which the rites according to the system of Vikhanas were

being observed 297

The Vaikhmasa Agamas are mainly concerned with worship

of the Lord in a concrete form. To that end are detailed the

selection of a site, building of the temple, choosing materials

like wood and stone, production of the idols of various kinds,

their installation, method of worship, private and public

festivals, and expiation for ths sins of omission and commission.

Apart from Vis$u, other denies like Rudra, Siva, Devi,

Vinayaka, §a$mukha, Surya etc,, are required to be

worshipped,^ The reason given for the worship of Rudra is

interesting •

—

^rarsrgnrr

JK. XVII.

292 Vide — Avantisundari, p. 188,

298. KA, V , SA. V ; VK, XX,
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Many other ways are available for offering worship to God
like PdncarBtra, Yoga and others. Yet, the Vaikhana^a mode is

said to be the best and most pleasing to God.299 In this

connection, the following passage is of significance •

—

f^njsrr 1

=gms?r n

SA. XXXI. 58, 59 a.

The expression, vigistadvaita-pTijana \ most be taken to be

the way of worshipping God in accordance with the doctrines of

the Vi^istgdvaita system The word, * vidistadvaita \ came to

be used to refer to the system of Vedanta expounded by

Ramanuja only during the 13th century 300 This passage must

have been added to the Atnsamhita after th s period. Yet one

cannot miss the desire behind this addition to the text ft is to

harmonise the mode of worship taught by ikhanas with the

doctrines of the Viiistadvaita system

Regarding the installation of the Idols and the need to

worship, a question is generally raised. The Lord is everywhere.

Why should there be invocation (avnhana) and dismissal

(;visarjana ) of the Deity? The answer is given thus m the

Vatkhdnasa Agama The Lord is all-pervasive. Invocation

means inviting Him through mantras and requesting Him to be in

one particular place to receive worship Otherwise, even gods

299 Vide

fafiqq ?rlNn I

qwrtsrrfm (giaCTcrot it

KA XXXVI. 26 b-27 a.

300 SudarSanasfin was the earliest writer to us© th© word, in th©

&rutapradlpika. Vide Srtbhasya with ten commentaries, ivadrasedn*

p 95B Vedartha-bangraha-tatparyadipika ,
Bnndavana edn

, p 40. C£,

V. Varadachan , 'Antiquity of th© term, ‘Vi^tadvaita'. BrahmavuJyS XXVI.

Parts 3-4*
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cannot adore Him. While He is invoked, He compresses His

expansive form out of kindness for His devotees, just as the

peacock does us tail-plucnes Visiju shines in the heart of the

devotee who meditates upon Him as the fire in the forest blazes

forth in a particular place there 301 The words of MSrkaijdeya,

which are cited here, are worth noting :

wwrfasa' qrrsrr** srrsrpq# i

*r4crsrr%?|- %% ^ir sr&ssrar 11

^rs^FT^rr fe??grr <j3rr ^frr% ^rsffrs i

SA XXXI. 66, 67 a.

Knowledge of the Ultimate Reality is admitted by all the

schools of thought as the means of obtaining freedom from

bondage. The Reality must be known as it is, without there

being any room for uncertainty or delusion Such knowledge is

called tattvajnSna. Reality, which is refer ed to by the word,
4 tattva \ is taken differently by different schools of thought.

The Vs$i§tadvaita schiol recognizes three tattvas ,
namely, cit

(sentient) acit (insentient) and Isvara (God) The Vaikhanasa

Agama offers a vrry direct interpretation The Vedas declare

Narayaija to b' the Supreme Tattva So the word 4 tat* must be

taken to refer to Vi§$u The Paramdtman is the object of

tattvajnana, the individual self is the knower and the Vedas

represent the knowledge of tattvajnana

Vide*

are* sir5reaT*rraf?r <=r^ tr*5r§pjft jn’cmarey ^rr^rs i

5ft# jmnrnr: »rc: i fr^snrnr^ s?tt* crrsm

agrRr?: I cTsht^ ^mrm %«r;, ^ftsrrcjrr ^icrr,

srsTfafo gp?r?cr i

VK. p.492

301. SA XXXI S9.6S
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* Brahman % ‘ Paramatman \ ‘ Nsrayapa * and 'Vijpu' are the
names by which this reality is referred to It has two aspects*
namely, being partless and being possessed of parts 302 The
former

( ni^kala) has full pervasion, both internal and external.
As it is very subtle, its nature could not be determined. Hence
some VedSntins^OZ declare it as both existence and non-existence
('sadasat

)

He is the self of all. He is present In the dkaiS
within the lotus-itke heart in the flame of Vaiivanara fire 304
The niskala form is like ghee in milk, oil in sesamum, fragrance
in the Sower, juice in the fruit, and fire in wood from friction,

Ghee, oil and the others mentioned here issue out of things within
which they were lying latent When a self metitates upon the
niskala aspect of Brahman, there appears forth Brahman revealing
in full its individual features Devotion, which takes the form
of meditation, rubs (or strikes) It, and there arises the sakala 305

aspect. The meditator thinks of a particular form of the Deity.
When the faggot (arapi) is rubbed, sparks of fire fly forth.
Brahma, 3lva and others who emanate from Brahman are differ-

ent from It like the sparks of fire from fire. The lump of mud

302 VK., p 492

303 Ibid

srat fjTctft sra swifwt

... anftfefw: asiwifeit

!

The word. * brahmavidmah \ denotes those who have realized
Brahman and therefore expound Its reality The word ‘sadasat’ does
not refer to the Advaita concept

304 Vide

.

fT^arrs fe^rwr swwfecrcr: i

srsrr *r few: n

Nsrayana Upanifad XUI cited in VK. p. 493.

305. VK, p, 493. Cf. Pis I. 7. 45 b
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placed on the potter’s wheel, is not distinct from the jar, plate

and other things made out of it The meditator can think

of such forms which are different from and also identical with
Brahman Vi?$u takes the form which is taken to represent the

sakala aspect, for the purpose of creation, protection and
destruction of all beings

Vide :

srefar i

VK, p 493

^rl, who Is eternal and whose form Is not manifested,

belongs to Him as His power ( iakti). She is ever in agreement
with His will. She is ever in the form of bliss. She is in the

jform of primordial matter (mulaprakfti) 308 <Jhe is the cause for

the Lord taking to any activity,307 This concept is in agree-

ment with that in the Tantras.

The Lord (Bhagavan) could be worshipped in font ways,

namely, jcipa
9 huta

9
arcana and dhyana 308 Japa is to be done,

meditating cn a mantra of Vi§nu Performance of agmhotra and

other such rites comes under hula (homa) 9 The third is offering

worship to God m the idol in the temple or house, following

the method of the Vedas. Dhyana consists of meditation on
God through yo<?a Among these, arcana is the means to attain

all objectives. The Lord becomes fivefold for this purpose with

3°6 Hr snrmrsTOm-

srfos i

V K. pp 493-4

*07 Ibid , p. 494,

308 Ibid. p. 508, Here the word, 5 smiMrayai

m

* is used to mean
worship
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the names, Vt§iju, Puruja, Satya, Acyuta and Anlruddha.
Among them Vi§pu is the foremost and is called Adimurti 303

God, who is subtle, pervading every being, must be looked upon
a* not different from Him who presents Himself in the gross

form of an idol, and worsh p must be cirned out without having

any idea of distinction between the two 310 These five forms

are distinct from on** another like the five fires

—

Sabhya,

Ahvaniya, AnvSharya Garhapatya, and Avasathya—and the five

prapas 311 Visiju is all-pt rvadmg, Puru§a is animating, Satya

has unlimited static expetience, Acyuta does not change under

external influence, and Amruddha has no check from any
source 312 Vispu, also called Adimurti, has four forms called

Mahavi§iju, Sa<jlvi§i)U, V_\5pin and Niravana Satya arose from

Mahavi§su, Acyuta from SidSvisiju and Amruddha from VySpin

Purusa represents a part of Vis^u. Dharma, jHana, ativarya

and vairagya are the qualities of Puru$a, Satya, Acyuta and
Amruddha respectively 313

309 Vi»0u is called Adwn&rti VK p, 24S. 509 , SA XXXVII, 3b, 4a.

310 SA. XXXI 57

311 VK p.509. See SA 29 for the derivative significance of the

names of the five fires

312 VK p 5)0

313 Ibid. SA XXXVII 3

Cf

hwhist: i mm trc

m 1

JK, p 62

fowfttsr: 5^tsn gyfiiEoiUgft

ss%<r. sqrftwfs![rtsrif^«: i

VK. pp. 609-10
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Prakrit is both sentient and Insentient.314 The former Is

the self which is ever associated with a material body and gets
affected by it as a result of the deeds done by it before getting
into it. The self migrates from body to body and suffers the
results of its deeds. Insentient prakfti is represented by the

products of matter such as the five elements, mtod, senses and
other such things. The process of creation is stated to be due
to God’s will, but is not described as sucfa t

315

There is a glorious description of Vssue who pervades the

entire world and remains there as its inner controller. The
universe is conceived as His body, several things ia the created

world becoming the limbs.

Vide •

jrrra: <tt£ a^ffrsrr-

5^;ff«Trr*jT«Tr£r

•ronsih snrmrc* ^t%TcT i 5T?^n?crsqr-

initatenTT*rf&ac mr?r i

j.k. p. 100

This resembles the following dhyanailoka m the VisnusahasranUma

suggesting that one must have been borrowed from the other*

314 Vide

gr asrfafiw *raf?r %cRr%cr^f^r, «%?isrr msqgi-

fir^i^Cr^cfcssir fasrr i affair %ci^rsr i

VK p 494.

315 There is no reference in the VaikhSaasa texts to the theory of

creation KA mentions that Brahma was asked by Vi}?u to create the

world (XXXVI, 5 to 7). VK. states that creation is effected at Brahman's

will, (p 495),

asv—13
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though it is not possible to fix the priority or posteriority of

either :

ERcifsrr^Tif^^ ^tg^rcrnr Hrr^q-irfs^ l

faugsteT Jnnfn <i

Cf

fsrm ,rrfy =et o[^ i

fa^rtq^q- rad^in n

f^snssift gsrim ^ fg i

aTT^n^^if%crq-|?d uttcnSSrara: H

Paus XXXVI. 101-102

The selves are distracted by the Lord’s mdyd and, being

subjected to the sway of passion, anger, avarice and others,

commit sinful deeds which bring them to this world again and

again.

These sufferings could be avoided once for all only by God’s

grace which could be obtained by worshipping Him

Vide :

smrf?T<=!i snF?m #rcmurF[7raV?T i rng'Tmsrrej;

eteftf ^-Hng^qrsrr ^srtmri i era
-

amm wstcSt* srritsrra i qsjf^ismgslgcBt sin^Km*
«K*tr% i

VK. p.507.

The worshipping of Visnu is enjoined as the means of

obtaining security from the dangers of the world and freedom

rom bondage. Here again worship of the Lord in the form x>f
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the idol Is declared to be the best 316 How this worship could
be conducted effectively gets elaborate treatment in this Jgama*

The description317 of the human body„ as possessed of the
cakra of twelve spokes, the Kundaimi iakii

,
various ducts (nadl)

%

and the cakras made of them, along with the names of twelve
4 nerves * Lke ptngald, susumna, tda and others, reveal that the

Vaikhanasa Agama belongs to the yoga tradition* There is a

detailed account of the practice of yoga?^ which is required for

self-control. Deep meditation is needed to visualize God who
occupies the heart of the self. The means of getting mok§a is

only through God’s grace.319

While dealing with the performance of yoga
t the value of

the mantras is appropr lately depicted. Prapa&a is described as

316 TO TORT 1

snifarersre i

VK pp 508-9 Other means are hard to practise.

Vide-

qq sqnjir^’Tcsrr^ t nfcrmf^ qaarrjfffsrrq^:

qr i totot * qi: I

5re*T^«rfcT^ffci ^rrsrotaT !sr srrcqrr

317. Ibid pp 500-503

318. Ibid pp. 510-619

319 Vide •

eHRre!qrim?r*t srtercJrr qrcqrcirrSr frrcrmft

Ibid, pp. 507*503.
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resembling a human being encompassing the entire worid.320 a
similar treatment is given to the Gdyatri mantra 321 There is

then the representation of the syllables in the Gayahlnyasa

Each syllable has a presiding deity. The japa of this mantra

thrice a day is declared to yield manifold benefits commencing

from long life and ending with final rdease.322

Before explaining the process of meditation, the nature of

the human body, its protection, development and attributes are

set forth 323 The three qualities, saliva, rajas and tamas
9 are

then described with reference to their features and the effects

they produce in human bemgs.324 As long as the self is encased

In the physical body, there are three states of consciousness

through which n gets experience, namely, waking, dream and

deep sleep The state of transcendence is also attainable.325

The Lord is present in the central portion of the body where

bla2 e$ forth a fire of golden hue in a trnngular form The

bijaksara, repha, shines there with bindu and nada The Lord is

present within it as Yajiiamurti.328 There is a cakra with twelve

spokes in the navel. The self, which is under the influence of

merit and sin, revolves there, resting on the vital airs, like the

spider amidst its web. There is the Kupdahni dakti above the

navel* covering the cavity of the susumnd nadl . The heart which

Is situated above the navel, has a brilliant flame as of the orb of

the sun in the midst of which there is the form of Vi§gu, shining

like the rising sun, with four hands, two of which hold the

discus and conch, the third in abhaya pose and the other*

320 Ibid . p. 485.

321 Ibid pp 487-488

322. Ibid pp. 489-491.

323 Ibid, pp 498-498,

324. Ibid. p 499.

325. Ibid

326. Ibid. p. 500.
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bedecked with ornaments, resting at the waist He is with 3ri

and Bhudevl and a retinue. 'Raraya^'i is also present within the

orb of the moon and shining at the tip of the nose. Vasudeva

shines in the upturned lotus at the top of the susumnS nadi , 321

Vi§nu who is present in the heart most b* meditated upon.32B

The ducts (nadl) are stated to be 72,000 in number, of

whlcti tdS, pingald
,
ausumnd and eleven others are prominent,*

The first three of these play an important role in man*s contem-

plation and, even there,fthe susmuna is held to be the path for

obtaining final release. These fourteen are spread over the body.

Besides the five vital airs (prifna and others), there are five more

with the names of naga f kurma
, kfkara , devadalia and dhanan•

jaya 329 Among them, prana rests between mouth and nose, be-

tween hears and navel, and between the two great toes; apana in

the navel (i.e
, in excretory and generative organs), vynna in the

joints, udana in the throat, samSna all through the body, ndga in

the throat, karma in the eyes, kfkara in *he stomach, devadatta

throughout the body and dhananjaya ail over the body.330

Although japa> homa 9 arcana and dhySna are declared to be

the four courses for pleasing God, the Vaikhdnasa Xgama stresses

the significance of arcana which will accomplish all that one

likes to achieve.

Vide

(PiT. p.509)

Yet the path of meditation is described at great length.

Unlike in the yoga system which treats the separation of the self

327. Ibid. pp. 500-2

323. ibid* pp. 502—3

.

329, Ibid, p.503

330 Ibid. pp. 508-8.
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from prakfti as yoga, this system considers the union between
the self and the Lord as yoga.

Vide

;

frtrm7if>cr

(VK p 510 )

Among the eight constituents of yoga, yama is said to be of
ten kinds, of which the first two are identical with those given
by Patatljali 331 Asleya is referred to by the word, * acaurya *

Brahmacarya is stated to be the householder's attachment to his
wife and, as such, means making no advance to other women.
The other six which are stated here are days, arjava, kssmi,
dhairya, milad ina. and dauca Niya-ma is are of sen kinds, of
which iapas and santosa agree with the enumeration by Pitafi-
jili 332 Others are d.\tikya, dana, Visivipuia Vedarlhad raoana

,

kutdiakarmasu lajjd, gtirupadedadraidha
,
mantrdbhyasa and homo,

The use of the word, Vi$tju, brings out ihe identity of the God-
head The seventh is an explanation of Art, and the next shows
the importance attached to the role played by the preceptor.
The twentyfour divisions o( yama aod ntyama make an aspirant
fit for understanding meditative practices.333

Nine kinds of postures are enumerated with a description
for each and a classification of them as the best, mediocre and
ordinary 334 Pr&naydma gets a very detailed description in

which tt is shown bow the vital airs are to be made to pass
through the nadis. This purifies the nadir and enables the

aspirant to have the lotus of the heart spread out so as to make
him see NSrayaija there .335

331. YS 11. 30

332. Ibid rr, 31.

333. VK pp. 610-611.

334 Ibid pp, 511-12, Nme kinds are enumerated.

335. Ibid, p.513.
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Pratydhara is of five kinds. The senses are withdrawn from
their objects The aspirant finds everything to be like himself*

The vital airs are made to fill up the eighteen vulnerable spots

m the body and thereby maintain complete cessation of external

activity 336 Dharana is of eight kinds, namely, fixing up stead*

fastly the mind, control of akaia both wrhin and without,

control of the five elements and keeping the blissful body of

God m the heart 337

Dhyana is of two kinds, according as the niskala and sakala

forms of God are meditated upon The former is not available

even to the gods and the Salter is of th zmrguna and saguna kinds.

Through meditation the aspirant visualizes God as having

supreme bliss for His form 338 Meditating upon God as the

store of auspicious qualities, Yajnamurti, Visrju and

Narayana, is of the latter kind with four subgroups having one

for each ot tnese forms 339 SamGdht is d*-ep contemplation in

which the self and God are in the same plane As a stone that

is not hot becomes heated by the sun’s heat, the self acquires a

flawless and blissful nature on visualizing God and continues to

experience Narayana As long ?s such a self remains io this

world, it gets all kinds of sidahis and is practically released

from bondage though embodied (jivanmukta

)

340 This stage of

feeling and experiencing the blissful state of final release, while

yet alive m this world, is not attainable by any means other

than yoga. Sine, .ussaidtha* the self gets all stddkt*, this stage

is not the same as in the Advaita system

There are four slates in the mental activity of man. They

are the waking (jagrat), dream (svapnd)» deep sleep (su$upli) and

336 Ibid pp 514-SIS

337 Ibid pp 515-516.

338 Ibid pp 516-517

339. Ibid pp 517-519.

340. Ibid, p* 619.
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transcendental {turjya). The effects on mental activities during
these are respectively external knowledge, internal
consciousness and enlightenment 341 The qualities are dharma

,

jnana
t atdvarya and vairsgya which each of the five deities

possesses 34?

The state of moksa is one of intimate union of the self with
God.

Vide-

fsmt*

JK. p 30

That this state should characterize the concept of moksa is

justifiable, because the self, which emerges from prakjrti, that

Ss, Sri ever associated wnh God, should naturally get back to

the place of emergence, of course, with this difference that it

returns rid of all residue of karma and with full enlightenment.

The place to be attained is called Vaikuntha, which, true to

its name, cannot be deformed or maimed by any force. It Is

far above the three called Pramoda, Sammoda and Amoda in

the descending order, the last representing the stage wherefrom
the regions called Visiiuloka begin. Vi $#u is the deity in Amoda,
Mahavisriu in Pramoda, SadSvisnu m Sammoda, and Vyapin
who is Narlya^a in Vaikuntha. The names of the three

regions leading to Vaikuoiha have significance in the sense that

they provide room for the enjoyment of divine bliss 343

Among the pupils of Vikhanas, four, namely, Ain, Bbj*gu,

KLMya p% and Marfci, gave out their own versions of the

VaikhUnasa Agama which they had studied under Vikhanas.

Unfortunately, only a portion of each version is now extant

34L JK p S3,

342, M 37 3, JK p. 52

343. VK, pp, 494-493,
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The work of MarlcI contains, in the last chapter of his

Vimanareanakalpa, a list of the works written by all the sages

including himself The basis for these works is the Vaikhanasa*

sutra His Ananiasamhita 9
344 of which the Vimanareanakalpa Is a

part
9
contains a slightly different list Bbrgu’s Yajnadhikara^^

and Atrt’s Samurtarcanadhtkarana^46 contain their own lists*

Tnere is discrepancy m the number of texts and m their names

as found in these lists

Atri is stated to have written four texts named Purvatantra
9

Atreyatantra , Yisnutantra and Uitaratantra
,
according to the ver-

sion of the Vimanareanakalpa Bhrgu’s version mentions eleven

works among which Samurtacanadhikarana is stated to be Uttara•

tantra Apart from the four m Maricfs list in which Uttara -

tantra is identified with Samurtarcana dhikarana, there are seven

others among which a fragment of Knuktadhikarana alone is

available All these are said to have contained 88,000 dlokasv

Except for these two works, all are lost Some of these end

their names as
c tantra

9 and others as
c
so mbita

’

Bhrgu’s works are thirteen, according to MarlcI, named

Khilatantra ,
Pur a tantra

t
VSsanadhikara ,

Citradhikata ,
Mdnadhikdfa9

Knyadhikara Arcana dhikara
t
Yajnadhikara ,

Varnadhikara 9
Prakir-

nadhikara
,

Pratigrhyadhikara , JViruktadhikara and Khiladhikfflra ,

The lists of others enumerate less works BhrgiTs list had only

ten. Among these, the Knyadhikara and Yajnadhikara are

available in print The Arcana dhtkara, VasanadhikSra ,
and

Niruktddhik&ra are available as manuscripts The Mantr&dhi•

kara, Citradhlkara 9
Varna dhikara and Puratantra are available

in fiagments The rest are lost All the thirteen works are

stated to have contained 88,000 £loka<. Except two which end

their names with the word * tantra the rest end in the word,

6 adhik&ra \

344 Ibid. p 520.

345* Yajnadhikara
,
LI. 13-29,

340 STL Appendix, 4,

ASV—14
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K^yapa’s woiks are three in the list of Marl cl. They are

SatyaMnda , Tarkakdnda aod Jndnakanda. Atri’s list adds

Santdnakdnda to the list The Anandasamhttd has a karmam

kftrida Perhaps all these make his works five in number as

stated by Bhrgu347 and Atn 348 Except the JMnakdnda which
is in print, others are lost All the works are said to have

contained 64 000 dlokas They end their names with the word,
‘ kdnda/

Nfaric i & works are eight, as stated in his Samurtarcana dhi m

karana Their names are Jayasamhita , Anandasamhita ,

Sarhj nanasatnhtfa, Virasamhtta , Vtjayasam hita> Vzjttasam-

hii& Vimalasamhita and JftanasamhUd His othei work,

Anandasamhtta, mentions Kalpttasamhitd in the pi ice of
the Jfldnasamhitd Bhrgu’s list enumerates eleven works. The
list of Atn349 mentions the works of one Anglrasa which are

seven, some of them having different names Some of these are

the same as those attributed to Marlci it is not clear whether
Angoras is another name for Marici, but Anginas is not mention-
ed anywhere else as the author of the Vaikhdnasa lexis Among
these, the Vtm&ndrcanmkalpa and Ananasamhi t

a

are alone

available, The works, twenty-three in number, are stated to

have contained 1,84,000 $loka$ . Tne names of all these works
end wnh the word ‘

On the whole, the number of samhitd

s

of the Vaikhanasas

comes to sixty Among them, seventeen are available fully and
in parts Eight of them have been published Two have not

been printed at all. The remaining seven, which are also not m
print, are available only in fragments.350

347. Y&jmdhikcira , I»L 17, 27-29,

348. $A. Appendix, 4

349. Ibid. IV, 30, 31.

350 For an account of the lists ©f these texts, see * VaikhsnasSgama**

sihityasya suolkramah VimarSa, Vol, I. Part I, pp» 74$.
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These texts are written mainly In verse, as in the case of

Atri and Bhrgu, but those of Ki^yapa and Marlci are In prose.

All of them reveal a high level of literary attainment

In their contents, they are similar and, if there is any

divergence, it is only in the more elaborate treatment of some

topics in one than in another Among the four divisions into

which these contents are grouped, it is the knya pada that has

leceived more attention than others, Carya receiving some

treatment The duties of a vanaprastha which are generally

known as those of the vaikhanasas
,

the significant position

which Vikhanas held in regard to rituals and the lack of empha-

sis on the Importance of the ascetic order indicate that the

Vaikhanasa Agama is ritualistic to the core in Its outlook and

conception How best the life here could be lived in strict

conformity to Vedic traditions and how effectively the Lord

could be worshipped have received attention m these works. In

fact, the ascetic and the vanaprastha are excluded from officiat-

ing as priests for certain rituals 351 The other two divisions of

the Agama receive only brief treatment.

In general, the texts deal with the methods of construction

of temples and making images Installation, consecration and

worship of ifae deities receive detailed treatment Special cere-

monial baths are described with minute details. Festivals, both

private and public, get procedural treatment, indicating the

purposes to be served by conducting them Special emphasis is

laid on the ways and means of performing the rites of purifica-

tion and expiation

The tfrauta rituals receive special emphasis and all of them

ate declared as representing the various ways In which Vi§#u is

worshipped 352 Naturally, the various types of priests like the

351. 8A. XXX 14b.

352, See under 275 suprs*
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fivik} the adhmryu and others have a prominent role to play in

fhe rites connected with temple worshlp.353 Mantras are
frequently cited for use even for what may seem to be only a

secular activity like turning up the earth at the chosen site to

construct the basement for a temple. The directions for many
an item are drawn from the Sutras of Vikhanas

All are not entitled to adopt the directions contained in

these texts and conduct worship in the temples Only that

Brahmin who has had the study of the Vedas and has undergone
the consecratory rites (samskdras) since conception, according
to the rules laid down by Vikhanas in his Kalpa<utras, is

Competent to conduct ihe worship of the Lord in the

tempi es.354

Fhe Vaikhrmasas are exclusive worshippers of Yi§$u and do
this worship as an obligatory duty without expecting any results

3S3 5 k pp 228 Z?^

3$ 4 Vide

f%sf is

ncsroT^rr*?;

»

sfcrrsjT’Wmsjcfj ii

q-fPq-T^q-^e ^’irsnciTJjat ||

srrfsrH *

^r^q^wTSTTcrarEnrej a

a*5F«n^aRrr •

«rr^rr isrtfgafr^rii3‘5PRimf^cnr <

°S.A XXVU. 10*15
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from ito3S5 Some of the acts which are enjoined for worship

are peculiar to their Agamas, For Instance, maydala, nyisa and
the positions of the syllables In mantras ate meQtioned*3SS The
ducts (nddl) 9 bmdu and other aspects of some creation &S7 are

treated with reference to meditation 3rf is considered at the

power (sfakk) of Vi§t^u.®58

The opinions of others described as
6
kecit

9 369 are referred

to. Perhaps these persons were offering a different direction

to certain practices which could not be effectively carried out®

for want of materials or facilities mentioned in these Jgami

texts

Though having an easy flow of graceful expressions, archaic

forms 360 are not absent in these texts This does not at once

indicate that they should be very ancient. Such expressions

are generally met with in the epics and Puraiias and also in the

Kalpasutras Their presence in these texts could be explained

on the ground that the authors of these works were sages who

were practising rituals

The sages Maria, Bhrgu, Am and Ks^yapa, are very

ancient and, as it is generally admitted, many of these texts

must have taken their rise in North India The authors of the

Kalpasutras mostly hailed from North India. Curiously enough*

355 See SA Introduction, p XXII

356, VK pp 282-3 185 338, 485-491 SA LX 71, 72,

357 VK pp 500-608

358 Vide ,

fspwft sft: ... «erfa* I

Ibid, pp, 498. 4.

359 Ibid pp 103 182, 190, 488.

380 KA X, 41 ,
SA. LXXIX, 18.
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the VaikhUnasa Agama as such Is not well-known m North India.

This is perhaps because the Kalpasuiras of Vikhanas are followed

by a handful of people who belong to the Taiitiriya recension

of the Krsna Tajurveda which is popular only to South India

where the mode of worship In the temples must also have been

derived from the VatkhEnasa Agama Most Vaisnava temples in

the south are at present governed by the Vatkhdnasa tradition,,

Perhaps, these texts were more popular among the Tamiliaos

Words of Tamil origin are found in some texts 361

The Samurtareanddhikarana, which forms part of the

Atrisamhita

,

has 83 chapters containing about 5,000 ilokas

Twentyfive chapters of this work are concerned with architectural

details and eleven with the rites of expiation One full chapter

(83rd) ss devoted to the worship of the sup The priests who

attend to the worship of God in temples, are required to be

kept in contentment, as otherwise the locality where the parti-

cular temple is situated would be visited with misery 362 The

gotra and pravara of 47 different families are mentioned in a

separate chapter (63rd) The colophon of this work refers tc

this text as taught orally by Atri (Atriprokta) The printed text

has a supplementary chapter called Rathapraitsbavidfn as belong-

ing to Purdtantra
%
one of the f aur works of Atri

The printed text has an Appen i >x I containing six chapters

representing a version based oi a diif rent manuscript Bhj-gu,

Kafcyapa, Anglrasa and Atri received teaching about the highest

dharma
,
the Supreme Deity and the method of worship from the

four faces of Brahma respectively facing the east, south, west

and north quarters 363 While mentioning the various branches

of learning, those of the Buddhists and lams are also

361 Karandika : VK p, 88 ,
Gulh

,
ibid, pp, 154,293,

3QZ SA. XLIII. 115-118.

383, Ibid, p, 474,
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included.364 The Agamas are said to be five, namely, VaikhSnasa,
Sattvata, Tlrtha, Aikantika and Mulaka 365 The Lord uttered
some expressions taking Himself the form of a bird, and
Brahma who searched for the meaning of those expressions is

here known as Vtkhanas. The system which Vikhanas expound-
ed became divided into four groups connected with the names of
Atri, Bhrgu, Marici and KMyapa. The Ssttvata mode is based
on the Ekayana Veda 368 The Tlrtha kind has 24 tantras and
prescribes four kinds of initiation (diksa). It has four divisions,
jnana, yoga, knya and carya as in other Agamas, and an addition-
al section on prayadcitta 387 The other two are not treated,
except for the mention of their names The subject matter in
all these five is stated to be one and the same 368 jhe Vyvhas
are stated to be five in the Vatkhanasa system and four in the
Pancamra The pranava represents the threefold vyuha 369
Mention is made of the six infirmities (urmi),TIQ namely, grief,
illusion, hunger, thirst, decay and death, the six sheath$37l
{koda.) of skin, flesh, blood, sinew, marrow and bone, and the
six phases of existence372

(hhava), namely, taking birth, existing,
changing, growing, declining and dying Six paths (arf/tod)373

and six relations, namely, para, apara mahan, antaralaka, divya
and divyetarafil^ which are connected with sound and sense, are
also listed

*64 Ihid p 478

365 Ibid Appendix I 3

366 Ibid p 480,4-7

367 Ibid p 481, 16-18

368 Ibid p. 481 10

369 Ibid p 483 23-26

370 Ibid p 483 41

371 Ibid p 483 42-43.

372, Ibid p, 484 43-44 This view has held by Virjiyagi.

373. Ibid p 484 44-45.

374 Ibid, p, 484. 45-50.
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The name of £> dtvasiddhdnta is given for 28 kinds# The

Pa&upata and Ydmala are of six and nine kinds respectively.375

The system of the Buddhists, Nydya and others are then enumer-

ated* The names of the texts of the Pdncaratra and those of the

four sages of the Vaikhanasa are given For the latter together

the number of dlokas is stated to be 64,000 and the number of

texts as twentyfive 376 The nature of reality and the eight-

limbed yoga get treated in the next two chapters 377

There is the Appendix II which deals with the nature and

geography of the world and has only one chapter called

Bhuvanakodavarnana as taken from Atri’s Vzsnutantra At the end

of the printed text, there is a chapter numbered as eight,

belonging to Atri*s authorship and entitled Durnaksatraprdyas -

eittavidhi

The information contained in two appendices is very useful,

Yet the mention of adhod, which is generally treated m the

other Zgamas, gdkta, tfaiva and Pdncaratra , does not establish it

to be a genuine doctrine held by the Vaikhdnasa system

Among the texts of Bhrgu, the Kriyadhxkara has 39 chapters

containing about 4000 glokas Worship of God is of three kinds •

in the mind, In the image and m the sacred fire The first kind

paust not be taken as meditation, but as offering worship m all

its details mentally conceived The second is carried out with

respect to the idol which is installed The third kind consists

in mentally conceiving God as seated amidst the sacred fire and

making offerings to Him m that fire 378 The worship of the idol

Is the best among the three 379

37S Ibid pp 48S-6, 5-11

376* Ibid, pp 487-488

377* Ibid. pp. 488-504.

378 KA 1, 5-12.

379. Ibid. I, 13,14 a*
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Expiatory rites are dealt with to five chapters. It Is also

shown how to get over minor lapses during worship without

undertaking an elaborate expiatory process. There are

references to the treatment of the topic in the context in the

YajMdhikara >380 NrruktUdhtkdra^1 and KhiladhtkSra 382 The

opinion of Atigiras is cited more than once 383

Bhfgu’a Yajnadhihara contains 51 chapters, of which

expiatory rites cover six. The mam subject-matter is the

worship of God according to the directions contained m the

Valkhanasa system The Prakirpddhihara of Bbpgu is a supple-

ment to Marlci’* VimanWfcandkalpa and Atri®s Samurtarcanddhk

katana It contains 24,000 dlokas m 37 chapters The greatness

of the Vaikh&nasa system, offences (apacara) and the nature of

sin are treated here. Some of the dlokas in the last chapter are

identical with some in the ManusmfU . Bbj-gu is mentioned as

the propounder of the doctrines of the Manusmfii. He may be

perhaps identical with this Bh*gu. Six chapters of this

Prakirpadhikara are devoted to expiatory rites. The Khiladhik&ra

of Bhrgu has three sections called jhdna % knyd and yoga
, dealing

respectively with the tattvajnma
,

practice of worship and

meditation on God,

Ka$yapa*s Jftdnaksnda is in prose and contains 108 chapters.

While recommending the worship of the idol, it is said that her©

the eyes and mind get delighted through such worship and

perfect remembrance of God becomes possible. This gives rise

to devotion and faith He who has faith and devotion has

complete success in all endeavours 384 There Is mention of

nine kinds of regions named Vai?cava, Brahma, Haudra, Aindra,

380. /hid. XVIII. 68

881. Ibid

.

XIX, 124

382. Ibid. IX. 236 ; XI S3; XXX. IIS.

383 Ibid. IX. 69, 79 , XIV, 366, 171.

884. JK. p, 4.

ASV—15
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Garuda, Bh^utika, Asura, Raksasa*and PaHaca; Only rthe first

Is to bd"chosen for the erection' of a temple.385 How the

villages and towns are to be formed is detailed m four chapters

(14-17) The person who is devoted to God; most set apart one

third of his property for the maintenance of his family and

spend the remainder for building a temple and maintaining it 386

Anton g the five forms 1 the unchanging and highest one Is

Brahmart called Vi$nu His fbrm is characterized by bare

existence and is subtle. He is! then partless The question that

would rise then is regarding ‘the* forms of Saiya, Acyuta, Puru$a

and Amluddba. It is said that these are only the created forms

of Vi $£ii
s like the shape of the Written characters (tipi) The

characters are only the symbols bf various 'sounds 387 Close

onion of the self 'With God marks the stage of moksa 388 Twelve
chapters are devoted to expiatory rites

Marlct’s VimcLnarcanakalpau which is written in prose, has

101 chapters of which 40 are devoted to the construction of

temples* six to the daily worship, three to the bath, eleven to

the conduct of festivals #nd installation of other idols, nineteen

to the acts of expiation, one to the deities in charge of the holy

fire-pit (agntkunda), four to the code of -practices, fourteen to

tattva and one to the extent of the Vatkhdnasa texts

The text opens with two stanzas of benediction in honour
of God as Srinivasa who gets a glorious description Marlci is

the narrator of this text. At the outset he speaks of the means
of getting final release God (Naraya^a) must be worshipped
with the mantras taken from the four Vedas m a manner pre-

scribed by them. Finally, that self which adopts this way of life*

388. Ibid pp. 12, 13,

388, Ibid
, p. 3L

387, Ibid, pp. 52, S3.

388. Ibid> p, 30.
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would reach His place.389 Passages from the Rgveda, Taittiriya

Aranyaka, Ailareya Brdhmana and Taittiriya Upanisad are cited

to show that Vi$nu is the Supreme Being 390 Worship of the

Supreme Being (Patama Puru§a) is called *Vimanareana\&9l which

explains the title of the work.

The results which accrue by this worship are slated to be

equal to those of performing Agnzhotra even for those who do
not do it and all-round prosperity for those who do 392 Marici

declares he will set forth the way of doing this worship, which

he denotes by the name, 4 Kriydmarga \ suggesting that this text

is devoted to th a knya aspect of the Agamas 393 This is evident

from the large number of chapters (1-40) devoted to the proced-

ural details regarding the construction of the temple and

Installation of images there. On this account, it n not implied

that the carya aspect is not given importance Chapters 41-85

discuss this matter Special mention must be made of the

detailed treatment given to the conduct of festivaU394 and to

the acts of expiation 395 Nineteen chapters which detail the

latter, indicate the pro-Vedic character of the Vaiklmnasa system

389 VK p 2

390 Ibid pp 2-3

391 Ibid p 3 The word, * vimana ' which means the story in the

structure of the temple, indicates that God must be worshipped in a temple.

392 Ibid p 3

393 Vide

rsKcrrrrm i

/bid. p i.

KA has seven chapters for this The very title, Kriyadtukara, suggest*

the importance given to knya • SA. XXXIX.

394 VK L-LIV KA has two chapters, XIV & XVI.

SA LHI-LVII JK LXXXVm-XC.

395, VK, LXI-LXXX. KA has twelve chapters, XX-XXXL
SA, LXVI-LXXX, JK, LXXXIV -Cffi,
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In particular and of the Sgamas in general. Treatment of tattw,

yogie practice and mak§# shows that the jftana and yoga aspects
are not ignored in Vaikhanasa Agama ,390

These texts of the four sages lay great stress on the practical

side* such as the construction of temples and worship of the

idoh Architecture and iconography receiye greater attention In

the Samurtarcanddhikarana of Atri and the VtmSnarcanakalpa of
Marlci Whatever be the topic, the Jfianakpnda of K&^yapa
gives a complete and logical treatment.

This title may seem to he inappropriate to the work of

Ks^yapa For it is not tatlvajHma that receives treatment here,

Oo the other hand, the practical side of the Agama gets elabo-*

rated* and the word, ‘jnana % has relevance to the knowledge
of this aspect The title thus gets its justification The nature
of reality is dealt within this work in a casual manner,397 while
its treatment is more detailed in the work of Marlci The yoga
and caryd aspects get brief treatment in the works of Marlci and
Bhfgu. The works which are lost might perhaps have conveyed
more information on th ejrifina and yoga aspects

It is true that Vedic mantras alone are prescribed in these

texts for every ritual. In addition* mantras are cited from the
Mantrapralna of the Vaikhdnasas m

396, VK. LXXXV-C. Th© appendix in SA has a chapter on y®ggt

397, JK. p, 2,



CHAPTER ¥

THE PANCAEATSA AGAMAs

Validity and Antiquity

The Pa nearSira Xgama, which is mainly concerned with the

worship of,Gpd in temples and houses* treats also of philosophy*

linguistic occultism (mantra) and the theory of mystical diagrams

(yantra). It is based on the Ekdyana recension of the Stikla

Tajurveda and so is Vedic in its foundations. Vedic mantras are

frequently used. Yet it reveals a liberal and progressive out-

look in throwing open its portals to all, irrespective of caste

and sex, thus bringing within its fold even those who are

excluded by tradition from the study of the Vedas Conse-

quently, mantras are created for their use and also for others.

These are called tSntnka mantras , It is the Yalsijava initiation

(diksa) that confers on the aspirants the necessary qualification

to participate directly or otherwise in the ritualistic

performance of worship.

A passage in the Pdncardtra text, Vispusamht d
y

defines the

word * tantra* as that which expounds all objects and protects

people from fear 398 Five tantras are enumerated as derived from

Vasudeva They are Vaikhdnata, Sdtivala
i

Sftkhin, Aikdntika and

Mulaka 399 According to the first. Vision must be worshipped

at ail times. The family has to be looked after by the worship-

per with what he gets unasked The second is also known as

Bhdgavata Pdncardtra, The third refers to that system the

398 VS II 10-35

399, /hid, II 37-39,
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adherents of which worship Vispu twice a day and take to

agriculture, trade and cattle-breeding as the means of liveli-

hood. The Aikanttka system is adopted by those who worship
Vi?uu once in a day, render service to the twtce-born and live

on begging. The Mulaka is taken up by those who worship
Vispu through thought, word and deed, and live on what is

obtained unasked and on what they get from their pupils 400 a
slightly different classification is offered by Atri, but it is not

complete as regards information on the last two Besides, the

third one is called Tirtha instead of S’i'Mrn.401

It is not possible to Identify the systems of gikhtn, AikSntika

and Mulaka It is also doubtful whether there were systems

with these names. These may not be names of any particular

systems, but of groups who were identified thus for their

distinct practices The tfikhtn may refer to a group who wear
the tuft and do not remove it except when they enter into cer-

tain orders of recluses 402 The AikSntika may refer to that

group which depends exclusively on Vi§nu for getting moksa and
for other purposes as we 11.403 The identification of the

Muiakas is not easy

400 Ibid II. 26-3S

401 SA Appendix. I 3.

402 SKS Brahmaratra. V 33b-42 P V Kane; History of Dharma-
iastra Vol II Part II pp 939-41

403. Vide

YatlndramatadlpikS
, p, 11,

Vide :

Ibid,
Cf. VedMakankavali, VIII. 18, 18.
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The name, %Pancaratra t
* is from the word, * pancar5tra \404 a

compound made up of two words 8 panca 9 and 8 rdtra* with the

addition of the suffix ‘ ac
v The word 8 panca # means ‘ five * and

tatra^S is a changed form ot the'word ,
* ratrt % which is derived

from the root,
6 rd *, to give, with the suffix, trip 406 The word

‘ ratrt \ which means ^night \ is interpreted as that which gives

rise to pleasure 4iKr Then, the word, * pancaratra * may be

taken to mean a period of five nights and must have been used

later to mean a system on the origin of which a period consisting

of five nights has direct bearing

Several* explanations are offered to justify the name ' Panca*

rStra
9
for tbi& system. These could be broadly classified under

four groups

Tbre meaning of the word, * rain \ is explained in eight ways

under the first group. The other five systems, though great,

become as night by the side of this system, like the moon and

rhultitUde of stars during the day, Here the word, * ritn\ is

used as a nominal verb* What these five systems are do not gel

any reference. A second explanation states that other systems

seem dead by the side ot this system like others (luminous

objects) when the sun is shining 408 6 Raid 9 stands for the

404. The neuter gender of this word is formed according to the rule.

Lmqanuti asana, 131

406 A$tadhyay% II 4 29,

406

Vide iirrsrrf^T 1 Unadisutra, 607

407 Vide —Bhanujxdiksita on the Namailnganutfasana, I 4*4,

408 'rajrRrm ^Ti^rrfar i

cTcHfenft smnssrrat ^ sreci% n

cratarrfnr vs Irene* srfwnft n

q^csrsrscrgr *r3c^fami% i

5CT5rq
,

?cTi[fi[5T^far II

Pas. 1, 1 . 72*74 ,
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five objects of the senses, sound, touch, colour, taste and smell,

or the five elements, is the third explanation These get destroy-

ed when the higher knowledge is acquired. Thus PancarStra

destroys all erroneous cognitions. According to the fourth

explanation, the five elements are the products of avidyt which

gets destroyed by the system The fifth explanation takes the

word, 1
Tetri', to mean the five qualities of the elements They

are taken to represent the embodied beings. The system deals

with the selves getting those bodies and their getting rid of them.

The next explanation declares that for man, the elements (bhuta),

subtle elements (tanmutrS ), ego (garva), intellect (
buddhi) and

unmanifest matter (avyakia) are the nights. These are dealt with

here and hence the name. A seventh explanation takes the root,

‘ rS *, in the sense of taking The word ‘ panca ’ stands for the

five senses, their objects, five elements or their qualities. This

word ‘ Panca ' with the root * ra ’ means human beings who take

these which are donated by the word * Panca'’ The human
beings are called ‘ PaHeard \ They are protected by the system

and so the name is ‘ Pa Heara tra \ The eighth and last expla-

nation takes knowledge to be of five kinds arising from the

Parana, Veda, Vedanta, SaSkhya and Toga By the side of

PancarStra, these become like night, that is, become worthless

and lustreless.409

In the second group of explanations, the word ‘ rdtrt * is

taken in the sense of knowledge which is of five kinds

—

Sattvika,

Rdjasa, Tamasa, Nairgtina and Sarvatah Param. Of these, the

409 VS II. 49b-Slc, Vifputantra cited in the Introduction to Pars

p, 3? Viivamitra, II 3-8, Pars I. 39b-41c

Vide

wsrqpTt «T5T resrcffssjnr i

'FRSteS&retlsf tmTrafjffo H

Pans, xxxviii 30Tb—JOS.
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first three refer to the knowledge of the three gajtas of matter,

the fourth relating to non-material Nature and the last to the

transcendental nature of Brahman The Pancaratra system Is

said to treat of these matters and hence the name 410 A second

explanation refers to the names of five persons who presented

the doctrines of the systems after which the sections are known,

making the total number five The names of the sections are

Brahmardtra
,
givaralra

,
Jndraratra ,

Ndgardtra and Rsiratra^^

The explanations offered to the word, £

fianca \ come under

the third group The fivefold manifestations of God by means

of His Para, Vyuha, Vibhava
,
Antarydmin and Area forms maybe

meant by this word 412 a second interpretation is that Brahma

propitiated Visnu for five nights in five ways near the five

weapons of the Lord and hence the name.413 According to a third

explanation, Brahma lost the Vedas to the demons, Madhu and

Kaifabha. He approached Visnu with profound grief and

requested directions as to how He is to be worshipped. The

Lord asked him to offer worship for five nights with the Dvada-

ddksara and astdksara This way of worship became known as

Pancaratra 414 The fourth and fifth explanations take the word,

* pdnea* to mean the fivefold classification of the daily routine

and the five sacraments respectively 415

410 Sabdakalpadruma, III, p 13

411 Bharadvwja-sarhhita

,

II 12.

412, Vide *

<Tsncr?rr$?i i

Ahs. XI. 63b-64a,

413. SA Appendix, III. pp 480-481, ilok&s 8b-9a.

414 KA. XXXVI. 1I-14&.

415. Schrader, pp, 24-28,

ASV—-16
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The sixth interpretation is based on the number of sages

who propagated the doctrines of the system* £>5$dllya, Aupaga-

yana, Maufijyayana, Kau^ika and Bharadvaja, who were Incar-

nations of the five weapons of the Lord, propitiated Him
through penance. The Lord appeared before them and taught

to each one of them for five nights the Ekdyana Veda, also

known as Rahasydmndya Hence the system Is reputed as Pdnca -

rdtra 416 According to a seventh explanation the five topics that

are dealt with in the system gave the name to it. The topics ate

reality, the means of getting mok$a
3
devotion, yogic practice and

the objects of the world.41I

The eighth Interpretation accounts for the name of the

system*5 Pdncardtra * by referring to the pranava as having

arisen from five sources. Brahman is held to be undivided and

the other four are from mdyd„ From Sankarsana (or Balarlma)

arose * a *; from Pradyumna, representing Prajnd ,

c u \ from

Auiruddha who is of the nature of Prajnd , *m\ Krs$a is the

remaining source Thus, pranava arose from five sources It

represents the Pdncaraira system 418 Lastly, the system gets

this name as it arose for living beings of five kinds (four castes

and an inferior caste) for whom it st, as intended.419

Before examining how far the explanations cited above are

acceptable, it is of interest to refer to a sacrifice named
Paficard tra mentioned in the atapatha-brdhmana (XIII 6 11)
Purusa N5raya$a is stated here to have had the idea of

performing this sacrifice which lasted for five days in order to

acquire superiority over all beings In a preceding chapter of

41© IS XXI S19-533

417 Schrader, p 24

418 Auiruddha S 1 39a
, Gopalatapaniya Upamsad,

419, Auiruddha S I 39b.

Cf* Bhajadwaj, K. The Philosophy of Ramanuja » pp» 18-19,
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the Brahmatfa (XII. 3.4 ), it Si shown how He sacrificed Himself

and became the whole world. The rite, Agni$tomat was perform-

ed on the first day, Ukthya on the second, Atir&tra on the third,

Ukthya on the fourth and Agnistoma on the last day. This is also

called in the context by the other name, * PurusamedhaS The

commentator, Harisvamio>420 notes that Puru§a desired to have

all the sentient as also the insentient beings under his control,

and knowing that Purusamedha had to be performed to achieve this

end, performed it* Then he became Naraya$a. This sacrifice

has a bearing on the PurusasuktcAZ 1 of which the seer is Naraya^a,

The act of offering Puru§a as the victim in this sacrifice, Purusa*

medha
,
is symbolic in character and Is found represented by a

similar act in the Purusasukta

The word, ‘ ratra \ m the name, ‘ PaccarMra \ of this

sacrifice does not mean night, but the whole day {ahomtrd)

which begins with one dawn and ends with the next dawn* This

name has a bearing on the name of the PdncatUira system*

Without going into tne meaning of the words which constitute

the compound word, *Pancaratra\ it is possible to find the basis

for naming the system after the name of the sacrifice, ‘ Parlca-

ratra
9 This sacrifice shows how Purusa became NarSyapa, the

Supreme Deity having control over the sentient and insentient

beings Here is a reference to the Vyuha concept Involving self-

manifestation. The Pancaratra sacrifice provides thus the

philosophical interpretation of the fivefold manifestation of God

by means of His Para y
Vyuha,

Vibhdva
9

Antaryattttti and At&U

forms. This explanation accords well with the statement that

He composed, out of the original idstra9 the PUncardtra

420 Satapttha-brahmana with Com

.

Midhyandina edn. p. 126.

421. RV X. 90. 11-14,
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describing His fivefold nature such as Para and VyuhaA%% This"

explanation comes under the fourth group.

The name, 6 Pancaratra 9 may be understood without

reference to the component elements, * pane a 9 and € rStra \
Thus, it is a system dealing with Reality (tattva) and the means
of liberation. The five forms of the Lord, concepts of the self,

moksa and the theory of the periodical creation and dissolution

of the world are matters brought under tattva and treated tn this

Agama in the Jftana-pada. Toga
, worship of the Lord in the arcs

form and the ways and means of worship are dealt with in the

Toga 9 Knya and Garya sections. While dealing with the details

of GaryS
, it has become necessary to prescribe the divisions of

the day (rain, literally, ahorStra) into five parts and to indicate

what should be done under each division The scope of the

Pancaratra system is well explained in the Ahubudhnyasamhita .

The concept of Vyuha which forms the basis of the Pancaratra

Sattra is taken up m the Sattuata system which therefore acquired

the name, * Pancaratra \ No specific significance need be

attached to the words, c paHca 9 and ‘ ritra
9

However, the number, five, has come to play a prominent

role in the evolution of the five forms of God and ihe fivefold

division of the daily routine The earliest texts of the Panca-

ratra refers to these. Yet the Ahtrbhudhnya does not include the

forms of Antatryamm and Arcs while enumerating them. The

Lakshmi-tantra and Sanatkumara-samh.it

S

do not refer to the form

of the AntarySmin .

428. Vide:

r*Tm?qr?j' i

Ahs. XI, 62b-64a,
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It will not be, therefore, correct to connect the name,
4 Pancaratra \ with the number of forms which God assumes or

with that of the divisions of the routine of the day Though some
kind of justification could be offered for this theory, it will not

be correct either to connect the concept of pancasamskura with

the name of the system.

The statement in the Ahirbudhnya-samhiti 423 that the

Pancaratra system was formulated by Vi§$u Himself gave rise to

the theory that the Lord Himself taught the Ssttvata system to

five sages for five nights (literally, * ahoratra • or simply 4 day *),

And this is one of the explanations given for the name,
8 Pancaratra \ There could be no doubt about 4

five * being the

meaning of *panca 9

,
but the interpretation given to *he word,

8 ratri % must be late in orgm. Found in the I&varasamhitd 424

it clashes with the five divisions of the Sanatkvmara-samhxta

called 8 Ratras \ named after Brahma, 3iva« tndra, Rsi and

Brhaspats However, this could be resolved by taking the five

sages to be included among the r&is and by admitting that there

were also others like Brahma 'and Siva who had acquired

knowledge of the Pancaratra tradition

Ahirbudhnya teaches Narad a 425 that there are five systems,

namely, Trayl (representing the three Vedas), Sdfikhya, Yoga,

Paiupata and Pancaratra , among which the last mentioned alone

provides the means for obtaining liberation This statement

should have made the sages take Pancaratra alone as the perfect

system by the side of which the other four pale into insignifi-

cance To make this clear, the sages understand the word,

*ratn% to mean * becoming dark or obscure \ In order to

proclaim the high status of the Pancaratra, they have taken the

word ‘panca* to mean many things. Yet all those interpretations

423. Ibid.

434, IS. XI 519-534,

425, Ahs, XI, & XII,
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are late to origin and seem to have no direct bearing on the name

of the system Nor is there anv justification for taking the

word ® rdtrt
9

in the sense of knowledge. Likewise, there is no

need to trace the rise of the pranava from Vyuka All other

interpretations do not seem persuasive The Vaikhanasa texts

also seek to explain the significance of the name by attaching

Importance to the words constituting the name. This also must

be taken to represent a later attempt to justify the name

through the component parts of the compound

It is worth considering in this context the views of Prof.

J. A B van Buitenen 427 on the name, * PdnearSira 9 The

learned professor adduces evidence to show that the ‘connotations

attributed by Indian scholars to the word are not tenable. He

offers some plausible pleas to take this name in a different seme

and to justify its significance in a different setting

The PdncarStra texts, which are available at present, have

more of a ritualistic character than philosophical The Agama-

pfMm$$ya of YSmuna, the earliest work which vindicates the

validity of the P&ncaratra* touches only the ritualistic aspect of

the system The philosophical portions of the Agama texts

should have found their way into them in later days.

Even here, the ritualistic contents, which show the growth

of many concepts for several centuries, could not be traced to

a single source. The attempt, made by Indian scholars, to

connect the name of the system with the Paccara tra-sattra to

establish its non-yajntc character, indicates the eagerness of the

scholars to establish, for the Pancaraira rituals, a link with the

Vedic rituals.

On the side of the philosophical background, the MahU*

bhftrata (Moksa-dharma-parvan ) contains two accounts of the

428. SA t p. 480 , KA p 411

427. Introduction to lgamapramdnya
l pp, 0*10.
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Vyuha doctrine. Nata, Naraya/ia, Han and Krsna, all of them

being the sons Dharma, belong to the earlier concept The

later development, as found in the second account, seems

to be based upon the theistic Sihkhya doctrines preached m the

epic. In the background of these dectrmes, there arose a

different concept of Vyuha in which Purusa
, the Supreme Being,

jtva, manas and ahankaxa play a prominent role with the names,

V&sudeva, Sahkarsana, Pradyumna and Amruddha. The earlier

concept is replaced by the later one.

Names like Pancayajna, Pahcakalakartrpati and Paficaratnka

are used by Narada to address the Lord, Yet, no convincing

explanation is offered about what the word, ‘ ratra \ means and

why the word 1 panca 9
is used with it In the name of the system.

The learned professor therefore turns to other sources to get

at the sense of the name. The Brhathatha-iloka-sahgraha of

Budhasvatmn represents a recluse as a pancarStnka and also

enjoins that a recluse must not stay m a village for more than

three days and in a town for more than five d^ys 428

Vide:

srar srarfafir I

lb: 22- 220

A prosperous farmer Is represented in this context to have left

his profession and gone in quest of moksa He is reported to

have said :

^rfrr«qr?rsi«rr4 xr rartar i

frnrrfa srrfec ^ h

Ibid lb 63

The professor observes on the strength of these and similar

references in the same work of Budhasvamin that the word,

428, Thi is mentioned also m the Br&hm&pur8na t II. 34* 49.
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1
pancaratra *, could have been coined to denote a person who
becomes a recluse and stays In a town for five days only.

Evidently, such persons should have been wandering sages and
recluses The Vedic rituals did not necessarily form part of

their practices The farmer refers to himself as a VaiSya. He
has taken to the way of life of ascetics and so is referred to as a

pSncaratnka He visited the holy places of the Hindus and
Buddhists and at last became a Buddhist. “ A PdttcarUtrika in

this very large sense is therefore an itinerant religious recluse

who follows the five-nights rule regardless of doctrinal allegi-

ance ” Pancaratra must have been associated originally with

devotional religion Later, the word ‘ PSncaratnka ’ must
have been formed from this word in this general sense and must
have meant a follower of five-nights rul e, pazcartitranusarin The
name, * Pancaratra ’, should have meant this tradition which its

adherents followed.

In course of time, the devotional element of such votaries

must have come to characterize a tradition associated with the

name of Vi&qu, The name * Pancaratra ’ must have been invest-

ed with specific features which substituted for the Vedic rituals

Agamic practices. It is thus quite likely that the name 'Panca-
ratra ' owes its origin to this rule of five-nights The several

explanations, which are offered in the Samhitm of this school,

are mutually contradictory and appear to be based on no
reliable tradition.

The findings of the learned professor deserve very careful

study It will be prudent to agree with him m treating the

several explanations contained in the Samhitas as not very

convincing One is ieft only with speculation No evidence,

outside the texts which offer these explanations, is forthcoming

All the same, it seems difficult to subscribe fully to the views

expressed by Dr. van Buitenen.

The formation of the word ‘ pancaralnka ’ requires expla-

nation. It is formed from the word, 'pancaratra % with the
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addition of the suffix, thak, according to the AstadhyayUsutra,
H tatra niyuktah" .429 Then the word means one who is engaged

in ' pdncaraira\ This word also Is a compound of the dvtgu

kind, meaning a group of five-nights There are words formed

like this with a numeral as the first member and e
ratrx

9
as the

second member For instance, 4 dviratra Hrira tra\ ‘dadardtra*

etc All these occur one after another m Apastamba-drauta-

sutra 430 The word ‘tnrdtra
9 occurs in Manusmrti^31 and the

word ‘ pancaratr

a

9
also is found m the same work 432 Besides

the words,
c

trtrdtra
9 and 6

daiaratra \ are too well-known

for their occurrence in the texts on Dharmaddstra in the sense of

the number of days during which pollution (adauca) Is to be

observed.

It is significant that the word, 4 rain % occurs in these

compounds to justify the Hindu concept of the duration of a

day which ends wit,h the expiry of the night following it. The

day therefore starts with dawn and ends with the night which Is

to be followed by the next dawn Thus, the word 1 rdtri
*

means here 4 day and night
9

(ahordtra ) The compound thus

formed conveys several senses For instance, the word
* Irirdtra* means a period of pollution which covers three full

days including nights, as m Manusmrti The word 6 pancardtra $

9

later in the same work, means a period of five days* This word

is repeated here. The king is required to fix the price of

commodities at the expiry of this period, that, is once in five

days. Here this word does not convey any specific sense except

that of a gr&up. The words, 6 dviratra
3

,

4

trtrdtra
9 and others

which occur in the Apvstamba-drant a- su tra
,

refer to the number

of days during which specific sacrifices are to be performed.

429, Astadhyay IV, 4. 09.

430, Apastambadrautasutra, XXII. 14

431, MS, V. 80.

432 Ibid . VIII, 402.

ASV—-17
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The Words, * ekaratnka *
and * paflcarafrika % occur in the

Mahabharata^SS where recluses are directed to stay for a day
m villages and for five days in towns. These words are used in

the very same sense in the iloka cited by the learned professor

from the Brhatkathailokasangraha (The professor, by the way,

must have used the expression 4 three nights
9 by oversight in

the place of c one night \)

The word. <
pancaratra *, has thus merely the sense of a

group of five nights with no specific connotation attached to it,

such as that of the period of stay for a recluse m a town or a

period which should^ cover the performance of a sacred rite

The Mahabharata and $>loka*angraha use the words, * pancaratra*

and ‘ ekamtra % in the sense only of duration of time They
do not intend them to be the names of any groups of people
If we are to conclude that the name * pancara trika* was coined
later on to denote itinerant reeluses, then * ekaratrtka ’ could
have also been corned, unless there is the suggestion that the

recluses moved and stayed only in towns The word,
* P$ncaratrtka\ occurs in the Harsacanta 434 of Bhat{a

In the sense of a particular group of persons professing

particular doctrines and leading a specific way of life, as it is

clear from the names of other groups in the context who could
be identified from the practices and doctrines which they

followed. This work was written in the first half of the 7th

century A.D., that is, before BudhasvStmn (c 900 AD)

The farmer who refers, according to Budhasvamin, to the

restriction for the stay of the recluses, is not known as a

* psncarStnka % but is referred to by that name The writer knew
of the practice and custom of the recluses. That he became
a Buddhist later, after visiting the places dear to the Hindus and

433. Mbh Santi, CXC 3,

434. p. 237,
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Buddhists, does not at once suggest that recluses who observed

this principle of * pa nearaira % must have been following the

rule of five-nights, regardless of doctrinal allegiance This

principle has been in vogue long before the rise of Buddhism.

Nor does the name, * vihara given to the resting places built

after the period of the Buddha for the stay of the Buddhist

monks during the rainy season, deserve specific attention. The

mhatas could have been built to house the itinerant recluses of

Buddhism, but the rule, that the recluses should not travel

during this period, is too well known under the name, *Safikalpa\

or rather ‘ Cdiurmusya-sankalpa The order of recluses and the

principles governing their lives were not invented by the Buddha,

In fact, he was an inheritor of Hindu ideals. He did not teach

any new religious doctrine, but laid greater stress on some of

the ethical doctrines which were already known to the people.

Thus it seems that the learned professor’s thesis cannot bo

accepted, as it is based on unverified principles and assumptions.

The sacrifice called 6 Pancard tra Sattra
9

is already stated to

have been the basis for the name of this Agama The ritualistic

aspect of this connotation of the word, * puncardtra\ does not

affect the name which the Vaisnava Agama assumed later.

There is parity between this aspect of the Agama and that of the

Rgvida . Both had only the ritualistic aspect at the beginning,

Philosophical speculation arose later, both in the case of the

Vedas and this Agama Authenticity cannot therefore be denied

to this Agama .

It is suggested that the eon •yajnic aspect of this sacrifice

should have been a later development under the influence of

Buddhism and Jainism. This also is open to doubt. That is,

there is the symbolic representation of the sacrifice in the

PancarS tra-$attra. This is intentional. Such a representation Is

found also in the passage of the Chandyoga Upamsad435 where

485, V, 18, 2*
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the chest, hair and heart of the worshipper are imagined to be

respectively the altar, darhha grass and the Gdrhapatya fire

Hence, the Pancard tra Agama must not be taken to have intro-

duced the symbolic representation of the sacrifice. The Upant-

pad is found to contain already this feature

As regards the replacement of the earlier vyuha of Nara,

Nsraya^a, Krs^a and Hari by the latter, it must be borne in

mind that the Ekanttdharma is said to have disappeared several

times and evolved again and again.436 On the last occasion,

which is identical with the rise of the Panearat™ tradition, a

new vyuha was evolved in which the four manifestations of God
find representation, allowing the mind and ego to have their

due place in the scheme through their presiding deities

Thus, an explanation has to be given for the rise of the

Pd nearatia doctrine, offering a twofold meaning for this name.

One lies in the doctrines which were preached by Brahms, £}iva,

lodra, Naga (or Brhaspati) and Rsu According to the other,

the word *panca* stands for an aggregate having the five limbs of

abhtgamana
7
upaddna

,
ijya 9 wfldhydya

, and yoga With refer-

ence to
4
rdtra

9 which means 4 ahordtra % these five convey the

sense that the daily routine should be divided into five pans

having these names

The name ‘ Pancara tra \ in its latter significance, is appli-

cable to the system with special reference to the practical side,

that is, the rituals The words, 4 ijya
9

and 4 svadhyuya \ bring

out the Vedic foundations on which this daily routine is based.

It lb to vindicate this aspect of the system that Vedanta De£ika

wrote the Pancar5tra»rahsd ,

Vide:

sftaramsrfcrsTJrr *rafit<rr n

(p 44, Adyar edn.)

431. Mbh, Ssnti CCCCVII1.
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The division of the full period of ahordtra is treated In the

Jayakhya-samhitd^37
?

perhaps belonging to the oldest group

among the PSficaratra works

That the ritualistic contents of the system could not be

traced to a single source, must be admitted The P&ncardtra*

sattra
, described in the &atapatha-Brdhmana, provided the

system with the concept of the period of five nights. In this

sense, the classification by the name of the system gets justified*

The greater significance, attached to this source, is due to the

unassailed supremacy and overlordship of Vispu, The system

drew sufficient inspiration from this for its philosophical back®

ground. At the same time, the ritualistic aspect of this sattra

is reflected in the treatment of the acts of Visiju as having the

nature of performing the sacred ritual as enjoined by the Vedas

themselves However, how and when the classification of the

daily routine into five parts arose cannot be proved with

evidence Perhaps the five parss of the day, prdtah
,
$amgav®%

madhyahna
,
apardhna and sdyam as named in the Dharmaiastras,438

influenced a similar attempt at diurnal division for the purpose

of worshipping God

In this context, it is necessary to criticise the

following statement of Prof Hazra “It is more reasonable

to hold that the original non-Vedic as well as anti-Vedic

ideas of the Pdncardtras were permeated through the Samhi~

*£5439” it is unfortunate that many Indian scholars have been

encouraged to hold views such as these, under the influence of

the Western Orientalists Ideas and practices such as these

could be held as non-Vedic, as they do not form part of the

contents of the Vedas„ There is, however, no justification to

437. JS. oh. XXII Pars . IX. 16M78

438. Aparirka on Yajftavalkyasmrti, pp. 404.

430 Upaputsms
, p. 1 10,
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treat them as anti-Vedic, No idea or practice that is found In

the Pancaratra could be proved as opposed to the teachings of

the Vedas That is, the Vedas do not contain any doctrine or

enjoin any practice which is contradicted in the Agamas , The

latter do not preach doctrines or prescribe any practices which

condemn particular Vcdic injunctions. Many of the recensions

of the Vedas are lost. The Mimdmsd system agrees to treat the

Smyti texts as authoritative to uphold certain practices which

find no mention in the Veda**40 On this ground, the Smfti

texts are not held to be anti-Vedlc.

The sources for the Agamic practices could traced to

those of people m certain parts of the country and confined to

them alone The Kalpa-sutras support the authenticity of such

practices and their adoption 441 Those who have taken to

practices not traceable to the Vedas and Smrtis
,
are not stated

anywhere as having preached anti-Vedic doctrines.

From time immemorial, Hindu society has been dynamic

and progressive. While the externals of the practices remained

unchanged. Internal changes were allowed to take place, as is

clear from statements recorded in the Dharmaidstra texts which

seem to have contradictions and inconsistencies The division

of Hindu society into Vedic and aboriginal was made by Western

scholars with the sole intention of underrating the worth of the

Vedic texts and suggesting that the aborigines did not have an

Inferior cultural background The attention of the readers is

drawn to the introductory chapter of this work, where Hindu

440, Tantravarttika on I. 3 2,

441 P. V Kane * History of * DharmaJastra *
, III, pp 848-855

Cf. Bharatiya Vidya, VI. pp. 27-30

stsnrfsifd firert: i

li valayaaa Grbya-sutra, 1. 5, 1.

Cf. Bodbayana Dharmc-siitra, 1. 1. 19, 20.
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society is shown to have been advanced In progress and
civilization in very early days, It is needless to believe in a

cleavage of Hindu society as postulated by the Western

Orientalists and their Indian followers, Hindu society has been

culturally one and the same, having provision for diversity at

various levels of thought and practice

It must be thus conceded that there are no anti-Vedic ideas

and practices in the Agamas. Non-Vedic ones are, however,

there, as the Vedas are not to be looked upon as an encyclopaedia

treating of all aspects of the life of society Many concepts and

practices should have been in vogue even with people professing

Vedsc culture, that were not recorded in the Vedas . On this

ground, the Agamas, which deal with them, could not be

treated as non-Vedic or aoti-Vedic.

The same explanation holds good for the philosophical

background of the Agamas which arose with explanations for

rituals The schools of Vedinta, which drew inspiration from

the Nyaya and SaAkhya doctrines, changed those borrowed

materials to suit their needs. The same feature is found in the

Agamas The Sankbya doctrines, preached in the Mok$adharma

section of the Mahdbharata, were changed to suit the Agama

doctrines in the Pdncaratra Samhitds .

The Pancar&tra Agam^ regards V isnu with $ri as the Ultimate

Reality. For the purposes of creation and for worship, Visiju

manifests Himself fn three forms called Sankar$ana, Pradyumna

and Amruddha. It is said that Visnu is Vasudeva from whom

arises Saftkarsa$a standing for the self From Sankarsana arises

Pradyumna representing the mind. From Pradyumna arises

Aniruddha representing the ego {ahamkdra)M* All these con*

stitute the fourfold vyuha There are the divine descents called

442. Mbh % $aath GCCXLVII. 32-40.
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avataras of the Lord which are also enshrined in temples. The

Lord is also present everywhere inside all living beings as

antaryamin The self will have to devote itself to the observance

of the five daily duties, such as abhtgamana and upadina .

Worship is to be done both in the temple and in the house.

Such is in brief what this Igama teaches.

The authority of the Pdncaratra Agama has been questioned

by adherents of different faiths The question of validity in the

case of the Vaikhanasa Agama is not so serious, as it is based

exclusively on the Vedas. Even if Vikhanas is not held to be

Brahma,443 the authority of the Agama tradition known by his

name cannot be questioned, for he himself was a Vedic seer and

bis doctrines are hence valid. The same cannot be said of the

PaHcaratra Though expounded by Narayana Himself who is

identified wth Visnu444^ it cannot be readily admitted as

mtnnsical!} valid like the Vedas which are not the work of any

author or authors, human or divine

The main ground for any objection of this kind is that the

PaHcaratra doctrines are not only not based on Vedic authority,

but preach many a practice which is pronouncedly anti-Vedic

The Kurmapurana mentions this system as one among others

which are outside the pale of V.dic culture and so deserving

rejection.445 Meditithi on Manu (X 22) has a similar remark on

this system,

443 Vide

^ fnsrr %: Wrwn i

Taiitirlya Atanyaka (I 23)

Brahma, who was performing penance, shook his body The

Vajkhanasas arose from his nails. The word * Vaikhsnasa 1

is from
* Vikhanas 1 which illustrates the phonetic change of metathesis.

444 Mbh, &snti CCCLIX. 95-68.

445, See under fn. 183,
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Again, the adherents of the system adopt, in addition to

the Vedic mantras, the tintnka ones also All the sacra-

mental practices (samskaras) beginning from impregnation

(
ntseka

)

are governed by their own doctrines. For them, the

DoadadSksara mantra is everything. Neither the GSyatrl is

recommended nor utilised, nor Vedic study, japa and other

works enjoined in the Vedic tradition undertaken

Vide

trerrstjjrr i

^rr firar h ii

st grfbft ?r ^ i

% 5?r: ^TTra3cr35t=5r5rar^% ^^crfosiTStqwn^R-

^ftrlferiter f&for i

Agamapramanya
, p 78.

Secondly, the pancasamskara is considered as a sacrament

necessary for initiation (diksfi) for any one to get qualified for

offering worship to God. Brahmanas, Ksatriyas and Vaigyas

can get initiated into Vedic study through the upanayana The

Pancaratra tradition prescribes the pancasamskSra both for those

who are dvijas (twice-born) and for those (gudras and women)

who are not eligible to have the upanayana

Vide -

arrant tMn i

STTsfcfrq-ISI RfST-ggb II

faf?rtTT?«rrq- jfcr: q-t i

Mbh BhlqmaLXVI.39, 40.

The word, * k;talaksana ’ in the first line quoted above must be

taken to mean one who has obtained marks of identity, and so

must refer to one who gets identified as a Sattvata by having the

pancasamskara *
‘ ca' in

‘Xudratdca

*

can imply women, for women
ASV—18
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are not denied the pahcasamskara . Thus, an additional or

speci'fite initiation is enjoined by this Agama as obligatory, while

the Veche tradition does not prescribe any such thing

Thirdly, as a corollary of this paheasamskdra initiation. It

follows that those who are otherwise totally disqualified for

understanding the act of worshipping God get adequate qualifi-

cation The upanayana is not enjoined for those who are not

twice-born. On these grounds, it is evident that the Paficaratra

tradition lays down rules for practices which can be claimed
to go against the Vedic tradition.

But if Narayana Himself has expounded such doctrines

going against the Vedic tradition, how can He be justified in

doing so, as He is thus contradicting His own statements

f w&rosrr i

Visnudharma 6,31

64 The Vedas and Smrhs are only My commandments”

iter: i

BG (XV 15)

44
1 alone am to be known through all the Vedas 99

It is not possible to believe that the Lord would have

preached the Pa heara tra contradicting /edic tenets

Fourthly, another argument against the PdhearSira system is

set out in the Utpattyasambhavddhtkaraiya of the Brahmasutras,

This section contains the following nitras —446

1 (II 2 39)

i (ii 2 40)

fsrermr%*rT% s (iu.41)

firsr%%s?ra 1 (11.2 42)

446, Th© Brahmastitras given her© are numbered as 42 to 45

according to to th© &r%hha§ya of Ramanuja,
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The Agama declares that the self called Saiiikarsana is born

of Vasudeva, the mind called Pradyumna from Saihkarsa^a and

the ego called Aniruddha from Pradyumna.

Vide:

TOronmnj, qrs^crrsfr^srr^ nm stert

3rr«r^, e^ntig; srasra#

sifrrc 3rr?Tcr ?f?r i

SfribhS$ya on II.2. 39.

The self has neither birth nor death

Vide-

st grr i

(Katha Upanisad . I. 2. 18)

In the Agama passage cited above, the self is stated to have

birth Hence the Agama of the Pancardtra system cannot be

valid. This Is conveyed in the Sutra (II 2. 39) cited above.

That the mind called Pradyumna arises out of the self

named Sahkarsana cannot be admired, because the breath,

mind and all the sense organs are stated to spring from Brahman .

Vide :

*W9TTsrr?T^ sTTorf «sr i

Mundaka Upanisad (II 1 3)

The self which is the agent cannot be the source for the mind.

This objection to the Pancara tra doctrine that admits the rise of

the mind from the self is conveyed in the Sutra (II. 2 40)

If the adherents of the Pancardtra system seek to Interpret

the rise of the self and mind as stated in II 2. 39, by taking

Sankarsa$a and Pradyumna as Vasudeva Himself in His essential

characteristic of knowledge, the impossibility of origination is

not contradicted , that is, the objection stands undisturbed.

If all the four represent only Vasudeva, the rise of one from

another cannot be admitted as also the plurality of the divine

manifestations, This is the sense of the Sutras
%
IL 2. 42*45,

•
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Fifthly, the Pancaralra position prescribing Idol worship

stands contradicted on the strength of the Vedic passages which
prescribe the ways of obtaining release. The Supreme Reality

is to be meditated upon.

Vide :

STRUT SIT »T^ s[?53t: STtcRSTt feeler: I

(BrU. II. 4. 5)

(O' the self is to be seen, listened to, reflected upon and
contemplated upon.)

The pranava must be meditated upon.

Vide :

(<ChU I. 1, 1)

(One must meditate upon the Sama chanting of the syllable
5
0/72 ’

)

These four sutras together form ao argument directed

against the validity of the Pancaralra system

Sixthly, £>anddya, it is said, learnt the Vedas, ItihSsas,

Puranas and all other subjects required to be studied. He could

not find, from what he had learnt, the final means to get what
was good for him. He felt miserable at this 447 He prayed to

God who gave him the Pancaralra doctrines

Vide *

soften vRmrq;
i

fsrfir jrtt stwtr gT^r^gmfir =*

?T fsRT 1

srq-^Tm %5T II {Bars 1.3-4)

44? This bears close likeness to th© treatment of a similar them© in
the Bhumavidya-prdkar&na in ChU (VII 1),
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trarreit sfc i

^Rnj^crqT *r«rTfpr*r ii
448

The foregoing passages reveal that 3andilya had doubts as to

the utility of studying various subjects. He could get full

satisfaction only from the Pancaratra doctrines This attitude

of 5andilya questions the usefulness of Vedic study and, as such,

the Pa neara tra doctrines should be considered as anti-Vedic,

thus losing their validity.

Seventhly, the Pancaratra system is not included in the

traditional list of subjects studied

Vide -

^r: ^rrmfjr m?rr?rf srsfer w h

Yajnavalkya Smptt (1 .3)

Eighthly, the Pdncatitra system is called Sd Uvala. What does

this word mean ? It is a system belonging to the Sativatas* who

are said to belong to a particular community called Vai£ya«

Vratya which includes Sattvata, SudhanvS, Acarya and others 449

Those who are devoted to worshipping an idol and earning

thereby *helr livelihood, are called Devalakas Those who do

this work for livelihood without initiation arg Karmadevalakas

and those with Initiation are Katpadevalakas . Both are unfit for

any responsible work in religious rites They are to be kept at a

distance from enlightened society There are two more kinds of

448 Ramanuja mentions this in continuation of the previous flokas

cited from the PaiS I 3-4 Sudarsanasuri notes that this tfloka is the one

following I 3-4, but it is not found m the present text of ParS I 3-4

Vide .

srefterr vprat %^r

(&rutaprakaiika on II, 2, 42.)

449 MS X 23 See Medhatuhi on Ibid. X. 22, 23
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Devalakas, all of whom are not considered to be real Brahmins*

In fact, they are treated as outcastes.450

Ninthly, what Is offered to the deity, whether flowers or

food, must not be taken by any one and must be thrown away

in water. Acts of expiation are prescribed for taking such

offerings which are called technically mrmdlya 451

Vide :

sresj 5^ q'jarasrrftr err i

SKS givata tra.VA8 >49.

The name 6 Saitvata \ the description of Devalaka as a priest

for worship and the practice of taking mrmalya prove that the

PdnearSira Agama deserves severe condemnation and so is totally

invalid.

Finally, the derogatory expressions found in the Vatkhanasa

texts against the Paficaralra Agama and in those of the Pdnca -

7a Ira against the Vatkhanasa are to be taken Into account while

considering the question of validity. The Vaikhinasa which is

based on the authority of the Vedas
,
should be considered as

not only valid, but also ancient The Pa neara tra Agama
$

It Is

argued, must therefore be treated as later In origin and

unauthontattve.

450, Agamapramanya

,

p 8

451 Vide •

iwt fStf# gram r

cited m SR * p 82 as taken from the BrahmapurSna

Cf Pars XII 88b, 87a , VII 44a for the pnma facie view See Datf

gupta S. N History of Indian Philosophy III ch XVI for an account of

objections of this kind
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The Vaikhanasa texts frequently refer to the Pdncardtra

practices as non-Vedic, tdntnka and as harmful to the people.

The Vaikhanasa system is claimed to have been taught formerly

to Vikhanas by Narayana Yajfiavalkya and others introduced

into It the mantras of the Ekdyana recension when there was

some danger to the system

The Vaikhanasa is called Saumya and the PdHcardtra> Agneya*

The latter was revealed by Vasudeva to safeguard the former.

The former must be adopted for offering worship 10 villages and

cities, in palaces and private houses The latter should be

confined to forests, hills, the seashore, banks of rivers and the

confluence of holy rivers and the sea. That system which was

adopted at first for excavating the ground for the construction

of the temple must be continued to be adopted for subsequent

purposes. The other system should not be brought in on any

account

Vide

srrft I t

?r n

SA LXXVIIl II

If an attempt is made to mix up one with the other, the king-

dom or administration of the locality will suffer 452 If an

adherent of the tdntnka system touches the idol or enters the

sanctum sanctorum of the Vaikhdnasas
9

reins tallatioa and

reconsecration must be done according to the Vaikhinasa system.

If the Vaikhdnasa mode is to be adopted in a temple which is based

on the Pdncardtra Agama, there Is no harm. But the reverse

will be attended with grave consequences Those who meddle

with the Vaikhanasa mode would go to hell.4S3

452 SA. LXXVIIl 2-12 , VK 77

453. SA, LXXVIIl, 18-24.
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A person who offers worship to an idol, whether of 3iva or

Yisnu, through the tantrika mode is a Devalaka That country will

be prosperous where the Vaikha nasa system is adopted. Any
other system, when followed, will not yield any result. The

Lord is stated to favour the VaikhSnasa method and to like only

the Vaikhanasas who are His own sons, while those who follow

the practice of initiation are His adopted sons .454

The PanraratrS tests too do not favour the mixing up of the

practices enjoined by them with those of the Vaikha nasa texts.

Vide •

STHProT RJTRsSf 5=CT %3T I

nwr? II

^3^ ksTRT I)

5T ^rfer^Ttr «r§r: i

jtirg n

S3

(cited from the Kdlattara m PR p,l00)

The Vaikha nasa system is severely condemned as yielding

misfortune, and as ugly and impure This mode is there to be
replaced by the Pancard tr

a

system 435 In general, the rejection

of the Vaikhdnasa mode of worship and the rules for purification,

if the temple and the system of worship are connected with their

priests or practices, are found treated in most of the Samhttas

of the Pdncaratra Agama under the heading of Pr®ya$citta„

454 Ibid LXXVIII, 25-27
, cf. ibid 36, 37 LXXVIH, 62b-64 , KR 9

XXXVI 32-35,36,37,45

455, Vide

ft* wcr^or ?

PR. p. 101.
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However, the SamhitSs called Ratnatraya, namely, Pau$kara $

Jayakhyd and SaUvata > do not have inch Insulting references to

the Vatkhanasa system.

When the idol m a temple where the Pdncarutra mode Is

followed is touched by the followers of the Vatkhanasa tradition,

the idol is to be bathed in milk. It requires re-installation

according to the Pdncaratra mode.

Vide

WjT&i-g i

ParS. XIX. 373.374.

Offering the bath to the deity is of different kinds. “ The worst

of the lowest kind ” will have to be offered when the Idol if

touched by women or those who have not had upanayana or the

Vatkhanasa Brahmins or those who are not Vais^avas. Homas to

pacify the evil influence will have to follow.

Vide

cror tNrrJraftsh i

wromert i

Rrasrcf?! ^TTfscr^mf^ ’srtgc. 11

IS XIX 135b, 136.

The Pa Heard tra system must, on no account, be replaced by any

other system of worship The Vatkhanasa mode of worship Is

stated to be opposed to the PdncarStra system

Vide

srafipEa'jf 55!% i

sr%5TTfrJTcTtSWTt?q-fg^5

fqflcrrfqsr 3rrarR rsr^rsftfa % 5*r: ll

qaarcrsrfqsriJfrr i

srr^TJT qrrq fegqrfq ll

ParS. XIX. 548-550.
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A priest who has had initiation m a temple according to a parti-

cular system, must not attend to excavating the ground and

other acts according to another It is not proper for one who

is a teacher or priest to change the system of which he is a

follower

Vide*

ferr il

tjard 1

prgfspsr: i

pmftk 'srrftr *r 55^ 11

PaS. IV 19 131-2

The Vaikhmasa system and those of the Saivas are declared as

non-Vedic and as not benign (asaumya), while the Pancaratra is

saumya. Hence worship should not be according to these

modes.

Vide .

fhfWsrcrrwrr 3v=?raR 1

=srr«rot?q 1

g hiwt er^trrr^w 11

VtS XXXIX.279,280

The Pancaratra system is stated to be the reverse of this in the

Vatkhanasa Agama *

Vide

trr^rsrqrq; 1

SA. LXXV1II.5*.

The P&ncaratra mode of installation of the deity is enjoined even

when the preliminary rues are performed in accordance with

the Vatkhanasa or Salva mode

Vide;

WjwfsRReT: «

srr^nr i
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?htlwrr*Nsn*rr g Rrferer srreg^ms^ 11

ci^% ^Tr^tr^ ®tvs$r farnnrt t

FtS.XXXIX.275b-277a.

At the same time, it is stated that the two must not be mixed

up with each other.

Vide-

frsrrrg cf&trqrcSfr * gnifapvcnrot i

Ibid.285b

The Vatkhanasa system is stated to have been expounded by

Bhargava (Bhjrgu or his descendants) for the well-being of the

Vaihhanasas This must not be adopted by the twtce-bont either

for their private or public worship.

Vide

sNrr?rarserTOfcr srr*# mferferffranq; l

5rrg*&?f %3T^|i:Tew^r^ trt^r 11

Ibid 289b-290a

Those who take to the vanaprastha order are stated to be of two

kinds, namely, Vaikhinasas and Satas The latter offer worship

according to the Kgama taught by Bhargava Bhrgu, it is said*

expounded this Kgama for the prahlomass45®

Vlde

Wr*T*rn sfccsr: m*raro»r?3W>T: i

STlfT^tlTTk^r^qr ^OTT II

V%S XXXIX 295.

The systems of Paftcaratra and Vatkhanasa must not be mixed up

as this would lead to total destruction

Vide

cn^r^T^^ar sr€ a

Ibid,291.

456 One is said to be a pratiloma in social status, if he is born of a

higher cast© woman and a man of lower caste*
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In many respects, the Agamas differ from each other, and so

diverse results happen when the practices prescribed by them

are adopted. The deities who are installed by the procedures of

different Agamas, would get enraged when the ways of worship

get mixed up, and would bring ruin to the worshippers

Vide

*rr?srcr fte srafirsrrsr^ i

sr^rff^rftTffn ^reErrsraf&ar: i

Ibid 302,303.

Elaborate rules of expiation are prescribed when the practices

of the Paricaratra system get mixed up with those of the

VatkhanasaA57

Thus, both the Vaikhanasa and the P&ncaratra Agamas

prohibit the adoption of the practices prescribed in each other.

On this ground, it is contended, the Vaikhanasa is held to be

valid, leading to the declaration of the Paricaratra Agamas as

lacking authority.

Right from Yamunacsrya who wrote the Agama-pramanya

defending the validity of the Paricaratra, scholars have been

putting forth fresh grounds to maintain it.

The Paricaratra system was revealed by Naisyana Himself

Vide *

Mbh ganii CCCLIX 68a

<$% *rstvRsr^ i

ito q
,

r3ett:T3rr35ifgcn?: n

Ibid. CCCLVIII.62,63a

457. VIS XXXIX
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Narayana is stated here to be only the "speaker® (or expounder)

and not the author of the Pancaratra
. It is a great Upantsad

related to all the four Vedas and built up by Sdnkhya and Toga.

When the Supreme Being is mentioned here as the ‘speaker’, the

validity of this 'Agama cannot be questioned. The Ekayana

recension is claimed to have been the basis for the development

of the system This is said to be the root of the big tree of the

Vedas
, of which the Rk and others are the branches 4B8 Of

course this recension is now lost The question does not there-

fore rise about its validity, much less whether that validity Is

intrinsic or otherwise Thus, the Pa Hears tra Agama is as valid

as the Vedas are held to be.

The Pancaratra Agama is thus based on the contents oi the

Vedas It is pro-Vedic, not because Vedic mantras are frequently

cited for the rituals, but also because us tftntnka mantras are

based on Vedic passages 459 Certain Gayatrj, mantras^QO are found

evolved out of the Vedic Savitri and included as part of Vedic

passages. This adaptation of the Vedic pattern is followed In

Pincardtra Agama and therefore cannot make it antl-Vedic

The practices of a sacramental character are not eon-Vediq,

but are based on the Pancaratra tradition which in turn is based

on the Ekayana recension The ceremonial practices of the

Pancaratra system are exclusively based on this recension and do

not deserve condemnation, as is the case with the practices of

the Vatkhdnasa system which are based on the Vaikhanasa-sutra .

With reference to the practice of panoasamskata enjoined by

Pancaratra tradition, it must be said that while the VaikhSnasa

458 PaS I 1 56 PdrS I 76 The Ekayana recension is included m
the ChU VII 1 2

459 Cf. Omgum ganapataye namak is based on Om ganapataye

namah (LT XXXIII 13 )

460 Ndrdyana Upanisad, 5, 6, 7
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tradition recognizes mere birth in the family of the Brahmins
who belong to the Vatkhanasa-sutra as itself a qualification for

its members (who have had upanayana) for worshipping God
ceremonially, the Pa nearaira system prescribes an initiation

in the form of pancasamskara With the liberal intention of

permitting every person, irrespective of caste and sex, to

worship God personally, this act of initiation is enjoined

The procedure of pancasamskara is not Vedtc, but its practice has

sufficient Vedic authority. Vedic mantras are used and the

procedure is on the lines of the Kalpasutras This is not a proof

for the Agama’s non- Vedic character. The pancasamskara is the

only initiation (diksa ) for the fjudras and women and a second

one for those who have had upanayana Such initiation is not

an anti-Vedic practice in the case of the twice-born, for a

special initiation 461 JS ordained even for those who have had

upanayana for performing certain Vedic ntes.462 This is also

called * yajfiadiksa.'

Vide-

MS II. 169

With this special initiation, the Ksatnya and Vau$ya are

declared to have become Brahmanas.

Vide:

srigmt *rr tts 3rr?r?f tit i

muni ^1%^% ii

~Apcutamba tfrautaX il 5-6

The pancasamskara makes one who receives it Vais^ava, which

Vyasa calls krtalak$ana, Thus the second Initiation is not

enjoined by the Agama only It is taken to have been

inspired by the Srauta practice.

461 Special initiation is ordained only for these who get a genera^

kmd of initiation For details, see P, V\ Kan®, History of Dhwrmst S&stra,

Vol. II, Part 2, pp, 1137-40,
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The charge which is levelled against the PaHcarutra that

those who are not qualified for the upanayana are also given this

initiation and declared qualified for worshipping God, cannot

be sustained The rathakira
,
who does not belong to any of the

first three castes and is not entitled to the upanayana
, is permitted

by the Sfrautasutras
,

to consecrate the Vedic fire.462 Similarly,

permission Is given to the msddasthapati , who Is not also

qualified, to have the upanayana to perform sacrifices such as the

Agmhotra and Dargapurnamdsa 463 it is also curious to note that

the rathakara
, who is held to be not qualified to the upanayana , Is

allowed to have it under certain circumstances When viewed

dispassionately, one can see the growing tendency of a liberal

and broad-minded attitude in extending the application of the

rules of the Kalpasutras This is not conservatism, but progress*

It is this tendency that is witnessed in the Pdncaratra Agama .

That the Pdncaratra tradition is not anti-Vedic becomes

evident from the creation of the tdntnka mantras No attempt Is

made to stretch the rules of the Kalpasutras beyond limits and

deprive them of their sanctity and individuality. The tdntnka

mantras are not really Vedic, hut they could be treated as

mantras There are instances of even ordinary non»Vedic

passages having been elevated to the level of mantras . Such

passages find their place in the Vaikhdnasa^ texts also which

are held to be Vedic to the core. The objections against the

Pdneardira tradition which are noticed in the Kurmapurdya and

elsewhere should have been raised with a view to safeguard the

Vedic traditions from getting mixed up with tdntnka ones.

462 Eg, D%k<sa(i%yesti cf LT, Introduction, p 14.

483 See note under fn, 133,

464 Vide

VK. p. 368 Cf. SA XXXVI PaS. IV, 13. 1*7-143

1
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When God declared that sfruti and Smrti are His command-
ments and that H? could be known only through the Vedas, what

is meant Is that the Vedas are of supreme validity and the Smrti

comes next to them when it does not clash with their authority.

Otherwise, the epics, Puranas and the host of kindred works

would have to be treated as of no authority Like the Agama
which was taught to his disciples by Vikhanas on the basis of

the teachings of the Vedas, the Pdncaratra Agama too was

revealed by God Himself to sages and, as Vyasa put it, this

\gama, revealed by God, represents the quintessence of the

Upanisads The validity of both the Agamas cannot therefore be

questioned.

The Utpattyasambhavddhikarana forms part of the second

chapter of the Brahmasutras called Avirodhadhyaya Here it is

shown &hat the concept of Brahman as developed in the first

chapter cannot be controverted by any concept of any other

system whatsoever. This must imply that this adhikarana dealing

with the Pdncaratra system, should be interpreted to prove that

it is not Authoritative This is claimed to be pre-supposed by

thh author of the Brahmasutras .

The view of Sankara on this adhikarana is contained in his

BraHmasu trabha sya, which is the earliest available commentary.
He interprets the sutras here as refuting the view of the Pdncaratra

system, that the self called Sankarsa^a is born out of the Supreme
Being, V^sudeva. His objection is directed only against this

doctrine* He admits openly that the other aspects of this Agama
are not refuted.

Vide

’TtseV srmsrnr: ’qrcrrrmr sreforr

3Trr»i5TTrflT5TJT^^«rr
i (ii. 2. 43

)

This is because the Upanisads recognise this self-manifestation 485

{ibid.) 2 . 2 . 42 .

465, ChU. VII, 26, 2,
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Nor is there any objection to worship as prescribed by Abhi*

gamana. Even if Saihkarsaga and others are to be treated as

gods, then there will be four gods to be recognized which goes

against the PancarStra tradition, that Vasudeva Is the only one

Supreme Deity. If they are qualities, namely, knowledge etc.,

then this amounts to treating, for example, the same ‘Sankarfapa*

as a person and also as his quality. This position is

inadmissible. Besides, Sapdilya is stated to have given up the

study of the Vedas and taken to that of the PancarStra system.

This goes against the authority of the Vedas,

From this, it appears that 5aiikara is not against the

PancarStra Agama as such, except for the doctrine that the self,

Samkarsa^a, arose from Vasudeva. From the name of the

adhikarana and the first sutra there, it seems that the entire

objection against the PancarStra tradition is based upon this

contention only.

The Vi^istadvaita thinkers treat this adhikarana as conveying

not merely the objection to the PancarStra tradition, but also

the answer in favour of its validity. The first two sutras repre-

sent the prima facie view and the next two show that the Pirica-

ratra Agama is valid. There are certain adhikarapas466 in the

Brahmasuiras which are of this kind in containing both the

objection and answer for the particular concepts or theories

treated therein.

The first sutra (II.2 39) which refutes the statement of the

Agama that the self in the form of Samkarsapa is born. Is based

on wrong premises : for this Agama does not state anywhere

466. ' Adhikarana ’ is thus defined

traariw h

Sabdakalpadruma I. p. 37.

Cf. Jnsdhikarana II. 3. 19-42 , Sambandhadhikarana III, 3, 20-32 J

Samparsyadhikarapa IH, 3, 27*31,

ASV—20
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that the self is born, but emphatically declares that the soul is

eternal The statements made m the Agama text that the seif,

mind and ego are born must be taken to mean that the deities

presiding over these are born. Besides* this Agama passage

must be Interpreted like the Upam$ad passaged? which says that

he who has no blrt i is born in several ways By ‘birth® self-

manifestation is meant It does not mean that the mind and
©go are produced from the self as stated in the sutra II 2.40* for

all these are stated to be produced from Brahman 468

The sutras , II 2 41-42* could be taken to convey the siddhanta

view According to the siitra 41* the objection to the

statement that the self* Samkarsa^a, was born of V&sudeva,
cannot stand* as Vasudeva and the other three are only of the

nature of knowledge and the origin (of the world). That fs,

these four are only Brahman which Is knowledge and which
represents the original cause of the world. The words* ‘self

9

*

^mlnd® and ‘ego®, denote Saihkar§a$a, and others who manifest

themselves In particular forms. Hence the question of the self

getting birth does not arise. The very same Agama text which

states that the self, Samkarsana, Is born of Visudeva and the

mind, Pradyurona, from the self, declares that matter and the

self are inseparably connected with each other and that the self

ts known definitely to be beginningless and endless.

TaitUriya Aranyaka III 13 1,

4®8 Vide *

«*?rstn«rrq% aroft (mu s. i.i>

Also
gtessrt fagorrc^ i

iw: *3 qsr *T%Pse sffa: *3: H

ctoniiv srepft i

gtafarc «r a

{Mbh, Ssnti, CCCXLVm, 89, 40.)
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Vide •-

©rrfsrefttir ^ t

?r gHTfewcrsn ftfan n

Pars. II, 19.

This passage runs counter to the one which refers to the birth of
the self, and so the latter passage should be taken to mean that

there is no birth for the self from Vasudeva or for the mind from
the self. ‘Birth* must be taken in the sense of self-manifesta«

tation, as is done in the case of the Upantgad passage :

armorer** ^arr fasri^
(TA III.13.1)

Regarding the sutra, II. 2.42, it must be noted that it is

interpreted differently in different systems of thought. The

particle ‘ca* in it does not have any additional sense of argument,

but only the sense of objection or contradiction to what Is

contained in the previous stitra. It is claimed to mean that

what Is taught in the Pancardtra Agama stands contradicted.

This contradiction should rise only from the Vedlc passages as

referred to in the sutras, II 2 39-40. Such passages as the

Chandogya Upant$ad (II 1) and BrhadSranyaka Upamsad (II 4.5,)

enjoin meditation as the means of getting moksa. The PSHea-

rd tra texts, on the other hand, prescribe worship of God,

primarily in the form of the idol. Hence a contradiction to

this Jgama prescription is held to be found in the Vedas.

This kind of interpretation does not stand to reason, for

the very aim of the Agamas is not to prohibit the method of

meditation, but to prescribe idol worship as an easier way which

could be practised by all without distinction. So it is not anti*

Vedic. Ramanuja's interpretation which is based upon that of

Yamunaeatya, seems to be reasonable. That the self Is born is

contradicted in the Agama texts is the sense of the sutra II.2.42,

The objection of Saftkara is not justified. If the four

manifestations of God as Vasudeva, Samkarsapa. Pradyumna
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and Aniruddha are quite independent of one another, there is

the question of more than one Supreme Being But these are

only the manifestations of the same God and ao have only

functional differences Tbe other objection which is based on

the adoption of the Pdncaraira Agama by Sapdilya is not also

tenable, for Sapdilya did not question the validity of the Vedas He
could not obtain satisfaction from them, which is an indication

of his difficulty to get it This does not suggest his irreverence

towards the Vedas, and as such the Xgama tradition is not

opposed to the Vedic tradition* Hence no objection could be

raised against the validity of the Pincarfttra Xgama on tbe basis

of this adhtkarana
,
which aims only at silencing the objection

that was entertained against its validity at the tune when the

Bfahmasutras were composed by Badarayana.

It is interesting to note in this connection the views of some
other schools of thought on this adhtkarana BhSskara, the

exponent of the Bhedabhedavada, treats all the sutras in this

ahhikatana as directed against the validity of the Pdncaritra

Agama * While interpreting the Sutra % II 2* 41, he questions

the propriety of taking the self, mind and ego as the self and
notes that the episode of 3andilya is directed against Vedic
authority

Madhva, the exponent of the Dvatta school, takes a

different attitude This adhtkarana is, according to him, not

directed against the Pdncardtra Agama9 but against S&ktaism

and J>aivfsm The rise of the world from £>akti cannot be

admitted, nor should Devi, Tripura and Bhairavl be treated

as the source of the world. Shva also is not the cause. If

knowledge is held to be the cause, then that itself, being the

Supreme Reality, could be admitted to create the world* The
Vedic passages declare Vi Snu as the cause, and so any other

Interpretation sands contradicted, as it is opposed to Vedic
authority. It is a matter of opinion as to how far this

interpretation cpuld be admitted.
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The previous adhikarana called Paiupatyaihikara^a (II. 2.

35-38) Is devoted to the rejection of the systems which ate

devoted to the worship of 3iva It is not the Paiupata system

alone that Is meant there, but all of them, including the system

of £>aivism.469 Hence this adhikarana cannot be concerned with

Saivisra Treating it as directed against £>aktaism Is meaningful,

but the £>aktl cult is not totally free from the principles of 3iva*s

worship In a way, this cult may be taken to have been

condemned in the previous adhtkararta itself, though not fully

Anyway, Madhva’s intrepretatloo is original, and avoids the

difficulty which Sankara and Bhaskara were required to face,

namely, partial acceptance of the validity of the Pineardim
doctrines. The Vi£is£advaita interpretation is sane and sound in

that the objection to the validity of the Pdncardtra Agama Is

noted and the refutation of this objection Is admitted.

Treatment of a puma facie view and its rejection at tbe end in

one and the same adhtkararta do not affect the unitary concept

of the adkikarana

Nimbarka, the exponent of the Svabhavika~bhedabheda»vSda,

interprets this adhikarana as containing the refutation of the

system of the tfdktas. Sakti cannot be the cause, as no effect

could be produced by it without the control of Purusa over it.

The sutra 40 (which is numbered by him as 43) means that £>aktl

cannot be the cause, if Purusa is the agent The sutra 41

(numbered as 44) admits gakti to be the cause, if it rests in

Brahman . That 3akti could not be admitted as an independent

cause Is conveyed in sutra 42 (numbered as 45), as it is contra-

dicted by Sfrutt and Smftt In this context, it Is curious to find

that Ka£mlrabhatta, the sub-commentator of Nlmbarka's Brahma*

sutra*bhdsya which is called Vedanta~parija ta-saurabha
9 follows the

Vi^is£advanic interpretation in his Kaustubhaprabha NimbSrka

thus follows the line taken by Madhva

469, Tattvamartfnda, p, 55I 6
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Vallabha, the founder of the Sfuddhadsaita school of VedSnta
t

notes that this section is against the school of the BhSgavatas.

He holds that objection is taken against only one aspect of the

PSncarStra doctrine, namely, the rise of the self, Samkarjaua,

frbm Vssudeva. While interpreting the Sutra, II 2.44 (according

to his numbering), he writes that the objection against the

PSfluaratra cannot stand, if all the four vyuhas are of the form of

knowledge and the origin of the world. Objection would how-

ever be valid, if all are to have absolute independence.

As regards the objection raised here on the passage of rhe

Agama which mentions the birth of the self, Saihkargapa, from

Vlsudcva, it is difficult to understand what made the exponents

of the schools which are opposed to the spirit of this adkifcarana,

ignore a passage of the Taittiriya Upani§ad{\\1.13.1). While

the word jSyate' used there is noi objected to with reference to

Brahman's birth, objection is raised when it is used wi»h refer-

ence to the self. By taking the sense of the root, ‘jam', as

standing for ‘prsdurbhava% it is quite easy to note that ‘birth*

means only emergence or manifestation. Only what already

exists will make its appearance Similarly, the root, 'nag', mean-

ing ‘adariana

'

denotes disappearance and not destruction or

annihilation. As such, when rhe seif is said to be born, what is

meant rs that It has been in existence even before its appearance

which is possible only as encased m a physical body. Hence
* Samkarg <pa * is a word used to refer to a deity who has

emerged from Vssudeva with a body and also to mean the self

(jiva) which it controls.470 it is in this sense the following

passage is required to be understood :

—

3RT; sr^rr 3f*r?rt sftgrfstrsmsr i

(jYarayaniya Upanisad 1)

Regarding the objection that the Paficardtra Agama is not
included in the list of subjects which are intended to be studied.

470. LT VI. 13.
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it must be understood that the list enumerating fourteen subject*
in the Yajftavalkya-smyti (1-3), is not exhaustive, for there is

another llst47i which mentions eighteen subjects, adding four
more, namely, Ayurveda, Dhanurveda, Gandharva and Arthaiistra.
Ihhasas are also Included here. Similarly, the Agamas are to be
considered as a subject of study, and their absence from the list

does not declare their invalidity.

The word, ’
Sattvata% did refer to a Vaiiya tribe which

became elevated in social status by the birth of Kf?pa in it.

But it came to denote the Pancaratra system and hence lost
its pejorative sense. The validity of the system does not lie
merely in its name. It is the doctrine that proves its validity.
Therefore, the word 4Sattvata ’

Is derived in more than one way
so as to make It deserve the name of the system One of them
connects it with the word. ‘Sal', which means Brahman. Those
who believe in It or do work (i.e, worship) for It are called
‘ Sattvantdh * Their system Is called Sattvata.

Vide

*1^ Hr# STgr rTSrfT: STTc^ScTt I

°r
> srifensr sit# stt

rrffMor *rr5R*itiTt gr srii^fr:

Para$arabhatta : Bhagavad-guna^darpapa on

Visnusahasranama, Sloka 54.

The second way of explaining It is by taking It as delighting

those who adopt it.

Vide-

snewfo (^tr%) wrfwerrq; (/«</)

471, V.P, III, 6, 28-29,
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A third way is by taking the word ‘ SSt * in the sense of the

Supreme Being :

—

Vide:

srrg; ( ) sr cfanreftftr ?rr srTrSRrr.*,

wr srtmmiem » (ibid.)

This word * Ssttoata * may mean a despicable person in ft*

conventional sense. When it can yield another acceptable

sense, through etymology, the latter sense should be

preferred*' particularly when the conventional one could be left

aside. Otherwise, the word arSryaAI2 which is grouped here,

along with the word, * Satwata should meaa a low-born man,

while the conventional sense of a learned teacher Is to be

preferred.

The word *devalaka ’ refers to those who are not initiated

according to the Pattcaratra rites and who worship deities like

Rudra.

Vide •

cited in the Agamaprimapya p.72

Vide

frarar- & I ^?rr: 11

KA XXXVI 32,33.

Thus, there is no stigma attached to the priest who offers

worship in the temple according to the Pancaratra tradition, and

hence invalidity could not be attributed to the Pancaratra system

on this ground.

472. MS. X. 23 Cf. Agamaprsmapya, pp, S8-71.
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Nitmalya Is prohibited to those not devoted to

God 473 Sandal, unguent and others which represent nimilyat

are applied to the holy idol of Vigtju and become purified.

They purify the devotees of Visijn who take them. So It Is

sinful to refer to it and food offered to Vis?u In degrading

expresslona.474 When these are offered to Vigvaksena, they

become defective as nirmSlya, and so they could be partaken

before being offered to Visvaksena, by the devotees of

Vi$iju.476 Hence the PanearSira Agama does not lose Its vali-

dity for prescribing the partaking of ‘tiirmalya

Lastly, the authority of the Psneara Ira system cannot be

assailed on the ground that the Vaikhmasa system contains

vehement attacks on this Agama. That the VatkhSnasa Is based

on Vedic authority cannot be an argument in favour of its

superiority over the PsncarStra
, since ihe latter is also based on

the Vedas to a limited extent and this can be used as a defence in

its own favour. Mutual recrimination is noticed in the texts of

both the Agamas, and so it is not easy to settle the authority of

one at the expense of the other. It would be prudent to treat

each one as valid without reference to the other. In all proba-

bility such passages which condemn the authority of each

other should have got into these texts at a later date. Vedanta

473. PaiS XXXI 197-199.

474. Vide , Agamapramnnya, pp 74-78

475. ParS. XXVII. 24b, 25a VS. offers a wise interpretation.

Nirmalya is a reject when offered to other deities (XXIX 12). This text

refers to the view of some scholars who hold that what is offered to Vi??u,

must be taken by His devotees. {Ibid, XXIX 13a) Cf. NaradiyasamhitS

XXIV. 80b 81.

The following passage m it is worth nothing

:

n. 122b, 123a

ASV—21
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De£ika remarks that such passages should have been inter*

polated by those who were greedy (or ea>cr) to occupy forcibly
e?ch other’s place and thereby were keen to taste tire sugarcane
of pleasure, or by bachelors who were degraded priests.

Vide :~

?nfir : s%mfsr tot*:-

PR, p 101,

it Is possible to offer seme kind of defence for this mutual
attack Each system is nnxrous to speak of itself in the highest

self-praise Natunliy, Ut achieve thw* it U required to thi

mud at the other*

Vide:

sr % ffF?r ffFsr ssralr srftr §
l^rf^sr^fegrofer t

Hence serious thought need not be bestowed on this question.

One of them must not be unduly extolled, ignoring the intrinsic

worth of ne othet9

,

Such indulgence ip mutual accusations is not confined to

these f wo Agatnas The Vedas too contain passages which
illustrate this tendency*

Vid, ;

sRwrnarf §pF®qrr rriwr# T^fjRrsfr %m
srwrssrt m *jisr®r fNr i

Ailareya Xrayyaka, II 3 ft 8,

The sense of tfets passage is as follows?

;

gtrfg^ (I U) is a fk,W arm ?? (Aitareya Bruhma^a V 31 6a)

Is an utterance (gflths) There Is a passage technically called

kumbys wh*rfc takes tfrr form -f giving instruction for good
cor due k
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Vide :

WTVTCfsRJTOlT ^P5?TT S

(Sayapa on ibid.)

This is illustrated by the following passage :

^ ar i

S.P.Br. XI.5.4.5.

The fk cited above is of a general nature. The gaths and

kumbya given above are treated as particular fks. All the three

are metrical and are of a definite length and so are held to be

within limits (mito).

fwVirsrr srr^sresr (T.s. 1.1.1 1

)

Is a yajus passage*

wf! wfe TOW wrreer (T.s. 11 . 5 9. 1 .)

is a nigada which is stated as of the nature of addressing

another. Then there are arthavadas which are referred to here

as vftha vak.

Vide

itsskr^r srr ^
er sral f«ir srrfr

(‘Taitlmya Brdhmana 111,5.3.1)

The yajus y
ntgada and vrthi vak together constitute one whole

and are treated as yajus itself, but the formation here is not

regular and so is said to be not withio a particular limit (amita).

X The Pranava is uttered as part of the Sima chants as in

wtfirfe sr?4r *r

This is not true {aitfid) • that Is* It Is a lie

„

Here the Tajurseda and Sdmavsda are referred to as Inferior

to the Rgvsda* The latter alone has regularity* while the Tajus

has no regularity and the Sama is only music and has no

relevance to reality* The purpose of this passage Is not to

ridicule or condemn the Tajurveda and Simaveda s but to show how
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superior the Ftgveda is to both of them. A passage of this kind

occurring in the Aranydka of the Rgveda
t
illustrates how contra-

dictory passages occur even m the Vedas This does not prove

the other two Vedas to be invalid

Similarly, the Samaveda is condemned by treating it as

belonging to the- departed souls and contrasting it with the

Rgveda which is said to be divine and with the Tajurteda stated

to be human Hence its sou id is impure.

Vide :

fqser: II

MS IV 124

The passage which mentions Sa$dilya to have been dis-

appointed m not getting at 'he truth by studying the Vedas and
to have become enlightened by studying the PantarSira doctrine

must also receive the same interpretation. The reference to his

disappointment with Vedic study is not intended to devalue the

Vedas, but to extol the Pancaralra Agama.

Similarly, it is said that, when weighed against each other,

the Mahabharata was found to be heavy, while the Vedas were
light- This is only praise conferred on the importance of the

Mahabharata at the expense of the Vedas

Vide *

^Tr^TT OCSKcft %TT WTOT WfafjeT; 1

smr*i% *. 5*1 11

^ ?y5?ir ‘sr fenimfir ereftsfewifc. 1

Mbh Adi. I. 297,299.

Thus these statements convey that while a particular text is

intended to be extolled, other texts are given an apparent
condemmf'ton. This must be treated only as arthavSda, and so
the tex's which are condemned cannot be treated as
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unaufhorltative. The mutually recriminatory passages In th#
Pa ftcamera and Yaikhanasa texts can only show that each of these
Agamas Is valid, without getting affected In the least by such
condemnation.

The Panearaira Agama should not be treated as

uoauthontatlve, because of the alleged deceitfulness of
Ylsudeva as stated In the passage :

swft# sr^gcf arsrt?i% ffrfajgift sw* i

(cited in the Agamaprdmanya p. 23.)

The Pahearntra Agama was revealed by NSraya^a who is

identified with Vasudeva and glorified la the Upani$ads as

omniscient and compassionate, and so evil designs could not

be attributed to Him.

The Vedas, are claimed to be intrinsically valid by not being

the composition of any author. But their authority could be
questioned, as they too contain contradictory passages like

works of human authorship. 476

Vide :

1. *rffn:rw
i

*TT%TT% I

2. 3-fg^ I

i

3. zftf?fwtf%cr i

(

We may resolve the contradictions by treating the first set of
passages as giving rise to different results when the practice is

476. P V Ka»« • History of Dharmafsstra, Vol. H, part *, pp. 1104-
1205 (1) Aitaraya Brahmapa, XVi. 1. 4. SP, Mr, IX,7 , (2) Mareya
Brahmans, V 5. 4 , Taittiriya Brahmapa, II, l, 42,
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carried out indepuudestly., the second as intended to be
practised by persons with different qualification^ for

each and the third as to be carried out at different tlme*.47?

The Pancamtra Agama t though if has an author or proclaimed
In omniscient Narayapa

9 is free from all kinds of defects such
as deception, delusion and perversity It Is therefore valid, aud
the more so, because It gives correct knowledge about the

Lord The glorification of Vis^u in this Kgama as the supreme
among the gods, ih a question already settled in many of the

texts which declare* on the authority of the Upmisad$
9 that He

alone h great Such teste are In the Mahabharata, Visnupurina ,

Varihapurijta
,
Manusmrh and others. In particular the Mak3~

bha rata plays a significant role here If Is in the Sfantiparvan of

the epic that the Paneara ita doctrine gets detailed treatment
The author VySsa, who gets the entire credit for this, is believed

to be not different from Badarayana, the author of the Brahma -

sutras 478 Hence the objection to the authenticity of the

system is questioned in the Brahmasutras (II, 2 39-42) and is

answered in favour of -admitting the Xgama 9
$ validity

The origin of Ekanti-dkarma, which Is the basic foundation

from which the PancarUira Agama is developed, is described in

477 tfrutaprakatiika on II 2 42

478 Sudariandsftn cites passages from the SkandaptxtMn® to support
the identity of Vyisa with Bsdarsya^a { S'rutaprakasika ,

Madras edn.
with ten commentaries, pp 59-60} Vedantadelika also cites the above
passage Vide, Tattvaflka (Madras edn with ten commentaries, p, 73)
He cites a passage from the Bham*t% of VscaspahmiJra

Vide-

mz w wmmmimrm-
RVQTrefr i

vrsraeft wh i

AU other exponents of Adv&ta depute this identity For a detailed

account on this matter, see BVOL VII
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an interesting way in the ganiiparmn

,

cb.358. The sages called
Phenapa W(.re the earliest persons to practise this dharma

,

Valkhanasa got it from them and Soma received it from
Valkhanaga. Then this dharma disappeared In the Cak§u§a cosmic
epoch, Brahma got St from Soma who taught it to Rudra, who
imparted it to the Vsiakhilyas in the Kflayuga. Then this

dharma disappeared for a second time. In the Vacika manifesta*

tion of Brahma, it appeared from Narlyajja who imparted it to

the sage, Supariia, who preached it thrice whence it got the

name Trisauparya. Vayu received it from Supartja and preached

It to the sages. Again, this dharma went out of sight. Nsriya$a

brought it out and taught it to Brahma.

Vide :

«TH3rer%t? ^ffiar srrer?roig^!cern, is

Mbh Sfanti. CCCLVIII. 30b,31a.

Brahma created the world with the help of this dharma. He
taught this to Svaroci^a Manu from whom his son, Sankhapadl,

got it. It passed on from him io his son Sudbarms All these

happened in the Kfiayuga This dharma then disappeared for the

fourth time in Tretayuga Nartyaqa brought it out and taught it

to Sanatkumara from whom it was acquired by Virata Pr&jSpati

who taught this to the gage Raibhya It was then transmitted

to his son Kuk§ipaia. The dharma disappeared then for the fifth

time. NsrSvapa taught it again to Brahma from whom it passed

to the sages, B.rhifidas ; from them to the sage Jye?{ha who

studied the SaMveda and from him to King Avlkampana. Again,

for the sixth time this dharma was lost. Brahma was then taught

this In his seventh birth by Nirlyaga. Dak;* got It from

BrahraS and gave it to Jy-?t ha» his grandson by his daughter,

From him it passed to Aditya and then to his son Vtvasvln. At

the beginning of the TretSyuga, Vivasvin gave it to Menu who

taught this to Ikfvaku, Again It disappeared and was restored

"by Narayajja who taught this to Narada.
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This system Is called Pmftcaratra, wherein the Lord's
manifestations are one, two, three and four under various
reckonings. The SSnkhya

, Toga, Vedas and Aranyakas (which
stand for the Upanisads) form part of the system.

Vide .

ct^s^RwTsrrr m fgKg&cHwrt i

q'T^q-TTt'^r^rrifrr trrgrcr^ ^ n

Ibid 81

The Pdnoaratra doctrines were promulgated by seven sages

called Gitradzkhandins. Their names are Marici, Atri, Angiras,

Pulastya* Pulaha, Kratu and Vasistha. They wrote 1,50,000

dlokas The Lord commended what they composed as authori-

tative, conveying His commandments. Svayambhuva Mane
and after him U£anas and Bfhaspati preached them. King
Vase received them from Bfhaspati. Vase practised them and
then the system disappeared. 4?9

The Cxtraixkhandins mentioned here are only the well known
seven sages whose names are given differently in some sources.480

Whether Vasu obtained these doctrines from Bfhaspati requires

consideration. An account of the practice of these doctrines by

Vasu is given in the Mahahhurata
,

Sf&nhparvan , Chapter 343.

King Vasu performed the Aivamedha No animal was offered as

victim, but instead the effigy of an animal, prepared out of

grains brought from the forest. Vis$u was pleased with this and

appeared before the king and received the offering, but was

invisible to others. Bpbaspad who was the priest there, became

angry when the king informed him that Vishu received the

479 Mbh SSaU , CCCXLUL 28-52.

4S0 The seven sagas who are called Citra^ikh&ndms are included
among the nine pupils of Vikhanas See fn 287.
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offering In person. He blamed the king for discarding the

animal sacrifice and using the effigy of an animal made of flour

In its place. Besides, the Lord did not appear before him.

Bfhaspati refused to associate himself further with the perfor-

mance of the sacrifice The sages* Ekata, Dvita and Trlta, the

mind-born sons of Brahma who were present there, recounted

their vain attempts to visualize the Lord In spite of severe

penance, they could not see Him,481 Byhaspatl was then

convinced, and he helped Vasu in completing the sacrifice

From this account, it is clear that King Vasu was following

the principles of religion as set out in the Pa Heard Ira doctrines,

Byhaspati learnt about them only on the occasion when the

sacrifice was performed by Vasu It is only possible to say that

Byhaspati agreed to continue his participation in the sacrifice,

when convinced of the value of the Pancarutra doctrines by the

sages ; and in this sense, he was also an exponent of these

doctrines.

An account of the visit paid by Narada to £>vetadv!pa gives

some information about the P& Hearaira Agama. Narada went

to an island called Svetadvfpa and found certain persons who
had no sense-organs, did not take food and were motionless.

They emitted fragrance. He saw there the three sages, Ekata,

Dvita and Trita. They told him that at the conclusion of their

481 These are stated to be sons of Brahma (M5h S'anti CCCXLIV. 6),

There are hymns in RV
1
SY and SV for which they are seers.

Vide RV IX. 33, 3 4 . 10 I 3. Their hymns glorify Vifjiu. Yaska

derives their names m different ways

fttrsrr «rr srwRr&STfasftn*. i

Nirukta IV. 0.

About the inadequacy of penance, vide :

mu mii ^ n

Mbb. Isanti, CCCXMI, 23.

ASV—22
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penance for a thousand years, they were advised by an incorporeal

voice to go to gvetadvipa and meet the holy persons there.

Accordingly, they did so, but could not see anything there,

being blinded by tight of extreme brilliance They could not

see the Lord, but with divine grace they again performed

penance and beheld men white in complexion, resembling the

moon m lustre, and ever uttering mantras with folded palms.

This was mental japa All of them were of the same uniform

splendour. Suddenly, a flash of light appeared before the sages

who saw a group of people uttering the word * namah 9 The

vision of these sages became blinded by their extieme

brilliance Only the following iloka which they were uttering

was heard by the sages

Vide

narr ^ fawwrgw i

tjchr it

A breeze was then wafting fragrance. Those persons were

conversant with the fivefold division of time (pancakSla) and

they were exclusively devoted to Han (Vis$u) and worshipped

Him with great devotion through mind, speech and action.

The sages felt that the Lord should have presented Himself

before them, as thev heard those persons utter words indicating

the Lord*§ presence These sages, however, could not behold

the Lord Those persons did not observe the presence of the

sages there A voice addressed the sages asking them to wait

till Tretayuga , The sages were doing japa from then onwards.

As yet, they had not seen God and they informed Narada that

he too could not do so

However, Narada went to ^vetadvlpa and praised Hari,

addressing Him and using several expressions such as Tancarats

nka\ ‘Vaikhanasa’, ‘grivasa\ ‘Vasudeva’ and others. The Lord

appeared before him. Narada praised Him, The Lord said

that even Ekata and other sages could not behold Him After

directing him to go away from that place,, lest his presence
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should disturb the devoted life of the persons there* He went

out of sight 482

Narada witnessed thee those persons entering Into the Lord*

This is called mlaya 9 which is described Sn the bhutaiuddhl

process Vasudeva is declared to be the soul of all beings*

Samkar§ana the self, Pradyumna the mind and Aniruddha the

ego 483

In the brief period when Narada beheld the Lord* the latter

gave him an account of His divine descents. Ekata and others

were born as monkeys when the Lord Incarnated as Rama.

Narada learnt that the Lord had four forms (Vasudeva*

Samkarsana* Pradyumna and Aniruddha). The Lord referred

to Himself as Sattvata instead of as Kr§na.484

After the Lord disappeared* Narada went to Badarlkatframa

and learnt the PincarStra doctrines from Naraya^a. Vyssa Is

stated in the epic to have gone to the Milky Ocean and returned

to the hermitage 485

The doctrines of the Pa neara tra Agama are set forth by

Vyasa Aniruddha is the lord of creation 486 Nara and

Narayana explain the glory of Bhagavao 487 The descent of

God as Hayagrlva and the Ekinlidharma are well depicted,488

The Lord is stated to be the expounder of the Pdncardira .

Vide .

mmKxmw offerer gwr § i

Mbh gmt. CCCLIX. 68

.

482 Ibid CCCXLVI

483 Ibid. CCCXLVII,

484 Ibid CCCXLVIIL 55,

485 Ibid. 62-80

486 Ibid

.

CCCXLIX. 69

487 Ibid. CCCLIV.

488. Ibid* CCCIiVH, 4M6 , QGGLVUU
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The contents of Chapters 342 to J59 of the Sfantiparmn

show bow the Pdncardtra doctrines arose from Narayana and

were expounded through the ages The statement that

Vaikhanasa obtained them from Phenapa suggests that the

Vaikhanasa system is ancient and was not different, as it is held

now, from the Pdncardtra. Vaikhanasa was taught the Ekdnh-

dharma by Phenapa, and this is called Pdncardtra 489

The accounts given in the Vaikhanasa texts are confusing.490

Vaikhanasa is said to be tfriddstra, having the name * Ekdyana\

In another context, Yajnavalkya and others are stated to have

scented danger to the Vaikhanasa system and created another in

which the Ekdyana mantras were freely used 491 This came to

be known as the Pd neardira If this be the case, either the

Vaikhanasa system (which was also called Ekdyana) should have

been using the Ekdyana mantras and as such could not be different

from the PdTicardtra
1
or the former must not have been based on

the Ekdyana recension. When the account given in Chapter 358

of the Sfdnttparvan is considered, It seems that the Vaikhanasa

was the forerunner of the Pdflcardtra Perhaps these are not two

systems with minor differences, but only one and the same

system with different names. That this is probable

is evidenced by the use of mantras in which the names of

Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha occur.492

At least, the second and third belong to the Pdncardtra .

Vasudeva is not given prominence in the Vaikhanasa system

The account given in the Mahabharata refers to bhutaJuddht^QZ

but there is no reference to yantra and mudra The Ekantidharma

489 Ibid 81

490 SA LXIII 117

491 Ibid LXXVin 4

492 Ibid LXIV, p 392

493 Mbh, S'anti. CCCXLVil, 28*31,
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which was expounded and promtilagated by several authorities

at different periods, should have been practised exclusively by

the descendants or pupils of Vikhanas who developed a vyftha

doctrine consisting of Ive deities—Vi$nu, Puru§a, Satya,

Acyuta and Aniruddha 494 As the dharma continued being

expounded and developed, the Kr?na cult should have given

rise to the caturvyuka concept which forms part of the Pdnfaratra

but is not noticed by the Vaikhdnasa system. The Vaikhanasa

may have had its development in a single family professing the

Vaikhanasa-sutra, and so was not adopted by others. The
Pd Heard tra

9 on the other hand, had to appeal to a very large

community which had no specific doctrine for worship.

It is a* this time that the two systems had to assert their

individuality and superiority over each other in a spirit of

rivalry The texts in both the systems therefore contain

passages of mutual attack, and these should be treated as

Interpolations made by those who were interested in advocating

their own doctrines It is thus that we find certain passages

which con tradict one another 495 When viewed without Mae,

the two systems seem to have had the same source, though their

development might have been m slightly different directions.

It is said in the Mahdhhdrata that Aditya got the

Ekantidharma from Jyestha. He taught this at the beginning of

the Tretdyuga to Vivasvan and u passed on from VivasvSn to

Manu and from Manu to Iksvaku 496 This Ekantidharma consists

in the practice of devotion exclusively to Vis$u. To be

devoted, one has to carry out the act of worship which Is of

various kinds and is brought under karma* or kriya-yoga according

to Patanjah, the author of the Yoga-sutras 497 This dharma can

494 JS IV I3b-I4a.

495 SA LXV 117 , LXXVIU. 4 , VS XXXIX. 278, 279, 285b.

496 Mbh Santi CCCLVIII, 41-51,

497 Bhojavr tti on YS, II. 1
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be equated with the karma-yoga taught in the BhagavadglM where

the Lord mentions that St was taught by Him to Vivasvan who

transmitted this to Mann From Mann it passed on to Iksvaku.

Then it disappeared. The order in which this karma-yoga was

transmitted is the same as In the case of Ekantidharmain the epic#

The contention of many scholars is that the Bhagavadgltu does

not refer to the teachings of the Pancaratra Yet the order In

which the doctrine was handed down is the same in both the

Pancaratra and the Bhagavadglta and the temptation is irresistible

to discover the Pancaratra doctrines m the Gita 498

The doctrines of the Pancaratra Agama must be admitted to

be of ancient origin They were known to Vyasa* the author

of the Mahabharata The Vaisnavadharma-parvan , m the

Advamedhtka-parvan^99 contains an account of the Pancaratra

doctrines. The concept of vyuha is frequently referred to there

The Jitante Siotra, which contains 128 itokas in six sections,

is a khtla of the Rgteda 500 The verses are unaccented When

Narad a visited ^vetadvlpa and met the sages, Ekata, Dvita and

Trite, they advised him to repeat a Jitante $loka and taught

the stotra. Then, Narada went to a mountain called

Jayanta where Brahma was performing penance and taught It to

him Accordingly, this found a place in the epics and the

pura nas

The first five sections are expected to be recited each at

a pan of the day into which it is divided according to the

Pancaratra system The last is to be recited at any part of the

498 Bh G does not teach the doctrines of the Pancaratra, as is clear

from the absence of reference to the vyuha doctrine and the fivefold

division of the daily routine

499 Mbh hva G1I 84, CIV 84-81,

500 The Jitante-stotra is stated to have formed part of the Rgveda

Khila by Periyavsccan Pillai m his commentary on this stotra,
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day. The name of the stotra Is taken from the first iloka which

has already been quoted In the earlier account of the visit of

Narada to Svetadvlpa and which begins with the words t

44 Jtiam te

Some of the concepts of the Pdncardtra system are found

here. For instance, God has six auspicious qualities which are

the foremost among His countless qualities 501 The three

vyuhas, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and Amiruddha, have each two
of these qualities 502 The number of vyuhas 503 and the divisions

of the dayS04 are also mentioned The doctrine of self*

surrender 505 which has a special importance in the Pdncardtra

Agama
,

is referred to frequently. The Lord’s figure is gloriously

depicted and the left hand of the Lord holds the club which Is a

particular feature of the idol.506

The date of this work cannot be settled. The opening

stanza could have been there from the very earliest times. This

is treated as a mantra in the Pdncardtra texts, 507 some of

which 508 contain an exposition of it. By itself. It does not

convey any particular concept of the Agama, The stotra as such

could have been composed during the period when the

particular concepts became fully developed. It cannot be late

in origin, as most of the Pdncardtra 509 works refer toil and

cite passages from it.

501 JitantQ Stotra II 30 ,
V 2.

502 Ibid IV. 4

503 Ibid II 31 , IV 5

SQ4 Ibid. 18, 19, 32 ,
HI. 3 , IV. 9, 10.

505. Ibid V. 4, 8

506, Ibid II 4, 5, 22

SOT LT. XVII. 20

508. AhS. Lm.

509. Ibid, LT, XVII t 29; GS s
XIII, 223b-224a,
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The Visnupurapa contains some of the doctrines of the
PSncarStra system Vasudeva is the Supreme Lord.510 He is

present everywhere and everything rests in Him

Vide

.

’dhrrat' Hurer xr % srer: i

VP. i 2. 12.

The word, * Bhagavan % refers to Vj§pu, possessing the six
qualities otjnana, daktt, bata, atSvarya and lejas without a tinge
of any blemishes.Sll

Vide .

f=Rr II

VP. VI 5 79.

Vispu with Sri is the Supreme Reality Sri is never without
Him.

Vide

:

farrqlqr 3PT?wraT fsparfo srfrjrqrfiisft i

WT Slhmt II

VP I 8 17.

She is Tusti and Sakti.

Vide

Ibid I. 8 17.

nqmftr:
ii

Ibid. 1. 8. 29a

510 VP VI. 5. 75, 80, 12.

511 Ibid. VI, 5. 74, 78, 85
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She awards moksa to the selves.

Vide

:

jrgrferar sjuf^tiT §jrt*r% t

smirfosjr !sr cw mgraro^rftrsft 11

Ibid. I. 9 120.

There is mention of the four manifestations of God in vyUha

form 512

Vi§$u pervades both matter and the selves and is the Self

of all Both the animate and inanimate beings are enveloped

by Vi§$u’s power which sustains them. This power Is of the

mature of these.

Vide •

JT^TT^^f^Tcft sqrrft %?T!fTr*TTr5tI%^5TJ t

srsrrH ^ jmsNr ^Trir^^r n

UfTf% I

IN <|5sr»m2r5ET=ojf gssr^^i ^ u

VP. II. ?. 29, 30.

srfe: *nftr ?rar firant: i
513

Ibid. II 7 32a.

These doctrines which belong to the Pdncarmra system* are

dealt with in this Purdna Its date must be before the fourth

century A D., as a reference is made to it in the Mantmekalai^H

a Tamil classic composed about the third century A D.

Since these doctrines are of ancient origin, they could have

been incorporated in this Purd$a% but the indebtedness of the

512 Ibid V 18 58.

513. That S'rl is the source o! matter and selves is admitted by both

the Vaikhanasa and PsScaratra Igamas. Vide •— VK* pp, 493-494, LT<

0.3-25 814 See fn, 183

asv—23
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PaHcara tr

a

texts to it, at least for some of them, cannot be

completely ruled out.

The tenets and some of practices which pertain to the

PSHcarStra are mentioned In the Bhagavata God is sattvatSm

pati, the leader of the Sattvatas SIS The fourfold manifestation

of the Lord is frequently referred toSIS He has 3ri as His

consort81 ? and has the six qualities 518 Reference to the

self as ‘jivakoda'519 Indicates the author’s acquaintance with the

Pa neara Ira doctrine. There is no method other than prapatti to

get moksa 520 This Parana is doubtless late In origin and

contains references to the tantrika mode of worship 531 But

this is not of much help in determining the an'iquity of the

pwanas

The VtsnudharmottaraSZZ ^a tidilyasmrti^>2Z Puranas like

PSdma.SM Varaha,525 Garuda,52® Lmga^ZI and VamanaS28 and

the ItihasasamuccayaSZQ contain topics dealt with in the

*15 Ibid Bh I 2. 14,

516 Ibid. I. S. 37.

517 Ibid. I 16. 30.

518 Ibid I. 3 36

519 Ibid X 82.48.

520 Ibid. XI 12 15

521 Ibid XI 11 37 Abhmavagupta (C 1050 A D ) mentions the name
‘ Bhagavata ' and its eleventh skandha and quotes the 17th Iloka in the 20th
chapter in his commentary on Bh. G

522 Part III

523 Cited in RTS I. p. 424

524 Uttarakbanda ch. LXXXVUI.

525 LXVI 11 , LXIX. 25a.

526 I 137.

527. II. 7

528. XIII-XVIII.

529. Cited in PR, pp, 104, 149 (Adyar edn).
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Pdnsardita texts. The dates of these works have not been fixed

with any degree of certainty. It Is therefore hard to find out

whether the Panearaira texts are indebted to these sources or

whether what they say 00 these doctrines should be considered

to bear the Influence of the Agamas*

The ancient Tamil classics contain a graphic description of

the gods, particularly Vis$u. The account is identical with

that given in Sanskrit workr like the Visntipurana. The Pari*

padal which Is a collection of small poems composed about the

beginning of the Christian era, has six pieces devoted to the

praise of Visnu. Among them, the third selection is said to

refer to Vi?pu as glorified In the Agamas.

Vide *-Vtnndu ahanra kelvi anaittinum

ParipSdal III. 48.

The word *ke\vi* is taken to mean Agama. The four vyuha

manifestations of Vasudeva, Samkarsa^a, Pradyumna and

Antniddha are mentioned In the following lines:—

$enkatkari karunkan veilal,

Ponkatpaccai pathkan md al.

Ibid, III. 81 12

The two passages cited above require some consideration.

The word, %

ke\vi\ in the first passage need not necessarily mean

*Agama* f much less the Paneara tra The Vaikhanasa Agama too

glorifies Visnu exclusively. It may mean any text like a purdna

or some other kind of religious literature.

While interpreting the second passage, the commentator*

P V. Somasuadaranar, writes that the two lines refer to Vasu-

deva, Samkars ma, Pradyumna and Anlruddha respectively, as

they can be Identified from their colours, black, white, red and

green. He bases this Identification on the black complexion of

Kfsi^a, who is treated as Vasudeva (son of Vasudeva), and the

white one oi Balaxama who is the as Bamkarsa^a and who
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is taken to be AdlSesa descended on earth Vasudeva is,

however, not Kfsna, but the primeval Lord. The colours of

the four deities are given differently in the Pdncaratra texts.

According to one version,530 they are white, red, yellow and
black, and anotber531 has it that they are white, blue, yellow

and black The second version mentions that Simkarsana’s

colour is similar to that of mdranila, a sapphire which is blue

in colour.

These two lines of the poem may, however, be taken to

denote the four deities through their representatson by their

colours, without considering discrepancies in the colours of the

deities as given in the different versions The Pdncaratra

doctrines should be taken to have been popular m Tamil

Nadu long before the beginning of the Christian era as the

Paripddal is taken to have been compiled about the first century

A D 532

Such a date may not be accepted by some scholars who
would offer a different Interpretation. The colours may stand

for the complexion of the Lord in the Krta ,
Treta, DDapara and

Kali yugas respectively. The Vaikhanasa 533 and Pdncaratra 534

texts and the BhSgavata 535 make a reference to this concept.

If this interpretation is regarded as forced, the conclusion will

not be in favour of the prevalance of th~ Pdrlcardtra doctrines at

the beginning of (or prior to) the Christian era, but u may accept

the prevalence at that time of a concept of a general kind which

is not characteristic of any particular Agama

530 Bh XI 5 20-32

531 LT, X 27-38. For a slight difference in the account, see
Maoavalamahamuni Tattvatrayabhasya, p. 103

532 See Introduction to the ParS

533 VK p 103

534 SS V 82-92 , cf LT, XXXVI. 62-83.

535, See under fn. 513,
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The same work refers to the shrine of Vi§pu al

Tirumaliruficolai near Madurai in Tamil Nadu. It mentions the

black-compiextoned Krsna and white-coloured Baladeva.53®

The banners of the two deities help in identifying them.

Similarly, the temples of Krsna and Balarama are referred to in

the $ftlappadikaram 5&T and Purananuru 538 In both these works,

the two deities are identified by their complexions and also by
their banners.

The mention of Balarama In the above texts may luggest

that the Pahcaratra concept is meant here. Or Balarama could

have been respected, as He is considered as representing an

incarnation of V| S$u. So the colt of Vaispavism may be

Indicated here Particularly, we have to take into account the

fact that the Vaikhanasa form of worship Is adopted In the

temple at Tirumaliruncolai where both Krspa and Balarama

receive worship. Or this need not Indicate the prevalence of

the Vaikhanasa Agama during the period, for the VaikhSnasa

Agama does not attach importance to the worship of Balarama

and Krsna as supreme deities

A composition of Tirumangai Azhvar is held to refer to the

Pa nearaira Agama in a passage 539 where the words, s afam nul
9
®

occur. But this may refer to any text that is based on the Veda$*

The Azhvars refer to the different complexions of God in

different yugas 540 They mention the five weapons of Vi§pu,54l

including the club (gadd) which has to be held in one of His

hands according to the Pahcaratra tradition,542 and by a

536 Panpddal
,

III, IV, XV
537 Kr$ija and Balarama &ilappadikaraih. V. 2 171,172.

538 Purananuru
,
56.

539 Periya Tirumozhi X 6 1 See com by Penyavaccinpillai.

540. For instance, Tiruccanda viruttam, 11*

541. Ibid 24,97.

542. hT% XXXVIII, 54*
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whom Vasudeva and Arjnna ate adorable This would mean

that Vasudeva and Arjnna were considered as Si to be worshipped®

Posing a question as to why the word, ‘Vasudeva*, could not b©

taken as derived from the word, ‘Vasudeva 9 with the suffix-,

according to the Astddhyayl (IV I 114) m the sense of offsprings

Patafijali, the author of the Mahdbhasya , remarks that the word

•Vasudeva* here Is the name of a god and not that of a

Ksatnya, the latter sense referring to Vasudeva, a Kgatriya,

Vide

W $rflrq-T^qT mm
Mah&bhU§y& on ibti.

The Kdiikdvfiti offers a clear explanation :

mm * srfwrvrr

The word ‘Vasudeva* which then is required to be taken as

the name of God is derived in the Padamanjari

Here the author, Haradatta, mentions that Vasudeva is the name

of the Supreme Being (
Param&tman) He adds further that

when it is said In the KSiika that ‘Vasudeva* is not the name

of a Ksatriya, it is implied that it ts not a patronymic. The

compound ‘V&sudevarjundbhy3m' is of the doandva type and must

have the word, ‘Arjuna* as its first member because of the less

number of vowels, according to the rules

and

s

(AstSdhyayl, 11.2,33,34),

But In accordance with the VSrttikS,

*
(on 11.2,34),
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the word *Va§udeva® denotes one worthy of respect and so is

placed as the first member.846

This evidence proves that about 800 B C., the period of

Pacini, the word, 6Vasudeva% already meant the name of a

person who Is shown respect. That It is not the name of a

Ksatnya is made clear by Patahjali who lived about 150 B C.

One can say that Panlnl may not mean God, but only the son of

Vasudeva But It cannot be wrong lo hold that Patanjali must

have been following a tradition to which Panmi also belonged,

•Vasudeva* is the name of God and not of Vasudeva*s son alone.

As the later commentators explain, there is justification for

taking the word ®Vasudeva® In the sense of the Supreme Deity

of the Pancaratra system. This would give a date about 800 B C

when the Pancaratra doctrines became developed into a system

It is held by some scholars that Arjuna, whose name is

mentioned in the sutra cited above along with that of Vasudeva,

wa® also respected and that there was also an Arjuna cult In

vogue then, which however became merged into the Vasudeva

cult and came to be forgotten in later days 547 This contention

deserves serious consideration. Four different suffixes are

enjoined in the sutras (II 3.96-99) in the sense of *hhaktt\ which

may mean attachment or liking as the illustration apuptka ,

pdyasika
,

maharajtka
,

ndkulika
9

parnniya and others suggest

Similarly, *bhakti

*

can be taken to mean devotion in the case of

Vasudeva and mere affection in the case of Arjuna Arjuna

received perhaps respect from some admirers for his valour or

his intimacy with Kfsna.

There are certain inscriptions of the centuries preceding the

Christian era which suggest unmltakably the worship of Vasudeva,

546 Kaiikd on the Astadhyay% IV 3,98,

547 Arjunayana was a living creed m Jaipur and Agra areas,

according to Samudragupta’s Allahabad mscaiption Corpus Inscriptionum

Indicarum, Vol III p„ 8, ed, by Fleet
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daring that period. The Besnagar Inscription which belongs to

the 2nd century B.C., identifies Vasudeva with Kr$pa. It

mentions a column with the figure of Garuda on Its top as

erectedjby Heliodoros, the son of Dion and an inhabitant of

Takss&la He is referred as a BhSgavata He came as an

ambassador from the court of Antialkides to King Kautslputra

Bhagabhadra. The column is for Vasudeva, God of gods 648

It was not erected as a symbol of victory, but as connected with

the temple of Vi§pu situated on the spot Perhaps there was a

temple of Vasudeva which required a column, and that was

raised by Heliodoros.

Another inscription, of the first century B C,
t
has been found

at Ghosundi in Rajasthan. It refers to the construction of a

stone-enclosure called Naruya#aoataka for the images of Vssu*

deva and Simkarsapi by a devotee of 3iva who performed the

aivamedha

Vide

trssrr

^rqsqt:r^q-f ^rrtErterswrcV «m:nmsrr?£*> .

Sircar : Select Inscriptions, pp 91 f.

It Is found here that both Samk=tr§apa and Vasudeva had temples

and enclosures in stone, implying their worship. The temples or

at least the images of the two deities should have already been

thbre. The word ‘Sathkarsapa* which occurs here as the first

metdber of a compound of the dvandoa type has no sanction

according to the ruler of grammar, since Vasudeva Is held to be

more worthy of respect than Sariikarsapa. Perhaps, Samkarpapa

is here to be taken to refer to Balarama, elder brother of Kj?pa,

and so he is to be treated wi(h greater retpeot.

548. Sircar • Select Inscriptions, 1, p. 96.

Epigraphies Indies, Vol.X, N0.669,

ASV—24
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There Is an inscription549 belonging to the first century A.D.

at Morawell, seven miles west of Mathura. It Is called Saudas

and records the installation of five virus by a lady called Tosa.

The five vitas are taken by Luders to be Baladeva, Akrfira,

Anadbjsti, Sara^a and Viduratha 550 T N. Banerjee identifies

them as Simka r§apa, Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Samba and Am*
rnddha 551 This evidence is not in favour of the prevalence of

the Pdncaratra It is only the Vaikhanasa Agama that admits the

concept of the pancaviras^SZ Even the opinion of Luders does

not support any Agama tradition.

To the first century A,D belongs the Nanaghat cave

inscription (Bombay State) of Naganika, the Satavabana

queen 553 It contains the expression, “Namo sarhkar§apa-

vSsndevSnam." Nagamks's husband performed a number of

sacrifices, including the aivamedha. The position of the word

‘S iipkar§apa’ as the first member of the compound is to be justL

fied in the same way as in the Ghosundi inscription

The inscription of Pravarasena II in the 18tb year of his

reign and those of Skandagupta and the copper plate grant of

Prabbsvatl Gupta, daughter of Chandragupta II, contain the

words ‘bhSgavata\ *paramabhagavata'
,
‘bhagavadpsdanudhyStS* and

‘atyantabhagavadhhakta 3
all of which suggest the prevalence of

the PSncarStra doctrines. But it Is possible to take the words

'bhagavax' and *bhSgavata '
as not referring to any particular

Agamic source, but as reverent references to God as Vijpu,

The Vaikhanasa texts use generally the name, ‘Vljpu*, to denote

the Supreme Being. They use off and on the name, ‘Bhagavsn*.

also to refer to Hlm.554 And so the words, ‘bhagavat and

‘bhSgavata'% need not be from the PShsarStra exclusively.

548 Epigraphies Indies Vol.XXIV, R. 194,

550. fcuder’s Inscriptions,

551. T.N Banerjee
552. KA. XXX 130b-131.

553. Sircar : Select Inscriptions 1, p. 186.

564. VK. pp. 607, $08 ; SA. Appendix II. 1.88.
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Finally, the BhSna, ‘Pidataqlitaka* of ^yamtlaSts refers to a

temple of Pradyumna.

Vide.

^ sr|j*?r%<?rsr?rsre?7 ttarassrnrftrflrerfcr

(P 24)

The word, 'devuyatana* shows that worship of Pradyumna was in

vogue in the seventh century A*D.55S There seems no other

reference to a separate temple for Pradyumna*

As there is not any serious objection to admit that the

composition of the MahShhuraia and the beginning of the

Kaiiyuga almost coincided, doctrines of the PUncarStra Agamat

as they are treated In the antiparvan of the epic, could not be

later than this date* Due respect should be given to the

tradition which mentions that the doctrines recorded In the

version received by Narada, were revealed for the seventh time,

and that they were originally preached in the Kjrtayuga To the

sophisticated mind of the modem scholars, such an ancient

date for these doctrines, or as a matter of fact for any aspect of

Hindu culture, is not only absurd, unsupported as it is by

circumstantial evidence* but also is against the trend of current

thinking which assumes civilization to have been preceded by a

period of preriiterate society* The existence of a society m the

remote past which could have evolved and nurtured theis tic

concepts, framed the ways and means of adoring God and

developed them through practice, is, according to modern

scholars of the West and those of the Bast who have chosen to

555 gyamilaka, the author, could have been a friend of Ba^abhatta,

the famous prose writer. He was a kinsman of Bs$a and a great scholar

and poet Vide Harsacanta. Ill, p 87 He cannot be be identical with

gyarmlaka, the teacher of Mahimabhatta (1050 A.D.), as he is cited by Abhi-

navagupta (c 1000 AD ) Therefore he may be placed as a contemporary

of Bajja (c 600 A D ) Some scholars place this work before 500 A D.

Vide —Dr Dasaratha Sarma, ‘Date of Padetafatzka,' Ganganath Jha

Research Institute Journal, XIV, Parts 1-4
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abide wholly by the verdicts ot the former* opposed to the

dictates of reason and thinking. Absence of historical data is,

of course* a handicap In arriving at a conclusion on many of

these issues On this account, it is not absolutely necessary to

discard tradition as baseless. At any rate, the Mahabharata

needs to be placed in the remote past, and so the P5Hearaira
doctrines could be admitted to have received development

about 3000 B C

It will be of interest to note that Paficardtra's antiquity is

borne out also by some literary evidence. Sana, the author of

the Har$acarita556 |s ifte earliest Sanskrit poet to mention the

Paficaratnkas as the followers of the Pdncaritra system. The
Brahmasutras§57 take note of the objection raised against the

validity of the Pdncardtra and offer also the refutation of this

$ahkara558 (c, 800) is the earliest commentator on the Brahma-

sutraf to offer his views on the Pdncaratra doctrines Utpala's

(c. 850 A.D ) Spandaprailpika 559 quotes from a Pdncardtra imti

and Pdfiratutra Upantsad.

Vide:

<rram?r»?reffcr- Ararat,

m snff yrgs^irir % ‘*m«nsac sriw wii^cTs^: i

p 2
Here ‘ gasta * refers (o Vi?nu.

5Tre?T qftfafr: i

LT XV 18a

ssr mm ^ sftsRrr <er i

p 40

558 p. 237

557 II % 39-42

558 Brahmsutrahhagya on II 2 42-48,

659 Vijayanagar Sanskrit series
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Some more passages are also quoted in this work nnder the
general name of Pancaratra . Names of the texts are also
mentioned such as Jay a, Suttuata^ Pauqkara, VisQuydmala

t

Sfrtkalpara, Vathayasa, Hawsapa tameivara, Samkar^a^asutra and
Jmbalasutr

a

The last-mentioned two works may be taken to suggest that

there could have existed in Kashmir some aphorisms of the

Pancaratra doctrine associated with the authorship of

Sarpkarsana and Jabah. Perhaps this Sarpkarsapa is the game as

the character with this name playing the role of the Pdncardtrika

in the Agamddambara of Jayama»s6®

layanta (c, 880 A.D) argues in his NyayaminjatI and

Nyayakaltkd 561 }n favour of the validity of the Pdneardira
Agama. Bhaskara (c. 900 A D) who commented upon the

Brnhmasutras
9 was well aware of the Pdftcardtra doctrine,

Raja&ekhara, the reputed dramatist of the same period, refers

to the Vyuha doctrine of the Pancaratra system.

Vide *

srT?i?crsnTr: sram: jjcmr: \

Kdvyamlmdmsd (G.O.S.) p* 31.

However, Somadeva Suri who flourished about 950 A.D.

does not mention the Pancaratra system and its doctrines,

while he takes care to refer to the doctrines of the systems

of thought with which he was familiar then. It will not be

wrong to Infer that the Pancaratra doctrines were not so

well known in all parts of India ,
particularly in Deccan.562

560, Agamadambara, Acts III & V,

561 « Nyayamatijar

l

(Chaukhamba edn.) pp. 241-242.

Nydyakahka, pp, 3-4

562 See Handique : 'YafasUlaha and Indian Culture* p. 364.
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However, they were fully known and the tests wherein

these were treated were also quite familiar to Yamuna
(916-1041 A D) who lived In the south and wrote his Xgarna*

pramapya 563 in which the Ekayana recension of the Veda Is said

to have been proved to be not of human origin. Tne wording

in the text of Yamuna may permit the interpretation that this

was written by Yamuna himself 564 It may also be taken to

have been the work of a writer m Kashmir It is thus evident

that the Pdncardtra doctrines are very ancient and their

popularity for religious practice and philosophical thinking is

attested by many writers from about the beginning of the

Christian era.

Aparatka, the author of a commentary on the Yajfiavalkya

Smfti , attests to the authority of the Pdneardtra Agama and

declares that Its validity could not be questioned 5Q5

Regarding the exotic origin of this Jgama suggested by
some scholars, it must be said that there is partial justification

for this. From the account contained in the $dntiparvan of the

MaMbMraia
% it is found that the doctrines represented the

seventh version when they were received by N&rada from the

Lord in the SSvetadvipa. -This Island is stated to lie somewhere
In central Asia, near Pamir mountains Whether Narada paid

h!s visit to this island towards the close of Dvaparayuga cannot

be easily decided Bhi$ma is simply repeating an account of

Nsrada’s visit This version, like many of the ItihSsas and

genealogical accounts included in the Mahdhhatata, must be of

very ancient origin. The date or dates of these cannot be

settled for want of evidence. They may have been
composed even when the sacrifices were popular, and so could

663 p, S9.

664 Van Buitenen holds this view. S©@ ibid . note 300.

666, Icar&dhyaya., nok& T,
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be placed at least when the Kalpatulr&s were filmed though not
before that period. Besides, the previous versions of the does
rrlnes are not stated to have been released from &vetadvlpa.
Again, there Is no evidence to prove that the frontiers of ancient

India did not extend to the west and north-west beyond the

present limits. With the present state of knowledge regarding

the various pieces of evidence. It is too early to be dogmatle
about whether or not the Pi Hearstra traditions and doctrines

are of foreign or Indigenous origio.



CHAPTER VI

pabcaratra agama doctrines

The P&ncarStra system is called also as the Satloalaiastra.

Th^re are other systems also having the name ‘ Pancaratra * with

some attributes, such as ‘GariegapancarStra’, *DevipancarBtrS

'

and others 566 There Is also a system called *Saptaratra ’

Vide •

fenraert#?! gniRt sqrapsf ^ I

sfrfcrrfa qrawsrrftr srsrcnTrfnt I wsrr «

AgnipurSna XXXIX-l

In all these cases the word ‘ratra
9 must be taken to stand for

day and night (ahoratra ) This indicates that the explanation

for the name 4Pancaratra

*

should be traced to sources other thin

that which is suggested by Prof Buitemen.

Many a stream'of thought has* converged to form a synthesis

to serve as a basis for the edifice of the Pancaratra system. The
Vedic concept of ritual gives the religious background for offer-

ing worship. The Paurlpic theory of Brahma as the creator

brings In the creation of the cosmic embryo and his birth there

as the Htrauyagarbha That the Ultimate Reality is partless,

subtle and manifests itself m the form of the world is traceable

to the contents of the Upamsad

$

The principles of the evolution

of matter into the world are incorporated to explain the process

of material creation which is based on the Sa^khya system.

The disciplines of meditation are derived from the Yogi system

The manifestation of the Ultimate Reality in the form of sentient

and insentient beings, the worship of the Deity mentally and

outwardly, the installation of idols, the elaborate procedure for

586 Including the Saptaratra
,
seven kinds of Pdneara tra are known.

Vide NsradapaHcaratra I. 1, 58-57.
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the construction of the temple and the conduct of festivals ow«
their origin to Agama traditions, These sources have been fully

utilised to blend harmoniously and carry out the one purpose of

serving God

The PdHcardtra texts are called Upani§ads and Saf^htids to

indicate the Vedic foundations,567 for this Agama is based

on the Ekayana recension also called Mulasdkhd and Sfuklayajud*

idkhd It belongs to the Kanva recension of the Sfuklayajurveda.BQQ

Why it is called Mulaiakhd is clear from the following passage :

*sF?snj?rr 3t*TrernE^ srnsrr^nstsrr n

srf?r?r%>?rr fegj fscsr a

ParS 1. 76-77 ; IS. I 24.

The Agama is also known as Stddhanta ft is of four kinds,

according to the nature of the deities to be worshipped. They

are Agamasiddhanta
,

Mantrasiddh&nta
,

Tanirastidhdnta and

Tantrdntar asiddhantaS®® Another list mentions Manirasiddhania

as the first lobe followed by Kgamasiddhanta&lQ, According to

the Agamasiddhanta, worship is to be offered to the four uyUhas.

Worship of KeSava, Narayana and others, representing tho

twelve forms of the Lord, comes under the Manirasiddhania.

Worship of a single form is enjoined in the Tanitaniarasiddhanta.

The Tantrdntar astddkdnta prescribes the worship of forms like

Narasupha and othei$ #
571 The Hayagrivasamhita mention# that

567 VS II, 11 , ISt XXL 554, Vide Pas I. 71 .
Colophon Ibid t Mbh.

Santi ccclvm 63

568 Nsgeia Kanvaiakhamahimasahgraha. Tri. Cat. III. IB. p. 3229.

669. IS. XXI. 560-551. Cf. Pans. XXXVIII 294-309 , LT. XL. 100.101,

570 Pars I 76, 77 , Pas L 80-83

571 Pas IV 4 19 ,

asv—25
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the AgamasiddhSnta is helpful in getting moksa 9 the Mantra•

siddhanta gives the fruits of undertakings and moksa, the Tantra-

siddhanta grants the four kinds of objects in life and the

Tantrantara grants desired results 572

The Sattmta system is classified under ten heads, each

having the name Samhita They are Bhagavatsamhita ,
Karma*

samhitS
, VtdySmayj Sambits , Kalasamhita, Kartavyasamhtia ,

(Samhita )> Samyamasamhita, Adhikarasamhita ,
Marga«

sarhhtta and MokqasamhttS 573 These do not seem the independent

names of any texts or systems, but only ten topics which are

dealt with in the system They could be identified as those

treating about the nature of God, acts of worship, knowledge

of taltva, time (for worship), rituals (which are to be done from
time to time)* specific acts, yoga, qualifications for initiation,

and the means of moksa respectively,

A system c in deil with what is wholesome to man by
prescribing the means to get rid of worldly misery. It Is

necessary to find out the means which would provide mao with

this Tattvajnana and karma are considered to be the two means
which help in obtaining what Is beneficial to man Karma is

twofold, according as it leads directly or indirectly to tattva *

jndna The actual worship which is offered to the Lord is the

direct means, while others which contribute to it are the

indirect one*. The Sfitiavata system is concerned with the direct

method of worship and, as such, is considered the best among
the systems 574

The Ultimate Reality in the Panearaira Agama is Brahman

characterised by bliss and free from all undesirable qualities.

$73. PR, pp, 96-97 form attempt at reconciling the conflicting views.

S73i AhS XII 45~48a

574 Ibid, XIlF 7-23,
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Vide •

srsr i

JS. 4. 60 ; PSS. I. 5. 29-40.

It is beyond the reach of all beings. Out of this issues the Erst

form of God,

(wng- spticpth )

called Vasudeva In the subtle form with two hands* crystal®

tike In complexion and clad In a yellow garment.575 it Is seated

in the heart of beiags576 and is the highest light seen by Brahms

In meditation

From this Saksma Vasudeva, there rise the four-armed

Sthula Vasudeva and Naraya^a. The Sthula Vasudeva Is also

known as Para Vasudeva from whom springs Vyuba Vasudeva*

Samkarsana emerges from Vyuha Vasudeva, Pradyumna from

Samkar^a^d and Aniruddha from Pradyumna. The four vyuhas

comprising Vyuha Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and

Amruddha constitute Gaturbrahman , and they together with Para

\ a udeva form Pancabrahman 517

The word 6 brahman 9 which Is derived from the root*

6 bfh \ meaning to increase, to grow, is taken to mean the

unlimited nature of the attributes and of essential nature

(svarupa) 578 This word is used to denote all the above-

mentioned emanations of the Ultimate Reality, In particulars

578 Ibid XL1V* 22b-24 ; 28a ,
Vi$putilaka II 10 ,

Vihaqendrasathhitd II. 16.

576 PaS I t 16, 17.

577 Ibid I 2 13-15 , AhS XVI 83b s 84

578 Vide

sdfer f? asrsrsaf* i

ftc# noiaj qsrrsrsrferarfosra' i

sfrtbhffisyiig I® 1* 1*
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it is employed to refer to the subtle and gross forms called

Vasudeva, Para-vasudeva, Vyisha-visudeva and Nsrayana.
‘Bhagavan’, ‘Vasudeva’, ‘Vt'sjju* and ‘Narlya^a’ are generally
deemed to indicate one and the same Supreme Being.

Lateral is ever with Brahman, She is the state of existence

(bhava), and NarSyana, identical with Brahman, is the existent

reality The two together constitute Brahman.

Vfde :

*ra5rrcr*rort vrrat i

LT. II. 15.

/n this state, she is not differentiated from Him and is said to

constitute wuh Him the non-dual Brahman. She is called also

by the name of Sakti.

Vide

:

Ibid. II 11a

The two are inseparably linked with each other, and so one
cannot exist without ihe other. The relationship between the
two may be said to be one of identity.

Vide :

errfre*^ firfe jtjt Jim**! ti

Ibid. II 17b-18a.

The ultimate nature of Brahman and Lakgml is that of knowledge.

Vide

unririra? qt ^tf srnoft m
Ibid. II. 25b.
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Laksml is known by several names snob as Ananda, Svatantrs,

Sri. Padma, KaraalS, Kund=»hnl, AnahatS, Gaurl, Gsyatrl, Siva,

Tar§, Rati and others 679 Brahman is called by several names
such as Pararaatman, Bfeagavan, Vasudeva, Ananta, Prabhava,

Hiraijyagarbha, Siva and others 580 That Sri and Visuu alone

are meant by these receives elucidation from the ViqnupwS^a

which declares that every male being represents Vi§tju and every

female Srl.581

Though real Identity and non-duality are predicated

between Laksml and Vispu in these texts, yet the two are stated

to be different in order to preserve the transcendental character

of Vistju. She is said to represent the attribute (dharma) of

Vl§iju who possesses it (dharmin)

Vide :

rvrar str«rt t

AhS in. 25, 26a.

Brahman is held to be attributeless, which means that It

does not have any attribute which is of the material klnd.582

This does not mean that God does not have any gunas Brahman

has indeed the six qualities, namely, jnana, ativarya, bala, vlrya,

gakti and tejas Of these, jhana Is a non-inert, eternal and self-

luminous quality Ativarya is lordship, which Is an activity

that is unchecked and is not dependent on anything external to

It. Bala is strength which is defined as absence of fatigue.

Vlrya is virility which is unchanging, in spite of being the

578. AhS. III. 7-24.

580. Ibid. n. 26b-4Q

581. VP. I 8.35.

S82 Ahs H. 55
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material cause. S'akti is potency which becomes the material

cause of the world. Tejas Is splendour or might, which is capa-

ble ®f inflicting defeat on others without any external help.583

These six guijtas make up the body of Vasudeva and Lakgmi.

Vide

*

q'rfgtisqrfgsf onrarr ’sr fern i

AhS. VI. 25a.

The Lord is called Bhagavan, because He has the six gupas 684

Brahman is described as Sadgupa,S85 having these six as essential

qualities This is not surprising, since this depiction is based

on Upanisadfc passages like

str!# 3*fanr*fTt£ i
586

which Illustrate the Brahmasulra .

The Uponi§adic doctrine 588 that Brahman has no limitations

due to space, time and objects is accepted by the Pancaratra

Agama also. There is © brilliant description of this in the

following iloka :

—

snrtTTH *r sng «

*nra: sfcsrcr: Tr44t§[srt; ii

AhS 11.47

Colours, dimensions, sizes, conditions, temperatures and

movements are all shown in the succeeding dloka to demonstrate

the unconditioned nature of Brahman.

S83. ibid. II S6-80a ; LT. II 28-36a.

884. Ibid II 28a, LT XXIX. I; XXXVIII. 23; XXIX. 11.

685. Ibid. II. 83b , LT. X. 5.

588 TV in. 6

587. Br S. II 3 28

588. TV. II. 1.
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Thirtyfive principles or categories (tattvas) are stated to be
admitted m the SaUvata sv stem 589 They are God, supramundane
a pace, 590 purusa

,
dakti, niyah, kdla

9 saliva
,
rajas, lamas

,
mffya,

prasuti
, prakrtx % buidhi, mams

, ahamkara, ten cognitive and
conative organs, five subtle and five gross elements Among
them, God is referred to as Bhagavgo* which implies His

possession of the six gums and all emanations such as vyuha,

mbhava and others The supramundane space Is parama-m vyoma

generally referred to by the word $ param&haia 9 591 and is

the place of the Lord Purusa Is Hira$yagarbha representing

the aggregate of individual selves® be is omniscient and omni-

present and from a pan of him all the eternal selves emanate*

They get absorbed m him at the time of dissolution,592 sfakti Is

Laksmf 593 Kiyatt is Mahavidya,^ who represents the sattvika

form of £>ri59g and is the source of the world and 6f speech.598

Kata is Mabakall representing the tdmasa aspect of Sri, and it

springs from myattSW which Is only a form of time. While the

latter controls and regulates the Intellectual abilities and

practices of every being, the former takes everything to its stage

of fruition S9S Maya
9
prasuti and prakfti are lamas

%
avyakla and

589 LT VI 42b-44 , PdS I 8 39-47 enumerate fiftyone categories.

This list is vague as it mixas up the products of matter with the names of

duties

590 S Gupta (Translation LT) Introduction p. xxrn.

591 LT VII 9 , AhS XLV 16

592 Ibid VII 11

593 Ibid VII 13a

594 Ibid Vii 13b

595 Ibid V 5 ,

cf usTfsRmwt i

AbS. IV. 11.
596 LT XXVI 25b

597. Ibid VTI 13b , AhS. VI. 46b, 47a, 49.

593. AhS. X. 18b.
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Prakrit respectively 599 The rest are the same as those dealt
with In the Samkhya system

Brahman Is NarSyaya, single, pure and Sawless. It is

undefinable, matchless, integrated and undifferentiated. It

differentiates Itself as the possessor of Baku and as Sakti her-
self 800 tfakti is defined as the subtle condition of any thing

that exists. It does not exist sway from the thing. Its existence

there is known only by the effects. Each manifestation of life

has a dakti inseparably connected with it. There is one omni-
present sfakti called Laksmi, She is connected with Him as

moonlight is with the moon or sunshine with the sun. She
differs from Him like the attribute from that which possesses it

and existence from that which exists 601 They are Inseparable

like being and becoming, and I-oess and I 602 Laksmi is His
essential nature. Like Narayatja, she too has a form made up
of six gums and so is called Bbagavatl.

Vide •

LT. IV. 48a

Like Him, she is transcendental. She acts under His direction.

She has no existence apart from Him and at the same time she

has an identity of her own.

Vide*

forerrfairr t

LT XV 9, io.

S*9, LT VI, 3 , msya. prasati and prakfti are represented by tamas,
avyakta and prakrti respectively,

600 lbid Vllt 4 8

601. Ibid IMIb, 12a ; AhS. I1I.2,

602 LT. II 17a.
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Creation, protection, destruction, obstruction and showing

grace are stated to be the five functions of God603 and are

also declared to be those of Lak§ml 604 [t must be understood

that without Lakstnl (&akti), the Ultimate Reality is incapable

of doing anything, nor can she do anything without Him 60S

Logically, whatever activity takes place in the attribute is taken

as happening in the dharmtn also. So whatever Lak$ml does is

attributed to Visnu Himself It is m this light that the sense of

the passages mentioning the same five functions as being

undr rtakvm by both Vis#u and Lak§ml should be understood.

Vide

3*rr<m*5nEsr n i

JT5TT I

fk sjrrfsr^irrorcrr o

L.T. XI. 6b, 7.

It is thus found that £>akti which Is latent in the Ultimate

Reality is taken in the Vaxsnava Agamas, including VaxkhSnasa ,606

as identical with Sri and called by several oamei such as Mayi®

Fralcrti, Laksml and others. In the emanations, it is manifested

and is never dissociated from Visnu This concept is opposed

to that of the Sankhya system in which matter (prakrti) la

distinct from puru$a (the individual self) and is inert. It Is

animate, and from it arise the selves and the material world.601

Its non-separation from Vssnu is helpful m maintaining VIsjju

as the material cause of the world That Brahman Itself changes

into the world is against the unchanging nature of Brahman

*

Laksml is the dharma of Brahman
9
and she is Identical with

803. AhS XIII. ISa

804 Ibid XXI-13a , LT. XII. 13, 14

60S L? II. 18b, 19a,

60S S'skti u S'ri * vide AhS V. 3b-S . VKt pp, 493-4.

607 LT VI 36a

asv—26
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prakfti, and any change occurring there may be attributed to

Brahman, but it does not occur actually in Brahman.

The Ultimate Reality is Vssudeva called by several names

and is tranquil (without activity), changeless and ever-existent #08

It has no limitation of any kind'and is the source of very vast

divine powers. 609 gaktl, also known as Laksml, is latent in

Him.

It is necessary to explain how the worlds have come into

being from Him or at His instance, since He is totally inactive.

An independent resolve flashes forth in Him who orders the

latent 3akti to activate herself, which the Agamic tradition

describes as opening of the eyes. This is like the moon rising

out of the oeean It is only the will of Brahman to create.

Vide :

TefrwTfsr drt jttjt *r«rr H

wi JTTTnmV srfaj: ?re[r i

LT. If. 22b-23a.

This Sakti is of two kinds, namely, krtya and bhuti 610 The

former is action, and it is represented by Sudar$ana,61l the

discUs of Vijiju, The other is becoming, that is, the universe.

The former is energy and the latter matter. When Sf-akti is said

to become active, whit is meant is that Lak§ml makes her

presence felt The bhuti part is impelled by krtya
,
and so the

world comes into being

Creation is a continuous process and cannot be uniform In

Us nature. It must have some stages marked by specific changes

608. Ibid. II. 8a.

609. Ibid. II. 9a

810. AhS. XIV. 7b, 8a.

811. Ibid. Ill 45b,
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which occur at long intervals. They are evidenced in the

Agamic tradition by three kinds of creation, called iuddha (pure)®

rtudra (mixed) and aiuddha (impure)* It sets in, impelled by

some independent resolve of Vi§pu 812

The iuddha creation is so called, became no impurity of

matter has any scope to tarnish It. The three gujjas (saliva, rajas

and tamas} are not present in Brahman
, who is hence said to be

free from gu$a$> When there is manifestation of Lak§ml, there

is said to come a stage when the six guyas make their appearance.

These gupas, namely, jnana, ativarya, iakti, bala, vlrya and tejas%

are non-material 613

When Sakti becomes active, the six qualities make their

appearance. Conjointly, they form the body of Vi§$u, who gets

thereby the name Vasudeva.814 They work alio In groups,

Jnina , aidvarya and dakti^ form one group, which Is called

vtdramabkumt 815 Bala, vlrya and *Ujas constitute another called

iramabhumi. , This means that the latter group is active, while

the former is at rest. The Bancardlra tradition believes in the

mixing up of these two in pairs. That is, jndna and bala combine

together, atdmrya and vlrya became a pair, and iaktt and tejas

form into a third group. These three pairs play a prominent

part in pure creation

Corresponding to the three pairs of gu$as% there arose three

beings from Vasudeva Sankar$a$a issued forth from Him with

jndna and bala as his dominant gujjas, Pradyumua with atbvary*

612. Vide ;

«rr?JW3T % m srfei nsrnt tb a

AhS. V. 4.

613 AhS. V. lSb-16

614. Ibid V 20b-29a

615 LT IV. 24b
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and virya , and Aniruddha with gakti and tejas. Each one is Vasu-

deva Himself and has all the stx qualities, but a set of two gunat

becomes dominant in each The body of each is made up of the

six qualities. The four vyuhas are not different from one

another1.®!®

The emanations of the vyuhas are given in different texts in

different ways When Sakti opened eyes, that is, began to be

active (unmesa), which Is a stage called iakttkoia, there arose

Safikars 19a representing ego-consciousness. All activities were

dormant then gakti was then Sankar^apI with the names, Sri

and £>Sut& possessing jnSna and bale. The next stage of emana-
tion from Sri Is called Pradyumna, who is Purujottama. His

consort then Is Saras watl, whom gakti represents, having virya

and ativarya, Aniruddha is the name of the emanation from
Saraswatl Saktl represents His consort with the name Rati,

having dak it and tejas Rati is also called Mahalak$mi. Ani-

ruddha is said to be ta the mayakoda.Wt

Each vyuha had two functions, creative and moral, concerned
respectively with the origin of beings and ethical progress

Creation is carried on by each with the help of jama, atjvarya

and iakti, while bala, virya and tejas contribute to ethical

progress Creation precedes moral progress. Pure creation

precedes other kinds of creation and, as such, the first three

gupas function at this stage.

With the emanation of S<jAkar?apa, creation is in its

embryonic stage having no internal distinctions,618 Putusa and

Prakfti make their app.aranc? with Pradyumna’s manifestation.

This does not mean that the material world is then produced

Only the Knfastkapuru^a and prakrtt with subtle time (suk§ma-

ksla) then come into being.®!9 These evolve further with the

616 Ibid V!' 6-18

617 Ibid VI 6-18

618 ibid vr 7

613. Ibid. VI, 10.
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emanation of Aniruddha. Body and soul grow. Matter becomes

vyakta and gross lime (sthulakala) comes into being.620 That h %

with Aniruddha *s emanation begins the stage of mixed creation.

Apart from the work of creation, the three vyuhas have

control over certain functions, but the texts offer conflicting

accounts here Creation, preservation and destruction are

respectively under the control of Aniruddha, Pradyurana and

Sa&fcarsapa according to the Laksml Tantra®% 1, while the

Visvaksena Samhtta mentions Aniruddha as the controller of

preservation and Pradyitnana of crcatioa.622 This discrepant

depiction will have to be explained on the ground that all the

four vyuhas have all the six qualities. When the Interaction of

all the six gunas with specific pairs of gunas are taken Into

account, the attribution of the function of gupas to the vyaha In

question may lead to ascribing a function different from what It

is expected to have

On the ethical s^de, Sankarsana teaches the theoretical side

astro.) of the Agama Pradyumna effects its practice (ktfya)

ard Aniruddha awards the fruits (kriyaphala) 623 Jndna 9
624

virya and tejas are employed by the three vyuhas for these

activities Pradyumna Introduces all the religious rites to be

adopted by the followers of this Sgama 9
while Aniruddha

preaches about the science of the souL®2S

520 Ibid VI 24-28

621 Ibid IV 19, but the ravers© is stated m Ibfd IV 11, Amruidaa

is said to control all the three m Ah$* LV 21

622 ViS mentions control over preservation as the work of Anirud-

dha and that over creation as that of Pradyumna Schrader® p 38.

623 AhS V 21-24 , LT. IV. 17b48

624 Ibid V 21b
,
ha/a is also implied here, LT, IV. 15a takes it to be

only bala AtiS refers to the teaching as the 'aiksntika mode for getting at

the Lord, while Lf takes it to be Vedanta ,

825 Schrader p 39.
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Another aspect of the three vyuhas, which was criticized by

Sankara and other writers, has disappeared gradually. The
emanation of Sankar§a$a from Vasudeva is depicted as the birth

of the self from the Lord. From Sahkarsapa, the self, the

mind (or buddhi) is born as Pradyumna ; and the ego as

Aniruddha rises from Pradyumna. The gradual disappearance

is stated by F Otto Schrader 62® as traceable to the difficulty of

connecting the ahankara with such an absolutely pure being as a

vyuha It is doubtful whether this explanation is correct The

three deities superintend the activities of the soul, mind and

ego, which do not belong to the pure creation. This Is hinted

at in the following passage:

—

t# fcr?r?rr: 11

srHt frrsrr sratf£?rr: i

srr^Frr %*rr: sprfer^rrJiOT: n

LT. VI. 12b, 13.

Apart from the four vyuhas, there are snb-vyuhas, Keiava,

NS'ayahs and Madhava issue forth from Vasudeva'; Govlnda,

Vi§pu and MadbusudaDa from Sankanjaija ; Trivikrama, Vamana
and 3rJdhara from Pradyumna ; and Hp§lke§a, Padmanabha and

DSmodara from Aniruddha.e27 There is another set of sub-

vyuhas, according to which, front each vyuha four deities arise,

each having the same name as the vyuha and two from each with

different names like JanSrdana. Upendra, Hart and others 628

Under pure creation are included the vibhavas of the Lord

which represent the divine descents (aoatBras) of the Lord.

Besides the ten well-known descents, there are many which

628. Ibid p. $9

627 AhS. V, 49-43 , PsS, I. 2. 22b-2S.

628 PaS. I 2. 28.
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couid be considered as snb*vtbhamsfi%® They are enumerated to

be thirtymne in number according to one ten and thirtyeignt in

another®3® Both the lists are identical except for different

names for the same deity and the former having an additional

deity with the name, ‘^antitman * Kapila, Rlhujit, Kala*

nemighna, Parijatahara, Datt&treya, Nara # Nlraya^a, Hari and

others are some well-known descents of God. Names like

Sanaka, Sanandana, guka and 3aunaka m the list, belong to

pious men who have God’s power infused into them* The

Padma Samhita®31 has the thirtynine descents, panted differently*

Purusottama, Buddha, Dagarha, 3auri, Hayagriva, Vaiku^ha,

Sakra, sJjivataa, Vi§vakseiia and others are enufnemed under

this head.

It is interesting to note in this connection that among these

suh-vibkavas, Puru§a, Satya and Acyuta are mentioned ai

emanating from Saftkarsa$a, Pradyumna and Anlruddha

respectively ®32 That means that the emanation is In the order

from Visudeva to Sankarsa$a to Pradyumna and Puru§a, from

Pradyumna to Aniruddlm and Satya, and from Anlruddha to

Aeyota. The Jaydkhya Samhita records that Parabrahman Is

Vasudeva from whom Acyuta takes his emanation. Satya of

shining body rises from Acyuta and Puru§a emanates from Satya.

Puru§a is the inner controller of all beings and is the source of

all divine descents. All of them rest In V§sudeva,Q33 The

process of emanation from Safikar§a$a and Amruddha is

reversed in the two lists noted above. The Sanatkuiad^ra SamhitS

states that Puru§a, Satya, Acyuta and Anlruddha worship Sadi-*

629 AhS Y 50-S7a , SS pp T9-80,

63®. LT XI, 19-26

831. PdS I 1 31-37.

882 Ibid: I 2 33b-34a
, Namdlya Sarhhits, I. 33-48.

633 JS IV 2-14a.
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vl$^.634 On the other hand, the Vatkh&nasa system635 treats

Puru§a, Satya, Acyuta and Aniruddha as emanating from Vispu
who is named as Adimurti , and Vasudeva, Sankarjapa, Pradyum*
na, Aniruddha and Samba as five warriors (viras) *36 Thus it is

found that the vyuha deities of the Pancara tra get treated as sub-
ordinate to the Pancamurtis in the Vatkhanasa and the Paflca-

ntfirtts Of the Vaikhanasa are vtbhavas in the Pa ftcara tra, However,
the treatment of Purusa, Satya and Acyuta as emanations from
'Vasudeva in the Jayakhya Samhita could not be ignored in the
light of the treatment ativen to them in the other PSncaratra u xts.

Perhaps, the Jaygkhaya records the oldest aspect of the Panca-
rStra tradition Which was not totally different from that of the
Vaikhanasa However, one noteworthy feature is that both the

Agamas have recognised the concept of the primary deities in

each other, though giving them a subordinate position in their

systems.

The divine descents are grouped as primary and secondary *37

The form r refer to 'hose concerned with Vispu’s descent with
non miter.il (apralrta ) o.-dy and the latter to those in which
the pok-er of V'spo takes possession of the body of a mortal.

In fact*. there are three kinds of descents of the Ultimate
Reality* namelv, the supreme form, the vyuha form and the
vtbhava form All-pervasive God takes these forms to help Hts
devotees

Vide;

smarter;
i

eror fevra^ur Hramrag^itTr i

sqrrraft Hiram ^rrq-ifr »

LT X 10, 11.

*34 SKS. Indraratra, VII 112-113.

63$ SA, XXXVII 3-4

636. KA. XXX 31.

637 F O Schrader, pp 43-47; AhS Vffl. 61.
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All the descents spring from Aniruddha.638 Some texts

declare that the descents of Matsya, Kurma and Varaba are

from Vasudeva, those of Narasimha, Varna oa, Fara^urama
and Rama from Sankar§a$a

, that of Balarama from Pradyumna
and those of Rfspa and Kalkin from Aoiruddha 639 Another
version mentions the descent of Kurma and Paraiurama from
Sankarsa#a«64Q

fn the Sanatkumarasamhtta
,
two sets of vyuha emanations

are depicted.641 The Supreme Deity is called Sad5v?§$u, also

known as Vasudeva,. from whom there arises another Vasudeva
with a definite form. He is called also Mahavlsnu, From His

mind arose the goddess £>anti from whom came Safikarsa^a, the

destroyer also known as 3amkata From the left side of Sankar-

sana, there issued forth Pradyumna, also called as Brahma who
created Saraswati, the goddess of speech Amruddha, also

called Puru§ot!ama, arose from her. Rati emanated from Him
who, lying in the waters, bore a lotus in His navel This

represents the subtle kind of vyuha .

Then an egg came out of the lotus and Hira^yagarbha,

Identical with the four-faced Brahma, arose out of it. From
him arose a goddess with the name Samdhya who gave rise to

Rudra (also called Satya) and to Marici and other progenitors

(prajdpatis). Satya was born as the daughter of Dak§a» one of

those progenitors. From Satya arose Acyuta, who is identical

with Pradyumna from whom Aniruddha arose. This Is the grots

vyuha emanation.

This version of the vyuha doctrines Ss very significant and of

great importance. It accounts for the assumption of more than

638. Ibid, p. 48 ;

839. PaS. I 2, Slb-33a.

640. SKS. Indra HI. 36, 61.

641 Ibid. ch. 6

asv—27
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one V&sudeva and for accomodating the Pancauiras of the

Vaikhanasa tradition. Besides, Rudra and Saihkara and

Brahmi and Sarasvati who do not normally have a place in

Vaisnavism, are shown to have formed part of the evolution of

the vyuha doctrines,,

There is one more aspect deserving notice io the concept of

the vyuhas Four states mark out relative activity : and they

are the Inactive (Santa), active (udila), spasmodically active

(.iantodita) and constantly active (imtyodila). Para Vasudeva

represents the inactive state, whi^e the vyuha shows the active

state. The third stage is represented by Vyuha Visudeva, and
the remaining three emanations of Sankarsa^a, Pradyumna and
Anlruddha belong to the last stage. 642

Inanimate objects also get treated as God Himself Vi$^o
Ss omnipotent, and so cars descend into the images made of

metal, stone or mud. In His vtbkavas
, He gets down with a

portion of Hts Sakti. Similarly, He occupies the images which
arc consecrated and installed. It is the request and prayer of
the suffering humanity that makes Him come down (avatdra) into

t
thw world. He removes the sufferings and then quits the earth

to get back to His own abode. The case of the images Is

slightly different. The devotee yearns to!have His vision'Jaod be
with Him. For this purpose, the Lord gets down into the

Images and stays on there, so that even after the passing away
of that devotee. He continues to be present there. This descent

is technically called area* The body of God io this form Is also

non-material (aprdkrta ).

642 IT II. 51 ; vide

gfon’ftreritft’ i urafoi

Com, on Ibid*
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Vide:
SFsrffi? *TT 5TT «FRf^rf^FTcPr5?TH ,

SRrSra^sg^WTrSItft? ^T^J|®?ri^S7fr II

LT II 59b -60a.

^rf$faRjfoscrtf: s*r*r gr sHTm fit i

ftftt srr it

Ibid IV 31.

A question is likely to be raised here regarding the propriety

of accepting the form in the image made of material products,

as non-material. The answer to this lies In the admission of a

body for God in His divine descents such as Rama, Kf?ija and

others Both the material (prakrta) and non-material (aprakfta)

worlds belong to Vispu He whose body is made up of the six

gttpas, takes up a body which falls within the experience of the

selves In this. His compassion and will are the guiding

factors.643 As He is ever absolutely free from those factors

which are to be shunned, the products, made up of matter with

Its three gunas
,
Sattva, Bajas and Tamas, could not have any

effect on Him Even though He took His abode in a physical

body when He descended down as Rama or Krspa, His body did

not have any of the blemishes associated with the gupas of

Prakjti.. Similarly, He Is said to take His place in the idol

which is consecrated according to Agamic traditions, and as such

the Idol becomes fit to be worshipped. It is not a stone or

metallic form that is then God, but it is the figure which is to be

lopked upon as non-material in Its making Hence the idol Is

called as the seat of the auspicious one (dubha draya) and a

divine and auspicious form (dwyamafigalavigraha) Hls body Is

the resting place of the material products.

643 Vide

wgTi snjaf JjfiffT Her: m

n, h. 9i,
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Vide:

sncft n

BhagavadgilS, XI. 13.

Since His descent both in the vibhava and are3 forms is not
due to karma, the body which He takes then cannot be the
product of matter.

Vide

*f ^jcTSTfsr^srrsTt tottcir: i

Mbh. tfanti. CCVI. 68

Varsha Purapa XXXIV. 40

His body in the vyuha, vibhava and arcs manifestations has to be
taken as non-material in its composition. The solution to this

question is thus summarized

Vide •

sftolf s^fq^r'gfcmrceniT *r?n i

«far^cn?rckTfti srf^srr^ciT i,

sr^rfsi wsrfer fs i

?rer usect ?r^r »

*n^rmir?r?rg: i

Tro^tirTOgrarrcilt ^lesriTi^r «jsrcir h

Vedanta Ksrtkavali VI. 8 10.

The Lord is said to be the Inner Ruler (Anlaryamm) of all

selves and is present in the heart of each of them This concept
Is based on the Upani§ais which declares that Brahman is within
every object and every self and controls them from within.6**

644. Vide:

3Rr: Slftsis qjl^ar
T.A. 11. 11.5.
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But He Is unsullied by the Impurities of the physical frames
within which the self rests from birth to death*

In the Paneara tra Agama . LaksmI occupies a very prominent
place, She is 3akti lying undeveloped in Visits before creation*
When Vi§$u takes His descents, she also descends along with
Him. The two are Inseparable*

Vide:

s%rt jf awfer tta ^ uvt ^tt i

** sr ft 5>faj%?rr rrftsr n

LT VIII, 10.

When He Is to play His own role, she manifests His nature.

When she In turn has her role. He manifests His I-ness (ahanta)

in her. When both have to function, they present themselves as

the existent reality and its state of existence.645 When Ani-
ruddha plays His role, she becomes known as Kamala. These two
become the parents of the universe,646 She is called 3ri when
she occupies the lap of the two-armed Vasudeva. She is also

present on His sides with the names of £>rl and Pu§t* She
takes several forms and occupies various positions around Vis^u

assuming particular names in each position.648 She becomes
Gahga flowing out of the feet of Vis$u when He assumes the

form of Trivikrama, In His descents as VarSha, Dharma,
Vamana, Para^urama and Rama, she came down as Bhu,

Bhargavl, Padma, Dhara^I and Sits respectively. With Kysva
who was with Baiararaa, Pradyumna and Amniddha

9
she

645 L7
t
VIII 13-15

646 Ibid VIII 16-17,

647 Ibid VIII 21

648 Ibid VIII. t2-34s,
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became Rukmfpl, Revatl, Rati and UsS respectivelv.649. That
the Supreme Being has for His consort Sri, otherwise called

Lak§ml, is reiterated in many contexts in the Pancarutra texts,

which do not fail to note that she is a form of gakti, and that

many goddesses in the form of 3akti form her retinue 6SO jn this

manner Sri also is taken to be present along with Vlspu in His
vyuka, vtbhava, area and antaryamin forms assuming different

names All these four are held as the divine descents of the

Lord and so Include the forms of 3rl. Her forms also are not

made of material products. These descents are intended to be
meditated upon by the selves. There is no other purpose to be
served in the awakening (unmesa) of £>akti.

To the pure creation belongs Vaiku$$ha which is also known
as the Highest Place (Parama Padd) and which Is beyond the

sphere of the cosmic egg. It is also called the Tripsdvibhuti of

Vi?pu where three fourths of God’s manifestation are present,

while a quarter of it represents the cosmic egg in which Anl-

ruddha functions as creator It comes into existence along

with the vyuhat and merges into the Lord at the time of the

Great Dissolution. It is also called Nityambhuti which is ao

eternal manifestation in the sense that it is not created. It is

distinct from the created world which is called Lltavibhuti 651

049. Ibid 34b-35a
, 38b-40a , 4lb ; 48a

650. AhS. VI 25 , IX 31 , XXVIII 85 ; XXXVI. 50.

651 The distinction and classification of vibhuti as mtya and Ills must
be of later development The word. ' mahdvibb uti occurs in LT XVII 8.

and this may be taken to imply the above-mentioned classification

Vide •

Com, on Ibid,
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The Highest Place is reached by the souls which get

absolutely free from worldly bondage There they are held to

enjoy several kinds of communion with God.652 To be the

abode of free selves, there must be matter which can provide

the places and the means (instruments) of enjoyment (bhogasthSna

and bhogopakarapa) The enjoyments thus provided are stated to

be b!issful,653 Therefore, the P&ncaratra Agamas admit that the

Highest Place comes into existence along with the vyuhas and as

such belongs to pure creation. The material for this creation is

pure saliva (iuddha saliva ). It is not saliva taken away from

matter which is composed of the three gurtas> that Is, matter

purified by being nd of rajas and lamas
; but it represents the

first stage in the evolution when the two other qualities do not

emerge. The places, the bodies with which the released souls

then get endowed and the enjoyments, are all stated to be of the

nature of knowledge and bliss These should therefore be non-

material [aprakfta)

ft is further held that there is nothing there to become an

obstacle to the mental functions of the released souls and that

the wishes of those selves get fulfilled invariably. The place is

significantly depicted as solidified splendour The heavenly

abode, the body of the released soul and the enjoyments, which

are described to be of the nature of knowledge and bliss, having

no obstruction to the fulfilment of the desires of the selves,

must be totally distinct from those made up of and gained

through the products of the three gurias. In the latter are found

852 Sayujya. is yearned for Vide

TOmri%wr* *

Cf Jitante Sttotra, II 38 SKS- 9W* ®7*

653. AbS VI. 23b-24a,
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objects of three dimensions, the like of which should not be

expected In the former. If they are to be admitted there also,

then obstructions of all kinds will have also to come In the way

of the enjoyment of the released souls Therefore, it is

reasonable to assume that pure saliva is only self-luminous

spiritual knowledge That this should be so is strengthened by

the fact that matter emanates from Saktl or Sri and so cannot

have any tinge of material defect in the first stage of its

emergence when it gels the name, tuddha sattoa. This concept

makes us understand how, out of it, the non material bodies

(aprctkfta) emerge for Visnu and others and also for the released

souls and the creation of inanimate objects like parks, lotus-

tanks and others for their enjoyment All these are spiritual

in content and are of the nature of knowledge and bliss.

The Highest Place is called Vaikuntha where Is ever present

the highest form (para) of God. This form Is said to be the very

first and has two hands From this emanated the four-armed

and dark-complexioned God.654 The latter Is generally

supposed to be the para form with the name Vasudeva from

whom the vyuhas and divine descents emerge. He has the selves,

matter, makat
i

sdttvika and tamasa ahankara
, and others as

Kaustuba, Srlvatsa, Gads, Sankha, 3arnga and such other

weapons and ornaments 655 para Vasudeva is stated to divide

Himself into Vjuha Vasudeva and Nirayana .

Para Vasudeva is ever associated with 3rl who Is identical

with 3akti,657 She too has a body made up of the six divine

gunas*

654 PaS 17Z 13*16: Vteputilaka, II. 5.

655. VP, LtZ

666. PsS h £ 16,17 , Vigputilaka IL 11-14 ideniifiea Para with Narayapa,

667 LT, VIII. 21
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Vide:

'Vflcgmrfoig orararr ^ fo*m i

AhS. VI. 25a.

%s*rr srorcftji qaknBjnritOT s

Ibid. IX. 31a.

According to some versions,&>8 <5rl and BhOmt are the two

consorts. This is not borne out by the texts As a part of

Saktij Bhu comes down as the Consort of Visgu In his

Varshavatara

Vide.

erearfr % sfrsr smst ws '

i-pf* ^^rnjcrr vsmvuwK «

LT. VIII. 3$b-39a.

$aktl assumes several names, one of which is Mahl.®59 In these

names, she Ss present with Para Vasodeva* and all are to be

treated as Hss consorts 660 Nila came to be treated as one of

His consorts in later PaurSpic literature. Napplnnai® a

co^herdess, was woo m a wager by Kfs$a and came to fee

known as Nila 661 a later Upamsad named Mild Upanisad deals

658 Vi§nu is said to have Sfri ever with Him Vid® AkS VI. 25

;

IX 31 ,
XXXVI 55 LT VIII 21b refers to S'n and Pu§ti being on His sides.

$ri herself is said to b© Pu?ti, representing on© of the eight forms taken by

her, on© for each direction of space (LT VIII 25), After the Lord rescued

the earth from distress* it was raised to the status of His consort and

became designated as Bhudevl Pu$ti, who occupied a place oa on© side

of the Lord, cam© to b® identified with Bhu, SS (XII. 165) on© of the

earliest Samhitas, refer to 3ri and Piifti and not to 3ri and Bhu. PsrS. I. 7 I

IS X Z
,

XIII 179 ,
cf SprS XXXIII 53

659 AhS III 14a,

660. Ibid. XXVDI. 25a ,
LT

,
VHX. 22»47a

SSL Garudapurapa, Uttarakhanda, 19. In Tamil literature* she ss

called Nappxnnai* Vide &ilappadikara s
II. 17. 14-16. 24.

ASV—28
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wnh all these aspects of £>akti.662 Eight £>aktis are often

mentioned, named Klrti, $sl 9 Vsjaya, Sraddha, Smrti, Medha,
Dhfti and Ksama Another list enumerates the names as

Laksmi, Sarasvatl* Sarvakaraada, Prltivardhaol* Ya^askarl,

£>aotid&, Tusfida and Fust! 664 The Sattvatasamhita enumerates

the names as Laksmi* Pusfi, Da>a
}

Nidra, Ksama, Kanti,

Sarasvatl D*ru, Maiol Rati, Tost! and Mau.^65

£akti is twofold, namely, Bhutj and Kriya. The word^
6

Bhutt* me* ns 4 coming 9 and 6 Knyd * means 4 acting
5

The
form r is L'ks t I and 4 is divided in many ways. The latter is

the Sudar^ma (discus) of Yisnu representing Visnu% will. It Is

undivided It keeps the former working on from creation till

dissolution.

Vide

^**^rg*f ^r^^sfrferlrftcrr i

LT XXIX 9a

5 qs[q sir fBRqrsrfaTqsq^ *

Ibid XXIX 8a.

fsTPKKqT qr fsRqr^rfe *5«£fqr: I

AhS III 45b.

662 Here it is said to have been taught to Vikhanas Cf KA. XVI
S6-102

663 Vihagendra Sambits, 3 5 cited by Schrader p 55 Lak»mi, Kirtf,

Jays and Maya are alone mentioned JS VI 27a.. LT XX 34b.

Cf KA XVI 56b-87a where eight names are ©numerated, namely,
Bhomi Sarasvatl, Rati. Priti, Klrti, Kanti, Pusti and Tufti which are called

Eight Lak?mis are also enumerated, namely, Mahslak,mi, Viralakjmi,
Dhanalakjmi, Santinalakjmi, Jayalak,mi, Dhsnyalakjmi, Dhairyalakjmi,
and Rsjyalak,mi. SprS XXXIX. 152-157

6#4 LT VIII 25

665, SS. IX 85
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The Lahsmltantra however treats KnyXfokti as fourfold,

shared by the sun, fire, the moon and Sudariaua The
Importance of Sudar^ana In the doctrinal aspect of the

PaHcarStra is very great, m it is evidenced m the treatment of

Sudar^aoa in all aspects like mantra and worship 10 the texts®®*

and In the separate shrines for Sudarrfana In the South Indian

temples dedicated to Vi§$u.

There is In the Highest Heaven a pillar called ViiakhayUpa
or Brabmayupa. It is an effulgence of light and identical with

Bbagavao. It has four faces, each facing one direction. That
part which faces the eastern quarter is occupied by Bbagavan
Vasuaeva with a white form surpassing the splendour of the sun.

The form of Sankarsa^a whose complexion Is similar to the

colour of the ruby, occupies the south-facing part. The pari

facing the west presents Pradyumoa whose form Is red as If

scorched by the hot-rayed sun. Amruddha, whose complexion
is like that of the autumnal sky, occupies the north-facing part.

The Supreme Lord, mentioned here as Adimurti, Is present In

all these whose brilliance is equal to that of erores of suns,®®®

Fisher, each part has four divisions, the lowest one occupied

by Pradyumoa, Sankarsana and Vasudeva Bach vyuha represents

a sfate of consciousness Yasudeva's domain Is iuriya where

there ifi.no polarisation, Sankaf$ana*s is susuptt
,
revealing the

first and faint signs of polarisation, Pradyumna's is svapna with

subtle polarisation and Amruddha's is jagral with full but

limited polarisation $69 For instance, that part which faces

060 IT XXIX,

687 AhS XXV-VI, XXXIII, XXXVI-VHI, XLH-IV, XLV1II-L PaS, IV. 32 ,

L? XXX -I ,
ParS, xxiu-vi -

668 SS IV. 1 2a ,
LTt xi. 9-18 , The name ‘ XdimQrti * used her©

suggests that the Paftcaratra tradition represents a continuation of th®

Vaikhanasa tradition which calls the Supreme Lord by this name,

S l
l xxxvn-3b, 4 Cf, LT x 24a

669, Sanjukta Gupta , Lak$m%tantra Translation, p» 59 fa.
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the north has Aniruddha in full prominence, but occupying the

bottom, the other three not being as prominent as Aniruddha.

Similarly, the western face gives prominence to Pradyumna

occupying the second division from the bottom, while the other

three do not have that importance. The same must be said of

the other two faces. The four states of consciousness (waking,

sleeping, dreaming and transcendental) characterise the full

faces directed to the north, west, south and east respectively

This pillar is intended to be contemplated upon by devotees

according to their capacities. Those who meditate upon the

waking state of consciousness, as represented by Aniruddha,

are required to treat all the four deities as identical with the

Supreme Being Each deity shaving a distinct character and

occupying one face of the column incorporates all the four

vyuhas. For instance, the form of Aniruddha occupying the

face directed to the north must display prominent features like

the consort, weapons and ornaments, while those of Pradyumna,

Saftkarsina and Vasudeva must reveal similar features as

Indistinct (aspasta). merely outlined or totally Invisible. The

western fac* must have the features of Pradyumna prominently

displayed, *i<h those of the other three relatively less prominent

Similarly, the south and east-facing portions display the

prominent features of S inksrssns and Vasudeva repectlvely,

according less importance to those of others.

A meditator is required to contemplate at four stages,

starting with that of Aniruddha and the other three as

depicted in the north face, and gradually passing through to

Pradyumna, Sankarjana and Vasudeva, keeping all the other

three in each Each stage corresponds to another stage in the

other set, that is, waking, dream, deep sleep and transcendental.

The meditator has to raise himself to that state of consciousness

which is represented by the stage concerned. This kind of

meditation is called Csturalmya Upasana.WO

670 LT xi 9-18
, Introduction to LT„ p. 25 , AhS. V. 20b-26a.
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An explanation Is required to be given about the admission

of this Vi^akhayupa as distinct from the four vyuhas lust as one
step follows another to succession while one walks along, so

also one vyuha follows anofhei The interval between them is

not a void. It Is charged with a brilliant energy of God who
manifests Himself through it serving for His body. It has the

six gunas and is called Vuiskhayupa

Vide :

sajsrqt <T?r?ira?<T^r??rcn i

3T*cTC *T«F55 I!

^fsfcT#3T5fT I

fosn^q fc^^cra^rqrf^irscn u

LT. XI. II, 12.

This lustre pervades not only the intervals between the vyuhas

but also the vyuhas . Hence the ViSakhayupa is distinct from

the four vyuhas which form part of it and at the same time

branch off from it like the branches of a tree G71

The VisSkfaayupa is also said to represent absolute sounds

out of which arise the sounds in the four stages of mdh , btndu,

madhyami and vatkhart
9 presided respectively by the vyuha

deities startu g from Vasodeva 672 This representation Is

justifiable, because some prominent features of the vyuha deities,

such as imperceptibihty, bare outline. Indistinct appearance

and full perceptibility, are also the features of sound in these

four stages.

The term 4 Viiakhayupa *
is made up of two words,

4 viiakha
f and 'yupa \ The former denotes that of which the

branches are spread out ; and in this sense* It has relevance to

the word • yupa \ which primarily means the sacrificial post,

671 Ibid xi 13,29

672 Ibid xi 17-30,
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The sense of the compound word must be taken 4s * that which
has all-pervading lustre out of which the vynkas extend on the
four sides® ft fs thus the source and must be taken to stand
for Para Vasudeva or rather to Param Brahman, that is,

&rl Krsna Vasudeva and Sthuia Vasudeva taken collectively.

This Deity is identified with Purusa who is none other than
NarSya$a. The Pumsasukta speaks of creation as a symbolic
sacrifice. The same principle is applicable to the concept of the

Vlrfakhay flpa, where the Supreme Being is in the form of lustre

without a body, and represents the sacrificial pillar. The word,
* viiakha must by taken to mean a particular form taken up by
that pillar Primarily it stands for the name of “ one of the

lunar astertsms (figured by a decorated gatewiy or arch and
containing four or originally two stars placed under the regency
of a dual divinity) *\OT3

Tnus, including the Vi^skhayupa, there are five denies.
They represent the five letters iia, sa, sa, ha, and ksa.

Vjde :

srixierj s-ftferr; s

srtw
1

#1^3 TafSf^f?r sfrfefrnq; »

AhS XVf. 83b-85

!t ts held by some scholars that the Vi^Skhayfipa concept
was evolved to fill in the central places when the four vyQha
deities got their assigned places, one In each quarter, and that

this, along with the four vyuha deities, would justify the

significance of the number five occurring in the name of
P&ncaratrafi’l*

6T3. M M Williams : Sanskrit-English Dictionary, pp. 841-2.

674 S Gupta • IT translation. Ch, xi. (also Cf, Brahmavidya,
xxv 3&4, pp, 189-204),
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However, this explanation seems unnecessary. Firstly, it

must be admitted that the Visakhayupa concept is w volved more
to help concentration of the mind for contemplation than for

explaining the vyuha concept The meditation is not simply on

a lustrous pillar On the other hind, each deny of the vyuha m
to be meditated upon as forming part of the whole vyuha The

Visakhayupa may be taken to stand for Para Vasudeva who does

not form pan of the vyuha ,
and four stages of consciousness are

alone mentioned here for meditation upon the four vyuha

deities and not five Secondly, the analogy from the Vaikhanasa

text is interesting. No doubt® the vyuha principle is Involved

In the emanation of Purusa from Visnu, to be followed by

those of Satya. Acyuta and Aoiruddha But all the five are

together called Pancamiirti
t
615 and not as vyuha. Lastly, in all

religious schools, each number has a significant role to play.

For instance,* ekameva advitlyam brahma ”878 shows the

importance of the number one in the Vedanta system. This Is

not taken to mean the denial of duality or of the concept of

tattvairaya
, of the vyuha concept of four deities, or of the fivefold

classification of the day and so on. Of course, the name,,

‘Pancaratra* has a unique significance, but the importance given

to other numbers like four in the number of vyuhas , six In the

number of gun at and the sadak$ara~mantra, eight In the astdksara*

mantra and twelve in the dvadaidksara-manUa are not of less

significance. The Visakhayupa is a caturdtmya concept and does

not involve an independent fifth principle brought in there

All these form part of pore creation which is non-material

(a-prdkrta)s and if some of them have found room in the world

created out of matter in the process of ‘impure* creation, it must

be understood that the purity of these is not affected in the

lean

675 SA xxxvn 2.

676. Ch. Up, VL 2,1,
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Based os pore creation Is the Impore^and®pore creation

which comprises both the pore and what is different from It,

Kutastha Purusa and Maya Sfakh represent the manifestation of

the Bhutt Kakti under this creation, Kutaslha Purusa represents

an aggregate of souls similar to a bee-hive — souls which have

been affected by the impress of deeds done from beginnir.gless

time ®7I Another version makes this the all»koowfng person at

the top of the enjoyers who go forth from him at the time of

creation and return to him at the time of dissolution 678

Though pure In themselves, these selves become impure on

account of karmavasana 679 The rise of the Kutastha Purusa from

Pradyumna is depicted much to the same way as creation is

described from the Purusa In the Purusasukta 680

Along with the Kutastha Purus®, the Maya Kaklt which is

non-spiritual energy, coraes into existence It is the primitive

form of matter. It is of three kinds, Niyati (restriction), KUla

(time) and Guna (quality) 631

Pradyumna transfers both Kutastha Purusa and MSya tfakti

to Antruddba for further development. They remain with the

latter for a thousand years and undergo changes Then there

emerges gahti from Aniruddha, Niyati from Kakti % Kala from

Ntyatt, Sattvatguna from Kala, Rajoguna from SaUva~gu$a % and

Tamoguna from Rajoguno ®82 Eight Manus enter into Kaktt and

pass through all the evolutes stated above and in the same

order,683

677 AhS Vi 33-4

678 L7 VII 10, 11a,

679 AhS VI 34b

680 Ibid VI 37

mi Ibid VI 12

682. Ibid VI. 13-15.

683 Ibid VI 44b-69.
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Mdyd aktt 9 Mtyait and Kala are the three aspects of tfaku

who is Rati, wife of Amraddha Niyati is the siibt 1 ® regulator

of every thing 684 Kala Is the mysterious power existing <n time

which invites everything to activity

Guna, which is manifested from Kala, is of the three kinds,

Sattva
, Rajas and Tamas Aoiraddha as Visnu controls Sattva,

Brahma controls Rajas and Rudra controls Tamas Their tfaktis

are respectively Laksml, Sarasvatl and Gauri. These are held

to come under the Sheath of Generation {Prasut ikoda) 685 After

this, the Gunas form into a mass called Avyakta which is called

Tamas in one of the texts 686

Impure creation then starts It is in two stages, primary

and secondary The former represents the evolution of matter

as fn the Sankhya system. Purusas are not many as in that

system but only one who is Kutastha (collective) Purusa and
Prakrit get modiSed (lit cooked) by time ; that is, time also

plays a part here 681 Mahal is called by several names such as

ftdya% Go« Avanl , Brdhmt, Vadhu
, Vrddhi.Mati, Madhu, Akhydti ,

Idvart and Prajnd It is Buddht with the SdUvtka element, Prdria

with the Rajasa and Kala with the Tdmasa 688 Dkarma
i Jndna $

Vtrdga and Aiivarya are the four divisions of the SdUvtka aspect :

and their opposites, Adhatma
, Ajndna Avatragya and Anatdvarya 9

represent the four divisions of the Tataasa aspect 689 \\ j§ said

684 Ibid V 46b

685 LT. V 6 Schrader, p 67 n

686 AhS VI 63a

687 Ibid VII 6b

688 Ibid VII 9b-10a
, LT XVI 2b-3a

689 Vide

*rf?n srrffgsK srgsrf »

AhS. VII llb-19a.
It is interesting to note that, according to the Vaikhanasa Jgama, these

four are the qualities of Puru5a, Satya, Acyuta and Aniruddha respectively.
SA xxxvn 2-3

asv

—

29
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of the Manns Chat, as they descend through the Tattvas into the

womb of Vtdyd, there arises for them Bodhana
„ aa intellectual

organ with which they discriminate between the real and the

unreal.690

Unlike in the classical Sankhya
, Buddkt represents the

Sdttvika aspect of Mahat 69! Among Its several names noted
abovcg Akhydti

, Prajna and fdvart Indicate that Mahal denotes
both vitality and subconscious Intelligence*®^ Mahat Is thus
cosmic Prana• Though It Ss unconscious, yet It Is Intelligent

energy at work. This interpretation is borne out by the use of
the word, & brahman \ In this sense in the Upamsads ®93 and also

the word & Prana* in the place of Mahat
,
while the Sankhya

categories are enumerated In the Ahirbudhnyasamhitdfi94 The
further stages of creation from Mahat are described almost as In

the Sankhya system..

The descent of Manus is then shown to account for the rise

of people from the Intercourse of the male and female

principles* The Manus thus become the ancestors of numberless

men.

The Gross Creation commences with the appearance of the

earth, the last tattva The principles thus created require

coalescence into a mass. This is attempted by Brahma creating the

four youths, Sanaka, Sanaoda, Sanatana and Sanatkemara who,

however, refused to have offspring Rudra who was then

created, split himself Into eleven Rudras. The six progenitors

(Prajapatis), Manu and others, were created, and they attended
to the work of further creation,

690, AhS VII. 13, 14

691 Cl Katha U II, 10-13, Buddhi and Mahat ar© kept distinct

692 Schrader, p 73

693, Ch U I 11 5

694. AhS. xii, 22a,
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The individual soul is citiakh . It is pure in us essence,

Imperishable unchangeable, eternal and unlimited it is the

consciousness witnessing the functioning of matter it is

knowledge and at the same time the koower 995 Like matter,

the souls emanate from £>ri 690 They form part of the Bhuii

Sfaktz of Laksnal.697 They are prepared and pre*de remaned for

bondage or salvation by the Lord's Nzgraha or Ttrodkana Sfaktt e

They should thee have their form, power and knowledge
obscured, leading respectively to atomic size, powerlessness and
Ignorance, Then they get affected by all imperfections like

nescience, conceit* attachment and so on Fney indulge

accordingly In activities whico lead to graver re$u!ts 0
698

The souls are classified under two heads, namely, pure and

mixed Pradyumoa is stated to create the former and

Aniruddha toe latter through Brahma, the creator*699 There is

justification for this. Those who have a stock of good and bad
karma to be gone through at the end of a dissolution of the

cosmos are required to be introduced into the world by Brahraf

who is actuated by the quality of Rajas

.

They cannot make
their appearance in the Kriayuga when Satina dominates. Those

who belong to the pure kind must have the Satina predominant

and so they are allowed to appear to the world in the Kriayuga

by Pradyumoa Himself.700

The summum bonum (hitamatyantam) for the self is So be freed.

The sorrows should end, never io recur, thus giving room for a

positive status io the shape of eternal happiness The Pancardtra

695 LT xvi lt»19

596 Ibid, vi 36 . xvi. 22a

697 AhE VI 8a

698 Ibid xiv. 15b-24 These are considered also as the &akti of gyi,

699 Cf Ibid xxi 12, LT. xn 13,14, Schrader, p.82,

700 Schrader, pp, 84-5,
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doctrines therefore declare that this consists in the final

cessation of the succession of sorrows which Implies positive

eternal bliss.

Vide*

fafforcg *prr m i

<a<ftqr<£%a fsRir ^ erfe# ^*5; ii

AhS. XIII 9.

That is 9 atomic size* powerlessneis and ignorance which were

forced on the self by the power of obscuration (tirodhdna^akti)

get fully removed, leaving the self in Its natural condition.

Since the atomic size Is forced on the self* It is possible to hold

that the natural size of the self Is not atomic. The evidence

regarding the nature of the liberated soul is that It is omniscient

and omnipresent,, Its omnipresence cannot be explained* if Its

size Is atomic, and so requires explanation The Ahtrbudhnya

Samhiti describes it to be of the size of a mote ^01

Vide

:

er<t^ srr«ar dregr i

sr^^ewrurr# «

AhS. VI 27.

It is therefore proper to admit, that by
8 atomic* is meant

• small * or * little \ In the state of bondage, the word, 8

arm
9

can be taken to mean spatially restricted, but in the state of

release It can mean omnipresence.

The place which the selves occupy after gaining maksa is one
from which they do not return to the mundane world.

Vide i

spart srm 3*: i

AhS. XXXVII. 26a,

201. Ibid, p, 59
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This is a non-raatenal place shining with the six qualities The
released souls shine there with the lustre of crores of suns and
moons. They take no food The Supreme God of gods lies

there on the serpent couch, attended by hosts of ever-free

selves.702 This Highest Place will disappear at the time of

absolute dissolution and emerge at the time of Pure Creation

The released selves will also merge, but will not undergo any

suffering.

The nature of the released condition is described as the

80*1*8 becoming one with God During dissolution, it becomes
latent In Him The Lord declares that the liberated selves

become Himself and that there Is no difference between them

and Himself. This is not Advaita, for He adds that the

liberated souls sport as He does 703 An inseparable union

between the two Is meant and is described as like that of the

Kaustnbba gem and the Lord. In that state, the self is noticed

to be clinging to the Lord like a gem.704 The souls “ become
practically, but not really one.”705

Regarding the means of obtaining liberation, it is said in

the P3ncarStra Agama that the liberation of the self depends on
the compassion of £>r! which persuades her to bestow her grace

on the self. This process is called technically Sfaktipata.

Vide:

wi srfar: few gttirfeqferern i

’HtSsPrs: ste 5rfgjTT5TTqrr^rt n

jIT. XIII. 8.

702 LT. xvu. 9, 15-32.

103 P3S I. 4 17.

704 Visputilaka, II. 30, 100

IG5, Schrader, p, 93,
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No one can force God to bring about ibis. God, knows when to

give effect to lt a
T06 To please God for obtaining &akttpata$

four means are recommended. They are Karma, Sdnkhya, Toga

and Sarmtyfiga ?07 In another context* the last one is

©mlttedJ08 i$ js also said that knowledge and religion (dharma)

are the means* the latter leading to the former. The former
may be of a direct or indirect nature* the latter leading to the

former. Religion is twofold, being mediate (vyavadhanavvt) and
Immediate, The former consists Sn offering worship to Brahma
and others who represent God, while the latter takes the form
of offering direct worship to God. All kinds of worship

sanctioned by or based upon the Vedas and systems of thought

like Pl^npata, Sankhya and others come under the former ^09

The Pancaratra mode is of the latter kind.

Vide :

fejfewg; 'rt m gfonstratum n

sforsrir ^ ^refuses iwt i

AhS XIII. 21b, 22

Among these. Karma can be treated as of the immediate

kind when it is employed to worship the Lord. Sahkhya refers

to tattvajnana. Toga means contemplation on God. Sarvatynga

is the path of prapatti

The Karma mode may be taken to have been treated in the

Carya section of the texts. It involves the worship of the Lord
in te n pies and houses The daily life of those who choose this

mode is divided under five heads, namely, Abhtgamana
, Upadsna,

106 LT XIII. 10.

707. Ibid XV, 17

708 Ibid XVH 49

709. AhS. XIII. 10-Zla, 83-25,
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ljyS 9 Smdkydya and Toga Every self is required to offer

worship in a temple and also in the house.

After attending to the preparatory routine of baih 5 sandhya

and others, one must approach the sanctum sanctorum in the

temple or faoese
s
uttering prayers and attend to the worship of

God This is called * Abktgamam § which means literally,

Agoing towards (God) \ After this, flowers, fruits and other

requirements for the worship of God are to be collected* This

Is known as Upadana Ijyd is the name given to the ritual of

worship After taking food which 11 called Anuydga
, one has

to spend the time till the evening to the recitation and study of

the sacred texts, listening to the discourses of the teacher or

elders, reflection upon what one has learnt from others and

offering comments oo what one has received from others* This

is called Svadhydya
, Towards the close of the day, sandhya is

to be performed before offering worship to the Lord Deep

contemplation on God must then be undertaken with occasional

rests that may pass into sleep The name 6 Toga 9
is given to

this All these together constitute Pancakdlaprakriyd 710 and

those who follow this are known as pancakdltka$B

The Pancakdlaprakriyd is the daily routine shaped out of the

code of conduct laid down m the Smrti texts to suit the needs

for the dedication of life to the adoration of Vis$u The
Karma mdrga of the Bhagauadglta

, which is based upon the Vedic

concept of rituals, is itself a method by which the deeds done
are dedicated to God as His. This concept envolves a further

adaptation to the exclusive worship of Visnu* Thus, the

practical side of the life of a devotee of Visniu is treated in the

Pdfooardtfa tradition as karma which Is obligatory on all members
of society including those who take to the order of ascetics*

710 JS SKS Rsi, I 3-14a , ParS IX 181-175
, JS. XXII , SprS. XVII,

68-24, PaS, IV 13-3, Cf AhS XV. 8a, 49c, LT. XVII. 13; XVIII, 51, 52.
Both AhS and LT, mention the word * PaHcakaJa \
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Jnana refers to the acquiring of the right knowledge of the

taitva which is the Ultimate Reality. In particular* what Is to

be known ts related to the fivefold forms of God namely, Para,

Vyuha, Vtbkava, Area and Antaryimin . The vyuha Concept has a

significant role to play in this Jnana-marga, while the area form

receives a direct treatment in the Katma-marga . In fact, the

Knya and Catya sections of the Pdncatatra texts lay emphasis

on the area form, of course, In the background of the vyuha

concept. The knowledge, which is thus acquired, requires

recapitulation on the basis of their common and divergent

characteristics.

Vide:

wr erf jct i

cTcP II

^qrqi %§rr?mro^r?Ji^r n

qr srcrHtar #?qr i

*wr Twr ^Nqr qcq^rr^Hg^qr 11

LT. XVI. 26-28.

The knowledge which is then acquired is real knowledge This

is acquired not by self-effort alone, but also through the grace

of God.

The Toga mode is the means which is based oo the practices

enjoined in the Toga system of Paranja !i The process is a

highly complex one even for comprehension and difficult to

practise. It Is purely internal In execution It is of two kinds,

namely, samadht and satiiyama The former results from the

practice of yoga. In that condition, the self rests in Brahman
oalled Srinivasa and remains there undisturbed. The latter

consists in the performance of good deeds which are related

oniy to the Highest Self It has physical and mental aspects.

It purifies the inner organ and generates pure knowledge .711

111 Lf XVI. 30-41,
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fbg® consists In the union effected between the self and

Paramdtman and the process is staled to be of eight parts This

is called Hrdydga which consists in the offering of the self as an

oblation (hams) purified through separation from matter 112

The eight parts or limbs are enumerated as In the Toga system

of Patanjali 713 The ten constituents of yama Include the four

of the Togasutras and have In addition dayn %
dhrti

>
iauca

,
ksama ,

drjava and mitdhdra . Apangraha of the Togasutras is omitted.

tfauca mentioned here finds enumerated under myama by

Pataiijdli Some of them here get an original description. For

example, brahmacarya is not mere continence, but includes not

regarding one’s wife as an object of enjoyment, a concept

developed through the significance attached to women in the

Agamas 714 Among the kinds of myama enumerated by Fataiija It®

santosa and tapas alone are retained. Eight more are added

under the names of siddhantairava^a* ddna 9 matt , ldvarapujam 9

asitkya
, hn

,
japa and vrata. The first of these consists In the

study of the Vedanta Sfraddha is faith so the work that Is

tnjoioed In the scriptures and livarapujana Is worshipping Viseii

with devotion in accordance with oo capacity* Meditation

(praptdhdna) which is recommended as a means of controlling

the mental activities in the Togasutras 715 does got get treated.

It does not form part of yogic practice Jsttkya consists in the

conviction that there exists an object which Is accessible

through the Vedas 716 Eleven postures are enumerated along

with their descriptions 717

712 AbS XXXI 4b, 5, 15

711. YS. II. 29 , AbS XXXI, 16, 17,, MS. IL 1-S

714 AbS. XXXI 18-23

715 Ibid. XXXI. 18b.

716 Ibid XXXI. 24-30a . MS II. 1 9, 10a.

717. Ibid, XXXI. Slb-46 , JS. XXXIH-17fo-23a where four postures are

enumerated.
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Pranayama Is the next limb which receives a very detailed
description Before describing this, the tubular vessels called

“ c required 10 be P«nfied. They atari from the
Mulct dhara (perineum) around the navel and pass through twelve
caktas within the body and rracb the Brakmarandhra, the cavity
a t e head The power called Kundaltrii, getting us nam- from
its resting in the Muladhara I-ke a coiled serpent, covers up the
Brakmarandhra with its eight mouths, each represent,ng one
aspect of Prakrit There are seventy two thousand nadh in the
b°ay, of which susumna, ida and ptngala are the most prominent
The soul moves about in the cakras like a spider in us web.
Apart from the five pranas, there are five more called Na<>a,
ICurma, Kfkara, Devadatta and Dhanafijaya 718 The nadis are
to be purified by filling up ida and ptngala by turns with air and
expelling it, and this must be done thrice during the performance
of the morning, midday and twilight sandhya worship In three
months, this process, if practised every day, will cleanse the
nadis of all impurities 719 When the impurities are got nd of,
Pranayama is to be performed, doing the japa of Sudnr^ana or
of Gayatn mantra all along 720

PratyahSra
, the next limb, is the withdrawal of the mind

from the objects of the senses and placing it m the Lord 721
Fixing the mwd in the Lord is Dharana . Dhyana consists in
contemplating upon the Lo*-d with the marvellous form in the
midst of the dazzling Game of fire within the akaia of the heart
Samadht, tbe last stage, brings about the appearance of the
Lord 728

718 Ibid xxxn. 7-41

719 Ibid xxxu 42-47a

720 Ibid xxxn 51-55
, Cf PsS, II, 3

721 Ibid xxxu 58,57 Cf PsS II 4 8a, 10a.

722, Ibid. xxxu. 59, 63. 70o, 71a. Cf. PaS, II. 5.
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These limbs, when practised, arouse the Kundalini-Sakti

and make It ascend, step by step, through the cakms and merge In

the Absolute Self at the point called Dvilaidnta. At this stage*

there fs the union of 3&kii with God.723

Myasa is enjoined as a means ©f obtaining final release on

the main ground that, with the passage of time, the Embodied

sdf is adversely affected so as to lose knowledge, stamina*

strength and longevity and Is afflicted by the results of the deeds

done frequently* So the self Is asked to avoid the two extremes

of doing good deeds* like the Agmstoma sacrifice and bad ones

1 «ke killing animals, the results of which are bound to affect

tl e doer. The self most seek the Lord as Its refuge and It will

surely reach Him at the end of its hfe*s journey 724 This Is

called by fscveral names such as prapaUi
,
prapadana

%
daranagall9

bharanyasa and so on The Supreme Place, that is, moksa9 which

a St If, seeking release, could not get by such means as jndm%

yort7 or bhakti, is obtained by this itself 725

li has six component parts, namely, (i) the resolution on the

part of the self to do such acts only as would be In conformity

with the divme will, (li) giving up those acts that would

displease God, (ui) a firm conviction that God would protect

those who seek His protection, (iv) the choice of God as

protector, (v) placing ooe^s own self in His charge and

(vi) the realisation of the helplessness of the self to seek any other

733 L*? xhx 143-146 CL Com, on hT. xx 12, 13*

724 fold xvii 51~59a

725 AhS xxxvu 25, 26

.
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course

J

26 Among these* the fifth element must be considered

as the act of self-surrender* the others forming its elements, or

all the six form may parts of the act. Nyasa is not a physical

act, but only a mental process It takes the shape of a prayer

m the form, 45
1 am a recepiable of sms, I have nothing and

have no way 10 pursue Please become Yourself the meaog/’727

Being a form of knowledge* this thought also becomes a

means of moksa
, as enjoined lo the Vedte passage,728

ni*m qmx mzmm i

By adopting this means of self-surrender* ft is said that all that

are expected to be performed such as penances, sacrifices and
giving of alms and gifts are taken to have been done* and moksa

Is assured It Is further held that ny&sa is superior to all other

methods enjoined for obtaining moksaJZ9

?26 Vide

fiisgra: g-«rr n

wfrirarr srcarmfo: i

AhS XXXVII. 27b-30a

727 ^ffwrqcr^Tsmrr^ilr s u

w&rnrftn t

sir kksfersj; afssrarri*. «

Cf IT XVII 69b-60, 61a. ibid 30b-31

728 TA III 12 7.

729 AhS xxxvxi. 34, 35a, 36b, 37a
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Myasa Is given the symbolic representation of sacrifice*

The self is the oblation offered with the utterance of the word,

*namafy
0 One who takes up this means is held to have

performed a hundred sacrifices 730 That it if a powerful weapon

to be used to fight against worldly sufferings and gam the slat®

of final release Is explained by the declaration that even those

who are devoted to the performance of good deeds, who are

learned and who are adepts in yogic methods, do not bear any

comparison to one who has taken up nySsa 9
not being equal to

even a billionth fraction of him 731

Self-surrender does not consist fn placing merely one’s self

under God All the possessions are also to be surrendered to

Him,732 Mydsa Is to be done only ooce The evil consequence of
getting rebirth will happen to one who takes to other courses

like karma or bhakli
, leaving nydsa imperfectly done,733 Those

who adopt this means must not violate the Vedic law even in

thought 734 Any lapse, however, could be expiated by the act

itself 735

Mymsa Is the foremost among the means for crossing the sea

of worldly existence It Is the only way which both the

ignorant and the learned can adopt* Those who adopt this

course enjoy the rewards of their good deeds and get free-

dom from all kinds of bondage and acquire the highest

status*736

730 ibid xxxvn, 37b-39

731 LT. xvii 63,

232, Ibid, xvii 80,

733, Ibid xvii 89b-90

734 Ibid, xvn, 96a,

236® ibid. xvii 102403a,

736, Ibid. xvu, 104b, 105®*
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Those who take to the methods of karma
,
jnnna ,

bhakti and
yoga are required to acquire certain specific qualifications which
are different according to the distinctions based on birth and sex

and mental abilities. Further* there Is oo certainty that the

rewards are sure to be bestowed upon those who adopt them
Some will have to take more births to receive the fruits of these

undertakings Hence these are considered to be hard to

practise From this point of view, nyasa Is certainly easier to

take op, because there are ao restrictions based on grounds of
sex* birth* learning and any kind of attainment However* St

is dealared that, though easy* it is hard to practise*

Vide *

3<rnr: g^aar srcrT to i

LT XVII. 105b

The significance of this seems to He in the fact that nyisa is

adopted only once In one‘s life time, and so the aspirant melt
become conscious of his getting fully qualified by acquiring all

the five constituent parts of nyasa except alma-mk$epa . In

adopting the other methods like karma and jnana, the aspirant

has to qualify himself oy having upanayana or listening to the

teachings from a preceptor or practising the aftgas of yoga.

However* In doing so, he Is likely to commit errors which will

land him Into difficulties such as sinful results, non-removal
of ignorance or rise of doubtful cognitions and inability to

control mental activities* On the other hand, the result Is

certain from nyasaf but great care has to be exercised to acquire
or realise one’s fitness for it. Probably, this is the significance

attached to the statement

In this context* Ic is interesting 10 note that bhakti Is not
mentioned as an independent means of moksa • while the

astanga-yoga which gets a detailed treatment, could be taken 4c

represent bhakti^ though the word * bhakti 1

is not used as such

in this connection. The concept of bhakti and the activities of
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the hhakta get frequent referencesJ37 In fact, wot&aip of the

deity is incompatible with the absence of hhakti. To a large

extent bhaktt alone dominates the spirit of the reli^onsfaip

between mao aod GoJ as evidenced in many a passage m the

Jgoma texts The doctrine of uydsa Is not found developed or

treated in many well known texts, other than the Ahi*huihny

Laksmltantra
,
tfrlpragna and a few other Samhitds The general

conclusion is to be drawn id favour of the bhahti-mdrga which is

also known as upasand and comprises the eight-limbed yoga,

according to other texts.

The dissolution of creation Is of m kinds, namely, nity<i
t

the natural and final destruction ; natmttiki
,
tha* relating to the

visible universe occurring from time to time; prdkrtl ,
that of

all categories which evolve from matter
; prdsuh ,

relating to

the dissolution of avyakta in the prasuti-koia ; mdyd t dissolution

of the matter of the prasuui ko§a in the mdyd°ko$a ; gakt§ 9

dissolution of matter In ? he mdyd koia into th* £akti«ko§a , and

dtyantikl
, escape of the stlf who performs from the iakdi*

ko$a Into gaktl The self does not get annihilated there, but

has independent existence in a transcendental form as part of

the Ultimate Reality.738

Linguistic occultism plays a part In the Pdncardtra

doctrines, forming a strong background for the worship of the

deny. Brahman is the source of all sound When It feels the

urge to create, there arises a sta*e of activity combined with

inactivity {kantaid), when the sound and its meaning get distin*

gutshed, but yet remaining latent, and objects get indicated by the

sounds which denote them Sound should therefore precede the

737 Devotion, which forms the basis for the act of worship, doas not

get independent ana elaborate treatment, but it gets emphasized as

essential for a sddhaka Vide LT ix 51, xxxm. 115 ; BharadVaja

Samhitd
,
PI 3 , PauS xxxi,

738* SKS t $$h ill 98-11 7. See AhS« IV. for a detailed description.
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rise of the objects or the objects could be held to rise from sound*

At this stage, the sound is known as nada which gives rise at the

next stage to bindu also known as paiyantl This then leads to

the madhyamu stage when the logieal relation between the word
and Its meaning Iks id the form of an impression Vaikhart Is

the next stage when the syllables and words are distinctly

noticeable 739

In the evolution of sounds produced, the units of the

alphabet are classified variously For Instance, usman ,

antahstha
, svara and sparia represent the four kinds and so called

as catuspadz The mantras are formed out of these and they flow

from Brahman In accordance with the mental realization of

the aspirants* particular mantras are evolved That sound which

an aspirant receives with the faith that it would protect him,

which shields him from fear with its purport concealed,, In which

the defty f
s nature is manifested in the sequence in which the

syllables occur aod which reveals pure knowledge, is called

mantra,

Vide :

gHr^nrs ii

?rcn n

LT. XVIII 44-45

Since sound originates from Brahman
i
God Is said to present

Himself in the form of mantra Particularly, mantras are useful

in internal worship (antarydga) Japa and dhyana do thus

become meaningful When the mantras are uttered as in nydsa

and homa, they convey the Intended meaning to the deity, and

so it becomes clear that God is there to listen to the prayers of

His devotees*

739* Cf, MS* xyi , LT. xvin 9
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Creadon of articulate sounds is on the same plan as In

cosmic creation The sound 4 a * is at the root, all other

sounds being its'iransfonnations, each sound oeing an effect of

the sound which precede^ if The first sound that Is audible is

the aspirate and it is called vtsarga or creation ; the anuwdra

represents the withdrawal of speech (samhdra). The former is

called the moon (soma) and the latter the sun (surya). The

snort vowels are the sen’s rays* while the long ones those of

tb* moon. The consonants represent matter and Its

evolutes 740 The antafathas are said to keep God’s mamfesta®

lions in the vyuhas within themselves 741 The ustnan sounds

and ksa represent the four vyuhas and P^ra VSsudeva. They

form together PancabrahmanJ42

The structure of sounds Is fitted Into the inner yogic body of

the aspirant This body has twelve cakras
s each having twelve

groups of four sounds each And n represents the noicrocosnalc

formation of the macrocosmos This* ss helpful in nyusa while

performing bhutaduddhi The toner worship becomes piirpos eful,

when the set of four sounds Is uttered, since this set has the

four vyuha denies presiding over It The presence of these

deities is easily visualized by the aspirant,

A mantra Is considered to be complete when It has four

parts* namely, btja, ptnda
9 samind and pada Each Is powerful

to itself. Among them the blja refers to the soul and the others

to the body 743 Mantras delight the aspirant in his journey

through padddhvan 744 They create a sense of complete detach®

meat in him by taking him through tatiifa
t
kata and varna ,

Finally, the aspirant enters into the eternal Brahman called

740. AhS. xvi. 76-77
, LT xix, 20, 22.

741 Ibid xvi. 83b-84a

742. Ibid xvi 84b-85a , LT. xix. 30. CL SKS. India* II.

743. Cf LT xxi 17-21

744. Ibid, xxi, 25.
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Lak§tnl-NarSyaga J45 Among the several mantras that are to be
used, those of Sudar^ana* Laksml aod Narasupha are
considered to be of supreme Importance

A novel process Ss found evolved aod treated in the
JayaUamhxta regarding the course of upasand. It is based on the
concept of Viddkhayupa It bearb comparison with Madhu*

mdya J46 according to which Brahman ts to be meditated upon
in the slates both of cause and effect Brahman is the cause and
the so i is the effect. The aspirant most meditate upon Brahman
to the state of effect* namely, as the sun, and later in the state of
cause Id the form of the Inner Self (Antard Iman) of the sun
He who does so will become a Vaso In another aeon and* again
continuing the meditation as Vasu, he will reach Brahman at the
end of his life Both the sue and Brahman who are 10 be
mediated upon, are only Brahman Similarly, an aspirant must
meditate upon Aosruddha in Svetadvipa, to which place he
would go, and then to Pradyumna upon whom he must meditate,
then tm meditation on Sankar$ma whom he reache* next, will

take him to V&bUdsva, This in stated in ihe Jayatsamhttd to be
another method prescribed for those who desire to enjoy the

biiss of Brahman This method is piescribeo for those who
follow the pancakdla-prakny® 147 The four deities control the

74S Ibid xxn

146 Ch. U, XLl ll

147 Vad©

arm hr*J^<rsrt wk^ t

?r?T5 i%s7 ?rsrr?nTq; $s

mi: st&gmfamJi i

mcftmfarfoatraf >T3ff^^?TrrffSTrH M

(Cited m the Rahasvatrayasara, ch xxi, as taken from the JayatsamhitS )

Cf Mbb Santi CCCLIV 14-18a Cf. PauS XXX 183-184, XXXI. 209.
Biahmapurapa, II 39, 43-60,

'
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waking, dream, deep sleep and transcendental states which are

referred to as miva
,

&aijasa@ prajna and iuriya 748 The

Laksmliantra and some other Agamas speak of a fi
rth stage called

tunyatital49 which is the form of Liksmlnarayana, This h
the snpt^uyUha state of existence which manifests the Infinite

divinity and splendour of the soul

This method of passing from one state to another is called

krama-muktt
, which finds also a different kind of representation*

By worshipping the vibkaua form of God, the aspirant gets to

the vyUha stage After worshipping Hum In that stage* he

reaches the subtle form of Para Brahman cal ,A d Visudsva 750

From f hls, it is evident that an aspirant cannot get moksa at

the end of the life in which he mediates on a particular form

of God As m the case of bhahti yoga* one is required to take

a senes of births Tha stages show tbit the aspirant will have

lo start at the wakme state and pass on to the dream state by

fuUy getting qualified for It, and so on from one stale to the

next Tim is justly brought out by Parasirabha{ta-

Vide

:

Stnra igarajastava „ II, 40®

748 Mdndutya Upanisad
,

III 7
a

749 LT LX 11 12 Cf JS VI 13a, PsS II. S 6-7. The preceptor,

who initiates the pupil, is said to have attained this state.

Vide JS XVI 174b

760 Vide

fe«nrr&rr5«q$ an ?rr^M
qjFT m^rar ira i

Sribhagya, JJ. 2. 41.



CHAPTER VII

fancaeatra texts

The Pancaratra doctrines mare preached by five teachers—

£>5ndi1ya, Aupag§yana 9 Mautijylyana, Kau^ika and Bharadvaja 751

The works of the first aod the S as

t

s among these, are available,

while that of the second gets only reference So some works 752

The other two left no works. The works of the two writers

mentioned above, have more than one text with the same name.

They treat matters like worship of God, bhakti and prapatti.

The Natayanlya section of the Mahdbhatala throws light on

the traditions of the Pdncatdtra Agama The vyuha doctrine and

the daily round of life classified under five heads are the matters

treated there The earliest texts must be expected to have deaU

with these matters only. On this ground, the texts of the two

writers mentioned above could not have been very early The

Interlocutors, here, are Aniruddha, $amkar§>na, BhagavSn,

Vasudeva, £> I, Bhrgu, Ahirbudhnya, Narada, M&rkandeya

,

$andt!ya aod others. Some of them are said to have received

Instructions from others mentioned above, and In their turn,

they offered expositions to others It is not therefore possible

to fix the priority of any of these texts over others.

The number of Pancaratra texts Is listed m some of these

works themselves They are 154 in the Vtsnuiantra
,
108 in the

PUdma and Vtivamtita ^amhitds^ 106 in the Purusottama-samhitS,

103 m the Bharadvajasamhita, 100 in the Kapihjalasamhi ta
, 91 in

the Marka$deya$amh%ld and 25 in the Hayailrsasamhttd and

751 IS XXI 619-33

752 PaS, I h 108
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Mahe&varatantra and also In the Agnipurd#a Schrader’s list

contains 210 and 14 more of the texts* but the titles of them are

not noted The Introduction to the Laksmtiantra 754 enutne*

rates 225 works* of which 56 end their names In tantra
, two in

tilaka , one So vatbhava
*
one in tahasya, one in s&mbhava and the

remaining in samhitS The Panorama of Pdncardtra literature

mentions 289 works, of which 45 end their name In tantra,

three lo $dgata9 one In dtjndna , one in purdna
,
one In ttlaka 9

one in siddhanta , one in udrauana and the remaining 236 In

samhtta This work describes 104 works among which 99 end

their names in samhtta , three in tantra, one io samuceaya and one

In cu$dmani<

It is presumed tnat the remaining 186 works are partially

lost. Twelve among them have more than one text with the

«anme name The following groups coosatn redundant names

(I) Garudasamhitd Tdrksyasarhhita, Vainateyasamhitd and

Khagedasamhita
, (2) Marastmhdkhya tantra and JV ikesansamhitd ;

and (3) A, insamhitd and Atreyasamhitd Aindratantra. Kama*
tantra Dhruvatantra

, Pdntniyamah a tantra Pdvaka\amh%td, Puskala

•

samhitd
,
Bodhayanatantra Mahitantra

, Mdydtantra , Varahapurdna«

samhita
%

Vardhamihirasamhitd , Vatbhavaiantra
,

Sakaiasamhttd
%

Kdkatdyanasamhitd, Satvasamhtid , Sammohanaiantra Sdnkhya tantra,

Suryatantra Somatanira and many o hers are purely names

connected with certain persons and sage<* who have distinguished

themselves so fields associated with them to order to give them a

status in the list. Until information is available about many
of these works* it is not possible to decide their exact nature.

Besides, among these works, 97 are mentioned only once in the

twelve lists, 45 twice and 45 thrice.

The Pdncaratra t ex $ are classified under three heads* dtoya %

muribhdstla and mdnusa . The Sdtiuata
*
Pauskara

,
Jaydkhya and

others are treated as Jwya, as they contain the exposition of

^53 Schrader pp 6-13-

T54 LT Intraduction, pp 10-13
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the doctrines by Narayajja Himself Those which are the

expositions of Brahma aod eminent sages are of f he second kind

,

e g , I£vara, Pdramedvara and Bha^adudja aod others. The works

written by mortals come under the last head. The Agamas are

also classified as sdttvika , td]asa and tflmasa The livara ,

Bharadvaja
,

Saumantava ,
Pdramedvara

,
Vathaya^a ,

Ctlraiikhandt

and some other $a,hhita$ come under the first head To the

rdjasa kind belong the Sanalkumara
,

Padmodbhtva , sfaidtipa,

Tejodramna
,

Mavavaibhavika and others. The Pancapra£na%

$ukapraina
,
Tattviuagara and others are of the tamaia kind

Generally^ an Agama text should contain four divisions

called ]nana
„

and Among the texts of the

Pdncaratra *h- Pdhnisamhitd contains rhe^e divisions Others

generally deal wa f h some of these Tu* B rhadbrahmawmbita h?

s

four padas whose exact nature ss not stai J Tue anddyasamhild

has one division called Bhaktikanda —‘first part* and another

called fourth part. The Sanatkumdrasamhita has four divisions

named rdtras, named after Brahma ,
Indra and i?5z If has

lost a division called Erhatpatirdlra Similarly, there are five

divisions called rafnz enumerated as first, second and others

In the Jndndmrtasdra The Hayasusasamktta h^s four kdndas

with the names, Adi, Sanka*§ana, Linga and Saura

Among the texts, the Pauskara Jaydkhya and Sdtivata

samhitds are staged to be the best {ratria) 0^ th m are based

the Paramedvara, Padma and livara samht^ds According to the

Padmasamhita ,
there are the five best (ratna) tex*s t Padma

,

Sanatkumdra Parama
,

Padmodbhava, and Mahendra sarnhims

The Kdnvasamhttd^^E mentions them to be six in number, with

the addition of the KanavasamVid n the list mentioned above.

The Sanathumdrasamht'a ,
h iw^ver, is here mentioned as the

foreraos* among the samhztds*

755 /s 1 04

158 PaS IV 30 203 , 33 201»202a

757, Schrader* p. 20.
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The Igamas might have originated In North India, but the

texts were developed Id South India Itself These texts contain

references to the kings of Csra s Cola and Pandya regions 758

The adhyayana uhavaJS® singing of Goda’s compoiitloasJSO

floating festivals 761 and the azhmrs762 find reference in these

texts There are even Tamil expressions used In sirsie of these

texts 763 Since these works contain references to Nathamao!,

Yamuna, Vedantade^tka and the aghudrs, must have been

composed later than their times 764 The period of the Agama$

must be therefore between 800 A D and 1400 A.D However,

Utpala (850 A D), Yamuna (10th century) and Ramanuja (1017*

Il37j cite passages from the PaHcaraUa texts laerefore, most

Important samhiias like Pausk&ra, Jayakhyi ,
Satlvata

,
Iduara

%

Parama
, Sanatkumara

,
Ahirbudhnya and others should have been

composed before 800 A D

The Vaikhanasa texts have a uniform treatment of the subject

matter with slight differences among them. In thin they differ

from the Pancardtra works where there is much difference

between one text and another. Some texts deal with theories

of cosmogony, leaving aside temple worship, while others

concen*rate on temple construction worsb*p of images.

Some describe the principles of yoga in detail while others

devote chapters to the means of expiation The date of

758 Kapsujala Samhita, 1 I4a e

Vide Pancaratra Nul Vilakkam , p 4

759 Aniruddha Sambits 26 , This also is called MargaBr§ots&v®*

Vide Visnurahasyasam hi ta 33 ,
Visnusiddhania 38 ,

Spts 47,

Hiran /agarbhasamhitd , 12

760 NarayanaSa'nhlta
, 45

761 Ibid 21 , Sprs 40

782 Upendrasamhita „ 4 5,

763 Vide Karandik* (SKS , p 64) . alavattam (Ibid, p 41).

764 * 3fhadbzahmas&f@h2(p
s
Vigputa®tra&

Wp%ndrmafrhita„
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composition of a particular text or its priority over another

cannot be decided on the strength of its contents For instance,

the Ahifhudhnya
% Jaydkhya and Paramo, samhttds and the

Laksmitantra give greater importance to cosmological theories*

yaniras and other matters. The Sanatkumdrasafnhiid deals with

mantras , madras, installation of Idols, expiatory rues and other

such subjects, and contains no reference to temple construction

or worship of idols The Pauskara ,
Paramedvara, Sativata

,

Jivara , Padma Kdptnj&la, Vt^vaksena, tfrlprasna and other texts

are more concerned with temple worship. It is hard to decide

which matter was treated earlier than others^ although It will

not be wrong to assume that references to temples point to a

later date.

The Panstarasamhitii sema ».o be the iar’ieU and the Sattvata -

$amhia!®$ which refers to it must be placed next to it The

Jaydkhya comes next, followed by the Ahtrbudhyasamhita and

the Laksmitantra, both of which mention the Sd ttvata 768 The

Idvara samhitd must be placed next, though it men ‘ions the

Pauskara
, Jaya and Sattvata and also Pdramedvara

,
Padma and

Idvara which may be a case of interpolation 767 The Parama,

Sanatkumdra'1®® Pdramedvara^ Vtsvaksma and Padma are placed

next in this order 769 The criterion lies in that the texts

mentioned earlier are cited In the one following th cm Yet this

Is not to be taken to help in deciding the priority, as such

references to oth^r texts could have been later additions

Besides, there are passages in common between some of them,

such as (s) the Sattvata . Idvara and tfripradna and (li) the

165, PauS in vm, 8 ,
ParS m xxn. 50b-51a 8

766, AhS* v 59 mentions SS , xix 64 mentions JS L? mentions SS
m II 59 and JS m xi 23

767 JS I 64 mentions SSt PauS, JS and ParS

168 ParS in xxxix, 18 , SS a m xxxix, 18,

769 ParS l 19a
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Satlvata, Jaynkhya and Laksmltautra. This order ean be admitted

only tentatively* for the Padmodbhaoa and Kama s&thhitds are

nos available except m fragments The Mahendrasamktta is also

not available 9 bat passages from it are cited In the Sanatkumura-

samhtta ,770 Parame§dara»$amh%ta 711 and Badma~$@mhttaJ
r

B&

The Bauskara-samhtta has a huk less than 6000 stanzas in 43

chapters. The text is incomplete, and some chapters break off

a the middle. The Lord, vuih the name, 6 Bhagavlo *, addresses

Brahma as
4 Pauskara * The text mentions the Baramegvara

(which is based on it) and also the Sdttvata 773 (perhaps Included

later in the text) The original text must have been composed

So North India Ganga, Yamuna, Sar*sva«f, Prav&ha, S mha-

vakcraka, Aifavatl, GijasthUa, Vitas 5, Narmada, Drsidvatl,

Parosnf and Stodhu are the rivers mentioned 774 Yamuna is

said to Sow in south-east, Sarasvat! in the south and Vitasta in

'the east Atravati is identified with Ravi and Vitasta with

Jhelum Drsadvatl joins Sarasvat! Farosnl which is Rtv% Is

identical with Airavatl and is only repeated here. Except

Narmada, all the above-mentioned rivers low In north and

north-west India The place where this Samhtii could have*

been composed should be somewhere In north-west Paojab®

perhaps near the Himalayas 775

Id order to delight those who have faith in them and to

declare and establish certain places as holy* it is stated that

770 SKS pp 139, 282

771 ParS X.

772 PdS IV 33

773 Vide

sraf*raTsrf *sr i

wn«nrftg3c fersFasr ernmn^ a

774. PauS XXXI 106-111.

775. See N. N. Godbole .
1 ggvadsc Sarasvat I', BORl XLH. 1-IV,

4*v—32
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Vastsdeva and ether deities come down and stay within stones,

evidently idols which are installed and consecrated.

Vide;

XXXVI 24.

The shrine at SHrafigam is glorified and Is said to have been

consecrated by Vibhlsina according to the PaJicatdtra mode

The doors, windows, prdkdras are all stated to have some

deities presiding over them Tondaradippodi Azhvar and

Tirnmangai Azhvar wh > flourished between 750-850 AD are

slated to have built this temple.??® Since this construction is

In strict conformity to the rules laid down here and in the

Paramegmra-samhitai both these texts should have attained the

present form long before 700 A„D and the Pauskara still earlier*

as it forms the basis for the Parame§vara~$amhita« Several

shrines are also mentioned such as Satyavrala (Rancl), Vikafa

(Tirumalai), Siiphacala and others ???

God Is said to have a mantradeha ??® LaksmI and other

female deities are the iaktis of the Lord 779 Anybody can

participate in the ceremony of installation, whether they are

experts in the three fedas
$
or Ksatnyas, Vaigyas, Sudras or

Sndtakas who have completed the study of the Vedas They

should have abiding fatlh in God and in worshipping God with

manirasJBO A woman who is possessed of correct knowledge

77® Guruparamparaprahhava of Pmbazhakiyaperuraal Jiyar 8 pp a
08-69.

Ill PauS XXXVI 25-28; 347-372, 377,

178 Ibid. XXI. 5,

779 Ibid. X. 21. XXII, 7,

780, Ibid. XXXVIII* 26, 21,
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(lit discrimination) Is also eligible to participate 781 This

Samktia deals with the kriya and carys aspects.

The Satlvata-samhita coots ins twenty chapters called

pancchedas and has about 3500 ilokas It mentions 782 the

Pauskara
,
Vardha dod Ptdjapalya samhxtSs . This text contains

the doctrines taught to the sages by Nirada who passed on to

them what Sankar^ana had received from Vasudeva. The
VtiakhayupaJS3 the Vthhava deiue&784 and their worship receive

prominent treatment, which is an indication and justification of

the title,
4
Sdttvata \ for this samhttd The four deities of the

vyuha are said to constitute what is called eaturdlmya 9 in which

form the deities are to be worshipped Four kinds of cdtmaimya are

mentioned here* The principal deny, who is Vasudeva® is refereed

781 Vide

vrr^r m i

Ibid I 36

A woman is expected normally to treat her husband as God
Consequpntly there is no need for ner to worship any deity IS VIII 136

But she is permitted to take the initiation and do worship herself, when
she is a destitute, or she has no one to take charge of her Or, she may
take her husband's permission for the same

Vide

•nrt wr i

3R^rr?rr »?9ir ?r^ n

Cf IS XXII 8. PauS XXX 186b-I89

782 SS. IX 133

763 Ibid. IV

184 Ibid V

Vide

:

trciwfa* ii v. si
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lo as Xdiraorii J8S a Game a^so used in the VaikhSnasa Jgama
to refer to Vis pu from whom emerged four denies, Satya, Pur«?a,

Acyuta and Anmiddha The first kind of cdturdtmya is that

which is the seed <or all activities aod on account of which the

world is of .he nature of pure consciousness 786 To the second

kind belongs the eternal Corns which is resplendent like the sun

and which has the several colours assumed by the four deities

This form gives to the worshippers kaihafya and destroys the

root-cause* wnsch brings about bondage 787 Ine third kind is

charming like a s r ream of nectar, having all the materials

necessary for creation, maintenance and dissolution The

deities take thesr form and make their appearance aod

disappear 788 At the command of the fourth kind of calurattnya *

the universe is intact 789 God assumes different cosours m the

yugas 790 He is also said to have a form called Agnisomiya,

made up of letters 791 The Pdncardtra system is called

Rahasydmndya 792 The members of all the four castes are eligible

lo get Initiated for worship 793 and women who are destitutes

or miserable can also take pars in it. The husband’s permission

Is required in the case of a woman whose husband ts altve794

785 LT (X) also gives the same description for these kinds, but does

not mention the fourth kind See Ibid XX. for a subtle kind

AhS (V) refarq to n and m XVI offers a treatment resembling the one

contained in LT, XX Also Cf LT X

Cf SA XXXVII 4a

786, SS V 81*82a

787 Ibid V 82b~83

788. Ibid V 84-85

789. Ibid. V 86-87a

790. Ibid. V 87b»89 0

791. Ibid XII 89,

792 Ibid. I 16a.

793, Ibid. XXII 8

794. Ibid* Yffl, 136,
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The Jayakhya^samhits has about 4500 stanzas In 33 chapters

cilled pataia$0 This was taught to Narada by BhagavSn.

Sandilya recounts what he had heard from Narada. There is an

additional section containing 163 stanzas to the first chapter

which glorifies the shrine at Karicl and gives details about the

festivals, the situation of the shrine and so on* No doubt* it Is

informative, but it must have been interpolated* since all the

manuscripts of this text do not contain this passage* The

sathhita describes creation of the pure type and traces the

emanation of Acyuta from Bhagavao, of Satya. from Acyula and

of Porusa from Satya These three represent the three mani«

Cessations of Vasudeva and are In the form of consciousness*

Ptiresa is also called Ananta and is known as the Supreme Spirit

He is the inner ruler {antaryamm) of all. The divine descents

emanate from Hina Acyu f a is of the form of brilliance* Satya

has a dazzling body and Purusa has radiaTug lustre All these

test in Vasudeva, who is of the form of tranquil consciousness.795

There is difficulty in reconciling these three emanations with the

three well-kn awa vyuhas of the system, because the Salter are

identified by di>uoci colours watch however is not the case here

.

Ii is equally difficult to take it as represea dog the Vatkhanasa

tradition, for it omits Aniruddha who is admitted as the fifth

Y95. JS, IV 1 Here a reference cou!d be mad© to the G&rudapuram
(XII 14-15) which mention nine vyuhas

Vide
,

sftefear 3T«f?nar Briars

srr^sr. qsi i

^^q-aT. g^*ts«r ?5rr?n^:

3T5T a

Here it appears that the nine vyuhas include Vasudeva (two-handed)

who is mentioned Including Para Brahman these become ten. Along

with Amruddha aud Ananta, they become twelve

Cf, Hayahr§asaw>hita s XXIV,
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deity in It Besides, this tradition takes the order !n the reverse

way, keeping Purusa at the head* However, the major samhilas

include Satya in the vyuha theory and lake all the five as forming

a unit with five mantras 796 Or this account must be taken to

have been adopted by the Vatsnava Agamas in general, out of

which the Vatkhanma system took them up and added Aniruddha

to the list, while the Pancaratra system developed the vyuha

theory from the same source* But evidence is wanting to

support this position. Anyway, this representation may be

taken to give a very early date for this samhita

Sfaniika% pau^tika, mdvesana, mdrana
,
uccdtana and siamhhana

are cruel rites treated here a By the practice of tdntnka rites,

khadgasiddhi
, anjanasnddhi

,
gultkasiddhi

,
tasaycnanddht

, yakstnt

•

siddhi and other specific results are achieved 797 This gives a

sufficiently early date (about 400 A.D ), when belief m such

achievements prevailed among the Buddhists

Brahman is said lb have a transcendental form of bliss, all*

pervading and flawless, a subtle form with which It remains
within the heart of all beings and a gross form with which
creation, protection and destruction are carried out. It is not

generally realised by all people, But
g

while yet remaining
formless. It is realised through meditation 798

The sun Is bruhaot and the moon Is delightful Knowledge
which rises as a result of these two, has God for ns object. He
n of the form of sentience and so h of the nature of Agni and
Soma, the form representing the sun 799 LaksmI, Klrti, Jays
and Mays are His iaktts 800

796. KiS. xxu. UZ,

797. JS xxvh

798. Ibid iv. 28, 24* IG2b 0

799 Ibid, vi, 224-226.

800 Ibid, vi 77a.
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Brahman Ss peerless, beyoad the reach of expressions and

senses and is to be realised by Himself Without any Instrument,

He is realised and the means for this is the mantra And mantras

^re derived from God ; they possess shining sounds which

Increase so strength through the power of the Lord 801 Each

manira has* subtle* gross and transcendental forms 802

Brahman^s mantra form Is of two kinds* partless and

possessing parts 803 To realise it, knowledge is essen tlaL This

is of two kinds, satta and krtya . The former consists io the

knowledge of the existence x>f Brahman as such, Krtya Is of two

kinds, niyama and yama, which mean the rules of discipline and

austerities respectively Knowledge of the existence of God

could be obtained through yogic methods which again are to be

acquired through worship 804

This Samhita attaches great Importance to mantras and their

proper use for the equipment of the worshipper* The mode of

worship io the temple does not get as much attention as Is given

in later samhita « Cosmology, the vyuha theory and achieve-

men is through tdntnka practices which are treated here and are

not traceable to any other Pa nearaira text, may well be taken

to suggest a very early date.

The Ahtrhudhnya»samhita contains about 3800 stanzas In

60 chapters The text Is In the form of an exposition of the

doctrines given by Ahirbudhoya® one of the eleven Rudras® to

Narada. Durvasas who had known this from Mirada® recounts

It to Bharadvaja The main purpose of the teaching facte 1$

to expound the glory of Stidarsaoa. The original text is stated

801, Ibid vi. 5®

802. Ibid vi.

803 Ibid iv 80

804 Ibid iv.
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to have contained 240 chapters and was condensed later for

easy comprehension 80S

The text opens with a prayer addressed to Visnu in the form

of Sudar^na and another to the £><iktt of Visnu The latter is

couched in the purely technical terms of the Tantra The text

treats of various siddhantas with the help of patakrh and

pmakalpa 806 There are ten narrations which illustrate the

greatness of Sudar^ana and the restoration of the Vedas to

Brahnsl by Visnu thus providing justification for the develop-

ment of the Sudargana cult BOT a very detailed account is given

of tweetyone kinds of Upawedas, sixty topics of the Sdnkhya

systein
s
two kinds of yoga

, four kinds of Karma-samhitd, eight

parts of the PdSupala system, and ten topics of the Pdncardtra

system. The relative worth of these is also evaluated, and the

PaHcaratra system Is deelired to he the most useful.808 A sage

called Apantaratapah, sprung from the speech of V.snu, and

therefore called Vscyay&na* classified the Vedas ,809

Cosmological accounts, Including various kinds of creation

and dissolution, are given in four chapters ( 4-7 ). A very

interesiog topic is discussed in this regard Why should there be

difference of opinion among thinkers regarding cosmology ^

80S AhS I 70-73.

8G6 b Ibid. l 69b The difference between parakrii and purskalpa lies

m this

:

807 Ibid• xxm 41-43 , xlv 48-50

808 Ibid xi-xiu.

809 Ibid xi 57b»59a , cf Mhh Qanti ccclix 89a His name is

given there as Aplniaratamas* an ancient sage learned in the Vedas who
became Vyasa at the command of Vi§nu, (Vamkara's Brahmasutrdbha$ya e

m( 3>32 t)
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1

They are explained as arising on the following grounds firstly,

man's speech Is not adequate to bring out the truth. Secondly,
people mistake one word for another In certain contexts and do
not know what synonyms are Then, limitations of powers of

comprehension make it difficult to understand ceitain things,

and one cannot speak about what one could not know. Finally,

the aspects of God are Infinite, and only one of them is grasped

by one philosopher and another by another philosopher and so

on„B10

Brahman is described as characterised by unlimited bliss*

having no beginning and no end. It is identical with

Narayana, It resides In every being, pervades every thing,

Is faultless and undisturbed like the waveless sea It has no

tinge of material qualities and Is the abode of non-material

qualities. It has no limitations due to space, time and objects.

It is ever full, ever manifest (mtyadtta\ and cannot be guessed

to be of this or that kind or stze.811 The four vyuha deitias

(<Caiuriimya) are said to be of tbr^e kinds So their collective

nature on grounds of their pervasion (vyapti), the manifestatioo

of the respective qualities (gu^mme$a) and personal figures 812

The self has no beginning, is Indeterminable blissful, divine

(bkagavanmaya), filled, as it were, by the Lord and ever existing

under His control It represents an infinitesimal fraction of the

£>aktlof God 813 u is only those selves that receive God's grace

(called Sakupuui) that can prosper and get freed from

bondage. 814 The self is then rid of the aspects of the effects of

its good and bad deeds. Detachment dawns upon it, leading

810. Ibid. VHL 1144a.

811. Ibid, II. 22-28®.

812. Ibid. V. 20b.

813. Ibid. XIV, 8, 7.

814. Ibid. XIV, 28b«30.

ASV—33
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to discriminative knowledge. The self now gets interested In

knowing some meant for its future welfare. It takes to the

study of the texts, approaches the preceptor and gets enlighten-

ment through his favour Knowledge of reality, yogic practice,

performance of good deeds, resorting to observances and such

other activities lead the self to the place of Vi§$u.81S

This samhita is unique and differs much from later texts to

Its contents. One half of the text is devoted to occuMsm in

theory and practice Philosophy is mainly de*lt with in

chapters 1 to 14 and incidentally treated In all the remaining

chapters; it m^y be taken to cover one fourth of the work

Initiation, social rules, and yoga occupy six chapters, The

remaining chapters give a very brief account of the installation

ef Images. Even here the practical aspect of the magical

fagtiies (yantras) dominates, particularly with reference to

Sudar£ana. Public festivals (utsauas) are not at all mentioned

The doctrine of self-surrender (nyasa) is treated in ch. 37

Thesa aspects of the contents reveal one signficant trait of

the early phase of the development of the Pancaratra tradition

Here it is sought to provide a philosophical background for the

doctrines as they were taught by God to Narada The worship

of the Lord was then intended to be carried through mantras and

yantras. There as little reference in this text to temples, their

construction and worship of idols, ail of which should have

found a place within the practical side of the Agama only long

afterward® at a time when worshippers could not have found it

easy to worship the Lord through mantras and meditation. The

Pauskara
#
Sattvata and Jaya samhitas 816 contain a brief treatment

of Idol worship. Among these, the second and third are

813. Ibid. XIV. 38-40.

816. JSt
XX
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mentioned In this text BIT This need not prove that the

reference is an Interpolation* On the other hand, the

traditional aspects should have been there and the more ancient

ones must have received treatment fn this text

The constituents of yogic practice are given and described

in great detail How the tubular ducts called nddls in the body

are to be purified for doing pr$$afdma receives attention in

chapter 32 In order to protect created beings, God created

Sodar^aoa, His own form, from which the magical weapons

took their rise. They sprang in five groups. Those which

emerged from the mouth, breast, thighs, and feet

are called nivartaka or upas&mhara as Sras, as they are

intended to be used In defence. Those which issued out of

the other limbs are called prauartaka astras and are for offensive

warfare The latter appear as though they would devour the

worlds, while the former have hands joined in supplication.

The latter are sixtytwo and the former forty three. These

weapons have human forms of deadly appearance. But they

differ among themselves, having individual marks of

ldenttficatioD.318 Chapter 40 is devoted to tjie enumeration and

description of 102 astras together with their powers The

mantras arid weapons which are to be employed to overcome

malicious practices carried on by enemies are recounted to

chapter 32

Chapters 51 to 59 are devoted to the exposition of* the mantras

of Vt§nu in she light of their gross, subtle and highest

(transcendental) meanings The Prapava, which is also called

Tara or Turaka-mantra.^ is shown to convey through Its subtle

sense the waking, dteam 9 deep sleep, transcendental^ tin®

diffeiemiated and silent stages presided over respectively by

Anirnddha, 'Pradyumna, Safikar§a$a f Vlsudeva* £>aktl and

BIT Bid V 59, XIX* 64 *

818, Bid. XXX4 XXXIV, XXXVI 18-lSa.
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Vls^u. Similarly, the gross and highest senses are shown to
convey Sudariana and Vi§pu with active and inactive sakti. An
explanation is also given as to what is meant by the words,
sihula , sukqma ’ an i 'para' It is also shown that the

concepts of Godhead taught in the Puranas and the Pdiupata
system, as also expressions like vyakta aoyakta, puman and
Mla> convey that the Supreme Reality is Brahman in
association with Laksml designated as Sakti 819

All mantras nf V!?nu such as the astaksara, sadaksara aid
dvudaiaksara are given simtiir exposition tmough their three
significations.

The word ‘ namas '
is stved to convey the sense of

surrender 820 After an exposition of the fir>t stanza id the
Jitante stotra in a similar way the Narasimha mantra is treated
1’kewise and also fr.m the standpoint of yogtc practice 821 The
same mantra is shown to denote the thlrtvnine descents of
G>d 822 C^Pters 57 and 58 exoouid the sense of the mantra of
the brilliant Sudar$ana and of the five hotr mantras 823 The
significance of the Purus*sukta, gri'ukta and Varaha mantra is

treated in chapter 59 The first four mantras of the Purusa*ukta
are shown to depict the gre.tness of Vasudcva, Sankmma,
Pradyumna and Amruddha respectively. The gruukta is stated
to sing the glory of grl and a iso of Vispu An elaborate
exposition of this is stated to have been given elsewhere.

Vide

:

fg^qqurT fq^nct i
824

819. Ibid LT 40-43.

820. Ibid XXXVII 37b-47a , of. Ibid. LII 2b-3a.

821. Ibid. LIV-LVI

822. Ibid. LVI

823 Ibid LVm, T A in. 1 -8 .

824. AhS LIX. 40a, This is evidently a reference to LT. L,
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A resume of the contents of the sarhkita completes f mis chapter.

Kashmir appears to have been the place of origin of this samkiiS

on the following grounds, stated by Schrader Birch*bark

which grows In Kashmir and *he Himalayas, is stated to be used

as a sheet for the drawing of a diagram (yantra) $25 The aspirant

who gets initiated according to the tradition, becomes fid of all

sins like the sun which gets freed from the obstruction caused

to its brilliance by snow
9
a comparison which points to a region

In Kashmir or the Himalayas B28 The refei^ncc to King

Mokta r Ida of Kashmir (c. 750 A D ) in Chapter 48 confirms

the place of the rise of the text in that region,

Since Utpaia ^850 AD) cites a passage la his Spandapra&ipika

w h i
c

*i r^semoles one In the Ahirbudhnya samhitd ,827 the date of

the work can fixed before 850 A D s perhaps la tbs eighth

century The Kashmir origin of the work and Utpala being a

native of Kashmir strengthen the identification of the passage

cited by him

Th a Laksml iantra contains 4000 stanzas in 57 chapters* of

which the last seven are not included In all the manuscripts on

which the pruned text is based. The work Is in the form of a

discourse given by £>.! to Indra. Ngrada. gives aversion of this

to the sages assembled m the Malaya hills The colophon at

the end of every chapter refers to the text as Pdncardtrasara 9

perhaps as a summary of a larger original which however is said

t > have contained 100 crores of stanzas $28

Though the text Is not divided into sections which are

expected of an Agama work, it is found that philosophy as

forming part of jndna is dealt with in about a third part,

825 Schrader, pp 96-97; AhS. XXVI 75,

828 AhS. XXXIX 28,

827. Schrader, p, 18.

828 LT XLIV 52.
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consisting of the first seventeen chapters. The science of

occultism takes up nearly twenty chapters Yoga has a brief

treameot. Chapters 37, 41 and 53 deal with krtya. It is found

thus that philosophy and occultism {carya) have received

predominant attention So this text.

One noteworthy feature of this work is that the female

principle, dakti, is demonstrated to be responsible for all that

lakes place as creation, maintenance and destruction, keeping

Vis$u to the background. Yet It is sought to be proved that

only at the will of Visnu, Sri becomes active He Is perfectly

tranquil, changeless and eternal, and thus He is m the back-

ground. As a philosophical principle, 3ri occupies a status

equal to that of Vi§^u. She Ss thus an Integral part of Vis$«

Creation Is detailed in three ways® The first method Is

split Into three clashes, namely, pure, mixed and impure The

pure type is a transcendental one which includes the vyuha

emanations The second type is mixed : it refers to the creation

made by Brahma; and the impure kind follows the SMk'iya

theory of evolution 329 The second method is based on the

principle of stages called kodas 830 The third method Is based

on the emanation of sound from Brahman and is divided into tix

stages caltf^ adhoanBZl This method has a very Important role

to play In this Agama It seeks to relate th* power of mantras

with the worship of the deity

The contribution made by this samhits to cosmology Is

Indeed high, for In no other Panca$Stra text creation receives

such systematic treatment The principles underlying the

concepts of six koias and six adhvans are essential to explain two

B29 Ibid, in, IV

830 Ibid. VI

831. Ibid.Mll
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facts. Matter and selves are eternal, Where do they rest prior

to creation *> They have to be So some place undisturbed during

the period of deluge. The Agama tradition admits the principle

of koia to explain the emergence of matter and self, koia Itself

marking the stage wblefa represents the projection of iakti The
concept of creation of sound becomes meaningful through its

rise from Brahman * Being an emanation from a subtle stage, the

gross sound can easily Indicate Its source, God Is often depicted

as having mantra as His body. The worship of God through the

utterance of mantras^ which are made up of sounds in specific

collocations, becomes therefore understandable When sounds

are uttered, they find a reflex ar*d reciprocity In God

The Panearaira system deserves credit for the way In which

It makes 'all the three methods of creation supplement om
another The bearing of each oa the others explains how the

vyuha deities and idols which belong to pure creation, could be

worshipped by the selves who emerge from the koia and use the

mantras which represent sonic creation. Some of the samhitm

have references to the koia and adhoan creations in the develop*

ment of the doctrines, of course mention being made of the

various stages only as an J when the occasion demands them,B32

The Supreme Being is & unity in duality He m ever with

gakil He is called by several names such aa Paramltman,

V&sudeva N&(&ya$a and others He Ss not differentiated from

£>akll and so is said 10 be non-dual (advatta) B33 He is called

Silniva^a, while appearing in the medication of the self without

any disturbance B34

Vide :

srum sftfsnirsip^ gimrwfefei n

LT. XVI. 31.

832. Pars, x , SS. xix, xxiv ; IS, lii, 16 .
PauS, xxx ; PaS. iv. 7.

833 LT u. 5-11.

834 Of PauS xxxh 39,
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He Is also called Lak$ml* narayana.833 This shows that He is ever

associated with Lak?tnl. The vyuha and vibhava forms are all

described. The number of divine descents Is given here as

tbirtyelght.838 And this becomes thlrtynlne when Viiakhayupa

Is Included among them It is also thirtynine in the

AhubudhnyasatnhilS

,

i n which Viidkhayupa is not mentioned, but

Padmanabha must be included 83? The form of God as Idol Is

simply referred to as having a non-material body, that is,

having a body made up of six gupas.

Vide :

tfrsrfftr m nr it

LT. II. 59 b-60a

It is curious to note that both the AhirbudhnyasamkitS and

Lakshmilanlra do not mention the form as the Inner ruler

(anlarydmin) and there is no reference even to area in the former.

However, these two can be taken to have been referred to in

two passages from the former 838 ft i§ not, however, clear why
no definite mention is made of them.

The seif is only Slakti, tnat' is, the jivakaia of £>akti. It is

pure and Independent. It is consciousness contracted and
appearing like a mountain reflected in a mirror. It is afflicted

by the five kinds o? misery, tamas, moha
, mahamoha andhatamhra

and avidya.839 It has five duties to perform,84Q Its contact

with external object* gives rise to the cognitions about them.

835 Ibid. I. 1 , u. li,

836. Ibid. xi. 19-25 ; xliv. S3

837. MS. v. 50-56 ; Schrader, pp. 44-47.

838. AbS. i. 1 ; xi. 63b.

839. LT. xii. 8, 9.

840. Ibid, xui, 87-29.
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ThU Is called Its attachment to those objects is stMtl.

Attachment to a particular object is discarded by the self when

It takes to another, and this it called tanihtira. Tirobhiva Is the

formation of impressions created by that object and anugraha Is

the removal of that impression. These are the five functions of

•he self which is part of £>aktl and correspond to the five

functions of gaktt with the same names Through the grace

(sakttpata) 841 of 3akti, the self discards its limitations and

becomes omniscient nnd omnipotent The waking, dream and

deep sleep states really belong to matter. The transcendental

state does not really belong to the self, because It consists of

pure non- material saliva 842

The self is required to get freedom from bondage, to pursue

the path of karma which would please £ikti which grants

enlightenment. Knowledge of Reality is then acquired by

following the path of jnina. By pursuing the path of yoga- as

the next step, the self gets freed from all limitations and It

beeames one with Lak§mi-nSrayaija 843 NySsa is recommended
as an alternative and easier means of getting mok$a.844

Like the Ahirbuihnyasamhila

,

this text also is free from

reference to idols and idol-worship in temples. The theories of

creation get a detailed treatment, gakti's greatness is stressed

In every part of the work. The descents of Lak;ml and Her

emanations are covered in three full chapters, 4, 8 and 9.

Linguistic occultism is treated in several chapter's. Sound

Is traced to its source. Brahman, through the stages of nSia,

bindu and others. Vssudeva, SaAkar?apa, Pradyumna and

841. Ibid. XIQ 8. 10,11a,

842. Ibid, XU!. 31-39.

848. Ibid. XIV. 58, XV.

844. Ibid. XVH.

A5V—34
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Antruddha are the del ties foe these $tages.845 The sound units

called matfka are classified and shown to be presided over by

the vyuha deities 848 The structure of the mantra 847 is analysed

and explained as constituted of btja, pipda. sarhjnB and pada.

Sonic creation through the six stages called mdhvan and the

classification of mantras into high, middle and low are dealt

with in chapter 22 In a way, this chapter describes the mantra

form of Lak§mf „ Tdraki
, Tarikd, Antitank® ,

Jagadyoni 9

pradyumna
$

Saiasvata and Mahdlaksmt are the seven vlja

mantras 848 which are off red an exposition in chapters 24, 25

and 26. Sakti with I is Agm§oms, Sur*a and Sudardanj aspects

is set forth in describing Knyadakti in chapters 29 and

30 This text, which Is devoted to the glorification of Lak§ nl,

attache® great importance to Tanka which therefore gets

elaborate treatment under gross, subtle, the highest and other

stand pomts.849 Tdrika should be acquired through Initiation

and this is treated along with the way of worshipping it In

chapters 42, 43 and 44. The way of successfully worshipping

the mantras of Lakfiuf, and the manifestations, Klni and Jayl
f

are treated in chapter® 46, 47 and 48 Each hymn in the grlmkta

gets elaborate exposition in chapter 50. It is perhaps this

exposition which la mentioned In the Ahirbuihnya samhttdQS®

What seems to be intended there is that the exposition of the

grvukta is to be given, as of the Puru^asukta There is no
sathhita or any text which is available where the tffisukt® get®

an exposition. In the absence of Information to the contrary,

It is the exposition in the Lakshmitantra that should have been

845 Ibid XVHi

846 /bid. XX.

847. Ibid ,. XX!

848 Ibid. XXIII 36-38*

848. Ibid. XXXII. XXXIH.

850, mux. 40a.
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meant. In that' cafe, priority of this text to the Ahirbuihnya •

sarhhitd wiH have to fee admitted.

Some Indications are there to suggest Kashmir at the home
of thn Tantra also. One Ss the recommendation that birch bails

be used for inscribing the mantra of Laksmi 851 Jfy3sa 9
832 this

doctrine of self-surrender, Is treated as in the Ahtrbudhnya*

samhita . These two are the only two ancient texts which deal

with this doctrine. Graru of divine .grace referred to as

£akupata in botb.853 This expression occurs also In the tfaiva

Agama* 854 of Kashmir. It must be admitted that Vaisnavism

flourished in Kashmir along with tfaivism. The Agamas of both

these con'd have had a common source and also influenced each

other. I^ these circumstances, both these texts could have bad
their origin In Kashmir.

The Pauskara-sam hi ta
%

too, which refers to some

Geographical surroundings through mentioning rivers, can have

risen In Kashmir. Likewise, the Jaydkhya which refers to

many cruel practices could hav- also taken us rise So Kashmir.

So, it might not be wrong to assume tba,t all these early

samhitas of the Pa nearaira could have had Kishtalr as their

home.

The Laksmi tantra mentions the Sdttvata-samhiia twice $8$

If the reference In theAhtrbudhnya-samhttd of the 8th century to

the exposition of the grlsukta can be taken to mean this text,

then this must be placed before that date*

851. Ibid, XLVL 38. Cf. AhS. XXVI. T5.

853,

/bid. XVn , cf. AhS. XXXVII.

853. Ibid XIII 8 , XIV. 33, 31

854. Rastimava 2r cited, in tha Bhsska?f» Vol, III, Introduction p» CXCDL

855. LT II, 58, XI. 28,
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The Idvarasamhila contains about 8400 stanzas in 25 chapters*

It 1$ said to be based on the S&Uvata-samhiia Both of these are

stated to be followed at Yfidavidri, known also as Melkote In

the Karna»aka Pradesh. Nsrada is the narrator of the Satlvaia

system in this work £&odtI>a, Aupa^Syana, Maunj>&yana.

JKlau^ika and Bharad vSja petformed penance on the Totaan Hill,

-They viwer^ taught the system by the Lord Himself ^ho said to

/them :

«CT»wsifc %3fr: i

mgrrsRTTr I sr mrl1

a

IS HX\ 5J4

A reference B56 \$ made to the origin of this system in the Kjta

Tuga and its frequent d Isappearance and recreation The seven

sages called Ctiradikhandins , Sanatsujata, Sanaka, Sanandana,

Saoatkumara* Kapila, Sanatana, Brahma, Rudra and indra

are staled to have promulgated this sv&tem Prahlida, Sugr!va f

Hanum&n, Yibhl§?na, Satiaka and others adopted the routine

olponcakdla 857 The Pauskaro and the Paramedvar&sarhhilis are

mentioned

The Pdficaritra system is said lo offer an exposition of the

ever manifest (nityodita) stage of God, vyuka and installations

which may refer to those of the idols in it roples The Pa nearaira

Jgamas are not of human origin and must be treated as the

Vpamsads of Brahman 869 While enjoining the worship of the

tyuha denies, Puru§ , Satya, Acyuta and Ananta are mentioned

as forming the vyuha 860 This is in a way after the manner of

856 IS. XXI 838-549

95?* Ibid, I 29-31, VIII 17?,

858. Ibid

:

I 64-b.

859. Is. XXI 561-568.

860. Vide.

•mwr 77 m 1^ *r§cr«Kim § n
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tbtjayakhya
# but the order Is that of the Fmkhdmsa . Atlanta f®

another name for Furusa In the JayakhyB. while It denotes a

different entity here Or, the passage may be taken to mean
Ibat the qyuhaof yiisudevs and others may b% worshipped or the

four deities mentioned aboYe may be installed, one in each

direction, and worshipped. In the latter case, the Vaikh&nasa

method 1 $ followed here, except for putting Apanta in the place

of Aniruddba.661

Cosmological and philosophical treatment of the doctrines

do cot find a place here, but the iantnka mantras ’are enjoined

for use The Aqtaksara^ Sodah$ara and Doadagaksara are

mentioned as the important mantras 862

This samhila discusses many matters like Idol worship In

temples, the installation of the idols and conducting festival®.

£>rlrangam
s Y&davadri and Kancl are stated to be important

Pla-es863 where the Pdncardira mode*)? worship Is adopted.
There is a separate chapter describing the glory of Ygdavgdri.

Sanatkumara is said to have brought Nar§ya$a to this hill which
therefore came to be called as Na rayan§dri and worshipped Him
according to the Sdttvata mode. Rama is said to have worshipped

Him at Ayodhya and hence He is known as Ramapriya, It Is

said that Balargma and Kj*$na brought REmapriya to Yadavadri

and celebrated the festivals after Installing Him there 864

Yamuna (916*1041) cites passages from this work, bat they

are not available in the present text. Anyway, this text must

have beer composed long before 900 A D , when it must have

been admitted as a standard work on the system.

361. SA xxxvii 12,13

862. IS yii. 17,114, xxm 62,63

163 Ibid i 67.

864, Ibid . xx.
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The Parama-sarhhtlfi has a i 1 1 tfe more than 1000 sianz&s itv

31 chapters. What the Lord (named here as ' Parana
expounded la answer to the question^ raised by Brahma ia

narrated by Markaijdeja to Devala. The Installation of idols
and the method of worshipping them receive treatment, but there
fs no reference to the construction of temples and aspects of
worship there On the other hand, cosmology, yogir practices
and such other makers are treated briefly.

Three methods 835 are described for worshipping God.
Worship through mantras is stated to be karmayajna, japa of (be
mantras and slotras constitute vdkya-yajna and mental wor.hip of
God is mamyajna Nothing is said to be more beneficial than
offering worship at the feet of Hari.

Vide:

III. 31b.

Among the mantras
, those of Varaha, Narasimha, <JrI and

Sudaiiana are declared to be the best 866 Chapter* 23, 24 and
25 break off with lacunae The date of this work could be
placed before 900 A D , as It is cited by Yamuna of the lOih
century in bis AgmapramSnya. Perhaps, a still earlier date is
suggested from the absence of reference to temples

The Sanalkumdraiamhila con tuns 3549 Slokas In 37 chapters
Trie work, is divided i 0 sQ ftve sections eattfi palled *

rSira,

*

The fi.st four are caled Brahmaratra
. gioaratra^ Indraralra and

Rgvrdlra. The last section, BrhaspaUrStra

.

is not extant, and
the first three chapters in the Brahmaratra are also missing.
From the colophons, the name of the tex,t Is ajso known as

365. ParS. iii. 25a-27a.

366, [bid, xvi. 2,
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Mahasamhtta 667 god VaifpavasiddhSnia 888 At tbs cud of the
last section,869 the ten Is referred io as

€da§a$Shmrika\ which
means that if consisted of 10,000 stai zas* It is difficult to

believe In this, for even If the lost BfhaspalitS tra was longer

than any other section, the total number would not come «tp to

so much. Or, it must be supposed that several stanzas were

lost even In some of tire chapters available in print.

There is another text with this name whose chapter called

Ak§iroganirmulanam%’10 which forms also the 94th chapter of the

Sfanutantra of the text, Parfcaratra-mahopanisad
, is alone

available That the Paricaratra system dealt with matters like

the treatment of diseases is evident from a reference In the

present Sanatkumdra^amhita 871 and In the Kddyapa^samhits B12

ft Is held by some scholars that there as another work with the

name, Mahasanaikumdra-samhita 873 But there Is no need to

admit this, for some of the passages cited by these scholars as

liken from this latter text are traceable to the printed

Sanatkumdra samhitd Other passages could have formed part of

the lost Bfhaspatirdtra The tfdntitantta, too, could have been

Included m this, but the name, 4 iantra*^ goes against this

assumption unless it be the name of a topic In one of the

chapters of ibis rdtra

The Agamapramanya 874 and the works of Vedantadefika

cite some passages as taken from the Sanatkumdrasamhiti on

887 SKS pp t 96, 280

868 Ibid p 418

868 Ibid p. 418

870 D. 1301?.

871 . SKS diva. ih. 38
, 311 ,

872. Madras 1933. edition.

873. Schrader, p, 24; also refer to Brahmmdys

,

VoL34, parte 3-4,

p. 232 fa. 3 and Pdncaratra Nul VMkkam% p, 86,

8Z4, Igamaprsms^ya, pp, 74, 78,
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matters pertaining to dally practices, prapaiii sod others.

While a few of these could be traced to the printed text, the

remaining are lost and should have formed part of some of the

sections available. It it not possible to suggest that all these

could have formed part of the lost Brhaspatiratre.

The Sanatkuma* a-samhita Is In the form of discourses given

by Sanatkumara on what he learns from Brahml, Siva, tndra,

sages and Bj-baspatl respectively In the sections called after the

names of these persons. The names of the sages are not given.

In the versions of the P3nearatra tradition contained m the

PtirSyanlya section of the MahabhSraia and recorded also in the

Iivara-sathhits

,

these persons were said to be the promulgators

of the doctrines.

Sad&vlgon is the Supreme Deity who is partless and Is also

called Nariyapa. He Is formleis.

Vide

:

HcTt <rort i

ST tfM ST W HRTtTUTS W|t 1

mimrn. III. 9J.

He Is called Visiju when ritualistic worship is not offered, and
when ft is offered, He is called Mahivigpu. Both, are to be
worshlpped.87# This kind of classification of the deity in the
PSnearatra tradition Is known also in the Vaikhinata system.877

This aspect of the Deity is made clear through the treatment
of vyuha. The Supreme Deity is the un manifested «Ugg Is

8T?«. SKS. is rafarrsd to in SR, pp. 57. 80 and in RTS, U, pp.B3.93,

878, SKS, Brahma, VI. 141,

877. VK, p. 498.
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called Sadlivlstju who is also known as Visndcva from whom
arises a Vasadeva with a definite form aed called MahSvi^u
who becomes the creator and protector of all. He created from
His mind a goddess, Stent!, from whom was produced the
destroyer, Sankarsana also called Stefikara. Pradyumna, alio
called Brafima, arose from the left side of Sankar§au$» From
Fradyumna arose Sarasva*!, out of whom emerged Aoiruddha
also called Purusottama, Rati issued out of Anlruddha, who
created the waters where He reposed. From his navel, there

arose a lotos. From the egg which appeared from that lotus®

there came out Hfranyagarbba identical with the four-faced

Brahms A goddess, SandhyS, arose from Brahms. Rodra,
also called Safya, came out of SandhyS Martel, Dak§a and

other progenitors were also born of her Acyota, Identical

with Fradyomna, emerged from Satya Anlruddha sprang

out of Acyuta Thus there are two sets of vyukas % one subtle

and the other gross Those deities belonging to the gross kind
attend to the work of creation 878 This treatment differs from
ina v given la the Laksmjtantrafil®

The account of the divine descent is alia peculiar and
does not have much ia common with that in the Purnnas. The
gods* who were harassed by Hirapyaka^ipu, approached
Aetruddha lying in the ocean on the serpent«coueh. Vi^u Is

not stated to have made His appearance from a pillar* though

His slaying that demon is mentioned,880 The gods desired to

avoid old age and so approached Samkaf§&$& who took the form
of the tortoise and gave them nectar 381 At the command of

Vts$u* Visvaksena became Gamda* the vehicle of the Lotd»882

878. $K$, lndm
% Vu

878. LT. IV,

880. SK8* indm
, III, 14 ; FA 1 10 ml mention th# slaying of the

dtmon.

881. Ibid, hdn
%

III, 38,
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Hayagr!va,883 the mind-bore soe of Pradyumoa, restored the

Vedas to the gods who had lost them. When they had lost all

knowledge* they were taught the Samkhya doctrine® by Kaplla
who was created by Samkarsana 884 Samkarsana caoae down as

the son of Jamadagm 885 Krsna taught the PdfUaritra

system 886 This version of divine descents shows how the vyuha

deities contributed to the maintenance of dharma

As in the Ahirbudhnya-samkiid and Laksml-iantra
, here too*

there is no mention of the form of God is aniary dmm But the

§adgunya aspect is not dealt with here and thereby It differs from
the other two ancient sa^httds mentioned.

Curiously enough* this text refers to four kinds of tinga,

Brahma, Sarpkara, Vaisnava and Tndalva, Installation of these

Is nsenioned. It is not dear whether the hrlga of the Vaiso >va

Mod was prescribed at a time before idol worship came to be

adopted 88?

The mantras are classified as Saumya
9 Agneya and Saumydgneya

and also as Vaidika
,

Tdntnka and Vaidika-tantnkafi88 The
Tdntnka•mantras have an Important role In the Pdncardtra system
Among the mantras* thd A§tdhsara „ Dvadagaksara and Vt$nugdyatr%

are Important 889 \ liberal outlook is evinced In prescribing

the mantras for other deities such as DwVl. Saiytmukha* Agoi,
Yama, Rudra and others 890

883 Ibid Ibid IV S9b-61,

884 Ibid Ibid IV 83-66a
,

of, Bh. III 24 .

885 Ibid Ibid IV 8?

88§ The followers of the Psncaratra are known by different naraee
like Sattvata, Bh§gavata» Vai§nava and Paucaratrika, All these ar© said to
have undergone initiation, Ibid III

; II, 80-82,

887, SKS Biahma, VI 50»52a 9

888, Ibid Siva, II 1 , Rsl V, 3740a,

889 Ibid Siva, III. 2,

890, Ibid• Ibid . l
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Karma, jnana and yoga are enjoined as the paths to be taken

Bp one afrer another in thh order for obtaining salvation*

Worship of the ido^ is rtcommended whl ? e pursuing the first two

ways. While practising yoga, the aspirant will have spiritual

experiences in dreams, So h;$ own body. In the inner effulgent

self, in his mind and seose-orgaas 891 He realises close union

(sdyujya) with Yhnu 892 while practising yoga.

To adopt any of these paths, it is necessary to worship God,
By worshipping Mabavis^u, through yoga % one becomes fit to

adopt karmayoga, Sadavlsau b* comes pleased with this Aarmu and

makes the aspirant fit to adoot jnflnayaga Thereupon yogis

practice b-mgs about the final release of the aspirant. The

proper place, time and kind of penance one Is required to

undertake are alio described 893

Those who worship Vis nu with the three mantras get® after

death, a form like that of Visna and are also called Vis$u#

Such persons arr giv*n various regions to occupy where they gel

different names wh s ch are enumerated in Jndraratra s chapter 6*

Some of th«s»e are identical with tho^g found in the Vts%m•

sahasranama The regions which they occupy are described la

the next chapter Curiously enough, there is no reference here

to Vaikuntha* Perusa, Satya, Acyuta and Antruddha are

mentioned as worshipping Sad&vi^nu

Letters which make up the mantras 898 are enumerated

together with tneir presiding deities* The basic letters and their

evolutee are treated Sn such a way as to throw light on the

linguistic aspect BSS of the mantras . Perhaps, a study of them

SSL Ibid Rsu HI, OS-1 17,

m, mid. ihidt m,

m. Ibid

<

ill 98-117# S6a.

894, Ibid Indm 9 VII. 112413,

895, /Bid. i^iFa, II.

898, Ibid* ibid, Indra* Ih
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In the light of modern linguistics might unravel some mysteries

about the nature of sound and letters.

The Samikumdm^samhitM uses Tamil expressions like

$lamttam §97 and kara^dtka ^98 (which mean fan and ladle

respectively) indicating that these were added while the text

was revised for use in Tamil Nadu, Offering of flesh to the

deities Is referred to suggesting that at least the portions where
such references are found were composed either before the full

development of Jainism asd Buddhism or at a place where their

^Influence was not felt 399 Archaic expressions are also used

quite frequently 900 Mention is often made of opinions on
certain matters which could not be traced to any known sou r ce

5

but which point to the work presupposing some ancient

Pdncaratra texts 901

This samhiia refers to PadmodhbhcmaP02 ^ work available

only So fragmers rs : Padmodbhava Furanafi03 Mahendra~$atnhtt8 ,904

Mdradarcamka Garuddrcamkd fiQQ other atcamkis 997 and

897 Ibid p 411

898 Ibid p, 84,

899 Ibid, pp 106, 121, 128,

900 For example, sramarabhet
,

Ibid p 67 , vmyaset, Ibid p 103 ;

and gayatnya
, Ibid

901, Ibid pp 70, 71, 74, 75, 167, 245, 247 Thera is an interesting
representation of the four vyuhas in four different ways :

1 Nara, Narsya^a, Han and K*sna (cf Mbh, Ssnti CCCXLII, 18),

2, Indra, Yama, Varuna and Soma
3 Vssudeva, Sankarsa$a, Pradyumna and Amruddha a and
4 Puruia, Satya, Acyuta and Amruddha, ibid, Brahma

,
VIII, 40-48,

902 Ibid , pp, 141, 143, 184, 308,

903 Ibid pp 131, 187
ffl

904, Ibid pp 139, 262,

105 This is a part of Padmodbham ,

906.

907, p, 181.
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gatasahasrika.QQS Sines this leu Is treated as om of the five

best works (raina) and is stated to be the foremost among the

sathhtiasfiOQ It is possible to have an idea of Sts Importance

among the Pdneara ita works That It Is stated to be the

foremost (idya) in the Kapiniala does not point out to its

priority over others in point of time, but only to its importance.

The unique concept of the Supreme Reality, the development

of the vyuha theory, the role assigned to the mantras, the

practical side of tantra which includ s the u§e of mudrd , mandala

and nyasa and the treatment of the routine life of the followers

of the Pdncardira tradition In the Brahmaratra give m Individual

stamp to this text, a feature not to be noticed In any other

$amhttd9 Toe lost portions in the Brahmaratra $10 and the whole

of the Brha$pati*rdtra must have contained Important details on

the doctrines and practices of the Pdncardira system. These

lapses and the fact that temples aod festivals are not mentioned

should have been responsible for calling this work idya 9 not

ancient, but to b@ reckoned m first is the enumeration of

iQtnhttaS,

It Is wonh notbig In this conce&t that this text is twelfth fn

the order enumerated In the Padma-sarhhtid Mention of the

Padmodhham and Mahendra , which ire died in the Sanalkumdra

•

samhttd? need not be given serious consideration In regard to

priority. Anyway, the reference made to this text In the

Kap%njah*$amh%td stands unaffected.

The Pdrameivara-sarhhitd hm about 9000 stanzas distributed

among 26 chapters. It teemi to hav@ had two sections,

jndnakdyda aad ktiyuhapda* The first section is lost, except for

m ibid, p* sot

001, PdS, IV* 39, 303, JTipa/#M? Z, I4s#

910, SK§ Indira, IV. 13, Tilt DiitfdBiyty* is lost®

911 m l 1, 100b*
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one chapter. Every aspect of the Sattw&M system Is 3a id to h»ve

been treated here. This chapter which is now available

contains an account of the development of the Pancatatra

system 912 through several stages, much in the same way as in

the Narayanlya section of the Mahahhsrata. The promulgators

of the doctrines are named as in the Idvara samkita Sanddya is

stated to have taught the doctrines to Surname, Jaimint, Bhrgu 9

Aupagayana and Vfaonjyayana 913 Mara and Nar&yaaa are

stated to practise the Sattvatadharma In Badanka^rama for the

well being of the woi!d9l4 This text is said to have had

100.000 stanzas and to have been condensed subsequently to

16.000 stanzas both for the jndna aad kriyd kandas9*5

This samhitd Is followed In the temple at ^rlrahgam the

glory of which is recounted Vibhlsana arraored for the

woishsp of the L>rd here according to the Pdncardtra tradition.

The construction of this temple is found to be in strict

accordance with the rules given here.

Why this text should be described m ancient So the

Pauskara-samhiia 916 0 o which it is held to be based, Is puzzling.

Perhaps such references were interpolated at a later date. Many
of the ancleoi and important samkitasQll like the Pati§kara

$

Sdttvata
, Jaydkhyd

9 and others ate mentioned. Besides® there

are passages^* here identical with those So the Pauskafa .

Ramanuja (1017-1137 A D ) is the earliest to cite passages from
this text which must give it a date 'prior to 1000 A.D*

912 PsrS. 1 35b~4l a

913, Ibid L 72b, 73a

914 Ibid l 73b-74a 0

915. Ibid 1 91b-93a

916. Ibid PanS XXXIX. 18,

917. Ibid I 19

918. Introduction to Pans* p, 22,
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The contains a little less than 4000 stanzas

In 39 chapters. Vl^vakseoa expounds the Pantar&ira system to

Narada Chapter VIII has a fresh beginning with Nsrada®s

questions put to Vis?aksena
f
Indicating that this may be the

first chapter for a section The first seven chapters may

therefore be taken to form a different section This, however,

Is not marked anywhere in the test Besides* the chapters are

In the form of a discourse addressed by Vs^vaksena to Indra,

Some of them break off. Chapter 27 Is to both prose and verse,

The enure work deals only with the kriyu and varya aspect®,

There must have been either another text with the title

* Vt$vak$ena*$atkhila
9 or another section which dealt with the

jhana and yoga portions. This is evident from the citations

made from thu work bj Filial Loksc§rya, Yedgntadeifika and

Ma#av|]a»mahamuni in their works The iast^meEtiooed

teacher made full use of this samhtta to his commentary on the

Tatlvatraya of Filial Lokacirya This section Is no! now
available From the citations St appears that this text

contained Goi*s discourse to Visvakssna

Ao account of what this lost portion contained may b©

briefly given thus Both the Highest Place and the created world

are subject to the control of and SLi

Vide

:

sRsrr w *53f trtr ft i

?f?r wRf i!

Those who are well-versed In Vedinta declare that God's foroaa

are five

—

Para, Vynhe, Vthhava, Nilyata (AniarySmin) and AnS,

The last-mentioned Is anthropomorphic sad Is full of

com.passioQ.920 The Vyuhs deities together constitute a group

f
113, RTS, n. p. SIS.

920, Tfr, Bh, p, 182.
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and V&iudeva Is said to tee supreme. The devotees are to

worship Him according to their varying abilities. These four

forms emanate from the ever-maoifest form. Another group ©f

five on this basis is made up of Para V§sodeva who is ever

manifest (niiyodtta) and the font Vyuha deities periodically

manifest (,idntodita). Another grouolog is according to the four

stages of waking, dream* deep sleep and the transcendental

consciousness presided over by Amruddha, Pradyumna,
Sankarsa$a and Vasudeva respectively 921 Sankarsaijta teaches

the Vedas and the Pinsardtra Pradyumoa Introduces all

religious rites which are to be performed. Aniruddfaa reveals

the nature of the self 322 The Lord has four arms m this last®

mentioned group, two In the second, and Para Vasudeva Is

dark in complexion with four arms 923 The number of vibhatsa -

amtdras Is said ? o be 30 as against the 39 mentioned m the

Akirbudhnya-samkita Upendra* Dadhibhakta, and Hayagrlva

are also mentioned as divine descents 924

There descents are of two kinds* principal and secondary.

In the former* God comes down In person. In the latter He
enters Into a body, thiough His own nature or His power*

whether It Is to take the body of an animal* or a plant like the

short mango tree in the Dmdakara$ya forest* or a secondary

form like that of Brahms or 3iva. All these are liken ip by
Him at His sweet will and pleasure 925

The antarySmin form Is stated to tee like a relation, ever
present, whether the self is I® heaven or hell 328

921. Ibid. p. 193.

922. Ibid. pp. 186488.

923. Ibid. p. 193

924. Ibid. p. 193. Vid# x—AkS* V, 50»6Ta,

925. Ibid. pp. 189* 190,

92$. Ibid, p, 202,
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Vide-

3T?rr^fine^T3f gr^rsrf i

% %srr. «

The ana form is like a relation to all. It Is within the easy

reach of the devotees 927 |t Is said that the six qualities

(sddgunya) are present in an unexcelled way In the mantra and

Idol, thereby meaning that the worship of the idol it as good at

visualizing God through the mantras. God is present alike In

both 928

Vide:

*T%n-r iRsRrmt: i

He is the object denoted in the mantra and remains in the Idol

out of compassion (or the people.929

Vide

:

u*# f?R>i 5 fw ii

God Himself states that in the Sve forms He is accessible mote

easily in every succeeding form, thereby meaning that He ii

most easily accessible in the arcS form 930

Vide :

q£ Tara’S!: I

ii

937. Ibid. p. 199.

928. RTS. I. p. 424.

929. Tattvatrayoculika, p. 218.

930. TTr. ah. p. 202.
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One must take Interest and care to worship God In the ares

form as if He was powerless, dependent and fit to be

protected.931

Vide :

ferarfrsg sprarst «p;j?r«hr! i

Certain deities are forbidden to be worshipped Arjuna,

Vyasz, Paragurlma* Kubera and gome others are included in

this list 932

Those who get released and reach the Highest Place are

atomic m size and radiate spiritual atoms of the size of the

triad 933

The Vi§nu«samhiia has about 3000 stanzas in 30 chapters.

A sage called Sumati instructs Aupaga>ana on Paftcaratra

doctrines* It contains a brief and lucid account of the doctrines

on the carya and hriya aspects of the Agama„ It gives an

Interesting classification of the devotees of Vasudeva 934

The Padma^samhtta contains more than 9000 stanzas in

82 chapters. It has four sections, Jnana % Toga
t
KriyS and Cary3,

with 12,5,32 and 33 chapters respectively

The jflana section begins with an account of the

circumstance which brought the samhita into being At the

bidding of Brahma, sage Sam varlft weGt lo P&tala and learnt the

system from Kapiia who gave his version of this Agama in one

*931. Ibid. p. £02

832. ibid. p. £02.

932 Schrader, p. STn, cites a patiage from ViS* which text to not
available.

914, PS* II. 26-93. Cf. SA 4 Appendix, m.
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Iis4 a hail crate stanzas, fTt&retttrncd to eariS and taught the

doctrines to Kapva and athere who are the interlocutor** {a this

samhitffl*

The Lord is said to have promulgated the system. He Is

referred to as ^dideva*935 Among the two derivation* offered
to the name * Pa neara tra \ the word * rStra • Is taken in the
sense of lustre and it is held that the other five systems^*
became lustreless by the side of this system. The second inter*

pretation takes the word as dead or ioe|fcctive In the sense that

the other systems became worthless by the side of this system.937

The Pancaratra system is said to be of four stddkantas 938 The
number o/ texts n said tp be 108,939; The evolution of vyuhas,

divine descen *s v
940 nature of Brahman $41 the process of

creation and the means of getting mok§a are dealt with In this

section, Silokya is said to be the k*nd of mck§a in which the self

becomes one with Brahman
9 like the water in the river, mingling

with the water in the sea.942 The tattvas are enumerated to fee

ifiyoue in numb?r.94S The created world is described to all its

varieties 944 The purpose of the Lord's holding the conch f

discu^ lotus and club is stated thus,:

^ 5*: t

?T*3% qrsnrw? g- <nn 11

935. PaS I 1 18

930 The other systems are 3aiVa Yoga, S&iptkya, Sauddba and
Jama, Vide . Ibid, I 1,47-55.

937. Ibid I l, 74,

931. Ibid, I. 1. 80-97*.

939 Ibid, 1. 1. 98-116.

940 Ibid. I. 3. 6b-49.

941 Ibid, I. 3 ; 8. 38-40.

943. Ibid I. 6. 30-53. Not* that sayujya also is mentioned ia I. 8. 34.

943. Ibid. I. 8. 39-48.

844. Ibid
, J. 9, 13,
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The second section is on yoga as a means to get m®k$a.

Karmayoga and jfimayoga are the two kinds of yoga. The former

consists in fixing the mind on doing what is enjoined in the Vedas.

The latter Is of the nature of fixing the mind on attaining the

highest goal.045 Yogic practices as laid down by PalafijaH9<6

are discussed in detail with slight alterations to suit the purpose

of the Agama. The object of meditation Is described to be

Vi?t?u,947

The third section, KriySpsda
, treats the ways and means of

constructing the temple and installation of idols there. The
religions leader or preceptor Is to take charge of" the entire

proceedings starting from the selection of sites which are said

to be of four kinds.848 Locality for this is of eight kinds 949

Fortyome kinds of temples are enumerated and described.950

This is followed by the selection to be made for the making of

the Mu labera which should be of a specific colour.951 Four
chapters are devoted to the Installation of the images.95* The
section ends with the methods of domestic worship 9SS

In the same section, mention is made of the five forms of
God (pahcamurti) with the form of Vi§gu at the head of the four
vyuha forms.954 The Supreme Being is referred to as AdimBm955

946 Ibid, II 1 4. 8

946 YS U 28

647 Ibid, n 5 8b-I8,

948 Ibid III I 22a

849 Ibid m 2

950 Ibid. Ill 8.

951. Ibid. HI 11 , 14.

852. Ibid. HI. £5 to 28.

853 Ibid HI 52

954 Ibid. Ill 2. 29, SO.

885. Ibid, in. 18, 48b.
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The five forms,956 Vgsodeva, Pgruja, Satya, Acyutt end

Aoanta, are to be installed. All these suggest that the

VaikhSnasa tradition must have been the basts for the develop-

ment of the PificarBtra,

Six idols are required to be Installed In the temple. A
temple with all the six Is said to be of the best kind, with

three of the middle kind and with only one of the lowest kind.

Vide ;

ST5TPC: I

*rtrfcrf «r m ar^hr u

^ farrasro trtet. fl

iNr srTsrur wtrrrr i

III, 19. 1 3a.

The fourth section, Caryspsda, deals with the methods of

Worshipping God. Those who follow the Eksyma recension

have the primary qualification for attending to the acts of

worship. Others, who choose to adopt this method, have only

a secondary status 957 Initiation (dlk§S) bestows on those who

are not otherwise qualified for any Vedie ritual, the required

qualification 958 The second and third chapters give an

elaborate description of the procedure to be followed for

initiation The details contained in Chapters f-IV prove that

the rites of the PSncarStta are not anti-Vedic Worship that is

conducted every day is called NttyoUaoa and this Is to be done

for the welfare of the country as a whole. Varieties of dance

858. Ibid. UI. 18. 66-89, Cf, SA< XXIX. TOb-7la, where Ankuddba

takas the place of Ananta

957 Ibid. IV 1. 3b-S.

858, Ibid. IV, 1. 8-9,
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poaea and musical instruments that are to be used show tH4t

worship of God“fs not simply a Vedic rituai but is a feast to the

eyes and ears, giving rise to immense delight to the* partfci pMt\
md spectators 959 Chapter VI described bow- God is to be
worshipped la the boose Attentio* s to God (upaedra ) ace said

to be 128 in namber
fr
960 Tairdsana 961 Is an additional stage

which the other texts d not mention Several mandalat (and

Cakra bjamandala in particulai) are treated in Chapter VIL The
ceremonial bath (snapana)— its most difficult kind is Sahasra-

halaidbhtstka—finds a detailed treatment in Chapte rs VIII and IX
respectively. Chapters X and XI give a detailed account of the

conduct of annual festivals" Chapter XIII contains a lucid

account of the daily routine divided into five kinds Expiatory

rites are described- along with the mantras which are to be
used. 962 The differences among the four sxddhantas are discussed

In Chapter XXI 1 Mudrd is described as a particular arrangement
of fingers. The two palms should be smeared with sandal past®

before mudra is formed. This samhitd enumerates fif ty * wo of

them and describes each one of them" 983? Chapter 23 Is devoted
to the role of mantras in worship. The mantra enable! the

person who utters it to reflect upon all beings. It saves on©
who recites it from bondage.

VSd * *

IV. 23. 96b-97*.

9Si. Ibid. IV S.

o
6m J.°

r th® 3aka convenience, 18 of them are enumerated

:

U. o2«o4t

961 Ibid IV 8 39a.

982 Ibid. IV 18 . 19.

983. Ibid. IV. 22.
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Another direction tbs t Is given here Is that muntra is to be well

guarded as a secret. The suffix
4 ra

9
Is wed here in the

masculine gender.9** The mantras are staled to yield relatively

higher results in diferent yugas 965 This chapter describes alio

how one could recite the particular mantras and succeed In

getting full benefits from them. The DvddaiSk§ara % Ast%k§m®

and Vt$$ug5yatfi are mantras of the mbhavas ;
those of the other

forms of Vi$cii like Yajflavaraha, Sri and others are elaborately

treated In Chapters 24-33, Sudar£ana mantra takes up the whole

of Chapter 32. Not only the mantras of those deities who form

the retinue of Visnu get a significant place, but also of the seven

Takpnls (Sundarl. Manohari, Klme^varl, Padmlnl, Yamlnl,

Malthunap r lyS and Ratlpriyl) 986 The mantras o! ptdacas are then

described, Pddma ,
Sanatkumara Parama ,

Padmodbhava, Mahendra

and Kahvatantra are said to be the best texts

This sathhita, which is based on ihe Jayakhya % Is intended to

be used In the temple at Kliici Yet, It has become more

popular than other texts by reason of giving complete infor-

mation on all aspects of the Agama This Is therefore adopted

as the standard text wherever the Pdncaratra mode prevails

The Purusotiama-samhttd has one thousand stanzas In

34 chapters. The Knyu and CaryS aspects of the Agama are dealt

with here The Naradiya-samhtta has a little above 3500 stanzas

in 30 chapters. Bbrgu teaches the doctrines to Atri Ygsudeva

Is stated to have sprung from Vi§pu Se is Paramahamsa .

Sankar§a$a h Vyeman, Pradyumna Is fiida, and Aniroddha It

Hamsa . Vasudeva is also stated to be PutUfa, Saftkarsana is

Satya, Pradyumna is Acyuta and Nargya$a is Aolruddha.^SB

164 IMd. IV. *3. 87b-98&

065, fold* IV, 23. §4b-95.

966 Ibid

.

IV. 33. 154-169.

987. See under fn. 757,

966 I, 83*46,
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It Is col clear whether this depiction of Vyuka represents ai

attempt at reconciling the P&nearatra and V^ikhunasa concepts of

Godhead* Another interesting feature is the spirit of tolerance

noticed n Chapters VII and XI, which contain an exposition of
the system of Salvfrm. Worship of Siva Is said to bring certain

benefits.^ Different kinds of offerings to God are recom®
mended.9T0

The Markandeya-samhita, which has about 2500 stanzas in

32 chapters, discusses the carya and kriya aspects. Mgrka^deya
discourses on these to King Pg-tho. In 8 chapters of 3500 ilokas,

the Vi§$iiitilaka~$amhita discusses yoga, mantras and festivals*

The information on these topics is highly useful for supplement*
ing the study of other works. Each chapter has a very large

number of stanzas. Brahma discourses on these topics to the

sages. The Vigvamilra-samhitSv containing about 2700 statizis

in 27 chapters dealing with the carya and kriyu aspects, Is In the

form of a discourse by Vi^vamlcra delivered to Ka^yapa who
became dissatisfied with the systems of Mimfimsa and Vedanta*

Vf^vamltra had received this doctrine from Brahma. The

following stanzas explain what the word * hh&ga * means when

ills applied to Bhagavan,

srfe; sr% ^IrR cror §

sftsf tHgfxrrtat’Br i

ORfcf !l
IV 2-4.

-Cosmology and the Dsadaia k^aramantra are dealt with to

Chapters 4, 5 and /

The grlpraSnasamhitS has about 5500 stanzas In 54 chapters,

Nirayapa expounds the doctrines in answer to questions pot by

989. Ibid. 42-44, 45a.

970. Xlt. 2-4.
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and henee the title, There are pertain passages here which
are identical with those tu the Sattvata and Jifoara samkitSs ,

perhaps borrowed from them It is mostly devoted to the cary®

and knyu aspects and gives useful infer aatioa on the conduct of
festivals it} temples. Separate chapters are devoted to the

treatment of yoga, paftcakqlaprakriyg, prapaUi and rales of

expiation,

Sadkar^apa descended as Narasssiiiha through a portion of

H's power and Pradyumna became R|ma 871 God tells Lak^mi
that till the time He gave this account, neither tbs enlightened

ones ( i%nnm) and yogm, nor others were aware of the mi
form.

Vide'

irrfiisit ^fftrstfsruf wt i

wr i?r*?F?rT!rsrrgffatf is

iv, 9b, g«

This passage Is evidence to show that the are# for® of Qod it

pot verv ancient In Us orgin Yogir practise Is stated to be the

Rtsans for obtaining mk$g.

This sarfihiig h followed fo the feirl »5tftgapg$lsvamt temple

at Kunjbhakopam and has several expressions which are of

Tamil origin 878 Many festivals which are held In tbs temples

of South India, Tamil Nadu in particular, are mentioned 973

Several dance pose®, musical melodies and instruments aw also

referred to. There gre other sarhhiWs, most of them dialing

generally with nary® and kriyg. They treat of the construction

of temples, the conduet of festivals sod expiatory rites, fogk

m -w mm 4Qi,a tm
ms Rwmm, jcv, s s nmmm, &v. st. uMk&mh x?5 ii,

mk*ms, mv> § i mmsds, IfeVL fl.

«*. Ptow, jfflfflt, Mbymssfsara, tWi §1, Ukyatmn, £CBS §4.

*SV^37
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practices and linguistic oecultSsm do not gel much attention in

some of these works. In the treatment of the subjects, between
one text and another there Is not ranch difference*

Much Importance cannot be attached to the enumeration of

the names of sarhhitSs In some of the texts. For example, in the

P&dma
9 Markarideya and Haya$%r§a sarhhiiSs and the Visnutantra

their own names head the lists. On the other hand, the

Kapinjala
, Pdrameivara^ Bhdradvaja and Vtivdmiira sathhilds and

the Mahendra tantra mention the name of a samhiid other than

their own at the head of these lists Firstly, there is no

evidence to show that the order In which the texts are

enumerated was the same to which they were composed If the

order was meant to declare the precedence of one over another,

then all the lists should reveal uniformity in their enumeration.

Secondly, there is no evidence also to tbow that this enumeration

of the texts was net Interpolated subsequent to the composition

of the works in which they get mentioned Thirdly, such lists as

those In the Pddma 9
Mdrkandeya and other sarhhitas commence

with their own names as heading those lists, perhaps to Say

emphasis on themselves a§ more important than those who^e

names are enumerated there Lastly, reliance must be placed

on other pieces of evidence such as references made In one text

to others, Uk& the Ahtrbudhnya^amhita and Lak$rriitantra referring

to the Sdttmta and Jayakhya . Significance must also be attached

to the mention of some texts as great. Until more information

is available regarding the contents of the samhttds now preserved

only in manuscripts* it will cot be practicable to have an

estimate of their contribution Besides, the texts that have

been mentioned here are the most important ones which the

leading exponents of Vai^avism have chosen to cite In support

of various topics.



chapter viii

AGAMAS AND VAISNAVA LITERATURE
•

The system of Vilistadvaita represents the philosophical

side of Vals^avism, The term came to be used to refer to a

system of philosophy which Is based primarily on the Upanisais

and was developed by a long line of writers like Bodhiyana,

Ngthamunl, Yamuoicirya and Rlmlmija. Because of It# tenets*

It was referred to by expressions like vi$x§tadravyaikya$W

iravyaikya and others. Sudarlana SirS (1300 A.D ) was the

earliest writer to m§ the expression, 4 vi$i$idvaUa \ to refer to

she system. 975

As philosophy, the system of Vaif$avism grew and developed

oa the triple foundations of the Upanisads, Brahmasulras and

Bhagavadgitu. The Puranas
, notably the Vispupurapa, the

Vaisnaua Agamas, Vaikhanasa and Pdn€araira
, and the

Nalaytradtvyaprabandha in famil pmvide d the basis for the

growth c f the reUgfous aspec?, Philosophy with Its theory and

religion wi*h ns practice, hive blended harmoniously to give

rise to a system (call u a creed or by stay other name) which

provided suffering humanity with the means to get over the ills

of the world and lead a happy and prosperous life here and

hereafter So the philosophic il b.sis Ins not been free from

the religious tinge and the foundation* of us religion have a

philosophical background Vais^avism ha# a glorious heritage

which did not discard either the philosophical or the religious

background. It is a result of a synthesis of an ecstatic and

rapturous experience of the bewitching beauty of God and an

914 dribbssya h p. 1S4 (Venkata#war Press, Madras) j Nyayfr
mdar^am, p 1317,

975 V^dfirthasafogt aha with Tatpar/zdipikti (Bnndavan edition) p, 48 j

SruteprakMik#, p 918,
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fotellectual insight Soto the problems of reality 9 Thai nclthi?

was reason podermIned
§
nor ©motion given a stoic? burial.

Brahman
,
which Is qualified by the sentient and insentient

beings. Is Bhagavan, Visudeva
s

Nariya^a and Vis^u In

Val^avlsm, Nothing exists outside Brahman *
while everything

exists as His mode or attribute ; sod St is only by admitting tbit

that the names of ® Bbagavsa 8
and others become meanlogf®!*

These names occur frequently in the &gamas 978 and the

YhnupurUna 977 Their full significance is brought out in the

Jgamas,®lB The VifijupurSpaQ79 do©«t offer explanations for the

use of these with reference lo God, Whether this work

indebted to the ^gamas ©

t

ylge^verss is a problem that cannot

be solved now for want of adequate evidence A synthesis wa§

effected by treating Brahman as with Bhagav^o,

Vgsudeva, N|r$ya$a and Vl$$u,

As a result of this, Brahman came to be looked Upon as

sagutpa and among the qualities, six(j!iana t
airya, bala, mfvarya v

iakti and Ujas) are coasidered outstanding 990 Sail, Gai is

considered as having countless qualities on ih? strength of th<$

Paur^ic and ©pip de^griptioni^Sl While God is required to

979, uf IT 5 ,
XI, 1 I

XIV l I
XV 9: XVII 5 j

AhS II 22
;
VI 20 \

XLIV, 34b , LIT! 13a The Vaikhanasa texts us© tbs word.
4 Viqqu * often to

refer to Ultimate Reality and also designate Him ap Adimflrti ; KA I l l

BA XXXVII 4 , VK pp, 249 , 503 Saruetun®$ Be P referred to m
Nlr$ya$a, VK p 491 Vide f

ira Trgsmt «T^rr?mT)' trrawrei i

VK p, 491,

67? VP l 1, 31 , 13 4; Jf. «, 41 j III, 11, 14 j V. 37-QQ, Cf M I,

3 1 i Varahapurana, XG 3,

978, AhS MI; SA XXXI 64,

979. VP I 4. i
! V, 8, TS-60, 81

180, IT II, 86*38
; VP, VI, 1, 19, §8,

181, Vmsm Pursfa, 13HKV, 40, MbU, Ktr^a, LXXXIIS, I®.
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Have a body, according to these latte? soars**, la order to

justify His several n$mea,982 the &gamas remained content to

recognge the Ultimate Reality as having a body In the form of

these six qaajities.983 The utgativ® references ,984 which

amounted to an interpretation of them as representing the

absence of defects In God, gave nge to the evolution of

another concept, namely, absence of those qualities which arc

fit to be avoided. In this, the Agc»w®85 have played a

significant role, of course following the hue of treatment In the

Upanisads. This aspect of the sagupafpa of Brahman is found In

the Paftcaratra slon®, It has Influenced Rlragnuja in describing

Brahman as opposed to all that Is to be avoided and a store®

house of multitudes of natural and countless auspicious qualities

of unlimited **celtene*

Vide »

frstrrRiganTun^? *

VedSrthasa&graha, p. 43,

An Important imm® in the treatment of Bmhmm la the

4gams is tha, He is ever associated with Sn. 1® grlp|

latent In Bmhmm Both have full powers to create, protect

934. Mhh imu QQVl W, Vanh*BM<H# } XXXlV^f,

983 dM, Vi SSa « ix. 31b t IT vs, 8, C\ 4k S, itmli, M=8»i
IT xxix 19; xxxvi, 80=83, VK, pp, 493,4

,
?57S

834, Vide

m fwf fiwgfl## ftflnmta
mmwm i

ms &u mi i s. at.

fstifef \

Aha il, l§a , Ata, it, lib, 84, II® , &. im mv If,

I f$tsi fstars yp§8tfa$, vi, U, II,
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and destroy the world Both have over-lordship over created

beings.880 The two become a single reality, as it were 98?

Since God cannot be ever dissociated from Sakti, Brahman it

said to be non-dual.

Vide :

mm i

LT. XVI 24a.

This h not Adaaita
,

for in the latter nothing exists apart from

Brahman But here Sjaktt or exists to Brahman She is not

noticed when there is no creation, but is made known as distinct

from Brahman when there is creation* The existence of Saktl in

an explicit state n not dented* and so this Is a fwo®io-one

reality When both Vispu and 3ri are held as equal In the

possession of auspicious qualities, and become the refuge of the

selves, there Is not much difficulty io explaining the passages In

the Lak§mltantrc&88 and Ahirbudhnya-$amhUe®&® which glorify £>*!

as having full responsibility for everything.

On the trancendental plane, Vis^u and Sri form a unit as a

philosophical principle. But they are referred to as dharmin and

dharma , bhava and bhavat , and ahanta and aham So Slakti or $rl

can be considered as an attribute of Vispu The two are

inseparable and so are treated as a single principle. £>r| can

therefore be taken as prompting, or acting as accessory to Vis$u

In creation and other functions Ahanti and such other

expressions disclose the self-luminous nature of 5rl and so, like

an attribute to ne substance having it, &rl acts and brings

credit, not to herself but to Visnu* In this way, the attribution

of one®s function to the other must be understood

986 LT II 15-19.

987
i ms. m, 26b.

988. LT IV 8

988, MS V. 3b*S.
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Vide .

srnfrcw? fir% ^tvr*fr* i

IT II 17b*I8a,

Visits f$ the husband of ^rl,990 and m such both could b©

treated as a noli as In any Vedic ritual. This concept feai

developments So the Puta^a$ and epics 991

The VUistadvalta concept of Btahmm fs associated with

VI$$u and grf befog recognized as the Divine Coop!®, Tfe©

composition^ of the Z^hvSrs subscribe to this view.898 Tb@

Stddhitraya has the word * irimali* a^ an adjective to
f putup 1

5n the benedictory stanza 991 Yamtina*s Catuiilokt Is In sole

praise of $rf Ramanuja uses the wofds|
?

Mrlniv|sa f M&
Mriya|npat| % frequently In bis works 994

990, IT xxxviu 8 ; xi. , m 49 , v,m ,
tv*, 13s

991, Vp I a, 17 ; & vi m 13,

992, Mudai TmvmtMu S6
,
Tiruvsymophi IV 9, l0 ,

W 10*

f93 sftirff? rffawrffc

JTJ? *J1# H

994. §*%%*% f

&rtbhs$ya, fconedwtory \mm

ifoifr %mf nm i

Vodnstsssm <6/d

%sfs Wf*jefSf#f5T|ft^|S !

VedmMipii ifesi.

Tms fflrs fMIffi&TOtvffNrara^TOW i

Bhsgsndgits-bhSiys, latredaetery passage

ef. isfei tfrUffT^rtf BHrmfeiflwT i

Ut, XVI, 81.
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The concept of Laksmi 9 developed In the laksmHantr

a

and
Ahtfbudhnya^samhtia

,

is not admitted as such in the Vitfistadvalta

system. She does anything only at His command Some
thlnkeis glonfy $rl f heightening her greatness at the expense of

Visgu’s eminence.®^ It f§ therefore essential to be camions in

Interpreting passages about her In ib§ PQntaratr* tents.

In this context, it is relevant to refer to the place of Sri Sit

Vaisnavism subsequent to the period of Ramanuja The
Teokalal school holds that Sr! Is a self, the consort of Vlsnu,

ever associated with Him, She Is referred to as the mediatrix

for the self to win the favour of God Without Her mediations

none can get God 9

$ favour This must be unierstood In the

light of a role which an Ideal wife plays in favour of he?

Children, The igamas too lend support to this aspect of

Lsksmt If $ r
! were to be on an equal footing with Visnu,

then the cannot be a mediator The Vad^alai sect treats grf

and Vi§nti as equal for all purposes and as the parents of the

world She Is not only a mediator, but also fit to be attained

even as is. There is no need to exaggerate one view at

the expense of the other, A woman has a dual role to play as

wife and mother, The two sects have different approaches

towards the place of Sri, which deserve due appreciation If

will be prudent to avoid vehemence fo criticising either view
with the Intention of maintaining one 9

§ standpoint ft is

needless therefore to raise tie issue as to which vi$w is nnors?

Correct,

The significance of 4
Vi4l$t&dvaita 9 h explained m 'non*

duality or oneness of Brahman which if qualified by the sentient

WB 37 : CatuMhkt, 3 >

Of. 6mtuu 5, •, g,

Ysikutifhegti^ya,
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md Insentient beingg which form its body.996 Another

explanation is that in this §y§tem the cause of the world,

namely, Brahman with the sentient and Insentient beings. In Its

subtle state, Is not different from the effect, namely, the world
which Ss Brahman In Its gross state with sentient and Insentient

beings 997 The Vedantins cite a well-known passage from the

Bfhadarar$.yaka Upam^ad 998 to support the relation of body and
gouS between the created belnp and Brahman m order to fortify

the Vigisfidvalta view

The concept of Brahman, as advocated In the Kgamas
%

admits of $akti
B
s emergence from Brahman and disappearance

within It at the time of dissolution. From ^akt!® both the

sentient and Insentient beings emerge at oreation.SSS Those
selves which do not get released during dissolution enter Sato

&aktl. During both the periods of creation and dissolution*

Brahman alone exists, the created world being only lb©

manifested condition of f^akti §o the oneness (udmU§) of

Brahman remains for ever undisturbed. The pelves lie flier© Si

both the states This appears to be sufficient for explaining the

concept of Vi$igt|dvgka
9 if It *s remembered that (jaktl is only

an attribute of Brahman , The exponents of Visfiffldvalta hav@

not considered this aspect of the XgamS© concept of Brahmen*

nor Ss there any clue in the Kgamm to support the relation of

body and mill between Brahman and the world of matter and

calves*

998. Vid©

wr gKrtv «r«$wrr mm 5w*j v
% ©ww wiirJkflf i

Sri-Mayy#, II I, 9.

Ilf. 8ribhd?ya wifa t§« samnsaatertet, Madras sda p, 1091.

©81. BrU, HI, ?. S-33. This gsp§et gets as auffegatie traatmaat la §@i
the Uniform ii% the Ve&satis Theelegy §fRamanuja fey Iris J.festt,

©9©, LT. VI, 88 j RhS, V. 8*11,

ASV—38
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The Agamic concept stated above regarding Brahman offers,

ao explanation in support of treating Him as both the material

and instrumental cause for the world Brahman Is. not separate

from £>akti Whatever changes take place 10 $akti must be

admitted to take place In the iharm$n
i
osraeb, Brahman, If it

could be admitted that Sakti Is inanimate, then Brahman can bo

taken as the instrumental cause slso* Since Slaktl ss the sam§
as Laksmi, and so animate, and $akti gets transformed into

prakrii and Its evolutes, It would be better to take Sfakil as the

material and instrumental causes of the world Whatever £>akt&

does, may be ascribed to Brahman
,
and thus the theory of

causation stands explained.

The concept of the freedom of Brahman from limitations in

regard to time, space and objects has support m the Ahrbudhnya«

samhtta where a passage describes this limltlessness In a variety

of ways. *000

The vyuha vtbhava and other aspects of God*s existence have

been Incorporated m the Vi$i§tadvaita system In this

connection, n becomes difficult to explain what inspired the

glorious descriptions of God io the Vigisfidvalta works, as

there Is not much lo the Pdncar$tra and Vatkh&nasa texts that

could have evoked It. Both the &gam

a

texts describe how the

idol that is to be made should look like, the weapons u must
hold, its ornaments and postures The methods of constructing

the temple structures to serve as shrines for the deities are dealt

wnh in da come detail The Nalaytraprahandha
,
which bears

the influence of the Agamas % does not contain much to account
for these descriptions, but the poetic Imagery io the

composition of the Azhvars could have suggested the descriptions
in ornate style Besides these, there is the Jtianie siotra

9 which
Is written in a classical manner that reminds os of passages in

the Bhdgavata, The Narayaqiya section of the Mah&bhirata

10CO AhS II 46 53
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contains only the opening verse of this sloira. It is also doubt®

fa] whether this stoira was then available to full, The entire

work in six sections could have been composed later, keeping

that stanra at the beginning

The Stotraratm, which is an early devotional Syne of

Yamuna, contains a wealth of $ tan gas noteworthy for poetic

excellence and emotional appeal. Its author appears to have been

indebted to the Jitanti°stotra MOl Likewise, the Gadyatraya of

Rgmgnuja and big introduction to bis Bhagavadgit®-bha§ya

present grand pictures of the appearance of the Lord. All these

were not definitely inspired by Agama texts. While the $gsma$

speak of only the six qualities, many more qualities which

glorify God's attempts to endear Himself to His devotees, are

described la a charming way In these works of R&mEnuja. |t Jg

quite possible that the Azhvars* compositions which depict the

glory of the arm form owed much to the Jgamas, though Sft

contents there is not much in common between the Xgam&s and

these poems.

There S§ net anything special *a the Ag#»t*s regarding the

Individual self which could have impressed tbs exponents of

VijSiffEdvaita, However, It is probable that tee pmpatti doctrine

gained admission Into Vifii^ddvstta as i result of the fnfluese©

of the TtrtwSymoghi, which la turn wg§ Suspired by the treatment

of this doctrine in the P&tleargtm Mgame texts, particularly is

the Lakpmitmtrs and AhiibuihnyaosethMtH, Perhaps, this

influence did not allow scope to the paths ©f karma sad jnina.

The bhakii way also suffered the same fate, though not to the

extent as the other two, la this respect, the YdkMn&m Agama,

which advocated only the yoga way, did not command attention,

Regarding the state of release, the Agamas describe St ai

related to the Highest Place (paramup&da), It is made of ana*

material sattva, representing as it were solidified splendour. It

1001 Stotfafatna, 32*45
,
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is clear a nd lawless and It provides limitless bliss Enjoymeott

there are blissful, regions are blissful and the bodies of the

selves which attain are filled* as St were, with knowledge and

bliss The Lord’s body Is made up of the six qualities It la

difficult to describe that place 1002 The selves do not suffer

from any defect io their senses and they take no food 1003

In describing the attractiveness of the region which the

released souls reach after death
s
the exponents of Vi4l$iadvaita

have displayed much ingenuity and imagination. They depict

an ideal world made up of noo-materla! saliva The mansions

and balls, quadrangles^ parks and pleasure ponds are all

pictured as magnificent, the like of which could not exist

anywhere. It Is called the eternally manifested glory of the

Lord The Lord Is there, attended by numberless selves^

eternally free and released This kind of description is in

Ramiouja’s Watkunthagadya and io the Niiyav^bhiiti sections In

the Myayastddhdnjana of Ved§nfa»de$tka and various works by

others.

The literature of Vibis Jadvalia is vast and varied in form.

As far as their dealings with the Agamas are concerned, some
works are Io the form of stotras

,
some discuss the validity of the

Agamas and some others are in the form of manuals of religious

practices, particularly of the mode of worship.

The doctrines of the Pdno&rdtra are found recorded for the

first time io the Ndrdyantya section of the tfdnliparvan of the

Mahabkdrata 1004 The Vi§.#upura$a is the earliest text to treat of

Godhead against the background of the Pdncardlra doctrines,

Visnu, Naiayana, Bhagavan and /asudeva are the names of the

Supreme Duty 1005 He has six qualities and is free from

1002 AhS VI 22~25a, 31 . LT. XVII 945.

1003 LT VI 16

1004. Mbh . Santi, ch 342=360,

1005 VP VI. 5. 79, 80, 82, 87,
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defect*. 1008 He has a form made up of powers which take the

shape of the uolverse.1007 g rj | a ewer with Him and Is all-

pervasive like Him 1008 She grants the fruit of m$k§a 1009 §he

and Vlsnu are the Divine Couple, and none is superior to

them. 1010 The Hfghesst Place is full of knowledge, pure and

imperishable 1011 The vyuha theory Is well-known and gets

frequent reference giving the names of the four deities 1012

There are other ParffpeflOlS which refer to the Ps^earBtrn

doctrines. Some, however, condemn the® 1014 The Bhagamta
contains references to the Agama mode of worship, types of

arcs forms and the advantages of adopting this kind of worship,

The vyMka forms of God are also referred to. Bhakli receives

prominent treatment here and prapatli also Is extolled as the

means of salvation. 1015

The JitanU-statra, which is held as fit for recitation during

the five times during the day when God is to be worshipped, Ss

8 perfect ?Uniatalta work The first stanza is given a detailed

exposition In the Ahuhudhnya°$adihitB ,1018 and this is proof that

it was composed before the .Saifthus, The other stanzas in the

gtx sections could have been composed later, It advocates

1008 Ibid, l, 33. S3
; V. 1. 41 ; VI. 8. 18

1007. ibid. VI. 7 70.

1008. ibid, I 8 17 , I. g, 142-143.

1000 ibid I 8. 130.

1010, Ibid. I 8 . 38.

1011. Ibid I 0 Si. 66
, II, 8. 108.10?

1018, ibid. V. IS. 58.

1013 Vlfgudharmottara, Pm ill, Puima P, Uxtare MUCXVni,
sintba P. XIII. Agni P. XIV, XXIX, XXX, XXXIXj fcUV, H.VI-XWX, tXX s

XXIII & XXVII refer to navavyuha. Gamin P, XXI, 1448. Brahmamlvarta
P. XXVI Vat’Sha P, 80. 37s mentions iakfiraa in the place ©f SamteiffMi,
l»iA&a P II, 7 Fer further references, ge® PR,

1014, Kama P,

vt l
0

,

1
! IKP-'B >JQf varieties of §m, §m ibid, 11 87, 18. Cf. ibid,

XI. 8, 18 j 8, 38 j 87, 49,

1016 AhS, LIU.
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ptapaHi^Oll God is said to have so form which can serve ta

identify Him Yet H® presents Himself to His devotees *018 Iq,

a human form There Is devout fervour throughout this work,

and si is likely that it was composed under the influence of

works like the Rkdgavata 101© This hymn contains a glorious

description of the Highest Place* the appearance of the Lord

there* the gadgunya vyuk®, the pantakala, the snyujy® kind of

communion in moks,a 9 and the five forms of God, 1020 The last

section gives a beautiful description of the Lord with all materials

necessary to offer worship to Him, One should wish for the

conduct of daily
9 fortnightly and monthly festivals, with all

attendant music and several kinds of food preparations, Th©

devotee must attend on Him and render service to Him by

offering whatever valuable possessions he has and can procure.

There must be desire for this spiritual atmosphere to cootlne©

for years 1021 This section Is based on both the Pdnc&raira and

Vdikhanasa Agamas which treat these aspect of duties and

services.

The Naldyira praoandh®, which contains the &*pontaeeou&

outpourings of God-intoxicated divine saints called Azhv&rs,

speaks of the Lord’s glor^ In various ways. The Supreme Being

is formless and has unsurpassed bliss and countless qualities, 102S

Yet He takes the forms in which His devotees wish to visualise

1017 Jitante Stotra I 2

1018 Ibid I S

1019 Ibid. I 15, 20

1020 Ibid II 31 , IV 5

1021 Ibid II 18-20 ; 21-25 ; 30, 31 ; VI 4-0

Cf HsyaHrga-sarhhita, L 24

ura% s? r i

i^nKrt srirarit m gvtr 11

Jitmle, II, 8®,
Ibid, V. 8,

1022. Timnymozhi, I. L U Tlruccaad&viruttm, 17.
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Him, 1023 Tb© vyuha doctrine Is referred to direetly and also

through the colours which God assumes in saoh ywoa 1024 The

divine descents are graphically depicted Frequent refereoces

are made to the antarydmm aspect of God !02G Numerous are

the descriptions of the area forms enshrined Sn many temples of

India 1020 The initiatory rite o f paneasahiskdra In its aspect

of receiving the marks of the conch and which the

Paccaraira system enjoins, Is referred ?© 9 m also the a§i^k^ari and

the dvada$<$k§ari mantras 1028 The doctrine of prapatti arose ©q

the foundations of the Bhagavadglta I02§ Yet* it get§ It®

exposition la the PdHearatra Agamas OTO It was actually

practised by the Azfavin 103! who thus reveal the Aw%k
influence.

The compositioes of the Azhvgrs <4 fer to ih$ forms of the

mMlabera In various shrines and also to the conduct of

festivals 1033 The public festivals, which include prooesfioas

1023 Mudai Tintvamadi 44

1024* Tiruccanda *intdam, 4, IT, 44
5 flfsnfrtihatt firuvamUdu 24 ,

102S Mudai Tmivom^dh 09, Mumum Ttrufantidi 94, pmty%
I'ruvantadi, 68

1020 Mudai Tirramatudi Tt, fimceandanmUam, 4MS4,

Tfrumozhi I 7j II 3. Ill S VI* 4 VII* 3 ; IX 10, Tmiwymmhi
,
V 8

,

V S; V Is X 7 1
X 8 5 Mnnrsm TiruvmUld!, B8 S 62, 68*76,

1027 PaUsndu
, 7 1 Ponyuzhv#? TJrumoghi, V* 4 L

1028® Mudai TiruvmUdi 87, f'truesQndavirattam, 11, IS, PsWyj
Tirumoyhh I 8 * 9,

1029 fi&C xvui 8$

1030, AhS xxxvu, 21»3l Lif £6*88

103! Tiruva/mo^hi VL IQ 10 ; tauo&ud&tfifumm* 92

1038 Tb@ Geraoewtme of tkd d©$le* tbs d&uies. of th© irmpfis

In their d%ruv®. form Th?g dom mi moan th&i ether Imtn® w§r@ not kfiewgi

fo them The A&swm md euBtam^ry werant? mv& prtety imponasie® to

th© dknm form aad other forme iak«» & *»@$cmd*ry plsos, Imm ©they than

toes© »a th© dhnm form ar@ alao r#ferr©d t© by the 4zbvars. Vfd§

PePitmdl ftrumozhh MU ; Fenya Fimtnmhi , ID 2. I! 6, V, S, V rf 7 f 5L L 7 5

Mudai Tlrmantaih 7

1

; MUnrdm Tlwvatifudt> 30 i Timemndmimmm 5

81j 63
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through the streets, are described with reference to Che ieaft

called the utsam beta The Agamas contain elaborate procedures

for conducting the installation of five or six Idols In every

shrine, and primary significance is attached to the mulabem

which Is mostly referred to in Xshvirs® works That the other

Idols including the one which Is taken in processions, were not

current in the period of the Azhvlrs cannot be maiotaired*

Besides, most of the Agamas which were composed long before

the period of the Azhvars, refer to the installation of the various

kinds of idols, which should point to their actual use Since

the shrines are governed in their rituals either by the PSficatStm

or the Va%khSnasa Agama, It mmt he admitted that the Azhvari*

compositions bear the influence of both the Agamas.

The first writer who took Inspiration from the Pinsataira

Jgama was Yamuna (916-1041 AD) whose CaMshkl glorifies

Sri. She gives shelter to all and Her glory cannot be measured

by Herself or even by Her Lord, Her grace alone can make

people remain happy, while they are in bondage
; and also enable

them to get maksa . The entire glory of the Highest Place and

the Lord*s prosperity depend solely on Her will. This hymn
of praise is based on the purport of some passages In the

Lak§mttanlm and Ahtrbudhnya^sarhhita which take the word

In several senses. 1033 They speak of 3rt as the highest deity*

1033 Vid©

siorrr?r «r sjwsprr^ n

ssftsr^ •srrferaffTctf srq% «?t 1

^ff^s %r?r ^ JT?rg% n

AhS. LT 01b. 62.

snrftm «K^<irf err# sonra <|fef srern* ii

LT. L. 78b.

wottfe scroll >erT%r snssran '

Ibsd. L. 80a.
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perhaps after the fashion of the Sakta figamas which raise ^aktl

above all, including £hva„ The four stanzas of Yamuna offer no

surprise to us, as their import Is not different from that of tbs

passages of the sathhttas referred to above,

Another work of Ysmena is the Stoirm&tm in 65 itanzasg

glorifying the greatness of the Lord, One among them 1034

speaks of prapatU as the most convenient method of getting

God®s protection and refers to the paths of karma s jffiana and

bhakti as hard to he practised, The P3fieardtra jCfamai enjoin

that food offered to God be offered to Vfsvakseoa to avoid the

aie of taking ntmfilya which is alto called as i*$a (Hence

Vf^vakseoa Is called £c$s£ana) Ysraona refer® to Vi§vak§en& ap

attending on God and describes him as $e§abbojln WW

Ystnuna’s JgamaprSmanya is the first extant work wbieb

seeks to establish the validity of the PanearSira Mgama At tbs

wife ^qTitorrfejT frfesft m ti

i wfen shnrr cfirffww??! i

snayiwrews m flr^gr^T n

Ibid, L 82b 88,

“ » “sj ffenrni “sj wtstwi !

Commentary on Lf. L 8Gb*

isrg-rw i sgar^oft^rr
5 ftesr 1

km 5 wrfar**rvrf»r %»itm 1 trfir 5 <sr*f* wnrnt mrffc 1

Ibid, on 83b, 83,

1934, Stotrartns, 22,

1038, Vide:

f£f%f^r « ar^csir «j4 qrarrorfa m n

aftiirfoffirfff 4% %?sw?$rst >

SKS diva, V 48b. 49a,
Agv—39
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outset, he shows that the validity of the Kgama cannot be

assailed by arguments based on any pramana. Its validity is

proved on the ground that Nsrayana Himself revealed It 103&

Incidentally, the Naiyayika*§ proof for Ood*s existence is

examined and rejected The PrSbbEkara theory of the

validity only of injunctive statement! is rejected, and it is shown

that statements on already existent objects could also be

valid 1038

It is further shown that the Pdncafdtra system does not

censure the Veda ; the treatment there of matters not dealt with

in the Veda does not point to its invalidity ; moreover, it is

admitted as valid by Bbrgu, Bharadvaja, Vyasa and others. The

words, * Bhdgavata 9 and * Sdttvata
9
are of course used to refer

to those who follow the Paneatdira tradition and offer service In

temples. Though the authors of the Smrlts, like Mann and

U^anas, declare that the Bkdgavatas and SSUvatas are of low

origin, It must be observed that the people who* are called by

these names belong to the Ekayana gdkh® and the Vdjasaneya

Tajurveda and have Vedic study, observe the sacraments and

belong to the Bharadvaja, Ka£yapa and other gatras. like any

other Brahmins The words also point to men of low birth,

but these are distinct from the follower! of the Pdneardtra An
analogous case is provided by the word, 6 demya \ which is

generally used to refer to a learned Brahmin. But It also

denotes a lowly Vai£ya Some words convey more than one

meaning, The priests who are called
4Bhdgamtas * and

‘ Sdttvatas
9 perform worship of the pdnea-kahka kind, and

those who are called by the same names attend to the cleaning

of the vessels and keeping the precincts of the shrine free from

dirt Thus, the very same words convey occupational difference*

1'086 Igamapramanya, para I- 10

1037 Ibid 18-35

1038 Ibid. 36-41
,
61-73
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Again, those Brahmins are also called Sattoatas and Bhagavatm

who are of pure character and devoted to Bhagavsn, They
perform worship, not for earnirg their livelihoods but out of

their sense of duty 1038

Yamuna takes up in this connection the sutras of Bjdar&yana

(H 2 42*45) which are interpreted by jjaftkara and Bbaskara as

refuting the validity of the Pa HearBin Agama He prefaces his

arguments by drawing attention to the fact that Vyasa who
glorified the paramount validity of the PancarBtra Jgama in the

Mahabharata would not have refuted it In the Brahma-$ut?ai

which he himself composed under the name of ‘ B&darSyana *,

He assumes the identity of Vyssa with Badarayana. Therefore,

he takes the first two sutras ai stating the objection to the

validity of the Pariearatra tradition and treats the next two sutras

as evidence in support of its validity.

The first two state ‘he objection. Saftkarsaya, the soul,

cannot rise from Vasudeva, and Pradynmna, the mind, cannot

spring from an agent, Sankarsapa. This objection is ruled out

by Yamuna thus Since Vasudeva. Safikarsana and others are

only Brahman , the rise of one from another seed not be obje&ted

to Mind is, of course, aa instrument, bat it is sot produced

from Safikar§arta Besides, aa instrument like a jar is produced

by the agent, the potter, and so the objection cannot stand. A
second method of refuting the objectloa lies la treating

VSsudeva, Sankar$itj a and others as knowledge by virtue of

their omniscience and because knowledge is bad from them.

The rise of the Panearatra from them eastsot be opposed, also

because It Is known from the PSHears ira that God has perceptual

knowledge of everything, and so the rise of knowledge from

them cannot be questioned. 1040

1039. Ibid. 13 18, 89*91

1040, Ibid, para, 95-102,
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Yamuna offers ao alternative exposition to the whole
argument 1041 The first sutta may mean that valid knowledge
cannot rise from the Pdfteardtra

,
because Its validity is not itself

proved The second suita means that the Vedas are not the

compositions of any one
9
while the Pdncardtra Agama is one

such. The third Sutra whlsh answers this objection states that

Bhagavao is the source of perfect knowledge, and so the rise of

knowledge from the Pdncaratfa cannot be questioned* The last

sutra declares that the prima facte view stands consradlcted*

because if the motive of God in composing the Pancardtra

becomes questionable, thee the same may be said with reference

to the Vedas
9
Smrtis and Purdnds *

Yamuna did not probably seek to establish the validity of

the Vatkhdnasa
, because objections were raised only against the

Pdncardtra which was treated as amfi-Vedic The Vaikhdnasm,

Agama is admitted to be purely of Vedtc origin*

He cites passages from the Parama~samh%td
f
Sanatkumdrd «

samhitd
9
Idvara»$amhtid and Padmodhbhava^samhtta Some of the

passages cited here from the $anatkumara*sarhhtt8 are not

traceable In the printed text

Ramanuja (1017-1137 A*B ) who Inherited the tradition of

Yftmuna, Interprets the Sutras of the Utpattyasambhavadhikara^a

on the lines laid down in the Agamaprdmdnya He cites passages

from the Parama
,
Pauskara , and Sattvata samhitds .

Ramanuja makes frequent mention of the six qualities*

whenever God is described. 1042 God is to be pleased with

acts of worship God enjoys them The Highest Place

{mtyovibhuU) and also the world have facilities for His enjoyment.

These are enjoyable objects (bhogya) like the objects of sense-

organs, instruments (bkagyapakarana) like the sense-organs and

1041 !bid 103-115

1042 Introduction of Ramanuja to Bhagavadgitabhasya ; Gadyairaycu
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places of enjoyment (hhogfasihana) like the fourteen worlds and

the bodies there. Garlands, chownes and others come under

bhogopakara^a* Quadrangles, courtyards m& halls become
bhogyasthm

a

t These, wtuch are thus classified In the Laksmb
tanira.lO^S are mentioned by KsmSooja m the introduction to

the Bhagavadg%l(!°bha$ya and S'atandgaitgadya Th® three kinds

of offerings or means of attending upon God are aupacirika like

incense, music aod other§ 9 abhyavaksrtka like aeamanjya«

delicious preparations etc 9 and samspariika like perfumes.

They are mentioned !o the Ahirhudhnya safnhnd which prescribes

the procedure for dally worship 1044 Ramanuja refers to them

in the Mitya, a manual of worship composed by him where he

follows the procedure laid down Is the text mentioned above*

Six asanas 1045 are enjoined to be offered to God at various

stages during worship, aod these are strictly followed la the

Mitya The use of the astra mantra
,
surahhi~mudr$ and

namaskira whscn are ordained in the sathhitas, are all mentioned

in the proper contexts in the MttyaAO^® It js thus found that the

Pdncaritra Igama exerted profound influence on Ramlouja 1647

Though the syitem of V«Knavtsra represents the happy blending

of the concepts of Godhead with the names, Bhag&vftn, Visf|tt 9

Nlrayana and Vssudeva, the Yi^istidvaita system has bees

attaching supreme importance to the name, £ Nlr$ya$cs % as U
clear from the mulamantra and dvaya , The name c Bbagavin 4

is

1043. LT xiv Si

1044 MS XKvni 30b, 31a Cf, Lr xfcxvi. BT-02, which ttissif?

them into four kind^^rndf^lka* ahhvcmhtirika* \ a ft spat ilka* md
abhlmtintka„

104B, Ah$, xxviu
; Of, LT, myix,

104S. Ibid xxvm 7Bb s
T9a, These line® sr@ Quoted by Ramssuja in

the Niiya*

104?, Some scholars are critical of the u&e of tto Pmmrhim doctrines

by Rsrnlnuja, (Vide » «—S, R Bhatt Studies in Rqmanuj® Vedanta, pp* S3*8S) a

This is answered m the arguments noted above. It i® also ably disproved

by J B Carman m his The Theology of Rmmuja, £pp. 173*174), Of* Erie

Jt Lo^t God and the nnlmse In the Vedaniic Theology ofMmUnuja, (p. 1S4.)
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often used to refer to God and also along with the name,*
* Naraya^a * This is evident from the opening lines in the

S ararnagahgadya
9 at the end of the Yatkunihagadya and in most

passages in the Mttya a

Under the fnSuenee of Ramanujans Mitya, some of the*

leading exponents of Vi^fstid vafta brought out their own
manuals called Mttya

, giving guidelines for leading the daily

life In conformity with idstraic Injunctions. The ideals of the

Valsnava are set forth here, following the teachings of the

Pa nearaira Agama

The Ahntka+kdnka In 528 stanzas was composed by
3rlranganaraya$arya, also known as Yangivamge^vara, an

immediate disciple of Ramanuja He expects the Valsnava to

resolve to follow the routine based upon the paneakalaprakriy§

as laid down in the Paficaraira Agama and speaks of the glory of

this routine. He treats each part of this routine, Indicating

how It should be observed Bhutaduddhi and nyasa are dealt

with in detail. Worship of God is called ijya or yaga, anti

before It is actually taken up, mental worship is to be under-
taken. This Is also called hrdyaga . Along with God, $rl» Bhu,
Nila, Sudargana and other wespons and all the retinue of the

Lord must be worshipped In this part of the ritual. The six

lianas and the use of surabhi-muira in bh&jydsana are indicated. 1048

Lost are the Abhigamana^ara 1049 which was written at the

request of Vatekapurna by ^rivatsaokams^ra, also known as

Kuratiazhvan, foremost among the disciples of Ramanuja
,
the

Mitya 1050 0 f his son, Barbara Bhatta; and the Mitya of
Nanjlyar,1051 & disciple of Paia^ara Bhatta Opinions on these

1048 xxvm 504b-509a
, 110-164a

1049, PR p 138 , RTS II p 448.

105D RTS II pp 306, 443

1051 Ibid II pp 443, 444,
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matters, which Nargyanamoai,lOS2 a follower of SrivatsiAkamUra

and Para^ara Bhatta, Krsna-mimflQSS and Gfdlirasaromuai^OW

held, are cited by Vedlnta Desika in his P$tiear®tmrak®a« Not
only are their works lost but very little is known about them
otherwise

The Pancastam of Sri vatsli\kami£ra contains fiv@ $i&tvai-*

Sfftsiava
9 Ahmanusastava s Vatadardjastava , Sun iavahdhmtam and

Vaihunthastava
,
Among these, the Varadar$ja*taua and Sundam

«

bahustava are intended to sing the glory of God as enshrined at

Kaftcl and TiramiHruflcoSal (near Madarat) respectively. That

the area form o? God is glorified in these two stQlns cannot be

held tobe doe to the direct influence of the Jgamas Even

before 1000 A D es this form of God wag quite popular*

indeed, from ever since the Azhv&ri wrote. They offered their

worship to God whose form as Icon was not introduced by them

but was already there for worship

The $adgunya aspect, loss the splitting up of the ill qualities

Into three palr§
#
l058 one pair shared by each of the three dettlas 8

S' inkarsana, Pradyumna and Animddtaa, and the Importance of

the doctrine of prapattt, 1037 together with Its practical aspect^

are admirably treated In taege five poems Inability to measure

the greatness of Sri is humorously depicted thus i~

c^FJT%(rmf«R SKw srrfw wm §tp#

«r«rr^?tT?r trorcrrasgarf ^tprmr fig-

fW Tm% is

tfrtstava, 8*

1052, PR pp 111,124,125,128 (Mis work to b© a gloss on
the IhnikakuriM frem this reference) % 152, etc*

1053 PR, p. 122 The title of the work may be 8fitmta*nitya,

1054. PR, p 122. The title appears to have been NityakwmmmhgraM*

1055. Atim$nn$amm 6 # Sundarabahustava 24* 28 , Varad$rttjastava 93,

1058, VaradarBjast&va, 10,

1057, Ibid 92,
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As It is really immeasurable, It does not detract from
omniscience of the Lord and £>rl not to know Its measure, as
their omniscience cannot know the non-existent sky-lotus,

God may hare any one of the five forms, yet the arcs form?
have a powerful appeal to the devotees, and not t© others,

Vide •

m sttjfV wr rawer «gr qnrafarercon

wsrraTrarafift srerctf wt *raf?r I i

Hera ^cgorsTorr^ fire^fWr^
«nr^wrt wra^ra Ha^fjrafcrafcra?rc«ir u

Varadatajaslava
9 18,

The greatness of the Lord and of 5ri S§ well brought out by %
careful use of the word ‘ Sr!

8
in two different senses (as the

resort of all and as one who resorts to the Lord )

Vide :

snran tusrr^roTw^tJTJftra^rurr-

rar ragwswtsTrratcTg-

ra feras it

Vatkurithmiam
, 29

ParS^ara Bhatta, the falcated son of $rivatasMkamigra, Ii

the author1 of two fine poems, S*rjraftgarajastava and $fr$guM<*-

ratnako&a The deny at grSrafigam Is Identified with the four

vyuha deities, and is said lobe displaying the eminence of
the four deities.

Vide i

•HfraT^r^eft <rc sfa gwwftwifc v&nprni
few i

trim ?rra Jrwfg rasrr cwrfercrar ii;

tfrirafigarajestava, uUaraialaka, 39.
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The four deities are to be worshipped as representatSag the four

states of ooQgefousoess of waking, dream, deep sleep 2nd

traaseaedeaee, and the Lord at brlrafigam Is Identical with

them yisno 9
s greatness is doe to Lakqml’s, yet the Vedas do

not make a separate mention of ^rf§ greatness^ because it get®

locladed within that of her Lord and Lover

Vide

wrT'^rtafcr:

?r gq3r£ra& wfircfir 11

8’riguqaralnakoia, 2S

Tae above-mentioned two writers are thus seen to have beets

greatly InSueaced by the PaTicaratra traditions, particularly,

the treatment of 3ri's greatness Perhaps, they were directly

Indebted to Yamuna’s Caluiiloki.

Paris are Bhatra Is the author also of the Bhagavad-

gnnadarpana, a commentary on the Vhnu-sahasranama-stotra.

While explaining some names, he ekes passages from the

Vismtattva, Brahma sarfikitS, SiltsatssathhiiS and Pauskara -

sarhhta Commenting oa the same ‘Var3roha\ which means one

who has attained his own eminent position, ihe author refers

to the vyuha doctrine. The Bhagavotas hold that Para-Brahman Is

of three kinds, para, vyuha and sibhava He interprets sibhava

as appearance or manifestation of the Lord at His wifi. This Is

of four kinds, namely, (i) that which is directly assumed like

those of Mauya, Karma and others, (if) that In which He
inspires specific persons like those of ParaSurSma, Kr^adval-

puyana and others, (lit) that which arises through His

penetrating power as In respect of Purafijaya and others and

10S8. &nrafigarsjasta va, uttaraiataka, 35.

asv—40
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(Iv) that by descent So some Individual forms as in are®*

Appearance is twofold , namely,, praduthhiva aod pradur «

hhavantara . The latter does not mean another pradmhham
%

but what Is different from 11 The difference between the two

lies In the former displaying the Lord% personal activity and the

latter coming under the control of only a fraction of the Lord's

activity For example, Rodra is held to pradurbkdvdntara
,

because he is folly dependent on the Lord’s glory* Those who

desire to get mok§a are required to worship the pradurhhava kind

and not the other type* The author cites, passages from the

SaUvafa and Pau&k&ra sarhhitas

The four vyuha deities and Sddgunya are referred to, while

explaining the names, Maha’apas, (twice), Caturvyuha, Atladriya*

M'ihadyu f i, Amrdesyavapus, Ahassamvartaka aod CaturmUru.

The functions of the individual deities of the vyuha are referred

to, while interpreting the names of Sarvavfd, Vfcvakseoa and

Veda. The name of the Lord as Sattvatlm-paU is explained

to have a bearing on the Sdttvata system PrapatU is referred to

while explaining the name, Samoylsakrt.

Sudar^ana, the discus of the Lord, gets a glorlied

description in the Sfudardanadataka of KOranarayana In which 74

stanzas describe the discos Sa all Sts parts and 27 depict the

greatness and appearance of the person of Sudar^aoa The

divine couple, Laksrol-lMarayana (LaksmjnardyandkhyaM

mithunam) is said to be carefree, entrusting the security of the

world to the person Sudarsama 1059 This suggests the Influence

of the account of the greatness o? Sudar^aoa m Ahirbhudhnya •

samhitd .

Vgtsya Varadacarya, also known as Nadadur Atoms!, a

leading exponent of Vi£i$tadvalia to the 13th century, gave an

exposition of the doctrine of prapatite In bis Prapannapinjdta

1059. Sudar&ana-iataka of KQransnyana. St, 100
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comprising of lee sections, At the outset the author proves

that this doctrine Is authentic and cites the Laksmi-tanira and

Sanatkumara*$a$hhita and quotes passages from the Vtsvaksena •

samhila to support his standpoint With the aid of these

passages, the natore of the doctrine h expounded. The same

text and Laksmitantra are died in a discussion on who Ss qualified

for this means £080 Both the learned and the unlearned are

qualified for taking up this means.

Vide :

LT XVII. I0ib-102a.

That a preceptor can take man across worldly life Is explained on

the authority of the Jayakhyasamhitfil001 A prapanna must lead

his life rendering service to God, Branding the shoulders with

heated conch and discos Is the external mark : the internal mark

consists So the heart being free from passioa 9 speech devoid of

falsehood and the body (physical motion) freed from doing

injury to others.

Vide :

Prapannapanjaia V 57

On the authority of giunaka, the author recommends

worship to the area form of God FQ82 He cites the Lak$mi*

tanlra and Vtsvaksena-^amhtta to support his exposition of the

ethical way of life which a prapanna should pursue on the strength

of the Dharma-bSstras and Panearaira texts and which he should

1060. Prapanaa-psnjata Section. III.

1081 Ibid . Section IV , Cf JS Ch, XVI. 1206-121.

1062. Ibid, V. 39.
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avold'1063 Finally, the author insists that a pmpanna should
not swerve from the ideals expected of him according to the

constituents of prapatti. The way of life led according to those
principles, will take him to the cherished goal. This text Is a

magnificent exposition of prapath and is mainly based on the

Paneara tra Agama* 1064

The five forms of God are described, one in each stanza, by
Vats^a Varadacarya In his hymn of praise, Paratwadipancaka

*

Among these, Vyufaa Vusedeva is described first Though the

Lord Is the minutest among the minute and largest among the

large, He is of the size of the thumb as antary5mm and vlsu«

hsed by thz yogms

Sodarsaoa Sun, the grandson of the brother of Para^ara

Bfaatfa* became the disciple of Vatsya Varadacarya and comment
ed on Ramanuja 9

® S’ribha§ya m his Srutaprakagiku* In the Utpatty -

asambhavadhikarana
, he offers a clear exposition of the

Vi^istadvaita point of view The Mahabhdrata mentions that

the Sdttvaia dharma disappeared several times and was revealed
for mankind by Narayana This shows that this dharma is

beginningless like the Vedas which too have to be revealed from
time to time It was revealed on the mountain Mem, aod
several sages became its promulgators This shows the sanctity

of the place where It was revealed and that the sages had
unanimous regard for the system taught to them That King
Vasu adopted it *s enough evidence co show that eminent
persons took to it* The system is helpful for pursuing the four
alms ia life (purusartkas), a§ the Pdneamtra texts claim that it is

equal to the four Vedas and as it Is called Makopamgat .

1063 Ibid, Sections VI to IX IT ll 12,

1064 The author’s treatment of the matter la based mostly ©n the
Laksmitantra, Visvaksenasa^hfW and Vnnudharma * Tattvaratna m a
PaHcaratra text which is mentioned as glorifying gri (VI, 6). Other texts
are AhS SS S3 SKS and Atnsambita ,
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The Varakapurai}a has the following passage regarding the

mantras for worshipping God ;

^nssrrnrr % i

JTmor Sf! OTORt t 3TT »T^f?eT WOTTt S3

LVI U

Ttaig Indicates that the mantras enjoSeed In the PdficarStra are

as valid as those of the Vedas 9 thm declaring that the Mgama h
on a par with the Vedas The authority of the Vedas requires

corroboration from the Itikasas and the Puri^as, Likewise the

validity of the Ekdyana idkhd gets strengthened on the authority

of the passages in the Puranas and Itikasas which glorify the

Sdttvata dharma. The name *Bfaagav§n* is stated to denote only

Vasudeva.

The author shows that the P&nearottra system has an

Individuality which validitates it unlike the Safikhy& % Y@$® %

Pddupaia and other systems* Besides* the Vedas contain a

number of eulogistic passages (<arthavdia) which are completely

absent Its the Pan^ardlra texts

While interpreting the Sutra,

msfwrRf^rt ^9i%i i (il*2*4i),

Sudar^ana StW writes that absolute distinction is set meant

between the four vyuha deities and as such, the figs ©f one from

another cannot be objected to As there Is something specific

in the effect which ts not generally traceable to the cause, even

so there ts some speciality In the possession of a specific form

and ornament s by each of the vyuha deities.

An objection h noted to the effect that the Sankhya, Toga,

Paiupata and PSfisarStra systems should be considered to have

been condemned alike. The aether rejects this eo the ground

that all the four systems cannot be refuted on one and the same

ground, as they are mutually opposed. Since NarSyana Is held

to be the greatest deity in the PSnearSira, it is treated as distinct
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from the other three systems. Passages from the KaloUam •

samhitd are cited by the author.

Filial Lokacarya, a coatemprory of Sudar^aoa Surl, wrote a

number of works* and Is the author of the Prapanna-pantrana on

the dulses and responsibilities of a prapanna^ and of the Tativa -

itaya on the tattvas
,

the Insentient, the sentient and God*

God’s five forms are mentioned in the latter. The qualities and

the functions of each of the vyuha deities are explained. The

main and subsidiary kinds of vibhavas are listed and are shown

to be as such at His free will The number of vibhavas Is stated

to be thirtysix Among the five forms* the area form Ss perfect*

since that alone creates affection (among people for the Lord)*

Is the auspicious form and the refuge for all the worlds and

could be enjoyed. This work deserves to be called a collection

of P&ncaratfa-sTiiras 1065

In another work, tfrivacana-bhusana , Filial Lokacirya states

that the Azhvars performed the surrender of themselves

(prapatti) to the area form of God, He brings out vividly the

distinction between the five forms of God The antarydmm form

Is like the water deep in the earth. Paratva is like the water

encircling the material universe* the vyuha form is like that in

the Milky Ocean, the vibhava forms are like the water in flooded

fivers and the area ones like that settled In deep pond® Among
them the last one is within the reach of the people, while others

are not. Those who take to prapatti may be Ignorant like us, or

great Sn their knowledge like the early preceptors, or those who
are devoted to God like the Azhvars. Prapatti is based on the feel®

log of one’s miserable nature and Is an indication of helplessness.

It is In fact not a means, but only faith in the grace of God.
The Lord Is Himself the upaya and upeya To get His grace, the

self requires Sri to be the divine mediatrix (purusakata) between
him and God 3rf intercedes on behalf of the self and pleads

10SS. Schrader, p, 21.
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that he be forgiven. At the same time she extends her Infinite

tenderness to the self. The grace which He shows ®hea Is

spontaneous and doe§ not rise from any caa^e 9 nor does It

require any personal endeavour on the part of the self Human

Initiative as a condition for redemption Is not required, To

adopt it as means would be like a son making a request to his

father to protect him God Himself would arrange to get what

Is good for the self and to avoid what Is harmful to him. What

the self is required to do is to know himself and not stand In

the way of the Lord showering His grace, Bhakli and ptapatll*

follow as necessary corollaries from the grace of the Protector®

In the second chapter of his work, the author discusser the

nature of svagata-sv^kdr® and paragatasvlkdra sod the difference

between them The former refers to the Lord®§ accepting the

prapanna who makes as endeavour for this purpose The latter

means that the prapanna Is accepted by the Lord on account of

His own free wall. The former never assures the result and

the latter Ss etrer frlutfol Divine grace got through the latter

method is like moiher 9
s milk, while that through the former Is

like artificial milk. Besides, conceit and pride would aver®

power the self while taking to the former and would affect

adversely the nature of the self, namely, its abject dependence

on the Lord The next two sections discuss the attitude which

the self should adopt towards God and the azfttya*

In still another work, Mumuk§uppad%* the author discusses

the import of the three mantraslOBS studying the meaning and

significance of each syllable The place of $rf, her acting m
mediarix and the eatama&loka being applicable ©sly to the

vtbhaval067 get folly explained While upholding the view that

God Himself would bless the self, the author states that what Is

enjoined as karma comeg under service^ as jndna under the

106$* The thro© mantras ara Mutemmtm }
Dw&ya and Caram^loka.

1067 , Srmcanahhfcana, %
s 7 S

9 ;
Mumuk&uppadi, 110 *
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knowledge of the self, as bkakii under an earnest desire to get at

God and as prapaiti under the correct knowledge of God.106®

Among bis other works*, the Arihapahcaka discusses the five

subjects which a Vaisnava should know before he seeks God 8

®

grace They are the nature of Brahman
,
that of the self, the

means of attaining Him, the nature of mok^a and the

obstacles that lie in the way of getting it. In the TativaSekhara
%

he states that ptapatU Is the means forgetting rid of bondage*

Prapaiti Is also called nyasa, tyaga, mhsepa and iatanagait and by

other names. Surrendering one 9
s self to Paramatman is to be

canted out and all ase eligible for It. It Is a particular kind of

knowledge which arises in the self This knowledge Include®

(I) a request wnich is formed through stopping the transgression

of God’s oommaods, (n) God being favourably disposed and

(ill) meditation (by the self) of God’s omnipotence. This

knowledge has two phases, one In ifae form of the object, namely,

God’s becoming the means without the self’s request for lt
9 and

the other, the cognition in the form of the resolve (of the self).

Those who are qualified for this must have the earnestness to

attain the Supreme Being, absence of the desire for anything

else and a determined conviction In God’s liberality and other

qualities. That the self has nothing to call as its own
determines this knowledge*

In a work called Tamdvay the author notes that among the

means of getting moksa
9
prapaiti Is the bast He cites instance®

from the Vedas
,
Itihdsat and Puranas to justify this unique posi-

tion of prapaiti It Is defined as knowledge In the form of a

request, stating that the self is an abode of offences, has nothing

and is helpless, and that He alone must be the means (of mak^a)

for him 1069 It n also defined as a request, being the only

means for obtaining one’s aim which could not be achieved by

1088. Caramafloka, 282 Of, TamdvaySi p* 223,

1088, Tamdvaya
, p. 223,
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any othei means, aad this request must bs made with ®
belief. 1070 The six -constituents, which are said to belong %o

prapatti, are stated by the author ag the traits which a self woul d
get after becoming a prapanna.IOll The Azhvars are said to

have adopted prapaih, when they got the tativa-jnana through

God’s unconditioned grace, and they did so because they could

not brook any delay in attaining Him. A prapanna has nothing

to do. He has nothing to gain here in this life and so gets moksa

when he gives up hi* body. The great Vaispava Acaryas have

preferred prapatli as the only means for all, since it destroys all

the accumulated sins of the selves, since every one is authorised

to adopt it and since moksa is assured at she end of the present

life. The self has really no power over its own protection, and

the protector, namely, God has a right to protect the self

Sri is considered only as a mediatrix, and not as upSya and
upsya Therefore, she Is not equal to Visnu, She is only a self,

but as the consort of Visnu, she could not be away from Him at

anv time This concept appears to go against the Pa nearalta tra-

dition which makes both Sri and Visnu as Brahman. The author

cites here a passage from the Ahlrbudhnya-samhita^072. The
Pancarstra texts declare that grl acts at His direction, and so

this Acatya has authority for treating gri as a subordinate to

Visnu, A subordinate cannot have equal status with the master.

Visnu is the mastei, and so S>r! must be only a self ever with Him
as His wife. The approach made here by this author differs from
the one made by others, The role which Sri plays as a wife and

mother explains this attitude, and the dispute over this between
tne two Vai?pava sects is meaningless.

Azhaglya Ma naval aperumal Ngyanar, the younger brother

of Filial Lokacarya, wrote the AcSryahrdaya in four sections.

1070. Ibid.

1071. Ibid.

1072. AhS, LI. 61b-62a.

ASV—41
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The Import of the Nalayiradtvyaprabandha (particularly the

Ttruvaymozhi) Is conveyed In this work, and, hence the title.

Some decades in the Ttruvaymozhi breathe the sense of bridal

mysticism. This author chooses 10 make a classification of these

decades according as the forms of the Lord In Vyuha % Vtbham
9

Para
,
Anlarydmin and Area attract the bride and make her tend

Him her message 1073

The doctrine of prapatti is dealt with in the Parandarakasya of

JftanEdhika, also known as Nalnaraccan Filial, son of Fedya-
vaccan Pill a i (C 1300 A DJ. Filial Lokacatya 9 his younger

brother and Nainaraccan Filial wrote the works mentioned

above in Sanskritised Tamil, that is, Tamil with a large admix-

ture of Sankrit words.

The Influence of the Pa Hearaira Agama is fell In the works

of the above-mentioned writers and also In thoss of later ones

The astfflesara mantra is enjoined by the Xgamas. The Dvadaia™

hsara which Is of great importance for the Vaihhdnasa tradbton Is

not recognised to have as much Importance In the Vaisnava

tradition Instead, the dvaya and caramailoka have received

greater attention The carama tiloka, which forms part of the

Bhagavaldgita 1074
9
has been raised to the level of a mantra on the

strength of the assurance which God has given there for security

and protection to the suffering humanity The path of self-

surrender which gets special treatment In the Laksmi tantra and

Ahirhudhnya-samhttd has exerted a profound influence on the

Vatsnava Azhvars Therefore* the dvaya-mantra acquired a

special status for resorting to prapatti

Naturally, Filial Lokacarya’s works like the Tattvatraya 9

Mumuksuppadi
,

S'rlvacanabhu s ana, Tadrcihtkappadi
,
Parandapadt

,

tfriyahpattppadi, Tattvaiekhara 9 Tanidvaya^ Tanicarama and

1073. Acaryahfd&ya
,
156.

1074. BhG, XVIII. 66,
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Tanipranava discuss the nature of the three rahasyas (secret

doctrines). These works also discuss the nature of God a~d

man for elucidating the foil import of these Along with the

Sirasa&gwha, Samsdra^sdmrdjya^ Mamratnamalai
, Mavavidha^

samhandka
, and others, these enjoin on prapannas a way of life

that would be In consonance with the esoteric Import of these

mantras Another noteworthy feature Is that theie are all

written in Tamil mixed with Sanskrit for the easy comprehension

of one and all

The Nayadyuma#% of Meghanadarl, a contemporary of Filial

Loksclrya^ represents Narsyana with His BhU and Nils as

the Ultimate Reality* £>ri Is only a self, but as the beloved

wife of Naraysna, Is ever present with Him. She Is the

mediatrix before Him on behalf of the selves 1075 It is strange

to note that tfa*s author refers to bhakii as the only means of

moksa and does not treat prapatti^OlB

Vedanfades'ika (1268 1369) made a significant contribution

through his Pdncardtr&raksd to Vindicate the authority of the

Pancaratra Agama 0 Of the three sections which this work

contains, the first discusses the validity of the Pdntataira Agcrna

ai all possible levels and sources* including the Agama^ptdmdnya

ofYsmuna* The conflicting views which the Sahhtias contain

about the nature of the four division! of the Agama (agama$

mantra , tantra and iantrantara) are resolved without Injustice to

the authority of the texts which discuss them. Actual recrimi-

nations found in the Vaikhdnasa and Pdneara ita texts are shown

to be merely apparent and to have no inconsistency what®

soever. His arguments in this context represent an edifice built

upon the strong foundations laid by Yamuna in his Agama-

pfamdnya* The second section is devoted to the daily practices

1075. Nayadyumam, pp, 255-7,

1076, Ibid, p, 233,
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which a Vaispava is to undertake. These must conform to the

pancakala -prakriyS laid down In the Paticaratra Agama The
iSamhitas do not give a uniform account of the routine of daily

life. There are slight variations in their versions. Besides, the

Agama tradition lays stress on the Importance of the

dvadadaksara mantra

Vide

I OTrortamt is

S>andtlya*smrti
, IL

Some Samhitas 1077 enjoin Vtsnugayatrl for japa in the morning
saftihyd

, dvadadaksara at midday and astaksara lo the evening,

Vedaotade^ika aotes that, in principle, the pancakala concept
should be followed and there is no need to give up osie*$ practice
which Is based on the Kaipasutra of which one is the follower.

Vide 9

frrarmiiw stcrora ff %n*rorcroiT

fa**rr: srfe^srrsr girrcTSR snrsr^cr; tissrsr^-

PR p. no

The third section is intended by the author to be an

exposition of the Nitya of Ramanuja. With great sagacity, he

supplies several links to make the text of the JVttya Intelligible.

The intricate details of the morning routine are analysed and

studied in the light of the various texts, especially of the

PdncarStra kind, and conclusions are drawn in the most convincing

way which a dispassionate scholar would not fall to appreciate.

1077, E.g
, SKS Rsi, V. 98-98.
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Wearing of the urdhvapundras
$ their number* the materials for

them* their form* the kinds of rosary seeds to perform japa> the

nature of the prostrations {a$tanga and parteanga) and the lapses

from which one should carefully guard oneself are discussed

with amazing thoroughness. The variety of fhwers to be culled

for worshipping God, as well as yoga which consists of deep

meditation, is explained, following the Pdneara i?a~$a$nhitd$*

Among the Pdncardira-sarhhtids cited by the author* the

following are well known c Pau§kara
9
Paratmdvam, Jaydkhya^

Pddma and Sdttuata The Kdioitara
,

Hayagrlva
9

Saftkar$a$a §

Ankara and Pdrame§thya are among the less known but important

ones

In this fflysyapanduddhi, 1018 the author discusses the validity

of the Pdricardtra VedanladeMa is the earliest writer to take

up the Vaikhdnasa Agoma and discuss Its validity 1079 Those

who adopt the Vaihhanasa-Sutra exclusively do not deserve

condemnation* for the same should be said of others who follow

their own Sutras, They have been studying the Vedas and

following the religious practices sanctioned by tfteSr Kalpa~$utra

and so are not a whit Inferior to other Brahmins. That the

Advamedha-paruan of the Mahdbhdrata declares them to be as

valid as the Pdncardtra is sufficient ground for according

recognition

Worth noting in this context are the humorous remarks

which the author offers on the mutual accusations in the two

Agamas. These recriminatory passage! must have been inter-

polated by those who were Intolerant of the greatness of the

other system and who were eager to enjoy the slander thrown at

the other system as much as eating sugarcane. Alternately,

these must be treated as arthamda (eulogistic) in praise of their

own system.

1078. NP. pp. 187409.

1079. Ibid; pp, 189470.
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Vide :

«T%srfa ^^i^sr^TSTT^T^r^^rfo! jt crctV firctsi: i

JVP, p 169.

The materia! treated m the Pancaraira Jgama provided a

fresh ground for Vedantade^ika to contribute to the maintenance

of the Valsnava ideals The author wrote for this purpose the

Saccaritra-raksd to three sections. Apart from the fivefold daily

routine on which the Pantaraira texts concentrate, the person

who like^ or Is expected to worship God Is required according

to the rpJes of this Agama to have panca-samska?a Among the

five sacraments, the marking of the shoulders of the disciple by

the preceptor with the heated symbols of conch and discus was

assailed by the exponents of other schools of thought on the

ground that this amounts to doing Injury to another and has no

authority to support It While upholding the authontativeness

of the practice, the author prefaces his arguments with proving

the Pdmaratra Agama as valid This sacrament cannot bo

questioned, because the Agama enjoins ft. Then he cites an

unusually large number of passages from various Vedlc texts,

Bharma-$dstra texts and Puran as to prove the obligatory nature

of this sacrament, corroborating his statements by citing

passages from this Jgama 0

Wearing the urdhvapundra Is a mark of the Vafsnava, The

Pancaraira texts en]oin Its wearing, Here, too, Yedlc texts,

Dharma $d$tras and Puranas are utilised to support this practice.

Relevant passages and Pancaraira Agama texts are additions!

evidence given in the second section 10B0

The third section deals with the obligatory sacrament of

worship, namely, offering food preparations to God* The

1080. The Vaikhanasa texts also enjoin the wearing of the twelve

urdhvst-pun$ras t KA . XXXVIII* 24-30,
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question of" taking nirmnlya 1081 Is discussed and the objection

to Its acceptance Is overruled by citing passages from the Pur&nas

and Pa Heara ifa texts. The following Samhilds are died In ail

three sections Pauskara
,

Paramedvara, JayUkhya
,

Pddma
„

Sattvala Idvara^ Ahirbudhnya f Kalotiara ,
Sanatkumdra

9 Paramesthya

and Padmodbhava . The Atn-samhitd of the Valkhlnasas Is also

cited

The doctrine of self-surrender, which Is treated In the

Pdnearaira texts, came to be recognised as an independent

means of In the period of Raminuja as a result of Its®

influence of the compositions of the Azhvsrs which gave

prominence to this doctrine* Though n Is Heated in the

Gaiyatraya of Ramanuja, It took some more time to get

expounded on strong grounds Vedanfade^ika took up this

matter and treated it In the Nih§$paraksi

.

The prima facie view Is first stated, denying a status to this

as the means of moksa The grounds for holding this view ate

as follows. The nature of prapaiit cannot be defined* nor does

It have the necessary appropriateness* Tn@ definition, even if

it Is given, cannot be precise. There is no Vedle Injunction

enjoining it. It Ss possible to deny it the status which Is sought

to be attributed to It, It does not differ from bhakti which has

a status as the means of moksa. It Is inefficient to act m such

means* Finally, It is not widely known as being rhe means*

1081, Nirmalya m the name given to the food* flower and fruit that hai

been offered to God,

Vide.

*er 2«f wwrfa m i

crf**Trfesrfwr% at# ant *

SKS, Siva. V, 48b*4ia,

Cf SA. LXIII 106b-108,
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The author takes op all these points and refutes them, one by

one. Then he shows that prapath could be declared to possess

all those features which aie sought to be denied. He concludes

that the non-acceptance of prapatti would go against the

tradition which Is evidenced in ancient texts like the Ramayarta

which contain Illustrations of *he practice of prapatli Passages

arc cited mostly from the Ahtrbudhnya*samhita and Laksml-tantra

la support of prapatti and to some extent from the SatyakzAantra

and Satlvata samhita

All the possible conflicting views on the place of Sri m
Valsnavism are discussed by the author in his commentary on

the Catuiilokl In the main, there are two views 9 according to

one of which <{ri Is all-pervasive, while according to the other

she is atomic la size. There are four subgroups under the

former. They are that (i) 3rl is only a self; (it) she Is

distinct from the selves and God
;

(ill) she has the status of a

goddess, but Is not the Ultimate Goddess as Narayana Is the

Ultimate God , and (iv) she is actually the Goddess ruling over

others. This last-mentioned view is held by the author The

second main view holds that Sri Is only a self, though she Is the

wife of Nsrayana The author criticises others* views and

maintains the fourth one under the first main view.

That prapatti Is a means like karma
,
jndna and bhakti Is to be

admitted, and in the Kaliyuga Though bhakti is not denied,

its place is discussed by the author in his commentaries on

R§maoisja*s Gadyatraya and Yamuna’s Siotra-ratna He cites

from a number of Pancaraira texts such as Sdtlvata 9
Parama

9

Sankarsano
i Jayakhya

,
Visvaksena

,
Ahirhudhnya P&uskarat [ivara 9

Visputaitva and Sanatkumara samhtim , Luhsmi-tantra and others.

The name * Rahasyaraksa * given by the author to his

commentaries on Yamuna’s Catuiilokl and Stotraratna and on

Ramanuja’s Gadyatraya is evidence for h!s treating these works as

having relevance to and forming the basis for the three mantras

and their esoteric significance.
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Hs discusses the validity of the Pa nearaira In tbs Adhikarana*

sdrdvali also £>andilya
9
s statement that he got enlightenment

through the Pa neardira is Intended to p^ove tha* it is praise-

worthy and is no f meant to * .suit the Vedas The Lord

condensed the teachings of the Vedas and out of compa&slon for

people, He composed the Pdncardtra Jgama Like the classifi-

cation of Sfrutt and Smrti
,
the Author made a division of Vaidtka

and Tdntnka. 1082 The Pdncardtra Is valid like the Visnusmrti

which upholds Vedic practices 1083 The grhya cermonials are

treated differently by different writers Yet the Gfhya^sutfas

are admitted to be based on the Vedas . Similarly, the practices

which are enjoined on the basis of the Ekdyana recension, differ

from those enjoined in other dharma-iastra 1084 texts* but yet

have their foundations based on Vedic teachings. Varadanatha,

son of Vedsntadeiika* wrote the Adhikaranacmtdma^i

\

a

commentary on the Adktkarariasdrdvall On the Hne^OBS

s*ro3T?f5 cnfNrsjssr.

he cites a stanza of £>rl VisQucuta, the preceptor of Na$&d0r

Amral, and explains thus Smrti is based on Sfruti and so is

1082 Vid©

•

%s?|ac^?T 5T^: I

e^grirrwre srw?TRr smsrreeir^ i

trrfeni: ^ is

Adhikara$asdrdval$ t 211.

1083. Vid©

qs^T5rm?r^t i

Ibid. 216a

1084 Vide

Ibid. 21Sd.

1085 On Ibid. 211.

asv—42
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Vedlc 9 and yet there !s the division of the sacred literature as

tfruti and Smrti Similarly, the Agama (or Tantra) Is based on
the Vedas and so is Vedic, and yet there is the division

maintained as Vedlc and Tintrtc

Arguments of a similar kind are restated by Ved5atade£lka

In his Taitvamiikia-kalapa and the Sarvarlhastddhi
, his commentary

on it. On iloka 122 of the Buddhtsara, a section of this work,

he remarks that on the evidence of the Mahabharatal086 Maou
and others admitted the validity of the Pancaratra, which is

adopted as an authority on matters that are undisputed, though

not admitted by some others. This does not lead to the

declaration of its invalidity The same principle applies to the

Vidas . The Ekayana recension, which was studied like the

Vedas
, Is now extinct, because only a very limited number of

persons took to its study as In the case of the Upanisads

.

Vide-

The author’s RahasyalrayasSra Is an authentic document of

the tradition of prapalti, setting forth the views held by the

subgroups of Vdisnavism, analysing them and offering his own

comments on them. The doctrine of prapalti is explained in

five chapters Though prapalti is held to be a means by itself,

St does not mean that bhakti ceases to be a means. He argues

that prapalti should be adopted by every self The caramailoka

and dtaya are definite evidence to recognise this. The passage

that God is tne refuge of all and is tueir well-wisher shows that

all are qualified to adopt this. The nature of prapalti is

characterized by the faith that the Lord will surely protect the

self when it makes a request to Him for the purpose. He refers

to the views of Filial Lokacarya on the scope of arthapaficaka

1016. Mbb, Bhnma, LVI, 40,
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md criticises them 1087 fn the opinion of the author, Ramanuja
explained prapatii as a constituent of bhakti In the $fribha§ya and

as an independent means In the Gadyatraya The unique nature

of prapatii Is dealt with In two chapters. Seven are devoted to

explain the way of life which a prapanna Is requited to lead.

This work is written in Tamil mixed up with Sanskrit,

Of similar import but smaller in sigs are several other works

of the same author also written In Tartu! mixed up with

Sanskrit They are each called s rahasya \ one with the word
6 padavV added to It, another *

navarilia * and others ‘ mdtrki \
6 sandeda \

5

rains van % and * culaka\ All of them deal with

the three mantras presented In various ways to suit the powers of

understanding of people. Among them the Rahasyasandeia has

a commentary by the author lit rose ]f
9
called Rahasyasandeias

vivarana on prapatii The Rahasyaratna vail with Its commentary.
Hrdaya, discusses the arihapancake prapatii and the life of a
prapanna There is another set of works, each called * Tattva *

,

one with the word 6 padavl* added to It, another ® navanlta a

and others € matrkd \
s
sandeda %

4

fainavalt* and *eulaka
9

<, They
discuss the nature of the Ultimate Reality, the self and the

world The Ultimate Realitv Is studied In all lt§ five forms*

Among them, the TaUvatrayaculaka discusses these topics In

greater detail than others Wmle treating of the nature of

Jivara , men non is made of the Vtidkhayupa the number of

mbhava forms (as thirtysix) and pure and impure creations,,

Among his other works written in Sanskritlzed Tamil the

Raramatabhaftga contains arguments Intended to refute the claims

of various systems of thought and for defending the Val^ava
system from the attacks of the other schools* Section 21 states

1087. RTS. ll p §3 wh@r® the mm© of Filial Lokicarya it not
mentioned but a passage from the T&nidvaya (P t 123) of the latter it

quoted.
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the pnma facie view against the Pa nearatm doctrines* And the

next section Is devoted to the establishment of the Vals^ava

tradition which includes that of the Pflftcaratm system in order

to uphold the doctrine of prapatli
i

the author composed the

Abhayapraddnasdra which offers a clear exposition of the doctrine

based on a well-known dloka in the Rdmdya^a 1088 The three

tahasyas are discussed in the Sdrasdra How a prapanna should

live here so as to be of service to God and His devotees is treated

Sn the Pradhanaiaiaka and the Sarasa$grah®
9 Passages are cited

from the epics, Pura nas

^

the compositions of the Xzhvars and

the Xgama texts like the Ahtrhudhnya sarhhtia, Luk$m$-tantra
9

Sattvata-samhit

a

and others.

The path of prapatti and the three rahasyas are also treated

by the author in the form of verses composed la Tamil The
former is dealt with Id the Adazkkalappattu and works with the

word *cumkhu 9 added to the name of each. The ArtkapaHcak

a

deals with that topic. The way of wearing the twelve

urdhvapunfiras, which <ire enjoined in the Agamas , is explained in

the Pannirunamam The routine of daily life is dealt with m the

S’rivaisnadadinacar%

Ved&ntade£ikd f
s zeal in preaching Vaisnavism to humanity

according to she varying abilities of people. Is well reflected in

hi9 attempt to produce Sanskrit poems, dramas, and stotras

incorporating the fundamental doctrines of the system The
poem, Tadavabhyudaya , depicts in poetic fashion sddgunya and

vyuha 1089 and prapatti 1090 The drama, Sankalpasuryoiay®
%

contains a discussion on the validity of the PaftcardtraAO81

1088 R VI IB 33b, 34a

1089 YadSLV*bhyudaya> XVII 116, XX, 79,

1090 Ibid X 75

1091. Sankalpasfrryodaya, II. p. 31,
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Among Ms innumerable slotras
t the Lord with {Jrf Is

mentioned as the Ultimate Real I ty a
10S2 and source of Setters 1093

The vyuha and sadgunya get glorious descriptions 1094 The bash
and nature of prapaUt are explained together with an appeal to

God for the security of the self 1005 There is an interesting

reference in the fifarapagatidjpika to both the Agamic modes of

worship, 1098 where the author does not discriminate one from
the other to point of superiority 9 on which matter the adherents

of both the schools have been vying with each other in

recrimination 1091 Some of the ilokas convey the sense of the

yantras for the denies concerned 1098 Sudar£an& get* an

independent feymn 9 $udar£anft$faka 1099

Ma$av&lamah&muni, also known as Varavaramun! (1371«*

1444 A.D), was a great Acnrya who worked with a missionary

^eal for propagating the doctrines of Vaif^av|sra« He wrote

mostly in Tamil with an admixture of Sanskrit, In this he was
prompted by a keen desire to carry the message of the Xctiryas

to ordinary people who could not be expected to have even a

working knowledge of Sanskrit, Yet, the Tamil words of

Sanskrit origin are not foreign to the Tamil speaking community®

So he chose to adopt the maqtpravftlQ way of writing A studv

1093 &r%siati, §

1093, Uayaqrlv&Btotm, 1 1,

1094, GfarufapaHoMet, S» 8 \ AhhUisim, IB 6mn9ff*tKftptki, 8,

1095 , Nyummthiath Nymadeiam, NyQtatihk*i

1098, &ara%agatid'tpika, 33,

1097, Vid© i SA, Introduction, p, XXII,

1093, Hayagrmstotm 11, Qoptikvl^at! 8, SuderianBfteka S, 7,

1099, Another work of the author, goj*Myudhmtoim invokes protec-
tion addressing sixteen weapons of the Lord, Stands IS mentions Sudarlana
m the source &( all the woap@n§ B SKS (fairatra X 81b-S3) however
mentions all of thorn as having sprung from the body ©f the Lord, Perheps,
the Ahs s III is followed in the stansa II cited above,
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of his works reveals that he was well-verged In the advanced

texts on Valsnavlsm, and to his credit goes the distinction for

having used this way of writing and achieved success In his

mission In this respect* he was veritsbly the illustrious

follower of hts Acdryas

Apart from the rich storehouse of Inheritance of Sanskrit

and Tamil which he availed himself of, mention must be made of

the references made by him to the Pancaralta sources, which are

available from his index to the Jfianasara of Arul&lapperemil

Bmberamaoar, and commentaries on the Acdryahrdaya of

Azhakiyamanavalappenim&l Nsyanar and three principal rahasyas

of Filial Lokacarya

The Pancardira texts are said to be 108 in number The

AhirbudknyallOl and Vtsvakssna samhitds^OZ are mentioned by

name and profusely cited.

While commenting on the section on God In the Taitvatraya
,

several passages are cited from the Visvaksma-samfnid which is

now not available Para
„ vyuha , vibhava

,
arcd and antarydmin

forms are enumerated citing the passages from the texts 1103

While discussing the qualities of God, the Ahtrbdhynasamhili is

cited to describe the six qualities, the vyuha deities and their

possession of these So pairs and the responsibility each took up
for the well being of people The same text is cited also to

explain the derivation of the name ‘^rl
s How God’s power

(Jakti) works for the uplift of man Is graphically explained 1104

The path of self-surrender, and Its concept and significance are

1100 &r%vavanabhu§anavyakyd 392

1101. Ibid

1102 Tattvatrayavyakbysna 182, 187, 188,

1103 Ibid. 182

1104, Ibid, 184-188 . Acaryahrd&yavydkhysm 70.
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well brought out with the help of passages from Ibis textile®

and the Laksmltanlra 1108

God®s descent, rather rise (firadurbhdva ), is of two kinds®

roam and subsidiary The number of vibhavas Is tbirtysix which

gets justification from a passage from the VisvakssnG^safhhiti.

The author notes this number to be thlriy*otne In the

Ahirbudhnyasamhita This discrepancy U resolved by treating the

descents of Kapila, Dattgtre^a and Fara^urEma as cases of a

subordinate kind Thus, when these are taken out of the list®

the number becomes tbirtysix HO?

The citations gives nere as from the Sanaiknmdr

a

1108 and

Jaydkhya samhtlas^l^ are not traceable m the texts with these

names as available now,

R niarsoisnuji (c 1600^ cites from the Kurma, Lifiga and

other Purands
,

in his Bkdvaprakd&lkd on the ^ruaiaprakdgik3 9 to

support the authority of the Pdncardtra .

The Tallvammlanda of Bekkapatna® £> ilnlvasEcStys Is a

commentary on the Brakmdsutras In the light of Rimlnuja #
s

views In the interpretation the section * Utpattyasambh&diff

*vtjndna* and *brahman * have grammatical co ordination and so

the mita runs as 'vijtianadxbhdve'1H0 and not ‘vftsudevadibhSve
9
.

The word ‘mjndna * refers to jnuna which is the first quality la

the list of sadgunas The word *$dp may be taken to stand for

the material cause which Brahman is* Further, *vijndna* means

Vssudeva and not simply a quality. Objection cannot be taken

1105, Mumuk?upadivyakhysna 149,

1100 Ibid. 157

1107, Tattvatrayavyakhyam 193

1108. Jiiamssrapramanayojana 1, 28,

1109 Ibid. 38,

1110, Brahmasutra II, 2, 41.
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to the emergence of the self, as there is justification for this in

the Upanisad 1111 itself. The aphorism, mpratisedhacca
%
1113

most mean ^because of the absence of opposition or rejection 99

The Pdneardira texts reject the b^rth of the self and so their

validity Is not (vi) contradicted (praiisedhat) Tne author shows
also that this section cannot be taken to go against the Saktes.

The author must have been Influenced by *he arguments in the

Siddhdniai atndvall 1113 of his grandfs*her, Venkafacarya

VaradS arya
9

§ Pdncardlrakantakaddhdfa 1114 silences the

objections raised against the validity of the Agama

The Pdncardirarak$dhrdaya 1115 of one Ramanuja Is an

epitome of Vedaota Desfka*s work H5eotio r cd in its rams The
jfgamapradipa 1116 of Sundaraiagha va places the Agama on stab'-e

grounds.

Kap ?sthalam De^kscarya, who was living a 1 Tirupatl in the

early years of this century, discussed tne problem of Sts val ? di*y

In his &dnrakddhikaranarainamdId by explaining the vyuha doctrine

as contained In the Laksmltantra and Sanatkumaratamhttd .

Some works were written on the fivefold division of the day
needed to lead the daily routine Among them are the

Pctffcakalaknyadipa HI? of Srloivasaca ya and Pancakalaprakd sikd
of Tirumalai £>rinn a^Scarya Harlta Ve^katacarya’s (c. 1500

AD) Daddmrnaya and the Ahntka of Gopa*ade£ika (c, 1750

AD) treat the routine life of a Vafsnava

1111 TU I 2 1,1, Narayana Upamsad I,

1112 Brahmasutra II, 2 42

1113 Ms No D 5259, Govt. Oriental Ms Library, Madras,

1114, Ibid. D 5283

1115 Ibid . R 2219,

1116 Ibid, R. 60S

HIT, ZJbid, D.5301.
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An inquiry into the nature of the mediatrix Is undertaken

i3y Narlya$amuni in his Puruqakdra-mimamsd which has a

commentary written by gu£aile£a 1H8 Offering daily

worship to God is discussed in the Praiipurusa-bhagavadarddhana

•

samarthana 1119 whose author is not known* Sundaravlra-

raghava determines the quaitfieatfom for offering worship for the

sake of others in the Pardftha-yajanddhikdra nirvdho 1120

Campakesaclrya's Taptamudrankanapramanasangraka 1121 analyses

the standpoints about branding the marks of the conch and the

discus on the shoulders. Prapatii, as a means which eve ry one

Is required to adopt, is dealt with m the Ntksepa-cmtdmant of

Gopalade^ika (c. 1730 A D.). This practice is upheld by

3 Iiivasadasa in the Nyasavidya-p&nskrtt 1122 and by ^rlnivisa

In the Nydsavidya- vtjaya 1123

The* various aspects of temple worship are dealt with to the

Knydkauava caninkdll24 of Varlhagoru who offers here a brief bill

accurate account of tne krtya and caryd aspects of the Pdticardira

Agama The 37 chapters which this work contains represent the

tradition as recorded In the Padmasamhiid . Of similar nature

are the Pratisthapradlpa 1125 of Narasimhavajapeyln and the

anonymous UUavasamgraha
t

1126 DlksavtdhSna H27 and

PrSya&ctttasQtygraha.1128

1118 ibid R 1T05

1119 Ibid R 1679

1120 Ibid R 1034 (to)

1121 ibid. R EL

1122 ibid R 21 Varadsc&rya is given as the name of the author in

the Adyar Library. TR 233

1123 Ibid R 2129 TR 233

1124 The recent edition of this work m Teiugu script by Pandit

S B Raghumathacaryulu with his commentary is helpful m understanding

the text Besides it gives the number of Talas
,
Vddy&$a Madras etc.

1125 Ibid. R 3962.

1126 Ibid D 5657

1127. Ibid R 5255

1128 Ibid. D 6733

A&V—43
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The Suiarianasufadmma of Anantac 2 r}a (known as Anant&«

i van) of Mysore (c 1 850 AD) i» an invaluable woik on the

sacrament of wearing the mark of the heated conch and discus.

The author quotes profus ly from the Vedic and Pa nearaira

!®x*s and Puragas Srfra Agicaf} a of Purina! who lived at

Tirupaii at the beginning of this century made a good

contribution to this sacritnent So his Bhagavaddharmadarparia

and Vojrakuthdfa .

Als^ingabhaffa Is the author of the Vajramukutavilasal 129

a campu d picting the glor> of the Deity at Melkote and also

deicubirg how the dnmond-set crown came to adorn Him In that

shrine. The author states 1838 A D as the date of his b nh.

Among minor works on Pa nearaira % the Sudardanamlrram S
is said to have been written by Vedgcarya, son of Vedav^sa-
ibhatta and grandson of $?lvatsahkami$r disciple of

Rgm5n tij* This work argues in favour of the taptamud ahkaixa

Swverai wiiteis
1 names and cl ta ions from their wotks ars given

htre by the author to support his arguments Vi§^ucuta,
Na r Sy 9 imuni, Vedav\isabha«§raka

9 YsdavaprakMi and
Ananda I r tha are the writers whose views in support of this

sacrament are recorded here. Reference is made to the views
of B atti s/acaspa^l who praised the Lord at Srlrangam, Gohita
Nar5y<iQSc£ryd®§ Sadatatagrantha arid Dhanuskayajvan’s Veda*
bhd§ya

,
all of them feeing unknown till now. The author

jnemiors Vallsla as his patron. The author refers to a

iloka 1130 |q praise of RamSauja and attributes It to his

1129 The works of AlaSmgabhatta ar© available only m manuscript
form Vide —S V V O R 1 MS No 3858

IU0 Vallala was a chieftain at Tiruvetra at this period. The stanza is

:

t:rwT53rr^f>r *nrj qrwsVfn^ s

Cited on p 20*
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preceptor. This iloka forms part of the introductory ilokas

of the Stulaprakaiika of Sudai 4 inasurl, son of VedgcSrya*

As this quotation would suggest the identification of the

author with a descendant of Varadacarya® he could not

have been the son of Vedavyasabhaffa,

There is a work with the name of Sat tva tatantra in nine

chap f ers. ft deals with the theory of creation under the influence

of $akti The divine descents are counted as foriytwo, enumerat-

log them according to each Manvantara, the period presided over

by each Many. Devotion is stated to be of three kinds called

N\rguna*hhakti
% Karmaja bhakii and Llld-bhakti . Vatspavas are of

three kinds To the first belong those who are dear to alL

Those who display their liking to others io a relative degree are

of the second kind The Prdkfia Vai§$avas are of the third

kind as they have 1 >ve for the idols U31 Mohs

a

is obtained by
reciting the name of Kf-s^a The enure work is in the form of

a dialogue between Siva and Narada Tnere are certain

elements like the role of giktl and divine descents which show
the influence of the PdTicardtra triditioo or rather iht Va 8 §i$ava

tradition The other features hsve nothing m common with the

Pancard tra system Except for the oime® ti s work has

affiliation only to the cult of Kjspa

There Is a Sfdpplyasamhitd of which a part called Bhakti*

khajida alone Is available. Though It treats dlkgd* ny&sa and
other topics that generally form part of the Pancardtra texts®

oiher themes like bhakti , stotras, gumbhaktt and practices in the

Kali age cover ? hc greater part of this work.

There is also available a Samhitd 1133 with this name In

fragments. Perhaps, 3audtSya f the narrator, is brought in as

1131 IV T4-TT.

1133. PaMc&ratra Nui Vdakk^m, pp.75,76
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the narrator la the Bhaktikhanda mentioned above and offering

his name to it

The tenets of the Vaikhanasa system are treated In the

YatkhSnasa-sara-samoraha of Srlnfva^abha tttcarya and in the

V&tkhana*a stddh5ntale$a daria of 5> J Kf§oibhi|laearya. The
Uttamabrahmavidyavikasa of Sundararijahhattaclrya discusses the

concepts of Brahman
,

the means of getting moksa and the

practice of meditation. Similar is the Mok§opayapradipikd of

Raghapatibha ItScarya. The Vaikhdnasa dhyana muklavali of

Vainateyabhaitac&rya with the commentary of Krsnabhattac&rya*

Is of a practical kind, as it deals with the postures of the idols

and the retinue of God a Installation of Images gets treated in

the Pratistha-oidhi darpam of Narasitphavajipeyln and the

Praitsthdnuktamantkd of Vc nka$ inarasim ac§rya. Kt £ava"arya*§

Aramd*navan%ta and Bharadvaja Narasirp k acaiya
9
s Arcana tiiaka

discuss the procedure of worship.

^flmvasamakhin, son of TlmmSrya, was a scholar who was
a priest in the temple at Tirumalai A master of eight

languages,, he wrote a commentary on the Ahhijndnaidkuntala

of KMidasa and other works of Sanskrit dramatists He also

wrote the Vatkhdnasa-mahimamanjari
, the Vaikhdnasasutra -

tatparya-tintamam on the observances of those who belong to

the Vatkhunasasulra
,

the Utiamabrahmamdya dealing with the

means to moksa and Vatyasika brahmasulrd-Qydkhyan a commen-
tary on the Brahmasutras according to the Vaikhdnasa doctrines

One of Sundararaj Vs disciples, whose name i* not known*
offered an exposition of the principles of system in his

Vaikhdnasa- tativdrtha bodhana

Azha&irigabhajta son of Yoganandabhgtta, commented upon
the Sattvata^satphita in his commentary called Sd tlvata-tantra-

bhd0a 1133 God tells Samkar§a$a that He must be worshipped

1133. MS, No, 3861 m S* V, U. 0 $ it 1 8 Library.
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la three ways and the commentator notes iha* these ways concern
Para

$ Vyuha aod Vibhava 1134 The commentator discusses the
kinds of vtbhava Arcdvatdra Is shows here to have been included
fa the vtbhava 1135 He supports his interpretations by cuing
passages from the Laksmtiantra and commentaries on the

Paftcastava of Srlvatsamka mi<ra and $slgunaratnakoia of
ParS^arabhatti 1136 A passage from the Lak^mltantra Is cited to

explain the concept of Vtgakhayupa 1137 Besides citing other

texts like the Parameivara
,
the Padma-samhtid is mentioned for a

reference to the details regarding mantras and their relative

positions H38 The commentator justifies a view of the

eaturdtmya aspect found in the Laksmltantra but notes that this

Is against the view m the Sdttvala %amhitd 1139 Maiidaia Is to be

considered as the body of God.1140 To avoid the sin of taking

mrmalya
,
the arcaka must keep something apart for his and other

devotees 9 use and then offer the offering to Vi§vaksena and

throw it into water.1141 While dealing with initiation, the

author gives useful Information citing the Jayi&hya and

Laksmltantta 1142

Ala^ingabhatU commented upon the I$vara*$amhitd in his

Sdttvatdrtha prakditkd 1143 The commentator observes that the

Sativata , Pauskara and Jaydkhya Samhiids are the sutras for the

Ekayana-Veda also called Mulaveda , Idvara, Parameivara and

1134 Ibid. p. 9

1135 Ibid pp. 11-14

1136. Ibid, pp, 23-26

1131 Ibid. pp 58-58

1138 Ibid. p 113

1139. Ibid, pp 232-233

1140. /bid. p. 286

1141. Ibid p. 418

1142. ibid p 493

1143* MS, 3851 S. V, U. O, R, Institute, TirupaU.
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Laksmltantra are their commentaries (Vftti) Conduct of festivals

is treated in the livara and Pdramtivara Samhttas The
Laksmltantra does not treat this muter So, the prusts in the

te mp e at Kafiel adopt the Pddma tamhita 1^44 Purusa, Satya
8

Ac>uta and Ananta take the place of S ttjikar§a$a and others

for certain rituals H4S At the commencement of the act of
worship, Vi§vak$eoa is to be wc rshtpp f d according to t§vava~

samhtiS and Gane^a according 10 Pdramtivara and Jaydkhya 1146

The commentator identifies certain practices in the text as

taken from the passages dealing with them In other texts 114?

The word * anuyaga 9 which means taking food after completing

the worship of God is derived as intended for the self which it

atomic In size.1148

Vide:

srr§j: i

He cites VedsntadeS ka 1149 for an explanation of the word
* anuyaga * and quotes an ex’ract from the Pau$kaTasamhtia 1150

about it This is to be offered to the deity; what is meant is that

it should be offered to the deny m the house. Since the manes
(pttrs) are to be offer d the food before anuyaga, the

commentator notes that this interpretation does not suit the

context Hence this word, € vintvedya
9 1151 must be taken to

1144. Ibid, pp. 43=44,

1145 Ibid, p, 11?

1148. Ibid, p 143

1147. Ibid. p. 163

1148 Ibtd

.

p 242

1149. SR. p. 87 . vimvedya ca dewaya*

1150. Vide PanS XXXI 171, 172.

1151 The commentator supports this interpretation by referring to a
passage m tie commentary on the Paramehvasar$hita

.

The name of the
commentator is not known.
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meao tSle offering which Is to be made 10 God within oneself.nsa
The commentary has useful dlseusslons like the one stated
above on topics of crucial value for the tradition.

Svamf Nsga (or Nagasvamln) wrote a commentary called
Tattvopradlpika 1 153 on the Vtsnu-samhita . The commentator
quote s she first stanza in the Tattra jasaptaii of Vedantadc^ika as a
mangalailoka The commentary is brief and refers to the relevant
mantras for application to the proper contexts Indicated Sn the
tex 1*54 The commentator quotes from the Sdltvata-samhitd s

Murari's work 1555 and a work called Nibandhana . He quotes
also from other Agamas 1156 The Pdrameiuara^samhtta has a

commentary called Viofti by Nrstmhayajvaa 1151 The
Lahmitantra 1158 naj> a commentary by Krsi£ama©Sfy&

In recent years, works came to be written defending the

practice of Taptamudrankana Among the ¥al§navas
s the rift

regard ng prapatii adopted as a means gave rise to the writing

of sm ill works in support of this and its opposition to H

1152 pp. 242-3

H53, MS No 3869 on SVVORl Tiyup&tl

1154 Ch VI.

1 155. p 171 Identity of Mursn is not known,

1156. p. 203.

1157. Ibid, R 1658

1158 The editor Pandit V Krishnamenci rya himself is the eoramea*
fate of tins tert published in the Adyar Library Research Centre.



CHAPTER IX

XGAMAS AND TEMPLES

The Agamas, as a whole, are based on the Vedas, and their
concept of God is derived from them It is but natural that the
Supreme Deity should be depicted as formless and beyond
comprehension The fintie instruments of man and of his
powers are totally inadequate to measure God and His
powers 1159 God becomes an object ot adoration, and so He is
represented as an embodiment of lovable qualities and bliss, 1160
thus indicating the result of a development that is only of
Agamic origin

This concept of God should naturally be consistent with a
way of worship that would be practicable for those who believe
In It. Hence the Agamas invatiably prescribe yoga as the means
of mok$a. Control of the mind and concentration of the mental
activities, which form part of the yogic practice, are essential
for offering worship. Therefore, stress is laid quite often on
meditation 1161 God, who becomes the object of meditation,
is not formless but has forms which reptesent different levels of
realization, beginning from concrete appearance represented by
the waking state and passing through the states of dream and
deep sleep and culminating in the transcendental one 1162 The
Ultimate Reality is therefore called NSray tja in the Pa heara tv®
AgamallB3 and Sad&vi§pu m the Vatkhanasa 1184

US» TU II 3 8

1160 Svetfivatara [fpaw?ad VI 16.

1161 Cf LT, XVI S'ri remarks that this is the most pleasing to her,

1162 Ibid XVt 40. Cf. VK pp 519-20

1163 SS.IV 7-20, LT XI 9-18.

1164 SKS Brahma VI 138-40 Note the remark of S N Das Gupta:
A History of Indian Philosophy, VoL V. P. 172.
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The S fipragnasamhita makes an explicit reference to the

la f er rise of offering worship to the area form of God 1165 The
Vaikhdnasa Agama also classifies the act of worship as of two

kinds, namely* Amurtareana and Samurtdrcana 1166 The name of

the former shows nearly that though worship (arcana) Is under-

taken, It Is not with reference to the concrete form of God It

is held that the performance cf homa In the fire constitutes

Amurtarcana According to this Agama
%

this is to be done on

the hoes prescribed in the Vaikhdnasa Kalpatutras 1167

Boih the Agamas have developed mostly with reference to

the worship of God In concrete form Fne area form Is required

to be created out of specific materials H68 Since Visnu with

S>H is considered to be the Ultimate Reality, the Image of God
as Varaha paved the way for the earth to be raised to the level

of a goddess called BhuievI, identified with Posti She too was

given a status in the form of an idol to occupy a place to the

left of Vlsau.1169 Nila came to occupy a place under the

Influence of the stories of Krsna. Wmle treating Visnu as the

Supreme God, it became necessary to give other gods a due

place, and so they are treated as forming part of His retinue.

The idols so created for the principal deity, particularly Visnu

and His consorts and some others as well, such as Vlsvakseoa,

Hanumao, the Vtbhava deities and others, were required to be

only one for each, but not more.

The worship of God can also be done in water, kurca (a

bundle of grass used as a seat) and an idol. The tradition of

IPS &prS IV 5,6

1166 SA I 28b-29a

1167 VK pp 3,480

1168 SKS Brahma , VII 1 2 * SA LIII 3*

PdS III 32 for greater detail

169 KA V 99a , PaSt III. 19 25
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the Agamas Is to treat the first one as low, the second as of the

middle kind and the last as the best H70 The idol is called

hera 1171 which means ‘ body * The Agamas use this word quite

often to refer to the idol. Worship of the Lord In the idol is

said to please the eyes, mind and heart It produces devotion

for Him In people who worship it. Hart is pleased and becomes

accessible to His devotees.

Vide:

<er i

sftcqr II

KA. I. 13.

1178, KA. I 13b , SA 31 53b, 54

1171 This word does not occur m the Sanskrit language But it is

^ound as forming part of other words e g ,
the name of Kubera , the lord

of wealth, who is said to have a bad (deformed) body Vide

Vayupurana, LXX-39a Some commentators take this word to be derived
from the root 'Kumb' meaning to conceal ’ with the suffix,

1 erac * Kubera
is said to conceal his wealth and keep it away from one and all Vide
Bhanu]idtk$ita on Ndmahngdnuiasana

,
I 1 68a Cf Vacaspatya pp 2104,

4969 v &abdakaipadruma
t II p 144 .

Tliis interpretation is not acceptable, for it does not explain how the

word * bera 1

has come into being The origin of this word is still

mysterious.

The Agamas use the words ' bera \ * area ‘ pratimd * bimba *

and murti 1

in the sense of the idol

Bera, ]K, LIV , VK p 72 , KA III 21a, SA XVIII 1, ViSS X 17,
SKS Brahma VI 46, 49 ; IS IV 64a

Area VISS X 72, SKS Siva I 82

Pratimd SA XXII 24b, SS XXIV 15b, JS XX-14a , PARS XVIII.

23a , VIS III 12 , SKS Brahma
,
VI 54b

JS XX-la
, LT L 106b, SS «XXV 15b, PARS XXIII. 1 2, 3 , VISS

V 86 , PARS VI. 21a

Murti S4 IV 28a, KA XVII la , VK p 244, JS XII 20b, SKS

.

&>va, VIII HI , LT XL 54a
, AHS XXXV. 58a , VISS. XXII 64 , PARS

ill. 5 , IS VI 89b
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Five beras, according to the Vatkhanosa system,
called Dhruva, Kautuka, Snapana

, tfoapa and £a/t, are required
m temples. They are to be made out of various materials in

specific sizes proportionate to one another 1172 Some
authorities hold the Snapana and Kautuka to be of little

Importance By worshipping the Dhruvabera one gets rewards

hereafter and the Utsavabera gives rewards here Itself 1173

The Vatkhanasa texts seek to classify the forms of God in a

different way also. They are mobile (cala ) and immobile
(acata) 1174 The former Is required to depend upon another

which is taken as represented by the kautuka-bera 1175 This Is to

be served with devotion upon which devotion sprouts out In the

devotee. People become prosperous by worshipping this form.

The other form Is also called ntskala 1176 It does not depend
upon a concrete form It is represented by the Dhruvabera„

This form Is mainly Intended for the worship of the recluses 1177

The need to have an Image which can never be disturbed

from its position accounts for the Mulabera or the

Dhruvabera But the grace of God is not restricted to be

received only by the arcaka or the devotees who visit the temple.

There are persons who may be ill and can not move out of their

homes For their benefit
9 an image is required to be taken in

procession through the streets This accounts for another

image whose size must be In some prescribed proportion to that

of Dhruvabera It Is called the Uisavabtra The occasions for

taking this Image around the locality must be determined.

Hence certain days or periods in the year are particularised

when festivals c*n be celebrated with pomp Again, there is

1172 VK p 219

1173 KA IX 14-54

1174 SA XLIII 52.

1175 VK pp 491-92

1176 VK pp 91-2
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the need to offer a ceremonial bath every day to God. This can-

not be done without much Inconvenience So an Image ealled

the Snapanabera is Intended for the purpose. The Dhruva and

Utsava bitas have ablutions generally once a week on a fixed day

or on specific occasions. The Snapanabera is also called

Tjrthabera and is taken for immersion in the sacred waters of a

tank or river or sea when the annual or any other festival

concludes, the occasion being called avabrtha An Image called

Kautukabera or Karmabera is installed for which offerings of flowers,

(arcana ) are made daily. Lastly, it is necessary to have a

Bahbera which is to be taken round for making offerings at fixed

places In the temple.

The Vaikhmasa kind of worship, at it is now In practice,

does not keep the distinction between the Utsava and Kautuka

betas The offerings {arcana) are made direct to the Mulabera

and Kautukabera 1177

The Panearaira mode of worship has a Sfayanabera
9
used to

show God as taking rest at night at the end of the routine of

daily worship. The Vaikhanasa mode permits the Snapana or

Bali bera to be used for this purpose. Some Pa nearatfa texts

speak of a Tlrthabera as the sixth Idol used on specific occasions.

It Is hard to understand how and why the present practice

arose of keeping only four or three betas In the temples

including the major ones. It is found that one of the betas like

the Snapana is used to serve the purposes of another which was

perhaps noi made or lost m course of time There seems to be

no strong justification for keeping both the Tirtha and Snapana

betas as suggested In certain texts The reference in the

1177 Vide

jk p. n.
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Visvaksena-samhita 1178 to Karma
y Nitya and Tatundlaya is also

vague* unless some kind of justification is to be offered for

keeping them

There are rules which prescribe the size of each bera, the

metals out of which they are to be made and the methods and

times of worship Among them, the Dhruvabera is also called

the Mu labera, as It represents figuratively the root out of which

a tree is evolved, in which the Utsava~bera represents the flower

and the other three the leaves. The utmost significance is

therefore given to the installation of the Dhiuva-beta There are

certain postures like Sthtti, Asana
,
gayana and others for this l 179

Specific ornaments and weapons are required to adorn these

Idols

In the making of these idols, the materials will have to be

examined and selected, so as to bring prosperity for the maker,

the priest and the people of the locality also Artistic form Is

to be achieved while making the image. God, however, takes

the form which the maker or the priest or the devotee eagerly

prays to God to take up

Vide •

ss VI. 22

pri srfeui Tq'ajih smsnr^smr I

<£?siT?ir*TJ fj^nrcsnrTi%fir* n

wnihJT

Vtpnudharma, CVL 16,

1178 VisS X 82-83

1179 Ydnarudha , that is, ‘stationed m a velicle
r

is one of the posturos.

Vide Ann uridhaS XII 1, VK. p. 92.
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The Idols are lo be Installed In specific places with elaborate

preparations of materials using the particular mantras enjoined

In the Kgama texts for each deity and for each beta The kind

of grains to be used for preparing the food offerings, the

quantity of the ingredients, the kind of flowers to be culled for

offering to God a the materials to be brought for each pitcher

{kala&a) whose number varies according to the occasions and

which are used for ablution (snapana) of the idol and the number

of offerings to be made to suit the occasions are all dealt with

in these texts.

To house the idols, the sanctum sanctorum is to be built with

enclosures of varying number, quadrangles, courtyards and

halls with towers with specified numbers of storeys. Rules are

laid down differently in different texts for installing the gods

who form the retinue of the principal deity in particular

enclosures

Worship done to the idol is stated in the Vatkhanasa 1180

texts to be of two kinds, Sfuntiha and Paustika
, the former

bringing about tbe removal of evils of all people, while the

latter is conducive to their welfare.

Worship of God is called yajfla which suggests that it is

Vedic In character. It is of two kinds, worship In the temple

and worship at home. Worship In the temple is extolled to be

the best. It will not stop, even if the priest who performs it

passes away li is conducive to the welfare and prosperity of

the people of the locality This classification is also called

1180. KA 14 205b , Pancaratra also has them. Vide JS. XIV 76b,
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svartha and parartha 1181 The former corresponds to worship

done in the house and the latter to that done in the temple.

The VatkhSnasa text called Vasadhtkara offers another

classification into pare and mixed The former is that which is

done Sn the house by one who observes all the forty sacraments

prescribed Sn the VMkhanasa-halpcuutras. The Idol to be

worshipped must be Installed In the house and the worshipper

must perform homa dally Sn the fire, and he should not perform

worship Sn the temple. The worship done in the temple for

others’ sake, following strictly the procedure Said down in the

Agamas, is of the mixed kind

As to who is qualified to perform worship, there is difference

of opinion between the Pancaratra and Vaikhanasa Agamas The

former prescribes the qualification for all people without

distinction of caste and sex It is based only on two grounds,

namely, parica-samskdra and specific initiation One becomes

eligible for the latter only after getting qualified by the former.

Some of the texts actually mention tha* women are eligible for

initiation.1182 All are qualified only for offering worship in the

1181 This classification is not actually stated m th© Vaikhanasa texts

thouqh it is implied Cf KA ch 38 ,
5/1 ch 81 The Pattoaratm has

specific references Vide

Ananda-samhita
,

III 5

Cf -

qrr*f: 1

srrsnsr: »

TS XXI 508,

1182 That pancasamskara is quit© essential to do service to God is

explicitly conveyed m ParS xv 959-973 The kinds of initiation which

vary with the individuals are treated in JS xv 4-6
,
xvi 34-61a

,
xvn ,

ParS vm 8 10 ,
IS xxi , SS xix Cf ParS. iv. 1 8 See JS, ch. 16 ,

PauS xxx 136b- 189 Also

ferq-. sR^qrtiT^or^r^T: I

crrifr ,sn^c% gvtaiq, 3F- »

Viivdmitia S III 27.
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bouse, while Brahmins alone are eligible to worship the deity

in the temple 1183 la some ?ex*$, u is stated that only those

who are descendants of Ka^yapa, Aupagayana, Bharad\aja,

Maunjyayana and ^andilya have the primary qualification, H84

while others have the qualification In the secondary sense.

According to the Vatkhanasa Agama, only those who, by

birth, belong to the Vatkhanasa suira
, are eligible to worship in

temples Investiture with the sacred thread (upanayana) is the

only qualification, which only Brahmins can have Others are

forbidden from having this right, whatever be their caste or sex

If such persons touch the idol, even by accident, expiatory

rites have to be performed 1185

The person, who is to attend to worship, is called
% acarya* In th*s system Besides being a follower of the

Vaikhanasa-sutra
,
he must be a householder with a wife and

children Study of the Vedas and training in the pesformance
of Sranta rites and expiatory rites, diligence in discharging fak

duties and, above all, abiding devotion to Vi$nu, maik him «h<$

competent for the work in the temple In addiuon to attending

to his work In the temple, he must also offer worship to Gcd in

his house 1186

The Pd nearaira system prescribes certain qualifications.

The person, who is to offer worship to God in the temple, Is

1183 Vide

PdS caryd I. 8

1184 S andilya and the other four sages who received the PdUc&rdtrs
training from him have primary authority to do worship IS xxi 511 t

PdS iv 3b, 4a
, SprS xxiv 144-146

1185 SA xxvn 13, 10 15 , lxxvm , JK xxi 511 , VK.
xxxvn pp 467-9, KA xxvn

1186, SA. xxvn 10-15 , KA I. 22b-25 , VK pp 5-6
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here also called c acarya \ He must be competent in the

practice of mantras
,
following the tradition both In theory and

practice He most be in a position to offer clarifications on the

Issues raised by pupils without referring to the texts Actuated

by selflessness, he offers training and guidance to the pupils*

If need be, he gives assistance even to those who are not his

students He never deceives any one, not even the ignoraniH8T

Adequate physical and mental strength 1188 fg expected in him.

He must be only a Brahmin He most avoid loose talk and

lead a virtuous life H89 He may be a brahmacdinn ,
grhastha or

vanaprasthallSO but never a sannydsm 1191 He may be a vatu

(less than sixteen years old), 1192 a young man, of middle age or

old.

The Pdncaratra Agama speaks also of the qualifications for

the pupils who are said be of four kinds,H93 Samayin, Putraka
,

Sadhaka and Acarya . Samayins get merely initiated, but do no®

learo the doctrines of the system and so are not fit to worship

God H94 Those who become sons, as it were, to those who
Initiate them, are of the second kind*H95 Sadhakas are those

1187 JS XVIII 46-62

1188 LT XXI 30b-36
,
Purusotfama-S II 3-7

1189 AhS* XX 1-7, SS VII 22-23

1190 SKS Indra
, IX

1191 PaS III 24 l-2Sa

1192 Vide

PaS III, 24. ISb.

1193 SKS Brahma?!-118,

1194 Ibid „ 120

1195 Ibid „ 12L

ASV-—45
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who understand the nature of the system and become devoted

to offer worship to God.1196 Acatyas have the competence to

expound the mantras and the texts and could conduct the sacra-

ments to the pupils 1197 The Acarya

,

who is mentioned here*

Is a pupil at first and then becomes a preceptor 1198 All these

are fit to get Initiation.

The pupil must have amiable qualities, be able to receive

and retain what h taught to him and live according to the

tradition with faith In God 1199 Initiation is open to any caste

and even women are eligible* If they get their husbands®

permission 1200

The process of initiation gets an elaborate treatment*

Stverai tests are to be conducted to find out whether the pupil

will remain true to wh$t he is taught He must have abiding faith

In the Sdttvata system. The period of test is one year 1201

Initiation is called Diksa
,

which word is explained as

denoting that which cuts away all miseries and karma and reveals

1196 SKS Brahma ,
V 122

1197 Ibid ,, 124 A code of conduct for the last two is laid

down here Ibid 126-135 For an elaborate account, see JS xvn cf

PauS I 14-21

1198 LT xh 8 This classification is stated to have been treated

elaborately elsewhere It is not cloar whether this is a reference to JS. or

SKA or any other text

1199 AhS xx, 8-10 , SKS Brahma, V. 130-135.

1200. LT xxi, 37-41 , iS vn. 25-27

1201, AhS . xx. llb~14a,
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reality In full. 1202 h destroys all imparities and brings to the

pupil supreme bliss. 1203

Initiation is twofold according to the economic condition

of the pupil A well-to-do candidate gets it done on an

elaborate scale. For one who Is not well off, homa is done In

the fire with seeds of sesamem, for the penniless oral

instruction 1204 is enough. No one who makes a request for It

may be denied.1205 There Is another classification into ordinary

and special Mantras are merely used in the former kind which

admits of three further subdivisions, condensed, normal and

elaborate 1206 The special kind is fivefold The Samayins and

youngsters whose hearts are set on Vlsnu get the first kind*

The second is open to maidens and Putrakas. The third is

prescribed for the Sddhakas who wish to obtain moksa . The

Acdryas must adopt the fourth to attain sayujya. Women are

eligible for the last kind 1207

1202 The initial letter 'dV m the word is derived from the root ‘do’,

meaning to cut

12:3 Vide

73- srfir 1

3r<rr#rr ws sri ^rr% rr qr I

%«T 11

LT LI Sb 6

#15% 55T# swrftrarer: i

#rT*m smfspfermiir: 11

VS x 2.

srr% %*r i

&PR$. xvi 19a.

1204 JS xvi 4b-6

1205 Ibid. 7-10a.

1206 Ibid 54-55

1207 Ibid. 58b-61a.
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The pupil must be pure and free from temptations. A
samhdranyasa Is done by the preceptor on the body of the pupil

In order to get rid of the impurities there belonging to prakrtu

The body then becomes pure when the teacher does & rsttnyd <a

there. This is followed by sthitmyasa when the mantra is taught

which does not leave the pupil on any account *208 The
preceptor does this at first on his body so as to make himself

mantramaya and then he does this on the body of the pupil. *209

The mantra is then 'aught to the pupil which he is to

practise with faith and diligence *210 To do this, he has to

undertake japa
f
homa

, tarpana
, abhtseka and vtprabhojana. All

these are coUectvely called Puradcarana. 1211

There Is yel another division of initiation as gross, subtle*

and absolute All the three are called mantradlksa 1212 for

which the pupil must have got himself qualified in the practice

of mantras . Thereupon, the adept will give initiation in the

principles (tattva ). The entire process is highly intricate to

understand 1213 The pupil will have to occupy the mandalas9

especially, the cakrabja-mandala. At the end, ha gels the

ritualistic ablution which gees a very elaborate description 1214

1208, SKS Brahma, ix 12-14a

1209 AhS xx 26b-41a

1210 Ibid xx

1211 Vide

rrqsi fgstsrtsrjnr 1

Mantrakaumudl cited m ledrendu, p 122

For a rigorous practice of these, see LT. xxiv 35-44, LIL

1212, LT xli 32

1213, Ibid. XU 9-66 ; JS

.

XLI XVIII,

1214, JS XVIII,
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It is thus found that all are qualified for initiation. In this

context, it Is worth considering what the word ‘ krialaksana’

means in a passage already cited from the MahabharataJ-Zl& It

means those who have the * mark 5
This 4 mark ® laonot be

getting initiated, but something else by which one getting it

becomes eligible to do worship to God This mark may be that

which is made on the shoulder blades of the pupil by the teacher

with the heated symbols of the conch and discus. It may be
the urdhvapundra. Anyway, both these show the wearer of them
as a Vatsnava Ancient texts 1216 declare these as essential for

doing worship to God

Some of the later Samhitds 1217 mention the sacrament of

pancasam$kdra as Included under Initiation, calling It a diksa.

Ancient texts, however, do not refer to this. Though It Is

necessary to qualify a person for worshipping God, it Is not

Initiation, nor can It be considered a qualification for a priest to

offer worship In a temple.1218

The dcdrya is one of the four kinds of adepts for dlk$a He
is virtually the director for giving guidance to those who
participate In the installation ceremonies Thug, he is not an

ordinary priest The duciples, assistants and arcakas work

under his direction He must therefore be well-versed In the

theory and practice of the Agamic works including that relating

to the, building of the temples.

1215 Vide *

srrspm i

3w4taraar n

BhZsma, LXVI 39.

1216. Cf SR I&It.

1217 IS XXI 283b-826, SprS XVI 169-137.

Para§arasamhita f IV 148. Visnuttlaka, IV 188-189.

1218, PaS . Ill, I 17-19; SA. XXVII, VK p , 6,
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The act of worship is conceived in the Agamas as yaga 1219

The Pancaratra has specific roles laid down for this. The

Vatkhanasa follows the roles laid down In the Vaikhanasakalpa-

sutras. The cakrabjctmandala is to be used for the performance

of the f auals, which are classified into seven kinds:

—

yaga 9

stoma
t

mahdyaga
9

adhoata % sava, kratu and haristoma What

precedes in this order is of less importance than what follows It.

These are to be performed respectively by the Samayin
%
Dlkstta f

Cakravartin, Abhisikta
,
Gum, Acdtya aod Bhagavdn 1220

The Jgamas are concerned also with the well-being of the

people. This is evidenced from the directions contained in

them for laying down the roads in the villages where the

temples are to be constructed. 1221 The Aparajitaprccha „

Sfiiparatna
,
Kd$yapa*$ilpa$utra, Tanira-samuccaya

,
and many others

treat, among other topics, temple-bollding with architectural

details and other allied topics However, what they contain

do not accord well with the Agamic treatment in all details

Several methods could have been utilised by the Agama texts to

serve their purposes They are not actually concerned with the

details of construction, materials and measurement They are

interested primarily in maintaining the ritualistic aspect in the

building programmes Architectural details are therefore not

fully available in the texts

An individual or a group of persons or a rich landlord or a

king is referred to as yajamdna or bhakta if he takes the Initiative

1219 Vide

JS. XII lb

1220 SKS Indra, IV. Cf NsradiyaS X 16-20
, XI, 17-20

1221 PauS. II, III
, PaS III. 1-7 . KapirijalaS, VI-IX . KA, II ,

SA. II-

VI , VK, II-VI.
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by providing the means for the building of a temple. Any one

cannot become a yajamanalZZZ

Under the director* artisans have to work. They are

referred to by the words, 4
raihakara \ * Silpin \

6 sthapati
* and

* taksaka \ Among them, the iiiptn works as a liaison agent

between the director or the a carya and the yammana . The

qualifications of these are stated m texts like tfilparatnaAZZS

Mantras play a significant role In the Agamas A mantra is

sound with which one associates oneself in the belief that it

would protect thira. It protects from all dangers one who
knows its secret 1224 Since the mantra emanates from sound*

and sound arises from Brahman
, the mantra should denote God

alone® The pupil who receives the mantra from the preceptor

should practise the ritual performance called pura§catana This

is to be done on the bank of a great river, or in a temple or a

forest or a place which Is out of public sight Full effects cannot

be achieved unless the aspirant repeats the mantra a specific

number of times 1225

There are many kinds of mantras For Instance, iaraka Ss a

mantra which saves the devotee from worldly suffering. It is with

reference to a male deity. But u is called tanks when it refers

to a female deity. There are others such as anutara
i
anutanka ,

1222 PaS III 15b-17a

1223 Vide —S'rlkumara's, §ilparatna
t

I 29-41

1124 Vide

snftf&r:*ll

JS XIII-2S3 Pars VI-100 , IS. IU-79.

1125 It must b© repeated four lakhs of limes, Vide —Mahodadhi

quoted m the ledrendu , p, 134,
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anga and updngas Pranava
,
vydhrtis, gdyalri

,
Jtfra {tanka) and

anutara {anutankd) are held to be five Vatqnava mantras 1 226

The Pa neara tra Jgama adopts Vedlc and Tdntnka mantras 1227

The Vatkhdnasa enjoins the use of those taken from the Vedas

only The name or carats of the deities with appropriate

epithets are also used during worship 1228 These are also

treated at times as mantras 1229 Mautras are classified as Saumya
9

Agneya and Saumydgneya 1220 The letters, which constitute

them
B have their own presiding deities, 1231 Another way of

classifying them is as Vaidika
,
Tdntnka and Vaidika- tdntnka 1232

The second kind Is meant for those who get Initiated

according to the Pdncardtra system 1233 Specific mantras are

enjoined with reference to the various deities 1234

The ground or site where the temple is to b© erected*

requires to be tested from the colour of the mud and availability

1226 They are Pranava
.
^adaksara, Astaksara, Dvadasak§ara and

Jitante Mantra

1227 The list of Vedic mantras is contained in LT translation, p 391 ,

ISS pp 441-2, ViSvamitraS pp 297-301, &prS LVIII-LXtV
,
LT transla-

tion pp 392-398
, Knyakairavacandnka

, pp 328-352

1228 LT XXXIII
, VK pp 296-299 , KA pp 187-188

1229 KA XV 28,29, VK p 221,230-232,

Vide

jttjwst

i

VK p 232

1230 SKS Siva, II 1

1231. LT XX, AhS XVII 4-37

1232 SKS Rsi V 37-40a

1233 Ibid V 39a, 40a , IX 10a
,

cf VS. XXIX 46-47a

1234, LT, Translation, *pp. 392-398
, VK, pp, 258-258
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of water.^35 Some offerings are to be macu, before this

selection Ss mide 1236 a procession is also required to be held

according lo some texts. 1237 The Vastupunna is also to be
propitiated, 1238

Plans for the formation of villages are found in the

Xgamm 1239 The village or town should be the prototype of

the temple 1240 Preliminary ceremonies called Gathhanyusa are

to be observed at the site 1241 The temple of Visnu must
be erected at the centre of the locality 1242 Other deities should

have their due place.1243 The qualifications of the arcakat

1235 PaS III 1 19a»29 , KapitijalaS, VII 141, PauS XLVII 1-61;

VS XII, 1-36, ViwutilakaS
,

VI 1-2 1, VK p 6, SA II, KA, II 1-91;

JK, XIII

1236 PaS III 1 40-47 ,

1237 SprS V 9

1238 More than the Igama texts, ih© &ilpn^Pstra woiks contain clear

directions for this Aoarajitapj ccba, LII-LV
,
Kasyapasiloa^dstra II & III

,

Manasara, VII 253-69
, VK pp 12-18

, SS XXIV 291
,
PaS III 27 5-20

,

V 1 48*55, JS XVI 103, KapitjalaS VIII 10, VS, XII 48

1239 Several types are mentioned VK pp 9-11
, KA II 64-72

,

P8$ III 2 1-16
,

KaptnjalaS IX
, JK XVII This is dealt with m greater

detail m the Manaaara IX & X For further details, see H Daniel Smith,

pp 16-20

1240 PaS III 2 21b-27

12*1 Ibid TIT 2 17-27
,

KapinjalaS XII 98
, JS X 351 ,

KA V
25b«33b , SA X l-44a f

1242 PaS III 2 29, cf KapmjalaS IX 1547a, 23-30

1243, PaS III 3 33b-61a Subrahmanya, by which name Skanda is

known m Tamil Nadu and 3asta known as Aiyanar are assigned specific

places Ibid. Ill 2. 35b, 41b The influence of the Tamil language xs

found m the use of the word *mahkayam Ibid, III, 2, 58b
, 52b ,

KapiHjalaS IX 34-41 ,
VK p 8.

asv—-46
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arc stated*1244 aod provision Si to be made for their

residence (
1245

The ground is to be ploughed, and seeds are to be sown to

test 9 from their sproutrngs, the quality of the soil 1246 Mantras

are to be recited as enjoined 1247 Images of some deities are to

be placed In some fixed places as enjoined In the Agama

texts,1248

The structure of the temples must vary according to f fae

capacity of the yajam&na The temple built by a rich man must

be larger when compared to that built by a person of middle

Income, The structure should be such as to display the six

paths (sad adhddnah) tnrough its various portions. 1249 The

number of enclosures must be five 1250 While the Slnpraina and

Vimdnarcanakalpa mention seven, 1261 the Xdradiya 1252 mentions
only thice. The corners of the ramparts must have on them the

1244 PaS III 2 61b-86a
,
Here is mentioned the particular kind of

arcaka to worship a particular deity It is curious to note that a bhaoavaia
should himself worship Durgs Vid© —

irn srmstcr:

Ibid 65a

1215 PaS III 2 66b-73
,
VK p 12

1246 Ib’d III. 3 , SprS V
,
KapiljalaS, VIII ,

VS VI 67-85
,
VK III ,

SA V , Kagyapa Silpasastra, I , Minasara V

1247 ParS III
,
39-40a

, VK p 4 , 5A V 26-27a , KA It 43-54, 68

1248 PaS III 9 12-52, Vis vamitraS XXI , SA IX, H Darnel

Smith’s comments on pp 142-43 are of great interest

1249 SS XIX, PauS, XXX 41a, 203-5, Vis vamitraS IX, NaradiyaS IX

SprS XXIV, XXVI

1250 Manasara recommends five prakaras m a temple, XXX 5-7 Cf

Kalyapaulpatastra ch 43 , Silparatna, I 40 ,
Vismitilaka, VI, 320b-327 ,

PaS in 10 2-4a

1251. 3prs ch 10, VK ch 19

1252, NaradiyaS, XIV. 18.
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Image of a Hon or Garuds.1253 Vanoiti mapjapas me required

to be constructed such as dsthanamandapa
,

kitchen, clothes

store® dhandlaya
9 granary, ydgamandapa

, kalydimmandapa and so

on 1254 Specific directions are given for keeping the retinae of

God Ins de certain enclosures ^255 Re 3 a id

m

3 towers, some
ttx^s dec! ae that each enclosure should have a iower % each

direction ,1256 seme speak of the height of the towers 1257 The

doors should, besides offering security, be beautiful and

symmetrical. They must have the painted figures of gods. 1258

The temple that is constructed is taken to represent the

body of man. The sanctum sanctorum represents "he head, Ae
dukandsi 1259 which is next to It h the oeck, Ae ardhamandapa

represents the chest and shoulders, and the prdkaras the thighs

and knees and the sower the feet The significance lies la

God's dwelling in the devotee, The parts of the vtmana such as

adhuthana
,
pada prastara and others refer to the limbs of God

w i o is eosorloed in the sanctum sanctorum Garbhagrha ,
Ardha -

mandapa Mahdmandapa
,

Sndnamandapa
i

Aiaiikdramandapa and

1263 Vide

PsS III 10-11

1264 T >S XXXIV 19b-21 , NatadiyaS, XIV 24-32 , Market,iJcyaS, II.

77 ,
SprS X

1255 PaS III 10 94-144a , IS xi , ParS xi 31 337, Kip fit,ah S xn

164-188 , xv 38o-50 , VS x/m 60 , SA x 1 , K 1, m , VK ra Ax.

VSS XXXIV

1256 ViS xx > m 19

1257 VK x

1258 ParS x
, For details on the materials used for makmg the

icon^, pedestals and iconometry^ se© H 8 Daniel Smith. Vaiptava

Iconography

1259 Vide &ilparatm t
xxx/,
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Sabhamandapa represent the Muladham, SaadhiqthSna and other
cakras in the body. The seven prakaras represent the seven
constituents

(dhatu) • Quid, blood, flash, marrow, bone, sinew
and virile fluid ; or matter, intellect, ego, subtle elements,
organs of sense and elements 1260 The five prakaras may refer

to the five sheaths, namely, anna, prana, manas, tnjnSna at,d

anarda, The three prakaras represent the self, matter and body
The dhvajasthambka js a pillar of dkarnia It represents the
Brahmansdl with Ida and Pmgala on both sides

Installation of the Idols is to be carried out after the temple
ts constructed. It is explained that through this God remains
there to shower Hts favours to His devotees 1281 i t j 3 D f g ve
kinds, each yield»rg different results. The number of idols to
be installed is generally five. The Vaikhsnasa names these as
dhruva, kautuka, utsava, bah and snapana.l262 The Paficaratra
lists five os six idols

—

-dhruva, utsava, bait iptha and iayana
with snapana sometimes makj.ig me sixth. 1283 Sometimes they
are koo»vn by other names mula

, karma, nttya, mahoisava,

1260. Cf

srs n

Diviyasuncant'i, I 15,

1261.

=sr err ejftfS?rr t

Pans xx<vm 18a,

1201 SKS Brahma vi ParS, xv 4-14a , VS, xv 2, FA p 218
1203 Vida

sKiifgf ^ ^S’Ttgrfsr'j ^ i

^rrfrertnftrqsji^f ers: «

sfsmis froicrsqr: i

PaS ih 19 lb,
Cf, SprS. xiv. 2 , IS, xvii 238b-239a,
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jnapana and tarunalayaA284 Idols are said to be of three kinds

according to their postures—standing, reclining or sitting la

the first* secord aod third storeys respectively* as la the temples

at Vuulkcttivur* Madurai, Uuiramcnlr and Parame4vara«

vfnnagaram at Kancipuram 1265

For tbs installation ceremony a hall l§ to be built for

performing homo. • this is the ydgaidld. The sacked fires vary

according to the deities to be Installed ~Ahavaniya
%
anvahatya

»

garhapalya
, dvasathya and sabhya are the five fires according to

the Vaikhdnam The Pdncaratra mentions eight fires s ahavaniya ,

daksma, garhapalya aubasana
,

sabhya
,

kavyada ,
and

badaha 1266 Mantras are prcscHb?d for doing particular homas

to iodiv^daal denies 1267 The idols are to be kept immersed to

water or milk or paTicagaaya or lying on a costly bed. This

process is called adhwdsa 1268 Jn the meanwhile, God 9
s

presence Is invoked In jars filled wi*h consecrated water. The
Jdoh then taken out and carried behind the arcakas who go in

advarce bearing the jars of consecrated water to the Inner shrine

where the dhrmabera is already stationed The idols ate kept

In the places ass.gned to them They are all sprinkled with the

wafers beginning with the dhtuvabera which becomes veritably

1264, VSSf x 82-83
, AmruddhaS xu 19b-20

1265 KA V 74-83 Cf PaS III 15-16 for other pstures-

1266. (i) VK pp 215.238,258-8, SA.xx'X 12-20, KA vi 125-37, 14642

(U) SXS &iva I, 18-20 From other sources, the fires are held to be
of twentyseven kinds Vide Vidh&napanjata cited m the Vacaspatya* t

p 60,

1207 Lf xlv-xlvm
, VIS xn-xm , 8A, xxx, 38-53; VK xix, xx ,

KA xxx, 115-129,

1268 VK p 210 KA VI 94-103 Cf not© on this in Lf translation

p. 320, LT, lix. 68-73, ParS pp, 121-124 KA mi 686.80, ParS, xv 212-221
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God Himself 1269 JSfyasa Is then done on the other Idols

(differently for each), and the process is repeated l 270 The

other Idols get consecrated with the power of the dhruvabera 1271

Dudog this ceremony, the four vyuha deities of the

Pancaratra or the four deities or five vlras of the Vafkhanasa and

all del tie a forming the retinue of the Lord are ako installed in

fixed places and homa offered to them 1272 The installation of

five idols is elaborately treated.

The dhniva-bera must be black So colour, *273 ft Is said that

this colour is tha original one and is the source of other

colours 1274 1 ii e utsava Ido! and the baltbera must not be made

1269 Vide

srqsT Srtf^nTt: TOOTSW I!

SA xxxi 82b-63a,

Cf PaS ni 27 90-102
, IS xvm 126b-127a , 406b-444 f VS xvn 0*

47 JK lxiv ,
Ibid, p 99 , Viwutilaka , vi 451-452 KapinjalaS xu

162-166,

1270 PAS III 28 65-72 Cf Vi?nutaiTaka, VI Nyfisa is also to b© done
on the idol Vide

*rar <rar i

SKS Brahma iy 70b

1271 Cf LT translation, p 325, PnxS xx It is of five kinds, (SKS

Brahma, vi 11 4- 1 18a, VS xv) or of seven kinds according to the mantras ,

(PaS xix l 2) For details, se© PaS ill 28 34-37 , 60-64

1272 SA xxxvm VK pp 245-8 Cf pancaviias m KA, xxx 40-133

For parivcivadevatas, KA vi VK xxxiv SS ix, x, xu
,
PaS, in 29

12/3, SA xxi, 6-10,

1274, Vide

«nfamfSr ^rca* it

Ibid xxi 2b-3a Cf VK p. 103.
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of s Ion© or wood 1275 There are roles which enjoin the

measurements of the pedestal and figure of each beta In

proportion to one another and to that of the dhmva-bera 1276

The dhrvua-bera may have three postures, standing

(sthanaka) 9 sitting (dsana) and lying (doyand) The ntsava beta

mint normally be of the standing posture,, and rarely io the

sitting posture, irrespective of the posture of the dhruva beta 1277

The Vaikhdnasa texts classify the idols Into four kinds, yoga,

vlra
s bhlma and dbhtcdnka

, and lay down their postures * nd the

weapons they should hold 1278 As a general principle, 1279 the

Idols of their temples have iankha and cakra io the two hands,

a left hand In katthasta pose and a right hand with varamudra,

offering boons This is the case with £>rl Srinivasa In the

Tirumalai hills In some tempi s 1280 adopting the same

Agama
,
the right hand has the abhaya pose, granting secuitfy*

and in some others, 1281 the club adorns the right hand The

club is to be a weapon only in the case of a posture 1282 and is

not reckoned as a genera! one The club is indispensable for

1275 VK p 149

1276 SA ch xvm 23, KA vi 1-33 VK ch xxm Different

versions are given according to the postures Vide SpiS ch, xi-xiv

PaS iil 12, 15, 19

1277 PaS in 95 : SA ch xx lxvm Some of them are found m the

temple at Tiruvallikkem, Madras city Cf VS xi 307-311

1278 VK ch 19 KA v, 75 mentions vtraha m th© place of abhicdrika

The last is dropped in SA, xx 19 Cf Vi?nutilaka t
vi. 412b-424

1279 Vide
9

' VK p 503, Cf KA. xxx. SA xx

1280* Tirukkoyilur and Paramesvaravmi?agaram,

1281 At Tiruvallikkem, the utsava idol has a goad and not a gada

See Pei tya Tirumozhi , II 3 1

1282 The viraha posture must have gada. KA V 77 VK refers to

this p 96
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an Idol according to the Pancaratra, and the abhayahasta is

equally essential. But In some temp!esl283 of the Pancaratra

kind, the club Is absent and the figure is identical with that In

the Vaikhanasa temples It seems that the mode of worship

should have changed from Pancaratra to Vaikhanasa and vice-versa

during the 17th century when the idols were removed to phces
of safety to save them from the Muslim forces which attacked

south India.

The Pancaratra Agama attaches Importance to the vyuha
concept and speaks of the installation of these duties 1284 Five
murtis and visas are required to be installed according to the

Vaikhanasa Jgama. 1285 However, they do not appear to have

been installed as such in the temples nor are they found to

receive daily worship. 1288 Besides, both the Agamas enjoin the

installation of the vibhava forms of God. But there also, only
some get represented such as Naraslmha, Rama and Krsrta m
temples where the principal deities are other than these.

Tne Vaikhanasa Agama m particular enjoins the installation
of Matsya and Kurina avataras in villages, the sea-shore, forests
and hills There must be no kautuka Image for the dhruva bera

of these. 1287

Some vibhava forms are of more than one type Varaha is of
three kinds—Adivaraha, who rescu-1 the earth from the netlur
regions and whose face only should be that of the boar, as at

Srimu?ijam near Chidambaram
, Pralaya-varSha who saved the

1283. Tirumohur, Pavatshavannan at KaKci

1284 ViS xi xix xxxv

1285 SA. xxxvui VK. KA vi, xxx.

1286 Tirunaraiyor now called Nacciya rKoil, Tirumalmilcolai,

1287, SA. VIU. 15b.
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people at the time of the cosmic deluge ; Yajfia*variha who
killed the demon Hiranyaksa who had been destroying sacrifices

or yajnas.

Girlja and SthQnaja are two forms of Narashhha. The
former represents the Lord’s descent to the earth on the

representations of the gods about their sufferings at the hands
of the demon, Htranyaka^tpu After killing the demon. He
stayed in forests on the hills His wrath was appeased by the

prayers of the gods. * Sthunaja’ is Narasimha as He burst out

from a pillar to attack the demon Sometimes three more
kinds are mentioned Sudar^ana-narasimha is seated in the

discuss and also boiling a discus in each of His four hands.

Lakstni-naraslmha has Laksmi seated on His lap Patala*

narasimha Is seated on Garuda There is one reference to a form

seated on Adteesa and known as Y3naka«narasiriiha.

Trivikrama has three forms. In one. He has eight arms

with the left foot raised to the height of the head In another,

the left foot is raised to the height of the navel. The third

form shows the left foot raised to the height of the forehead.

Krsoa also has many forms—Navnnitanata (dancing with butter

ia hands), P&rthasarathi (as charioteer of Arjuna) and Kiliya-

mardana (killing the venomous serpent, Kallya) He Is also

known with four arms The idol of Vasudeva may be of two

kinds—divine (divya) and human (manusa) The former has four

hands of the Vaikhanasa kind, while the latter is two«handed.

After installation, worship is to be done to the deities

eveiy day at regular intervals 12?8 The arcaka should attend to

1288 Pratah (morning), madhyahnah (noon), sayahnah (evening),

pradosah (twilight), and ardharatrah are the six divisions of the day when

worship is offered m the temples In some shrines, it may be only thnoe,

twice or only once. Vide SprS XXV11I, 8.

asv—47
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the morning duties, which Include sandhyu and Aonja,1289 after

wearing Jirdhoapupdra. 1 290 He must approach the guardians of
the gates, bow to them, take their permission and enter the

shrine. After prostration, he must seek permission to worship
God with the aupacanka

, sa mspardtka and abhyavaharika materials

he has procured. One must then undertake bhutaduddht

Through this process, the gross body will be burnt up by the

vital airs. He will then feel himself to have been flooded by
the water issuing forth from the big toe of God. Then he Is to

create a new body for himself out of pure sattva by uttering the

pancopam$anman tra. 1291

With the pure body he must meditate upon Karma, the earth,

the milky ocean and others which represent the powers that

support the universe. He is to build a boundary around himself
with the kavaca-man tra and then have auganyasa and karanyasa

The mantras which he utters while doing this make him purified

and enable him to feel at one with God. Then he is to worship
God mentally, which Is called Anlaryaga

,
Manasska yaga and

Hrdyaga. The object of meditation must be Laksminarayana
adorned with conch, discus and club The offerings must be
made with the materials procured mentally The Purusasukta,
Prartava

, Satfaksara, Astaksara and DvadaiSksara should be

1289 AhS XXVIII 3- 10a

1290 Vide

srr* rkt; Htrrfer; i

This is taken ,rom Bodhayana For details, see SR pp 61-85 f KA,
XXXVIII 21-30.

1291 AhS XXVIII 21-28 LT ch 38 Thos® who worship th® deity
must stsnd or sit to the right side of the deity.

Vid®

:

AmruddhaS, XVI, 23a,
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recited during worship. Homa is to be performed In the fire of

the triangular form of the fire-al tar which is kindled by the fire

of his sentience. The procedure is the same as In external

worship 1292

The external form of worship Is to be undertaken after

arranging for the vessels* materials and other requisites.

Vaidika and Tantrtka mantras, mandalas etc. (according to the

Agama) are required to be made use of here. Vlnayaka Is to be

worshipped at the outset. 1293 There are six stages which mark

this mode of worship, namely, MantrUsana
,

Snanasans ,

Alankarasana
,

Bhojyasana , Mantrasana and Paryahkdsana . At

the first stage, one has to offer oneself and one’s belongings

to God. 1294 During the second stage, dance, music and

recitation of mantras have to be performed during the holy bath

given to the idol.1295 Sandal paste, flowers and other offerings

are to be made during this stage. Incense has to be burnt and

offered to God Apart from dance and music, auspicious

songs must be sung. 1296

In this context, it is to be noted that the preseni-day

practice of offering mantrapmpa is based on this mandate in the

Jgamas The offering according to current usage includes the

reeltation of the initial mantras of the four Vedas, to be followed

1292 LT XXXVI JS XII, PauS XXVI 26-43, IS II, ParS V,

1293 LT XXXVII 65

1294 Vide

sw asrrm m w n

PaS IV 3 140

1295 AhS XXVIII 49b There is no reference here to th« recitation

of the Upanisad and Purusasukta which is now in practice.

1296

Ibid. XXVIII. 57 .
LT. XXXIX. 24b.
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by upanisadic passages glorifying Nsraya^a and the Astdk§ara»

mantra Passages are then recited from the Rdmdya$a
%

Mahabharata, Visnupurdna and other sacred texts. Portions

from select stanzas from the Nalayira»divyaprabandha and the

Stotraratna of Yamuna and other Acdtyas are then to be recited.

The Vaikhdnasa texts do not enjoin the recitation of the

Ndlayira-dtvyaprabandha, but the Pdncardtra works refer to the

singing of passages composed So bhdsd
i
meaning * non-Sanskrit

languages 9 1297 Some texts actually refer to the Azhvars*

compositions which are to be sung. 1298

Two features are worth noting in this context One is that

the Agama texts do not speak of the recitation of the Vedlc

passages on this occasion In all probability, during the period

after Yamuna and perhaps Ramanuja, too, the system should

have been evolved, so as to give due place for all passages

which are held to be eulogistic (stuii ) of God. Commencing

from the Vedas
, these include the Tamil prabandha* and also the

stotras of Yamuna and other ucaryas 1299 Another feature that

Is striking is that the Agamas state that the arcaka must recite

many mantras 1300 during worship, which include the Ptirusasukta,

Jttante stotra and others. The practice, which obtains now, is

the recitation of all these by others as well who are qualified

1297 IS. XI 36, 37 , XIII 220. 226 , SprS XL 34 , XLII 116

1298 Vid©
t

IS XIII, 246.

1299 AhS XXVIII 57b Mantratah arcayet may suggest the recitation

of mantrapugpa which is now m practice

VK, p, 319 Cf PSrS XV. 353.

1300 ,
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and trained for it. This practice is also to be noted during
snana when not only the Purusasukta and Upanhads

, but also

passages from the compositions of Perlyazhvar (Visnucltfa) are

recited by ail those assembled in the temple. Such a practice

could be taken to have been Introduced about 1000 A D or

even later during the period of Ramanuja. It is worth noting

here that the Nityagrantha of Ramanuja and that of £>iiranga»

narayaparya do not make specific mention of this practice.1301

This stage is followed by Bhojyasana in which food prepara-

tions are to be offered These are called hams and are to be

sanctified by the astra mantra Surabhimudra must be shown and

then the havts offered to God To compensate any lapse in the

offerings, matra, a special preparation made of rice, is to b©

offered MantrSsana recurs again whe i fruits and betels are

offered The Lord is also to be adored with dance and

music 1302 Here again, a practice, not mentioned in th®

Xgamas, has come into vogue In temples A few passages from

the compositions of Gida (Andal) and Visnucitta (Perlyazhvar)

are sung by way of prayer for continued service of this kind and

as mangala $ a sana a sort of benediction for the Lard’s glory

to continue for ever This Is followed by a few Sanskrit

passages glorifying ths pattern of worship enjoined by

1301 The Nitya of Ramanuja and the Aradhanakanka of Vangipurattu

Nambi prescribe the procedure for offering worship The Vaisnava

tradition is primarily based on the work of Ramanuja

Vide

PrapannapanjatM, V 132^

1302 IS IV 189-191 ,
230-232,

1303 The idea of manualsJasana is derived from the earnestness of

the devotees to greet the Lord and hail His auspiciousness, thus wishing

for the continued availability of that vision and presence of the Lord This

seems to derive from a prayer of the same import addressed to Rudra*

Vide RV II. 33 9 It has a full development in R. II. 25. 32b*37,
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Ramanuja A prayer Is then offered for the glory of the holy

Srlranga to prosper and grow This is followed by the singing

of Vazhtttrunamam which means greetings for the recital of the

holy name of an dearya and praying that he should continue for

centuries The followers of the Vadakalai school of Vaisnavas

sing in the context the Vazhttirunamam of Ved5ntade3ika and

those of the Tedkalal school that of Ma$av&lamabamuni These

practices are all later developments, brought in under the

influence of the Tamil hymns of the Azhvars The arcakas have

no part to play here.

The last Is the Paryankasana which consists in offering a bed

where God could take rest The garlands and ornaments are

removed lest they should cause Inconvenience to Him

The @fx stages mentioned above together constitute the

daily procedure for worship In a temple where there is more
than one Idol, these stages are to be taken to represent the

worship offered to all the idols jointly Where there are two
idols under the names, ‘ snana^bera

9 and * tlrtha-bera \ the

former alone gets the stage of snanasana The dhruva and utsava

liras gel it on fixed days in a week and occasions like ekadadl,

dravana , amavasya and others Even here, the utsava beta gets H
not always in the sanctum sanctorum

,
but In a specified place

outside it Similarly, the Alanhdrasana may also be outside the

inner shrine at different places according to occasion

Normally, the Bhojydsana is offered twjce once in the noon
and again early in the night The second Mantrdsana is twice a

day, once in the noon and later in the night, following the

Bhojydsana The Alankardsana marks the last stage only in the

night when the §ayana bera receives worship

The six stages have therefore to be looked upon as marking
the acts of worship offered to all the Idols jointly on ordinary

days with slight variations as the occasion demands when the

utsava beta receives some of them. During all the stages,

certain kinds of offerings like the *rghya, pdiya and dcamamya
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are offered and the dhupa and dipa In the second and third*

The dtpa Is also offered in the last two stages 1304 The act of
worship is to be undertaken at all stages with the use of the bell

which is stated to be of the form of Sfabdahrahman 1305

The Vaikhanasa texts prescribe the method of worship on
almost the same lines with some changes. A brahmaenrin or
gfhastha is permitted to attend to the act of worahlp.1306

Worship of God is taken to be of two kinds* one of which
relates to God as formless

(
mrSkara ) and the other to God aa

having a form. Worship is offered to God on the ground as In

homa
, when no form is visualized* but His presence is also

Invoked on the kuia seat* Formlessness also characterises His

worship !n water (as in a jar), In the fasart and in the sun's

disc 1307 The five fires are to be used fjr doing homa when the

five btras 1308 are to be worshipped and three fires (tretagm ) for

1304 Ninljana with ghataolpa is referred to in AniruddhaS XVIL
73-76

Cf

tTTscT^ fir: »

KA XIV 155a

And

g <rrfnmng«CT ^frsrrrcoTr i

qv^qro^pr^TfsiiTJ?; »

ParS XV 1015-16a , IS IV 214

It is also of three kinds Vide IS IV 200-201

1305 PauS xxxiv 56b, for details about ghanta, see JS xiix 197-221a.

1308 SA xl 7 , the brahmacarm is prohibited from doing worship

Vide PR p 150

1307, KA IX. 2b, 3a

1308 SA xxiv 4 , only three ate mentioned apart from the dfcrura

form, but VK p 218 mentions five.
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the dhmva, halt and utsava berat.im After performing sandhya,
brahmayajna and homa in the fire, he is to commence the worship
of God. He must clear off from the person of God the
garlands etc., offered the day before and then start his work.1310
Four stages!311 of worship are alone stated explicitly, namely,
sndnUsana, alankarssam, mantrasana and bhojyasana Worship is

to be offered In the morning, noon snd night. No bath Is to be
offered In the night. The offerings that are made to God are
classified as of four kinds, 1312 sfirdya, djsya, dravya and bhojya.
The number of personal services is given as 64, 55. 48, 42, 36,
34, 29 and 27, which are said to be of nine klnds.1313 In
another context, it is said to be nine 1314 The use of a curtain
is recommended while offering the daily worship so as to keep
off those who revile the Vedas

, heretics and degraded
persons.1315

After all the stages are completed or the second mantrasana
Is over, the areaka must prostrate himself before God. This

1309 KA ix 8. 9

1310. Ibid, ix 47-49,

1311. JK Ixix, lxx

1312 Ibid. lxx.

1313 Upacaras are of four kinds, namely, spriya, dfiya, srSvya and
bhojya. Vide KA x. 35-40. See KA x for the nature of the upacaras
The number of upacaras are given differently m the different texts VK
(pp 290-lJ states them to be 1, 2, 5, 8, 11. 13, 28, 29 and 32 Theyarel20,
64. 32 and 16 according to PsS IV. 6 ,32, 16 and 11 according to VIS xx,
209-226 ; and 64, 55. 48 42, 36, 34, 32, 29 and 27 in KA x. 2-4

1314. One of them is anum&na. Vide JK p 110 where if is permitted
in the form

TOTrH. ;
also sae sA > xlin M8a.

1318 SA xl 66-67
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prostration is of different kinds. The a$Mnga variety (e

described in PafltarStra :13l© Masti§ka, Sarhputs
,

PrehoBfigfl,

PaficBnga and DapdBnga are the kind! of prostration according

to the VaikhSnasa system.1317

SudarJana has a separate installation with specific mantras.

‘ Cakra ’ is the name given to this deity in the VaikhSnasv

system 1318 The Pancaratra system attaches much Importance

to tills deity who has a specific yantra for the preparation of

which the AhirbuihnyasamhitB prescribes the rules. The yantra

1316. Prostration is said to be of the best kind when it is done with

eight limbs.

Vide

wtmr *rg*wgw* «

cited m PR p 132 from the StrHkarwna-s&hlutM.

Another description is

arr^rr *mm wr i

T^rr sttivst srrfv^r sonwtssTfF h

cited m PR. p« 138.

1317. Vide

«Mr$rcf?swrrrre§ *»?3£: ^gfrc?r: 11

*fr3rfe$?r*?T**«T a*nf i

Trf®r wretrc*T <rehr vir h

qrasrrw f^ra: Tan|: crorTap*: n

mmmmn #TrarH*m*rort »

vgW * Hnrfjft wfr 8

V.K. P, ill.

1118. KA. xi. 188H77,

ASV—41
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may be written on birch bark also 1319 Like V!?pu, Sndartfana
too has his own retinae. 1320

Sfathari *
Is the name given to the sandals of God fixed to

a pedestal which is placed on the heads of the devotees when
they visit the shrine and offer their prayers to God, It Is quite

possible that this was Instituted in the temples of Vi§pu after

the Tamil prabandhas were given Importance, Sajhakopa, also

known as NammazhvSr, is the super-prapanna for all Vaijnavas,

and It is felt that a Vaispava must consider himself to be
extremely blessed to have the sathari placed on his head by the

arcaka Inasmuch as S>athakopa himself Is known as gaih&rl Some
of the Xgamas refer to the installation of iathSri , calling it by
the name of ‘ pSdukSpratistha *.1321

In some Agama texts, the Azhvars and Scaryas are allowed
Installation under the name, ' Bhaktabimba*. 1322 Specific rules
are prescribed to give them the forms appropriate to their
birth, and Install them in particular places like the praksra,
the outer quadrangle or separate shrines.

After the dally worship Is over, evidently in the morning,
the arcaka Is to perform japa of the important mantras, using

1319 AbS. ch 38, 37, 40, 44-46 48 & 49 Note the explanation of the
name 'Sudarlana'

nor?riHf *T®Fm?rT tnEiTHMr 11

PauS. VIII 4ib-42a

1320, AhS xxxvi 49-51

1321, KA. xxxiv, 23-40a 9 Sandily&S, xviii. It is fdso called p3dukfi $

SprS. xxxv. 53a.

1322* Ibid* xxxiv 40b-88 , AniruddhaS . 34 , Vi§nur&hasyfS t
xxv*

HiravyagarhhiS, (43 Moka$9 chapter sot numb§r@d),
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beads for counting the number of times of repeating tkiaJUS
Useful Information is given on the question of selecting the

beads 1324

The flowers, fruits and food offered to God are stated t®

become unsuited for partaking by devotees. JfirmSlya is the

name given to them.1325 The Agamas declare that these become

defective by offering them to Vi ?vaksena. This defect Is

removed by distributing it before offering them t*

Vlsvaksena 1326

Regarding the food preparations, there are sine kinds

broadly classified as uttama, madhyama and aihama, each one

having three subdivisions of the same kind. The economic

status of those who administer the temple, the nature of the

temple as soayamoyakta and the like and the occasion, all

determine the nature of the food to be prepared and offered to

God. Of these nine kinds, some have necessarily to be offered.

1323. SKS Brahma ix. 101-3 , JS xiv 3-5 For ak$asttra. the

materials to prepare it and the way of using it, see JS xiv S-18 , Pit,

ch. 129-130

1324 LT xxxix 133-147

1325 SKS Siva v 48b-49a

1326 Visvaksena is therefore called iSesgiana What is offered te

him is thrown into water Vida LT xl. 84 . it may be given to tho cow,

SA xlm 106 , VK p 280

Vide

*r?rt t

ws n* fk i

WiTTtirH H

Ig'Maa-jprfmtnya
f

Ti-?7,
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and they have no substitutes of a lower kind 1327 Another
classification gives six kinds as pure cooked rice, other dishes,

admixture of these, separate keeping of these, roots and
frultfl.1328

In order to obtain specific objectives, Sudariana is to be

propitiated The procedure is given differently for kings who
seek to gain victory over the regions in particular directions 1329

Special worship is required to be undertaken on occasions

which the Agamas enjoin. Dvadasl, Amdvasyd
, Purnimd

,

ffravana, Avaturadina (the day when the deity made His

manifestation), the day on which the lunar asterism of the

yajamana falls, the Caiira and Tula Visu\ Uttar&yapa and
Dak§inayana

,
and the Sankrunhs (the days when the sun enters

divisions of the zodiac) are heid to be the specific occasions

when worship of particular kinds Is to be offered to God. If the

asterlsms and tithis occupy ten nddikds on the next day, that

day must be chosen for this worship and oot the one when that

asterlsm or Uthi is not available at sunrise This worship must
be undertaken on that day when the Uthi is only for a very small

part In the case of Ekadadt, Amdvasyd and Dodda§7.1330 The
Vatkhanasa texts speak of Sftavapa, two Dvadadts

,
Purnimd and

Amdvasya as Visnu dtnas when special kinds of worship are

required to be offered 1331 However, the practice obtaining in

1327 Offerings (havis) are of nine kinds Vide —VK ch, 43 , SA ch.

45, ViS xiv 113-150, KapinjafaS ch 18, NaradzyaS ch xn
,

Visnutattva
ch, vi and Visnutantra ch lix

1328

1329

1330

1331,

SKS Siva v 52-53, PirS ch 18

AhS ch 39

Vide

sperms? susrq; i

IS xu 7®.

Vids

wqw srr^sft arsrr 11

qahrrfr ffqrfSr *s i

SA
t xlvii, lb-2.
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most Vl§$u temples Is generally to treat the monthly SankrSnti,

two Ekadadts, Am&vasya, Purnmd
,

tfravaya and the asterlsm

under which God manifested Himself in the particular shrine a®

special for worship which includes bath {snapand) and procession

In the streets for the utsam Idol 1332 The utsava Idol of Laksml
is taken m procession within the temple every Friday,

&rtjayantt, grlrdmanavamt
, KrtUkadlpa

,
Dipavatl »

and somi

festivals peculiar to certain places like GangSvatarana 1333 os

* PadtneUdmperukku* (‘ the flood on the 18th day’) which

represents the celebration of the floods In Kaverl in July-August,

are given special significance. Kai&ikadvadil requires to bt

celebrated by having music sung In the Kaidtka tune On this

day (which falls in Novembe r- December) the Katdikd purana is

read in temples 1334

Any festival that is conducted annually or periodically lit

temples, Is called * utsava
* There are at least three ways la

which the significance of this word is brought out The utsava

is so called because It gives rise to delight ani God is much
delighted by it.

Vide:

3c*=r%5r srrirwm #

SfrtprS. XXX, *.

1332 The number of days becomes five, if purnima and on® &ka<£&£

%

are left out Or Dravana is to be left out Otherwise, the number become#

seven If Purnima is left out, the number becomes six Vide — SdtS.

XLVII 60-61 Yet the name Pancaparva is mad though without sufficient

justification Or taking Ama vasya and Purnima as on® and th® two Ekidt&is

as one, the name can be justified.

1333 SprS, XLIL

1334. Amruddh&S. XXIII, W»
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The second explanation shows that Js is called by that name

because It is prominent, when compared to other occasions.

Vide

:

SA. LIV, 3a.

The third explanation takes the word * sam ' in the sense of

misery. 133S The festival is called utsava, since misery Is

removed through it.

Vide •

fra fas%.* srg?ri?r**. »

ParS XVI. 2b, 3a. (Cf. IS X. 3).

Whatever be the explanation, that utsava provides the people of

the locality with an occasion for spending their time with

delight, forgetting their wonted discomforts and sufferings, is

very evident wherever the annual fertivals of God are

conducted.

Tne Vatkhanasa Agame classifies the utsava into three

hinds

—

Ksloisava, sfraddhotsava and Naimittikotsava 1336 The

first-mentioned festival is conducted on specified occasions.

The second is undertaken by an individual who is inspired by

faith and atranges for conducting it The last one requires an

occasion like famine or drought or a condition requiring the

propitiation of God.

The most important festival is to be conducted at least

once in a year. In seme temples, it is conducted more than

1336. This sense does not seem te be correct There is another
definition which is acceptable. Vide

SA LIV fib

1336, Vide SA. LIV 3b , Ibid 4b-7 for details, as also VK p 338 and
KA. XIV 9-11. They are also called a% Nitya, Namittika Cnd Ksmya
Vide: IS, X, 4-10 ; ParS. XVI. 23.
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once 1337 There is no unanimity about the number of day*

during which the festival should be gone through The number
Is stated to be 15, 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 2 and one In the descending

order, the first one being treated as the best 1338 According to

some, the number In this order Is 9, 7 and 1.1339 Still others

give 21, 14 or 9 and 7 in the same order 1340 The festival is

called mahotsava
, a huge festival, and not BrahmoUava . as it is

now called The fixing of the period or date for undertaking

this is based on several factors The entire festival is treated as

a sacrifice at the conclusion of which the participants bathe

In a tank or river or sea. This bath is called avabrtha
, which

also is to mark the conclusion of the festival The festival ft to

commence on a day so as to have avabftha on the days of *f$n,

ayana, birthday of the king, birthday of the Scdrya who
conducts the installation, occurrence of an eclipse, monthly

asterism (which may mean the day having the asterism

when God made His manifestation) or the five days belonging

to Visnu.1341 The festivals conducted at present arc arranged

to have avabrtha on one of the days mentioned here In most

of the prominent temples, *342 the conclusion on the ninth day is

the day wuh Sravana The festival is conducted normally for

nine days and duration of more than this number is rare. 1343 J§

133T It is celebrated twice in a year in some temples as at Tiruvaitef

and four times in S'rirangam

1338 SA LVI 64-68

1339 Ibid LVI 57-69, IS X 14

1340 KA XIV Cf VK p 339 where the number of days is mentioned
as nine, seven and five , JK (p 147) gives the number as 30, 25. 21, 15, 12,

9, 7, 5, 3 and one Cf SA LVI 63-89

1341, KA XIV. lb-2.

1342, Avabrtha is had on the day with the S'ravana constellation m
temples like Tirumalai and Kanci, VS. XX. 5b,

1343, It is held for 18 days in the temple at Manna r§udi.
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(s also held that each day of the festival has a presiding

Aeity.1844

Elaborate preparations are to be made for conducting the

festival. Collection of the sacred mad (mjtsangraha), and

sowing the seeds of various grains (ankurSrpapa) form the

preliminary rites for the conduct of any festival Dhvajarohana

and dhvajaoarohapa are the two chief Items In the festival, the

former marking the commencemenUand the latter the conclusion

of the festival. The rite connected with the former Is given In

a very detailed way, sometimes taking up one chapter of the

text. 1345 Jn order to announce the commencement of the

festival each day, a Paradava 1348 shall blow the conch, sound
next the big drum and sound thrice the kettle-drum with the

left hand and thrice with the right hand.1347

The festival is conducted dally on all days both in the

morning and evening. The deity Is taken through the streets of

the locality both In the morning and evening On both the

occasions, homo is performed by the arcaka who undertakes the

responsibility of attending to the festival Offerings are then

made to the guardians of the quarters and also on the balipltha,

the pedestal Intended for this and permanently built by the side

of the dhvajasthambha. The idol of Sudardina is then taken

around the locality through the streets. This is Intended to

make the streets safe for the procession which is to follow.

1344 The names. Brahma, Arja, Raudra, Vasava, Saumya, Vaijpava,
Sarvadaivatya, Yimya and Vsruga are given to the festivals conducted on
ninejdays VK. LVI KA. XIV 54-66 Names are here given according
to tithi also

1345. Vide PsS. IV 10 , IS X 239-258 ; ParS ch. 16 , AmruddbaS,
ch. 20; Kapinjala, ch. 22 , NsradiyaS, XVIII ; ViS. ch. 26 , SA. ch. LVI.

1348. For a definition, see the Namalifiganuissaaa, HI. 3. 210b.

1347, IS. XL 33*31.
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Before the actual festival cammeoses Vi§Y&k36 ii Is

worshipped, as he Is the leader of the army of God He is

considered to be In charge of conducting the festival without
inconvenience to anyone and providing security for tht

fesiival
9
1348

The utsava idol Is taken in procession with these of £>ti and

Pu§tl on most of these days and without them on a few days.

With the exception of the evening oo the day when the deity is

taken around the streets in the morning in the chariot, there is

procession on all days both In the morning and the evening.

There are specific vehicles (uahana ) In which the idol is carried

through the streets. There is no direct statement in the text

prescribing the use of particular vehicles on particular days in

either of the sessions, of course, with some exceptions.

The Pauskara
, Jaya and Sattvata Samhtta * do not treat the

Mahotsava Bet, curiously enough, th© Jcya contains additional

dhkas tn chapter I according to a manuscript which contains

detailed Information regarding the temple of God at Kan cl and

the festival conduced thete annually in the VaiSakha month.

It is correct as to the details now vbtalmng m the temple

However, tl.rse tilokas could be taken to have been deliberately

interpolated wbh a view to present the greatness of this temple.

Besides being considered as one of the three gems (ratna) t the

Jaya Is very ancient and as such, should conform*
1

to the

contents of she other two mmfatas which do not refer to the

celebration of the Mahotsava in the temples at &rinngam and

Melkote, where these samhtta* are followed. Besides, th©

ancient Agama texts do mt appear to have concerned themselves

with such festivals in t-mpUs

1348, Vid©

qr fimti 1

sr m facsr ; snftf&r: n

nus XX. 84.

asv -49
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The Pfifamedvara, 1349 Padma}350 and lioaral&l SamhitSs and
Bhrgu’s Kriyadkikara^SZ mention the vehicles for some of the

sessions, while the tfrtpraina and other Samhitas 1353 give the

entire list All the texts are agreed upon having the elephant

and horse vehicles on the sixth and eighth day of the festival in

the night The car festival is held on the ninth day when
curpabhtfeka, mfgaya and avabrlha are also held In most of the

temples, while it is held on the seventh day in some temples 1354

Curndbhtseka is had on the sixth day there, and mrgiya and

avabfiha on the ninth day The /&uara»samhita mentions the

vehicles without speci fic re ference to their being used In the

morning or the evening. Ii Is worth while noting two striking

features. One Is that Garudotsava Is held In the night In many
temples and in the morning in a few. It is held on the fifth day
of the feitival So the night or on the fourth day in the night In

some temples like 3rlrangam In temples as in Kail i and
Tiruvallikke#i, it is celebrated on the third day In the morning.
Secondly, the car festival is fixed for the seventh day at Kancf,
Melkote, Tiruvalitkkeni and other places. At Kafkf
the huge car used to get back to its destination alter passing

through the streets almost Invariably after a delay of a few
days ; and in that case, the avabrtha on the ninth duy used to

get postponed. In general, it must be remarked that, except

for the festivals on certain days, the pattern available in the

prominent temples has influenced the system in others The

1349 PdiS XVII,

1350 PaS IV II

1351. IS VII 200-41#

1352 KA XIV,

1353 SprS XXXV 17-19, Amruddha's account is vague Puru%ot(ams
(XXIV 75 8) mentions hamsa

, simha, Garuda and &esa as the vehicles to be
used on the first four days respectively, IS XI 260b-314 SprS, XXXV, 18-19,

1354. JS, I (Addl, 7, 151a) , IS XI. 278b-3U.
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Agamas offer only a broad outline of the conduct of the festival,

leaving the inner details to be settled by the acarya (who must

be well versrd in the carya aspect of the Jgama of the temple),

according to the exigencies of the locality.

Interesting details are given fet the conduct of the avahrtha ,

A special time and a general one are given for this, according

as the temple is svayam vyakta (where God manifest a d Himself

of His own accord, as a* SJricangam), divya (con« coated by a

god as at Kanci or Azbvar Tirunngari) satddha (where Siddhas

ms falLd the idol) or ana (installed by sages)l355 The

tlrthabera is to be offered spec 1
.'! I worship ard then taken to a

holy tank or river where the dca rva rnust sstsnd hi water reaching

op to his naval, after sprinkling holy powder on the heads of

devotees,, M*4 must plunge into the water along with the

tlrthabera All the devotees assembled there will have a dip in

that water at that time As an alternative, the snapana or bait

bera could b* tiken irs'ead of tlfthabera Toe Vaikhanata Agama

enjcins S, vgana to be ft akeo to *he place for avahrtha
&
which

is therefo-w called cakratlrtha 1356 The plunge is to be taken

fhnce.1357 E’?n persons related to those who take a plunge get

nd of their sms and become prosperous 1358

On ^he d , next to the avahrtha day, puspa \a$a Is performed

in elaborate detail with profuse use of flowers 1359 This is now

1355 It may be rmldav or forenoon or the fore part of the night m
shrines of the Svamyavy a Hi kind Vide IS XI 314-351

1356 Th© idol or discus could be used for Avabftha, JK LXI Both are

mentioned m KA XIV 186 Th© Pancaratra texts also prescribe the discus

as an alternative to the Urthabira (Knyakairavacandnkfi, p 226 )

1357 SprS XXXVI 132

1358 Ibid 133

1359 Puru^ottamaS ch 23 ,
Visnutantra, ch 55 , ViS. XXVII 131-

133, Kapi njafaS ch 24, SKS Rsi. V It is of three kinds, Vide KA XIV.

203-232
,
VK pp, 359-361
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called dvSdaSSra dhana 1380 Care Is to be beatowed on choosing
the light kind of flowers and So conducting the festival at the

specified Hme.1361

After dhvajavatohaj%a
t the utsava beta is to be taken to the

sanctum sanctorum and placed near the dhruvabera

When the vehicle with the utsava-bera, well decorated with

ornaments and flowers, ts being carried through the streets 9 no
one must stand on or sit to or occupy any portion of the vehicle.

Ao exception is made in the case of the elephant vehicle on
which the Scarya Is to sit behind the utsava idol with the goad
In his hand. The arcaka may also sit In the front part of the

vehicle 1362

As against this general rule, the acarya, according to

another text, can sit In the front in ail other vehicles as well 1363

Those who bear the vehicle through the streets must wear a coat

and a turban and be adorned with flowers and ornaments The
Scarya and arcaka also must wear a turban This practice has

disappeared except In 3rlrangam in the case of the bearers of

the vehicle and perhaps in TirupatS and Tlrumalat where only

one arcaka wears the turban. However, the aenrya who
occupies the elephant vehicle wears invariably a turban.

A significant feature of the procession when the utsava Idol

Is taken through the streets of the locality So the vehicle or

without !t
f Is the recitation of the Azhvars* compositions in its

1360 The Drada£3k$aramantr& is to be used, puja being repeated
for each of the twelve syllables Since flowers are used, this is called

Pu$payaga Vide V,K p 361.. For details, see Knjakairavacandnka*

p. 227,

1361 SKS &iva ch 6

1382 KA XIV, 137-138.

1363. Ibid, XIV 139
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forefront, and the recitation of the Vedat behind the deity.

The Agama makes a general statement about the use of the

compositions in the bka§3, meaning a language other than

Sanskrit. Some texts, however, mention that the best Vedt

composed in Tamil shall be sung in front.

Vide •

%sc*!r scrm^f i

IS. XI. 236.

Ibid. XI. 231.

§ ^nrsrr ^ftrurp i

gt1 pS. XXXIII 46

Cf. KA CLX 160

This practice must have been introduced after Nathamunl

and should have formed part of the conduct of the festival

during the time of Ramanuja. That this practice was disputed

in the 14th century Is evident from Vedantade£ika*s successful

effort In silencing the opponents and establishing it on firm

grounds 1364

The Xgamas do not make clear as to why the composition

of the AzhvSrs are to be sang In the forefront. An answer to

this question is suggested in th» following £lok

*

*f

VedantadeSika :

—

traasrren% 5ri#r i

R*ha*yatraya*sir*
t

I, 2.

1334, VmbMvapr&kaMka, 79, 10,
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I bow to those whose service consists in cleaning the streets of

the Lord of Hastiglrf, who keep cff those that raise the why and

wherefore in the system which is concerned with karma and

Brahman *

99

The systems of karma and Brahman refer *o uie MimSmsa
and Vedanta systems There are who do not

have belief la either or both of th^se *rd ^no want to raise

qoeiles as to the basis of eve^*y theory and a ctke sanctioned

in these In Kafici, there were ptopl* who served God by

cL ailing the $ ? reets througn which the ufoaua idol" was taken.

They were not sweep r* who&e hoaouraoie profession would,

however, be pleasing to them, but eminent m silencing the

objections raised by the captious critics They must be

not only aware of the basis of the theories and practices

enjoined in the two systems, but a*so pran»s<* wha* th< v firmly

believed id The service of cleanhg the s*tfe<- is by these

eminent scholars mint have formed par* of tr»e co id act of the

disciplined wise men {distaedra) Cleaning of the stree s In

KanCI by these mast have been uodertilcen before the

procssion starts f^ora the temple , 'that is. these p rsons must be

moving well in advance of the piocession Th© author dots not

write * the streets In Katie! \ but * the streets of the Lord of

Hastigin % which means that they belong to Him in the sense

that the utsava Idol should be taken sa procession through them*

Some scholars take the word, 4 vlihUodhakahmkatQn
9

used In

the pluial, Co denot* A*rey i Ramaiuji, the piee ptir of

Vedamadesika 1365 Oth-rs take i
f to mean som u h r acarva

who attended to this work and who *aoght th * Tiruv3ym f>zhi to

VedfintadeSika Th a cleaning of the s reels is sea d t. ojVc

meant the removal of the arguments of the opponents

1365 Th© SaTasvadw.% on RTS mentions Appillsr, that is, Atreya
Ramanuja, the maternal uncle of Vedantadesika as meant here by the word
* vUhteodhakakimkarsn '

It notes that some other Acarya of the author
could also have been meant, p, 41.
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Thu may be conceded. Bui it is also possible to offer

another interpretation. Silencing the arguments of the

opponents is already stated in the second quarter of this iloka t

and so this could not have been meant by the act of cleaning

the streets Again, it is not clear as to whv the respectable

person who cleaned the streets should have taught the

Tiruvaymozht in particular to Vedantadegika. Cleaning the

streets could symbolically represent the purification of the

streets and making them fit for God’s procession through them

This purification is service (kainkarya) which may be mental,

verbal or physical All the three kinds are applicable here, but

it may preferably denote the verbal one 1368 suggested by the

word (kautaskutanivartakan ), This should then mean that these

pious people recite some holy passages which cannot be the

Vsdas
,

as the reciters of them have to follow God in the

procession. What they recite could not be simple stotras, but

poems literary in formation and philosophical in import which

could bear parity with the Vedas . Since the days of Na'haraunl

and Yamuna, the ubhayavedfinta concept has been in vogue

While one Vedanta Is based on the Upani§ads t the other is baaed

on the Ndlayiradivyaprabandha , If the Vedas are to be recited

behind the deity, the compositions of the Azhvlra must be

recited In front Like the Vedic mantras which Inve the power

to cleanse anything of Its Impurity and make It flawless, the

songs of Azhvars too should be deemed to have a similar power

to make she streets free of all worldly imparities and make

them fit for the Lord to be carried through. Hence it would be

appropriate to take the word cvithfSodhakakimkaran
9
in the sense of

those who recite the compositions of the Azh/ars in front of the

Lord Rightly enough, those who recite these compositions

head the procession. The pipers and others who contribute to

the music follow them. Such highly learned persons could not

be mere sweepers. Mere cleaning the streets is not also meant

here

1365, Tiruvaymozhi, II. 1®. 11.
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Or, the recitation of the compositions of the Azlivars in the

front may be explained in a different manner These

compositions composed So Tamil do no 1- get Included In the

Agamic rituals followed in the temple ff there Is a slip In the

conduct of the ritualistic performance, samproksana Is required

to be done in the temple. If th* Az^ \ars® compositions are rot
recited, there Is no expiatory rite ordained to a f one for this

The priests In the temple are not worried about it

Yet 9 these compositions have been offered a status equal to

that of the Vedas In the conductor dai^y worship and public

festivals The ritual In the temple Is not taken to get

completed. If these compositions are not sting at the intervals

that are assigned by the early Acaryas

If the Dwyaprahandha should have a place irs temple
worship, ft Is necessary to attend to It without disturbing the

procedural details that hav.. been in practlre and followed
in accordance with the prescriptions laid down in the
Agamas

, It Is worth noting here that the recitation of the Vedas

la always done behind the procession, that is, af # er the Deity
This Is the case even In the temples of 3iva. When the heads
of religious institutions ars taken m procession around the

streets In vtllageg and towns, the Vedas are recited behind them
So also when mahaprasadas are taken round the streets and also

when the bridegroom starts for the bnde*s house for marriage
A time-honoured practice like this cannot be disturbed on any
account. So the Vaisnava Acaryas chose to provide the reciters

of the Prabandha with a separate puce of honour m temple

processions. To place them just behind the deity would amount
to disturbing the hoary custom To psace (hem be hind the

Veda reciters would mean fhat they are no better than bhajana »

gosthis* The Prabandkas have been considered as Dratnda Vedas 9

and so they were placed to front of the procession. Thus the

Deity Is taken la the procession which is led by the recitation

of one Veda and followed by that of another.
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The three Vedas, the Ehayam recension of the Veda, the
SSttvata and other samhttSs are to be recited to the right of the
Lord and the Itihnsas and Puranas to His left daring processions.
Others, who are grammarians and logicians, may also join the
procession. 1367

There should be provision for good music at that time.
The flute, vina and other instruments will be played upon.
There will also be dancers 1368 All these are to provide
attraction. The atmosphere must not be puritanic, severe and
solemn. Even those who do not have much faith In God should
be attracted to witness the procession. There may be people
whose interest may he onty in the appreciation of music and
dance. Some may like only to see the paraphernalia and the

show. By witnessing these, they will have an occasion to have
a look at God. This Is enough for the spirit of the Agamas
to provide for the conduct of the festivals.

Vide:

fk’TcIT tgiSRT STTf^cTSKRT % It

Spuraw sirferfiR 11

PauS. I 31-32.

After the return of the procession to the temple In each

session, the four Vedas must be recited, to be followed by the

recitation of the Tamil compositions of Azhvars. Then the stotras

In Sanskrit and Tamil are to be sung in praise of the Lord. The

practice that Is now In vogue is to conclude the recitation of the

Azhvars* compositions at first and then that of the Vedas.

1367. IS. XI. 234.

1368. Ibid. XIII. 92, 93-127,

ASV—50
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Among other festivals which last over many days, mention
must be made of the Navaratri 1369 and Adhyayana festivals.

®he former Is to b® concluded on the navami In the tA&vayuja

month. It begins on the Amavasyd day. As the name denotes.

It Is primarily Intended for £>rl The Lord Is to be taken on the

horse vehicle on the ninth day to the vahni tree (also known as

iami). 1370 Now this is held on the daiaml called Vijayadadami

f?he Adhyayana festival is also called the Margaiirsa festival 1371

This Is done for ten days before and after tfukla Ekadagi.

VIsvaksena and the Idols of the devotees of the Lord are brought
to the presence of God* They are all worshipped by the

recitation of the Vedas
,
Tamil Prabandhas

}
stotras In Sanskrit,

Pmkrta and Tamil. The Tamil prabandhas are called here as

the compositions (gdthd) of devotees. There Is explicit

reference to the JWdlayiradivyaprabandha in *

’rrq-^arl ^crrsn# Gfr f^r h

IS Xlll. 246

The idols of the Azhvars and dearyas (who are referred to by the

general name, * bhakta ’) are to be honoured on the occasion.

Vide

:

IS

.

XIII 245

Some Agama texts enjoin the celebration of festivals In

every month. 1372 No naimtUtka or kdmya festival is to be

celebrated for four months during the Lord‘s yogamdrd which
concludes- with the celebration of Utthdna ekadato.

1369, NarayanaS, XLIV.

1370, IS. XIII 91-146. SprS XLIV,

1371, Visnusiddhanta. XXXIII VasisthaS. XXII.

1372 KA XVIII Agrayana IS XII 143 VK XLVI. SA, XLVII The
Paticaratra texts do not mention any festival by the name of the month
except Marga&rsa-mahotsava

,

Certain festivals like Vasanta-ufsava are
however mentioned.
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The Vasania-utsava Is held generally for seven days* but for

three days In some temples. Doting the day, the deity Is

served with proper attendance suited to the climatic conditions
of the season, and there Is procession In the evening within or
without the temple. As in the annual festival, there are

ai\kurarpana
9

homo, and other items. There Is no dhvajatohatta*

On the seventh day in the evening the utsava idol is carried

through the streets on the horse vehicle and the festival Is

concluded by avahrlha in a tank or river early in the night. The
car festival or the Garuda vehicle is enjoined in some texts, but

this does not sppear to be practised In any temple.1373

The birth-days of $rl Rama, Narasiiiiba and $rf Krsna are

celebrated when the idols of these deities are given bath and
special worship is offered. Invariably, there is procession for

the utsava idols of these deities In particular, on the day

following Sfrl Jayanti, there is a festival called tftkyotsava known
as Unyadi in Tamil 1374 The Agamas enjoin the celebrations of

the birthdays of other vtbhavas as well, but the present-day

practice does not appear to attach much significanct to

them. 1375

1373 PradyumnaS. XUV , Vimutattva XXVII ;
SprS . XXXVIII. 24.

The car festival is conducted in the tempi© at Tirumalai

1374 S'rijayanti m IS XIII , ViS ch XXX , PauS ch XLU
;

&e<iasamhita, ch 10 &rlramanv&rril m Visnusiddhftnta, ch 9, ViS ch.29,

Seqasamhitfi, ch 10

1375 Some of them have their birth days alone celebrated, For

instance Matsya m Visnutantra, ch 14, ViS ch II ;
VK ch 55; SA.

ch 58
,
KA ch 11, Kurma in &esasarhhita, ch 8 # Visnutantra, ch. 14,

ViS, oh 11, VK ch. 57, KA ch 11 It xs of two kinds, JK ch 79, Varaha

in Hesasamhita, ch. 8 , Visnutantra

.

ch 15 ,
ViS, ch. 11 ; VK, ch, 56 ; SA.

ch. 68 , KA ch. 11, Marasimha m ie^asarfihitd 4 ; Vifputantra, ch. 15,

ViS ch 11 ; VK ch. 57, SA, ch 59 ; KA ch 11. Vamana and Trivikrama

m iesasamhita, ch, 8 , ViS, ch. 11 , VK, 57 ; SA. ah. 59 ; KA. ch. 11.

Jamadagnyam VK ch 58, SA ch. 80 , KA. ch 11, Kaikm m VK, ch, 69 ;

SA. ch. 09, KA. ch 11. Kama is represented with bow and arrows

{ssyudha) in KA, XL 87b-93a
, SA, LX, 16-23a

,
as having no weapons in
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The DlpoUava In the Karttika month Is enjoined to be

celebrated in the texts, and the practice bears testimony to it.

However, there is some disparity in the Vatkhanasa and

PancarSita regarding the proper date for the celebration of this

festival, as also those of the birth-days of £>rl Rama, 3rl Krsna

and Narasimha. Roles about the dotation of the ttthi and

constellations concerned account for this dlfference.l376

On the day following the advent of the uttarayana (the

observance of the winter solstice) on the Makara-saAkra n ti day,

there Is a hunting festival In which the utsava Idol is taken to a

distant place Celebrations like the holy bath and others are

gone through after which the Deity is brought baek to the

temple. 1377

The floating festival is conducted in the cold season (Magha
and Phalguna months) for nine, seven, five, three days or one
day, and the utsava idol Is taken In the float normally In a tank

for three or five or seven rounds This is celebrated with great

pomp. The float is to be respected as Adteesa and so all and

sundry must not touch it or occupy It. 1378 The acarya, arcakas

and the Vaisnavas who render service to the Deity and recite the

KA XI. 93a-95
, >571 LX 23a-26 Note the following remark in VK. about

these descents of the Lord

aws(. sisrtfai fsrroftfe* n

Hayagriva, Ke$ava, Valkuntha and several others are treated in the
HayaSir$a-samhita

,
ViS and others. Those of Rama and Krsna are treated

in all the texts.

1376. IS ch. 13.

1377 Ibid XIII. 254.

1378. Vide

3 carers i

IS, XE-133a.
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Vedas are the only persons permitted to occupy It In the float

a decorated quadrangle Is constructed where the utsava Idol

with sfridevl and Bhudevl I® placed. There Is to be a different

float to be occupied by those who play on musical Instruments
and the women dancers. 1379 This is not in general practice at

the present day.

There are numerous other festivals like Dolotsava a

Davanotsava. Kodai-ulsava (summer festival) and others which
are held each In some temples alone, Cttrdpurriimd, Padmettarii «

perukku
, Pallava*utsava

% and others are peculiar to certain

temples and to some areas only.

An Important festival other than these Is that of the

birth-day of an Azhvar or Acdvya , conducted for ten days In

each case, the concluding session coinciding with the blrth*day.

It Is only In certain temples that all of them have their birth-

days celebrated for ten days. Normally, each has it In his

place of birth. In other places, the celebration Is conducted at

least for the birth-day. Among the Azhvars, NammazhvEr and

Andal have their celebrations for ten days in all temples.

R§m3imja 9
s birth-day Ss observed m every temple with great

pomp. In many temples, the festival is conducted for all the

ten days in honour of the birth-days of Vedantadegika and

Manavalaraaharouni. With the exception of some, the Azhvars

and dearyas have worship with the recitation of the Vedas and

Tamil compositions, all confined to the respective shrine Itself.

On the last day, that is, the birthday, their idols are taken In

procession through the streets with all the paraphernalia, as In

the case of the Deity. In some temples, they are taken along

with the Deity After the procession, they are worshipped

along with the Deity whose honours are conferred on them,

before they are taken to their own shrines 1380

1379 Ibid XII 110-136 , SprS XXXIX,

1380. Visnutattvasamhita, ch, 13, 14 , Vlsnutantra , ch. 14 , KA, xxxiv,

49a-88 However, there is no mention her© of the conduct of the festival#

in honour of them,]
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During the procession through the streets, devotees from

each house offer fruits like plantain, mango, coconut and

others. The areaha has to offer them to the Lord without

uttering any manira. 1381 The devotees are to be shown God’s

favour by placing the Sfathari on their heads. 1382 People who

render service on these occasions, would get the fruit of

performing a sacrifice. Special benefits are assured for those

who participate in the car festival.1383 The Agamas have the

unique distinction of liberalism by an open declaration that

the touch of the untouchable on such occasions would not give

rise to any defect or pollution.

Vide •

VK. p. 353.

The energy of all the people should be conserved and

converged to bestow pointed attention oo the conduct of the

festival of God No other deity of the locality must have a

festival during this period *384

Snapana
i
giving an ablution to the Deity, forms an important

part of the contents of the Agamas It is of various kinds.

Generally, it is given to the dkruvabera oo a particular day In a

week and to the utsavabera on fixed occasions like Ekada$3
p

Amavasya and Slravana and others. A special hail Is required

for the purpose. Small pitchers (kalada} are to be made out of

certain metals and materials and of prescribed dimensions.

Certain kinds of precious stones and of grams are to be procured

and put there. The number of pitchers vanes according to the

1331 K4 xiv I45b-147.

1382 SprS 35-53a

1383, MS iv 11 , IS xi 306.

1384. SA, I vi, 95b~98a r VK p. 362.
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occasion. 1385 Sometimes one hundred and eight of them are

required and rarely one thousand and eight. The particular

spots, directions and method according to which they are to be
placed, are detailed Sn many of the texts. 1386 For offering the

bath, apart from pure water, paficagavya , curds, milk, honey,

and other llquds are required, and they are to be filled in

pitchers kept In specified places Different mantras are given to

sanctify the various substances mentioned above. These

pitchers are to be honoured with arghya, padya ,
acamariiyat

dhupa, dipa
, naivedya, arStrika and other upacSras. Then, as per

the prescribed method In the texts, the acarya must perform

snapana to the deity to the chanting of the mantras enjoined to

be used. There are to be short Intervals between the use of a

certain number of pitchers containing certain ingredients.

During those Intervals, the Deity must be offered some upScntas

Including naivedya. The "Xgama texts refer to other kinds of

snapana. MahSbhiseka Is the name given to snapana conducted on

an elaborate scale. 1387 Worldly prosperity and the like ar#

stated to accrue to those who undertake to conduct snapana of

these kinds 1388

When the work of snapana is done to the Deity, the priest

who attends to this work must himself take at first the holy

water used for the purpose.13S9 If this is not done, the work of

1385. Mandala, Nyssa and Mudris play a prominent part in Snapana.

Vide. LT ch 34, SKS Siva, ch 8, PauS ch 14, IS ch 15, PsrS.

ch 21 , VS. ch 26 , SprS. ch 27 ,
KA ch 13 , SA. ch 41-50 It is

said to be of nine kinds Ibid ch. 52, VK. ch. 47-9 , ViivamitraS.

ch 19 . JK ch 55-7.

1386 PaS IV. 9 . SA ch. 51 , VUv&mitraS ch. 20 The formation of

the KalaSas is 'given in charts , see Introduction to ParS pp.7-33.

1387, AhS. ch. 34 ; PaS. IV. 8.

1388, PaS. IV. 137-138 , SA. XLIX. 3, 4.

1389, Vide.

SA, lxx, vin. 39a,
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snapana is considered as unfinished. J390 He will then distribute

that water to those assembled there on the occasion. The holy

water will be given thrice to each one. The person who

receives it, must take It without allowing even a drop to

remain in the palm.^l Those who take it must not wash their

bands also, as it would then mean that the palm has become

polluted through its touch with the lips The holy water can

never become unholy. On the other hand, it purifies the lips

and through them the entire body and the self there. The palm
therefore becomes and remains pure.

The prrsent-day custom of offering the holy water at first in

the temple every day when the puja or snapana Is done, to

certain persons who are Acarya purusas and who have their

rights to receive It so, without the priest partaking It, has no

sanction in the Agamas.

The Arjtta-sevas in the temple as those In Tlrumalal are to

be treated as coming under the kamya kind. 1392

Several shortcomings are bound to happen while attending

to temple worship, preparations for temple-building, idol-making

1390. Vide:

=sr
II

*r<ftesrr ^orr$. % ffrwjjsrr i

SprS. xxix 103b~104a,

2391. Vide

tftex ft fin i

SA. Ixxvnt. 43a,

1392. Vide.

TS. x. 8b-9a.
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and other items concerned with the temple. Hence the Agama

tests have enjoined and expounded the rites of expiation In

detail These acts are all the more necessary* because the

people visit temples and worship God there Defects of

commission and omission detract from the sanctified presence

of God in the idols there. So mu h so* people who attend the

temple cannot get the benefit tor m* r worship Hence the

Agamas (the Vatkhanasa if pvticuhr) contain many chapters

on expiation (prayagettta) 1393

A very Important kind of expiatcry rite Is not'c- d m the

Parameivara and Padma Samhilds It is calls d Tulmohana . For
the lapses c ^mautted by the ruling king he *s to be weigned in a

balance ag <mst gold The pieces of gold should be distributed

among the deserving 1394

The practice of weighing a person against gold or silver or

any other object may be anterior to the period when these

samhitas came to include a as part of expiatory rites. This

practice has been continuing even to the present day in some

form or othe i
,
botnet necessarily as os expiation for the

shortcoming m the conduct of temple worship

Among these rituals, the Pavitra is the most impoitaut and

Is held to be of paramount significance m making amends for

the lapses, derelictions and imperfections in the worship

1393 The earlier Pancaratra texts have one chapter for expiation, but

do not refer to any defect from the Vaikhanasa practices Vide —JS XXV,

PauS XLIII , SKS Rsi-V III Later texts prohibit the admixture of the

two Agama traditions and also that of the Siddhdntas of the Pdftcardtra,

Vide -PdS IV 18 & 19 , PdrS XIX, XXI & XXII , IS, XIX
,

KapinjalaS

XXXI ,
PurusottamaS XXX

,
KS XXV

,
ViS XXXIX ,

SprS L The

Vaikhdnssa texts also display vehemence in condemning the Pancaratra

mode of worship Besides, they give elaborate procedures Vide —
VK LXI-LXXVII, KA XX-XXVII, SA LXVLLXXX , JK. LXL-CV. KapinjalaS ,

XXXll

1394 PdrS . XX, Cf, Silappadikdram, XXVII 174-176

ASV —51
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throughout the year.^OS s Pamira 9
Is the name given

to strings made up of smooth, fine and white threads, folded

three or four tiroes or more, prepared by maidens or women who
are aged or widows. They have to be purified with the

astramantra They are to adorn the Idol, pitchers, mandalas,

the pu where fire is lit (agni kunda) and other places 1396 The

Lord is to be given a sacred bath and worshipped with all

upacdras . Homa must be then performed. The Vedas most be

recited and music played upon instruments* The aearya will

appeal to God to forgive him for all lapses in his service

rendered through the year 1397 The Brahmins, recluses,

Vaikhdnasas and others will attend and be suitably honoured at

the end of the session which may last for three or seven days,

1395 JS xxi
,
SS xiv

, PauS
t
xxx 34-36

,
IS xiv

Vide

srrsramnf % q'fgwrttaorrarg II

% q’cTiTTcq’foc^rfgr i

PaS IV 14 259,260a.

See VP II 6 37-41 for expiation of a general kind Cf KA xxxi

,

VK Ixxvm For a critical estimate, see H Daniel Smith 11
Prayaieitta

in the works of the Patlcaratragama ” Brahmavidya f Vol xxx Parts 1-4

1396 Vide . PaS IV 14

1397 Vide

q'msrr^q-mf^'g srf?r n

wfecrT ii

^rrsTcft errfa s? g <r?flrqr i

PauS xxx 148b, 150.
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the last day being celebrated with purnahuti 1398 The frul Is

which accrue to the acarya, arcaka
, the Vedtc scholars and others

who contribute to the successful execution of this in some way

or other are stated to fee according to their aptitudes and

expectations 1399 The occasion for the conduct of this festival

Is only in the dakstndyana 1400

Acts of exputlon are varied according to the nature of the

lapse and of the act itself On occasions, when Impurity

(Sdauca) stains the arcaka
? God cannot be worshipped by or

through him Some arrangements are to be made to conduct

the daily worship through others who are also qualified to

attend to ft After the period of pollution S§ over, homo, must

be performed la the fire and worship recommenced 1401 The

possible lapses aod defects are classified under several heads,

such as not doing the work of worship at the proper time,

swerving from the correct path of good conduct, and so on, 1403

In general, both the Agamas lay stress on the power of

mantras So they prescribe not merely homa in the sacred fire

on occasions
}
1403 but also japa of certain mantras, 1404 This

1398 Vide

ggfcrRrasrr 11

Ibid XXX 160 Cf ParS Xll 437-439

1399 PauS xxx 173-195

1400 JS xxi 5b-6 PauS xxx 8 KA mentions MargaSirsa also as

the period for this m xx Xj 24-29 Cf VK pp 469-470

1401. PanS xxx 24-27 , 211 SKS Rsi vrn

1402 SKS R$i vm 27-186, JS xxv 91,92a, 112b, 114, 119-122,

ViS xxxix 1-22, 325-331, PauS, xxxn, KA xxiv ,
VK. Ixvi.

1403 VK lxx , KA xxix , S,4 lXXXn, FjS xxx JX 17b, JS. XV. 161-

223 , AhS xlvi-xlvn, PuS, iv 12 , iS. xxv , SKS Indra iv.

1404. AhS, xx, 56 , JS xiv
,
KA, xxxym 63b-64a
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practice is to be traced to the Smrti texts which are directly

Inspired by the Kalpasutras.

There is a certain discipline which one should observe while

worshipping the Lord In the temple, 1405 One must not approach
the temple riding a vehicle or wearing sandals or with a

distracted mind.

Vide :

5T 5T I

fer%swfir h

ss. XXL

Music, dance and discourses of a holy nature must not be

stopped while they are in progress in the temple. One must
not worship the Lord with his body covered with a cloth.

Vide:

sn&orr^rsr 3 swiftri mu 1

Tsswt snrafs? «

Varahapurdna
,
II

No one should spit in the temple On must not enter the

shrine after having 1 taken food as a mmanluta in a draddha.

Incoherent talk is to be avoided there.

Vide •

•rfsnwramsi; % rm 1

fomferf *T?srr 11

Ibid.

140S Varahapurana
, ch 108 lists 32 apacaras but chapter 65 (in the

printed text, identified by the editor of the Pfincaiatraraksa (Adyar edn,)
as dealing with this subject, does not treat it.
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Those who go away from the temple, ignoring the discourse

that is held there would become deaf and dumb.

Vide •

srarqf qraramraf i

% srrfecT aroj i

srremsg sjs&r I ti

Ibid.

One should not stretch his legs and lie in the temple. The Lord

should not be worshipped with the Sowers intended for some

other deity. One must not smell the flowers and food

preparations which are Intended for God This practice

continues now also In a way, when they are taken by the

assistants to the priests (pancarakas) with the nose and mouth

covered with a clothe During festivals, one must not bathe

feehog that he has become impure by the touch of others.

Vide-

q; srrra i

fircrcsirei qeffer ^rori^ »

Ibtd.

Remaining without bowing to the Lord during festivals and

raising one hand while bowing constitute offences Lying down,

taking food, wasteful talk, loud talk, purposeless argument,

crying, shedding tears, quarrels, attacks on others and such

other activities are forbidden in the temple. Censuring or

extolling others, taking what is not offered to God, not offering

fruits and other things which are then available, sitting down

without the hind part touching the ground, reverential salutation

of any person, silence before elders, self-praise and abuse of

gods are deemed offences. 1406 Those who consider the Idol as

metal and the preceptor as a human being, go to hell.

1406. PR, pp, 134-135.
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Vide :

irT ^oTt: arfonrertf: ssfesrre et {

git mgqr srregsrt fTrererra^ n

One should stand to the right of God and worship 1407

Although worship of God with devotion and uttering the

name of God are recommended as the means for salvation, 1408

yet the area form Is stiongly recommended for worship in the

JgamasA^OQ Even heinous crimes would not affect the person

who commits them> If he were simply to have a look at the area

form of God from foot to head

Vide -

<T3*re : i

qTcrqrr^T^ Hsrefcr gH^gqq-re^Jr n

iS'andilya Smrti, II 89

1407 Vide

aj^q^nrqT SFCvrg'TnTq-

PR p 132

1408 Bh xii 3 51

1409 KA I 13, 14a
,

srrarrrKmH <rs%g vrere i

VK p s

arr^ g ^err <prr *gn=re! sq-t^sr sir 1

faferer *re 3^ 11

snarer q^qr^V qtfrrw 1

^m^nEirg
ParS III 8 10a.



CHAPTER X

XGAMAS AND THE WAY OF LIFE

Every society has codes of ethics helpful to us well-being.

The standards of good conduct and moral behaviour enjoined

by them vary from Individual to Individual and from on®

stratum of society to another All such codes and standards

among the Hindus derive from the Vedas

Moral goodness Is a question of behaviour 1410 Everlasting

happiness is the goal of good conduct The lawbooks (.Smftis

)

and the conduct of \ hose steeped in Vedic traditions are also

authoritative 1411 Moral behaviour is alone held to contribute

to Individual progress and social welfare. Mere knowledge

(even if it be philosophical or theological) can lead to no certain

goat 1412

The ethical codes are supported and stabilised by religious

traditions Hence the religious colouring given by Hindus even

to secular activities The epics and the pucunas have played a

significant role In fashioning moral concepts—particularly the

Mahdbhdrata
, the Visnudharmottara^ the Visnupuram ,

the

Bhagavadglia and the Bhagavata With the exception of the

Gita, these texts reveal acquaintance with the vyuha and

sddgunya aspects of God, which are vital to the Pdncardtra .

The influence of the Sattvata-dharma (which Is developed in the

Mahdbhdrata) may be traced to the books mentioned above.

1410

Vide

sfrrsrr^^oTt i

Mbh, Anuiasana CLXl 9

1411 MS II 6

1412 Vide

arrairgHr jt jjfrfccr %^r

q-srasffcrr srs i

srgpcrr srrcrwn 11

VasisthasmrtL
This stanza is not found m the now available text,
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Still, the wide and varied aspects of Vaisnavlsm are so rich

and complex as to deny any significant Agama influence on them.

Dependence on God In leading a virtuous life is stressed In

all ancient works Thus no one has any real freedom God’s

(Vis$u*s) will creates and sustains the world and provides the

people with seeurlty ,1413 Uttering His name even light-heartedly

makes for happiness here and hereafter ;
no need to sp a ak of

devotion or dedication of all actions to God bringing this

about *414 God Is the friend of all, high or low 1415 His

devotees never suffer. 1416

Devotion is of various kiras according to physical and

mental capacities. 1417 Us quality is determined by the spirit,

and not by pomp or show The greatest of all activities is

worship of God, and adoration of His devotees Is still more

worthy* for God is more pleased when His devotees receive

1413 Mhh Udyoga
, lxvn 13-18

,
Ibid Anu£asana

t
cxxhv 136 ,

VP I 17, 91 ,
VI 5 80-82

1414. 7 P I 17 91, Bh P VI 3 24

1415. V P I 19 37

1416 Vide

st % i

Bh G ix, 31. Cf Mbh Anutasano, xcvi 46.

1417

mstf iNr*% g snfihoT

*

sr^TRsrsTeirrsa^Br

fsrcJT cTafa^ftafer I

11

KA, xxiv, 100-102 It is of nm® kinds according to Bh P VII 5 23-24,
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worship than when He does 1418 Prapatti Is declared to be the

sorest means of attaining God 1418

The Kalpasutras and Smrtis that deal with the social and
religions aspects of life, explain also how health and purity can
be ensured, Bodhayana 1420 and others prescribe general rules

for conduct and also give speciSc directions for the conduct of
Yalsnavas and the worship of God The Smrtis of Macu,142i
£sandiiya,1422 Vasistha,1423 Vlsnu 1424 and others are similar.

1418.

TO I

n&syqsm ^sRkr fk^smt i

Mbh . Atvamedhika, CXV1, 28.

arrcrsRRr fqsnrrtreraq 1

crwrc^crc otsfr erftarcrsR 11

Padmottara, XXIX 81 Cf V. P III 7. 20-34.

1419 Bh P XI 12 15.

1420 Baudhayana Gyhya Sutras, II, 13

1421 MS I 10,11

1422.

g^fruag *

q-rcrersTTg fq> gq^trrcr^rq: i

qormgq^ zfr t*or?rt % srt n

Lingapurana, II. 4. 39-90.

1423

‘snRrf^^nrq; i

sRT^r^ qaar?e^r gr few II

cited as from Vasiptha Smrti m SR t p 54

1424 Visnu Smyth chs 65-61

asv—52
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The Agamas 9 impact on Vaisnavism seems to have become

significant only from the time of Ramanuja, The earlier

attitudes may perhaps be due to the Brahmasutra discussion on

the validity of the Pa nearaira and the stand of s!ahkara and

Bhaskara that this Agama is unacceptable in part Yamuna^s
rejoinder eased the position After Ramanuja incorporated

their doctrines In his Gadyatraya

,

they came to occupy a position

of unquestioned authority. But the Agamas have not Influenced

Vaisnava tradition to such an extent as to make it conform

extensively to their ideals and practices,

Ramanuja also wrote the Nttya on the way of worshipping

God every day at home. It Is based on the Pdncatdita . Though
the Vatkhdnasa also has prescribed a dally routine, it Is Intended

only for the followers of the Vaikhdnasa*sutra$A&5 Bence*
following the lines laid down by Ramanuja, his immediate

disciples, ;3rivatsahkami£tra and 3nrahganarayana
s brought

forth their own manuals They were followed by Parg^ara-

bhatta, Nahjiyar, Nar&yana-muni, Vedanta-de^ika, Varavara-

munl and others. Works on ahnika were written by several

writers in later periods.

The fivefold division of the daily routine (panca kala»

praktiyd) forms the basis of these works Till recently there

were many 3rivafsnavas who scrupulously earned out this

routine. That is not the case now

The Indispensable qualification for being a Vaisnava is

wearing the urdhva-pundra The marks which Hindu men and

women wear on their foreheads are known as puiidras . They

may be vertical (urdhva)
5
horizontal (itryak) or circular (vartula).

1425, PR t p 101.
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The Vaisnava tradition enjoins the vertical variety, on the

authority of the Vedas . Vide :

^cr=sr^rr6“ qt wr^rfir i

?r#w irir^ n

Kafhaiakha, cited in SR, p* 61.

The urdhva-pundra is claimed to keep away evil spirits 1428

It must be worn *o ensure pun*y, while offering sandhya prayers,

doing homa, worshipping God, studying the Vedas and each

other religious activities 1427 Otherwise, they will be

futile 1428

The material used for the pundra Is white mud ;
1429

sandal and some other things, recommended in different con-

texts, are held to apply only to particular persons 1430 Ae
white mud should be taken from only select spots like sSrirangam^

Vehkatadd, Sirlmus^am, Tlruoirayanaporara, Vrsabhadfl

(Tirumahrufi^olai), banks of rivers, ant-hills, the areas where
tulalsi grows and holy places 1431

The urdhva-pundra has to start at the tip of the nose and
rise upward to parallel columns with some space in between

them, where a red or yellow vertical line Is drawn with the help

1426 Vide PR p 54 citing PdramesfhyaS Cf Pelt'S. III. 11, 10, 21 ;

IS IIL 296-317

1427 SR p 64 citing from Parame \thya and SKS Brahma Quotations
from the latter are not found m the printed text

1428, Vrddha-hdrlta-smrti II 64-65, Cf SR p 68

1429 SR pp 68-69

1430 SR p 66 The SKS Brahma passage cited is not found m the

printed text.

1431 Passages cited m SR, pp 68-69 Cf

g'JTTJTcrr^ 5Eqr?rg%5T fsreq-epft i

snurq' mr% i

Divyasuncanta , III, 17.
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of a powder made of turmeric and other Ingredients 1432 and
called * Sfrlcuma \

Several opinions are recorded about the shape of the

urdhva-pundra. It may be of the form of flame, the leaf of the

bamboo, a flower bud and Visnn’s foot or feet and so on, 1433

and each form is said to achieve a specific purpose. But the
practice among ^rlvalsnavas is to have it In the form of the
divine foot or feet 1434 However

s
the two sects, Va^akalat and

Tenkalai, have chosen to adopt slightly different forms of the

pundra B As a rule, red»co!oored SSrieurna Is worn by both,

but some of the former use the yellow colour

Vedantade^ika d*scusses aa interesting question about the

form of the pundra » On the idols of God in temples, the

pundra Is In the form of a flame He says that the same form
should not be used by men, for whom the form is that of Haru
pdda. If they try to imitate the Lord m this, will they seek to

follow His example in other matters as well ?

i % ^f^f^or^qcrar rg err

srtr^r ^rsarr ^^Tftrwrsrettshr i^irVr fii ?

SR p 73

The number must be twelve including one In the forehead 1435

The others are to be pm on specified parts of the body. 1436

1432 KA XXXVIII 9 19-20 Cf SA LXV 126b

1433 KA XXXVIII 9. 10 . SR pp 72-73

1434 Vide

^cqr%mfkcrg;fi:trT^Tf^^5!iT!T^

, „ SR. p. 73.
1435. SR p ?6,

1436 Passages cited from various sources m SR, pp 73-75. Also see
KA, XXXVIII. 11-20 . and IS. XI. 292-320.
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There appears to be a somewhat weaker sanction for wearing

only foor.1437 The Paneardira enjoins the littering of the twelve

names of Vi?nu> when putting them on* while the Vatkhanasa

prescribes specific mantras Instead 1438

Potting the iirdhva pundra on the Idols in the temples is

authorised, as welt as on wells* mantapas f horses* elephants

and vehicles, on the vessels used for worshlp
s

flags and other

objects belonging to the temple 1439 At the entrance to houses*

the pundra used to be carved on doors or painted on a plank

fixed to the top of the door Here there would be additional

figures—of the discus on the right, the conch on the left* Garuda

to the right of the discus and Hanaman to the left of the conch*

In modern days* the wearing of the urdhva”pundra has practically

disappeared among the younger generation

The practice of wearing the urdhva-pundra seems to be very

ancient. Vedanta-de^lka In his Saccanira-raksd gives profuse

citations from Vedic texts like Katha-ddkhd and Baudhdyana

Kalpasutras
$
purdnas like the Matsya 9

Brahmdnda, Mdrkandeya f

Vaststha and Skdnda
i
and Smrtis like Visnu srnrii and Smriicandnkd .

The two Agamas also advocated it. Vedanta-de£Ika quotes from

the Bdrame$vara
%

Paramesthi and Sanatkumdra Samhiidss though

many passages cited from the Btahma-rd tra section of the last

mentioned text are from three chapters which are now lost.

A fivefold initiation known as the panca-samskata is enjoined

on all the ^rlvassmvas without distinction of caste or sex. This

sacrament is intended to fit one to discharge one's duties to

1437 Vide

cited in SR p 76 from ParS,

1438 KA XXXV U-18 SKS Brahma is cited m SR, p 74 But these

passages are lost

1439, KA XXXVII. 24-27.
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God and man It consists of idpa
p
pundfa ndman 9

mantra and

tjydM40 It is also known as samdirayana or resorting to (the

preceptor as refuge),

Tapa (heating) refers to the marking of the left and right

shoulder blades of the initiate with small heated pieces of

metal of the form of the conch and the discus respectively

Vedatsta-de^ika quotes texts from the Vedas 9 the Pancardira and

the puranas as authority for tdpa. Two Vedic passages cited by

him are given below *

g mt fsr^srri i

5£is% g ^ fir^qr^fa- qfrrqctr rag: ii

(from Mahopamsad as In SR, p. 43)

(Those who have realised Brahman declare that the Brahmin must

bear the discus oo ike right arm and the conch on the left,)

The second passage is

:

SI ^ fsr^OTt 3T53r^% q-fqfr

^pqTratfq

(Baskala Safnhitd as In SR p 93)

(O Visnu, the learned have on the upper part of their arms the

sanctifying conch and discus in order to cross over the ocean of

worldly existence).

Another Vedic text cited by Vedanta-desika declares* “ He
who bears on his body the mark of the heated discus of the

omnipresent Visnu which gives security to the army of the

1440. Vide *

crm: »rm q^rt srrqsa «raq:

JS XXI. 233.
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gods, goes to the place which is devoid of misery, shaking off

the sins—the place which the recluses who are without

attachment, attain It is as follows

^ rirofi sfjj'fr siwot

srst ^Tsrmracr^j rsr«nb 1

«*r?r jttsr gforr m^q-

swrfcr triicrqV srtarctarr: n

The word translated as ‘on his body * is ‘ vapusa the

instrumental form of ‘ vapus ’ meaning ‘body*. There is

nothing against taking it to mean “ the upper part of the right

arm ” which will be in consonance with other texts and hoary

traditions Those who do not have their bodies marked by the

heated discus cannot exhaust the karmas (l.e., effects of their

past actions) . which condition is a necessary preliminary

to salvation 1441

Another Vedic passage testifies to ancient sages bearing on

their bodies the marks of ali divine weapons :

g^rnrr:

crr^r?q<TTf?cT 1

(quoted to SR. p 48 as from Ra$kala-$amhita)

The marks (Itngas) mentioned here refer to those of discos*

conch mace* sword and bow
s

the five weapons of Visnu.

They are believed to have been worn on the right and left

arms, the forehead, the head and the heart respectively. Now
only the first two are worn

Instead of marking the shoulders by tapa with the marks of

discus and conch, mud and sandal paste are used for the purpose

1441 The passage with the word * vapusa 8

is quoted m SR p 43 as

from Rgveda-khila The text denying the exhaustion of karmas is RV. IX,

83, l t Cf. SR. p 43.
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by Vaisnavas belonging to schools other than that of

Ramanuja 1442 The scriptural text from the Rgveda-khila

mentioned above states: bihharti vapusa abhitaptam This deafly

envisages tapa .

Obviously, «h!s sacrament Is Intended to purify the human
body and render It fit for service to God, Fire is regarded

as a more effective purifier than water 1443

—

particularly,
0
fire * in the heated symbols of Visnu or His weapons. Such

marks on the body render St fit for any religious act that the

Vaisoava has to do for pleasing God

The dearya officiating in this sacrament has been accused of

cruelty. He hurts the body of the disciple only for a noble

purpose. He most be likened to the surgeon who uses sharp

instruments to operate on the patients. Parents again punish

their children severely to Induce them to be good, studious and

industrious: this is done out of love 1444 Again, in certain

regions branding is a remedy for evil or the means of winning

good luck Certain diseases are treated In Saura^tra by

branding with a heated iron rod below the affected part of the

body. In Mltbila, the mother-m law and others apply the

1442 Vallabha’s system prescribes the use of sandal paste Pure
mud is required to be used on the occasion of offering worship ( Tattva-

dipa, II 242a)

1443 Vide

^ 5?T%aar sneers g^rribr: i

Uttara-rama-canta, I 13b

The potency of fir© is thus set out

srrfrrfa: sm^wfrirr 1

Bh.G IV. 37.

Sudar^ana has the powers of the sun, the moon and fire. See AhS,
XXIV 1.

1444. Atma-tattva-viveka p 4 813
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flame of a lamp to the knee of the newly wedded bride to ensure

good fortune for her 1445

The law-books of Vrddha Haiita, gaudllya and Vaslstha

and the Visnudharmottara enjoin this practice. 3andllya says that

one’s utensils and cattle are to be given the marks of the conch

and the discus 1448 Children are to be adorned on the fifth day

after birth with ornaments having the symbols of conch and

discus 1447

Those who oppose the sacrament of tapa rely on a passage in

a tfrauta-sutra which frowns on scars from wounds In the body

caused So three ways. The three ways 1448 are taken to be

through the bow-string, engaging In battles or involvement In

scuffles In gambling Such activities must be regarded as

forbidden or allowed only to the extent at which no scars are

received or given. But they are claimed to refer to wearing the

emblems of Brahma Vi?nu or Rudra so as to cause scars.

Such an interpretation Is untenable : it goes against the authority

of the Vedas
,
epics, Agamas and the bulk of the Smrtts . The

few Smrtt texts quoted against the sacrament 1449 cannot avail

1445 Vide ^rfmvSsacarya’s commentary on NP 414-415

1446 PdrS XV 962b-965a Cf SR p 52.

1447 SR p 52.

Cf ssior: q-aerTgsir sust i

The above passage is cited as taken from Atn m Kanthabhusana, a

commentary on the Crhyasutra (VII) by Vaidikasarvabhauma Hanta

Venkatacarya.

1448. Baudhayana-trauta-sutra (II 3) uses the word, ' atnkmah ' (one

without three scars) Caland's notes identify the scars as those caused by
(l) using the bow-string and taking part in wrestling, (n) participating m
gambling and (m) trying to control elephants. This is as per Bhavasvamm's
commentary on the sutra,

1449. See SR* p. 41

.

asv —53
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against this formidable corpus of authority. It should be

remembered that there are references also, as already mentioned,

to the practice of wearing the emblems of all the five weapons

of VJsnu (the conch, discos, mace, sword and bow) to get

freedom from samsara 1450

There is no decisive evidence to show how old the ritual of

tapa as also the panca-samskafa generally is It might have been

originally Intended as a protection against evil spirits. The new-

born child used to be given a garland containing the emblems.

Ear-rings of the form of the conch and the discus used to be

worn by devotees of Vfs^u In course of time, probably by

700 A D 1451 it became essential for a Vaisnava to have the

samskara In NathamunPs days, it must have been in vogue,

though not every Vaisnava of the times observed it (Wearing

mihva pundra might have become widespread earlier) After

N&thamunl, tradition records some Instances of tapa being

administered Tirumalai Nambi administered it to his two sons-

in-lawI452 and Periya Nambi to Ramanuja 1453 After Rim&auja

the sacrament of panca -samskara became obligatory for all

Siivaisnavas, Irrespective of caste or sex. In a passage from the

1450 Ibid p 49. See also fn 1447

1451 Tapa is referred to by the Azhvars See Tiruppalhlndu 7 and
Penyazhvar Tirumozhi, V 4 1

1452, Yatiraja-vaibhava, 3

1453 The theory that S'risailapurna otherwise called Tirumalai

Nambi, administered this is against tradition It goes also against Yatiraja-

vaibhava (8) where it is stated

JTTTmr i

S3

Ramanuja as a baby is here said to have received the marks of the conch
and discus for protection from him, The word used is * raksarth* \
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Mahabharata quoted earlier in this book, 1454 St is declared that

Brahmins, Ksatriyas, VaHyas and gudras can engage in

(ritualistic) worship of God If they are always devoted to their

duties and are krta-laksanas, persons who have obtained marks

of Identity, that Is, have undergone some kind of initiation.

Attempts were made to Interpret laksana as referring to the

wearing of the sacred thread (yajnopavita ) by Brahmins and the

branding of shoulder blades Sn the case of 3udras and

women 1455 This is untenable as the word ( laksana* which

qualifies jointly and simultaneously four or five groups of

persons, is made to bear one meaning when applied to on©

group and another meaning when applied to other groups.

Though the Kalpasutras do not refer to the sacramen t of tapa, there

is Vedsc sanction for Brahmins being marked by heated metal

with the forms of the conch and the discus on their arms.1456

Though the sacrament of panca-samskara makes men and

women of all castes qualified to perform formal worship of the

Icons of Gi d, not every one can do so In the temple. The right

is restricted to those who get initiation 1457 At home also, not

all perform the worship : it is usually done by the eldest male

member of the family Though women are eligible, normally

they do not do it. In spite of tantrtka mantras befog available to

them in the place of Vedic mantras .

Seventyfour preceptors or acarya-purmat , also called

$imhasanadhipatts or ‘occupants of ihe (spiritual) throne’, are said

to have been entrusted by Ramanuja with the duty of

administering the sacrament of pahca-samskara . The Tatiraja -

vatbhava (103) and the Guruparamparas refer to this. But there

does not seem to be any written evidence to show that the

1454, Mbh. Bhtsma, LXVI 39-40 quoted m p 137

1455, SR p 55

1456 Ba§kala Sakha text quoted an p. 414 as from SR, p, 43,

1457, js, xvi-xvm.
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right to give the fivefold initiation Is restricted only to the 74

and their successors* As of today, only a few of the successors

exercise this privilege, others having given n up for some reason

or other.

The ritual of initiation is begun by the acarya himself with

a homa In the sacred fire. The Purusa-sukta , tfrt-sukta and other

sacred texts are recited. Metallic representations of the conch

and discus are * bathed’ ceremonially and then heated In the

fire. They are then applied by the acarya to the shoulder

blades of the disciple, who also Is given the pundra The

teaching of three mantras—the mu la -mantra (1 e., the astak§ara) %

the dvaya and the carama&loka (i e ,
Glia, XVIII 66)—constitutes

the samskdra of mantra. As for tjya, the disciple is instructed

In the ritual of worshipping God at home He Is then given a

name by which he can regard himself as a devotee of God and His

devotees 1458 The occasion is utilised also to teach the disciple

the significance of the epics, the Gild and some other sacred

texts and instruct him on how to lead his life as a SJrlvai^ava.

The acaryas Include some ascetics also. This has given

rise to a practical difficulty. SannySsins are prohibited from
offering oblations in the fire. Hence the homa required for the

sacrament has to be performed by some grhastha attached to the

sannyasxn who however applies the heated me tal pieces to the

shoulder blades of the Initiates. For some time past, the

tendency has been to seek initiation at the hands of sannyasins

1453 It is stated that the samskara of naman is concerned with how
one describes oneself to others One must add the word ' dasa * (or
* servant *) to one's name to indicate that one is a servant of God and His

devotees Vide

fq^Frr ST qq % II

This stanza is ctted m RTS I p. SOT, as from ViS, m the printed text

of which however, it is not found.
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presiding over mutts, and the disciples of acarya*puru$a$ who

are householders, are dwindling.

One group of Vaisnavas, it may be noted, do not receive

panca-samskara. The Vatkhanasas claim that they are the

children of the Lord and that they do not need the sacrament

or preceptors* Other Vaisnavas are distinguished from non-

Valsnavas mentally, verbally and physically. They engage in

the distinctive mental activity of bhutaduddhi and the verbal

activity of japa in the cakrabjamandala and are subjected to

being marked on the body by the metallic emblems of the conch

and discus of the Lord. The VatkhSnasas reject the three mantras

taught to other Vaisnavas by their preceptors. Japa in the

cakrabjamandala is meant only for those who follow the

fndcardtra exclusively and without reference to the Kalpasutrasm

As for tapa 9
the Vatkhanasas claim that in their families the

foetus in the womb gets the marks of the conch and the discus

In the eighth month of the pregnancy of the mother when the

ritual of Vtsnubah is performed. N&rayana Himself is laid to

give the mark' to the foetus Thus the followers of the Vatkha-

nasa-sutras claim to be Garbha-Vaisnavas
9
that Is, Vaisnavas even

in the wombs of their mothers .
1459

In spite of these differences between the two Agamas, it

may be noted that, according to both, »he Vaisnava has to bear

the marks of the conch and the discus It should also be

remembered that this samskara has for long been considered an

14S9 Vide

* crerg^r

H JT?SI^r ST fsRT II

KA. XXXVI, 54,

Cf. Ibid. XXXVI, 42-49 , and Vaikhanasa Grbya-sutra, III. 13.
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essentia! qualification for conducting worship and preparing

food both at home and In temples. Even women most be thus

qualified before they can handle household vessels, bring water

or cook and serve food The pious would not accept even

a cup of water from one who had not undergone the samskata
9

though the strict observance of this rule is no longer common.

The daily routine has been prescribed for the Vaisnava who
has undergone panca-samskdra An immediate disciple of

Ramanuja—known as Vangi Vam^egvara and £>rlranga-naraya$5-

earya—has written a manual* Ahmka kanka* based on panca-

kdla~prakriyd. 1460 It should be deemed ao authentic account
of Ram§nuja’s views

The round of daily religious exercises differs In some
essential particulars In the Pancaratra and Vedic traditions.

The latter enjoins the Gayatri -japa 1461 thrice dally. The
Pancaratra prescribes the japa of Visnu-mantras During japa 9

Vismi is to be meditated as being present in tha sun’s disc, and
He is to be worshipped with specific names. The mantra for the

japa In the morning is Vtsnu-Gdyatrj
9
the devatd being Vlsiiu ; at

midday, it is duadagaksara invoking Maha-vis$u ; and in the

evenmg
5 it is a$tdk$ara t the Deity being Sada-visnu.1462

Vedanta De^ika warns against hastily discarding Vedic

practices and adopting in their place directions from Pancaratra

texts except on very strong grounds. He points out that

followers of Ramanuja’s teachings have performed marriages,

upanayana and other sacraments and rituals in accordance with

the Sutras to which they owe a lie glance. Further, all know that

Ramanuja’s preceptors like Fenya Narabt performed sacrifices

and other rituals according to their Sutras. Hence those intent

1460 Ahmka-kanka

,

35

1461. RV, III. 62 10,

1482, SKSt Brahma
,
V. 94-106.
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on following the precepts and practices of Ramanuja and his

disciples should not adopt for rituals and ceremonies the mantras

enjoined In particular Pdncaratra samhttds. 1463 The Ahnika-

kankd enjoins homa and other rituals of the kind mentioned In

Ka lpa~su tras . 1464 fo this context, the question arises as to

accepting the Pdncaratra Injunctions about rituals involving the

slaughter of animals. King Uparicara Vaso ii said to have

offered as victim In a sacrifice the figure of an animal made of

the flour of wild grains, 1465 Brhaspatl, the preceptor of the

gods, accepted this view after Initial opposition. 1466 The

Pdncaratra is held to be Vasu’s authority. The Dvaitms,

Influenced by the humane considerateness of the Pdncaratra 9

recommend sacrifices of this kind 1467 The Vidistadvathns,

ihough far more influenced by the Pdncaratra
,

argue that a

Vedlc ritual, if obligatory or required on specific occasions^

must not be given up or modified 1468

The offering of arghya to the sun during sandhyd prayers Is

cried as a muai involving htmsa , as it brings about the death of

the demons impeding the progress of the sun 1469 One has to

turn round oneself in the clockwise direction to get rid of the

sin of killing But the killing of an animal as a victim in a

sacrifice is not deemed a sin Htmsa or causing Injury is an act

which leads to evil

i

1470

1463 RTS II, 444-6 See also PR p 130

1464 Ahmka-kanka ,
83-87

14-35 Mbh . Ssnti, CCCXLIV 11

1466. Ibid 18 20,63,64

1467 The Dvaitms' views are set out in the Pista~pa$u~mlmctmsd of

VijaySndra

1468 RTS II 444-5

1469 Tattir%ya Aranyaka II 1,2

1470. Vedanta Deiika's Tatparya-candnka on Ramanuja’s GUabhdsya,
II, 19,
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In this sense, there is no himsa in sacrifices, as the victims attain

to a better state after death. Rsmsnnja observes:

tjfibhdsya HI 1. 25.

Therefore the ritual killing of animals Is meritorious. It Inflicts

beneficial Injury like surgery :

ferfoc*r%

<j3nrf??r rrs^rr: i

tfribhasya, IV. L 25.

(Cf. Adhtkaranasaravail, 284-6, of Vedanta De^ika on ibid )

As regards thtjapa of any mantra
, tt can be verbal, silent or

mental, securing protection from evil spirits, accomplishing

desired objectives and helping in the attainment of moksa

respectively. 1411 The rosary, aksa-sutra, Is to be used for

counting the number of repetitions. 1^ Interruptions to japa

are not generally permissible, but the arrival of a devotee of the

Lord requires a break in ti.I473 Devotion to the devotees of

God is stressed so much.

1471 ys XIV 3-5a

1472 LT. XXXIX 38-47. The us© of the rosary and selection of

materials for it are stated here. Cf JS XIV 5-18.

1473 Vide

«T3«TT5«r ?TrT; f?cST

arvT^t qrwrfg^TT^iarqt sncrt

PR. pp. 129-30.
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Besides iapa, four other rites are enjoined by the

Pancaratra— * sacrifice % libation, ritual bath and offering food

to Brahmins, Collectively, the five are known as puradcarana 1474

They are needed for securing full spiritual power through

mantras . Among the prescribed mantras are the Vunu-gayatri
,

the Savitri, Sudardana-mantra, Bija-mantra, Astra mantra
, the

Bhuta-duddhi mantras, akti* mantra
, Bancopantsan-man tra, Vaisnava

mantras generally and many others Of these, only a few are

used In japa and for attaining specific objectives. The Savitri

Is obligatory for every one qualified to study the Vedas ,

Among the Vaisnava mantras, the pranava
,
sadaksara

,
a<ttaki>ara $

dvadadaksara and Jitante are described as vyapaka. The astdksara

Is universally enjoined by Vaisnava tradition in addition to the

Gayairi 1475 Vide •

*Tsrri:

arr^:, stct fk smsnrremr fioror: srrsrrama

smrasR

PR p 10 (Cf VK. p. 108).

Worship of God Is obligatory for everyone It Is of two

kinds—in the temple and at home The foimer known as

parartha-yajana (worship for the sake of others) is concerned

with the consecrated idols in the temple and intended for the

welfare of the community Thh Agamas however suggest that

* pardrtha * means ‘concerned with what Is superior 9 or
6 excellent \ It is like the sue, while worship at home is like

a domestic lamp

ScnsfcjJ !

IS. XXI. 508a.

1474. This is the view only of the followers of the Pancaratra

1475 Visnu-gayatr

I

is a vaidika-tantrika mantra Vide SKS, Brahma
,

IV. 71. It is adopted m Vaikhanasa texts also. See VK pp, 28, 89

asv —54
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It Is also declared that parfirtha 1476 worship leads to final

liberation.

(Arcand-navanita).

This Is not to Imply however that domestic worship, svartha .

yajana, can be dispensed with

In temples regulated by the Vaikhdnasa Agama4 only the

followers of the Vatkhdnasa Kalpasuttas can conduct worship.

Bat in temples adopting the Pancaraira Agama
i
any Vatsnava

Brahmio following any Kalpasuira can perform the aradhana ,

But the primary eligibility Ss said to be with those who are

descendants of the Brahmins who were taught the doctrines

by God and whose families have been attending to worship

in temples,1477 Special initiation Is necessary for these

as well as others who have only secondary eligibility 1478 Men
and women of all castes can and most worship God at home
after receiving pajica-samskara. 1479

1476 ' Para ’ is taken in the sense of * superior ’ Domestic worship
is svartha SprS LIII 152-155, IS XXI 509a

1477 SA XXII 10-15

1478 Vide

TOsfcrsra ^jflfsrr 1

jftorr 11

SS II II

Cf IS XXI SOS-511, PaS IV 1 8

1479 Paus I 35,30a, VitivamitraS III. 27 Vide also

W&fo sr it

(Cited m PR p 66, Adyar edition, from YogaySjnavalkya) This must
not be taken to mean everyone in a family should offer worship, but that
domestic worship should never be given up,
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Worship at home is conducted with reference to one or

more small Icons or to a stone called sBlagrama in which the

Lord is believed to be specially present.1430 The latter is

preferred as the worship of Icons at home requires time and

Involves strain Household icons should be made of metals

like silver or copper or of certain other specified materials 1481

They should be not less than six inches in height. 1482 They

require formal consecration.

The salagrama is found in the river Gaodakl when It flows

through Nepal. As • sala * means a kind of fish and -grama*

a dwelling place, the compound word means the place where

the tala kind of fish resfde. Vide:

(Bhaunji's commentary on Namalinganuiasana II. 2. 37).

and :

(Ibid II. 3. 19 )

But the exact significance of this name is not known, and It is

sometimes written as ' sShgrSma'. It is to be treated as

svayamoyakta 1483 According to a traditional account, 1484 ihe

river, Gandaki, cursed the gods who in turn cursed It to

become a biack,. dull stream. The Lord (Vispu) reconciled the

two by decreeing that two Brahmins, Graha and Matanga,

should come to the river on account of a curse and die there,

after which they would get moksa. Insects, bom out of their

1480. 3A LXXI, 3,

1481. PauS. I 3S-30s ; ViivamitraS m. 37.

1483. ViS. X. 50-61.

1483. IS. XX, 34b-15a See also PaS, III. 32. The name occurs aa

sslagrava ' m SprS XXIX. 114b.

148#. Brahma-vaivarta-purana, XIX.
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marrow and fat, wculd convert she water Into vajra-like hard

tones, thus redeeming the river from the curse. These are th:

tBlagrama stones.

They arc distinctive In having one or more marks of Vljpo’s

discus, conch, club or other weapons. Vide :

(Rapavira.bhakti-ratnakara, p. 75).

The marks may be visible or subtle. From the nature and

shapes of these marks, they are Identified as Varaha, Matsya and

other forms of God. For Instance, the Varaha salagrSma Is said

to be ghonakjti 1485 while the Matsya Is thus described : I486

errft brr sresTJjfe: i

As Is ever present there, no prati$thd (consecrated

installation) Is necessary. 1487 A donor of the s&lagrama will get

happiness and prosperity. 1488

For worship in the house, a group of five or six sdlagramas
,

called a ksetra , is recommended. Perhaps this is meant to be

similar to the number of betas in temples. Salagrama worship is

similar to that of temple icons.

The object of worship at home, whether salagrama or icon,

may be Inherited (purva-puru$a-sthapita)
t
acquired from select

spots (svayam gfhlta), installed by some one In one’s house
(anya-nyasta) or purchased (<dhana.krita )

1489

In the Vaisij ava idea of God, many currents of thought
about God, man, the world and their inter-relations meet and

1485 Ranav%ra*bhakti-ratnakara, p. 79.

1488. Ibid, p 407.

1487. Ibid. p. 3

1488. Ibid, p 9

1489. PauS, XXX. 84-87.
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mingle. Important contributions were made by the epics
purapat and poems of the Azhvars. Even before Ramanuja,'
Valspavlsm bad gained a distinct form During and after his

times when the temple became very Important, the influence of

the Sgamas began to be increasingly felt, but it never became
all-comprehensive.

Worship of God is also sailed Stndhana which means * an
act of pleasing \ The Vafjpavas expect people to be paramai-

kanhns, those who realise that they are entirely dependent on
God and therefore have no favour to ask. The descriptive

term is. understood in two ways: those who have decisive

knowledge (onto) only (eka) about God (parama) as (he means
and the goal ; and those who are great (parama) in having

decisive knowledge (ehanta) about God as the means and the

goal. They have no other purpose to be served, seek no other

god and resort to no other means Vide :

—

tretraarniV «Msri;rrirfo trcWtrr:, treWraft;

«wsr aqRft fosjq-t sritsrcnrr srrq^rrcrT w ergsre

trcWr^:, trcinsfnat %% srnw: i <r^rczr—

(PR. p. 140).

Every Vaisnava is expected to take a resolve (
sankalpa

)

to please

©od who as Bhagavan is possessed of six auspicious qualities

and Is Narayana, Some resolve to do things which are

kainkarya .

The procedure for worship at home is detailed in

Ramanuja's Mtya$ which seems to be taken from the Laksml-

tantfa 1490 and Ahirbudhnya-samhita .1491 The instructions

1490 IT XXXIX.

1491. AhS, XXVIII,
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regarding bhuta-iuddhif pancopanifan-mantra, surabhi-mudra

,

attra-mantra (for keeping the offerings secure) and such other

things given in the Nitya are taken from thi Pancaralra

t

the

influence of whieh Is alio seen in performing hjdySga or mSnasa -

ySga before performing external worship.

The recitation, however, of the compositions of the

Azhvars and dcuryas during the rituil of mantra-pwspa and

Sattumarai has no precedent in the Agamas. The Jfttya- of

RimSouja and the Ahnika-karxks 1492 of bis disciple, Va'flgl

VamSeSvara, mention dance and vocal and instrumental mudlc

as part of the formal worship and direct the offering of flowers

at the utterance of each Of the vyapaka-mantnu and of each fk

of the Purusa-sukta

,

but they do not refer to the mantrapuspa and

iaUumarai. The AbhigamanasSra of 5>rlvats5hfca-mldra, the

Jtityas of ParaSara Bhatta and Nanjlyar, the Ntlya-karma-

$Mngraha of Grdhrasaro-muni and the manual of Krsna-

muni 1493 are lost, and we cannot fled out when and how the

procedure now followed in the arddhana-krama was fixed.

In regard to these and many other practices’^ Vai$paviam in

relation to the worship of God, pious persons have received them
from tradition dating back to very early times, though they

may not all be based on Dharma-iaslras or Agamas. But they

spring from one source of dharma, the good conduct of good
persons.

Vide:

MS. II. 6.

Some of these practices may be mentioned. While most
people prostrate, only once, Vat?pavas of the Vadakalal sect do

1492 Ihmka-kanka, 403-7.

retetred to m “• “

'

“* m- 568
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St twice or four times, that Is, an even number of times, 1494

In temples one should worship at the shrine of Sri before

proceeding to the shrine of the Lord One can tuve a sp 9 cial

worship called arcana through the arcaka (the officiating priest)

It consists of offering a specific number of times (usually 108 or

1008) saffron powder {kunkuma) at the feet of the dhruva beta of

£>ri and tulasi leaves at the feet of the dhruva~bera of the Lord,

to the accompaniment of the uttering of their numerous names

(108 selected names or 1008 such names). The list of names is

known as the numavall, and it is available not merely for £>rl

and Visnu, but also for incarnations like Rama, Krsna and

Narasimha. One of the 108 names of grl Is Prakih
,

and

obviously it Indicates the influence of Agama philosophy Each

name Is recited like a mantra with the pranava at the beginning.

The noun is declined in the dative case and the Word 6 namah *

(prostration) comes after it 1495 The flowers, leaves or kunkuma

offered during arcana Is at the feet of the icon *496 Fruit,

coconuts and betel leaves with areca nuts are then held before

the Deity for acceptance. Burning camphor Is waved three

times from the foot to the head of the Deity 1497 evidently in

1494 Vide

rgrsqfT frofcsroTm =sr i

fk § sfc 11

ParS VI 416

Cf IS, XII 21

.1495.

SA LX. 50a

1496,

men* i

ParS , II. 31b

1497, JS IV, 214.
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order to enable the worshippers to get a good view and to give

them the assurance of divine blessing. Bet the arcana is also

part of the temple routine which includes the offering of

water for arghya (washing the bands), padya (washing the feet),

acamaniya (sipping) and other upacdras and the use of water In

bathing the Icons. Such water acquires sanctity and Is

distributed to the worshippers after It becomes available. The

iathan (which contains a representation m metal of the two feet

of the Deity) in then placed on the heads of the devotees in

token of divine acceptance of their services and devotion. The

flowers and tulast leaves used for arcana are also distributed to

the devotees Other features of temple woishlp like special

offerings or periodical abkisekas (ceremonial baths) can be offered

to particular deities on behalf of devotees at their request, 1498

as in the case of arcana .

It Is enjoined that worshippers at the shrine should stand

to the right of the Deity, 1499 but the direction is not observed.

Another injunction not followed is that the worshippers should

leave the shrine walking backwards without turning their backs

to the Deny 1500 The prescribed circumambulatlon of the

shrines however Is carried out.

The name of $>ri's shrine Is taydt sanmdhi lo Tamil, 1501

which indicates that She is the Universal Mother. The word,
* sanmdhi \ to denote a shrine. Implies the presence there at all

times (of the Deit}) Indeed, the entire temple is permeated
In a special way by the divine presence The mandate is

therefore given that afier passing the dvaja-sthamhha one should

1498. Important temples arrange for such services The Srinivasa

temple at Tirumalai is unique m having such services practically every day
throughout the year

1499. PR p. 132

1500. Pars IX. 66.

1501. In Siva temples, the goddess is called 5 Amman ’ in Tamil.
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not bow or prostrate 10 any out other %hm the Deity, net eyes

to kings and preceptors. 1§Q2

At the time of festivals or processions of the Deity, every

individual must try to render some kind of service. This takes

precedence over all other work including the performance of

sandhya-vandana which should be postponed, if due when
the processional idol is taken out Similarly, the general rule that

silence be observed doling the mahd pradosa\§®% (that is, the

evening having the trayodaH tithi), is not to be followed by
those who have to render vacika-kaihkarya (verbal service) by

reciting the Divya-prabandha or the Vedas This code of behaviour

has been clearly inspired by the sense of a primary obligation

to render service to the arcs form of God, deeming it mow
Important than any other duty whatsoever.

The concept of service has influenced even the choice of

terms to describe worship of God Those who carry out formal

worship ate said to do Srddhana, in act which pleases, and

visiting the temple is taken to provide an occasion for se&d

(service). Philosophically, the self is regarded as i

(sub rdioaie) to the Lord and hence a servant (sevaka or kinkara)

to Hina 4 what he does is kamkarya (service) The same attitude

Ss extended to characterise his relations with his preceptor,

parents, elders, relatives and other Vai§navas In all these

cases, he is said to render seva when he shows his regard and

respect or even prostrates himself

1502 Vide

31^ finr^fWr ti

PR. p 135.

1803, Vida * PR, p. 144 whar# tha Kalsvidhaat and Smrtyamara ara

'itad

asv—55
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Festivals In the templet are deemed occasions of celebration

at home where feasts are prepared. Some arrange for public

feeding on a large scale on such occasions. Contributions are

given for conducting specific festivals in temples when food
preparations on a large scale are offered to God and distributed

to devotees. Gifts So cash and kind are also given to arcakas and
others rendering service in temples. Some persons create

endowments out of money, landed property etc to yield income
for conducting the temple festivals m which they are Interested

Money Is poured every day into the hundis of temples The vast

daily collections at the Tirumalai temple of wnlch the annual

Income runs into several crores from voluntary coniubutioos,

serve as a correct index of the fervent devotion of the people.

The epics and puranas no doubt have nurtured this devotion.

But It Ss the Agamas that have played a notable role In directing

this devotion to temples The daily routine* the official and

private offerings and the festivals at temples are governed by

the Agamas . A study of South Indian temples, particularly

that at Silrahgam* reveals the Jgama influence on temples and

society.

As regards domestic worship, it has to be offered twice

every day, whether to a consecrated icon or a salagrama But u
Is usually performed only once, in the morning The procedure

is the same in the case of both the icon and the salagrama If,

for unavoidable reasons, aradhana could not be carried out,

at least the food prepared at horn - should be fjrm Uty offered to

the Deity, This can be done even by ladies It is also usual

for a small lamp fed by ghee or oil to be kept near the domestic

shrine and lighted both in the morning and the evening and

kept burning for some time After the conclusion of the

worship, holy water is first taken by the person who did the

iriihtn* and then distributed by him to others

In one detail connected with the worship, members of the

TtAgaUl sect (except for a few in Andhra) differ from others

:
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they do not ring the bell during SrSdhana. Sometimes this Is

explained as due to the fact that the person doing the arSdhana

has to use his left hand to ring the bell, as the right hand has

to make the offerings.

Usually, acamana (ceremonial sipping of water) has to be

performed at the commencement of a religious act. This Is

forbidden before and after taking the holy water

Vide,

suTerr:* suffer: trfiw er?qrrft q-fesr qfSf*

SR'TTir qsrr q«rr % It

Acamana-nirnoya cited In P R p. 133

Another prohibition is in regard to accepting food from a

house where Vis$u is not worshipped in area form :

ferraT «r f?rg:f?r «

cited in P R. p 115

It is mandatory to take only the food offered to God during

arSdhana. Accepting such food is anu-yaga, as it is an act

pleasing to God, being regarded as part of worship and carried

out while thinking about Him, Except recluses, all are to take

food twice a day 1504

In regard to panstcana, the ceremonial sprinkling of water

round the dinmg leaf followed by tiking a small quantity of

water from the palm of the right hand to the accompaniment

of uttering a mantra, it is enjoined in some texts that It is

only for the cooked rice. This means that other dishes ilka

soup and vegetables are to be served afterwards. 1905 This

1504. KA. XXXII 77,

1505 Ibid. XXXVHI. 79. 85. 86
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practice Is now prevalent only amoag the V^dakalal Valsfliva«

The Vatkhanasas do not follow It at the p
; e*;nr rme After ihz

partsicana the holy water used in worsen (adhma) 3" s to be

taken 1506 This is also done at the end Bet this has not been

prescribed

In the fivefold division of duties according to time, though

svadhyaya and yoga find a place, they are not practised even by

the extremely pious nowadays

The Agamas deal with some festivals which recur annually.

The Vai§n^vas to course of time have concentrated their

devotion on Visnu to the exclusion of other deities like Siva,

Gaoe£a, Subiahmanya, India and Surya. The Xgamas however

provide for their worship as gods forming Visnu’s retinae. In

fact, the worship of Ga#e£a is enjoined before starting any

ritual 1507 But the paramaikdntin ideal of devotion 1508

developed under the Influence of the Gita and the Puranas, did

not allow consideration for other deities Thus the Vaisnavas

do not observe Vinayaka-cacurthi, Skandi sj$thl or £>iv*ratri„

nor do they visit the temples of these deities The birthdays of

Azhvars gained importance among them Every Vaisnava

household celebrates the nativity of A.nda! on Tiruvadippuram

day when the moon Is with the asterism Put vaphaiguni Some
Vaisnava festivals like 3rlrama navaoil, 3rl Jayanti and

Nrslmha JayantI are celebrated b/ all Hindus. 1509 The Agarnas

deal In detail with these three ccietra io*is

1506

Vide

Ibid XXXVIII 89a

1507 PauS XXX 59

1508 See PR p 140

1509 Nrsimha-Jayanti, however is not observed by the Tengalai
Vai$navas except for some groups m Andhra and Karnataka.
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There are differences among the Vaisnavas in fixing the days

for these festivals and In some minor details of observance

3ri Krsna is said to have been born under the asterism, RohinI
a

during the night of the eighth day of the dark fortnight in

Havana 1510 This Is the S>r! layantl day ^511 The astaml and

the Rohiol asterism do not occur on the same day every year or

extend simultaneously throughout their duration. Usually, the

tithx and the naksaha are simultaneous only for a few hours*

The astaml may extend for the whole day with Rohm! occupying

a part of It, or vice versa In the former case, we have the

Janmastamf, while the latter gives rise to the Sri JayantI 1512

The Krttika Constellation or the sapiaml may extend for some

time with the Rohmi and astaml respectively. Or Robin! and

astaml may be together when the moon rises in the dead of

night. Or the day may be such that Rohmi prevails at midnight

without having had any association with Krttika earlier* though

the astaml could have corns after sunrise when sapiaml was still

continuing Or again, the astaml could prevail without any

tinge of sapiaml during the day* though Kr uks would have

preceded Rohmi in the earlier part of the day Any one

combination of these conditions permits the celebration of

K rsna*s birth-day, according to the Monltrava section of the

V^daka^al Vaisn*vas i5 13 The VatJchanasm stress the presence

of astaml at sunrise, whether or not Krttika is there at that

time to be followed by Rohinl later in the day But many

Vaisnavas prefer Rohmi at sunrise, even if the tithi should

happen to be navaml oi daiaml

1510, Bh PX38,VPV 37, cl KA XXXVIII 121,

1511 KA XXXVIII 114

1512. Naradlya-samhita XXIV 13-14

1513, Gopila Deiika's (1750 AD) Jayanti-mrnaya ,

1514 KA XXXVIII. 114-115.
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Bat most members of the Vadakalal sect and the Teftkalal

Vaispavas follow the PanearSira in this matter On the Sri

Jayanti day they fast daring the day and eat at night after

celebrating the birth of Psncaratra dicta regarding

tithi and constellations are followed in celebrating the

£>rl-rfima*navami, Nrsithha-Jayanu, Krttiksdipa, 5>ravaga-

dvadaii and other fe3iivals.l5 J 5 Is is said that a pious and

learned scholar of KSnci during the last century adopted

PSncaratra rules completely to the exclusion of the regulations

of the Smrtis and wrote an Ahntka (or manual of daily duties)

setting out his views. But the limited extent of the Psncaratra

Influence ou Vaifpavism Is reflected to a section of the

Munitraya group among the Vadakalal sect adopting Smrti rules

for observing the Sri Jayanti : they fast throughout, taking a

steal only next morning.

ISIS JS XIII ; SprS. XL1V. 12b-16a , KA. XVIII. 21-32a , VK. p. 317 ,

KA, XVWl, 47-48.



CHAPTER XT

CONCLUSION

In the preceding pages* the Vat^avlsm of South India has

been shown as being based on the Vidas , epics and other ancient

works and as later developing tinder the Influence of th«

PurSnas and Agamas* The variety of sources and Influence!

makes it Inevitable that the leading concepts like those relating

to the avatdra or the vyuha evolved a* different times In different

ways There does not seem to be any uniformity in treating

them. Modern scholars cannot trace these concepts definitely

to any sources or chart the stages In their evolution.

Earlier in this work it has been suggested that the

Pdncaratra is only a revised version of the Ekanti-dharma which

was dealt with for th a first time in the Vatkhanasa system The

yantra concept whlefa could have served as a link between those

of japa and pratvna did not find scipe In the Vaikhdnasa system.

Bat tt Is the praitmd (irci^ge or icon) that occupies a place of

Importance In both the Agamas

The Vedas do not seem to refer to the wosshlp of the image!

of God The Vaihhdnasa Agama however declares that such

worship is the best way of approach to God And the use of

Vedic mantras Is enjoined by both the Vaihhanasa Sutras and the

Vaikhdnasa Agama, In fact, they claim that any sacred ntt

performed in the holy fire is only worship of God (Visnu) The

Vedic ritual was thus treated as a form of worship of God.

Because of this, the Mlmarhsakas and other orthodox followers

of Vedas opposed to Idol Worship* did not care to criticise the

Vaikhdnasas .

The Pdncaratra system* however* fared diffesently. It was

criticised as foreign la origin and subject to foreign influence,
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for allowing worship by those not entitled to Vedic studies and

evolving TSntnka mantras for their use, and for using yantra and

mudrd . In the course of this book, these criticisms have been

not.

It may be remembered that the criticisms on the Pancaritra

Jgama Invite reference to the Utpattyasambhavadhikarana of the

Vedanta Sutras , forming the last section In the second part of

the second chapter Sankara approves of ail the tenets and

rituals of the Pancara ira except for the declaration about the

* birth
9
of the jlva or individual self (who is known in the

system by the name of Sankar§api) , this Is becau e the Vedas

hold the jlva to be uncreated Pamanuja, as pointed out

already, has effectively answered this criticism

But the question may be raised whether this section

contemplates any criticism of the Psncaratra* After all, its

first Sutra
,

u Utpattyasambhavat”

>

means only “due to the

Impossibility of birth (or production or rise) (of something)”.

Here there is oo reference to the Pdncardtra which seems to be

brought in only because some of its texts appear to speak of she

creation of the jlva The Sutra can be directed against any

system opposed to the acceptance of Brahman as the cause of the

universe It can refer to the hypothesis of inert Sakh being

such cause, on the strength of some Upanisadic texts, as

suggested by Madhva Though this view seems reasonable, it

does not explain Ramanuja’s stand Perhaps he thought it

necessary to answer the criticisms of Bh&skara and ^jhkara

against the Pa neara tra He demonstrates that there is no

substance lo them because the Pa neardira really does not hold

the jlva to be created. His followers uphold his line of

treatment in strict adherence to the principle that the strength

of a group lies in the unity maintained by the individuals

therein. We may also note that Vijnanabblksu (who wrote

extensively on yoga) thinks that this section refutes theories

about the origination of Brahman—

&

view that may solve many
difficulties.
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The Puranas speak with different voices about tht

Pa nearaira The Vtsnu, Bhdgavata, Varaha * Brahma»vatvarta%

Garuda
,
Padma

9
Agni

s
Ltnga, Vdmana and some others suppon

Is* Bet the Kurma, Vayu 9 Pardiara, Samba and some others

attack it The contents of some Purdnas like the Skdnda and

Adttya are heterogeneous. Such evidence could be neither

dismissed nor readily admitted

The same diversity of opinion is found among Kalpasuiras

and Srnrits, Pdneardfra practices are supported by the

Kalpasuiras of Agnivega, Baudhayana, Daksa and others, but

condemned by A6valayana and others. Similarly, the Smrtis of

Visnu, 3andilya, Vadstha, £a fatapa and Vrddha-vasistha and

«he Yoga-ydinavalhy

a

and others are in favour, while those of

Haiita and Yama are against There are indecisive opinions In

Viramiirodaya and even In Yoga*yd]navalkya and the work of

£aiatapa.

In this welter of conflicting opinions, the testimony of the

early statements made In the Mahdbhdraia and thos® In tha

Vtsnupurana and Bhdgavata must be taken to b© of primary

authority.

RAMANUJA
The impact of Vaisnava Agamas on the Vafsnavism of

various schools, claiming a hoary antiquity and a Arm basis in

the Vedas, epics and the Purdnas, may be seen in important

features of their precepts and practices The school of

Ramanuja (1017-1137 A D ) Is most closely linked with the

PdHcardtra The Agama had Influenced Vafsnavism So the south

even before the days of the Azhvars. The prevalence of

Vaikhdnasa temples in the region from an early period attests to

the Influence of this Agama also.

The Vis'istadvalta system of Vedanta, expounded authorita-

tively by Ramanuja, has won recognition all over India. But its

followers are most numerous in the region now comprising the

asv—56
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States of Tamil Nade f Andhra md Karnataka. It has some

centres in the north like Poshkar 9 Brindavan etc The life of

the Val§nava« of the Ramanuja school is almost uniform in all

these places except for a *tw Jo a! variations. The temples here

are regulated by either the Pa nearaira or the Vatkhanasa Jgama

They ail observe th^ outturn of reciting the songs of Azhvars

which is a sort of universal rale cinopg this school of Valsnavas
9

though the Agamas do not directly enjoin i\

In general, the cosmological speculations of the Agamas

have not had much inrwet on Viglstudvat* i V mnavHrn t iolcu

their philosophy has exerted Influence nt* h. The lellglous hie

of these Va^sna ns has h«»<»n deeplv influenced by the Pdneardire

Nevertheless* tVs influence is not aiMncloslve: in several

matters they prefer to follow the dicta of Smrtis 1516 This Is

evident from, to take one example, the differences of opinion,

based on Smrtt ^exts 3 in regard to fixing in th** annual calendar

Important festivals like the Sri JayantI, gri-rarrn-nivamf,

Nr'iimha-jayantlj gravana-dvada£l and others

A striking feature of Vaisnavism is the growing conviction

from the time of Ramanuja onwards that it is an imperative

duty to worship every day the Icon So the temple or the icon or

the sdiagtdma at home. Tins mode of worship ha* gained

importance as part of the bhahti movement. The earlt't

tradition of the Upanisads appears to have been to s re & the

gaining of knowledge concerning God through a life of

discipline, abstract thinking and meditation Eminent sages

like Vy&s% Narada and otiiers, out of human Italian zeal,

sought an easier approach to G id. Relying on the

assurances of the Lord in the Bhagavadgita
>
1517 they taught

bhakti to be the easiest as well as the surest means to realise

God.

1516. Vide SR, p. 46. Cf. RTS, II 444-5 ; PR
t p. 130

1617. Bh G, XII. 7, 10 , XIII. 10 ate.
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At this stage, the Agamas came forward with directions for

worshipping God in the finltized form of idols in temples.

They too were animated by the zeal to serve humanity and help

them in their troubles and afflictions. The Vaimava Agamas

have made a significant contribution towards this. It is

noteworthy that there are relatively more Vlsgu temples in

Tamil Nadu than in other States.

The Importance given by Ramanuja and his followers to the

worship in temples accounts for the large number of Valspava

families living in th neighbourhood of temples In places like

Tirumalai, Srlrahgam, Kaffclpuram, Kurabhakonam and others.

The temple festivals In these places draw large crowds year

after year. On other days also, pious persons feel it an

obligatory duty to make at least one visit to the temple every

day and offer their services to God according to their capacity.

This tendency has influenced to a considerable extent the daily

life of the Vaisnavas generally and particularly in the places

mentioned above and others like Tiruvallikken! (is Madras city),

Mannargudl, Azhvar Ttrunagarl, Melkote (In Karnataka) etc.

Though yogic practices are dealt with m both the Agamas,

stress is laid primarily on upasana (worship), particularly of God in

the form of idols 1518 it is declared as the means for pleasing

and approaching God. Elements of prapat It enter Into it, as

it is the acknowledged means for salvation.

Music and dance ate an essential part of the worship of

God, particularly in temples. This receives emphasis In the

Paficaratra 1519 It |§ also mentioned in the Puranas. 1520 Dance

is not now permitted in temples, and music is confined to

playing the pipe (nadasoara). The flute, lute etc., are now not

in use.

1518 VK pp 507-10 . P«S. II. 1. 1-6.

1519, PaS IV. 11.

1520. Bh, P, XI. 11-38, 14. 243 Cf. Gsrudt-purZn*, CCIX. 6-»,
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The four-thousand bymag of the Azhvars 9
according to

tradition, were set to music by Nathamuni But the way in

which they are now recited In the temples n not musical It Is

easy to guess that the musical mode was lost or abando?id at

some time. Among the factors contributing to this might be the

feeling that concentration oa music might lead to neglect of

meaning and even devo'icnai fervour, and tha f the recitation of

the hymns in the temples would be restricted to those ha\ In®

musical talent and training.

Likewise the bhajana^gosthi or choral group sieging songs in

praise uf God is not In high favour in South India It seems to

be just tolerated oe occasions like the Dhanurmasa (Decembvi

15-January 15) or annual festival processions. The emphasis is

on service to God In temples in some capacity or other, service

to devotees and passively witnessing celebrations of festivals.

M AD HV A

In addition to Ramanuja, three other teachers of South

India have made substantial contributions to Vaisnavism

—

Madhva from Karnataka and Nimbarka and Vailabha from

Andhra, All of them have been influenced by the Pdncaratra

and the Puranas. Ramanuja differs from others In coming under

the influence of Azhvars also Among the forms of God, these

teachers give special importance to area and vibhava (or avatara).

Msdhvacirya (1 199-1277) belonged to Udups near Mangalore.

He wrote a number of work^ on philosophy and religion

demonstrating the ultimate supremacy of Vfs$«* His Tanira -

$ara*$amgraha treats in four chapter the practical aspects of

Val slavism. Pranava is stated to denote Brahman who is identical

with Vi§$u, The Aitaksara is the source of all mantras and Is

the most important among them. 1521 The Samir

l

is said to have

1521, Tantnk-sSr&sangraha, I, 2, 13,
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sprung from the Astdksara recited twice. 1522 tfyasa is described for

mantras and letters 1523 God (Visiju) is to be worshipped in the

cakrahja-mandala, the heart, mountains, water or the ground.1524

The conch, discus and such other things are emblems of Vispu
who Is said to have two consorts, Lak§ml and Bhu 1325 The
materials for making images, their detailed measurements and
other particulars are given in Chapter III, as also the procedure

for consecration. The four vyuhas are mentioned 1526 This

work clearly shows that Madhva was closely following the

Pahoaraira tradition and deeply learned in the lore of mantras.

The Vi$nu-rahasya that he often cites describes fully tha

worship of idols, particularly those of Vi$pu. Idols are of two
kinds, cala and acala. The former is said to be the Vaispava

Brahmin

srRmr jtjt i

g Ipwsit fesrt ii

Visnmahasya
,
X* 2*

The statement that the Vaisnava Brahmin is the cala form

of the Lord may mean no more than tnat he should receive

worship as if he were divine, because the worship of the devotee

Is pleasing to Him 1527 Since this Is not made clear, a

conservative interpretation would be that the text is merely

eulogistic suggesting that Vaisnava Brahmins should be

honourably treated*

1523 Ibid 14

1523 Ibid I 37-39a, 44 , II.

1524, Ibid I 49

1525 Ibid L. 18, 19

1526 Ibid IV 168

1527 Vide RTS, L 489*90 whero a pissag• m cit«d from th#

Padmottara
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The acala type Is of two kinds—what Is sakaja (naturally

formed) and ahiia (consecrated). Of these, the sahaja pratimd

may be a tlrtha (a sacred river like the Ganga or a holy tank

like that at Pushkar), a ksetra (a sacred spot like Piayaga,

Kali, Kuruksetra or Badarl, or an Idol found In the earth at

such a spot) or a &ila (i e , a salagrama which requires no
consecration before being wcrsfaspped).1528 All are qualified

to worship this form.

Worship In the temple has to be performed thrice every

day *529 Only Brahmins are said to be capable of < ff ring

worship there, 1530 Even among them, learned though they

may be, certain blemishes of character or conduct act as

disqualifications. 1531

Stress Is laid on mano-yoga, the fervour and sincerely of

devotion 1532 Without this, observance of external formalities

Is a mere show Hence worship is said to be both internal and
external 1533 The former is done with the mind, and the

dangers involved in its performance by those with uncontrolled

minds are vividly described.1534 The latter Is to be done with

the physical body, and using wealth and other possessions for

performing homa or extending charity 1535

1528. Viswraha'sya, X. 7a-10

1529, Ibid. X 119

1530 Vide

i

Ibid. X. 136.

1531. Ibid. X 14b-21

1532. Ibid LII 43a, 49a.

1533. Ibid. LII 14

1534. Ibid. LII. lS-42a.

1535. Ibid. LII. 49fe-84.
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Though the Vtsnurakasya does not deal with the
construction of temples, other Important aspects of the

Paficaratra are discussed and described. This may explain why
Madhvacarva quotes frequently from the Vtsnurakasya and why
It has enjoyed the favour of writers owing allegiance to the

Dvaita system. But It must be different from the Pdncardtra

text having the same name 1536

lo spite of the Importance attached by the followers of

Madhva to temple worship* there do not seem so be many
temples governed by them The temple at Udupi is under the

control of the pontiffs of eight mathas there* each of whom
takes charge for two years in turn The idols Sn the mutts at

places like Mantralaya (In Kurnool district of Andhra) and

Tirukkoyilur (m Tamil Nadu) are worshipped by the ascetics

ihere according to the Pdncardtra Festivals are celebrated in

the temple at Odupf with processions, but there Is do chorus of

Veaic chanters following the idol. The ascetic himself offers

the holy water ustd for worship to the disciples and the

congregation

The Ahntka
, mentioned '"hove, is informative oo the daily

life of the Madhvas Alt acts should be undertaken only for

pleasing Vtsnu and they form part of worship The worshipper

should wear oo his forehead a filaka m sandal paste in the form

of the u rdhva*pundra. 1537 Similarly, a mark In the form of the

lotus must be worn on the chest, in tee form of the bamboo
leaf oo each arm, and in the form of the flame of a lamp in

other places This seems to be an attempt to reconcile the

differing rules In ihe Idvara, Pdramesthya and Ndrcdiya

SamhttdsJS38 Curiously enough, there is no mention of the

1536 LT Introduction p 11 It is not however cl#ar that a w#rk
having this name is meant here. See Schrader p. 10

1537 Madhva’s Kr^namrta-mahnrntVM, II 227-9
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pandta of the form of the Lord D
s foot 1539 The use of sacred

mod from £>rlrangam
9
Bvaraka

5
£>rlkurmain 3 Slmbadrl, Prayaga*

Varaha (drimusnaca) and groves of tulasl , along with holy mater

from the worship of salagramas, is allowed. While performing

acamana> the names of the four vyuha Deities should also be

uttered along with the twelve names of Visnu beginning with

Ke£ava 1540

The followers of Madhva observe the saciament of tdpa by

getting their shoulder-blades branded with the heated metal

emblems of the conch and the discus It is their belief that the

marks on their shoulders should not be allowed to fade out.

Many impress everyday with sandal paste the forms of the

conch and discus as Tirdhva-pundra not merely on the shoulder-

blades but also oo the chest, arms etc 1541

The Ahnika details the procedure for wotsbip and describes

the pujd-mantapa where it is to be performed Worship Is to be

offered with devotion even to Ananta, Garuda and others

forming the retinue of God. After snapana
y

the Bvadaga-stotra

of Madhva must be recited. Vessels containing food to be
offered must be placed on the bljaksara of £>rl written on
decorating designs made with coloured flour on the floor, and
consecrated with the mula-manlra The mantras for offering food

1538 See PR pp 72-3

1539 A Brahmaratra text cited in SR p 72 refers to this form.

1540 Ahnika, pp 16-17

1541 &ankha-cakrankana is a dlk^a which confers superiority Without
it and the urdh va-pundra no undertaking yields fruits Vide

crafts sjNr *rar mi ^ firsrt i

crm ^ ftrerctsftr % n

differ ffmn; fjm i

Ibid. VII. 64-e5a.
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consist of the names of the five vital airs in association with

those of Anlruddha, Pradyumna, Sathkarsaija, Vasodeva and
Nsrayana, The mula-manlta must be uttered for Brahman. The
JitanU'Stotra of five sections 1542 •« to be then recited. After

performing Vaidvadeoa, the pteceptor. Brahmins and the retinue

of Visnu must be worshipped. After completing the worship,

one must draw on the forehead a straight black line (using

charcoal from the incense offered) on the pun dra of sandai paste.

Thus the fanearsira is held in high esteem by the Msdhvas

as the best among the sastras.

Vide •

qrarTr^q' ^sr^r spfcrrg fk 1

Vivnurahasya
,
VII. 32*$3&*

In accordance with its dictates, they use the pi^ta*padu In

sacrifices. They hold that even knmya rituals are to be

performed without expectation of reward when they become

aka mya, pleasing to the Lord 1843 While doing any act*

particularly any act the Veda enjoins, one must have knowledge,

devotion and detacfament.1544 Vide/

=ET sfcTf I

Madhva’s Karma-ntrnaya.

1542 The printed text, according to the followers of Ramanuja, has

six sections.

1543 Madhva’s Kr$nam rta-mahdmaya, 234b, Cf. Mali clbhdrata*

tatparya-mrmya
,
XXIX. 56,

1544, Such acts should never be given up, Kr ^namrta*mahdmavat

235b.
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N I MB ARK A
Nimbirka {area 1200 AD), born In Andhra and originally

called Bhaskar&e&rya, was an ascetic reputed to be an avat&ra of

the sun-god who put down heretics. A story about his name,

Nimb&rka, relates a miracle. Once he played host to a Jatna

ascetic with whom he was having a philosophical debate.

Suddenly they realised that they had debated till the sun was

about to get As neither of them could take food after suo«set

he made the sun stand still In its course, asking the Jalna to

wait under a nlm (namba

)

tree and serving food to him there

Hence the name of s N^mbSrka 9 or * Nimbadiiya * ,1545

NiyamsnandSclrya was another name of his 1548

The sect founded by him Is called * Hioasa * after the

incarnation of Vis$u as a swan who taught the Veda to

Brahms, 1547 |0 the same form he taught the pure tradition to

Sanaka, Smandana, Sanatana and SsnatkumSra Nimbarka
received St from Nsnda. His cult Is known as Sanaikumara*

J\ drada-sampradaya^ Vide;

fimrqr sjpc

trt wnracnasnl ^^afr^Tsrgrrrf^rsr: i

(Ke<a^i Kasrulra-bhatta’s c mmeutiry on the Bhagavadgltu

last dloka

)

1545 H H Wilson Religious Sects of the Hindus, d 86 Das Gupta’s
History of Indian Philosophy (III p 399) says that he was a native of Nimba
or Nimbapura m Bellary District and that ha died m 1165 See P N Snxu-
vasachary’s Bhedahheda

, p, 155 Giridhara Prapanna’s Dada$lok%~vydkhfd
La§hu-manju?a

f 6 says he belonged to Brndavana near Delhi,

1546 Devacarya, Siddhanta-Jahnavi, p 6

1547. The Hawsa-mcarnation is mentioned mBh P X 2, 40 Cf. Ibid.

XI 4,17. His appearance thus before &va(XI. 19 13) and before Brahmi
(XI, 17. 3) is also mentioned,
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Among the followers of NImbarka are both householders

and recluses. They are largely found In Upper India, near

Mathura and id Bengal They wear the urdhva*pundra wills

white earth or the sandal paste offered to God with a circular

black mark in the centre. They aiso wear a necklace of tulasl

beads* Rldha and Krsna ire worshipped by them *548

Nlmbarba's philosophy can be described as Svabhauika*

Bhedabheda It makes a wonderful adjustment of conflicting

metaphysical views It seems an adaptation of the tenets of the

ancient thinker, Audoloml, referred to In the Brahma»Sutra$A§49

ft admits dvattadvaita between phenomena and the noumenon

and bhedabheda between the self and Brahman 1550 who is both

saguna aed nirguna Brahman is the abode of auspicious qualities,

free from imperfections and both the material and instruments!

cause of the urnverse The immanent Sakfi of Br&hinan Is

responsible for creation *551

It is further held that Brahman is Radha Krsna,*552 having

a dual spiritual form made of beauty and bliss. The six gunas

listed by the Pancard tra are among Brahman's innumerable

qualities, thus testifying to the influence of the Ag^^a on

Nimbarka *553 Prapatti Is a path to moksa open to all. Self-

surrender to the grace of God is the most important of Its six

elements 1554 Devotion to Radha-Krsna deepens Into Intense

1548 For these particulars, see H H Wilson, Religious Sects of

the Hindus
, p 86

1549 Brahma-sutras t
1 4 21 ; IV 4 6,

1550, Cultural Heritage of India
,
Vo! I p. 573,

1551 The Philosophy of ‘ Bhedabheda \ pp 158-9.

1552 Ibid p 155

1553 Vide Laghumartjusa on DaJailokt p 18,

1554 Ke^ava Kasmira Bhatta’s commentary on Bh, G tl p. 2; XVIII, 8® l

Ihagavadgritd-tattva-prakd iikfi

,

XVIII. 73,
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Jove, evoking a revelation of God’s blissful nature and leading

lo mok$a The friendship of the gopis should be sought 1S5S

Sayujya or Brahmanubhava characterises mok$a 1550

Nimbarka wrote the Da&a&lokl
,

a brief conspectus of his

system* and a commentary on Brahma sutras called Veddnta -

parnata°$aurabha. Hss immediate disciple, £>s inivaslcarya,

commented on it in Vedanta -kau \ tubha ; which received a

commentary* Kaustubha-prabhu
,
from K ^iva K§smira Bhatta*

Devacarya explained the Brahma-sutras > Nimoirka’s lines In

Stddhanta jdhnavl which has a super-commentary, Setts, by

Sondara Bh^tta Vanamall M £ra discusses the system in detail

In his Vedanta»$iddhanta samgraha (a'so kn )wn as Sfruit stddhanta)

In seven chapters T.i Bhagavadglta u interpreted accotding

to Nimbarka by Ke£iva Kasmira Biatta in Tattva-prakahkd

Nlmb rrka holds Krsni* associated with Rad ha, to be the

Supreme Reality 1557 Haya^rlv-* is specially mentioned In the

tfruti-siddhanta 1558 f he three ultimate principles. Brahman

(Krsna), ct

t

(the self) and cat (inert matter), are real, eo»eterne!

and both diftrrent and non-differem from out another, Vide:

Vedanta-partja ta-sawrahha
,

II 1 22.

Brahman's auspicious qualities and freedom from imperfv ctiong

are stressed. V*de for instance

Daiu&hkj 4

1555 Cultural Heritage o' India, II p 152

1556 Vanamah Misra’s Vedanta-siddhanta-samgraha (also called Sruti*

stddhanta ), II 60

1557 P N Srirnvasachan’s Philosophy of Bhedabheda
, p. 150, Th®

name ‘ iCr§na ' is thus derived

’Tnr sr&Tfit 5% i

1558 iruti-siddhanta, I, 1 , IV. 1
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There are many similarities between the systems of

Ramanuja and Nimbarka. Prapatti and its elements are

common to both. Sayujya characterises mokqa. Inert matter is

of three kinds—immutable (aprakfta), mutable and time 15S9

Brahman is Vi$$u and His body is eternal. Brahma and Rudra
are subordinate to Him. Vlsvaksena, Garuda and many other

eternally free selves attend on Him 1560 The main purpose of

His descents on the earth is only to enable His devotees to have

intimate communion with Him. 1561 The term, * mSv3 \ is

understood an knowledge.

Vide :

j?r«rr wgjf fr;rwr?r i

eror i

Ke^ava Kasmlra Bhatta’s Bhagavadgtla^hhasya^ IV. 6.

Similar views had been advanced by Ramanuja earlier, 1562
r

i ne Gjta 9

$ male teaching h the dcctnne of beif^surrender. Tb©
above-quoted commentary thereon observes:

Ibid. XVIII. 73.

1 h* similar views of Ramfiouja^ school have been referred to

earlier 1563

1559 For the Nimbarka school see Siddhanta-jahnan, p 77 , and
DaiaUokt, 3 Compare Rahasvaraksa on Ramanuja's &riranga-gadyam*

p 69

«fttPNrfrari{. i

1580. KeSava Kasrmra Bhatta's Bhagavadgita-bha sya, p. 2

1561 Ibid p 3, Cf Ramanuja's hhasya on Bh G IV 8.

1562. &r%hha§ya
t

I 1. 21. Durgacsrya offers the same explanation on
Nirukta, V 15 S'ridhara interprets msya as knowledge under Bh* P,

X 8 30

1553, Se© also P, N» Snnivasachan’s History of VHi^udvmt®, p, 314,
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Ramgtmja’s methodology seems to have influenced

NImbSrka, as may be seen particularly In his commentary on

the Brahma~sutras. Through RamSnuj, again, he must have

come under Pancaratta Influence The system Is not directly

mentioned by him, but he uses the word, 6 vyuhafigin
f 1564

Similarly, £>rinivasacarya mentions iddguriya without referring

to the Agarna. 1585 But Kesava Kasmlra Bhatta cites passages

from the texts of the system which is mentioned by name *508

According to Vanamatl M*£ra> the Panearaira in the best among

the source-books 1587 Manu Smrti and other authoritative lex's

are based oo It 1568 He refers to the four vyuhas 1589 Charting

the course of the sou] attaining release, he says that it proceeds

to Anfreddha* then to Pradyurana, thence to SahkaTs m and

finally to Vasudev^ tht Paramtdman. 1570 The fivefold sacrament

Is described in detail and enjoined as obligatory 1571

Nimbarka and his followers accept the PdHcardtra whole-

heartedly He does not take pains to controvert views

questioning the Agama's authority or to reject the theory that

the Brahmaputra section at the end of Chapter II, part 2, is

against the creation of the universe by £> *.k I without the control

of God. £>rinivaba'atya also does not refer to thr^e

1564 D-iailokt, 4 The word is taken by the commentator
Purusottama a pupil of VrimvasaCirva, to m^an thi four 'vyuhas' and
also several lauds of divine descents like the purm avatar a, the qunn vatu ra

and iTlavatsira Girtdhara-p^panna m his commentary, Liqhu
gives a brief account

1535 Bhagavadcitl tattva-piaka s ika t p 2

1568 Kaustithha-ptahha on Brahm 2-sutns II 4 44 In his Tattva-

prakahka
, under Bh G VII 2 and IX 30 Sattvata-tantra and Sn-suttvata

are cited Narada-paftcaraira is quoted under XViH 73 Under X. 3, a

statement is identified as found m 1

Pdnearatra-vacaria \

1567, Vedanta-siddhanta-sangraha
,
11,78,

1568,, Jhid IV 81-82

1569. Ibid

.

IV. 26-33

1570. Jhid . II. 61-63.

1571. Purusottama’s commentary on the D&£a$lok%,
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controversies* But Ke^ava Kasmlra BfaatJa adopts Ramanuja's

views on the matter He stresses particularly the authority of

the Mahahharata In the matter. There li an Ingenious suggestion

by him that If Vyasa criticised the Pancardtra It must have been

some other school of thought with the same name*

Nimbarka*s followers however do not adopt temple

worship They have Implicit faith In their preceptors who are

grhastkas or recluses. Perhaps the worship of Idols conducted

In the mathas by leading preceptors is adopted by the followers*

V ALL AB HACARY A

Vallabh&earya (1478-1531) Is said to have been born in

Andhra* In his view, Brahman having sat, at and anania as Its

attributes is the cause of the world. Bat It Is mrvtdesa In the

sense of not having any ordinary or material attribute It is

one, Infinite and the inner controller of ail the selves* The

difference perceived between them and Brahman is not natural,

but due to HSs will Between the two, there Is also non-

difference which is perfect and not due to illusion {mayU)
%

Hence this system is called Suddhddvatta ,

The Supreme Being Is Krsna and the way of attainment the

Pu$h marga. Vallabha’s teachings rely largely on the Bhigavata
f

which is admitted as the fourth prasthdna * Accordingly It Is to

be understood In Its sevenfold meaning as ddslra
>

skandha »

prakarana
,
adhydya

%
vdkya

,
pada and aksara 1572 * Pusfi

9 means
4 nourishment ’—from love of the Lord derived from His grace

which nourishes its object. The grace may be ordinary,

(maryadd) or special (pustt ). The latter destroys the effects of

time, karma and svabhava 1573

1872, Cultural Heritage of India , Vol I, p, 598,

1873, Vide

Tativartha-dlpa* II* 229,
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The first step to attain God’s grace is to surrender to Him,
This evokes God’s grace and purifies The next step is to render

service to God So the form of an idol. Then comes dtmamvedana

which consists in offering ail of one’s belongings to God, never

using anything before an offering 1§ made of it Service creates

a strong attachment to the Lord called nirodha which is of three

kinds

—

prma
9 dsakti and vyasanaj 574

Puslt may be iuddka or mi$ra
9
svdriha or pardrtha Rituals

enjoined by the scriptures are inferior to devotion , they

belong to the path of maryEda in which God’s grace becomes
limited in some way or other. But the pusti rndrga is free of

such limitations It can also be called the path of mrguna «

ihakti
, as It traosecods the raaterisl affections of saitva

,
rajas

and tamas. Such devotion has no object to gain and Is

disinterested 1575

This path leads to enjoyment of divine vision The devotee

has no need of renunciation. His enjoyment shows everything

Including makqa as worthless 1576 The cowherdesses of Brndavan

are treated as the dearyas of this path. 1517 The devotee has to

1574.

Cf

Vide

s&Tsrf jtito! *rr *m werr I

Vallabha’s Siddhantamuk ta valu

rsrcNii i

Harir&ya on Vallabhas Nirodha-Iaksana, p 232,

1575

rrsef%?rr srfeffrrar *rr i

Vallabha*s Subodhim on Bh t III 29 12,

1576 The Cultural Heritage of India

,

Vol I, p 603,

1177. Vide

*msr?3TW^% TOftftrcg'rar i

srafehiT f^srr gjfrrrofq’ pror «

Cf, The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. II, p, 605,
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cultivate their mental attitude, the gopubhsm. The bridal

mysticism of such devotees requires the cultivation of some
feminine traits. This leads to the bhagavad-bhdva in which the

self finds the Lord in all things connected with Him, and He Is

realized as Satwstman* In moksa the self acquires the brShma
body and satisfies all desires. There is no fall or return from
that state.

Vallabha declares that the pusti-msrga is the real purport
of the Vedas, the epics, the Psncaratta and all sacred texts.1578

Vide-

Trar*m: sr%?rw*:?r qraarcrlr: i

3T!%asr srrsrsrew

f&nfqrfr efrorr sr|sr n

Tattvfirlhadlpa, I. 140.

It is open to all without any distinctions It is best among all

the paths to salvation because there is no fear of a fall.

Vide-

<ncw4 srrf^r nt'sw: *iwr u

Ibid, II. 222.

The preceptors here are called G&svSmms 1579 which Is often

written and spoken of as
4 Gosains \ Their dress Is costly and

1578 In his Vftti on Tattvartha-dlpa, (13) Vallabha calls the

Bhcigavats, GW and Fdncordtra as Bhagavat-chdstra.

1579* One view is that this was originally a title of Caitanya and the

preceptors of his cult After Vallabha’s followers wrested control over a

temple at Gokula from the followers of Caitanya, they are said to have

taken the title. A, K, Majumdar, Caitanya
>
his life and Doctrine t p, 273.

asv—58
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food luxurious* Their followers, among whom are many rich

merchants and businessmen, are required to dedicate body
ft

mind and wealth to them

Gold icons of Gopafa, Kfspa and Radhs are worshipped
In their temples. The Kr$$a image has a dark hue and Is

richly decorated. Worship Is conducted eight times every

day. *§80 The ritual does not follow any traditional procedure,

but consists of offering flowers, perfumes and food to the

accompaniment of prayers of praise,

Feitlval® are celebrated In temples They include, In

addition to Krsna Jayanti

+

the Rdsyatra In October, The
dances of the gopis are commemorated through song and
dance. Pictures and Images of GopSla are worshipped In the

house

Valiabha’s followers marie the forehead with two red,

vertical lines meeting at the top of the nose, with a round, red

ipot between them Similar marks are also found on the arms

and chest of the devout. They wear rosaries of tulasl bead®

and greet one another as * $>ri Krsna 9 and
4

Jaya G 9 1381

Mathura, Brndavao, Puri and Dwaraka are their holy

places. The greatest sanctity is attached to Sri Nath Dwsr
temple near Agra. Every one in the sect has to visa the place

at least once in his life and contribute to its upkeep.1582

Vallabha holds that the Btahma-tulras reject the validity of

the Pdncardtra because It teaches the birth of the st If He
agrees with it however on all other points. According to him i

*

expounds the pustt*mdrga.

1580. For details, see H , H. Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hindus'*

pp t 72-73.

1531, Ibid, p, 75.

1502. Ibid.
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Vide :

*rrfsra#$r^
f*w*TT«n srg®rrr% *NTr*wirnff ?n i

write W?it m*r \
1583

Vallabfaa*® Bhakti-ham&a, pp. 169.

This describes the Pa nearaira method of worship and comes

under mSrySda In Vallabha f
s system. 1584 The vyUkas are

however held to be Inferior to God as Porusottama.lSSS

RAMaNANBA
RamUnanda was born at PraySga.1588 The date is uncertain.

He Is claimed to be a direct disciple of Rsmanuja or the

fourUvlSSI or the fifth In descent from him through Devinanda*

HarySoanda ard Raghavinanda. On account of a dispute with

his preceptor, Raghavanaoda, he was ostracised. This led to

his founding a new sect open to all without distinction of caste

or creed. The regional language replaced Sanskrit as the

medium of Instruction His twelve disciples were representative

of all the castes and many professions. Bhakli and prapatti

from the south were taken to the north by him. 1588

He recognised no distinction between God and His

devotees 1689 His teachings were marked by a spirit of

1583 See also Tattvarthadspa, I 140

1584 Raghunltha ©a Bhakti-hamsa . pp 48-49

1585 Cultural Heritage of India, L p GOT

1586 Ibid p 378

1581 H H Wilson Religious Sects of the Hmduss pp. 23-24. Vide
also Bhakti-m&la ,

1588 Cultural Heritage of India* IV. p. 318 , P. N. Snnivasachan's
History of VHitfSdvaita, p, 543.

1589 Ibid, 11,887, H, H, Wilson, Religious Sects of the Hmdu$i
pp, 34, 28-29,
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synthesis. Whatever feeling (hkSva) Is natural to one should be
the basis for the means to attain Gad Devotees could be

house*holden or recluses 1600

The Incarnation of God (Vi^n) as Rima Is held In the

highest reverence among all His forms. Therefore the followers

of this teacher are sometimes called ‘Rimavats® The
salagrima and the tulasl plant are also worshipped. Mendicants

called * Bairffgt* % numerous In the Indo-Gangctlc plain and

largely hailing from the poorer classes, chant the names of

Rama and Kr§#a 1591

Ramanuja's liberalism, based on the Vai§#ava tradition

coming down through the epic* and the purdnas , must have

influenced Rlminanda in preaching that distinctions of caste

should not be observed among devotees. However, no
Devaoaeda or Hannanda Is known among the immediate

disciples of Ram&ouja Perhaps the tenets of this school went
to the north through men who were impressed by the teachings

of Ramanuja, and hive also thus influenced several small sects

lo North India through R&mioanda, among whom the followers

of Kablr are often included.

CA IT ANY A

Vi^vambhara, born In I486 A D
,
was called Gauranga on

account of bis fair complexion , After he became a monk, he
was known by the name of Caitanya. His father was JagannSiba
M’sra and his teacher Vasudeva Sarvabbauma, the great

logician During a pilgrimage he received the Gopala-mamra %t

Puri from Hvara Port Meditation on it led him to an ecstatic

state filled with the vision of Kprta and made him a worsnlpper

of the Lord in this form along with Radha 1592

1590. Ibid, p 25,

1591. Ibid. pp. 27-28

1592. A. K. Majumdar , Caitanya, His Life and Doctrine, p, 108 » 133.
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Though Caitanya's teacher, being a disciple of Midhavendra
Puri,1593 belonged to the Madhva tradition. Caltanya himself
taught not Dvatfa, but Acintya bhedabheda. He held that the

difference and non-difference between the selves and God is

inscrutable. This doctrine was later elaborated by Rapa,
Sinstana and Jlva, each of whom had the title of ‘Gosvimln*.lB94

Nfirayapa and the four vyuhas are admitted as shining forma

of Kno< (God) Free from the influence of the gupas of matter.

He has three powers or energies—saarupa or sentience, tatastha

or the self, and bahirafiga, also called mays. They correspond

to para, ksttrajna and aoidyS Saktu The svarupa-iakh has the

three attributes of sat, at and ananda
,
also known as sandhinj,

sammt and hlsdinl respectively. Radba represents the last of

these.1595

The Ideal of Radha-Kr^a helps in realising the absence of

disdnctlon between Kf$pa and His devotees Loving devotion

towards God ( preman or bhaktt-rasa) is taken to be the fifth

important aim of life (or purusmtha), the other four being practice

of virtue, acquisition of wealth, satisfaction of desires and

attainment of salvation The sentiment of devotion and the

various religious emotions under this head are dealt with In the

Bhakti rassmyta-undhu and Ujjoala-nilamani of Rupa-gosvSmln

and Bhakti-sandarbha of Jiva-gosvamin

Bhakti is said to be of three kinds— sadhana, bhSva and

prema Eich of these is a stage. The performance of enjoined

1593 Ibid p, 47-50
,

‘ gripada Madhavendra ' by Dr. H Vedanta

Sastn, ’‘A I O. C. Summaries of Papers", pp. 148-50. Majumdar records

the tradition that the idol he worshipped was installed at Nath Dwar
temple

1594 Majumdar, Op at
,
ch XXIII.

1695, Majumdar, Op, cit,, chs, XXJIl and XXIV.
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rites rouses incipleal devotion ; which Intensifies ; and which

finally serves as the means and end of enjoyment.1696

Bhakti should be preferred to karma, jnSna 1897 and

nalragya. It dispels doubts, destroys egotism and makes the

effects of past actions wither away. The practice of intense

devotion requires that the injunctions of the Vedas, Smyth,

Pampas and Pancaratra texts be obeyed, Jnana and karma

should be regarded as a joint upnya jn which the rituals are to

be performed according to the Pancaratra 1599 Jnana can be

practised along with and as subordinate to bhakti. Vila's name
and mantras (particularly, the Gapala-mantra) are to be uttered

always. All action must be dedicated to G *d Pilgrimages are

recommended. God’s forms, qualities and sports must be
sung about Prapatti can also lead to moksa

The idol of God should not be throught of as a piece of

atone. When an idol is taken In procession it must be
circumambulated.

Worship of images is called dssatd yaga and that of house-
hold deities arcand. Hell awaits thv se who neg'ect them.
Initiation Is necessary for this kind of worship.

Among men the devotees of Vispu are the be*t Among
the gods, Siva and Brahma are to be worshipped as devotees of
Vispu Distinctions should not be observ d among devotees.

One Gopala B latta from the south introduc'd the principles

of the Pancaratra into Gautflya Vaispavism. His Hacbl ,i*s are

found m Hanbkaktt-vtlSsa 1599 The influence of the Agama is

1596, Ibid. pp. 293. 299 , chs. XXV, XXVI.

1597. Ibid. pp. 333, 337.

1598. Ibtd. pp. 324-332.

1599, Ibid. pp. 333-334 give an account of this work in some detail.
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considerable. Vyuhas are admitted, Sankarsana Is said to

preside over ahankara, Vasudeva over citta, Pradyumna over
buddht and Anlruddba over manas "The pupils of Caltanya cite

In their works the Satlvata^samhttd^ Hayadirsa-pdftcatdtra and
Other such texts. Rituals Involve bhutaiuddhi and follow the

Agama directions, 1600

The school of Caltanya has developed an elaborate and
complex theory of divine descents Krsna or Purusottama Is

the Supreme Being and not a divine Incarnation. He has three

forms. The svayathrilpa is natural and exclusive to Him. The

tadekatma-rupa Is a hypostatic manifestation identical with Him
and also distinct thiough appearance and posiession of

attributes This is subdivided into vtldsa (as In the case of

Narayana and Vasudeva) having the same power as the original

exclusive form ; svamda, which is Inferior and exemplified by

Matsya, Sankarsina and others; and uveda of dakti as In

Adi-sesa, of jndna as In Sanaka* and of bhaku as In Nafad®J®01

There is also a fivefold division of divine descents. The

vyuhas represent the
j
buru^a Qatara Tbt,guna variety allows the

play of the three gu&as as io the case of the trinity of Bfahma
ffi

Visnu and Siva Twentyfour forms illustrate the HlamtBra

type Every Manu’s reigo involves a descent, as In the case of

Hari, Vaikuntha, Vamana and others. Among the four yugas 9

each ha® Its own special kind of descent, 1602

The Supreme Being inspires certain souls and makes them

descend as prophets They are God’s descents only In a

1600 Rupa Gosvamm’s Sanksepa-bhagavatdmjta, p 205

1601. S K De “ The Doctrine of Avatara m Bengal Vaunavism *’ m
Studies in Indology presented to M M Kuppuswami Sastn, p 26.

1602 Ibid pp, 27-29. See also S K De’s S|
Early History of the

Vai?nava Faith and Movement m Bengal ”, p. 154 and Jlva-gosvlmm's

Sri Kr§na-sandarbha where nine vyhha descents are mentioned. The

additional five are Narayana, Hayagrlva, Variha, Nrsimha and Brahmana,
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Baladeva VidyBbhujajja of the 18th century wrote the

Govtnda*bhu§ya on the Brahma-su itas In accordance with the

teachings of Caitanya. It is in the main on the lines of
Madhva.1603 A pupil of Pitambara-dasa and RadhB-damodara,
he held the individual self to be a part of Qod. Radha Is the

foremost among His energies (daktls) 1609 i0 another wort,

Prameya-ratnSkara (VI. 1) he stressed the need for the five

sacraments. The worship of the salagrdma is yaga Vide

3 «rnre*fcr i

Prameya-ratnSkara (VI. 3c)*

The principle of vtdtqa (particularity), perhaps taken over from

Madhva by Radha-d&modara in his Vedanta~dyamaniaka
t Is stated

to help the Lord In whom it Is inherent to distinguish Himself

as Brahman and Paramaiman Baladeva explains this as supra*

logical (acintya

)

1610 Passages are cited by these writers from

the Sattvata, Ananda and Vtsvaksena Samhitat.

The Impact of Ramanuja’s teachings Is seen In several

respects. Sevn to God, the preceptor and devotees Is enjoined*

Significantly, bhaktt is Identified'wlth it, Vide •

wsr % srrgt^srrqr: i

arorc&n' ft? jJt^crr n

Jlvagosvamin cited by A K Majumdar,
Caitanya

, p 327 &pp 329-31.

Thirtytwo offences are listed as needing to be avoided while

offering service to the Lord They are similar to the enumeration

of Vedanta De^ika in his Pancaratra-raksd, 161

1

1608. A. K Majumdar, Op, at ch XXII

1600. Ibid, p. 290,

1610. Das Gupta, Indian Philosophy, IV. p. 442,

1611. Majumdar, Op. cit. pp. 301-2, Cf, PR , pp, 13S-4*

ASV—59
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GopSla-bhatta’s Hafi*bhakti*vilclsa gives a detailed account

of the worship of Images le temples and all rituals connected

with it. It is on Pancaratra lines. I® 12 GopAla-Visnu Is the

Supreme Deity according to Kramadiptka which mentions the

five sacraments This is another work of the school

Madhva*s Influence on Caitanya’s philosophy amounts to

little But In the Hoe of Caftanya’s preceptors is Madhavendra
Pud, as mentioned In Gama ganoddtia-dipikd 1613

Caitanya’s greatness is revealed In his stress on the practice

of hkaktt fn many ways Worship of the idol at home and that

at the temple is imperative. His social outlook was liberal

la his teachings, women and Madras are permitted to worship

the salagrdma. But this light seems to be denied In

practice, 1614 Structures are enjoined to be raised for housing

the deities But there seems to be no provision for building

shrines for Rsdha and Krsna.1615

Caitanya himself Is worshipped as a dual descent of RaJha
and Kf§na He is said to have been worshipped even during

his life-time 1616

The rastka aspect of the Radha Kfspa cult Influenced the

glorification of Rama and Sita on similar lines in a late work
Vasistha~sarhhitfi . But this Rama cult does not appear to bav t

had many followers 1617

1613 Ibid pp 332-4

1613 Ibid p 264 Taere is discussion m ch XXII The authority of

this work xs disputed

1614 Ibid p 334

1615 Ibid .

1616 Ibid p, 292

1617 M R Misra, * { ANote on the Vasi^ha-samhita ,s m ‘‘Summary
of Papers of the 26th International Congress of Orientalists ", 1964,

pp, 164-5, The work was copied m 1802 A D,
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VI J N I MABH1KSU
VijSSnabhifcsu (c. 1550 A D ), a well known writer on the

Sankhya and Yoga systems, commented on the Brahma*sutras In

Vtjnanamfta He was a G inch ascetic who held the Supreme
Brahman to be ill Kr§$i Nlrayana is Rarya-Brahman Atman

could be denoted by the word, 1
I$ vara \ Though He is the

Lord of all, He creates mahat etc,, with His potency called
4 mSya \

Though there is really one Self, a plurality of selves has

to be admitted for practical purposes

Among the vyuha manifestations, Vasudeva alone is eternal,

Samkarsma and others are His manifestations Samkar§aua

(3iva), Prady umna and Amruddha arise from Visiiu, the subtie

body of Brahman Nl ayana and Vis$u are the manifestations

of Bhagavao Matsya, Kuima and other descents are hlSvatdras 9

while Bhagavan is an ameiavatnra 1618

The Utpatty-asambhava dhikaraya of Brahmasutras (II 2) Is

Interpreted by Vljnaaabhiksu as denying that Brahman has birth*

He thus wisely avoids the controversy about the validity of the

Paneardira 1619

OTHER VAISNAVA SECTS

The Important schools of Vaisnavism referred to so far

Influenced some minor sects The founders of the schools could

not have influenced these sects. They developed gradually,

Ramananda, for example, could not have taught anyone

who later founded a sect. But he is said to have had twelve

chief disciples*i820 Some of them or their students and later

1618 Vijnanamfta, I. 1. 5.

1619, Ibid

,

II 2,

1620, Wilson and Bhaktmsls give different lists,
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teachers seem to have started sects bearing their names. They

belong to all castes and many professions. Stress on bkakti is

the one common feature among them.

Among such teachers was Tulasi Dls (1545*1624), a pupil

of Jagannatha Das and his student, Nabhaji. (In another version

he studied under Nara Hari Dasa, a pupil of Ram5nanda)
He was a Brahmin of Hajipur near Citrakuta, After a sojourn

at Brodavana with Nabhajt he wrote the Rdmacarita-manasa
,

a

celebrated work which gives a Hindi version of the Rdmdyana
He ardently advocated the worship of Rama and Si ta His

spic seems Intended to prevent the disintegration of sand tana-

dharma .

God is taught to be formless* But the love of His devotees

for Him induces Him to assume a visible form, just as the

wafer, latent in ice and hails'oaes, becomes patent under

certain conditions 1622 The real devotee finds God In the

movable and Immovable things 1623

He Is an ardent champion of bhakU and describes Its nine

varlenes 1624 ft js fostered by the company of holy men and

recluses Devotion annihilates the sufferings caused by the

cycle of births and deaths But the path of jddna Is hazardous:

one following it is liable to fall 1625

The Lord Is said to take Hjs abode in the heart of the self

for two reasons The self mu$ ? not seek anything from Him:
there must be genuine love for Him

1621. Cultural Heritage of India, IV 395,

1622. Rama~carita-manasa
t I. 115 1-2.

1623. Ibid IV 3

1624. Ibid III 344.

1625 Ibid. VII 118, 1-4.
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lo metaphysics, Tulasl Das considers as erroneous the

theories that declare the world as real, unreal, or partly real

and partly unreal The seeker of self-realisation must reject

them. For they are of no help lo realising one's nature or that
of God 1626 But some claim him to be a follower of Sankara,
though he was a devotee of Rama and had the title of
6 Gosaio * (as borne out from his JhdnadipikQ) 1627

Another teacher of a small Vaisnava sect was Nlbhaji (1600)

who wrote the Bhaktimala He was initiated Into Valsnavlsm

by Agradas, though his connection with RimSnanda is not

proved. 1628

Widely prevalent In North India is the worship of Radba

and Krsna The importance given to God m a feminine form

dates back to the distant past The S'akta Jgamas play up this

tradition and make male divinities inferior. Other Agamas tend

to give equal Importance to both the sexes io their conception

of Godhead. Thus Laksmi and Slta are given due importance

In Vaisnava Agamas Ramanuja stressed the importance of

worshipping the Father as well as the Mother of the universe.

But the name of Raiha Joes not occur in the source-books of

the Krsna colt

A sect of Raiba-vallabhls worship Krsna merely as the

vallabha or lover of Raiha to whom primary importance is

given Hanvaros'a who founded a mutt at Brndavana in 1585,

is said to be its founder. His Radha~$udhantdht praises Radha 1629

On the whole, the cult does not seem to be very different from

Bengal Va’snavlsm

1626. Vmaya-patnka
,

III.

1627. Munshi, “Indological Felicitation Volume ", XX. ttl rod
pp. 401-411

1628 H H Wilson* Religious Sects of the Hindus, p, 31.

1629. Ibid, pp, 98-100,
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Some Valsnava sects with limited following are found In

Jaipur, Delhi, Orissa and a few other places. They bear such

names as Saktibhavas, Harigcbapdls, S&dhana-pantbis and

Madfaavls. The sect of Caran-dasls preaches faigi moral

standards and enjoins regular worship of the salagrama* 1630

The 4 bairdgis * and various orders of ascetics like the Nagas

do not constitute different sects, though H H Wilson takes

that view.1631 They belong to the sects mentioned above and

similar Vais^ava sects, their differences in observances being

due more to their life as recluses than to the theoretical aspects

of philosophy or religion.

A peculiar cult called 1 Rad haswiml * had for its fifth

leader Parana Guru Huzur Sahabji Maharaj (born in 1881). His

Yathdrtka-prakada states that the Supreme Being, superior to the

perishable and the imperishable, is the Parama*puru$a The

worship of Kr§na who is His divine descent, yields spiritual

benefits As renoneiation is held to be Impossible, «he active

life of performing the duties enjoined in the da siras Ss

advocated Yoga is also recommended.

SPREAD OF VAISNAVISM
Many of the important developments of Vaisnavism in later

times have been briefly glanced at in the last few pages But

Vaisnavism has prevailed all over India from ancient times* as

may be seen from numerous temples, Inscriptions and literary

works. Many royal dynasties patronised the cult, but without

narrow-minded fanaticism The regions over which they ruled

constantly changed on account of wars and conquests It Is

not therefore easy to de termine the history of Vaisavism in each

region.

1630 Ibid pp 100*103.

1631, Ibid, 103-6.
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The tolerant spirit suffered a serious setback when

Ramanuja was persecuted and the VIspu idol at the Govlndaraja

shrine In Chidambaram was removed. These anti-Vaisijava

activities are attributed to Kulottunga I In the 11th century.

There is a tradition that R&mSnuja consecrated the temple at

Melkote (10 Karnataka) In 1099 A D. and that he remained

there till 1110 when the persecuting king died 1632 But other

dates have been mentioned such as 1070 when Adbtrajendra was

the ruler 1633 The Chidambaram sacrilege is dated at 1087

A D.1634 Though all this led to ill feeling between halvas and

Vaisnavas and many bluer attacks in writings were made by each

against the other, the kings continued to extend their patronage

to all cults, though they might have faith only in one of them.

Hence Inscriptions of a Vaisnaviie tinge, Vlspu temples and

coins with emblems like Garuda on them do not prove any

exclusive faith of the ruler or the people of the area in Vis 1JU.

Below Is attempted a brief survey of Vahpavism In the

several States of India In broad outline.

1 Tamil Nadu

Vafsnavfsm is known in Tamil Nadu even at the beginning

of the Christian era Ancient classics like tftlappadikaram 9

Partp&dal ,
Ahandnuru and Parana nuru which belong to the early

centuries after Christ contain references to the temples at

S>rlrangam 5
Ttrumaiai, Tirumalirufi :olai (near Madurai) and

Tiruvanantapuram 1635 The divine descents of Rama and Krsna

were being worshipped Indicating an old tradition about them.

Most of the temples referred to are in Pandya and Cola regions.

1632. Guruparampars prabhava of Trtlya Brahmatantra-svatantra

Jlyar. Kulottunga died only m 1120.

1633 Prof K, A Nilakanta Sastri's Cholas ,

1634 T A Gopinatha Rao, History of &rtvaisnavas, p. 44

1635 Vide E S Varadaraja Iyer’s A History of Tamil Literature,

pp 203-250.
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One striking feature of the classics Is their freedom from

narrow sectarian prejudices,

Manimekalai, a poem of the 3rd century, show® that there

were debates and discussions between various sects, Including

Vaf§#avism.l636 It refers to worshippers of VIs$u living at

Vinci,1637 along with followers of other sects. It Is positive

evidence on the prevalence of the cult In that area, but ha® no

bearing on the conditions In other places*

The Azhvlrs (who perhaps flourished between 600 and

SCO AD) have sung of about 82 shrines In Tamil Nadu,

scattered along the east coast and spreading westward to the

Pfindya and Cera territories. Temple worship should have been

well established long before thtir time. Epigraphlc evidence

shows that most of them followed the Vaikhanasa rituals The

Uttaramerur temple and the cave temples at Mamallapuram

appear to have been constructed according to the Martel«

samhtia of that school 1638 While this Ss testimony to the

popularity of this A%ama, the absence of epigraphlcal references

to the Pa nearSira cannot prove that It was unknown.

Among the Pallavas $imhavj$nu (f. 575 600) and his

brother’s descendant, Nandivarman II Pallavamalla (r 710-75),

were devotees of Visnu !639 RajarSja I (r 985-1014 A D,) of

the Colas was well disposed towards Viisnavlsm His sister,

Kundavai, built a Visnu temple at Dadapuram in South ArcoL

1636 Se© V Varadachari ' Treatment of the schools of religion and
philosophy m Mammekalai S V V O Institute Journal ,

XIV, pp 9-26

1637 See Mammekalai, XXVII 98-99 For the identity of VaTIci see

R. Raghava Iyengar’s Araiccittokuti

,

p 257

1638 Vide '* Contribution of Tamil Nadu to Sanskrit m the Pallava

period, mainly from epigraphs 11 by R Nagaswamy ‘'Summary of

Papers*", International Sanskrit Conference, Vol I, pp, 38-9. Cf.

Avanttsundart, p. 156.

1639. R, Satyanatba Iyer, History of India
9
Vol, I, pp, 262, 321,
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Considerable benefactions to Siva temples were also made.

This harmony between the sects during the Cola period is

marred by the persecution of the Vaisnavas In the 11th century

already referred to : but the persecution did not spread to

Kahcl.1640

In the rock-cut monuments of the Pallava period as at

Mahendravadi and Mamandur are found figures and paintings

of Visttlu* The Mahendra style is seen at Mamandur at £>ingap-

perumil Kovil (near Chlngleput), at the RafiganStha cave

temple at Smgavaram and at the Dharmaraja-mantapa at

M&raaliapuram In Mamallapuram itself, the Varaha-mai^tapa

and the Adf-varlha cave temple show the Mamalla style At

Tiruttangal in Ratnaoathapuram an admixture of the Calukya

and Pandya styles may be seen 1541

The Vaikuntha-peruma! temple at Kafici Is remarkable for

Sts huge structures and panelled sculptures. It Is said to have

been built by Nandivarmao Pallava (710-75 )
1542 But

Tlremadgai Azhvar calls the temple c Para mesvara-vlnnaga ram *

and associates the name 8 Pallava 9
with the stanzas In praise of

the Lord as enshrined there. 1543 This suggests that Parame^vara-

varmaa (660 80) constructed It. Nandivarraan's name Is

associated with another temple near Kumbhakonam called

* Nandipura-vmnagaram \ Perhaps he completed the Kanci

temple and built the temple near Kumbhakonam, His

successor, Dantivarman, constructed on similar lines a fine

temple for Sundaravaradaperumai at Uttaramerur.1644 Later

1640 Ibid pp 401-2,

1641. "Archaeological Remains Monuments and Museums, Part I.

Rock-cut Monuments '* by K, R Snmvasan, pp, 142-3, 145-6,

1642 Ibid. Part II, p 219-20

1643, Periya Tirumozhic II, 9

1644 11 Archaelogical Remains, Monuments and Museums n
Part II,

p 221,
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VIjayanagar rulers improved on the traditions evolved by the

Pallavas, Calukyas, Colas and Panclyas, For example, the

cornices with monolithic stone chains at the kalyana-mandapa

built by them at Sri VaradarSja Swatnl temple at Kaficl is a

fine example of artistic progress. 1645

The spread of Valsnavlsm In Tamil Nadu owes much to the

diffusion of the Azhvlrs* poems by Nathamunl, Yamuna,
Ramanuja and their successors. The Paliava rulers, Jatavarman

Sundara Paijdya, Kulottunga II, Rajendra Cola, VIjayanagar

emperors and the Naik kings at Madurai and Tanjore made
Invaluable contributions by constructing, renovating and main-

taining temples of Vfsnu 1646

Raminaja’s followers are the most nurmerous among the

Vaisnavas In Tamil Nadu. His efforts at moral and spiritual re»

generation were directed In many directions He reformed the

administration of the temple at SSrirangam , wrote out a

manual. Nitya
, for the daily round of religious duties

, graded

religious and philosophical instruction and practices according
to the qualifications of each Vai$$ava, instituted or re-organised

the recitation of Azhvars* compositions daily in the temples and,

in the streets whenever the processional idol was taken out, and
the celebration of the adhyayana utsava once e very year

, he

deified the Azhvars ; and founded seventy four eoclesiasilcal

seats of authority and perhaps some mutts also

The reforms at 3rirangam temple were extensive The
staff were divided into ten groups each with specific duties.

The Vaikhdnasa mode of worship was changed to the Pdncardtra .

1645 Ibid. pp 236-7

1646 Vide (i) K, A. Nilakanta Sastn's The Pdndyan Kingdom and (n)
The Colas II; (in) V N Hari Rao Koyil Ozhugu

. (iv) P R Srimvasan,
Inscnptiotial Evidence on Early Hindu Temples and (v) Brahma-vidya 9

XXVI, pp, 18-21,
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Seftls with figures of Genius, Slamkha and Cakra were made to

“be used by different amhorltles.1647

The Nttya inspired many later works of the same kind ; to
which ^reference has been made in earlier pages. Not content
with the manual, he is said to have .given the following

instruction to suit different aptitudes and qualifications.

srnar trarorcircrst sracr,

smt:

scrsrrsri i

Arayirappadi Gurupararhpard , p. 242.

Another easy duty he Imposed wag the maintenance of flower-

gardens for the benefit of temples.

Ramanuja arranged for the Installation of the Images of

Azhvars in temples. Annual festivals were Instituted for

celebrating their birthdays The idols of the Xzhvlts were

assembled before the Lord in temples during the annual

Adhyayana festival and accorded honours.

Sevintyfour aearya-purusas (spiritual preceptors) are said to

have been authorised by him to instruct and initiate disciples

and give them the sacrament of the pmca-samskdra . Most of

them were householders and some of their descendants continue

to exercise their spiritual office Bui the tendency nowadays

for those who care for initiation is to seek it at a mutt.

It is quite probable that the systematic organisation of the

mathas (mutts), religious Institutions presided over by satinydsim

*nd entrusted with propagating doctrines, initiating disciples

and administering temples, was due to him. Such institutions

1647. The “ Koyil Ozhugu ' edited by V. N Hari Rae gives details.
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continue to this day. In case the very Institutions founded by

him have not survived, later ones could have taken their

place.1848 Mathai are associated with the temples at Tlruraalai

and 5>rlrangam. Among mathas started later may be mentioned

those named after Ahobllara and Vanamamalal. The former,

thongh started at AhobHam In the Andhra region, has been

presided over by satinya sins from Tamil Nadu, where It baa

aeveral branches. Similarly, the Vsnamimalal Matha, with Its

headquarters In Tiruneiveii District, has branches In almost

every place sacred to Visnu.

Rsmaonja accorded primary importance to Srirangam

among the places sacred to Vaf^avas. The following Sanskrit

prayer for the temple is attributed to him :

Ramanuja's successors made it incumbent on the part of every

Vai;nava to recite this in every temple and home.

Among other contributions of Ramanuja may be mentioned
the settling of Vai$gava families round temples to render service,

help In their maintenance and derive spiritual benefit from them.

The term, ‘Valjnava*. In Tamil Nadu has largely come to

mean a follower of Ramanuja, because the majority of the

worshippers of Visnu owe allegiance to him. Bat there are also

a considerable number of Madhvas lu the region, and they are

also Vaf$r>avas. There are only a few representatives of other

Vai$nava sects from other regions tn Tamil Nadu.

2. Karnataka

In the Karnataka region Vaistjavism dates back to many
hundreds of years before Rsminuja. But til] his sojourn there.

Jainism was in a flourishing condition. Vl^ugopa (r. 450*460)

1648 It {3 claimed that Sri Yadugin Yatirsja Mutt of Melkot# wa#
founded by Ramanuja and has continued to this day.
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of the Western Gaftgas was more & saint than a king. He gave
up Jainism and became a Val 5pava. Durvlnita (540-600) of the
same family wis also a worshipper of Vi?nu.l649

Two of the rock-cut monuments at Badass! In Bijapur
District are dedicated to Vi?tju. Bas-reliefs on the walls
represent the dfvine descents One of the monuments Is known
so have been excavated in 578 A D. by MangalUa, brother of
Kirtivarman. It contains the figure of Astabhuja-svimln 1650

Bitjldeva (r 1111-1141) of the later dynasty of Hoysslas was
an ardent lama who was attracted to Ramanuja when in exile

from the Cola kingdom and became a Vaistjava and called
himself Visnavardbana. It t* said that this followed on
Ramaouj* freeing his son from possession by an evil spirit in

1099 1651 While the king continued to be tolerant towards
Jainas and Saivlsm, he built at Ramanuja’s Instance the
NsHysna temple at Melkote.

The Hoysila style of architecture Is seen in the temples
built by him and his successors. He consecrated the Vljaya-
na'ay'na (also known as Cenna Kerfava) temple at Belur in 1117.

This temple became a complex of temples under Billala II and
others "The temple is a veritable museum of sculptures,

large and small, and Intricate vegetal and floral carvings "1852

A smalter temple in the same style was built at Somansthapura

in 1268 1653

1649. R Satynatha Iyer, History of India, I p 259.

1680 Brahma vidya, XXVI Pts 1-2 p 17. See al30 "International
Congress of Orientalists Summaries of Papers ", p. 151.

1651. T A. Gopmatha Rao, History of Srivaifpavas, p. 3§. The dates
of Ramanuja's persecution and his flight to Karnataka require verification.

1852. ' Archaeological Remains, Monuments and Museums, Part II.

Southern Temples “ by K. R Snmvasan, pp. 210-11.

1653. Ibid, p. 212.
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The Jalna version of Bittldeva’s conversion adds that It was

followed by thousands of JaSas being ground by oil mills 1854

The allegation is not generally believed, but regarded as a

favourite embellishment in handing down accounts of

disputations.“1655 This is supported by Vi;puvardhana*s

continued patronage of Jainism and £alv!sm. The same policy

^continued under bis son, Narasimha I (1141-73). His son and

successor, BallSla II <11 73-1 -20), favoured galvlsm, but was to-

lerant. Narasimha 11 (1220-35) was a tolerant Val$pava.

Someivara, bis son, neglected Visnn temples which were

renovated by Jatavarman Sundara Psgdya who defeated him 1658

In the period that followed, perfect amity prevailed among the

various sects. -A temple to Hirihara (combining In himself the

characters of Siva and Visnn) was built.

The most important Vafsijava centre In Karnataka is

Melkote. Ramanuja Is said to have stayed there from between

12 to 25 years. Apart from finding the mala beta of Nirayapa

and coniecrating it, he also brought somewhere from the

north the ulsava Idol and named it * Sampatkumara'1657 The
NsrSyapa (otherwise known as Rsmaprlya) temple is said to

have been built in the Babudbanya year corresponding to

1098 A D.1658 During the annual festival In March-Aprii the

outcastes (or * Tirukkulattar
’
as Ramanuja Is said to have called

them and now known as Harijans) were allowed to enter the

1654 Yatirsjavaibhava, 97

1655 William Coelho, The HoysSla Vamia p 284

1656 Ibid pp 251-95

1857. The traditional account that he brought the idol from a Moslem
ruler at Delhi clashes with the historical fact that Delhi was under Hindu
rule till the U90's.

1858. The difficulties in accepting this date are pointed out in

S. Krlshnaswamy Iyengar‘s History of Tirupati, l, pp, 273-8.
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temple for worship on the occasion of the car festival and

succeeding days. 1659

The hill range on which the temple Is built is known as

Yadugtrl or YadavadrI on account of traditions of association

with the Yadava clan to which grl Krsna belonged. On
account of Ramanuja’s stay there It came to be called

* YatlgSri ’,1660

Though the Azhvars did not celebrate Tlrunarayanapuram In

their compositions it Is said that Ramsnuja dedicated a decade

of verses In Ttruvaymozhi (IV I), where meditation on the

divine feet of Tlrunarayana (£>ifman-n5rayana) is recommended.

The daily worship at the temple is conducted according to

the Pdncaratra mode. Ramanuja’s directions are followed In

the daily routine and the annual festivals. There is no shrine

for Andal In the temple, and the features of the Adhyayana

festival m December-January differ in some respects from those

of the same festival In Tamil Nadu temples. The daily

recitation of the Azhvars* hymns is carried on in Tamil even

though the temple Is In a Kannada-speaking region. (The life

of the Vaisnavas In Karnataka is not different from that in

Tamil Nadu )
1661 The idol of Ramanuja In the temple was

Installed and consecrated at the request of his devotees when he

left Melkote for S>rlrangam 1662

There are several Vatsnava mafhas at Melkote The

Yadugui Yatiraja Mutt claims to have been founded by

Ramanuja, The Ahoblla and VSnamamalai Mutts have their

1659 C R Srinivasa Iyengar Life of Ramanuja , p, 224.

1660 Yatirajavaibhava, 100403

1661 It may be of interest to note that an inscription of Rajendra Cola,

dated 1014 m Karnataka refers to a Srlvaisnava community

M N Parthasarathy m Ramanujavam, January 1980, p, 89.

1662 Yatiraja-vaibhava

,

103.
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branches here* The Parakala Swam! Matha also has a branch*

This Institution has Its headquarters at Mysore* It is held to

have been founded by Brahma tan tra«svatantra-svamin, a direct

disciple of Vedanta Degika. The idol of Hayagriva worshipped

In the Matha by its heads Is said to have come down from

Ramanuja through Vedanta Deiika. Fora long time the rulers

of Mysore owed allegiance to the Matha« It has branches

outside Karnataka In Tamil Nadu, Andhra and even In

Allahabad.

Scholars in Karnataka till the beginning of this century and
a little later have made valuable contributions which can easily

bear comparison with those in Tamil Nadu

Udipt (near Mangalore) in the Karnataka region has a

temple of £ri Krsna built by Madhvacarya. It has several

mathas some of which have branches in Andhra and Tamil Nadu.
Udipl ii a centre of pilgrimage for Madhvas.

Surveying the history of the Karnataka region as a whole*
It Ss found that Vaisnavism flourished at different periods under
the regimes of Kadambas, Calukyas, Hoysalas, Vljayanagar
kings and Nayaks of Madurai, These rulers held sway over the

whole or some parts of the region 1663

3 Andhra

Inscriptions mentioning Vlsnu and His temples In the

Andhra region are available from the 2nd century. At Chlrmi
in Krishna District an inscription of Yajfia gitakarni (c 165-

194) begins with an invocation to Vasudeva. The Pallavas who
succeeded the Ik?vakus were upholders of vaidika-dharma. The
queen of Buddhavarman (c 250 A D j made gifts to the Vlstfu
temple at Datura. About the same time a temple to Visfu-

hlrakula was built at Kandbkuru by Visnugopavarman, the

1663, A, D, Karmarkar, Cultural History of Karnataka, 171.
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general of the yuva-raja
, Visijugopa.1864 Nandlvarman (c. 420)

of the Salaftkayana family made gifts to Vfsnugrhasvamin. 1865

Vlspuvardhana, the founder of the eastern Calukya dynasty who
ruled coastal Andhra, as known as * Parama-bhagavata. \ 1668

Under the Vijayanagar emperors (14th to 16th century)

Vais$a vism made notable progress. The Telugu epic, Amukta-

malyadd of Emperor Knsnadeva-riya (1509-3(U, treating of the

life of Goda and the AzhvSrs, testifies to the strength of the

Vals^ava Influence.

The most famous temple to the region fs that of Srinivasa

Tirumataf Once on the northern borders of the Tamil

region. It Is referred to by the earliest Tamil literature. Nine
of the Azhvars and Xndal sing of it. Early Inscriptions refer to

constructions in the temple by R&jaraja Cola and YJdavar&ya.

Later, the Saluvas, Krsnidevaraya, Acyutaraya and Sada^iva-

rlya made offerings to the temple 1667

There are other temples of Visnu at Tirupat! at the foot of

the Tirumalat hills and at Tfruccanur near by Many temples

were built or renovated by Vijayanagar rulers Among them
the Vithalasvaml temple is said to be the finest of Us kind in

South India 1668 Other rulers who patronised Vais^avlsm In

the Andhra region include Mummadl Nayaka and the Reddl

kings They were all tolerant to other faiths 1669

1664 Brahmavidya, Dts 1-2 " Insoriptional Evidence in Hindu

Temples”, pp 18-20

1665 Epigraphies Indica IX pp 317-9

1666 “ Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,” XLII,

p 165

1667. S Knshnaswamy Iyengar, History of Tirupati
,
Vol. I & II, See

also S V V O R, Journal XIV, Pt 1, p, 48.

1668 S V.V.O R Journal
.
XIV Pt. II. pp 41-48.

1669 M Somasekhara Sarma, History of the Reddi Kingdom
, p. 315,

ASV—6i
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The temple at Ahobilam In Kornool District has been

extolled by Tirumangai Azhvlr Those at SirlkOrraam

(iSrlkakulam) and Simhacalam (Visakhapatnam) have associations

with Ramanuja. There are other famous shrines at Mangalagirl

(Guntur) and Bhadrachalam (Godavari).

The Smarts Brahmins of the region who joined the sect of

Ramanuja under his influence and that of his successors seem to

constitute a separate sub-community by themselves. Families

belonging to the sect living in Tirupati from early times and

this sub-community keep themselves somewhat aloof from each

other. But the way of life of all Vaisijavas in Andhra does not

differ from that In other regions The same Is true of temple

rituals The Divyaprabandha and its commentaries are studied

in Telugu script and used,

Ramanuja’s associations with Tirupati are numerous He
demonstrated that the recent claim of the 3aivas that the Deity

in the temple was gtva was untenable The Deity Himself Is

said to have preferred the insignia of Vinsu *670 A philosophical

discourse which is now embodied in his Vedartha~sah°raha was

delivered in the temple in the presence of the Lord Sudar^ana

Sun (13 ih centary) begins his commentary, Tatparya-dipiku,

thus .

5*: I

When the image of Govindaraja at Chidambaram was thrown

into the sea, Ramanuja recovered it and bad it installed at

Tirupati, perhaps much earlier than 1135 at which tradition

places this event. 1671 The conduct of the rituals of the temple

1670, Yatiraja-vaibhava, 90-93.

161 1. S Knshnaswamy Iyengar History of Tirupati, l 281, T A Gopi-

natha Rao discusses the question in History of &r%vai§navas
t pp, 38-9.
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was settled by him. But how far he was responsible for all Its

features is a matter of opinion, 1612

There are several mathas at Tirumalai. There Is one

caooected with the temple Branches of Ahobila, Vanamamalai

and Parakala Svamin*s mathas are at Tirumalai Under their

influence Telugu-ipeakmg Valsnavas have learnt to speak and

read Tamil,

In Ramanuja’s days, his uncle, Tirutnilai Nambt, and

disciple, Anantarya, were rendering service at the Tirumalai

temple. The family of Ptllao, the second son of Tirumalai

Nambt, settled In the heart of the State and enjoyed royal

patronage In the Vijayanagar empire.

The followers of Madhva are a!$o found In the region.

Mutts of this faith are there Mantralaya near Adont is the seal

of a pontiff In later days, a group of Dasas emerged, who

sang devotional songs in Kannada and spread bhakti.

4 Kerala

The temples of Visnu in Kerala are numerous They have

been following for hundreds of years the tantrtk mode of

worship The Tantra-iamuccaya of Narayana Nambuun (born

1 128) is a standard text book in twelve chapters dealing with the

worship of various deities including Visnu. Temple architecture

is also treated in Devalaya*candrika This work on temple®

and ManusVa laya-candnka on human residences are also attributed

to him 167 3 Tney quote there Tantra- tamuccaya esa-samuccaya t

dealing with matters not dealt with in this work, Is of

unknown authorship

1672 [tihasa-mnla t II, VII Cf T T D Epigraphical Report, 1930*

pp 86-89 , also S Knshnaswamy Iyengar.

1673 N V Mallaya, » Studies m Sanskrit Texts on Temple

Architecture," Preface, p 111, and Brahmavidya, XXV. pp 582-5 Mallaya

mentions the several texts on architecture and temple worship ©n which

Narayana Nambutin’s work is based,
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Among the VIsiju temples In Kerala, the most famous are

those at Trivandrum, Guruva', Qr and Tlruvattaru There are

also thirteen temples Including that at Trivandrum which have

been hymned by the Azhvars, but most of them are not well-

known. The following Is the list of the thirteen temples

Included among the 108 holy shrines

;

(1) Tlruvaijpartearam near Nagercoll. (2) Tlruvattaru

between Nagercoll and Trivandrum. ( ') Tlruvanantapuram

(which is the correct name of Trivandrum). (4) TlruvSranvllal

near Chengannur between Ernakulam and Qullon. (5) Tiruccen*

kunrtir Citrarn near by. (6) Tirukkadittanam near Chengana-

cherl. (7) Tlruvallavazh near Kottayam. (8) Tlruvanvau^Qr

near by. (9) TiruppnllyQr near by. (10) Tirukkatkaral near

Ernakulam. (11) TlrumQzhlkkalam near Alwaye. (12) Ttru-

vlttnvakkodu near Shoranur, (13) TIrunavSy near by

Of these, all except Tlruvlttuvakkodu have been sung bv

Nammazhvar That temple was hymned by Kuladekhaia,

Tirnnavay has been glorified by Tirumaftgai AzhvSr The shrine

at TlrumQzhlkkalam also has received poetic tributes from Tiru»

mangal Azhvar Tiruvanpari^aram Is said to be the birth-place of

Nammazhvlr’s mother ; there is a shrine for him In the temple.

If the GuruvayQr temple is earlier than the Azhvars, it escaped

their attention like other well-known temples in Tamil Nadu
such as Jjrimuf^anri and Madurantakam.

Though the thirteen temples are In Malay slam-speaking

K*rala, they have been celebrated in Tamil song Kulatlekhara,

one of the Azhvars, is said to have been the ruler of the regions

round Kozhikko^e (Calicut) All this suggests that Tamil must

have been widely spoken in this area between 600—800 A.D.

and that the temples must have followed the well-known

Vatgnava Kgamas.

But today they are mostly governed by Tantra-samuceaya and

s!esa-samuccaya. In some shrines the PSTicariHra and VdhhUnata
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modes are seen. The Pa nearaira has been incorporated into the

Tantra-samaceaya in regard to the construction of temples,

installation of idols and conduct of daily worship. At

Trivandrum, however, no particular text is said to be followed

The priests are governed by a tradition of instruction received

through a long line of teachers, according to the directions of a

sage called Divakara The ritual of worship includes nyasa and

mudra

Kerala Vlgpu temples do not have any marking like the

urdhva-puQtlra on the walls or anywhere else, unlike as in

temples In Tamil Nadu, Andhra and Karnataka. Nor are there

shrines to SudarsSana, RlmSnuja or the Azhvirs—not even in the

temples glorified in the Dwyaprahandha Laksmj gets a separate

shrine only at Tirunjviy. On the other hand, most of them

have a shrine for 5>asta (otherwise known as Aiyappan) In

Trivandrum, Vylsa and Asfva uhltnan also have separate shrines,

The priests in these temples hold office by heredity and

qualify themselves by initiation They come from the ranks of

either the Nambutiri Brahmin® of Kerala or the Poms belonging

to the Msdhva sadtpradSya. The Narabuuris are followers of

fWtkarlcarya, but are different from the Smlrta Brahmins is

Tamil Nadu and elsewhere. While they do not undergo the

paftsa-sarnskdra, the Pottis receive from the heads of ihe mafhss

at Udlpi on the dayana-tkSdaii day the marks of the heated

emblems of the conch and discus, Nambutiri* callel ‘ Tan iris

'

conduct the festivals at important temples,

Ail the Kerala temple priests, whether Nambutiri* or Pottis,

wear a vertical mark of sandal paste {gopi^Mndana) on the

forehead as well as on other specified parti of tbs body, They

enter the shrines in wet clothes after a bath and without any

upper cloth. They distribute to the worshipper as ptasdda

holy water and sandal paste. The iathari Is not in use in Kerala.

Male worshippers in the temples are also not allowed to wear

any upper cloth.
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In most places* the temples have do vehicles or vdhanas :

the Deity Is carried on a living elephant for processions At

Trivandrum, TiruvatiSru and some other places, a few vehicles

are used At Trivandrum these consist of Garuda, Katnala (or

the lotus), Indra, Sesa and the palanquin There, the main

festival is conducted twice a year for Ananta-padmanSbha and

once a year for Krspa, Nrsimha and others. The festival Is for

ten days The palanquin is used on two days and the Garuda

on four For the first eight days, the Deity is taken In procession

Inside the temple twice a day. In the evening ai half past four

and four hours later On the ninth day called vettai (hunting),

which is known as mrgayd in the Agamas, the Deity Is taken

outside the temple So also on the tenth day when the avabrth

a

(or arattu) takes place at the sea near Trivandrum There is oo

Veda-patiyana group in the processions.

The temple of Krsna at Guruvayur is the most famous in

Kerala It attracts worshippers even from outside Pilgrims

fulfill vows (prarthanas

)

as at Tiruoaalai in Andhra Nar&yana

Bhattatiri’s (c 1550) famous poera, Nardyaniya % a beautiful

epitome of the Bhdgavata
,

is addressed to K.j-§ni as enshrined in

this temple.

The Vaknavas of Kerala cannot be distinguished from

other sects through external appearance or specific observances

They owe allegiance to the philosophy of Sankara. They wear

the urdhva-pundra with sandal paste and not with the sacred

white mud and the red dricurna . Nor do they have the panca-

saihskara The -only exceptions are descendants of Tamil

Vaisnavas at Trivandrum There are a few villages near Palghat

where urdhva-pundra is wore as in Tamil Nadu. They are said

to have a distant connection In the past with the Ahobila Mutt.

In this region, there ate also a few temples where the priests

claim to be descendants of Vatkhdnasas brought there In the

past.
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Unlike In other parts of India, worship of Para^ur&ma as an

avatSra is earned on in Kerala This is prohibited in the

PUncaratra. Vide :

mmnufaro i

(.Knya-kairava-candrika* p, 196)

5. Maharastra

Like Kerala, the Mahar5$tra region is free from sectarian

exclusiveness The specific attention paid to S>alvism has no®

affected the worship of Visnu Historically, Vatsnavism has

flourished in this area through the reigns of the dynasties of

^StavShanas, Iksvakus, Rastrakutas, Abhiras, Caiukyas and

others whose sway often extended into adjoining regions.

As early as the 2nd century B C we have the Naneghs®

inscription of Queen Nayanika, wife of Sir! 3atakarln! I, which

invokes Dharma, Safikarsana, Vasudeva and others The

inscription of King Vasisthlputra (c 155 AD) refers to Rama
(I e , Balarama) and Ke^ava (i e., Krsm).l674 The Abhira king,

Vasisthlputra Vasusena (3rd century AD) who was a 3aiva t

installed a wooden image of A?tabhujasvamin along with cakra

and chatra There is a shrine of £>iva in the next chamber.1675

The Antroli-Echaroli inscription of Nannar&ja of the Rastrakuta

family and the Ellora plate of Danudurga (r 745-56) bear the

Garuda seal An inscription of Govinda III (808) testifies to

his Vaisnava faith 1676

The most famous Vaisnava temple of Maharastra is that of

Panduranga Vitthala 1677 at Pandharpur Pilgrims flock to this

1674 Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research institute, XLII,

pp 163-7.

1675 Brahmavidya ,
XXV pp 1-4, 520-1.

1676 S V.U O. R, Journal XII pp. 36-7

1677 The word, Vis^u
1 became r

Bitti
1 m Kannada and • Vijhala

4

m Mahara§tri
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temple from far and near: most of them, however, are from

Maharastra and Karnataka. They worship Siva in an adjoining

shrine before offering their homage to Vitthala. Neither any

ritual nor philosophy governs the worship here Bhajan parties

throng the temple

Though Vitthala Is Kr$$a, the temple does not contain any

shrine for Radha or any gopi A shrine of Rukmlnl appears to

have been added In later years.

Mahar§§tra and Kannada saints have hymned Vitthala. They

Include Jnanadeva, N§madeva, Ekanatha and Tukaram of

Maharastra and Purandara Dasa of Karnataka Nine kinds of

bhakti are admitted by them 1678

£>rl Cakradhaia-svamln (13th century), a disciple of Govinda

Prabhu, composed sutras in Marathi to expound a philosophy of

bhakti. His ultimate categories were Parame^vara, Jlva, Devata

and the world Parame^vara Is without form or attributes, but

He descends to the earth to liberate the selves from bondage

Five Krsnas are mentioned—Dattatreya, Kf§na of the PurSnas,

Kfsna at Dvaraka, Govinda Prabhu and Cakradhara himself.

Hi® followers call themselves MahSnubhavas, and they claim to

have a philosophy representing a stage beyond any other school

of Vedanta. Bhakti is the sole means of salvation, but It should

be directed to ParameSvara and not Devaia 1679

Jbanf <vara wrote a commentary (1290) on the Bhagavadglta

based on Sarikara’s bha$ya
t but going beyond it by combining

poetry, mysticism and philosophy It has become famous as

the Jn cine$vart.

As in Kerala, so also In Maharastra there Is no clear-cut

distinction between Vai§navas and halvas There are some

1678 Cultural Heritage of India, IV pp 356-71

1679. International Congress of Orientalists, 1984, Summaries of

Papers, pp. 96-8,
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exclusive worshippers of Vtjnu, but they are not alienated from

other cults. Among the Valsnavas here differences of caste,

creed and sex have no religious significance.

6. Gujarat

The Western Satraps and Maitrakas were the earliest known
rulers of the Gujarat region. They were succeeded by the

Pratiharas (750-850), Paramsras (972-1055) and Calukyas (970*

1185). Moslem rule began in the 13th century. The Impact of

their regimes Is varied and complex.

Early rock-cut monuments in the area contain panels only

of the river-goddesses, GaftgS and Yamunl. No cult deity Is

represented there. There Is also no Inscriptions! evidence of

Vaisijavism The earliest surviving temples in Gujarat are small

structures, simple In plan and design. A temple of Varlha at

Kadwar near PrabhSsa Pafan In Junagadh District dates from

650-700 A Vtsiju temple of the tenth century at Sander

(Mehsana District) shows the Solanki style in Its earliest

stages. 1680 a temple of Pradyumna Is mentioned In the Llta

region in Padata&taka, a play by gyimalaka. The temples at

Dwaraka and Dakore are reputed as hallowed by the presence

of Kj§oa. But the Identity of ancient Dwlraki, the city built

by Kr§pa, Is the subject-matter of debate. One view is that it

was at Junagadh at the foot of Mount Girnar, Another locates

it in Jamnagar District and dates a rebuilding in the 5th

century 168I

The people of Gujarat, where Jainism had considerable

influence, are predominantly of the Vaifijava faith, SaAkara’s

maya -va da does not appear to have appealed to them. They

1680. Archaeological Hernias, pp 179-80.

1681. International Congress of Orientalists, 1964, Summaries of

Papers V. Karmalkar, " Ancient Dwaraka and its location ", p. HI.

^ D. Sankalia, Antiquity of Modern Dwaraka, p, 218,

asv—62
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seem to have preferred abundance of life to renunciation, the

cult of Kyspa to that of Rama. But the Bkagavadgfta is studied

more than the Bhagavata The path of devotion with ample

provision for prapatti and harmayoga under the guidance of

preceptors, is largely followed by people of all daises—business-

men, farmers and labourers. 1682 The lyrics of Narasimha Mehta,

a Vaisnava saint of the 14th century, have had immense
influence on the people. Vallabhscsrya's teachings are also

popular. In recent times (19th century), a Valfpava cult

founded by grlman-narsya# In which the concept of God as

Puru?ottama is important and where Radhs finds a place, has

exercised considerable influence.

7. Madhya Pradesh

The region In and around Madhya Pradesh Is Central India.

The S>ungas, Ikjvakus, Guptas, Ghrjara Pra IhSras, Western

Calnkyas and Ra§trakutas were among its ruling dynasties.

There is evidence of the prevalence of Vai?navism in this

area from the 2nd century B C To this century belongs

Hellodorus, son of Dion of TaksadlS and a Yavana ambassador

from Antalkidas to Kaiiputra Bbagabhadra He erected a

Qaruda pillar at Besnagar (ancient Vidiifa) and recorded an

inscription on it There must have been a temple of Vasudeva

of which this is the dhvajasthambhaA®&& Another Garuda

column, octagonal in shape, in a narrow Vidila street, states

in an inscription that it belongs to a temple of Bhagav&n, built

by the devotee, Gautamfputra (c 140 A D )
1684 In the Udayagirl

hills, one of the rock* cut caves (401 A D ) Is Vaispava.1685

1682, N A Thoothi, Vai$navism of Gujarat, pp 60-75, 87

1683 J. N Banerjea Development of Hindu Iconography
, pp. 102-3.

1684. Brahmavidyd
,
XXV Pts 3-4, pp 513 4

1685, Ibid. XXV Pts. 1 2, p. 3.
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The Gupta emperors were Valsn&vas They erected many

monuments to the** faith at Devagiri and other places. The

Daiavatara temple Is the work of skilled artists At Udayagirl*

the Images of Varifaa and Anantasayln are of unsurpassed

splendour. 166® Near Ir&n*(in the neighbourhood of Sagar) is a

Mah&visrtu temple built by Caodragupta SI In it is a colossal

image of Visnu with those of Varlba and Naraslmba on the

right and reft sides. An Inscription here (484) In Brlhml

records the construction of a Nrsimha temple with a Gatuda•

dhvaja in the front. Figures of Garuda adorn this column both

io the front and at the rear The Garuda, holding a serpent In

both the hands, has the emblem of cakra behind the head. 1687

An earlier Inscription of Samudragupta (c 330-75) In the

same place records the erection of a Vls$u temple not found

now Its plan has been reconstructed 1698 A Glrnar Inscription

(455»8) of the feign of Skandagupta mentions the building of a

temple to V!s$u under the name of Cakrabhf t by

CakrapSUta 1689

The installation of ap Image of Vis#u as Anantasvimio and

CurakOtasvSmin, and the endowment of a village for the Deity

are known from a Gadhwl inscription (467»8).1®90 Fifty yean

earlier (423) it is recorded at GaAgdhir that Mayuravarmap#

minister of Vi^vavarman during the times of Kumaragupta® bull I

a Vi§$u temple 1691 Mention may also be made of the temples

1680 Ibid. XXVI Pts. 1-2* p* 9. So® also Studies in Indology

(Memorial volume to Mm Dr Umesha Mishra) Vol, I* p. 41.

1831 S K Bhuyam Commemoration Velum®, p. 116,

1888 Gurmmgham s

s Report Vol II, Plat© XXV. Archaeological

Survey of India Brahixmvidya ,
XXVL Pts 1-2. pp. 2-3,

1889, Brahmavidyfl XXVI Pts 1-2, pp, 4-5

1690 Ibid. pp. 8-7.

1691. Ibid p. 0,
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of Jansrdana at Iran (484) and of Bhagavat at Khoh (496 and

513). The latter two do not seem to belong to the Gupta
reglme.l6»2

The temples at Khajuraho near Gwalior (950-1050),,

patronised by the Chandellas, are noted for their artistic beauty.

Among the sculptures there the figures of VI §510 and Laksml and
Of Balarama and Revat! deserve special mention. 1693

This brief survey shows the prevalence of Valgpavlsm in

this area from very early times and the patronage it received

from kings at some times But there is no evidence of a com*
“unity of VaisQavas ; nor have temples of great antiquity

survived.

8 . Rajasthan

The Rajasthan region till recently was split into several
small States like Mewad, Btifnnamslg, Valabbl, JodhpSr and
so on. It has a chequered history.

The Ghosundi inscription ( 1 st century B C ) in a place
formerly in Udayapur State refers to a temple with a stone
enclosure and called Nsrayana-vajiks.1694 j t wag dedicated to

SaAkarsaua and Vasudcva A stone from a shrine known from
the Mora well Inscription mentions the images of panca-vjras of
the Vfspts there 1695 Here may be a reference to the VaikhSnasa
concept of paflea-vtras, which seems hardly known outside South
India. These inscriptions also testify to the worship of stone
images from this early period

1692 Ibid pip 8-10

1693 Ibid, pp 11-12. See also Charudeva Saatri Felicitation Volume,
p 542

1694 Brahma vidy

5

XXV, Pts 3-4, pp. 514-5.

1695. Ibid. pp. 515-6.
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To the reign of Skandagupta (455-67) belong? a Jonagadb

Inicription referring to a temple of Vi?$u under the names of

£>irfigln and Cakrabhf t,1690 An almost contemporary Inscription

at Mandor represents the life of Kjr^a in figures. One of 686

refers to Vsmana. A Jodhpur inscription of 868 Invokes

Hjrglketfa. AdWeja, Ke^ava, Vasudeva, Ookula and Naraslmha

are mentioned la a Mandor epigraph of before 1100 A D. The
DauSatpur plates, inscription and the Samvadi copper plate of

Cbahmana Ratnapala (c 1264) show Vai?gava leanings. There

are references to Vis$u as Anantasvamm and as protector,

Kr§pa’s lilSs are depicted in paintings at Jodhpur (1248),

Inscriptions referring to Vis^u are found also at Ekah&ga,
S>rngajsi, Jaisalnjer, Pushkara and other places.1897 The temple
at Oslan is noted for us picturesque sculptures on Kf§ija*s life.

Temples at Kekinda, Klradu and Sadr! depict the same
theme 1698 The historical poem, Jaivansh (e. 1800) of Sltaram
Chaturvedl, describes a temple of Kalkln now found la

Jatpur.1699 The Kr§qa cult was popular with many ruling

princes, as seen from the devotional lyrics of Mira, Vljaya

Singh, Raj Singh, Nagrldis and Banl Them! The people were

also devoted to Kfjua. Many illustrated manuscripts of the

Bhagavaia are preserved In the art galleries of the region.17°0

1898 Ibid XXVI Pis. 1-2, pp, 4-5

189T Indian Historical Congress XVII. Session. R C. Agrawala,
" Vaijoavlte Gleanings from the Medieval Inscriptions of Marwar ".

1898 (i) International Congress of Orientalists, 1984, Summaries of

Papers, pp 227-8 (li) Studies in Indology (Memorial Volume of Umeah
Mishra), K V, Soundararajan, ‘ The Bhsgevata Cult in Rajasthan Temples".
(In) B O R I . XLII, 42-82 (iv) Archaeological Remains, Pt. 1, p. 170,

(v) Cf A I.U C, 1959, p. 103.

1700 International Congress of Orientalists, Summaries of Papers,

p. 22

1701 Vide Asfidhynyi, IV. 3, 18. and Mahzhha$ya, Ksliks and
Nyasa on this sutra
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9 East Punjab

The Punjab from which East Punjab In India and West

Punjab In Pakistan were carved out when India was partitioned

In 1947, was in ancient times an Ideal Hindu colony, the

bedrock of Vedic culture. The rivers of the region are

mentioned In the Vsdas. In historical times it Ss known that the

eminent grammarian, Panin! (c. 800 B C.), was born at Salatore

near Attocfc in West Punjab Patafijali (150 B.C.) who wrote a

great commentary on his work, belonged to this region. Both

of them refer to the worship of Vssudeva and Saftkar$a$a.H01

Pacini Is said to have studied at Patillputra In Magadha. It Is

reasonable to hold that the cult of Visnu under the name of

Vasudeva was prevalent then in the Punjab and Magadha. The
records of Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador at the court of

Chandragupta Maurya, show that It flourished In these regions

In the 4th century B C. An inscription of Dionysos confirms

this. The Mathura region was Its stronghold In late pre-

Christian centuries H02 Later, In the 5th century AD, the

Tu^am Inscription records the construction of two reservoirs

for the house (temple) of Kj*§$a under the name of Bhagavat.UOS

An undated praiasti from Pehowa mentions the construction of

a Visnu temple by the princely Tomara family 1704

Under the Influence of Islam, Sikhism and modern reform

movements like the Arya Samaj, the religious situation In the

Punjab has drastically changed* and there ss not much evidence

of Vafspava influence today.

1702 International Congress of Orientalists, Summaries of Papers,
S Jaiswal, “ The worship of Sankar§ana-Baladeva pp 132-3

1703 J Fleet, Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings and their

Successors, VoL III, p 270,

1701 Buddha Prakash, Aspects of Indian History and Civilisation,

p* IN.
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10. Kashmir

Kashmir saw the luxuriant growth of Hindu culture In the

past. Every branch of learning was cultivated It was the

home of many disciplines like poeties and the Tan era, figamas

of all kinds and the PafiearStra in particular could have

originated here. The early Ahirhudhnya and Paugkara SarhhUSs

and Laksml-iantra contain evidence suggesting that they were

compiled In Kashmir 1703 The oySha cult under the name of
“ Valkuutha-caturmtirtl ” flourished In early times la

Kashmir 1708

The figama-prflmfiyya of Yamuna (9th century) mentions a

K3$miragama*pr$m3$ya.nQ1 sSrt-vaisuava tradition does not

mention such a work by Yamuna, though the context is

suggestive enough. It will be, however, prudent to take It as

the work of someone else until more evidenoe becomes

available. In the meantime, the context indicates that In the

10th century the authority of the Pfinsar&tra was admitted in

Kashmir on the ground that the EkSyana recension of the Veda

was its basis Utpala and other writers on the Spanda system

quote from named Sgama texts 1708

Kashmir Vaig^avism was a synthesis of many cults like the

Vedtc PancarStra, Sailvata and Bhagavata.nQ® Its popularity is

attested by the arguments of Jayanta Bha(|a 1710 and

Puskarak^a 1711 in favour of the PancarStra , Among the rulers

1703 AhS, XXVI 78, XXIX 28 ; LT XIV1 38 ; PauS, XXXI 107-13.

Consult the chapter on ' Psflcaratra Texts ' earlier m this velum®,

1708 R C Majumdar, The Classical Age, p. 418.

1707 Igama-prumStsyB, p, 79. This passage in quoted in N,P, p. ISO,

Van Buitenen takes it as the name of a work ©I Yimuns.

1708 Spand&pradipiks, pp, 3, 40.

1709, a C Roy Early History of Kashmir, p. 184.

1710, Nyayamanjari, 1. pp 341-3 ; Igams^ambara, IV. 82, 88.

1711, NysyamsnjarhgrasthPhtianffs, pp, 111-3,
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of Kashmir, Pravarasena II (c 555), Candraplda (r. 712-20),

Muktapl^a, Lalitsditya (r 724 60), JaySpIda Vinayaditya

(r 775-806) and Utpala Avantivarman (r. 855-83) were Val$pavas.

They built temples to Vispu under the names, among others, of

JayasvSmln, Avantlsvamln and Govardhanadhara. 17 12 The cult

continued to flourish In Kashmir till Its occupatlou by Muslims

In 1339. K§emendra, the well known Sanskrit writer, was a

Val?$ava and a pupil of Bhagavatacarya Somapsda, though his

father was a Saiva. He called himself Vyasadasa.1713

11. Uttar Pradesh

The region comprised In Uttar Pradesh was ruled over at

various times by Mauryas, Guptas, Maukharls, Har§avardhana,

Gahadawalas and others.

One of the earliest references to Vaispavism in this area Is

found In the inscription on the famous victory pillar of Iron

erected at Meharauli near Delhi by King Candra About his

identisy there is difference of opinion, though there is a

tendency to Identify him with Candragupta I.!7 *4

It is said that images of Krsna used to be made at Prabhasa,

southwest of AUahabad.1715

Shrines dedicated to Rama, Kausalya and others are found

in Ayodhya, but they are of recent origin. The only famous

1712 P. N Kaul, History of Kashmir, pp 183-4

1713 Bfhatkathamanjari, pp 19-20
, AI.OC

,

XXII Summaries of

Papers. R Dattatray, " Vyasadasa, a name of Ksemendra ", pp. 27-8

1714 R Satyanatha Iyer, History of India, I pp. 214-5 See also

(0 S S Rana .
" King Candra of Meherauli Iron Pillar Inscription ",

Umesha Mishra Commemoration Volume, pp 669-75
,

(h) S R Goyal,

“ Samudragupta and the North-West ”, A I O C , XXII, Vol. II, pp. 153-68 ;

and (m) International Congress of Orientalists, Summaries of Papers,

pp, 253 60.

1715. R. G Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism and Gainsm, p. 64.
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temple of some antiquity la the State is that of Badrlnitha

10,000 feet on the Himalayas. This temple Is closed for sil

months when It is snow«bound The arcaka there is a Nambtjtifl

Brahmin from Kerala. It is said that the tempi® was re»

constructed by Saftkara and that from his days the areakas have

been Nambutlris

The Varavas in this region ara mostly followers of

Rsraloanda, or they belong to subsects owing allegiance to him.

They engage themselves in namavaaftkptana, and go on pilgrimages

to sacred rivers like the Gaflgi and the YamuoS

12 Bihar

Within modern Bihar He the terrltorlrs of ancient Vshfglt

and MithilS and the kingdom of the Pjlag. These weft

dominated by Buddhism for long Its influence on Hindu cults

Is not easy to assess, Most of the monuments In this area ®i§

Buddhist,

The Gupta and Maukbsri king's patronised Vaffpavfgta.

The Guptas ruled from Patalfputra, and their coins bad the

emblem of Garu$a. King Anantavarman (it. 550) of the

Maukhari dynasty Inscribed Is a cave in the Baribsr hill la

Gays District shat he installed an image of Vi|pn as Kffpa.l^W
The Aphsad Inscription (672) near Gays mentions that

Adityasena built $ temp!® of Vl^u.m? A feudatory of

Dharmapjla (769-S15) founded a hugs Vifpn temple at

SubiasthgU.mi The Valgudar inscription records the

Installation of the image of NUrSysita at KrimtlS during the

reign of MadsnapSla (1143*62) 1710

Hid. MFtnhmavldyH, XXVI, pta 14, pp, 1343,

nil. R, latyatatha fyer, H,Mery ef Mis, l, pp, §81, III, ill,

mi. it, O, Msjuffldar, Th® if@ of Imp&rM MsmuJ, p, 34,

mi, Buddha Prakash, IMim Himary ana GMHmttm, pp, 104*5,

aiv—63
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Gaya is one of the most sacred places for Hindus where they

make offerings to the manes. The holy footprint of Vispu,

Vism-pada, in a temple there is worshipped by Hindus all over

India. No drdddka ceremony is complete without reverential

mention of Gaya, its imperishable banyan tree (ak$aya-vafa) i

the footprint of Visiju and the Lord at the temple under the

name of GadEdhara,

At Ranchi there are temples to RadhdfS$I, the beloved of

KfS9 &- The temple at Jagannatbpflr is said to be the oldestl720

13. Bengal

Bengal was under the Guptas in the 6th century, but became

Independent under gasaftka There followed periods of anarchy,

until the Pala dvnaaty rose. Even then, however, power

rivalries and conflicts continued, and the rulers had little time

to patronise religious cults Moreover, Buddhism bad a

dominant influence, so much so that there was a fusion between

it and Hinduism. Stili a little evidence is available about

Vai§pava influence,

A Baigram copper plate (448) In Bogra District refers to a

temple of Vi?iju under the name of GovindasvSram 1725

Sfimantasena’s son, Vijayasena (c. 1100), wanted to avoid friction

between Ebivism and Vatspavism and for this purpose built a

temple to Pradyumnetfvara His grandson, Lakjjmapasena,

became a Valspava 1722

Some centuries later, Vaisnavism became dominant in

Bengal under the influence of Caltanya, who was inspired by

the worship of Kj-spa at Purl He sponsored the worship of

Radba-Knpa in which there is a great deal of bridal mysticism.

The jtva is conceived as a lover representing 3aku whose one

1720. Sakkari Mookerje* Volume, pp, 439, 44i«§,

1721. Brahmavidys, XXVI. Pts 1-2, p 9,

1722. R. C. Majumdar, The Age of Imperial Kansu/, p, 428,
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form Is Radhs. It was Influenced by the earlier cultof the

Sakaja*yana of the Buddhists which advocated living lq

accordance with Nature Unfortunately, It degenerated lirto

licentious living.

In the Caltanya cult, it has limited applicability, A jjoa

has to feel Itself to be a woman with reference to another jtoa,

and can have full freedom tn love. This was treated as the

pmaklya aspect which, when practised, would become spiritual

love as RadhS-bhSaa, The justification for this -doctrine seems

to be based on the love of married gopis for Kr§ua,

Caltanya himself does eat appear to have advocated this

kind of life for the devotees of Kf§na, His followers have

expressed varying opinions, Jiva Gosvgmin held the relations

between the gapjs and Kf§pa to be eternal The gopls were

wives of their husbands only through yoga.mSyS Therefore,

there Is ao paraktya aspect here. Rflpa Kavlrsja and RQpa
Qpsvsmin concede this, Baladeva VidyEbbflsa^a and others

argue that love most not be directed to a human being, as It

cannot then become ram Any deviations from the teachings of

the matters tending to bring discredit to the suit, mail he

attributed to ignorance about them,

The cult of Gaucla Val^avim of the Caitanya school has

spread far and wide throughout India, Branches of its Mutts

are active *ln important cities, carrying on propaganda and

performing nUma°$aftkWana* In recent times, the ‘ Hare Kr?pa
*

movement as sponsored by the International Kyipa

Consciousness Society and other organisations has spread

abroad,

Brick temples began to be built in Bengal from about

1700 A D, At Blihnupur in Btwkura District there are a group

©f such temples,178§

1733, Arahwtegleal Rmalns, I, p, US
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14. Assam

Assam was known as Kamaripa In the past. The Pralambaa u

PSlas and Senas ruled over It up to the 13th century. Tlotrlk

Buddhism and the ^akta call were dominant there.

The Vai^ava movement became significant only under
^afikarlnanda (1449-1568 ?). He was a poet, musieian. singer

and painter. Though a S'lkta by birth, he became a Vai§nava

after extensive travels up to Ramelvaram, a meeting with

Caltanya at PUri and a study of the Bhflgavata tinder Jagadf^a

Mi^ra. He began to worship a wooden Image of Viami under

the name of Madaoa gopsla and resolved to bring the people

together by congregational prayer. In his prayer-house which
he called Nama-gkar, the object of worship was a book of

prayers and not an image of Vi§pu. All were allowed to

participate In the prayer, including Moslems. The devotees
were asked to render service to the holy book *724

^afikarananda 9

® philosophy has for Its central concept eka«

$ara$a or unswerving and exclusive devotion (to Kf*§pa) It is

based on the Gita and the Bhagavaia Brahman I® identical with

Faru§ottama» Paramegvarfc, N&ra^aoa and Vtsndeva. The
sentient and the insentient are not different from Him. 1728 Toe

line of succession in preceptorsbip is not merely from father to

son and from the older to the younger : it can also pass to some
one deemed finest to hold It.

His works include Bkakiiratndkara In Sanskrit, K&mar&pl
renderings of the Markandayapurdjia and pans of the Bhdgavata

%

and Bhdkttpradtpa in Kamarupi based on the Gatudapumsa„

Among Sahkaradeva^s disciples was Madhuvadeva (1489-

1590), a puritan who stressed devotion to God as the guiding

1724, Cultural Heritage of India, IV, pp 201-4,

1783, Vamava Movement m Assam*
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star of mankind Later, Anan tad eva and Gopaladeva preached

dasya and vgtsalya as Indispensable to Val^avas, 1?2^ Gurndeva

Damodara (16th century), a saint from Assam and Gooch Behar,

regarded Brahman as perfect, personal and Impersonal, qualified

and unqualified, He realised this ip the manifested form of

Kfipa 1737

Frequent earthquakes and heavy rains seem responsible for

the absence of ancient temples sn Assam, Some Idols however

can be found here and there. There are two dvSrapaldkas It

Badanga resembling Nara In the Nara-Njriyaua panel It

Deogarh, Images of Haribara and Vigpu, belonging to the

eighth century, are at the State Museum, Afier the ninth

century, many Vifnu images were made of basalt, sandstone

and other kinds of stone. One of them (12th century) has

Lak$ml on one side and Sara§vatl on the other. la them Vipq
is named variously, as Kegava, Acyuta, Hfsjkega, V§maua and

Msdhava, At the State Museum Can be seen various Naraiirtthl

idols of the 12th century of the Sthtfnaka variety and § fin®

Varsha discovered at Sifesagar 1738

15 Odtsa

la the past, Assam Siad close cultural links with Orlw,
VaigpavUna was patronised hers under the Guptas, Under

Choda Ganga Deva It struck firm roots, Kr^na was worshipped

as Vgsodeva la the early days, as OopSla-kffu 3 Inter, and still

later, probably under the Influence of Tayadeva'g GUa*gwind& t

as Radh|-kf^pa 1733

1729, Awsmese Literature, 8 K Barua,

1737, Dr, R. C. Ooswami In " AlCC XXVm Swamp riss ef Papers'',

p. 169.

1723. 0 N. Bhuyan, 'Medieval Sculptures ef Assam' in "$iaA ;

&, S, A, Iyer Felicitation Volume ", pp, 89-83,

1739, Dr, HarskrisHda Mehtab, History of Orissa

,

II,
" The Gait ef

Jsqanmtha pp, 604-518,
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One peculiar feature of Orissa Valsnavlsm is that It fused

together the cults of Rsma, Krsna and Buddha and evolved the

colt of lagann&tha la the temple at Pori

Distinguished religious teachers like Rfirnsnuja, Narasliiiha

Muni, NaraharS Tlrtha, Oaltaoya and S
4aAkaradeva have visited

this famous temple* Earlier Sfafikara appears to have made an

attempt to introduce the galvite from of worship, but not with

much success. Some other teachers sought to make the temple

exclusively Vai§nava. The Nltha cult of Gorak^angtha exercised

Influence on the yoga aspect of the worship here (Bhairavl was

worshipped in the sanctum along with lagannStba in the early days )

Ult!mately
9 we have a syncretist colt of Buddhism, Tsotnk

features, Saivlsm and Vai§riavism. This is borne out by many
peculiar usages here. The Idol Is made of wood and is

worshipped by Sabaras. No class or caste distinctions are

observed In the temple. There Is no prohibition of eating food

Coached or taken by others,

A study of the development of the temple suggests that In

Its earlier phases It was dedicated to Siva and other deities,

lagannStba Is comparatively late. The sculptures are notable

for depicting erotic poses ; this must have developed in feudal

times from about the IQth century nil the 13th 1731

16. Overseas

When Hinduism spread beyond the seas in the early

centuries of the Christian era Vaisn ivism also found strong-

holds there. Inscriptions! evidence shows that the worship of

VIsqu according to the Jgamas prevailed In foreign countries

with Hindu colonies or under Hindu influence* Trailokyasgra

wm worshipped in Kambuja during the reign of Jayavarmau

1730. R. K Maitrs in J. N. Banerjes Volume, pp 4 2SG« Alio Mi
P#§& Padhi'a article m " AIOC XII Summari®# of Paper® 11

1731* Buddha Prakasb* Indmn History md QfWmtim, pp* 32M*
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(657-81 AD) with the help of those proficient la the Pancaratm^
pa neara trarcand cuncuna, A Kambuja inscription of Yaffovarmau
(r 889-900) testifies to services in a Vhnu temple being regulated

by Vaisqava S,gamas, The Scarya is required to be proficient in

Pancaratra and Vyakarapa, The term®, • Bhagavata \ 5 Sattvata »

and 4 Vaispava \ are treated a? synonyms, A Khmer inscription

of Kambuja (1073) refers to one Kavjffvara-papdita as observing

the rules of the PaJlcarSlra 1732 Inscriptions in other areal of

Kambuja mention the image of Vtggu In a temple and alio

Varahavatara,

In Kambuja Vispu In knows by several aasaee ®u@h is

Hari, Acyuta, NgrSyapa, Upendra and K'fSava, $r| was also

worshipped. 1733 Images of Vispu are found with Garuija and

Laksmi.1734 At the capital, Angkor Thom, Sflryavarman U
(1112-52) and his preceptor, Divakara Papfiita, were responsible

for constructing the magnificant Angkor Vat a temple of Visits

oa the Dravldian model and representing the finest Khmer
architecture 1733

In the Indo-ehlna peninsula of Champa later knows as

Aonam, inscriptions refer to Vifrju under the names ©f

Narsyaga, Hari, Oovlnda, Kj^na and Variha 1730 His deaeenw
as Rama and Kf^ga were paid the greatest homage Another

name of His was Trlbhuvanakrsnta 1737 His images an
represented with four arms and riding on CUruda, Lalfrai is

1732 B R Chatter)!, Indian Cultural in/Jusncf in Cambodia,

pp 39-187.

1733. N. R, Ray, Bnhmlmmi gads in Burma, p, 1R.

1734. lbid» p, l®. Such iaagoa ar® found in Java also,

1733. R. Satyanatha Iyer, History ef India, I, p, 436.

1738. N. R. Ray, Brahmiaiea! gods in Burma, p, IS,

1137. R. C. Majumdar, Aac/anf Indian Colonies in the Far East, J.

Champa, p, 113,
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knows as Padmi and £r|. In 731, King Vlkrantavarman
installed her image. 1788

In Borina Vl§pn Is knows as Nsrayatta The Images of the

ten descents of Vi^a are found In temples at Nat-hlaung

Kyanng.1739

Suvarpadvipa (Sumatra) inscriptions refer to the temples of
Dieng and LarSjongrang. At the latter place are found panels

depicting the Ramayana. There are references to hymns like the

Vtspu-panjara (which assures protection of ail parts of the bodies

of those who recite it and from different directions. 1740

“ There is a Syrian tradition,” according to an emin»nt

historian, “vouching for the existence of the Krishna cult in

Armenia In the second century B.C ”1741

This brief surv*y of the spread of Vaisnavism throughout

India and In foreign countries gives some idea of its wide range

and influence. Traditionally it ha^ never been confined, to any

small region The main home of the early Hindus is described

in our ancient works as Jambudvipa It is said to have had

nine divisions: Ilavrta, Harivarsa, K'thpuru^a, Bharata,

Bhadradva, Ketumala, Kura, Rarhvaka and Hirapmaya 1742

VJstju is stated to have been worshipped under different names
in these divisions : as Saftkarsaija in liavr.a, as Hayagrlva in

Bhadra^va and as Narasimha in Harlvara* 1743

Everywhere and at ail times, the central concept that the

Ultimate Reality is Visnu with beneficent and auspicious

1738 Ibid, pp 194-5.

1739. N, R Ray op. at pp 23-3.

1740. Upendra Thakur, Some Aspects of Ancient Indian History and
Culture, II, pp. 110-1, 223, 233, 243

1741. R. Satyanatha Iyer, History of India, l, p, 193,

1742. K P II. 2. 12-14.

1743. C. R, Knshnsmacbarlu: Cradle of Ineian History, p. 4R.
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qualities has never been lost sight of. The Agama mode of
worship has been followed wherever temples of Vispu have
been consecrated, though the rules of the text may not always
be strictly observed and there may be a few variations In the
procedure of worship. Except in many temples in South India
where the VaikhSnasa system prevails, the PaficarStra has been
adopted Many religious practices of the Hindus Sn India and
In ancient colonies which are not traceable to the Vedas or the

Smftis, are based on the Agamas. The cult was not merely
popular with the masses : it also attracted the patronage of

rulers, noblemen and wealthy merchants who built temples and
provided for their maintenance. It shonld also be noted that

the patrons were almost always tolerant, showing no hostility

to other cults, nor even denying them some contributions.

VA1SN A VIS M AND MUSIC
The contribution made to music by Val slavism needs to

be noted. The theory of sonic creation conceives of absolute

sound {nada) as Brahman, from whom all sound emanates.

Before becoming audible speech, sound has to pass through

some stages. The TBnirikas and musicians have been worshippers

of nBda. This is one way of approach to God, Vide :

sirg sparrfsr

*** *r w I

uSpfcH m *rnrf??r

arar mgrfir tricf 11

Those who take to music are declared to be the body of
Vhnu

:

tpistrorTm^ %ferscftrar?trfwrf?r i

II

asv—64
V.P. I, 22. 86,
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It Is even asserted tbat music excels all other forms of worship

of God :

«ir ^tric^tr* si fk it

Indian music is based on Sumaveda. Its distinctive features

are found In all Indian languages and all over India, though

there Is a division between Karnatic music in the south and
the Hindustani system in the north.

Tamil

In the Azhvars* poetic Tamil compositions, we have gome
of the early Val$nava songs on Vl§nu Some of them state

that they are to be sung 1744 Those who sing them are assured

of reaching the Lord 1745 Nathamunl (c, 900) collected the
poems of the Azhvars and set them to music. But for a long
time past, they are merely recited both in temples and houses,
except in grlrafigam and one or two other places where the

Araiyars sing and dance to the accompaniment of musical
instruments.

Among later compositions are the kirtanas of Ottukk&d a
Venkata Subba Aiyar in praise of Kfspa, which are sung in

bhajanas as prayer-offerings. The R3ma-nS(aka -kirtanas of
Arunacaia Kaviraja (c 1750) stand in a class by themselves.
The principal incidents of the Ramayana (largely according to

the Tamil version of Kamba) are depicted in jon^s set to r&ga
and tala . Each kirtana contains a proverb. Though the work is

claimed to be musical drama, its songs are sung in concerts and
used in dance performances.

1744. Nacaynr Tirumozhi, XII. JO; Pestiya Tirumozhi, 0, 8*10

1

IX, 9 2,10; Tiruvsymozhi VH 1. 11,

mS. Parfyst Tirumozhi, III, 3, 10 ; III, 4, 10.
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Telugu

The earliest Telngu composer of songs glorifying Vlsnu was

Apoamacarya of Talapakka (1 424- IS04) ia Cudappah district (of

Andhra Pradesh) He was the first composer to divide songs

Into pallavi, ampallavl and carana. Most of his compositions

are In honour of Visiju enshrined as Vefskate'fvara of Tirumalal,

His grandson, Annaya, also wrote In a similar strain musical

pieces marked by gfrlgSra and conveying Vedjtmlc meanings.

The Tlrumalai hills are claimed to be the Vedas la the form of

granite, and non-Val?pavas are strongly denounced. He also

praises Ramanuja and Vifvaksena,

Rancarla Gopanna (e. 1650), famous as BhadrScala RamadSS*

wa® a Tahsildar ; he was Imprisoned for 12 yean by the Moslem

ruler for spending tax revenues on serving the Lord and Hi» devo«

tees. During his prison term he composed many songs la Telugn

primarily on Rama and Sits. Rama Is said to have miraculously

secured his release by paying off his dues to the king. Among
these are a hundred known as DdHarathU^ataka,

Tysgaraja (1759-1857), tbs most famous composer in

(Carnatic music, was the son of a Teiogo Brahmin, Rgmabrabmsm,
who had settled down In Tirovatygru near Taojjgvhr, He ll

said to have bad a vision of Rama, after repeating His cams
In japa for nlnetyslx crwres of times, A master of musical

tradition and Innovation, he expressed his ardent devotion In

numerous Telugu and a few Sanskrit soup, Though a devote*

of Rama, he was not lacking In devotion to other avaWras or

other gods. It Is stated that he composed 24,000 kirtanas, though

only a fraction of them have survived He also wrote two

operas, NauM-canta dealing with the devotion of g&plt to Kf&oa,

aud PrahlSda-bhaktf-oijaya on the Lord's descent as Nareslmha

to bless His devotee, PrahlSda,

Hls contribution to Vabnsvlsm through devoilooal anisic Is

rich, indeed magolfiesaL Throughout the Tamil country, his
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songs are popular both with singers and listeners. The day of

his death is commemorated by a musical festival at his birth-

place. On specific occasions, some of his songs are sung in

chorus.1746

Two contemporaries of Tyagaraja were great composers—

Muttusw3my Diksita and gysins S'Sstrl. They were not

devotees of Vispu. But Diksita has composed some beautiful

songs about VI§$u.

MerattQr Venkataramaija Bbsgavata (e. 1800), a Tamilian,

composed In Telugu the opera, Praklada-cartta. It Is enacted at

MerattQr In Tjnjavur district This work is in the dance-drama

tradition. Its theme is the Lord’s descent as Naraslmha to

protect Prahlada.

Padas are songs in Telugu expressing devotion to God with

an accent on bridal mysticism. Annamacsrya, already referred

to, and K§etrayya have enniched the repertoire of songs with

many compositions of this kind. In dance concerts, K^etrayya’s

padas are often used.

Malaya lam

King Svati Tlrunal (1813*47) of Travancore, an ardent

devotee of Vl§uu, composed songs In Malaysfam, Sanskrit and

Telogn, praising Him under the name of Padmanlbha, to whom
the temple at his capital, Trivandrum, is dedicated. In them be

calls himself the dasa (servant or slave) of Padmanibha.

Kannada

Narahari-tirtha, third In descent from Madhva, composed
songs in Kannada praising Krsna. His followers sang these

and came to be known as “ Haridasas ”. They are divided into

groups known as Dasa-kutas SripadarSja, himself also the

1746, T. V, Subba Rao on S'ri Tyagaraja in Studies m Indian Music,

pp, 112-8, 127-49, 200-211, 216-20.
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head of a Matt, composed Bhramaragjts, VetfUgltS and Gaptgjtu

for musical rendering Kanakadisa and the famous Porandara«

dasa were the disciples of Yyisaraya (16th century). Kanaka-

dasa, a shepherd, became a devotee of the Lord (Vedkafegv&ra)

as enshrined In Tirumalal. Purandaradgsa, a rich merchant,

became a mendicant on account of devotion to God. To him

are attributed more than two lakhs of songs. He occupies an

important position In the development of South Indian music.

Sanskrit

Nariyaua-tlrtha, an ascetic saint, composed In Sanskrit the

•tarangitfl, a collection pf songs in praise of The

musical setting is perfect, and they are marked by devotional

fervour. Svgtl Tirunil, Muttuswami Dikgita and Tysgaraja

also composed songs in Sanskrit glorifying Vi§pu.

Devotional music In South India in the four linguistic

regions has been developed as the means for worshipping God,

on the basts of the commendation in the purByas of singing the

names and glory of God, as this Is pleasing to God. They offer

Illustrations from the epics and the pur8 ifat.

Music Is' declared an element In the worship of God by the

Kgamas, and temples use music as pan of the ritual ft is

Interesting that there are stone pillars in some temples serving

as Instruments of music. Among such temples are those So

TlrumillreWolat, Xzhvgr Tlrunagari, ilmhicalam and other

places. The note® of the musical scale and ©f the conch can be

produced by striking at the pillars. At Tirumalal, Bhadricalam

and Trivandrum songs are rendered as part of worship. At
KsScipurara In the Varadartja temple is sculptured a figure of

Kffga playing on the flute. A sage is shown as playing on the

mm at Tiromayyam,

MahSrSffl f

In MaharSfira, the worship of Vispju under the same of

Vlthala or Vlftoba was popularised by Nsmde? (r. 1270),

asv—65
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Ekanath and Tokarlm (1608). In their songs in Mahara§iii (and

sometimes In Hindi) they teach the singing of the names of God
as the way to salvation. They refer to the nine kinds of bhaktt

.

Tukaram (b. 1608) wrote many songs : as they are in the abhaiiga

metre, they are known by that name. .His devotion to God (as

Vi§nu) was fervent and exclusive.

Gujarati

In Gujarat, the influence of Vallabha is seen in the

devotional lyrics on Visnu. Naraslmha Mehta (c. 1400) was

at first a worshipper of 5>tva. Through his grace, Mehta went to

Dvaraka and had a vision of the rasa-dance. After this, he

became a Vai$nava and began to write on the sports of Kr§tja.

In his Suratasangraha he describes himself as a messenger of the

gopis and Rad ha. His &fngaramala Is full of bridal mysticism.

Similai are other works like Vasantanapada and Hindolanapado

,

His description of an ideal Vahnava in bis song, Vaisnava-janato,

was a favourite with Mahatma Gandhi who looked upon it as the

authentic description of the traits of a Hindu devotee of God.
DaySrama (e. 1760) wrote many Garbis, mystic compositions

expressing devotion to Kf§ija 1747

The disturbed political conditions In Gujarat in the 12th

and 13th centuries on account of Moslem rule were unfortunate

for the Hindus. The Jain rulers about this time also did not
help'them. It was Narasimha Mehta’s songs that stirred up the

religious spirit of the people and inspired a renaissance of
devotional religion centering round Kj-sna that has not exhausted

itself till now.

Hindi

In central and northern India the Ramananda cult with its

stress on devotion and Sts accessibility to all without distinction

1747. K M Munshi, Gujarati Literature, pp. 124-29, Cf, Sri Vallabba-
cflarya by Bhai Mamlal C. Parekh, IV.
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of caste tor creed was popular and prominent, Devotees and
composers like SOrdas, KabJrdas, T&lasiias, Mlrsbal came
under Its influence. Deep devotional fervour marks their

compositions,

Stfrdas, blind Val^pavapoit (14th century), is said to have

composed 125,000 padat on VUija (primarily ’as Knpa). The
surviving ones are full of literary elegance, Kabir is said to hat*

been a Brahmin by birth brought op by a Mas!!® weaver la

Benares. He does not seem to Have Had faith hr any particular

tradition. He was against idol worship, bnt hts work* suggest

the Influence of Azhvsrs. He refers to M&hSrlsfra taints Ilka

Nimadeva and BIthals.

Mirabal (<. 1600), Said to have been a Rajput queen, chose

to worship Knoa, calling Him Gfrldbara Her songs ar4

popular both In the north and sooth, and are tang even by

follower* of Nanate and Kabir. Her songs and those of K*bff

generally form part of the nSma-sankjTtana In ihajanor 1748

Hsridasa-svSmin, regarded' as the divine descent of. LalitX*

one of the eight friends of Radha, \Uv«d at Byndavana. He was

blessed with a direct vision of Ky$pa whom he called S>yamS*

4vama. For him music was the means of worship. He greatly

influenced singers like Balju Blora and Tansen and contributed

to the development of musical tradition In North led I*.1749

Bengali

Vldyapstl (r. 15th century), the famous poet of Mltbtll,

comoosed songs on Ridha and Krsoa.1780 Capdldls of Bengal

(14th century) was Influenced by Jayadeva's Gito-govinia. HI*

174*. H. H Wilton, Religious Sects of the Hindus, pp. 98*100.

1749 "AIOC. Summaries of Papers ", Dr. K, K, Brahmachari on
" Haridl»a-»v*min ", p, 211.

1750. D. C. Sen, History of Bengtll Ltmgut§+aad Meritor*, p. 142,
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Kf^a-kirtanS depicts the divine love of Rfidha and Kr?pa oa

the analogy of haman love.

Oovlnda Dss (1537-1612), a follower or Caltanya, wrote

songs In the mixed dialect of Brajabanll. They deeply

Influenced his contemporaries. Of other composers In a similar

train mention may be made of Yadnnandan Das (e. 1537) and

JagadSnanda (c. 1650).1761 Their works are called paias.

Klrtanas were composed In Manohai Sahi tone, set to music by
Oanga Nsr&yap Cakravarti.l7S2 They were sung to act tunes and

they resemble South Indian bhajana songs.

The Gita-govinda of Jayadeva (11th century), a musical and

lyrical Sanskrit dramatic poem, was primarily responsible for

the growth of the Radhl-Kr5oa cult. In the most elegant and

melodious Sanskrit, helped by rhyme, alliteration and

assonance. It depicts the love of Rtdba and Kpspa In deple-

ting their sports, the poetry become* highly erotic, though it

suggests that this Is only symbolic of longing for and union with

God. In everyone of Its twelve cantos, the unit for singing to

•set tones is a group of eight dlokai. The poem is also known as

e&apadi. It is used in bhajans , particularly those which

celebrate Rsdhs’s marriage with Kj-spa, and In dance concerts.

Assam.

'Sankaradeva composed devotional songs called Bargeet in

a mixture of Maithill and Assamese. His disciple, Madbava-
deva, wrote Horajari-gho$a AH these are sung as Nama-
sankltlana In the Nama~ghars established by gankaradeva.1753

Orissa

Chanda and janana are the main forms of popular music in

Orissa. They have influenced the bhajana form of woisbip

1761. Ibid. pp. 474-6.

1762. Ibid, p 496.

1753. Sukumar Ray, Music of Eastern India, pp. 132-45.
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The former Is a literary form, mixed op with popular music.

The latter, addressed to God ns Jagannstha, conveys the pain

and suffering experienced in separation from God 1764

SUMMING UP
Our survey of the Agama literature has shown that many

customs and forms of worship of the Valgnavas and even of

Hindus generally cannot be traced to the Vedas : nor can they

be pronounced antl-Vedic, Manu declares that the Smftis are

also authoritative when they do not oppose or transgress Vedic

declarations and injunctions. The Agamas play a similar role.

Uncompromising champions of the Vedas have to be sympathised

with for failing to understand the spirit of the Agamas.

Incidentally, we may refer to a problem ralsfed by some

scholars—that the Vai§pava Agamas, though not later than the

gakta ones, ate dependent on them. The Agamas belonging to

the different cults derive ultimately from the • Vedas. The

Aitareya BrShmBna accords the highest position among the gods

to Vi$pn who is also Identified there with the sacrifice. Siva

too has a significant position in the sacred rites.!?55 These two

teem to be treated In the Vedas as not inferior to each other.

Potency (Sfakti) must have been deified and treated as an

Important deity along with Vi§?u and Siva,

Tha principles governing the three types of Agamas exalting

one or other of these three, are common to them all In view

of the exclusiveness of each cult, it Is reasonable Jo bold that

tbe<e principles were derived from a common source. The

epics show that in many respects Vispu and Siva do not have

disparate traits. Inscriptions, edicts and grants In favour of a

1764, Ibid pp. 120-32.

1763 T A V DIkshiiar, " The Vedic Sacrifices and Temple Worship "

in Bharatiya Vidya V, pp. 62-70.
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particular colt cannot prove that other cults had no followers

la those regions. Moreover, the colts professed also coaid

change from time to time on acconnt of historical exigencies

such as the patronage of princes and the rise of eloquent and
charismatic teacher* It Is prodent to hold that the colts rose

from a common source and developed independently, though
aot without exercising influence on one another.

The Agamas are sometimes attacked on the ground that the
concept of the Idol Is not Vedic and that idol worship does not
have Any Vedic support. This view is obviously untenable. In
Vedic rituals, there is no worship as such, because the gods are
invisible. Adoration requires a concrete form for the deity,

and this has assumed the shape of the Idol. The Vedas also have
some descriptions of the form* of the deities. Moreover, the
study of the practical side of the Agamas will show that idol
worship arose out of the necessity to enable people of all ranks
to worship God. It Is the failure to understand this that lies

at the basis of such criticism.

The universal tendency to resort to concrete symbols is well
brought out by Carlyle: “ In the symbol proper, there Is ever
more or less distinctly and directly soma embodiment and
revelation of the Infinite. The Infinite is made to* blend with
the finite, to stand visible and. as it were, attainable there.

By symbols accordingly is man guided, made happy, made
wretched. He everywhere finds himself encompassed by
symbols. The universe is but one vast symbol of God."1198

We have attempted onlv a study of one aspect of Hindu
religion and culture, fn India, culture, religion and language
are extremely varied. Yet each of these has influenced the
others. Separating them completely from one another la almost

1TSS. Thomas Carlyle. Sartor Resortus, p. 200.
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Impossible,. They have preserved Ind!v ? dnality, while*

permitting assimilation of extern^! ^kmep's

lo ail the varieties of Hindis religion and culture, and in

the variety of languages spoken, there is a golden thread of

unity. The Hindu ethos Is unmistakable. The Vedas represent

the most ancient source for everything Hindu, religious or

secular. The many recensions of the Vedas , the lengthy epics

and puranas, the varied Kalpa-sutras^ the numerous Bkarma*

gasiras, the upavedas and the divers© systems of thought will be

perplexing to those lacking Interest and actuated by prejudice

aoa self-complacency. Through all these however runs a golden

thread connecting them so as to place each In Its respective

place, revealing to the scholar the unity In diversity. The effiua

of millennia, the terrible onslaughts of foreign hordes bent on

annihilating the native culture, and intimate political and

Industrial contacts with the West have not Impaired this unity..

Herein lies the secret of the continuity of Hindu tradition.

The study of one aspect of this tradition may create the

impression that it Is the only one that is Important and worth

studying. This is not because the others are not brought In

here, but because all are but Integral parts of one tremendous

whole which seems vast and Incomprehensible like the infinitude

of God Himself. Hence this study is of a part only of that

Infinity which seem* to defy comprehension.
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41. 54 55 67 68, 70-72 77-

79, 117 158 178. 180, 182,
274, 292, 297, 301 303, 306,
406-409, 437, 441, 443, 450,
453, 455, 457, 486, 490, 491,

493, 495, 500.

do. Vyakhya subodhlnl 456

Bhakuhamsa 459

Bhaktimala 469

Bhakiipradlpa 500

Bhaktlrasamrtaslndhu 461

Bhaktiratnakara 500

Bbaktisandarbba 461

Bhamati 60, 166.

Bharadvajasamhita 121, 239,

244, 246, 290.

Bhaskarl 267

Bhattadlpika 47

Bhavaprakasika See under

Srutaprakasika

Bhramaragita 509

Bodberyana dbarmasutra 70,
84, 87, 134.

do. Grhyasutra 84, 409.

do. Srautasutra 38, 84, 441.

do. Com 417

Brahmandapurana 41, 72, 413.
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Brabmapurana 41, 72, 127, 142,
242.

Brahmaratra 448

Brahmasamhita 313

Brahmasntra 8, 61, 138, 152-

156,158 166 188, 198,291,
307, 313, 335, 336, 340. 410,

440,448, 451, 452,454, 458,
467.

do. Vyakhya Srlbhasya 60,

75, 92, 138, 139, 195,

243, 291.295, 297,316,
331,424, 453.

do. Vedantadipa 295

do. Vedantasara 295

do. (Samkara) 60, 152, 188,

256.

do. Vedantaparljata-
saurabha 157, 452.

do. (Devacarya) Siddhanta
Jahnavi 450-153,

do. Govlndabbasya 465

do. Vijoamrta 467

do. Brahmamlmamsa with
Sivarkamamdipika 61

Brahmavaivartapurana 301,427,
441.

Brhdaranvakooanlsat 5, 71,

140, 149, 155, 291, 297.

Brhad brahmasamhita 246, 247.

Brhaddevata 82

Brhatkathamanjari 496

Brhatkathaslokasamgraba 127,

130,

Brhatsamhita 89

Caranavyuha 82

Catnsslokl 295, 296, 304, 313,
328

do. Bhasya 328

Cfaandogyopanlsat 8. 16, 39,
50. 52. 75, 131, 140, 149, 152,
155, 222, 223, 226, 242, 293.

Citradhlkara 105

CltrasikhandUamhlta 246

Daksakalpasutra 441

Dasanlrnaya 336

Dassrathlsataka 507

Dasasahasrlka 271

Dasaslokl 452-454.

do. Vyakhya-Laghumanjnsa
450, 454

Devalayacandrlka 483

Devyupanlsat 15

Dhruvatantra 245

Diksavldhana 337

Dlvyasurlcarita 364, 411.

Durnaksatraprayasclttam 112

Dvadasastotra 448

Bkavanasakha (or Veda) 75-77,

111, 117,122 143 149 172,

190, 193, 285, 306, 317,329,
330 341, 495

Gadvatrava 299, 308, 311, 327-

329, 410.

Garbhis 510

Garudapancasat 333

Garndapnrana 178, 217, 253,

301, 333,441, 443, 500.

Garndacanacandrlka 276

Garudarcanika 276

Gatiraganoddesadiplka 466

Gautamadharmasntra 87

Gltagovlnda 501-512.
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Gopalataponyupanlsat 122

Gopalavlmsati 333

Gopathabrahmana 50

Gopikaglta 509

Grhyaratna 417

do Kanthabharana 417

Guptasadbana Tantra 45

Gurnparamparaprabhava 471

do. Arayirappati 250, 475.

Hamsaparamesvara samhita
189

Harajharlghosa 512

Harlbhakuvilasa 462, 466

Haritasmrtl 441

Harltamtra 87

Harivamsa 41, 469.

Haraacarha 90, 130, 187, 188

Hayagrlvasamhita 193, 325.

Hayagrlvai totra 333

Havasimpancara tra 463

Hayaalrsaaamhlta 247, 246,

253, 290, 302, 396, 463.

Hlndolanapado 510

Hlranyagarbha Samhita 247,
378.

Hlranya Kcslsrauta sutra 84

Isanaslvagurudevapaddhati 11,

29, 32, 34

Isvarapratyabhljnakarika 18

Isvarasamhita 34, 76, 122, 125,

145, 173, 178, 193. 211,217,
246-248, 244, 251, 263, 268,

269, 272, 278, 289, 308, 327,

328, 341, 342, 346, 351, 352,

354, 356, 357, 359, 360, 363
364, 366, 372 373, 375, 380,
382-384, 386 387, 389. 393,

394, 396, 398,399, 401-403,

411, 412 , 425-427, 431, 447,
495.

Itihasamala 483

Itihasasamaccaya 178

Jabahsntra 189

Jaiminlyabrabmana 84

Jalmlnlyaoyayamala 47,49, 50.

Jalminiyasrantasutra 38

Jafvansh 493

Jayakhyasamhlta 27, 34, 76,
133, 145, 173, 189, 195,207,
208 218 231. 233 ?4l. 246-
249. 2 3, 254, 258, 267, 269,
278, 283, 287.290, 315, 325,
327, 328 335, 341, 342. 346,
350, 351, 353, 354-356, 358,
359 361, 375. 379 384-386,
401-403 414, 419, 424, 426,
431, 438, 495.

Jayantlturnaya 437.

Jayasamhita 106

Jayatsambita 242
Jltante stotra 72, 174. 175, 215,

260 297-299 301, 302, 372.
449, 495.

Jnanamrtasara 246

Jnanasambita 106

Jnanasara 334

Jnanasarapramanayojana 335

Jnanesvari 461, 468.

Kaisikapurana 381

Kalavidhana 433

Kalmokal 73

Kalottarasamhlta 144,318,325,
327.

Kalpltasamblta 106

Kamikagama 105

Kanvasamhita 246, 249.

Kanvatantra 245, 287,

Kaplnjalasamhlta 244, 247-249.

277, 290, 358 361-363, 380,

384, 387, 401.

Karanagama 61
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Karmakanda 106

Karmanlrnaya 449

Karmasamhita 256

Kaalkavrtti 11, 183, 184, 493.

Kasmlragama Pramanya 495

Kasyapa Samhlta 85, 87, 88,
104, 106, 107, 109-113, 116,
271, 306,

Kasyapasllpasastra 361, 362.

Kasyapasllpasutra 358

Kathasakha 411,413

Kathopanlsat 139, 226.

Katyayanasrauta gutra 47

Kauslkasutra 5!

Kavy amlmamsa 189

Khagesasamhlta 245

Khlladhikara 105, 113.

Khilatantra 105

Klrtanas 512

Krama diplka 466

Kr'ahnaswamy Ayyangar 478,
481 483.

Kriyadhikara 74,77 91, 92,97,
105 109 112 115 121 126,
1*4 160 182, 208, 218, 292,

326 345-347, 350-352 358,

360-363, 365, 367, 368, 370,

373, 376-378, 382-384,

386-389. 394-399, 401-403,

406, 408, 412, 413, 421,

435-438

Kriyakalravacandrlka 337, 360,

387, 388, 487.

Krsnakiriana 512

Krgnaltlatarangini 509

Krsnamrtameharna va 447, 449.

Krsna Yajurveda 82, 110

Kularnavatantra 11

Karat tazbvan See under Sri-

vatsankamisra.

Kurmapurana 54, 55, 136, 151,
204, 301, 335, 395, 441.

Lagbumanjusavyakbyakala 18

Laksmitantra 18 26 27 35 73,

124, 149, 151, 158, 175, 177,

180, 181, 188, 193, 196,

198 208, 210 211, 213, 214,

216-221, 224, 225 227,
229-2 ’2, 235-243, 245, 248,

249 , 252. 260-267, 273 , 274,

290, 292-297, 299. 300,
303 305, 309, 315 316, 322,

328. 332. 335, 336. 341-344,

346, 353-356, 360 365, 370,

379, 399, 424, 429, 447, 495.

do. com 210, 214, 235, 305,

343.

do Translation 219, 360,

365, 366.

Lalitasahasranamabbasya 59

Likbitasntra (smrtl) 87

Llnganusasana 119

Llneapurana 175, 301, 335, 409,

441.

Mahabharata 16, 40, 41, 44,

65-69, 72, 76, 86, 88, 89, 126,

130, 132, 135-137. 148 154,

164, 166-169, 171-174, 182,

183, 187, 188, 190, 193, 211,

242, 244, 256, 272, 276 278,

292, 293, 297, 300, 307. 316,

325. 330, 357, 372, 407-409,

419, 423, 441,455

Mahabharatatatparyanlrnaya
449

Mahabhasya 49, 183, 493

Mahanarayanlyopanlsat 15

Mahanlrvanatantra 59

Mabarndrayamala 59

Maharthamanjarl 34

Mahasamhita 271

as'v-68
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Mahasanatkumarasamhlta 271

Mahendra(tan tra)samblta 246,

249, 276, 277, 287, 290.

Mahesvaratantra 245

Mahitantra 245

Mahcdadhi 359

Mahopanlsat 316, 414

Mallnivjayatantra 35

Malinlvljayavarthlka 64

Maradhkara 105

Manasara 361, 362.

Mandnkyopanlcat 243

Manimekhalai 67, 177. 472

Mantra Kaumudi 356

Mantra prasana 116

Manumtra 87

Manti<tmrii 47 50 80 87 88,
113 129 136, 141 150, 160,

164 166 407 409, 430, 454 ,

513.

Manusyalayacandrika 483

Marlclsamblta see nnder
Vimanarcanakalpa

Markandeyapnrana 41, 72, 413,
500.

Markandryasamhlta 244, 288,
290, 363.

Matsyapurana 395, 413

Mayatantra 245

Maydvaibhavika Samhlta 246

Mimamsasotras 45-47

Mokaopayapradipika 340

Mrgendrasnmhita 35

Mnlaaakha, Mnlaveda tee
under Ekayana.

Mumoksuppadi 319, 322.

do. vyakhya 335

Mmdako^aaltat 139, 154;

Nacciyar Tlrumozhl 506

Nalavlradivvaprahandba 291,
297, 198

, ’02, 322, 372, 391,
392, 394, 482, 485.

Narmlinpanosatana 119, 345,
384, 427

Naradapancaratra 192,454

Naradasmni 88

Naradaparlvrajakopanlsat 18

Naradarcanika 276

Noradlvasamhlta 207 287 358,

362, 363, 380, 384, 437 447.

Naraslmhakh vat antra 245

N rasimhapurana 301

Narayanasamhlta 161. 247, 394.

Narayanlvam 68. 300, 486.

Narayanlyopanlsat 22, 28, 158.

N r-vanopaniia t 22, 28, 94,

149. 336

Naukacarita 507

Navaratnamalal 323

Nlbandhana 343

Niks? paclntamani 337

Nikscparaksa 327

Nilopanisat 217

N ! rodhal?ksana vyakhvo 456

N rukta 8, 13 169 453.

Niruktadh'kara 105, 1 13

Nlruktadbikarara 105

Nl'ta or Nltyasrantha 309 310,
324 373, 410, 429, 430 474,
475

Nltyakarmasamgraha 311,430.

Nrkesarisamhlta 245

Nyasadasaka 333

Nyasatilaka 333

Nyasavldyaparlskrtl 337

Nyasavidyavljaya 337

Nyaaavlnjsau 337
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Nyayabhasya 11

Nyayakalika 189

Nyayamanjarl 52, 53, 189, 495.

Nyavamanjarlgranthibhanga
495

Nyay aparlsuddhl 325, 326, 495

do. vyakhya 417

Nyayasiddhanjana 300, 325.

Nyayasadarsana 291

Pada< 508, 511 512

Padamanjarl 183

Pada'adltaka 187 489

P'dmapn'-ina 41,72,178.301
353 403 441

Padmac^mhlta 34 46. 74. 94
119, 146, 1 49, 151 193-195,
199 206 207 209 216 2 19

229 231 2*3 243 244 246,

248, 249 261, 277, 282 287,
290 325 327, 329 337, 341
342 *45 352 357-359,
361-367, 374, 376 384 386
398 399 401 403, 420, 4 6,

427, 441, 443

Padmodbhavaporana 276

Padmodbbavasamhita 246, 249,
276, 277, 287, 308, 327.

Padmottara 409, 445

Padukapratistha 378

Pallandu 195, 303, 418,

Pancakalakrlyadipa 336

Pancakalaprakasika 336

Pancaprasnasamhita 246

Pancaratrakantakoddhara 336

Pancaratraraksa 132 144, 162,
178 194 301. 308,310,311,
323 324 375 . 377, 379,
404 406. 410, 411, 424-426,

429, 430 432, 433, 435, 436,
442, 448, 46.1.

Pancaratraraksahrdaya 335

Pa n ca ra tra samhi ta 133, 135,

325, 423.

Pancaratrasara 261

Pancaratrasrutl 188

Pancaratrasatraa 318

Pancaratropanlsat 188

Pancaratravacana 454

Pancastava 311, 341.

Panin! 184, 494.

Panlnlyaslksa 8

Pannlranamam 332

Parannamhlta 31,120, 1 40-142,

155 161 180 246-248, 263,
270 287, 308 328, 342.

Paramarthasara 64

Paramatabhanga 331

Paramesthyaatnhlta 325, 327,

411, 413 447.

Paramesvarasamhita 145 217,

219, 231 246, 218-250, 277,
278 290 325, 327, 341 342,

346. 359, 362 366, 372, 375.

380, 382, 384, 3*6, 40l, 403,

406, 411, 413, 417, 431.

Paramesvarasamhltabhasya-
vivrti 343

Parandapadi 322

Parandarabasya 322

Pararthayajanadhikaranimha
337

Parasarapurana 441

Parasarasamblta 357

ParatrmikavrthI 64

Parattvadipancaka 316

Paripadal 73. 179. 180, 471.

Pasnpatisutra 59, 60.

do. bhasya 60
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Paoskarasamhita 27, 74, 98,
120, 145, 189. 193, 239, 242,
246-251, 258, 263. 267, 268,
308, 313. 314, 325, 327, 328,
341, 346, 351, 354, 358, 361,
362, 364, 375, 378, 385, 393,
395, 399, 401-3, 426-428, 432,
436, 495.

Perlya Tlrumozhl 181, 303, 473,
506.

Perlyazhvar Tlrumozhl 303, 418

Pernmal Tlrumozhl 303

Pingalamrta 11, 2i, 59.

Pistapasumlmamsa 423

Pradhanasataka 332

Pradvumna8amhlta 395

Prahladabhaktavljaya 507

Prahladacarlta 508

PrajapatyasambUa 250

Prakirnadhikara 105, 113.

Prameyaratnakara 465

Pranatosanl 59

Prapancahrdaya 34

Prapancaasara 59

Prapanaparljata 314, 315, 318,
373.

Prapannaparltrana 318

Pratigrhyadbikara 105

Pratlporusabhagavadaradbana
337

Fiattsthanukramanika 340

Prati8thapradlpa 337

Pratlatbavldhldarpana 340

Pratyabhijnabrdaya 62

Pratyabhijnasatra 64

Frayasclttasamgraha 337

Purananuru 73, 181, 471.

Puratantra 105, 110.

Purusakaramlmamsa 337

do. bbasrya 337

Puru^asukta 75, 123, 222, 224,

226, 260, 266 353, 370, 372,

373, 420, 430.

PurusoUamaaamhlta 69, 244,

287, 353, 386, 387, 401, 454.

Purvarclka 2

Purvatantra 105

Puskalasamhiia 245

Radhasudhanidbl 469

Rahasyamnaya sceooder
Ekayana,

Rahasyaratnavali 331

do. with vyakhya hrdaya
331

Rahasyasandesa 331

R^basyatrayaiara 178,242,272,
279 281.310,330, 331, 389,
390, 420, 423,411,442,445.

Rahasyatrayasara with vyakhya
Sarasvadlnl 390

Ramacaritamanasa 468

Ratnacatakaklrtana 506

Ramavara 40, 41 88 178, 295,

332, 372, 373, 468, 504, 506

Ranavlrabfaaktaratnakara 428

Rasarnava 267

Rgveda 1-7, 12, 13, 15, 16, 22,

40. 50 51 65, 66, 70, 7l, 81,

82. 115, 123, 131, 163, 164,

169, 415, 422.

Rgveda (kfaila) 15, 71, 174, 373,

415, 416

Rgvedabhasyopadglta 3

Rgvidhana 40

Sabdakalpadruma 11, 31, 34,

121, 153, 345.

Saccarltraraksa 142, 326, 342,

357, 370, 411-413, 415, 417,

419, 442, 448.
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Sadacaragrantfaa 338

Saivaparlbhasa 18

Saivasamhita 245

Sakalasamhita 245

Sakatayanasamhlta 245

Samaveda 1 , 2, 12 , 38, 163,
164, 169, 506.

Samavedarseyapradipa 82

Samavidhanabrahmana 83

Samhapurana 441

Samjnanasamhlta 106

Sankalpasnryodaya 332

Sacnkarsanasamhita 317, 325,
328, 377.

Samkarsanasutra 189

Samkhaanarti 87

Samkhasotra 87

Samksepabhagavatamrta 463

Sammobanatantra 245

Samsarasamrajya 323

Samskararatnamala 33, 34.

Samurtarcanadhlkarana 35 74 ,

77, 78, 80, 83, 91-93, 96,
104-110, 113 115, 116, 118,
121, 126, 143, 144, 146, 151,
172, 173, 186 , 207, 208, 219,
223, 225, 252, 269, 282, 285,
292, 308, 327, 333, 344-347,
351, 352. 357, 358, 361-368,
375. 376, 379, 380, 382-384,
394-396, 398-401, 403. 412,
426, 427, 431.

Sanatkamarasambita 27, 32,
34. 35. 48 118, 124, 125, 142.

167, 207-209, 215 231, 239,

241, 246-249, 270-277, 287,
305, 308, 315. 316, 324, 327,
328, 333, 335, 336, 344-346,
353, 354, 356, 358. 360,
364-366, 379, 380, 387, 388,
399, 401. 403, 411,413, 422,
425, 450.

asv-69

S^dilyasamhUa 246, 339, 378,

Sandllyaamrtl 178, 324, 406,
409, 417, 441.

Santana Kanda 106.

Saradatllaka 19, 34, 35, 59.

Saranagatfdlplka 333

Saranagatlgadya 309, 310,

Sarasamgraha 323, 332.

Samara 332

Sarasvatlrabasyopanlsat 15

SarlrafcadbikaranaratnamaU
336

Sastitantra 11

Satyakanda 106

Satapatbabrahmana 16, 39, 50,
70,71, 122,123,133,163, 165.

Satasabasrika 277

Satatapasamhita 246

Sataiapastnrtl 441

Sattvartbaprakasika 341

Sattvatamtya 311

Sattvatasamhita 76, 77, 145,

180, 189, 207, 217-219,
246-249 251, 252, 258, 263,

267, 268, 278 , 289, 290, 308,

310, 314, 316,325, 327, 328,

332, 340, 341 343, 344, 346,

349, 351 353, 361, 362, 385,

393, 400, 402-404, 426, 463,
465.

Sattvatasasira 192

Sattvatatantra 117, 339, 454

do with bhasya 340

Satyakanda 106

Satyakitantra'328

Satyasadhasrautasotra 47

SanbbagyalakstnyupanUat IS

Saumantavasatnhita 246

Saandaryalaharl vyakhya 59

Saurapuranam 41, 72
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S-sasamhlta 395

Sesasamuccaya 395 483, 484

Slddhantajahnavi 450, 452, 453.

with Setu 452

Siddhaotamak (avail 456

Siddhantaratnavali 336

Siddhltraya 295

Silappadikaram 73, 181, 217,

401, 471.

Sllparatnam 263, 358, 359, 362,
363

Sitopanisat 15, 62, 76, 77.

Slvadrsti 62-64

Sivajnanabodhasutra 61

do. bhasya 61

Sivarcanacandrtka 35

Sivatauva 62

Skandapuranara 14, 39, 41, 72,
166, 413, 441

Slokasamgraha 130

Smrtlcandrtka 34, 86, 413.

Smrtimuktaphala 88

Smrtyarnava 433

Sodasayudbastotra 333

Somatantra 245

Spandapradlplka 188, 261,495.

Spandasastra 62

Srlbhaaya lee under Brahma-
lutra

Srlkarasamhlta 325

Srlkalapara 189

Srikarabhasya 61

Stikranatandarbha 463

Srigauarataakosa 312, 313, 341.

Srlpra9na9amhi(a 27, 34, 217,
218, 231, 239, 247, 248, 287,

288, 345, 352, 35 \ 357,
360-364, 367, 369, 372, 378,
382, 386, 387, 389, 394, 395,
397-404, 4*6, 427* 438.

Srirangagadya with Rahaaya-
raksa 453

Srlrangarajastava 243, 312, 313.

Srlsa ttvata 454

Srlsukta 15, 71, 172, 260, 266,

267, 420.

Sristava 311

Sristutl 296, 333.

Sri tattvacintamanl 59

Srivacanabhusana 318, 319,

322, 334.

do vyakhya 334

Srivalsnavadin icarl 332

Sriyahpatippadl 322

Srmgaramala 510

Srutapradipika 92

Snmnraka,ika 92 141, 166,

291, 316, 335, 338, 339.

Srutlsiddhanta 452

Stotraratna 296, 299, 305, 328,

372.

Subalopanlsat 29

Sudarsanamimamsa 338

Sudarsanasataka 314

Sudarsanstaka 333

Sudarsanasuradruma 338

Sukaprasnasambfta 246

Suklay.'jussakha(veda) 2, 5, 7,

12 16, 51, 117, 169, 193, 306.

Suksmatantra 59

Sundarabahustava 311

Suprabhedagama 34, 35, 61.

Suratasamgraha 510

Suryatantra 245

Sveiasvataropanlsat 22, 293,

344.

Taittiriya brahmana 16, 52,

163, 165.

Taittiriyasakha 82, 110
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Tafttlrfyaranyaka 41, 51, 75,
84, 115, 136, 154, 155, 198,
212, 236, 260, 423.

Talttlrfyasarahlta 2, 7, 71, 163

Talttlrlvopanlsat 115, 158. 198,
336, 344.

Tandvabrabmana 83, 84.

Tanlcarama 322

Tanldvaya 320, 322, 331.

Tanlpranava 322

Tan*raIoka 64

Tantrasaraoccaya 35, 358, 388,
483-485.

Tantrasara 34, 59

Tantrasarasamgraha 442

Tantravarthika ll, 46, 134.

Tarkakanda 106

Tarksyasamblia 245

Tatparvacandnka 423

Tattvadlpa 157, 416,

Tatt vamartanda 335

Tattvamuktakalapa with
Sarvarthaslddhl 330

TaUvapradlpika 343

Tattvaprakaslka 452

Tattvaraina 316

Tativarthadipa 455, 457, 459.

Tattvasagarasatnhl ta 246

Tattvasekhara 320, 322

Tattvatika 166

Tattvatraya 279, 318, 322, 334.

do. bhasya (Vyakhyana)
279-282. 334, 335

Tattvatrayaculaka 281, 331.

Tejodravinasamhlta 246

Tirocchandaviruitam 181, 182,

302, 303

Tirumantiram 61

Tiruvaymozhl 295, 299, 302,

303, 322 , 390, 391, 479, 506.

Tnrly&tltavadhmopanlaa* 18

Ujjvalaallamanl 461

TJnadlsutra 119

Upendrasatnhha 247

Uisavaaamgraha 337

Uttarabrahmavldya 340

Uttamabratama Vldyavlkaaa
340

tltlararanaacarlta 416

Uttaratantra 105

Vacama'ya 11,29, 32, 345,365.

Vaibhavaprakasfka 389

Valbhavatantra 245

Valhayasasamhl«a 189, 246.

Vatkhanasadhyana mnktavall

340

Valkhanagagrhyasntra 421

Valkbanasatnahlmamanjarl 340

Vaikhanasasarasamgrah 340

Valkhanasaslddhantalesadarsa
340

Valkahanasagrantasutra 83, 84.

do. bhasya 83

Valkhanasasntra tatparya

ciotamaol 340

Valkanasatattvartha
bodbana 340

Vaikuothagadya 296, 300, 310.

Vaikumhastava 311, 312.

Valnateyasamhlta 245

Vatsnavaslddhanta 271

Valyaslkanlghantu 81

Vajasaneyasamhlta see under
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Vafcyapadlya 18
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GLOSSARY

ebhaya : pose of the hand of the Icon conveying freedom from

fear for the devotees.

abhlcara : rite done for a malevolent pnrpose.

abhlgamana : morning worship.

abhyavaharlka : relating to food preparations and their

offerings.

acamana : sipping water with the utterance of mantras,

acamanlya : one of the kinds of attendance (upacara).

acarya : spiritual preceptor, director for guiding temple

construction and installation ceremonies,

adhikarana : section In the Parva mlmamsa sutras and Brahma
sutras treating a particular topic,

adhvan * stage In the manifestation of Sakti.

adhvaryo : sacrificing priest following the yajurveda.

adhivasa : preparatory rite to Invoke the presence of the deity

In an Icon before worship.

agneya : belonging to Agni, a term used by the Vaikhanasa
texts te refer to the Pancaratra Agama,

ahnika : routine of work to be carried out during the day.

alsvarya : lordship

akarsana ; attracting an absent person into one's person by

mantras.

aksasutra : a string of rosary seeds,

amurta ; not having corporeal form,

anganyasa : nyasa done on a limb of the body,

angulinyasa : nyasa done on fingers,

antaryaga : mental (or inner) worship,

antaryamln : inner controller,

anuyaga : partaking the food offered to god.

apatahna : Jthe fourth part of the day time,

aprakrta : non-material, not a product of matter.
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aradhana : worship of God.
arani • piece of wood for kindling fire,

aratrlka * waving of light before the idol,

area : idol for worship,

areaka : priest officiating for offering worship to God in temple.

arghya : water offered to the deity or guest as the first Item of
attendance.

arthavada * glorifies to ry passage not to be taken literally,

asana : posture : sitting posture of the idol,

avabrtha : ceremonial bath in the concluding session of a

sacrifice performed on the last or ninth day of

festival in the temples.

avahana : invoking the presence of the deity,

avatara * divine descent of God

bahiryaga external worship

bala strength.

ballbera : name of one of the idols in temples used for offering

the daily oblations,

bbagavata a devotee of God
bbogasthana • places of enjoyment,

bhogopakarana . means of enjoyment,

bhupura : common edging In the yantra.

bhutasuddhi • The process of mentally purifying the elements
constituting the human body and creating a pure one.

blja : essential syllable in a mantra

bindu : concentrated and undifferentiated part of Saktl just

about to create

brahman • the priest of the Atharvaveda

brahmandakosa : the fifth stage in creation representing the

evolution of the samkhya categories

carya name of the fourth division of Agama text, action,

caturatmya: group of the four vyuha deities constituted
together for worship.

ciccbakti saktl manifested through the self.

devalaka : those who earn their livelihood by worshipping God.

dhruvabera : idol which Is permanently fixed in the gaibhagrha
of the temple.

asv—72
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dhopa : offering of incense.

dhvajarohana : mounting the flag in the flag staff marking the

commencement of the festival,

dhvajasthamba : flag staff.

dhvajavarohana : bringing down the flag in the flag stall mark-
ing the conclusion of the festival,

diksa : initiation,

dikslta • one who gets Initiated,

dips * light waved in the presence of an idol.

ekantln : exclusively attached to a single deity,

ekantidharma : the trait (nature) of the ekantin.

gatha : verse not belonging to the Vedas,

garbhagrha : sanctum sanctorum.

havfs : "fferine, especially of food preparation, to the deity,

hotr : priest of the Rgveda,

hrdyaga : mental worship.

ijya i act of worship.

jagrat : waking state.

japa : mental repetition of mantra or the name of Ood,
jlvakosa : last stage of creation representing emergence of all

animate beings.

jnana : first part of the Agama text containing the knowledge
of ultimate Reality.

kainkarya service to God, elders,

kalvalya . self realisation,

kala : pure manifestation.

kalpadevalaka i those who earn their livelihood by worshipping

God after getting initiated,

karanyasa : nyasa done on one hand with another,

karmabera : Idol receiving daily worship,

karmadevalaka : those who earn their iivelihood by worshipping
God without getting initiation,

kalaia t pitcher.
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katlhasta * hand pose of the icon, the hand touching the waist,

kosa : form assumed by Sakti.

kriya • third division of the Agama text—dealing with the

construction of temples and installation of Idols,

kumbya utterance to ensure good conduct

katastha purusa * pnrusa In the collective sense of all selves.

lilavibhutl : manifestation for sport.

mahotsava : annual festival to temples

manasayaga inner worship.

mandala : circular design to concentrate divine powers,

manipravala . admixture of gem and coral, referring to the use

of Sanskrit and Tamil expressions in Vaisnavite

writings.

mantra • spiritual formula

mantra nyasa : nyasa bringing fitness to worship,

marane : rite to kill the unwanted person,

matrka : letters forming part of mantra

matrkapltha : pedestal for matrkas.

mayakosa : second stage in creation marking the beginning of

material creation

mudra hand pose

mula bera : principal idol fixed permanently in the garbhagrha

of the temple

molaprakrti primordial matter,

murta : having corporeal form.

nada . indistinct sound possessing light,

uadi tubular duet.

nadlka : duration of time equivalent to that of 24 minutes,

nalvedya : offering of food preparations to the deity,

nigada : words used simply to address (call) another.

nirmalya . remnant of sandal, garland and others already used

for God.

mskala • partless

nityavibhuti : highest place of glory of God.

nltyodita ever manifest.
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nlyata : Inner controller.

nyaaa: self surrender, mental process of infusing potency into

the object by touching it.

pancakala : five fold division of the day.

pancaratrika : follower of the pancaratra tradition,

pancaaamskara : five fold consecration,

para : supreme form of Visnu.

parathayajana : worship offered to the deity for the sake of

others, done in temples.

parlcaraka : assistant to the priest in the temple,

parisecana : s pi inkling of water around the food served for

eating.

pass • bondage,

pasu : living being,

patl • Lord.

punmrtha : aim. pursuit in life,

pausaka karma : ri e conducive to welfare,

pavitraropana : decorating the idol with pavitra, a garland of
nice threads of various colours,

pinda ; consonants occuring between bija and other letters,

pistapasu : effigy of the animal made of flour.

prabandha : any literary composition, Nalaylradtvyaprabandba
in Vaisnavism

prajna : state of deep sleep

prakara : enclosure in a temple,

prakasa : illumination or manifestation.

prakrtikosa : a stage of Saktl in which the gods get their

consorts

pranapratistha • installation of life in the yantra or idol, God’s
taking His place there

pra patti : self•surrender.

prasutlkosa : a stage of Saktl out of which the deities Issue forth,

pratlma : Idol.

pratas : the first part of the day time,

pratistha : Installation of the idol,

prstyabhijoa : recognition.
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pradurbhava ; descent of God Himself

pradurbh&vantara : descent of parts or portions or anything

which belongs to God.

prayaseitta * act of expiation

pundra : the ornamental marl: worn by a devotee,

pnrascarana : preparatory rite,

purvahna * the third division of the day time

puspayaga worship of God with flowers,

putraka : second kind of aspirant requiring initiation.

sadgunya : group of six qualities.

sadhaka : third kind of aspirant requiring initiation.

sakala : having pans

sakti : potency,

saktikosa : the stage or body of Sakti which l# concerned with

suddhasarga.

saktlpata : descent of God’s grace.

salokya : state of moksa in which the self coexists with God,

samadhi : undisturbed resting of the self in God.

sangava * second part of the day time,

samhara : withdrawal of speech,

samtsaraoyaia : nyasa done to create dissolution,

samkranfi * the time of transit of the sun from one to the next

division of zodiac

samipya * fellowship with God.

samjsia * name of the deity occurring in the mantra,

sampradaya : tradition,

samproksana consecra tion

samyama : performance of good deeds for the benefit of the

Brahman

santa * Inactive.

santika rite for removing the evils,

santodita : periodically manifest.

sarupya : transformation of the body, divine In appearance,

satkaryavada : theory that the effect has prior existence in the

cause.

aattvata • follower of the Paioaratra,
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aamayin : the first kind of student who begins to get initiated.

saumya : gentle, Vaikhanasas refer to themselves by this word.

sayam : the last part of the daytime

sayana : reclining posture of the Idol.

sayojya . intimate union.

aeia : subordinate to God
seva : service.

snapana : giving bath to the idol,

snapanabera : idol getting bath.

panda : vibratory movement,

sratlnyaia : nyasa done to create potency

sthitl : standing posture of the Idol,

sthitmyasa : nyasa done to secure potency,

svadhyaya * study of one’s Veda,

svapna : giving bath to the deity.

svarthavajana : worship for on»*’s se'f, done in the house.

8vayamvyakta : a holy place or shrine which manifested by
itself.

subhasraya : idol, seat of the auspicious one (God)

snddhasattva : pure sattva without any tinge of rajas and tamas.

susupti . deep sleep

taijasa : dream state,

tanmatra : subtle element.

tapa : marking the upper part of the arms with heated emblems
of conch and discus

tejas : splendour, might.

tlrodhaua sakti : God's power to make the self loss the real

knowledge.

turlva : transcendental stage

turlyatita • the stage beyond transcendence.

uccatana : rite to ruin an adversary,

udgatr : priest of the Samaveda.

udlta : active.

unmesa : awakening of SaktS.

upabrahmanam : supplementary to the Vedas.
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tipacara . attendance.

upadana : collection or gathering of the materials for worship,

upanayana : Investiture with the sacred thread.

Otsava • festival.

utsavabera : bera used during festivals.

varamudra • hand pose representing the grant of boon,

vlbhava * divine decent

vibhuti
:

prosperity of God.

vidvesana : rite to control the enemies.

vlmana : structural part of the temple containing the main

shrine.

vlmarsa : self consciousness of the Supreme Being.

vlrya : virility,

viiarga : aspirate sound.

visarjana j sending away (of God).

visva : waking state

vyuha : self division.

yajamana rich man who undertakes the work of construction

of temples.

yantra : metallic plate containing diagrams with the letters

constituting the mantra of the deity written on
specific places In the diagram.
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